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A.

J.

C., versus Collector of Rajshahye and others,
and another, Sogra Khatoon (Musst.,) versus,
Abdool Kureern Shah, versus Kunhyah Lal Sahoo and another,
Abbott,
Abdool

Ali

Abdoollah

180

259
... 343

Singh and others, versus,

Meer,) Rarnpurshaud

..-...
Abdoollah €Moulvee,) versus Rumzoo Dye,
Abdoollah (Syud,) Alexander Imlach, versus,
Achumbhit Lal and another, Kunhyah Lal and others, versus,
...
Achumbhit Lal, versus Govind Purshad Singh and others,
Afzul All Khan, Juggernath Sahee Deo (Muharajah,) versus,
Aga Mohummud Kamel, Bishen Soonduree Dibbea and another,
......
......
. . . . ..
versus,
.
..
Ahmud Ali, alias Imdad Ali, (Sheikh) Zenooddeen and another, versus,
Ahmud Reza and another, versus Colonel Edward Garstin,
Ahmud Reza (Syud) and another, versus Fletcher, Alexander and Co.,.
Ajoodhea Purshad and others, Government, versus,
Ajoodhea Purshad and others, Damoodhur Mehtoon, versus,
(Musst.,)
Akamul Ali (Moulvee) and others, Ufran-0-nissaChowdhrain
versus,
......
...
Ali Zuman and others, Junwur Das and others, versus,
'
Alum Chund, Guora Buktanee, versus,
.... ..
Alung Munnee Dassee and others, Race Bykuntnath Chowdhree and
others, versus,
......
......
......
...
Ameer-o-nissa and others, Hosein Rezza (Syud,) versus,
Anna (Bibi,) versus Niamut Khan,
......
......
Anund Chundur, versus eo Lal (Lala) and others,
Anund Chundur Acharj, versus Chundra Bullee Dibbea Chowdhrain
and another,
......
......
. . . ...
33
Anund Mye Dassea, Umrut Munnee (Musst.,) versus,
......
Anund Mye Dutt, versus Ramjye Mundul and others,
.....'.
Anund Nath Race (Rajah,) versus Dwarkanath Thakur and others, ..
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574
192
334
432
467
595
377
491
523
639
298
300
476
635
160
396
224
461
74
i

34
67
313
156
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INDEX.

versus,

......

Asmun Kowur, Bans.

'-w

and others,

I

Er’!

. . . . ..
......
258
Gour Das and another,
......
......
. . . . ..
... 436
Kowur and another, versus,
.... ..
342

Aratoon, versus Reily,
Arey Mohummud Chowdhree

versus,

L§;'_-_

195

.-I

394

ehe‘5;s;

640
269

409
191

277
465

lll

:'_J___'_,

199

57
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390
647

543
551

354
167
172

\

..
Bhuwanee Churn Mitr, versus Jykishen Mitr,
Bhuwanee Shurree Dibbea Chowdhrain and another, Gouree Purshad
.... ..
... ...
. . . . ..
Raee, versus,
Bhyrobee Dassea and others, Ram Chundur Dobey and others,
. . . . . . . ..
...
Bhyro Chundur, versus Hurwuttee Ram, . . . . . . . . .
Bhyro Purshad and others, versus Soodee Singh (Baboo) and others,
Bhyro Dial Sookul, versus Gour Bullubh (Rajah) and others, ....... .
...
Bhyrub Chundur Mookerjea, Kassinath Byragee, versus,
Bhyrub Chundur Singh, Radha Gobind Mitr and others, versus,
Bhyrub Indur Nurain Raee and others, Hurree Preeah Dibbea
.... ..
. . . . . ..
. . . . ..
(Ranee,) versus, . . . . . .
Bhyrub Indur Nurain Race, (Koonwur) Bhoobun I Mye (Ranee,)
.... .....
....... ..
. . . . . . . ..
versus,
.. .. .. ...
Bideanund Singh Buhadoor
(Rajah,) Kalee Purshad Panday and
others, versus,...
..... ....
...... ...
. . . . . . . .. 569
Bindrabun Chundur Udhikaree, Juggeshwur (Sircar) and others, versus,
Bindrabun Chundur Udhikaree, Muthoor Mohun Mitr and another,

269
420
342

22
6

398
510
114
624

l

Ballo Deb Misr, versus Beenub Churn Mundul and others,
Bamun Das Mookerjea, Omesh Chundur Race and others, versus,
Bana Kowur and another, versus Asmun Kowur,
.... ..
Banee Kanth Raee and others, Prussunno Nath Raee, versus,
Beer Singh (Baboo) and others, Koonwul Koonwaree (Muharanee,)
"
......
. . . . ..
versus,
......
... ...
Beesnub Churn Mundul and others, Bullo Deb Misr, versus,
Bejye Gobind Singh (Rajah,) versus Gopee Kishen Chowdhree and
......
. . . . ..
.... ..
others,
and
others,
Gobind
Rajindur Nurain Raee
(Rajah)
Bejye
Singh
. . . . ..
......
20]
(Rajah) and another, versus,
Bey'choo Puramanik, versus Kaleenath Raee and others, .... ..
..
Bhagruttee (Musst.) and another, Pursotum Das, versus,
Bhechuk Singh and others, versus Sheo Suhaee and others,
Bhikdharee Singh, versus Shunkur Dutt and another, .... ..
Bhoobun Mye (Ranee,) versus Bhyrub Indur Nurain Raee Koonwur,
Bhoop Nurain Sahoo and another, versus Jobraj Singh (Baboo) and
another,...
. ... ..
. . . . ..
......
Bhudeela (Sheikh) and others, Hyatim (Musst.,) versus,
...
Bhugwan Lal Sahoo (Baboo,) versus Koonwur Singh (Baboo,)
Sahebdeen Khan
Bhugwan Nurain Singh (Baboo) and another,
.... . .
......
. . . . ..
versus,
Bhugwunt Nurain Singh, versus Durooputtee Koonwur (Musst.) and
......
......
. . . . ..
another,
...
Bhuwanee Shunker Das, Mudhoo Soodun Das Mohunt, versus,

Ill
571

462
462
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B.

INDEX.
Deb and another, versus Madden Mohun Chundur, .... .. 132
563 571
Birjlal Opaclhia, Het Nurain Singh (Muharajah,) _
others,
and
Birj Beharee Singh and others, Jhnmmun Slngh
. . . . . . . ..
...... 41 54
.........
.........
versus,
501
versus,
Hurree
another,
Gour
Banerjea,
and
Raee
Bishennath
339
Bishennath Singh (Rajah,) Hursoondree Dibbea (Ranee,) versus,
Bishen Soondree Dibbea and another, versus Aga Mohummud Kamel, 377
Bodh Kowaree (Musst.) and another, versus Mod Nurain Singh, ... 318
316
.... ..
Bolakee La] and another, Bibi Tajun, versus,
and
Chowdhree
Khan
Mokeem
Mohummud
Khajeh
Singh,
Boopul
---- 553
. ....
another, versus,...
K.,......
646
E.
Hume,
versus
Brij Kishwur Sein,
others,
versus,...
and
Das
386
Chund
others,
Fukeer
and
Das
Brij Mohun
415
Brijnath Nurain Singh (Rajah,) Ram Suhaee, (Lala,) versus,
Brijnath Pal and others, versus Buddun Chundur Munclul and others, 312
.... .. 525
Brijnath Raee, versus Inaitoollah Chowdhree,
. . . . .. 536
... ...
Broderick, John, versus Hurmohun Raee and others,
Budclun Chundur Mundul and others, Brijnath Pal and others, versus, 312
155
Bugwuttee Dassea and another, Raj Chundur Dutt, versus,
,.. 497
Bugwuttee Dassea and others, Fukeerooddeen Mohummud, versus,
599
Buksoo (Sheikh) and another, Surkutoollah (Sheikh,) versus,
607
Buldeo Nurain Singh and others, Jysree Kowur (Musst.,) versus,
... 530
..,
Buldeo (Sircar) and others, versus Ranee Kishen Perea,
403
Bunjooree Cheragee, Gholam Mohummud Shah, versus,
. _.... ..
265
Bunsee Dhur, Mun Thakur, versus,
Burkut-o-nissa Begum (Musst.,) versus Imambandee (Musst.) and
. . . . . . . ..
...... ...
120
.........
others,
and
others,
Bideeah
versus
Hurkallee
49
Biswas,
Bydenath
,,, 485
,,,.._
Byjnath Pal, versus Muhtal) Chundur (Rajah,) _
197
Byjnath Ruhoot and others, versus Raclha Kaunth (Rajah,)

C.
Cheeta Punchear and others, versus Laljee Sahoo and another,
.... ..
Chedee Lal (Baboo,) versus Jones, William Robert,
Chedee Singh, versus Hunnooman Singh and another,
Cheonee Lal, Gowra Kowur (Musst.,) versus,
.... ..
......
Chumpabnttee Dibbea, Moozuifur Ali (Syud,) alias Teetoo Meeah,
-- - - - ,..,
- ~- ~- --.--- - - - -.
versus:
Chundur Nurain Chuckerhutty and another, versus Zumeer-0-nissa

.... ..

257
321
426
150

379

......
......
. . . . ..
384
Chundra
Dibbea Chowdhrain and another, Anund Chundur
.. ...
. . ...
. . . _,
33 34
Ucharj, versus,
Chutterbhooj Ramanooj Das Mohunt and others, versus Muddun
Thakur and others, . . . .
. . . . ..
. ..
60
Chytun Kishun Pal and others, Raj Chundur Shah Fotedar and
Others, versus,
. ...
. ..
. . . . ..
108
Collector of Chittagong and others, Shurut Chundur Canoongoe,
5
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of Bhagulpore, versus"S-hewuk
Collector of Cuttack, Ukbar Hosein, (Rajah)

561

C0l16Ct01‘

versus,

367
348

.....
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Birghoo Ram

1

INDEX.
of Dinagepore, Muha M e Dihbea, versus,
.....
383
of Mymensingh and others, Ruttun Munnee Dassee and
versus,
...... ...
. . . . . . ..
. . . . . . . ..
381
of Mymensingh, Hurnath Surmah Chowdhree and others,
...... ...
versus,
......
......
. . . . ..
... 271
Crawford, Andrew and others, versus R/ooder Singh (Maharajah,)
369
Collector
Collector
others,
Collector

Cruise, Richard and others, Gunnesh Race, versus,

.....

123
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D.
Daeem Bibi (Musst.) and others, Hussun Bibi (Musst.,) versus,
Damoodhur Mehtoon, versus Ajoodhea Purshad and others,...
Debee Churn Biswas, versus Kishen Kishwur Raee Chowdhree and
.. . ...
.... ..
. . . . ..
. .. ...
others,
Debee Purshad Chowdhree and others, Khajeh Mohummud Mokeem
... ...
Khan and another, versus, . . . . . .
. . . . ..
Deel Singh and others, versus Gunsham Kowur alias Anund Kowur
B
.... ..
.... ..
(Musst.,)
Dhunesur Dutt and others, versus Government and others,
Nurain
Dhurooputtee Kowur (Musst.) and another, Bhugwlmt
.
.
..
.
.
.
.
.
.
......
versus,
.
.
Singh,
Doodraj Singh and another, versus Imrut Lal,
Doorga Chum Soor and others, Kishen Chundur Neogee, versus,
Purshad Raee Chowdhree,
versus
Tara Pm-shad Race
Doorga
. . . . ..
Chowdhree,
.... ..
......
Durmul Chowdhree, versus Gunput Singh and others,
Dwarkinath Thakur and others, Anund Nath Raee, (Rajah) versus,
Dwarka Sahee and another, Nowul Kishore Singh (Muharajah,)versus,
Dya Mye Dassea (Musst.,) Ootim Churn Dutt and another, versus,

133
300
.

455
552

5l7
154
_

543
18

380
352
98
157

70
435

F.
Fatima Begum (Musst.) and others, Shurf-o~nissa Begum (Musst.,)

--- --. . . . ..
versus,
. .. ...
.. . ...
53
Fletcher, Alexander and Co., Ahmud Reza Syud and another, versus, 639
French, Hodges and Co. Messrs., versus Madhub Chundur Bhutto
......
. . . . ..
......
... 179
charj and another,
Fukeer Chund Das and others, versus Brijmohun Das and others,
386
Fukeerooddeen Mohummud, versus Bugwuttee Dassea and others,
497
Fuzl Ali (Moulvee) and another, versus Uzeez-0-nissa Khatoon,
151

G.
523
Garstin, Colonel Edward, Ahmud Reza (Syud) and another, versus,
403
.... ..
Gholam Mohummud Shah, versus Bunjooree Cheragee,
404
......
Gholam Mohummud Shah, versus Greedhur Mundul,
99
Gholam Nujjuﬂ' (Shah,) versus Gopal Buksh and others,
196
Gholam Ruhman and others, versus Rajah Radha Kaunth,
... 502
Gobind Chlmdur Raee, Kishen Kaunth Shah and others, versus,
.... ..
351
Gobind Das Gosain, versus Nurkoo Sahoo,
... 43
Gopal Chundur Chowdhree, versus Ulf-o-nissa Begum, ......
99
Gopal Bukhsh and others, Shah Gholam Nujjuif, versus, ,,,,,,
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.... .. .
Gopal Singh, Lamb, George, versus,
_
'
and
others,
Gobmd
Chowdhree
Kishen
Singh
(Ra_]ah,)
Bejye
Gopee
--....
- - nu
.... ..
...
.-nu
1_167‘8'lL8,. . . . . .
Goordutt Chowdhree and another, versus Munooruth Chowdhree and

.... ..
... . .
. . . . ..
others,
versus Salt Agent of Barripore,
Gooroo Purshad Chukerhutty,
..
Gooroo Purshad Ghose and others, Ram Lochnn Ghose, versus,
Gora Chand Mundul and others, versus Lal Chand Bundoo,
...
Gour Bullubh (Rajah) and others, Bhyroo Dial Sookul, versus,
Chowdhree and
Gour Das and another, versus Arey Mohummud
.... ..
others; . . . . . .
. . . . . . . ..
Gour Hurree Banerjea, versus Bishennath R_aee and another,
.... ..
Goverdhun Das Mohunt, Mudhoo Soodun Das, versus,
.... ..
Government, versus Ajoodhea Purshad and others,
Government and another, Soopun (Musst.) and others, versus,
Government and others, Dhunnessur Dutt and others, versus,
Government, versus Imrut Lal and another,
.... ..
......
...
Govind Lal Raee, versus Usdun-0-nissa. Bibi,
.... ..
......
Govind Purshad Singh and others, Achumbit Lal, versus,......
Gowra Buktanee, versus Alumchund, . . . . . .
... ...
...
Gowra Kowur (Musst.,) versus Cheonee Lal,
Gowree Purshad. Raee, versus Bhuwanee Shuree Dibbea Chowdhrain
and another,
... ...
. . . . ..
......
. . . . ..
_
Gowree Purshad Shah and others, Khadim Eﬁmein (Syud) and another,
-. . . . . ..
......
versus,
. . . .. .
. . . ...
Greedhur Mundul, Gholam Mohummud Shah, versus,
.... ..
oakim and others, Bibi Mariam Cachic
Gregory,
Mackertich,
. . . . . . .. .
. . . . . . . ..
versus,
... ... ...
...
Gudadhur Banerjea and others, Muhtab Chundur (Muharajah,) versus,
Gujadhur Singh and others, versus Ruffeeooddeen Hosein and others,
Gunesh Nath Dutt, versus Ram Lochun Dutt and others,
Gunesh Raee, versus Cruise, Richard, and others,
Gunga Purshad Ghose, versus Kalee Mohun Chowdhree and others,
Gunpnt Singh and others, Durmul Chowdhree, versus,
..
Gunput Singh and others, Roodur Singh (Muharajah,) versus,
Gunsham Kowur alias Anund Kowur (Musst.,) Deel Singh‘ and
others, versus,
. . . .. .
......
... ...
. .....
Gyan Chundur Raee, Teeloke Chundur Raee, versus,
.... ..
...

J

,

35

21

428
422
193

398
436
501
551

298
507
154
16
115

467
160
150
167
135

404
350
439
12
107

123
77
98
97
517
554

H.

Hakim Chund, Manik Chund Sahoo,

versus,

Heera Ram Tewaree, versus Rughober Misr,
.... ..
Het Nurain Singh (Muharajah,) Birjlal Opadhia, versus, ....... .. 563
Hosein Rezza (Syud,) versus Ameer-o-nissa and others, .... ..
Hudson, versus Mascarenhas,
. ... ..
.. . . ..
......
.-Hume, E. K., Brij Kishwur Sein, versus,
.... ..
..
Hunnooman Singh and another, Chedee Singh, versus,
Hurmohun Raee and others, Broderick, John, versus,
...
......
Hurkalee Biddeeah and others, Bydenath Biswas, versus,
Hur Kishore Nundee, Radha Kishen Bhudder and another, versus-,...

1

90
136
571

224
190

646
426
536
49
159

INDEX.
Hurnath Surma Chowdhree and others, versus Collector of Mymen
... 27!
.... ..
. . . . ..
......
..... .
singh, ...
... 447
Hurree Mohun Das and others, versus Pran Kishen Raee,
Hurree Preea Dibbea (Ranee,) versus Bhyrob Indur Nurain Raee
......
. . . . ..
......
and others,
. .. ..
624
Hursahee Singh, versus Mohnmmnd Hosein (Syud) and another, ... -17 9
Hursoondree Dibbea (R.anee,) versus Bishennath Singh (Rajah,)
339
..... .
. . . . ..
Hnrwuttee Ram, Bhyro Chundur, versus,
22
.... ..
Hussun Ali Khan, versus Sheodial Sahoo and others,
2|8
'Huss1m Bibi (Musst.,) versus Daeem Bibi'(Mnsst.) and others,
133
Hyattun (Musst.,) versus Bhudeela (Sheikh) and others, ...
390

I.
Ihtaramooddeen Hosein (Shaikh) and others, Moyenooddeen Hosein
. . . . ..
.... ..
(Syud) and others, versus, . . . . . .
Imambandee (Musst.) and others, Bnrkut-o-nissa Begum (Musst.,)
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versus,

. .... ....

.........

. . . . . . . ..

Imamnn, (Mnsst.) and others, versus Mujoo (Mnsst.) and another,
Imlach, Alexander, versus Abdoollah (Synd,)
....... ..
...
Imrut Lal, Doodraj Singh and another, versus,
..... ...
Imrut Lal and another, Government, versus,
....... ..
Imrut Lal and another, Jorawin Singh (Baboo,) versus,
Inaitoollah Chowdhree, Brijnath Baee, versus,
.... ..
Indur Dutt Misr and others, Saheb Purhlad Sen, versus,
Indur Munee Chowdhrain (Musst.,) Oma Chowdhrain (Musst.) and
.... ..
......
another, versus,
.....
. . . . ..
Issur Chundur Holdar and others, versus Pran Kishen Holdar and
... ...
others,
. . . . ..
. . . -. .
.. . .. .
Itaut Ali and others, Zennt-0-nissa, versus, . . . . . .
. . . . ..
Izzut Ali and others, Mehur Ali (Sheikh) versus,
.. ..

J

J

1
267
120
251
334
18

16
15

525
31

326
642
277
303

.

ewa Singh and others, versus Rambukhsh

Singh and others,

275

Jeo Lal (Lalla) and others, Anund Chnndur, versus,
74
Jewun Bibi (Musst.) and another, versus Rnttun Chund Sahoo,
471
Jewun Bibi (Musst.) and another, Ruttun Chund Sahoo, versus, 475 476
ewun Lal and another, versus Mukhlm Lal, ..
.... ..
100
hnmmun Singh and others, versus Birj Beharee Singh and
.... ..
.... ..
. . . . ..
others, . . . . . .
...... 41 54
544
.... ..
obraj Singh and another, Sheo Gholam Sahoo, versus,

J
J

J
J obraj

Singh (Baboo) and another, Bhoop Nurain Sahoo and others,
......
8
. . . . ..
... ...
321
Jones, William Robert, Chedee Lal (Baboo,) versus,
.... ..
J00g11l\Kishore Raee and others, Ruttnn Munnee and others, versus, 270
orawun Singh (Baboo,) versus Imrut Lal and another, .... ..
15
Juggernath Burm and others, Roodurnath Surmah Chowdhree and
. . . . ..
I41
another, versus,
. . .. . .
Ali
Khﬂll,
Afzul
versus
595
Sahee
Deo
uggernath
(Muhara_jah,)
. versus,

J

J
'f

il
I

I
1l

1
+

J

-a

/

INDEX.

J uggeshur

Dheeka Chowdhree and others, versus Kaleechurn

Naiee
... 305
Juggeshwur Sircar and others, versus Bindrablm Chundur Udhikaree, 462
632
Juggut Chnndur and others, Ramnurain Raee and another, versus,
Juggut Chundur Bhuttacharj, versus Madhub Chundur Bhuttacharj
. . . . ..
and another,
.. . ...
...
.... ..
Juggut Isree Dibbea and others, versus Tarnikaunt Lahoree and
. . . . . . . ..
others,
294
.........
...... ...
... 62
Junavee Dassee, Taramunee Chowdhrain, versus,
.........
Junwur Das and others, versus Ali Zuman and others, .... ..
635
... 354
Jyekishen Mitr and others, Bhuwanee Churn Mitr, versus,...
332
Jyekowur (Musst.,) versus Lukhputtee Kowur (Musst.,)
378
Jyemunnee (Ranee) and others, Sheo Nurain Ghose, versus,
69
ye Purkas Nurain Singh and others, versus Khooblal and others,
458
Jyeram Chatterjea, Ramdhun Majoolea and others, versus, .... ..
607
Jyesree Kowur (Musst.,) versus Buldeo Nurain Singh and others,
608
Jyesree Kowur (Musst.,) versus Surja Kowur (Musst.) and others,
499
Jyesunkur Chund, versus Zumeerooddeen and others,

Ruttun,

......

.. . . . .

......

J
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K.
Kaleechum
versus,

Naiee Ruttun,
.... ..

Juggeshur
.... ..

Dheeka Chowdhree and others,
... .. .

...

...

Kaleedas Surmah, Sreeram Pal and another, versus,
Kadir Buksh Khan and others, versus‘Naznm Ali Khan and others,
Kaleekishen Dutt, Kewulram Dutt and others, versus,
.... ..
Kalee Mohun Chowdhree and others, Gungapurshad Ghose, versus,
Kaleenath Raee and others, Beychoo Puramanik, versus, .... ..
Kalee Purshad Pandee and others, versus Bideanund Singh Buhadoor
. . ...
.
569
. . . . . . . ..
. . . . . . . ..
(Rajah,)
Kallonas (Bibi,) Despinooand others, Lucas, Mr. Andrew, versus,
Kashee Purshad, Moorut Singh, versus,
......
. . . . ..
Kassenath Byragee, versus Bhyrub Chundur Mookeljea,
Keramut Ali Mootuwullee (Syud) versus Sreemuttee Dassee and others,
Keramut Ali (Syud,) versus Sumbhoonath Mitr and others,...
-Kewulram Dutt and others, versus Kaleekishen Dutt,
Khadim Hosein (Syud,) alias Hosein Ali (Meer,) versus Gowree Pur
shad Shah and others,
... ...
...
Khadim-o-nissa
Nusseeb-0-nissa
Begum,
Begum,
(Musst.) and
another, versus,
... ...
......
... .. .
. . . . ..
Khajeh Mohummud Mokeem Khan and another, versus Boopul Singh,
Khajeh Mohummud Mokeem Khan and another, versus Debee Pur
shad Chowdhree and others, . . . . . .
. . . . ..
Khoda Newauz Khan, versus Radha Kaunth (Rajah,)
.... ..
Khooblal and others, ye Purkas Nurain Singh and others, versus,
Krshen Chundur Neogee, versus Doorga Churn Soor and others,
Ktshen Chundur Surma, Ramgopa1Surma Turfdar and another, versus,
Krshen Chundur Surma, Unoopoorna Dibbea (Musst.,) versus,
Krshen Kaunth Shah and others, versus Gobind Chundur Raee,
Kishwur Manik (Muharajah,) versus Ram Guttee Burdun and
0 W5»
Klshﬁn
.... ..
...
......
....-.
......

J

305
274
545
405
77
199
571

93
374
510
480
423
405
135

217
553
552
198
69

380
495
495
502
292

I
x

~

INDEX.
Kishen Kishwnr Race Chowdhree and others, Debee
versus,

Kishen

Churn Biswas,
. . . . ..
Banerjea and others, Pudawuttee Dibbea (Musst.)
.... ..

... . . .

... ...

Mohun
...
and another, versus,
......
... .. .
. . . . ..
Kishennath Race (Rajah,) versus Muthoomath Mookerjea and others,
Kishennath Raee (Rajah,) Purtab Chundur Burwa, versus,
...
Kishennath Raee (Rn.jah,) versus Ram Lal Mookerjea and others,
Kishen Perea (Ranee,) Buldeo Sircar and others, versus,
. . . . ..
Kooldeep Nurain, versus Rajbunsee Kowur, . . . . . .
Koonwul Koonwaree (Muharauee,) versus Beer Singh (Baboo) and
.. . . . .
... ...
others,
.. ....
. . . . ..
...
Koonwur Singh (Baboo,) Bhugwan Lal Sahoo (Baboo,) versus
Kowul Koonwaree (Muharanee,) versus Sree Dhur Sein and others,
Kubeer Hosein (Syud) and another, versus Motee Soondree Dassee
......
... .. .
. . . . ..
(Musst.,)
...
Kunhyalal and others, versus Achumbhit Lal and another,
Kunhyalal Awustee, versus Radha Kowur (Musst.) and another,
...
Kunhyalal Sahoo and another, Abdool Kurreem Shah, versus,...

455
25
506
589
506
530
557
640
647

26!

650
432
615
343
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L.
Lal Chand Bundoo, Gora Chand Mundul and others, versus,
Laljee Sahoo and another, Cheeta Punchear and others, versus,
Lal Mohun Banerjea, Muhtab Chundur (Rajah,) versus,
168
Lal Thakur (Baboo) and others, Raee Kuldeep Ram and another,
.........
versus,
. .... ... ,
. . . . . . . ..
...
others,
versus Madhnb Chundur Raee and others,
Lamb, G. and
...
...... ...
....... ..
Lamb, George, versus Gopal Singh,
versus
Soobudra Dassee
Lokenath Purshad Hujra and others,
......
(Musst.) and others,
Lootfoolla Khan, Omrut-0-zuhra Begum, versus,
....... ..
...
Lucas, Mr. Andrew, versus Kallonas (Bibi) Despinoo and others,
Lukhputtee Kowur (Musst.,) Jye Kowur (Musst.,) versus,
Lulta Bibi (Musst.) and others, Zumoorud Lal, versus,
Landale, Walter, versus Muddun Thakur and others,
.. ..

I93
257
171

76
262
35

560
574
93

332
181
64

M.
Macintosh, Mr. Eneas, Sreewunt Lal Khan, versus,
.,
. . . .. .
. . . . ..
Mackay, W. R., versus Atkinson
Mackertich (Bibi) Mariam Cachick, versus Gregory Joakim and
.. ...
.. . ...
..... .
. . . . ..
others,
...
Madhub Chundur Bhuttacharj and another, French, Hodges and Co.
......
.. . . .
. . . . ..
Messrs., versus, . . . . . .
Madhub Chundur Bhuttacharj and another, uggut Chundur Bhutta
... ...
......
. . . . ..
... ...
...
charj, versus,
Madhub Chundur Raee and others, Lamb, G. and others, versus, ...
.... ..
...
Manik Chund Sahoo, versus Hakim Chund,
Manoo Mohapater and others, versus Pudlab Pudjoosee and others,
Marcus, Mr. Elias, Tarnee Chundur Pukrasee and others, versus,
Mascarenhas, Hudson, versus,

J

J

91
131

350
119
178

262
93

445
502
190

moms.
and others, Kadir Bukhsh Khan

and others,
IIO 545
...
303
.... ..
and others,
Mehur Ali (Sheikh,) versus
137
Mina Kowur (Musst.,) versus Nund Kishore Singh and others,
318
Mod Nurain Singh, Bodh Kowaree (Musst.) and another, versus,
46
Moeenul Fatima (Musst.,) Ramnath Singh Dewan, versus,
63
Mohummud Buktawur and others, versus Mohummud Munowur,
479
Mohummud Hosein and another, Hursahee Singh, versus,
345
Mohumrnud Kazim Ali Khan, Sheo Gholam Sahoo, versus,
Mohummud Munowur, Mohummud Bukhtawur and others, ver
63
..
sus, ..
Moorut Singh, versus Kashee Purshad,
374
Moozuffur Ali (Syud) alias Teetoo Meeah, versus Chumpabuttee
.. 379
Dibbea,
..
Motee Soondree Dassee (Musst.,) Kubeer Hosein (Syud) and another,
. . . . ..
.. .. ..
600
versus, ...
......
others,
versus Ihtaramooddeen
Hosein
and
(Syud)
Moyenooddeen
. . . . ..
Hosein (Sheikh) and others,
......
267
132
Muddun Mohun Chundur, Birghoo Ram Deb and another, versus,
Muddun Thakur and others, Chutterbhooj Ramanooj Das Mohunt
. . . . ..
60
and others, versus,
... ...
......
64
Muddun Thakur and others, Landale, Walter, versus,
.... ..
102
Muddun Thakur and others, Oman, Mr. John, versus,
Mudhoo Soodun Das Mohunt, versus Bhuwanee Sunker Das,
551
551
Mudhoo Soodun Das Mohunt, versus Goverdhun Das,
.... ..
383
Muha Mye Dibbea, versus Collector of Dinagepoor,
.... ..
Muhindur N urain Race and another, Rajindur Nurain Raee (Rajah,)
... ...
... ...
versus,
. . . . .. 411
... ...
Muhtab Chlmdur (Muharajah,) versus Gudadhur Baneljea and
others,..
.. 439
Muhtab Chundur (Rajah,) Byjnath Pal, versus,
485
Muhtab Chrmdur (Rajah,) versus Lal Mohun Banerjea,
168 172
Mukhun Lal, ewun Lal and another, versus,
....... ..
99
Mujoo (Musst.) and another, Musst. Bibi Imamun and others,
. ..... ....
.........
. . . . . . . ..
versus,
. . . . ..
251
Mulook Clllllld. Dullal, versus Purusdee (Sircar) and others,
.... .. 194
Mungul Singh and others, versus Rugobeer Dyal and others,
273
Mun Mohonee and others, Ram Koonwur Chuckerbutty and another,
, ... ....
versus,
...... ...
..
534
Mrmooruth Chowdhree and others, Goordutt Chowdhree and another,

Mazum Ali Khan
versus,

....-.
Izzut Ali

...--.

. -....

...
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J

versus,

.... ..

...

Munorut Singh, Ubhee Ram Chowdhree and others,
Mun Thakur, versus Bunsee Dhur,
.. . . . ....

.....

21

versus,
...

Muthooranath Birjbasee and another, Ram Chundur Seal, versus,
Muthoor Mohrm Mitt and another, versus Bindrahun Chrmdur Udhi

Ue7°8u8,

......

......_...

karee

Muthoolnath Mookerjea

"nu

Muthnornath (Sircar,)
Muzhur (Syud,)

and

others,
- - - ~- -

Kishennath
- - - --u

versus Surbanee Dassee

Raee

Kishen, versus,
~

462

(Rajah,)

cannon

Sreemuttee,

402
265
600

"

506
288
183

B

INDEX.
N.
Neela Buttee (Musst.) and another, Nundlal Burm'h (Baboo) and
...... ...
. . . . . . . ..
.. . . ..
others, versus,
Neela Buttee (Musst.) and another, versus Nundlal Burm’h (Baboo)
.. . . . . ..
. . . . ..
. ... .....
and others,
Nowul Kishore Singh (Muharajah,) versus Dwarka Sahee and another,
...
.... ..
Niamut Khan, Anna (Bibi,) versus,
Niteeanund Rukhit and another, Pran Kishen Race and another,
versus,

......

... .. .

......

. . . . ..

--
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Nowruttun (Bibi,) versus Oodye Chundur Gohoo and another,
Nuboo Koomar Chowdhree and others, versus Radhakaunth Dutt and
......
.... ..
. .....
...
..... .. ..
others,
Nund Kishore Singh and others, Mina Kowur (Musst.,) versus,
Nundlal Burm’h (Baboo) and others, versus Neela Buttee (Musst.)
.. . ..
.. . ...
......
...
and another,
. . . . ..
Nundlal Burm’h (Baboo) and others, Neela Buttee (Musst.) and
... ...
..... .
another, versus,
. . . . ..
.
Nurkoo Sahoo, Gobind Das Gosain, versus,
Nusseeb-o-nissa Begum (Musst.) and another, versus Khadim-o-nissa
Begum,

....... ..

.. . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . ..

442
444
70
461
419
200
513
K37

442
444
351
217

O.
Oma Chowdhrain (Musst.) and another, versus Indur Mnnnee Chow
dhrain (Musst.,)
......
Oma Mye Dibbea and others, versus Soo un (Bibi) and others,
Oman, John, versus Muddun Thakur an; others,
.... ..
...
Oman, John, versus Oodwunt Nurain Singh
and another,
Omesh Chundur Raee and others, versus Bamun Das Mookerjea,
Omrnt-0-zuhra Begum (Musst.,) versus Lootfoolla Khan, ....... ..
Oodwunt Nurain Singh (Rajah) and another, Oman, John, versus,
Oodye Chundur Gohoo and another, N ouruttun (Bibi,) versus,
Oojul Munee Dassea, Rammunee Dassea and another, versus,
Oorahee Kowur, versus Rajbuusee Kowur,
.........
. . . . . . . ..
Ootim Churn Dutt and another, versus Dya Mye Dassea (Musst.,)
_
"

1

_

326
412
102
124
420
574

I24
200
145

557
435

P.

Pearee La], versus Salig Ram Singh and others, . . . . . .
. . . . ..
Pran Ishree Dibbea, Unoopoorna and others, versus,
.... ..
Pran Kishen Holdar and others, Issur Chundur Holdar and others,
versus,...
. . . . ..
... ...
......
... ...
Pran Kishen Raee and another, versus
Niteeanund
Rukhit and
another,
... ...
. . . . ..
......
. . _. _ .
Pran Kishen Raee, Hurree Mohun Das and others, versus,
Prosono Coomar Thakur and another, Yar Mohummud Mundul and
another, versus,
. . . . . . . ..
.. . . . . . .
.. ... .. ..
Prusunno Nath Raee, versus Baneekaunth Raee and others,...
Pudawuttee Dibbeah (Musst.) and another, versus Kishen Mohun
Banerjea and others,

~

189
272
642
419
447
290
195
25

INDEX.
Pudlab Pudjoosee and others, Manoo Mahapater and others,

versus,

Punchanund Raee, versus Rajkishore Banerjea and another,
Purmanuncl Mookerjea, versus Thakur Das Ghose and others,
Purshad Singh and others, versus Raee Hurree Kishen and others,...
Pursotum Das, versus Bhagruttee (Musst.) and another, .... ..
Purtab Nurain Raee and others, Seeb Nurain Raee and others, versus,
Purusdee (Sircar) and others, Mulook Chand Dullal, versus,
Purnsh Munnee, Russik Lal Bhunj and others, versus,
.... ..
.... .. . . .
Putnee Mul (Rajah,) Raee Hurree Kishen, versus,

'

44
45

216
166
19
511
194

205
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..'

Radha Govind Mitr and others, versus Bhyrub Chundur Singh,
Radha Kaunth Dutt and others, Nuboo Koomar Chowdhree and
. . . . . . ...
others, versus,
. . . . . . . ..
... . . . . . .
Radha Kaunth (Rajah,) Byjnauth Ruhoot and others, versus,
Radha Kaunth (Rajah,) Gholam Ruhman and others, versus,
...
Radha Kaunth (Rajah,) Khoda Newauz Khan, versus,
Radha. Kishen Budder and another, versus Hurkishore Nundee,
Radha Kishen, versus Muzhur (Syud,)
.......
....... .. ...
Radha Kowur (Musst.) and another, Kunhya Lal Awustee, versus,
Radhanath Dutt, versus Rajchundur Mujmoodar, . . . . . .
. . . . ..
Radha Sham Nurinder Mahapater, versus Suttya Bhama (Ranee,)
Raee Bykuntnath Chowdhree and others, versus Alung Munee Dassee
and others,
....... ..
. . . . . . ...
.........
Raee Hurree Kishen and others, Purshad Singh and others, versus,...
Raee Hurree Kishen, versus Putnee Mul (Rajah,)...
.... ..
Raee Kuldeep Ram and another, versus Lal Thakur (Baboo) and
. ... . .
.. ..
others,
......
Rajbunsee Kowur, Kooldeep Nurain, versus,
....... ..
. . . . . ..
.....
Rajbnnsee Kowur, Oorahee Kowur, versus,
Rajchundur Dutt, versus Bugwuttee Dassee and another,
Rajchundur Dyal (Fotedar) and others, versus Chytun Kishen Pal and
...... ...
others, . . . . . .
... ... ...
.. ...
......
Rajchundur Mujmoodar, Radhanath Dutt, versus,
and another, Bejye Gobind Singh (Rajah,)
Rajindur Nurain Raee
'
versus, .... ..
. . . . . . ..
. . . ...
..... ...
. . . ..
Rajindur Nurain Raee (Rajah) and another, versus Bejye Gobind
.. .....
. . . . . . . ..
Singh (Rajah) and others,
Rajindur Nurain Raee (Rajah,) versus Muhindur Nurain Raee and
an0ther,...
... . ....
.........
. . . . . . ..
Rajkishore Banerjea and another, Punchanund Raee, versus,
Rajkiswur Banerjea and another, versus Seetanauth Ghose and others,
Ramhukhsh and others, eewa Singh and others, versus,
Rarnbukhsh Raee, versus Sheo Ram Raee and others,
Ramchundur Dobey and others, versus Bhyrobee Dassea and others,
Ramchundur Seal, versus Muthooranath Birjbassee and another, .... ...
Ramdhun
Bose and others, versus Salt Agent of Twenty-four
.. ..
. . . . ..
Pergunnahs,
... ..
Ramdhun Majoolea and others, versus Jyeram Chatterjea,

114

513
197
196
198
159
183
615

395
287
396
166
14
76

557
557
155
108

395
201

409
411

457
118
275
203
172

600
103

458

I

N D E X.

Ramguttee Burdun and others, Kishen Kishwur Manik (Muharajaln)

- - - 292
.... . . .
.........
. ... .....
(Turfdar) and another, versus Kishen Chundur
" 495
.... ..
......
. .....
......
313
..
others,
Dutt,
versus,
Mundul
and
Anund
....
Mye
Ramjye
-512
Ram Kunnye Pal, versus Shib Chundur Pal and others, ...
Ram Koomar Chuckerbutty and another, Mun Mohonee and others,

versus,

Ramgopal
Surma,

Surma

. . . . . . . ..
versus,
. ...... ..
.... . .
Ramlal Mookerjea and others, Kasheeuath Raee (Rajah,) versus,
...
Ramlochun Ghose, versus Gooroo Purshad Ghose and others,
Ramloehun Dutt and others, Gnnesh Nath Dutt, versus,
Ramma Bye (Musst.,) Rebuttee (Musst.,) versus,
Rammunee Dassee and another, versus Oojulmunee Dassee,
Ramnurain Mookerjea and others, Shama Mohun Bose, versus,
Ramnurain Raee and another, versus
uggut Chundur and others,
...
Ramnath Singh (Dewan,) versus Moeenul Fatima (Musst.,)......
Rampurshad Singh and others, versus Abdoollah (Meer,) ......
Ram Suhaee (Lalla,) versus Brijnath Nurain Singh (Rajah,)
...
Ramzoo Dye, Abdoollah, (Moulvee,) versus, .........
.... ..
Behuttee (Musst.,) versus Ramma Bye (Musst.,)
.... ..
...
R/eid, Mr. C., versus Siddobuttee (Rance) and others,
... ...
. .. ...
. . . . ..
. .
Reily, Aratoon, versus,
Roodernath Surma Chowdhree and another, versus uggernath Burm’h
and others,
.........
. ..... ...
..
Rooder Singh (Muharajah,) Crawford, Andrew, and others, versus,
Rooder Singh (Muharajah,) versus Gunput Singh and others,
Ruﬂeeooddeen Hosein and others, Gujadhur Singh and others, versus,
. ...... ..
Rugober Dyal and others, Mungul Singh and others, versus,
... .. .
. . . . ..
Rugober Misr, Heera Ram Tewaree, versus,
Rugober Suhaee, versus Tulashee Kowur (Musst.) and others,
Ruttun Chund Sahoo, Jewun Bibi (Musst.) and another, versus,
...
Ruttun Chund Sahoo, versus Jewun Bibi (Musst.) and another, 475,
Ruttun Munnee and others, versus Joogul Kishore Raee and others,
Ruttun Mrmnee Dassee and others, versus Collector of Mymensingh,
and others,
... . ..
......
.. . . ..
...
Russik Lal Bhunj and others, versus Purush Munnee,
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534
506

422
I07
638
145
406
632
46
547
415
192
638
637
258
14!
369
97

I2

273
136
87
471
476
270
381
205

S.
Saheb Deen Khan (Rajah,) versus Bhugwunt Nurain Singh (Baboo)
and another,
... ......
. . . . . ...
Saheb Purhlad Sen, versus Indur Dutt Misr and others,
Salig Ram Singh and others, Pearee Lal, versus,
......
Salt Agent of Barripore, Gooroopurshad Chuckerbutty, versus,
Salt Agent of 24 Pergunnahs, Ramdhun Bose and others, versus,
Sarkutoollah (Sheikh,) versus Buksoo (Sheikh) and another,
Seetanath Ghose and others, Rajkishwur Banerjea and another, versus,
Shama Mohun Bose, versus Ramnurain Mookeijea and others,
Shaina Soondree, Usufooddeen Ali Khan (Syud) Nuwab, versus,
...
Sham Kowur (Musst.,) versus Wullee Mohummud (Sheikh,)
Sheodyal Sahoo and others, Hussun Ali Khan and others, versus,

57
31
189

428
103

599
118

466
469
483
218

iNDEX.
Gholam Sahoo, versus Jobraj Sin h and another,
Nnrain Ghose, versus
ymu.nnee %Ranee) and others,
Patuk Lal, Uzhur Ali (Sheikh) and another, versus,
Ram Race and others, Ram Bnkhsh Raee, versus,
Sheo Suhaee and others, Bhechuk Singh and others, versus,
...... ...
Shewuk Ram, Collector of Bhagulpore, versus,
..... .. .
. ..... ...
Shewuk Ram, versus Sukhawnt Hosein,
. .
Shib Chundur, Pal and others, Ram Kunnye Pal, versus, .... ..
Shib Nurain Race and others, versus Purtab Nnrain Race and others,
.... ..
Shrmkur Dutt and another, Bhikdharee Singh, versus,
Shurf-0-nissa Begum (Musst.,) versus Fatima Begum (Musst.) and
....
...... ..
others,
Shurut Chundur Canoongoe, versus Collector of Chittagong and
.
..... ....
..... ....
others,
. . . . ..
Siddobuttee (Rance) and others, Reid, Mr. C., versus,
Sogra Khatoon (Musst.,) versus Abdool Ali and another,
Sohun Lal and another, Surdha Nurain Raee, versus,
.... ..
Soobudra Dassea (Musst.) and others, Lokenath Purshad Hujra and
others, versus,
. . . . ..
.... ..
... ...
......
Soodee Singh (Baboo) and others, Bhyro Purshad and others, versus,
Soopun (Bibi) and others, Oma Mye Dibbea and others, versus,
Soopun (Musst.) and others, versus Government and another,
Sree Dhur Sein and others, Kowul Koonwaree (Muharanee,) versus, ..
Sreemuttee Dassea and others, Keramut Ali Mootuwullee (Syud,)
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Sheo
Sheo
Sheo
Sheo

versus,

J

.. . . . . . ..

...... ...

......

. . . . ..

Sreeram Pal and another, versus Kalee Das Surmah,
.........
Sreewunt Lal Khan, versus Macintosh, Mr. Eneas,
. .....
Snkhawut Hosein, Shewuk Ram, versus, .........
. ...... ..
Sumbhoonath Mitr and others, Keramut Ali (Syud,) versus,...
Sumsamooddeen and others, Tajun (Bibi,) versus, .... ..
Snrbanee Dassee, (Sreemuttee;) Muthoornath (Sircar,) versus,
Surb Mongla Chowdhrain (Musst.) and others, versus Usud-o-zuma
Mohummud,
. ..... ...
. . . . . . . ..
...
Surdha Nurain Raee, versus Sohrm Lal and another,
Surja Kowur (Musst.) and others, ysree Kowur (Musst.,) versus, ...
Suttya Bhama (Ranee,) Radha Sham Nurinder Mahapatur, versus,

J

544
378
459
203
277
367
399
512
511

465
53
561

637
259
45
560
6

412
507
261

480
274
91

399
423
315
288
127

45
608
287

T.
Tajun (Bibi,) versus Bolakee Lal and another,
Tajun (Bibi,) versus Sumsamooddeen and others,
Talashee Kowur (Musst.) and others, Rughobur Suhaee,

316'

.... ..
versus,

315
87
62

,,,, ,_
Taramunee Chowdhrain, versus Junavee Dassee,
Tara Purshad Raee and another, Dya Mye Chowdhrain and another,
versus,
. ... ..
... ...
. . . . ..
371
Tara. Purshad Race Chowdhree,
Doorga Purshad Raee Chowdhree,
versus
......
.. . ...
. . . . ..
... ...
Tarni Cliundur Pukrassee and others, versus Marcus, Mr. Elias,
325
Tamee Dibbea, Unoda Purshad Banerjea, versus,
.... ..
460

2

I

N D E X.

Lahoree and others, Jnggut Isree Dibbea and others,
. . . . . . . .. 294
....... ..
. ........
......... 554
Teeloke Chundnr Raee, versus Gyan Chundnr Raee,...
Thakur Das Ghose and others, Purmanund Mookerjea, versus,
...... 216
Tamikannth
versus,
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U.

...
Ubhee Ram Chowdhree and others, versus Munornth Singh,
Uchullanund Geer, Unnoda Purshad Banerjea and another, versus, ...
Ufran-o-nissa Chowdhrain (Musst.,) versus Akamul Ali (Moulvee) and
...... .
others,
...... ...
...... ...
Ukbur Hosein Shah (Rajah,) versus Collector of Cuttack, ...
...
.... ..
Ulf-0-nissa Begum, Gopal Chundnr Chowdhree, versus,
...
Umrut Munee (Musst.,) versus Annnd Mye Dassea,
.... ..
...
.... ..
Unoopooma and others, versus Pran Ishree Dibbea,
Unoda Pnrshad Banerjea and another, versus Uchullanund Geer,
Unoda Purshad Banerjea, versus Tamee Dibbea,
.... ..
Unoopoorna Dibbea (Musst.,) versus Kishen Chundnr Surma,
Usdun-o-nissa (Bibi,) Govind Lal Raee, versus,...
....... ..
Usud-o-zuma Mohnmmud, Surb Mongla Chowdhrain (Musst.) and
others, versus,
.. . ... ...
. ........
. . . . ..
.. . ...
Usufooddeen Ali Khan, (Nnwab,) versus Shama Soondree,
,,,
Uzhur Ali (Sheikh) and another, versus Sheo Patuk Lal, .... ..
...

402
555
476
348
l-13
67
272
555
460
495

ll5

127

469
459

W.
Wnllee Mohummud (Sheikl1,) Sham Kowur (Musst.,) versus,

483

Y.
Yar Mohummud Mundul

and another,

and another,......

versus Prosono Comar
.. . ...

Thakur

. . . . ..

290

Z.
and another, versus Ahmud Ali alias Imdad Ali (Sheikh,) 491
Zennt-o-nissa (Musst.,) Chundnr Nurain Chuckerbntty and another,
Zenooddeen
versus,

......

.. . . . .

___ __

Zumeer-0-nissa (Musst.,) Chundnr Nnrain Chuckerbutty and another,
.. . ...
... ...
......
versus,
. . . . ..
Zumeerooddeen and others, Jyesunknr Chund, versus,
...
Zumoorud Lal, versus Lulta Bibi, (Musst.) and others,

~—

384
384
499
181

.>.

INDEX
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Abdool Ohab and others, Ameer Hosein and another,

368
Adooram Fotedar and others, Hurree Muthee Shah and others, versus, 564
Affazooddeen Naib (Sheikh,) versus Kishen Chundur Neogee and
others,
... ...
. . . . .,
566
..... .
......
Afzul (Sheikh) and others, versus Dhurnee Dhur Chuckerbutty and
. .....
...... ...
. . . . . .. .
others,
......
11
......
43
Ajaieb Choobey and others, Phooliel Choobey, versus,
Ali Akbur Khan and others, Bydnath Bose and another, versus,
...
9
Ameer Hosein and another, versus Abdool Ohab and others,
368
Ameer-0-nissa Begum (Musst.) and others, Ramnath Singh (Dewan,)
.. . . . . . - .
.... .....
versus,
. . . . . ....
... 645
Amroollah (Sheikh) and others, Nehalooddeen Ahmed (Moulvee,)
... ...
. . . . ..
versus,
......
373
Anund Chundur Ghose and others, Gowreechurn Ghose and others,
versus,
. .... ....
........
. . . . . .,..
28
.._
Anund Mye Dassee, versus Neelkaunth Das Neogee,
......
289
Anund Mye Dibbea, versus Muthooranath and others,
......
40
Naim and
Anuncl Mye (Musst.) and others, versus Mohummud
others, . . . . . . . .
.....
......
...
610
4.
Apooch Raee and others, versus Jhao Lal (Gomashta) and another,...
Aradhun Putr Nuvees and others, Koomaree Gooptea. and others,
532
versus, . . . . . .
......
. . . . . ....
....... .. '
.........
Asaram Pal, Ramkesub Pal, versus,
....... ..
247
Ashruﬁ Hosein (Sheikh) and others, Ashruff Hosein, (Syud,) versus,
27
others,..
Ashruff Hosein (Syud,) versus Ashruff Hosein (Sheikh)
27
versus,

and

B.
Bamasoondree Dassee and another, Kooshye Das Bose, versus,
Bechoo Mundul and others, Kishengope and others, versus,
Beerchun Raee, versus Kishen Kishwur Acharge,
.........
A

......

10

265
221
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INDEX.
Beerchun Race, versus Kumul Nurain Acharge,
versus,
Beharee Lal and another, Khulput Sahoo,
Estafanoos,
Khajah Kapriel
versus
Fradoon,
David Mullik
Beglar,
.....
.
.
.
.
.
.
Ter,
Avietick
.... ..
Bhaee Lal Singh and others, Ramdeb Surma, versus,
....
..
Bholakooch Sezawul, Bhuggoo Saharia, versus,
.... ..
others,
and
Bhopal Singh and others, versus Juggur Singh
..
....
versus,
Mahter,
Bhowanee Singh (Sirdar,) Sunker
.... ..
Bhudoo Raoot, versus Hnrbuns Race,
......
...
Sezawul,
versus
Bholakooch
Saharia,
Bhuggoo
Bhukoo, (Bibi) and others, Musheerooddeen (Sheikh,) versus,
.... ..
Byjnath Sein, versus Gopeekaunth Raee and others,
..
....
versus,
Sahoo,
Bhya Lal Das and another, Khulput
and
others,
Lahoree
Tamikaunth
versus
Chowdhree,
Bh rub Chundur
'
......
Bidyasi Bhuggut, versus Ramnath Singh and others,
..
Billee Singh and others, versus Jankee Singh and others,
and
versus
Kasheekaunth
others,
Banerjea
and
Chundur
Banerjea
Birjo
..
414
....
.
.
.
.
..
......
... ...
others,
50
Bishen Nurain Raee, versus Denonath Nundee and others,
Koond,
versus,
Das
others,
and
Doorga
Bishennath (Sircar)
Bodha Mehton and others, Radha (Bibi,) versus,
Brij Lal Thakur and others, Forbes, Mr. Alexander John, versus,
. . . . ..
Brijsoondree Dassee, versus Rammohun Raee, . . . . . .
.
. . . . ..
.
.
.
.
.
Buktawur Panday, versus Deyal Singh,
Narain,
Muhee
Kowur,
(Rajah,)
versus
Bulinder Nurain
Bulram (Sircar,) Ram Hurree Burrshee and another, versus,...
Bydnath Bose and another, versus Ali Akbur Khan and others,

222
81

349
469
247
622
279
277
247
605
450

8!
424
587
529
415
51

520
566
392
219
326
521
302
9

C.
Ludh

and others,
. . . . . . . ..
Burdhun and
Calleekinkur Ludh and others, versus Calleekaunth
'
. . . . ..
. . . . ..
.. . .. .
... . . .
others,...
others,......
Bunnik
and
Chundeechurn
Cashinath Das, versus
Chand Sarontal, versus Dassee Mrmnee Dibbea and others,
Chedam Das, versus Kishen Chundur Raee and others,
Chnlloo Race and others, Kashi Purshad, versus,
..
Chundeechurn Bunnik and others, Cashinath Das, versus,
Chundrabullee Dibbea and others, Ramsoonder Pal and others, versus,
.... .,
Collector of Tipperah, Ramkishore Dutt, versus,
Calleekauuth
versus,

Cowell,

J.

Burdhun and others, Calleekinkur

.... ..

,

.. ....

.........

......

Mahphoo, versus,

283
283
2

393
595
5
2

376
162
223

D.
58
59
Damoo Mytee, versus Durpnnarain Pal and others,
versus,
Munnee
Dassee
400
Komul
others,
(Musst.,)
and
Dassee (Gooroo)
393
Dassee Munnee Dibbea and others, Chand Sarontal, versus,...
593
Dataram Nundee, versus Kishen Chundur Raee and others,...
,,,,,_
110
Deanut Allah, versus Harroo (Sheikh) and others,...
,,,
453
Debee Das Sein and others, versus Mohun Lal Sokul,

l
1
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INDEX.
Deanollah (Sheikh) and others, Radha Benode Misr, versus,
50
Denonath Nundee and others, Bishen Nurain Raee, versus,
Deonath Jha and others, Hetnurain (Maharajah,) versus,
.... ..
Despino Kalonas (Bibi,) versus Paul Mr. Peter Jacob,
Dewanoollah (Sheikh) and others, Raﬂha Benode Misr, versus,
Dewan Ramnath Singh, versus Ameer-0-nissa Begum (Musst.) and
. . . . ..
. . . . ..
.. .. . .
... ...
......
others,...
......
......
Deyal Singh, Buktawur Panday, versus,
. . . . ..
... ...
Dhanoo Kulloo, versus Dwarkinath Tagore,
Dhunmoni Dassee and others, Gunganarain Mookerjea, versus,
Dhurneedhur Chuckerbutty and others, Afzul (Sheikh) and others,
......
versus,
......
.... ..
. . . . ..
Dilshere Khan and others, Jankeeram Bhuggut, versus, .... ..
...
Dirgpal Singh and others, Zuman (Sheikh,) versus,
.... ..
Dookhun Sohoeea, Ghenoo Mehtoo, versus,
. . . . ..
Doollum Mahtoon, Juleeba Koonwur, (Musst.,) versus,
......
Domun Saha, versus Mrs. Thomick, . . . . . .
... ...
. . . . ..
..,.
.... ..
Doorgachurn Soor, versus Kasheenath Mundul,... ...
Doorga Das Koond, versus Bishennath (Sircar) and others, ...
Doorga Das Koond, versus Huttoo (Sheikh) and others, .... ..
Duberul Huq, versus
.... ..
oynurain Bose and another,
,,,_
Dumball, Mr. M. D., Saker Mohummud, versus,
Durpnurain Pal and others, Damoo Mytee, versus,
.... ..
58
‘
Durbmoee Dasi, versus Thakoordas Sein and others,
..
Dwarkinath Tagore, Dhanoo Kulloo, versus,
......
..
Dya and others, Odhyram and another, versus, ......
..
Dyanath Raee and others, Kalee Das Neogee, versus,
.

J

309
5 1.

301

389
311
645
326
65
140

ll
514
448
516
82
333
389
520
521
186

255
59
59
65

444
413

E.
Estafanoos,
4Beglar,

Khajah Kapriel Avietick Ter, Fradoon
...
.... ..

David

Mullik

versus,

... 349

F.
Forbes, Mr. Alexander John, versus Brij Lal Thakur and others,
. . . . ..
Fraser, Mr., Omed Ali Mistree, versus,
.. . ...
Fuqrooddeen Ahmud, Hurchundur Kur and others,"versus,
.... ..
Fuzl Ali and others,,M0hun Lal Sookul, versus,
.... ..
Fuzl Hosein (Sheikh,) versus Niamut Ali (Meer,)
.... ..
Fyz-0-nissa Khatoon, versus Sukeena Khatoon,
.

..
-.

392
285
612

...

401

‘-

--. 549
" 256

G.

.... ..
Ghenoo Mehtoo, versus Dookhun Sohoeea,...
Gholam Durbesh Jowar and others, Ramgopal Mookerjea, versus,
Gholam Nuzuff (Syud,) Koonwurraj Buhadoor and others, versus,
.... ..
Gholam Shah Fuqueer, versus Irshad Ali,
Ghosain Das Ghosain and others, Khettermoni Deabea, versus,
Girdharee Lal and others, versus Umbikadutt Patuk and others,
Gobind Suhaee and others, Mooraud Ali (Sheikh) and others, versus,
Goodree Pauree and another, versus Ruttun Pauree and others,

516
282
263
621
55
1-63

533
622

I N D E X.
Gooroo urshad Gohoo and others, versus Greeschundur Bukhshee
..... .
. . . . ..
.... ..
... ...
and gthers,
Gopal Chundur Bhadooree and others, Ramgopal Mookerjea, versus,
......
Gopal Lal Thakur, Radha Madhub Banerjea, versus,
Gopal Lal Thakur, versus Badha Madhub Baneljea,
~Gopeechund and another, versus Ramoo Raee and others,.....
......
Gopeekaunth Raee and others, Byjnath Sein, versus,
Gopee Sirdsr, versus Gungadhur Shah and others,
...
. . . . ..
Gopee Sirdar, versus Tarickoollah Sirdar, . . . . . .
Gour Kalmth Deb owardar and others, Tara Munnee Debea, versus,...
Gour Kishore Dutt and others, versus Kishen Kinkur Sirear,
Gour Kishore Nag and others, Tara Munnee Chowdhrain, versus,
Gour Mohun Podar, Gournath Mujmooadar, versus,...
.... ..
Gour Mohun Udhikaree and others, versus Muddun Mohun Sein and
.........
another,
..... . ...
. . . . . . . ..
Gournath Mujmooadar, versus Gour Mohun Podar,
....... ..
Gouspn (Musst.,) Wuzeerun (Musst.) and another, versua,...
Government and others, Mohummud Ekbal Ali Khan, versus,
...
Government and others, Seetanath Raee, versus,
.... ..
Gowreechurn Ghose and others, versus Anundchundur
Ghose and
others,
.... ..
Gowree Surmah and others, Gudadhur Gosain and others, versus,
Greeschundur Bukhshee and others, Gooroopurshad Gohoo and others,
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J

versus,

......

. . . . ..

..

Gudadhur Gosain and others, versus Gowree Surmah and others,
Gudadhur Purshad Tewary and others,
oykishen Mookerjea and
..
another, versus,
____ ,,
Gudndhur Shah, versus Petumber Shah,
.... ..
Guneish Dutt and others, versus Ramdyal Singh and others,
Gungadhur Biswas and others, Ramgopal Mookerjea, versus,
Gungadhur Shah and others, Gopee Sirdar, versus,
Gunganarain Mookerjea, versus Dhlmmoni Dasi and others,
Gunjun Singh, versus Sohun Lal,
....... ..
_ ____ .,
Gunput Raee and others, versus Jhao Lal (Gomashta) and another-,...
Gyaram Mundle sud others, N undkoomar Sawunt, versus,

J

'

24
83
346
347
20
450
488
488
5

I75
220
370
430
370
482
56
399
28
176
24
176

337
248
527
84
488
140

522
3
52

H.

Hafeez-o-nissa. Begum, and others, Radha Benode Misr, versus,
Harradhun Manjee and others, Thakur Das Shah, versus,
...
.,,,.,
Harroo (Sheikh) and others, Deanut Allah, versus,
Hetnurain (Maharajah,) versus Deonath ha and others,
Himla (Bibi) and others, Isshur Chundur Raee, versus,
Hodges, W., versus Sukkee Kyburtin and others,
.... ..
Singh and others, versus Kundowree Singh (Baboo) and
Hunlooman
ot ers,
.. . ..
. . . ......
. ...... ..
...
Hurbuns Raee, Bhudoo Raoot, versus,
... ...
. . . . ..
Hurchundur Ghose, versus Kumurooddeen Sircar (Sheikh) and others,
Hurchundur Kur and others, versus Fuqrooddeen Ahmud, .... ..
Hurchundur Nath and others, versus Nubboo Coomar Chowdhree and
others,
. . . . . . . ..
...... ...

J

308
26
110
301

418
177

522
277
40
612
341

INDEX.
408
Hurdyal Bhuggut and another, Rajranee and another, versus,
72
Hurnarain Singh and others, versus Ramnarain Mookerjea,
Hurree Muthee Shah and others, versus Adooram Fotedar and others, 564
618
Hurrischundur Dey, versus Kenaram Bhoea and others,
Hurrischundur Dhur, versus Nubkishen Laheeree and others,
317
Huruknarain Singh, (Baboo) and others, Rajnarain Ajhooree,
Huttoo (Sheikh) and others, Doorga Das Koond, versus,

versus,.

174
521

I.
.... ..
338
Ilahee (Bibi,) versus Nitanund Koond and others,
314
Imdad Ali (Sheikh) and. others, versus Ramsurroop Panday,
Indernurain Mo0ke1jea,_Kashinath Mookerjea, versus,
17
K
.... ..
621
Irshad Ali, Gholam Shah Fuqueer, versus,
Isshur Chundur Chowdhree and others, Radha Benode Misr, versus, 310
.... ..
418
Isshnr Chundur Baee, versus Himla (Bibi) and others,
Isshur Chundur Mitr, versus Rajnarain Dutt,...
A53
_

Jafur Ali (Sheikh) and others, Rooder Singh (Maharajah,) versus,
1
514
Jankeeram Bhuggut, versus Dilshere Khan and others, .... ..
Jankee Singh and others, Billee Singh and others, versus,...
... 529
Jeo Raj Singh and others, versus Jhao La1(Gomashta) and an0ther,...
3
Jhao Lal (Gomashta) and another, Apooch Raee and others, versus,...
hao Lal (Gomashta) and another, Gunput Raee and others, versus,...
Jhao Lal (Gomashta) and another, Jeo Raj Singh and others, versus,
Jhao-La1(Gomashta) and another, Ram Shewuck Raee and others,

was

J

.... ..

......

... ...

Churn Nundee,

. . . . ..

.... ..
Purshad Tewary
... ...
......
and others,
... ..
. . . . ..
and
versus Mohummud Wazed
another,
oykishen Mookerjea
(Sheikh)
.. ....
and others,
......
... ...
. . . . ..
Joykishen Mookerjea and another, versus Nursingh Raee and others,
oykishen Mookerjea, and another, versus Prannath Chowdhree and
others,
... ...
.. . ...
... .. .
. . . . ..
Joy Koonwur (Musst.) and others, Ramdyal Singh, versus,
.... ..
oynarain Bose and another, Duberul Huq, versus,
Joynarain Bose and another, Khoojee (Sheikh,) versus, .... ..
udoonath Singh and another, Sumboonath Singh (Maharajah,) versus,
uggernath Dutt and others, yenurain Dutt, versus,
Juggeshwurree Dibea, versus Khuttoo Shah and others,
Juggur Singh and others, Bhopal Singh and others, versus,
Jugunnath Chatterjea and others, Puranchundur Booee, versus,
uleeba Koonwur (Musst.), versus Doollum Mahtoon and others,
Juleeha Koonwur (Musst.), versus Ramhuksh Mahtoon, ...
Junnomjoy Banerjea, versus Sonamonee Dassee and others,
yenurain Dutt, versus
uggurnath Dutt and others,
Jygopal Chowdhree and others, versus Ram Ruttun Raee and others,

Joykishen Mookerjea and another,

versus,

4

versus,

J onab Ali Khan, Srinath

279

versus Gndadhur

J

337

J

183

J
J

152

J

J

254

86
186
185
1
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17

598
74

622

J

148

J

284
598

J

82
81

165

INDEX.
K.
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'
"¢"'“»
Kalee Biswas, Keramut Ali Mootuwullee
($3’\l3,)
.
others,
Kalee Das Neogee, versus Dyanath Raee an
"
others,
and
Chowdhryne
rnah
Kalee Das Neo B ee » versus Unno P°°
.
.
..
Kantachnng Chowkeedar and others, Surbjeet Smgh, versus,
---- -Karun Raee, and others, versus Kowur Singh,
and
Chundur
Baneljea
Kasheekaunth Banerjea. and others, Birjo
414
--- -... .. .
others, versus,
.. . ...
Kasheekaunth Bunerjea and another, versus R00p Chllndllf Chowdhfee

- - - - - - - -.. . . . . .. .
and others,
.........
ﬁnd
Bh&d001’¢9
Kasheekaunth Bhadooree and others, Muddun Gopal
- - - - -.. ...
others, versus, ......
...
Banoo,
versus»
Malika
others,
and
Kasheenath Chuckerbutty
Kasheenath Mookerjea, versus Indemurain Mookerjea, .... .
---- -Kasheenath Mundul, Doorgachurn Soor, versus,
.
..
.......
others,
Kasheepurshad, versus Chulloo Raee and
.
...
Kenaram Bhoea and others, Hurrischumlur Dey, versus,
Keramut Ali Mootawullee (Syud,) versus Kalee Biswas, ....... ..
.
Khettermonee Deabea, versus Gosain Das (Gosain) and others,
.
another,
and
Khoojee (Sheikh,) versus
oynarain Bose
Khosalee Biswas, versus Kureemoollah (Sheikh) and others,...
Khullub Sahoo, versus La] Das (Baboo) and another,
...... ...
Khulput Sahoo, versus Beharee Lal and another,
.
..
.......
others,
Khulput Sahoo, versus Bhyalal Das and
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
..
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
versus
Sahoo,
Das,
Khulput
Laljee
...... ...
Khulput Sahoo, versus Toolseram Das,
.
.... ..
Khurkdhari Singh, versus Mohummud Ashruif,
Khuttoo Shah and others, uggeshwuri Dibbea, versus,
Naib
Chunder
Aﬁhzooddeen
others,
and
Kishun
(Sheikh,)
Neogee
. . . . ..
.
versus,
. . . . . . . ..
. .. .. . . . .
Kishen Chundur Raee and others, Chedam Das, versus,
Kishen Chundur Raee ard others, Datram Nundee, versus,
.
Kishen Chundur Raee and others, Ramdolal Mohunt, versus,
.
Kishen Chundur Raee and others, Ramlochun Koond, versus,
.
Kishen Chundur Raee and others, Ram Sudaee N undee, versus,
.
Kishen Chundur Raee and others, Ram Taruk Nundee, versus,
Kishen Chundur Raee and others, Seetaram Nundee, versus,
.
Kishen Chundur Raee and others, Sheebram Nundee, versus,
.
Kisheugope and others, versus Bechoo Mundul and others,
.
Kishen Kinker Sircar, Gour Kishore Dutt and others, versus,
Kishen Kishwur Acharge, Beerchun Raee, versus,
.... ..
.
Kishen Mungul Sein and others, Preeag Dutt Panday, versus,
.
Kishoree Dibbea and others, G. H. Lamb and another, versus,
.
.. ... ...
. . . . ..
.
Kijree (Sheikl1,) versus Russool Bukhsh,
Komul Munnee Dassee (Musst.,) versus Dassee Gooroo and others,.
Koomaree Gooptea and others, versus Aradhun Putr Nuvees and
others,
. ..... ..
. . . . . . . ..
...... ...
~
Koonwur Bhyrub, Inclernurain Race and others, Sumbhoonath Beeshee,
"snug.
>vel'6'u8,
canon"
--Q - - unn

J

J

283

413
38
184

542
415
29
490
619
17

389
5

618
283
55
185

489
55
81
81

79
78
162
74

566
593
593
594
592
59!
595
594
265
175
221

320
632
375
400
532
286

INDEX.
Gholam Nuzuﬂ' (Syud,)...
Moorledhur,
104
Kooshyedas Bose, versus Ramasoondree Dassee and another,
Kownla Kimth Singh (Rajah) and others, Sumbhoonath Singh Surmah
....... ..
(Rajah) and others, versus,
.... ..
Kowul (Baboo,) Rubee Das Manjee and others, versus,
.... ..
Kowur Singh, Karun Raee, and others, versus,
‘
Kowur Singh, Muheshwur Buksh Singh (Maharajah) and others, versus,
Kulleemooddeen, versus, Toota Koomaree,
M. Shepperdson,
Kumrnul Dutt and another, versus
Kummul Nurain Acharge, Beerchun Raee, versus,
Kunchun Muhta, Mohun Ferash, versus,
...
Kundowree Singh (Baboo) and others, Hunnooman Singh and others,
.... ..
... ...
versus,
. . . . ..
...
Kurreemoollah (Sheikh) and others, Khosalee Biswas, versus,
Kumrnurooddeen Sirkar (Sheikh) and others, Hurchunder
Ghose,
---- ..
versus,
......
..

Koonwurraj (Buhadoor) and others,
Koonwur Ramaput Singh (Maharaj,)

versus

versus

J.

263
105
10
153

290
542
543
616
39

222
569
522
489

.40
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L.
Lal
Lal

Das (Baboo) and another, Khullub Sahoo, versus,
Das (Baboo)) Sowunfool Sahoo, versus,
..... ..
......
L&l]€€ Das, Khulput Sahoo, versus,
. .. ... ...
. . . . ..
Laljee Das, Sowunfnl Sahoo, versus,
Lamb, G. H., and another versus Kishoree Dibbea and others,
Luchmee Nurain Singh, Rambuksh Singh and others, versus,
Lukmeer Khan and others, Radha Benode Misr, versus,

..

55

80
..
..

79
79

632
515
309 311

Ml
Madhoram, Rarnbuksh Singh (Lalla) and others, versus,
Madhub Chundur Ghose and another, Sreekishen Sircar, versus,
‘
.. . ...
. . . . ..
... ...
Cowell,
Mahphoo, versus
Malika Banoo, versus Kashinath Chuckerbutty and others,
Man Kowur (Musst.) and others, versus Torul Nurain Singh (Rajah,)
Mathooranath and others, Anundmoee Deabea, versus,
.....
. . , .,
...
Mewa Lal, Tilukdharee Singh, versus,
Mitrjeet Lal and others, Soondur Sahee (Baboo,) versus,
Modh Nurain Hoom and others, Ram Lochun Hoom and others,
.. . ...
......
... ...
. . . . ..
versus,
Modoosoodun Lushkur, versus Muddun Mohun Khan and others,
Mohummud Ashruﬂ, Khurkdhari Singh, versus,
____ _,
Mohummud Ekbal Ali Khan , versus Government and oth ers,
Mohummud Fyaz and others, versus Suzeena (Bibi) and others,
Mohummud Azeem and others, Noor Mohummud (Sheikh,) versus,...
Naim and others, Annud Mye and others (Musst.,)
Mohummud
.... ..
... .. .
. . . ..
versus,
... ... ...
Mohummud Naim and others, versus Tarachund Deo and others,
Mohummnd Wazed (Sheikh) and others, Joykishen Mookerjea and
......
. . . . ..
another, versus,
... ...
Mohun Furash, versus Kunchun Muhta,
.... .

J.

324
250
223
619
587
40
542
567
568
164
162
56

417
614
610
611

254
569

INDEX.
Fuzl Ali and others,
.... ..
Des Sein and others versus,
Mooraud Ali (Sheikh) and others, versus Gobind Suhaee and others,
104
Moorleedhur, Koonwur Ramaput Singh (Maharaj,) versus,
Muddun Gopal Bhadooree and others, versus Kashikaunth Bhadoo... ...
. . . . ..
......
ree and others,
Muddun Mohun Khan and others, Modoosoodun Lushkur, versus, ..
Muddun Mohun Sein and another, Gourmohun Udhikaree and others,
..
. . . . ..
versus,
......
Mudhoosoodnn Dutt and another, versus Muteeoollah and another,...
Muhee Nurain (Rajah,) Bulinder Nurain Kowur, versus,
and others, versus Kowur
Muheshwur Bukhsh Singh (Maharajah),
... .. .
... .. .
... ..
. . . . ..
Singh,
Muhesh Chunder Sheel and another, versus Thakoordas Sheel and
......
. . . . ..
...
others,
Musheerooddeen (Sheikh,) versus Bhnkoo (Bibi) and others,
...
M11,3l1€HtO0llah (Sheikh) and others, Radha Benode Misr, versus,
Muteeoollah and another, Mudhoosoodun Dut and another, versus, ...
Muteeoollah (Sheikh) and others, Radha Benode Misr, versus,
Muthoormohun Hajrah versus Ram Debee and others,
Myaram Tewaree, Ramhuksh Singh (Lalla) and others, versus,
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Mohlm Lal Sookul,
Mohun Lal Sookul,

versus

401

Debee

453
533
105
<

490
164

430
470
521
543
48
605
307
470
310
478
324

N.
Neelkaunth Das Neogee, Anund Maee Dassee, versus,
Nehalooddeen Ahmed (Mou1vee,) versus Amroollah (Sheikh)
and
others,
Nemye Churn Bhuttacharje and others, Shib Soondree Dibbea, versus,
Niamut Ali (Meer,) Fuzl Hosein (Sheikh,) versus,
. .... .. .
...
.... ..
Nittyanund Koond and others, Ilakee (Bibi,) versus,
Noor Mohummud (Sheikh,) versus Mohummud Azeem and others,...
Nityanund Shah and others, Rajkishore Shah and others, versus,
Nityanund Surmah versus Pirtigga Debea and others,
Nubboo Komar Chowdhree and others, Hurchunder Nath and others,
-.. . . .
----versus ,
. . . . ..
...
Nuhkishen Laheery and others, Hurris Chundnr Dhur, versus,
Nundkoomar Sawunt versus Gyaram Mundle and others,
Nursingh Raee and others, oykishen Mookeljea and another, versus,

J

O.

289
373
526
549
338
614
487
620
341
317
52
183
A

.
Obhyram Gazor and others, Sonaram Gazor, versus,
.... .
Odhyram and another, versus Dya and others,
Omed Ali (Mistree,) Mr. Fraser, versus,
..
Omed Singh and others, Rughoobur Dyal, versus,
.... ..
Oomdut-o-nissa (Musst.) and others, versus Ram Hurree, Mundul, ...

106

445
285
44
410

P.
Paul, Mr. Peter Jacob, Bihi Despinoo Kalonas,
Petumber Shah s Gudadhur

Shah 2 versu

versus,

--Phooleil Choobey, versus Ajaieb Choobey and others,
3;

...
..

uco

389
248
43

1
1

<

INDEX.
“ 620
Pirtigga Dibbea and others, Nityanund Surma, versus,
281
Deb,
versus
Rajkishwur
Prankishen Gopt,
Prannath Chowdhree and others, oykishen Mookerjea and another,

J

..
Preeag Dutt Panday, versus Kishen Mungul Sein and others,
Prithee Singh, Sookh Lal Sonar, versus,
Prossono Koomar Bose, versus Toota Koomaree,
Booee, versus Jugunnath Chatterjea and others,
Puranchundur
Purkhit Sircar and others, versus Purmanund Raee and others,
Purmanund Raee and others, Purkhit Sircar and others, versus,
Pursun Koornar Thakur, versus Shamkishore Raee,
Pursunnonath Raee and another, Watson and Co., versus,
Purtab Chundur Raee and others, versus Shunkuree Dassee,

86
320
425

versus,

6i6
148

336
336
323
.440

449

R.
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Misr,
Misr,
Misr,
Misr,
Misr,
Misr,

Dewanoollah (Sheikh) and others,
309
nu
Hafeez-o-nissa Begum and others,
versus Ishur Chnndur Chowdhree and others, QII
versus Lukmeer Khan and others,
309
versus Musheutoollah (Sheikh) and others,
versus Muteeoollah (Sheikh) and others,
Radha Bibi, versus Bodha. Mehton end others,
Radha
Radha
Radha
Radha

Benode
Benode
Benode
Benode
Radha Benode
Radha Benode

versus

311

versus

308
310
311
307
310
566
346
346
451

Radha Madhub Banerjea, versus Gopal Lal Thakur,
Radha Madhub Banerjea, Gopal Lal Thakur, versus,

Radha Singh and another, versus Rajkoomar Singh,
Rajaram Ajhoore, versus Huruknurain Singh (Baboo) and others, no
Rajkishore Shah and others, versus Nityanund Shah and others,
Bajkishwur Deb, Prankishen Gopt, versus,
.
Rajkoomar Singh, Radha Singh and another, versus,
.
Rajnarain Dutt, Issur Chundur Mitr, versus,
Rajranee and another, versus Hurdyal Bhuggut and another,
Ramhuksh Mahtoon, Juleeba Koonwnr (Musst.), versus,
,,,
Ramhuksh Singh and others, versus Luchmee Nurain Singh,
Rambuksh Singh, (Lalla) and others, versus Madhoram,
...
Rambuksh Singh, (Lalla) and others, versus Myaram Tewaree,
Ramchund Sircar, versus Rampurshad Mytee,
Ramdebee and others, Muthoor Mohun Hajrah, versus,
Ramdeb Surma, versus Bhaee Lal Singh and others,
Ramdolal Chuckerbutty and another, versus Ram Mookerjea,
Ramdolal Mohunt, versus Kishen Chundur Raee and others,
Ramdyal Singh and others, Guneish Dutt and others, versus,
Ramdyal Singh, versus Joy Koonwur, (Musst.) and others,...
Ramgopal Moorkerjea, versus Gholam Durbesh Jowar and others, ¢
Ramgopal Mookerjea, versus Gopal Chundur Bhadooree and othe1's,..
Ramgopal Mookerjea, versus Gungadhnr Biswas and others,
...
Ramgopal Mookerjea, versus John Rodgers and others,
Ram Hurree Buxshee and another, versus Bulram Sircar
Ram Hurree Mundul, Oomdut-0-nissa (Musst.) and others, versus,
Ramkesub Pal, versus Asaram Pal,
...
Ramkishore Dutt, versus Collector of Tipperah,

174

487
281
451
453
408
81

515
324
324
17

478
469
318
593
527
152

282
83
84
85
302
410
247
162

B

_--.

._

-._-.--.

INDEX.

ang

Ram Lochun Hoom and others, versus Modh Nurain Hoom and
..
others,
,,
Ram Lochun Koond versus Kishen Chundur Race and others,
...
Ram Mohun Raee, Brijsoondree Dassee, versus,
...
and another, versus,
Ram Mookerjea, Ramdolal
Chuckerbutti
Ramnurain Mooke 'ea, Hurnurain
Sing and others, versus,
others, Bidasi Bhuggnt, versus,
...
Ramnath Singh
Ramoo Race and others, Gopeechund and another, versus,
...
Rampurshad Mytee, Ramchund Sircar, versus,
Ram Ruttun Raee and others, Jygopal Chowdhree and others,

17
165

.
.
.

'

613
4

Ram Ruttun Shah and others, Tarra Munnee Dassee, Musst., versus,
Ram Shewuck Raee and others, versus Jhao Lal (Gomashts) and
. . . . . . . ..
..... .
another,
......
Rsmsoondur Pal and others, versus Chundrabullee and others,
Ram Sudaee Nundee, versus Kishen Chundur Ilaee and others,
...
Ramsurroop Panday, Imdad Ali (Sheikh) and others, versus,
Ram Taruk,Nundee, versus Kishen Chundur Race and others,
Ram Tarun Chuckerbutty and others, Kassenath Mundul, versus,
Rodgers, John and others, Ramgopal Mookerjea, versus,
Rooder Singh (Mahar-ajah,) versus Jafur Ali (Sheikh) and others,
Roop Chundur Chowdhree and others, Kashee Kaunth Banerjeea and
another, versus,
.....¢...
....... ..
Rubee Das Man'ee and others, versus Kowul (Baboo,)
.. . .
Rughoobur Dyaf, versus Omed Singh and others,
Rumonee Dassee, Tarachund Desmookho, versus,
Russool Buksh, Kijree (Sheikh,) versus,
........
. ..
Ruttun Pauree and others, Goodree Pauree and another, versus,

376
592
314
591
527
85

l

versus,

29
290
44
249
375
622

S.

.

Saker Mohummud, versus Mr. M. D. Dumball,
....
Seetanath Raeé, versus Govemment and others,
.... ..
Seetaram Nundee, versus Kishen Chundur Raee and others,
Shamkishore Raee, Pursun Komar Thakur, versus,
Shamram Pal and others, Soobul Chundur Pal, versus,
.... ..
Sheebram Nundee, versus Kishen Chundur Raee and others,
Sheo Thakur and others, Soobun Raee, versus,
.
M., Kummul Dutt and another, versus,
Shepperdson, Mr.
.
Shib Soondree Dibbea, versus emye Churn Bhuttacharje and others,
Shunkuree Dassee, Purtab Chundur Race and others, versus,
Sitladutt Rawut, versus Sumbhoo Dutt and others,
Sohun Lal, Gunjun Singh, versus,
.... ..
..
Sonamonee Dassee and others, Jtmomjoy Banerjea, verms,
Sonaram Gazor, versus Obhyram Gazor and others,
..
Soobul Chundur Pal, versus Shamram Pal and others,
Soohun Raee, versus Sheo Thakur and others,
Sookh Lal Soonar, versus Prithee Singh,
.
Soondur Sahoo (Baboo,) versus Mitrjeet Lal and others
Sowunfool Sahoo, versus Lal Das (Baboo,) .... ..
Sowunfool Sahoo, versus Laljee Das,
.... ..
..
79

N

.

J
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568
594
219
318
72
587
20

255
399
595
323
425
594
431
39
526
449
617
522
284
106
425
431
425
567
80
80

INDEX.
Sowunfool Sahoo, versus Toolseeram Das, ......
Sreekaunth Biswas, Sumbhooram Surma, versus,
Sreekishen Sircar, versus Madhub Chundur Ghose and another,
..
onab Ali Khan,
Sreenath Churn Nundee, versus
Sukeena Khatoon, Fyz-0-nissa Khatoon, versus,
Sukkee Kyburtin and others, Mr. W. Hodges, versus,
Sumbhoo Dutt and others, Sitladutt Rawut, versus,
Sumbhoonath Beeshee, versus Koonwur Bhyrub Indernurain Raee
..... ....
.........
. . . . . . . ..
and others,
versus
udoonath Singh and
Sumbhoonath
Singh (Maharajah,)
.. . . . .
......
. . . . ..
another,
. ..
Sumbhoonath Singh Surma (Rajah) and others, versus Kownla Kunth
.. .. ....
. . . . . ...
Singh (Rajah) and others,
Sumbhooram Surma, versus Sreekaunth Biswas,
...
Sunkur Mahter, versus Bhowani Singh (Sirdar,)
Sunkur Raee and others, versus Surbjeet Raee and another,
Surbjeet Raee and another, Sunkur Raee and others, versus,
Surbjeet Singh, versus Kanta Chung (Chowkeedar) and others,
Suzeena (Bibi) and others, Mohummud Fyaz and others, versus,

J

T.

177
617
286
117
152

407
279
280
280
184

417

’

.

.

611

249
220
613
5

.

Tarachaund Deo and others, Mohnmmud Naim and others, versus, .
Tarachaund Desmookho, versus Rumonee Dassee,
Tara Munnee (Chowdhrain,) versus Gour Kishore Nag and others,
Tara Munnee Dassee (Musst.,) versus Ram Ruttun Shah and others,
Tara Munnee Debea, versus Gour Kaunth Deb (Jowardar) and others,
Tariekoollah (Sirdar,) Gopee (Sirdar,) versus,
Tarnikaunth Lahoree and others, Bhyrob Chundur Chowdhree, versus
Thakoordas Sein and others, Durbmoee Dassee, versus,
Thakoordas Shah, versus Harradhun Manjee and others,
Thakoordar Sheel and others, Muhesh Chundur Sheel and another,
versus,
..
..
...
Thomick, Mrs., Domun Saha, versus,
Tilukdharee Singh, versus Mewa Lal,
...
Toolseram Das, Khulput Sahoo, versus,
Toolseram Das, Sowunfool Sahoo, versus,
..
Toota Koomaree, Kulleemooddeen, versus,
...
Toota Koomaree, Prossono Koomar Bose, versus,
Torul Nurain Singh (Rajah,) Man Kowur (Musst.) and others, versus,
.
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_

.

.

..'
.

J

79

407
250
279
256

488
424
59
26

48
333
542
78
79

616
6'16

587

U.
Umbikadutt Patuk and others, Girdharee Lal and others,
Unnopoornah

(Chowdhryne)

and others, Kalee Das

versus,

Neogee,

versus,

163

38

W.
Watson and Co. versus Pursunnonath Baee and another,
\Vuzeerun (Musst.) and another versus Gousun (Musst.,)

440
481

Z.
Zuman (Sheikh) versus Dirgpal Singh and others,

...

a~

448

0

ERRATA.
Page
J!
9!
7!

II
3!
97
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7|
7|
I9
M
8!
D
DI
D

8, title of the case, for Dunga read Doorga.
22, line 26, for appellants read respondents.
32, ,, 36, for opposed read maintained.
70, title of the case, for Nawul read Nowul.
,, last line, for Maupoor read Manpoor.
95, line 6, for an read a.
,, 4, from below, for Allah read Ullah.
120, title of the casefor Allee read Ali.
121, line 22,f0r I816 read September 1832.
,,
,, 23, for twenty-eight years read twelve years and three months
28, for condusive read conclusive.
237, Geneological table, for Mehr-o-nissa god-daughter of Goo] Chum
mun read grand-daughter.
252, line 12, from the bottom, for 1227 F., read 1229 F.
260, ,,
for arrayed read arranged.
352, title of case to be transposed thus :
Doorgapurshad Raee Chowdhree, Appellant, v. Tarapershad Race

lll,

ll,

Chowdhree, Respondent.
354, line 20, from top, for decrees of the lower

courts,

read decree of

the lower court.

>1

477,

7?

3!

3)

500,
557,
586,

I)

7!

H

I!
97

6, from the bottom,

for Judge

cipal Sudder Ameen, &c.
)7 2, from the top, for pre-emption
9)

of Zillah Hooghly

12, from bottom, for Sadhooram
‘
‘
to.’
plea,’ dele
‘
‘ same.’
3, after upon the,’ insert

2, after

_

read redemptron.
read Madltooram

read Pun

1

INDEX

~
OF

THE CAUSES OF ACTION, AND THE PRINCIPAL POINTS
TOUCHED
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UPON.

A.

Page

Abatement,
of rent on account of inundation, ......
Abuse,
see

‘

Damages.’

.

....

......

......

287

_

Accounts,
presumption raised against though testiﬁed to orally, because items in it
were not borne out by vouchers nor mentioned in answer.
..

45

Acknowledgment,
receipt of rent, without demur, viewed as prirmifacie an acknowledgment of
......
......
....
.... .. 536
right of possession,
......
......

Acquisition,
see

‘

Hindoo Law.’

Admission,

.

to written
evidence,
(verbal) on oath, unsupported and contradictory
. . . . ..
. .. . ..
. . ....
......
treated as null, ......
......
...... 107
suﬁicient, . . 184
by defendant of the tenure pleaded by plaintiff was held
ants proved equal
by one defendant no valid reason for exempting co-defen (proof
.... ..
. .. . ..
. . . . ..
249
ly liable.

Adoption,
see

‘

Hindoo Law.’

Agents,
see ‘Debt.’

Alibi,
proved on the recorded date of a. deed of sale,
......
false,
......
......

the

.

date thereof held to be

... .. .

. . . ...

...... 3l5

ll

316

INDEX.
'

Alzenation,
see

‘

Hindoo

Law-’

Alluvial lands,

....

claim to, dismissed for want of proof,

394

589

.........

41

Ameens,
when reports of, are conﬂicting, presidingjudges

Annulment
see

‘

may elect,

.

of Sale,

Sale.—-’

and ‘ Sale for arrears of Revenue.’

Assault,

see ‘ Damages.’
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Assessment

"

qf Rent,

_

v

suit to assess a nwcurrurree dismissed, as it was upheld for a series of
......
years without proofs of its liability being produced before.
speciﬁed in a deed of Sale upheld, notwithstanding plea of error therein, . .
on a mowroosee tenure cannot be enhanced,
. .....
........
talookdars not holding on a mocurrurree tenure, adjudged to pay enhanced
rates,
.........
.........
.... ....
decrees awarding enhanced rates, without proof of service of notice per
220 569
Sec. 9, Reg. V. 1812, reversed as illegal,
such notice need not contain the previous jumma, nor the quantity of lands
.... ..
on which increase is demanded,
.........
nor the extent of enhancement; but only the speciﬁc rent demandable, 185
enhanced rates adjudged, without such prior notice, under agreement,
notice prescribed in See. 5, Reg. IV. 1794, not applicable to talookdaree
tenures,
.........
....... ..
onus probandi of exemption from enhanced rates on defendants not hold
.... ..
......-..
ing their talooks under Sec. 51, Reg. VIII. 1793,
to loss of their pottah, remanded to be dealt with
demanded by ryuts
owing
under Sec. 59, Reg. V II. 1793.

Assets
see

31
159

269
292
571
469
186
374
341
413

'

Sale,
of
‘

Registry.’

Attachment,
property under, claimed by decreedars themselves in right of purchase : mode
.-. ...
of dealing with such claims,
......
......-ts 490
‘
see
Resumption Courts.’
B.

Bhugguts and Gosaius,
relationship

..

between is not one of slavery,

......

. .

176 445

Bond,
assigning possession of a. farm until payment of a loan upheld literally, and
343
lender not allowed to void the stipulation and sue for the sum lent,

Boundary,

‘

dispute regarding arising out of improper measurement contingent on set
.... ..
...... 60
......
tlement,
.........
555
after alapse of 40 years allowed to vary,

....

Butwareh,
(Private,)

a pledge subsequent thereto, of the share of one
member of the family illegal,
......
‘
see
Sale for Arrears of Revenue.’

member

by another

......

......

74

INDEX.
C.

Caste,

.

in money ofa suit for re-admission
recover the amount at which it is laid,

the estimate

_

into, is not an action to
106
.. . .
.....

Cattle Stealing,
see ‘Damages.’

Cazee,

'

.

it is improper

for a judicial ofﬁcer,
a claim is founded, to try the suit,

attesting
...

instruments

on which

......

......

......

482

Ckamperty,
plaintiffs having sold portion of lands,in dispute for advances to meet the
423
costs of suit, the transaction held to be within the law of,
‘

Collections,
see

‘

_

Court of Wards’—‘ Resumption Courts.’
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Calla-sive Decree,
a civil court can entertain an action to set aside its own decree
have been collusively obtained,
.........
_
‘

527

Lalzhiraj.’

Company’s Paper,
see

......"

Beruﬁt,

Common
see

alleged to

‘

'

Debt.’

Compromise,
deed oi’, upheld according to its literal terms, .....
97
held invalid on the ground of incompetency of ‘contracting parties,
......... 67
by which right to lands was conveyed, and though silent as to its mesne pro
ﬁts, was held to imply a right to the latter also,
251
......

Contract,
the price of paddy, contracted to be delivered at a certain season of the
,,,,__,,, l92
_. . . .
year, estimated at the market rates thereof,
......
221 222
regarding the hire ofa boat,
vendor cannot rescind, and re-sell goods when a. penalty from his vendee is
- . . . . . 345
recoverable for breach, .....
......
.........
»

1

C0-sharers,
see

‘

Liability,’
'

Costs,

_

. ...... ..
award of, on unascertained data, modiﬁed,
.........
incurred by one of the -defendants to a suit adjusted, refunded to him, as
he was unnecessarily made a party,
.........
pro rata to judgment against parties respectively,
personal, with a partial award, against parties unnecessarily prosecuting,
pleader’s fees adjudged at one-fourth, a mere petition in lieu of the answer
not being held to conclude the requisite pleadings,
......"
award oi’, calculated on a. plaint incorrectly valued, modiﬁed,
.........
award of, out of proportion to the sum decreed,
.........
not allowed to purchaser (private) defending a sale which was set aside, .... ..

Court

90

ll4
143
257
246
379
326
495

q/‘ Wards,

charges for collecting rents of estates

under,

....-mt

.¢.....»

383

\

INDEX.
D.

Damages,
I30
adjudged for loss sustained by breach of contract to transport salt,
for indigo crop forcibly taken, and application of Sec. 3, Act X. l836, to the
nausea I90
......
......
action.
264
.--...
for false charge of cattle stealing,
Iouonl
ceases 290
for loss of privileges as head of a tribe,
32\
nelson
for breach of contract to supply indigo seed, ...
3'25
..‘....
for indigo crop destroyed,
...‘...
noeonl
345
for breach of contract to su ply saltpetre, ......
nuance
for loss of an ele hant hired out,
......
...
for assault and a€use recoverable in the civil courts,
...
for loss of cultivation by sto ping up a water-course,
‘ Libel,’ ‘
Caste,’ and ‘ Vvaliiation of Suit.’
see
V

Darogah,
sec

‘

Practice as to Trials.’

saddled upon their principals,
. . .
......
incurred by
agpgits
nd not absolutely necessary to prove a debt,
......
production of
..
under an engagement without consideration or proof,
..._..._
under a promissory note drawn up under a penalty equal to the principal, 129
......
alleged to be a deposit of purchase money for certain lands,
.....
arising from deﬁciencies in account sale of Compa.ny’a paper,
... ..
.........
originating in pa ments made to save a joint tenancy,
563
on account stalei
.........
due under a deed ofadjiistment,
.....--.
.........
-......“
.........
. . .. . .
ad'ud
J g edb Y ii. unchai is
claim against isanagers of an estate for balance of collections,
.........
claimed by a member of a defunct banking establishment from his
co-partners dismissed : it appearing that the principal items of it were in
serted in the accounts without the consent or knowledge of the latter
and subsequent to the dissolution of the ﬁrm,
.....
on bond ; the loan consisted of cash and of a necklace : the valuation of
the latter reduced from Co.’s Rs. 25,000 to 6,800 Rs.,

91
43

I27
I31

l5l

4l5
511
573

57l
52l
600

GI5
647

Decrees,
had by durputneedurs while in seisin of the
utnee under CL 4, Sec. 13, Reg.
VIII. l8l9, left to be executed by theuiselives,
. .....
....... ..
‘
see
Discrepancy.’

ll8

Deeds, &c.,
201
not forthcoming, action for,
......
......
......
circumstances which would render a deed of sale partly good and partly bad, 377
'

Default,

_

for evidence on a certain point, and because an ap
plication to ﬁle proofs on other points was not noticed, no proofs what
ever were ﬁled—held that the default was wilful,
..
under Cl. 3, Sec. l8, Reg. XXVIL 1814, in not substituting a wukeel for one
removed by death,
.... ..
......
......
under Act XXIX. 184], is a total neglect,
....... ..
rule of C. O. No. 141, 12th March l84l of retrospective force, but its pro
visions not applied to defaulters in question,
. .....
in not appearing in the lower court C. O. No. l4l, l2th March
... ..
1841,
...... ...
...... 392 637
...
......
incurred
.... ..
an authorized agent,
appeared
through
plaintiif
not
in not appealing in time; and as no reasons were taken for the same
a case being remanded

as_
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Debt,

appellate court’s decision annulled,

62
98
140
199
639
272
351

Y

___.¢-

,2

1.:

'_“',,--c.~,nv_‘-a~'-'—>'

-

e

I N D E X.
Default,
bearing

of Act

XXIX.

weeks taken from date

1841, in

the case of an order

of last order,

re-issued; the six
......

399

......

194

no order being passed on a petition for time; held that as the omission
was not a rejection, default was not incurred owing to the time origi
.... ..
. . . . ..
. . . . .. 400
nally granted having been exceeded,
course
to be pursued by appellate court when explanation has been
afforded or otherwise for,
.. . .. .
. . . . ..
.... .. 566
......
in not ﬁling copy of one of the decrees previously passed in the case
Sec. 3, Act III. 1843,
... ..
.. ...
......
...... 599

Defaulter,
see

‘

Sales for Arrears of Revenue.’

Defendants,

.

not appealing still affected by judgment in appeal,

Deposit,
see

‘

Sa.le’—‘ Mortgage.’

Discrepancy,
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between the decrees and the record in matters of fact,
between the decree and English decision,......

--¢

.....

273
533

Dower,
see

Dur

‘

Mahomedan Law.’

Gautee Tenure,

suit for possession of, with mesne proﬁts, dismissed,

4l

....

E.

Enhancement of Rent,
see

‘

Assessment of Rent.’

Error in
see
see

Deed

of

Sale,

‘

Assessment of Rent.’

‘

Special Appeals.’

in Law,

Evidence,
see

‘

Practice as to.’

Ememption,
see

‘ Interest.’

Eutra Judicial,
see

‘

,

Practice.’

F.

Farmer,
of, for mesne proﬁts jointly with disseisor,
_
exonerated from liability for acts of dispossesslon
under-farmer,
.......-.
.........
.........
‘
see Zemindary Dawks.’
‘
see Summary Orders.’

liability

Farms,
see

‘

lVuqf Ijaras.’

64

committed by his

..-......

..---m, I95

7

__,__

‘,1:

I N T)
Fraurlulent

Acquisition,

E X.

_

plea of, will not stand in a question of title to idols,
.........
......... 512
plea of, must be speciﬁcally set forth and pleaded in court of ﬁrst instance
to be heard,
.. . . . . . . .
..... ....
. . . . .....
. ....
574

Fines,
under Cl. 2, Sec.
taloohdars,

17,

Reg.

.........

XIX.

1814,

cannot

be

inﬂicted on dependent

.........

-......"

272

381

on putneedars—Query as to law under which itwas inﬂicted,
302
X. l8l9, for illicit manufacture of salt,
..
.... .. 428
imposed imder
Refg.
for bringing
a
rivolous and vexatious suit, remitted on the score of
455
ignorance,
.........
.........
.........
.........

Fishery,
suit for right of, together with certain lzlials or 1-reeks,
suit for value ofﬁsh taken from a tank,
........-

.........
.........

.........
.....-m

338

14 307
suit dismissed as it included only a portion of the claim,
....... ..
right by, lost under the law of limitation and acts of claimants,
u mother having succeeded her son; on her death her son’s heirs suc
ceed in preference to her own, _
. ...... ..
to a mother‘s right in preference to the heirs of another
a son succeeds
son from whom she inherited,
....
.... ..
must be calculated
from the death of the party to
rule of limitation
.. . . . .. ..
whom the heir succeeds,
.. .. . .
.........
.... ..
....... ..
superseded by an ihrarnameh between existing heirs,
.........
.........
governed by family
...,.....
usage,
00 allowed to succeed him in preference to male
the widows of a. Hm
heirs,
.-....... _ .. ....
442
_
the heirs to an estate, held by certain widows during life, are not, after
their demise, liablefor their personal debts,
...... ..
a. widow without male issue, is not entitled under the mithil law, to suc
ceed to her husband's share in a. joint undivided estate,
.... .,
......

3H

560

Foreclosure,
see

Full

‘

Mortgage.’

Bench,
see ‘Practice.’

_
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G.
Guardian,
see

‘

Hindoo Law.‘

H.

Hindoo Law,
Inheritance.

'

2|

87
155
155

444
544
657

Acquisition,
claim by a. widow as heir of her husband dismissed for wa.ut of proof,

145

Adoption,
faith and
in
continued for a length of time—Query
such is good
egal without the initiatory ceremonies, ......

made

whether
554

Alienation,
aHindoo widow

can alienate lands to pay her huaband’s debts without
consent of the heirs ; and such sale, even without possession, valid, ...... 326

i

LN _D,1~:x.
Alienation,
of undivided property by one sharer without consent of the rest (even of
.........
his own share) invalid,
755
62
a gift to a female by her husband, jointly with other sharers, is alienable,
_

Guardian,

has the preferable right under

between a mother and brother, the former
shasters and under Reg. I. of 1800,

.... ..

.....

.557

lllaintenance,
as to lea of relin uishment
.... .....
ﬁxed according to the value of thd estate,
......

of the widow—Query

219
.

......

517

Partition,
disallowed in proof of 3'oint tenanc y,

l8

.

Privileges,
as the head of a. tribe: suit remanded for decision on its merits,

290

Holiday,
declared void because passed

decree

.........

on a,

L
Idols,
see

‘Limitation’—‘ Fraudulent Acquisition.’

Ignorance,
remission of _ﬁne on account of,

.

.

..

. ..

........,

......"

...,,,.,,

,,_,,,,,_

455

Indigo,
sec

‘

Damages.’

Inheritance,
see

‘

Hindoo

Law’-‘

Mahomedan Law.’

Insolvency,
transfer of debt subsequent to declaration of,

.........

I00

Interest,
award of, on mesne proﬁts, from date of dispossession,
......
.........
payments in account to be ﬁrst‘ carried to interest account, and interest
on balance to run from date of suit and not of decision,
33
exemption from, not allowed, as principal was not deposited until after
......
institution of sui
......
......
......
......
.-....
not allowed, owing among other grounds, to absence of stipulation, . ....
. ..
award of interest, on interest pendeute lite modiﬁed,
_
on mesne proﬁts, accruing prior to suit. not allowed,
...... 276 552
separate claim for, before issue of C. O. llth January 1839, adjudged from
institution of suit for principal,
.

ii,
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Strid/tun,
suit to enforce payment of a decree against a husband from sale assets of
a putnee disallowed, having been purchased out of the stridhun of his
wife,
.........
.........
606

l2
34
167
257
274
553
352

INDEX.
Interest,
separate claim ibr, before issue of C. O. llth January I839, dismissed on
..... .
. . . . ..
.. . . . .
presnmptions arising from lapse of time, &c.,
the Privy Council having reduced the amount adjudged by tho S. D. Adaw
lut, on refund of difference interest was not allowed,
.
.... ..
......
.... ..
......
stipulation for, exceeding legal rate, held to be t'orfcited,...
upon purchase money, the sale being set aside, not allowed, as purchaser
the mesne proﬁts,
. . . . ..
.... ..
.... .
eniiloyed
with
e d on the score of delay,
.. . .. .
. . . . ..
.... ..
......

445
409
459
495
517

Irrigation,
right of having lands irrigated by the re-opening of a water-course upheld
on an arbitration award,
.... ..
---- -- 47! 475
... .
......

476

J.
Joint Liability,
‘

see

Liability.’

Jurisdiction,
time qf institution of suit, is
not taken away owing to its transfer pendcnte lite to another zillah, .... ..._
3
suit for property in two districts having been tried in one of them without
sanction; decisions
annulled in consequence,
......... 256
previous
on revie'w of judgment,t passed
hed
at claims to immovable propert
situated
in the mofussil, must be tried by the law of the place in whicli the pro
perty is situated,
354
.........

L.

Lakhiraj,

suit contesting title to, not having been referred to collector undcr Reg. II.
.. .. . .. ..
.........
. . . . . . . ..
1819, case remanded in consequence,
suits contesting title to, malgoozardar should be made a party,
...-"...
prior to dewanee, right to, determinable by possession without reference to
.. . . ... . .
. . . . . . ...
.................
documentary proofs,
.... ..
. ...... ..
.........
disputed title to, not cognizable by moonsilf,
.
... ....
.
grant for common beneﬁt cannot be set aside,

I63
164
183
301
447

not voided on sale of estate in which it
------m 174
tter,
wers
177
rincipals and agents respectively-Quer as to
violation of express
farm voided, because sublet to indigo pﬁnters
.........
......... 369
.........
.........
........compact,

ii

o

a dwelling-house

oi’
E

b

of

litlég,

Lease,

Legacy,
payment oi, adjudged with interest from date of action to that of liquidation,

350

Liability,
‘

‘

.

.

.

.

a

,,
,,
,,

‘

Farmer.’
Debt.’
Purchasers.’
Zernindary Dawks.’
I
decree, being sums due on
the payment of liabilities of co-sharers under
an estate in which their interests were several and distinct, not recover
able jointly, but pro rata to the share of each,
.. . . . . .
. . . . . .. 467
see

‘

Libel,
by afemme coverte against
judicial oﬂicer, met with damages against hus
band and wife,...
............ ..
.-.......
.--“....
...-..."
a
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of zillah court, in which property is situate at

253

,?__

rnnnx.
Lien,
upon rents of land allowed to the prior lender in preference to the deereedar,

132

Limitation,
suit-for rents for a
commencing 20 years before, the claim for the
, not liable to dismissal,
29
.........
period not affects (period
.... .. 141 294
calculation of, from decision given under Reg. XV. l824,......
from date of conﬁrmation of award under Reg. XV. 1824,
502
in cases of succession to be calculated from the death of party to whom
heir succeeds,
. .....
.........
. .... ....
.....
155
mere presents being no admission of truth of demand, calculation cannot
.. .
be taken from date thereof,
. . . . . . . ..
160
special claims to certain property [declared divisible among heirs] having
been dismissed: in the suit by the heirs, limitation calculated from date
of decision pronouncing their right to share, ....
...... ..
224
.. .
.
.....
. . . .. . . .. 275 346
not applicable to claims for rent,
suits to contest summary decrees, awarding arrears of rent, must be
.... ..
....
290
brought within one year,
claim not calculated from original cause of action, as it was kept in
.... .....
....
386
abeyance pending result of another suit,
......... 368
principle of calculation in the case of a claim once nonsuited,
sales made for arrears due to the zemindar may be contested within 12
years, and the rule of limitation in Sec. 6, Reg. VIII. 1831, inapplicable, 480
512
applicable to claim to idols,
maintenance, .... ._
.... .. ..
......
517
of an
taken from date of order to sue, and not from that disposing
‘
.. 545
application for review of such order,
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-——-i,

_____.__-_to

M.

Mahomedan Law,
'

Dower,

claim to, on a verbal pledge without proof, dismissed, .........
renunciation of, to evade satisfaction of decree, not allowed, ...
...
mowujil or non-exigible, decreed on the acknowledgment of heirs, ...

....

53
143
476

Inheritance,
lost by lapse of time,

.

.,

133

Maintenance,
See ‘ Hindoo Law.’

Malilcana,
,,..,,_,,
. .....
367
suit for, barred by lapse,
..:
remanded to receive proofs of right under a previous decree set up by a third
.........
390
...-..-..
.........
.........
party,

Market Rates,
See

Mesne

‘

Contract.’

Proﬁts,

adjudged at a higher rate than claimed, as disseisors had introduced a. more
.....
......
. ...... ..
.........
proﬁtable cultivation,
...... ...
interest on, given from date of dispossession,...
, accruing prior to institution of suit, not allowed,
disallowed, as tenant was not ejected, but had voluntarily~quitted,
.........
disallowed, because not sued for in plaint,
. . .. . .
. ........
decreed on proof of right under an arbitration award,
separate claim for, before issue of C. O. No. 29, llth January 1839, adjudg
..
....
.........
ed from date of dispossession,.........
..."...
recovery barred, as no special sum was mentioned in the plaint,
b

Q.

12
12
276
49
87
102
157
303

-i_

INDEX.

_

Meme Proﬁts,
when data is not furnished for ﬁxing amount
......
-"......
deputed,
claim to, barred by lapse,

of, an

ameen

should

be

.......

.. 337

530

Minority,
see

‘

Possession, Suits for,‘

Mocurrureedare,

......

376

redemption of, and payment of surplus proceeds of lands, .... .....
under a deed of gift from mortgages disallowed, as it was not
.........
proved nor produced in a previous suit allecting the same lands,
....... ..
.........
deed of, not necessary to be served on mortgager,...
claim by durputneedars as mortgagers under Cl. 4, Sec. I3, Reg. VIII. IBI9,
.........
to disbursements alleged to be in excess of receipts, dismissed,
...
year of grace laid down by law, cannot be superseded by local custom,
deposit within the year of grace, but with a condition, not a legal tender,
notice of foreclosure, issued from zillah adjacent to that in which pro
.........
perty is situate, is not legal,
notice of foreclosure need not be served on purchaser though in posses
sion,
-......"
..--"...
.........
‘
effects of registry, see Registry.‘

6

in possession prior to decennial settlement cannot be summarily ousted,
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Mortgage,

46
24
118

270
462
485
499

N.

.

Non-Commissioned

Oﬂicer,

‘Practice as to trials.’

see

Nonmit,
It is no

‘
dispossessed’ had been used improperly,
ground for, that the term

24

Notice,
see

‘

Assessment of Rent’ —-‘ Mortgage.’

Nuisance,
(private) by stopping up a drain and pathway,

_

, . _.

, ,_

m.

333

O.

Oath,

‘

Admission.’

Oﬁcial

Documents,

see

see

‘

Review of Judgment.’

Passage,
An action for right

P.

of, under an agreement, remanded for further enquiry

501

Pathway,
Rightto lands, forming,

Pleadefs
see

.

....

. .

453

F eea,

‘ Costs,’

Possession, suits-for,
of property, on a deed of exchange," dismissed on the ground, among
others, of its having been executed by a minor,...
.._,__,,_
.... ..
of a mocurruree tenure adjudged, as the landlord had neglected to enforce
the law (Reg.

VII.

1799)

in regard to defaulting tenants,

..."-...

25
49

'

Possession, suits

INDEX.

for,

.

of land dismissed

as fprming part of a former action between the same
.... ..
......
. ...... ..
.........
parties,
,......,.
of lakhiraj lands purchased at a sale for arrears of revenue,
of lands sold by guardians during minority of their wards,
of lands with mesne proﬁts under a tulzseemnameh,
..
of land, and removal of a wall erected thereon,
..
of lands with mesne proﬁts,
396 419 534
of endowed lands of a Hindoo temple,
- . t
.........
of lands under a foreclosed mortgage,
.
..
of lakhiraj lands with arrears of rent,
.
and joint management of dewatter lands,
....... ..

70
135
283
318
373
632
398
479
555
642

Practice,
an extra judicial suggestion expunged from lower court’s decree by a
full bench,
.....
......... i
......... 135
amendment of special appeal certiﬁcates with deciding judges,
......... 447
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'

As to actions,
a party claiming a portion of lands sold in execution of decree, need not,
-- . . . .
at the same time, sue to reverse the sale,
.........
regular suit for redemption may be brought, without prior tender or deposit,
a party suing to reverse a sale, need not bring a distinct action to set aside
a summary order rejecting his claim to the property sold,
....... ..
speciﬁc amount of mesne proﬁts not being mentioned in plaint its recovery
.. . held barred,
.... ..
.........
mesne proﬁts accruing before and after decision under Act IV. of 1840, may
be sued for together,
.........
suit to set aside a forged document ﬁled before the revenue authorities, will
. . . . ..
not lie in the civil but the revenue courts,
a two-old claim for possession and rent of past
a plaint containing
.. . ..
. . . . ..
....-....
.... ..
years held inconsistent,
parties acquiring a. right by inheritance to a. bond, entered separate actions
for the quota each was entitled to, it was held not to be a splitting of cause
-. . .
. . . ......
. . .. ..
of action,
...... ...
separate actions may be brought against occupants of distinct holdings,
the prior suit for the land itself was brought against
notwithstanding
them collectively,
...»
.. .
. .. .. .
.........
a party failing in an action on a special ground, is not thereby precluded
from preferring a claim to the same property under the general law of
.. . . . .
inheritance,
.... ..
......
......
As to parties to actions,
suits contesting lakhiraj title, malgoozardar should be made a party,
........
order for another party to be joined in the suit as plaintiff held illegal,
course to be pursued when parties are made defendants for fraudulent
. . ..
.... ..
..
purposes,
....... ..
suit for breach of a farming engagement, signed by persons jointly and
. . ... .
. . . . ..
severally, may be brought against all,
.........
an action to oust a cultivating tenant of a joint undivided estate, by one or
more of the proprietors, without the other co-sharers, will not lie,

28
48
56
203
371
455
536

551

607

624
,
164
393
422
418
536

As

to cause of action,
10
commences from due date, and not from date of bond,
...... _
an order passed in execution of decree forms no ground ot‘Construct1on 1129, 166
...... 277
the acknowledgment of a debt must be taken as the date of,

As

to Evidence,

evidence of defendant, though he do not appear till after examination of
"
17
plaintiffs witnesses, admissible,
be
taken
to
execution
of
a
lost deed,
......... 24
prove
may
..
46 67
refused because not preferred at an earlier stage,
171

lll

INDEX.

.

..

it

a.

.

a

.

it,

in a summary enquiry prior to sale, is not conclusive in the regular suit to
59
contest the sale,
. . . .. .
. . . . .. 58
..
.. ..
claim may be proved orally, if documents be inadmissible under the stamp
law,
39
... .
.... ..
.... .. 43
production of bond not absolutely necessary to prove a debt,
onus probandi as to date of transfer of a debt, alleged to have been made
.
subse uent to a declaration of insolvency, cast upon alleger,
.... .. I00
onus pn3>a.ndi as to a receipt for rent cast upon the party alleging payment, I04
lb
resemblance of hand writing not admitted as conclusive,
a receipt neither signed nor witnessed cannot be proved orally,
it is irregular to decide solely upon evidence given in another case,
defendauﬁs admission of the tenure pleaded by laintiff is suflicient evidence, I84
neglect to produce in lower court, is no bar to lhearing of appeal on evidence
ﬁled prior to such neglect,
.... .. 208
. . .. ..
. . . .. .
. ..
. . ..
it is discretionary with a judge to act on evidence rejected by his predecessor, ib.
when evidence is taken from another case copies should be ﬁled with the
record of that to which it is to be applied, . . . . . .
ib.
...
.. .. . .
.. . ...
viva voce being obtainable, it was held irregular to decide upon the testimony
given by the witnesses in another case,
.. . .
. . . . .. 247
..
held trustworthy by lower but otherwise by appellate, the points deemed con
. . . .
248 5l6
tradictory by the latter should be set forth,
cannot be impeached by conclusions drawn from a general practice,
.. 284
adduced must be ﬁrst considered, and then conclusions against may be
drawn from collateral circumstances ; but not vice versa,
..
.... .. 286
relationship between the surety of a farmer and the proprietor (mother and
son) not allowed to raise presumptions against the latter's claim to rents, 287
proofs should not merely be exhibited at trial, but actually ﬁled with the
record, and objections of parties taken,
.. . .
.... .. 314
.... ..
the witnesses to a deed being forthcoming, it was held irregular to have
recourse to evidence given by them in a suit affecting other parties,
3l8
a plea put forth must be proved by the party advancing
and not contra, 378
. . .
.. .
389
irregularity in mode followed in calling for,
afforded by oﬁicial documents, based upon hearsay, not conclusive,
-. . . 402
405
farming engagements not essential to prove arrears of rent,
a plaint, not tallying in its statements with
petition presented to the
criminal authorities, may be nonsuited, but should not be dismissed, .... .. 424
of parties unable to read or write admissible,
..
. . ..
488
to decide upon evidence in
magistrates court, when the viva voce testimony
.. . .
of the same persons are to be had, irregular,
.... ..
.... .. 567
in an appeal before
principal sudder ameen, his application to have
remanded to the court of ﬁrst instance for further evidence, which was
refused by the zillah judge, was granted by the
D. Adawlut in special
.....
. . . .. 614
appeal,
case remanded, because a claim to balances of rent was disallowed, although
their payment was not proved by the defendants,
. . .. .
..
618
case remanded as evidence offered in proof of a transaction, considered to
be otherwise disproved, was not heard,
619
......
a decree founded upon an arbitration award, without due proof of its
execution, declared deﬁcient,
...... 622
......

As

to

.

.

.

S.

a

i

points at Issue,

p0int_at issue in the original suit having been set aside by appellate
its judgment reversed in consequence,
.. ......
.
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Practice,

court,

......

247

As to Records,
steps

to be taken for supplying records destroyed,

As

..

.. 450

to Stamps,

value of stamp in certain
plaint,

cases

may be less in appeal than for original
. . . . .

281

.--e< ._ __;._-_-aw;.:*_':'ii-_

I

,--:11?

N D E X.

Practice,
-

A-9 to Pleadinys,

plea. ﬁrst raised in appellate court rejected,
Zpecial
ecisions declared void on a ground not specially pleaded,
the ground of action being one, a suit can be entertained

..

87
162

notwithstanding
distinct claims be set up by diiferent defendants 1 in other words, the vali
. . . . 326
dity of a plaint is not affected by the number of issues in defence,
a party to be entitled to the beneﬁts of the special rule of limitation, must
speciﬁcally set forth the nature of the fraud and plead it in the court of
ﬁrst instance
574

As

to

I

Trials,

..
.

.
.

a

.

.

a

a

a

a

.

a

a

a

is

.

a

is

a

a

or

a

a

to Decrees,

malikanah ad'udged against several, due from various villages, amount re
coverable firom each as per their holdings should be speciﬁed m the decree,
. ..
..
but not mode of executing
must contain the grounds of decision in itself, and not refer to
decree
.........
.........
.........
......previous judgment for them,

I

,

a

it,

......

1

As

i

a
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%,

.

is a

a

.

.

is,

decision passed consequent upon review of judgment, must be recorded
after due consideration of the points on which it was granted,
..
9
a suit barred by limitation
of itself, without entering on its merits,' suﬁicieut
. .. . ..
. . .. .
. . . . ..
. . .. .
ground for disinissal,
10
a person not originally
plaintiff in suit for inheritance, but pendente lite
entitled to a hearing, . . . . . .
. .. .. .
. ..
preferring his claim,
59
in suits contesting lakhiraj title previous reference should be made to the
collector,
.
163
plaintiffs claiming on a. petition of plaint the whole of an estate, of which
liable to nonsuit,
324
they admit themselves entitled only to
instalments entered into payment of
decree, held not to form the subject
of former action.
. . . ..
395
defendant, without consent of plaintiﬁ‘, dis
compliance with the -motion of
charging certain co-defendants, who were then converted into witnesses for
the defence, held to vitiate the proceedings,
406
two individuals, holding, under separate engagements, distinct portions of
land in the same village, having preferred one suit for arrears of rent, an
order of nonsuit entered, as they should have sued separately,
426
no order being passed on petition asking for time, held that as the omis
sion was not
rejection of the prayer, default was not incurred in conse
.... .. 400
quence of the time originally granted having been exceeded,...
course to be pursued in a. suit against a darogah, who had, in his oﬁicial capa
non-commissioned officer,
.....
407
city, seized a boat for
in suit for land embracing the question of boundaries, the latter should be
entered,...
....... .. 414 4l5
ascertained before and not after judgment
pathway, the nature of the road
in a suit for possession of land forming
the right set up, .. ..... ..
453
....
need not be enquired into, but
onlyire,
no bar to hearing of such claim, 608
claim by sale pendente
transfer of
case, together
judgment should not be pronounced upon the merits of
.........
with an order of nonsuit,
.........
......... 612
case connected with two Mahomedan endowments, in which the question was
whether they were distinct or held one in subordination to the other, re
manded for re-trial with reference to Mahomedau law on the subject,..:... 62l
proprietor, not being
nature of
plaintiffs possession, whether as tenant
623
sufficiently determined, the case remanded for re-trial,
in suit to recover porportion of sadder jumma, an important fact pleaded
in defence not being pronounced upon, the case remanded in consequence, 632
case decided on the faith of certain measurement papers, to set aside
which was the object of the suit, remanded, as the plaintiff had not been
allowed to enter into proof of his allegations impugning those papers,...... 645

O

20

INDEX.

.

it,

Practice,
in a suit affects those only who are parties to
and cannot reach
.... .....
24
rights to the same property pleaded by others,
decree for lands, based upon ameen’s report, should contain nature of such
. .. . ..
. . . . . . . ..
40
. . . .. . ..
.........
report,
grounds on which right of pre-emption
adjudged should be set forth in
the decree,
....... ..
..... .. 44
of default under Act 29, 1841, committed
decrees declared void, because
in court. of ﬁrst instance, .
. . . .. .
. . . . . . .. 55 78 Bl
and also because court of ﬁrst instance had acted in contravention of Sec.
16, Reg.
I831,
..
at
and also because lower courts pronounced upon
claim inadmissible by Sec
tion
... .
.. .
1831 and Act 29, 184],
. . . . . ... 616
Regulation
lower court’s decree reversed, because
decided on
plea not urged,......... 2I6
grounds of decision must be recorded in conformity to Act 12, 1843, ....... .. 469
and in deﬁnite terms,
470
remand to include
co-defendant in decree, or to assign reasons for his
.. .
.. . . ..
. . . . . ..
. . . . . . .. 598
exemption,
in two counter claims, which were both dismissed, the two judgments being
.. . .. .
thus opposed to each other, the cases were remanded, . . . . .
610
a claim being wholly dismissed, although only partly disputed by defendant,
the case was remanded for correction of order,
. 617
.

.

.
.

a

.

.

..

.
.

.

a

a

it

Q

8,

a

s,

.

is

.

.

.

decree

5

ll
17
194
514
117

410
566

’

.

568

.

.

.
.
.
.

no

.
.

.

.

‘

b

.
.

5 2

is
a

is

.
.

a

10

425

if

,

.........
. ...... ..
L‘t§‘3£§li“§§,f.i2‘3£§1“f3;‘,§1‘§£’i‘;*1?§.§°"°°““‘°"”"°“°‘°“"
satisﬁed that notice
arte award, appellate court,
been served, should, without entering upon the merits,
,

111:1,
M3525:

in appeal fiiom an ex
of action had not

‘hi;%i“;i“‘Z§;§B£;“‘2§t§2°‘€;£i.‘I,‘i§°;‘;?;‘,i,fi‘§
case reman
e

Pre-emption,
right of, lost,

seine

.,f"i;;t;;

reversed
principally upon the report of an oﬁicer
local enquiry.
.....-..
......... 620
it,

court’s judgment,
deputed to make

a
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a

As to appellate court,
portion of the claim thrown out
appellate court dismissing an appeal for
aﬂirmed
by the lower court, should state whether that court’: judgment
....... ..
or not, . . . . . .
.. .. .
.........
....
hearing of appeals in the absence of appellant, or his wulzeel,
irre(gular,
not let him
appellant should be allowed to prove that the lower court woul
.........
ﬁle his list of witnesses,
default committed in lower court, but justiﬁed in appellate, forms ground for
. . .. . . . ..
.... ..
. .. . . .
remand of suit to former,
entitled to
hearing
respondent objecting to a lower court’s judgment,
.. . . . . .
....... ..
.
without preferring an appeal,
appellate court bound to enter into all the material grounds of decision
....... ..
. .....
recorded by a lower court,
defendant’s not appealing still aﬁected by appellate court's judgment,
....... .. X48 250 488
judgment,
and to assign full reasons for reversing
decree in appeal from an ea: parte award annulled, as pleas of default were
. . . . . ..
. . .. . . . ..
nottaken.
lower court, but considered otherwise by
evidence held trustworthy
the points deemed contradictory by the latter should be
aptpfellzze,
....cleagiyg
..
....
o
....... ..
se
in appeal fiom anonsuit appellate court should not decide upon the merits
of the claim but only as to the ropriety or otherwise of such order .... ..
course to be pursued by, when delzault in lowercourt has been explaiﬁed or
. . .. .. . .
. . . ..
.........
otherwise
an ez parte decision in appeal, without issue of previous notice to respondent,
. .. . .. .
....... .. _
.. .
......
reversed as irregular,
decree dismissing appeal, and reversing lower court's judgment at the same
. ..
. . ..
....
time,
held inconsistent,

.
because

not asserted on conditional sale becoming absolute, 22 267

INDEX.
Privileges,
‘

see

Hindoo Law.’

Prosecutions,
(unnecessary) see ‘Costs.’

Purchasers,
of an indigo factory, not producing their deed of sale, held liable for arrears
172
....
of rent antecedent to their purchase,......
at a sale under a decree of court, liable for advances made on account of
I89
....... ..
lease rendered void on their purchase, . .
499
notice of foreclosure need not be served on, though in
l subsequent‘ actions
title of, declared in a previous suit, is conclusive in a possession,
between the same parties,
......... 549
.........
.........
Putnee,
reduction of rent allowed a former putneedar, granted
auction purchaser,

to his successor an
168

R.

in full, held conclusive against the party signing it.
of rent without demur, is p1-imé faeie an acknowledgment
......
possession,

of right of

l8l
536

Records,
see

‘

Practice as to.’

Registry,
sale assets adjudged to a mortgager whose bond was registered, in prefer
ence to another whose bond was of prior date, and under which, by a

decree of court, possession of the property

Rent,

was enjoyed

at time of sale,

525

.

see ‘Assessment of Rent.’
see ‘Summary orders.’
a decree for rents of one period,

cannot determine what are payable for
.... ..
a
52
subsequentgear,
by neighbouring proprietors, decreed on ameen’s report,
usurpe
of lands
54
265
adjudged to surety of a farmer in consideration of suretyship,
for rents of a farm decreed against farmer and surety,......
287
claim
suit to contest summary decree awarding arrears of, instituted after one
......
290
......
y ear, dismissed , ...... ......
,

Courts,

Resumption

‘

jng

384
proceedings of, cannot be interfered with by courts of justice,......
refund of collections from lands attached preparatory to, must he sought by
the zemindar and not by the under farmer, .... ..
......
. . . . . .... 439
a civil court is not barred from pronouncing upon the merits of a suit claim
lands as malgoozaree, owing to the resumption of the lands pendente
----.-no
an--as"
-----nu
" 640
1.18,
...."

Review

Judgment,

Qf

.

.
.

granted on the allegation of the invalidity of documents on which the decision
rested
.....
..
. . ..
....... .. 35
documents setting forth
statements
granted lon production of oﬂicial
counter to those given in evidence
as the former were based upon
hearsay, and not supported, they were not allowed to dnpugn evidence
on oath, which was otherwise substantiated,
......
......... 402
:
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Receipt,

INDEX.
S.

Sale,
on annulment of, a purchaser is entitled to receive back the purchase
money ; and application of the rule to a deposit paid to others than those
. . . . . . . ..
. .. . .
...
for whom it was made....
. . ... .
...
suit for lands acquired by private sale, remanded for enquiry as to vendor's
---- -.... ..
right to sell,
of lands. without written power to sell, upheld on proof of the owner being
present at the sale, and thus tacitly consenting thercto..........
of under tenures, for arrears of rent accruing under the zemindar‘s man
....... ..
nagement. illegal,
set aside: the consideration being inadequate and the vendee at the time
of purchase being manager of the vendor’s estate,. .....
.........

I37
200
332
480
_
544

Sale by a Hindoo Widow,
‘
see
Hindoo Law.’
Sale in Execution

of Decree,
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suit for reversal of, on the ground of lot being erroneously designated, di5
missed, as the entire estate, of which the lot was a moiety, was liable, .... .. 432
suit to stay sale on ground of previous purchase, dismissed as it W88
fraudulent,
....
......-- -I83
.........
.........

Sale for Arrears of Revenue,
plea of having been held during the mohurrum, not being previously urged.
15 16
.. . .. .
.. . . ..
.....
inadmissible.
I54
plea of insuﬁiciency of notice rejected, because not previously urged,
suit for reversal of, on ground of lands being under butwarrell, dismissed, 85 ,_
the petition prescribed by CL 2, Sec. 4, Reg. l9, 1814, had not been
298 300
.
.... ..
.
presented.
suit by defaulter, claiming under a benamee purchase, dismissed as opp08
88°
ed to Sec. 9, Reg. s, 1819.
......
s|_3
suit for reversal of dismissed, as the pleas, though in time, were not ﬁled in
the manner intended by Sec. '25, Act 12, I841, being sent by dawk,... 343
suit by sharer of a neighbouring mehal under Cl. 4, Sec. 28, Reg. XI. 1822,
323
such sharer being also himself a sharer of the property sold,
allowed interest upon purchase
upon reversal of, purchaser was not
.........
.... .. 495
money nor costs, ...... ..
suit for reversal of, dismissed as pleas were not previously urged before
....,..,.
_,,,,.... 597
the revenue authorities,
.........

Salt,
see

Set

‘

Damages.’

qﬁ
against a loan on security of land, of which thedender took a lease from the
152
borrower, the rents allowed as set of against the debt pro tante,

Settlement,
by collectors under Sec. 5, Reg. 9, 1829, cannot be contested in the civil
courts,
....... .. 162
....... ..
dismissed ; the conditions on which it
claim to obtain, with Government
was dependent not having been carried out,
......... 56l

Shop Holders,
adjudged

to

pay enhanced rents not exceeding

ofsimilar holdings,.........

Special Appeal,

.

.........

those

paid by occupants

........-

......

5l0

63
dismissed, because admitted on n ground not urged in the petition of, ...........,..... 447
certiﬁcate admitting, to be amended by deciding judges,

.1

INDEX.

<

1

i

l

....
457
dismissed, as involving, on enquiry, merely a question of fact,
459
......
point not at issue in lower court tried in,
both on fact
the judgment of the lower court in appeal being
497
and law, it will stand in special appeal notwithstan grounded
'ng error in law,

1

Special Appeal,

Stamp,
private register of receipts granted by a zemindar received in evidence on
83
85
....... ..
.........
plain paper,
value of, in certain cases, may be less in appeal than for original pla1nt,,..... 281
ilzrars admitted in evidence on plain paper; being viewed, with reference
595
to local custom, as private correspondence,
.... ..

Summary Order,
of revenue authorities cannot
rents,
..
for rents of one period,
have been abandoned,
‘
see Limitation.’

set

aside the right of a farmer to recover his

is no conclusion that balances of previous years,

........-

.....-...

-"......

282

279
283

Supplementary Answer,
1814,

.........

was not allowed

......"

to

...... ..

93
|

26,

Plaint,
.........
288
proceedings vitiated in consequence of admission of,
in moonsiﬁ"s court, to cure defect in original plaint, opposed to Cl. 3, Sec. 25,
I75
Reg. 23, 1814, and Construction 1308,
U.

Usage, Family,
see

‘

Hindoo Law.’

Uarary,
suit for rents of a farm, but in reality exaction of usurious interest,

320

V.
Valuation of Suit,

.

it,

instituted in a moonsili"s court contrary to Art. 8, Sch. B. Reg. 10. 1829,
liable to nonsuit,...
I75
_
for damages may be estimated by plaintiff himself,
40
.........
____._
for lakhiraj lands at eighteen times the annual produce, remanded for rea
sons for rejecting
.........
......... 55
~

W.

Water Course,
see

‘

Irrigation,’

Witnesses,
should be examined in presence

of parties

affected

by their testimony,. 414 415
'

Wag/lljaras,
transfer of such holdings sanctioned by
aside by his successors,
......-..

a
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admitted contrary to Cl. 3, Sec. 6, Reg.
vitiate the proceedings,
......

former mootuwullee

cannot be set
.... .. 192

Z.

Zemindary Dawks,
the farmer, in the absence of speciﬁc engagement, to the contrary,
liable for the expenses of,
.........
.........

held
180

0
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DECISIONS
OFTHE

éuhimz Zhemauny mrammt,
RECORDED

{

IN ENGLISH, IN CONFORMITY TO ACT XII.
Tnn 5TH JANUARY

1847.

PRESENT:

TUCKER,

.

EsQ.,

'
J uncn.

_

PETITION No. 315 on 1845.
In the matter of the petition of Shaikh Jafur Ally and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 23rd June 1845, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. John French, additional
judge of Tirhoot, under date the 19th March 1845, modifying that
of Moulvy Syed Ashruﬁ' Hossein, 2d principal sudder ameen of
that zillah, under date the 6th March 1843, in the case of Maharaja

is,

Rooder Sing, plaintiff, versus the petitioners, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
This is a case of a. proprietor of the soil, demanding his malikana
The demand is from
from the rent free holders of certain villages.
1233 to 1243 F. S., and refers to twenty-ﬁve villages. The defend
ants are thirteen in number,.n0t being joint sharers in the whole,
.but occupants of distinct villages or portions of villages.
The
decree of the 2nd principal sudder ameen ﬁxes the demand on twenty
three villages at rupees 79, 6 as., 14 gs., 2 cs., 2 ks. each, and on
two villages at rupees 162-11-9, and decrees against the defendants
generally for the whole period. The amount to be realized by a
sale of the villages.
Some of the villages having subsequently been resumed by
Government, and engagements for the Government revenue entered
the plaintiff himselﬁ he appealed
into by the proprietor, that
against this order of realizing the amount decree by sale of the
respective villages, and the additional judge, Mr. French, directed
that such villages should not be sold.
The remainder of his order
not intelligible.
The whole of these proceedings appear to me irregular and cal»
The claim
culated to give rise to great injustice.
at once for ten
is

is
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G.

1843.

(2)
years, whereas it appears some of the defendants have recently
come into possession, by purchase either at private or public sale,
whilst others of the defendants are no longer in possession, but
have transferred their ri hts to others: nor can the Court understand
how the malikana can ﬁe exactly the same in amount in so many
villages, the malikana being a per centage on the gross rent
of each. It is scarcely possible that twenty-three distinct villages
As, under the decrees of
should yield each exactly the same sum.
for their pre
the lower courts, present occupants may have to
d for the debts of
decessors, and the interests of one man may be so pay
and, annnlling the decisions of
another,
admit the special
t e proceedings be remanded to the
the lower courts, direct thatappeal,
court of ﬁrst instance for further and more detailed investigation.
The mode in which the amount malikana on each village is deter
mined should be recorded clearly in the body of the decree.
The
period and the amount for which each individual defendant is re
sponsible, as well as the village on account of which such defendant
is responsible, should also be distinctly recorded in the body of the
decree.
Finally, the decree should not specify the mode of execution.
The decreedar may take out execution against any property belong
ing to the defendants responsible for the amount decreed.

...>..

Tm:

5'r1=r

Jmuant

1847.

Pnasawr:
O.

TUCKER, Esq,

P1-:'r1'r1on

No.

337

or

J nnoa.
1846.

IN the matter of

the petition of Oashinath Das, ﬁled in this Court
on the 2nd July 1845,
for the admission of a special appeal
from the decision of prying
r. O. Mackay, principal sudder ameen of

Mymensing, under date the 2nd April 1845, conﬁrming that of
Ameerooddeen, moonsiff of Mudargunge, under date the 22nd July
1844, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiﬁ, versus Chundeechurn
Bunnik and others, defendants.
The plaintiff sued the defendants for four kannies of land, of
which, he alleged, they had forcibly dispossessed him.
The moon
siﬁ' gave the plaintiff a decree for 1 k., 5 g., 2. c.
Dissatisﬁed, the
plaintiff appealed quoad the remaining 2 k., 14 g., 2 c. The defend
ants did not appeal.
The principal sudder ameen’s decision is so vaguely worded that
it is
to say whether he has afﬁrmed or reversed the
imﬂpossible
moonsi
s decision.
He commences by stating: the point to be con
sidered in this case
does the land, as set forth in the plaint, apper
tain to the plaintiff’s talook, and,
so, has he been dispossessed of
the whole plaint taken up.
Here
by the defendants?
The con
is

it

if

is,
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I

<3)
is,

r

is

I

that the land
clusion come to by the principal sudder ameen,
sued for never did appertain to the plaintiffs talook, and he con
cludes by dismissing the appeal, without saying whether he afﬁrms
the moonsii'f’s decision or otherwise.
and direct that the proceedtherefore admit the special
sudder ameen, who will replace
ings be remanded to the principaappeal,
them on his ﬁle, and, in presence of the parties or their respective
vakeels, reconsider the case, and record a distinct order, leaving no
room for doubt whether the decision of the lower court
aﬁirmed
'
or reversed.

-{_.

Tna 7'ru JANUARY

1847.

J.

:

PRESENT

F. M. 'REID, ESQ.,

J

upon.

or

1844.

J

IN the matter of the petition of Jhao Lal Gomashta and Deen
Dyal Bugutt, ﬁled in this Court on the 5th October 1844, praying
for the admission of a. special appeal from the decision of D. Pringle,
Esquire, judge of Tirhoot, under date the 2lst June, conﬁrming
that of Moulvy Neamut Ully, principal sudder ameen of the same
district, under date the 28th June 1843, in the case of eo Raj
Singh and others, plaintiffs, versus petitioners, defendants.
It hereby certiﬁed that the case be returned to the judge for
re-trial on the following grounds.
The plaintiffs instituted this suit in zillah Tirhoot to obtain pos
of mouzah Kootha, pergunnah Mulkee,
annas 1-}
session of
lpie

3

is

is

is

by setting aside a. sett ement thereof made with defendants. It
appears from a roobacaree of the judge of Tirhoot, that, at the time
of the institution of the suit, the village in question was included
within the jurisdiction of zillali Bhaugulpore, so that the suit ought
This point not having been
to ha.ve been brought in that district.
the
the
to
admitted and the decision
appeal
udge,
by
adverted
as
and
the judge
cancelled
directed to
incomplete,
of the judge
the
ﬁle
on
and
decide
this
the
point in the presence
appeal
replace
of the.parties or their vakeels. The value of the stamp on which
the petition of special appeal is written will be returned.

Tua

-$.

7111

JANUARY

1847.

i

J.

PRESENT:

F. M. REID, ESQ.,

Jones.

PETITION No. 821 or 1844.
IN the matter of the petition of Jhao Lal Gomashta and Deen
this Court on the 5th October 1844, praying
Dyal Bugutt, ﬁled
in
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PETITION No. 820

I

(4)
for the admission of a. special appeal from the decision of D. Pringle,
Esquire, judge of Tirhoot, under date the 21st June 1844, conﬁrm
ing that of Moulvy Neamut Ully, principal sudder ameen of the
same district, under date 28th June 1843, in the case of Gunput
Rai and others, plaintiﬁs, versus petitioners and others, defendants.
This case is similar to No. 820 of 1844, except that Gunput Rai
and others sued for 3 annas ‘§ pie of the same village.
The
same order was passed.

Tn:

7TH

*

O

Jrmuaar

1847.

Pm-zsnnr:

J. F. M. REID,
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PETITION No. 822

Esq.,

or

J uoce.

1844.

IN the matter of the petition of Jhao Lal Gomashta and Deen
Dyal Bugutt, ﬁled in this Court on the 5th October 1844, pra ing
for the admission of a special appeal from the decision of D. grin
gle, Esquire, judge of Tirhoot, under date the 21st June 1844,
conﬁrming that of Moulvee Neamut Ully, principal sudder ameen
of the same district, under date the 28th June 1843, in the case of
Ram Shewuc Rai and others, plaintiffs, versus petitioners and others,
defendants.

This case is similar to No. 820 of 1844, except that Ram Shewuc
Rai and others sued for l anna 15 gundas 1 cowry 2 krant 8 ryne
of the same village. The same order was passed.

._}_

Tnn 7TH JANUARY

1847.

PRESENT:

J.

F. M. REID, ESQ.,
Juncn.

PETITION No. 823 on 1844.
IN the matter of the petition of Jhao Lal Gomashta. and Deen
Dyal Bugutt, ﬁled in this Court on the 5th October 1844, praying
for the admission of a
appeal from the decision of D. Prin
lah Tirhoot, under date the 21st June 1844,
gle, Esquire, judge of zispecial
conﬁrming that of Moulvy Neamut Ully, principal sudder ameen
of the same district, under date the 28th June 1843, in the case of
Apooch Rai and others, plaintiffs, versus petitioners, defendants.
This case is similar to No. 820 of 1844, except that Apooch Rai
and others sued for I anna 15 gundahs 2 krant 2 dunt 2 ryne of
The same order was passed.
the same village.

(5)
THE 9TH JANUARY 1847.
Pnnsnnrz
J. F. M. REID, ESQ.,
JUDGE.
PETITION No. 1010

or

1844.

4

2

by

it

of

It

2

3

is

I

he

13-.

THE

J.
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a

4

i)t
is

IN the matter of the petition of Kashi Pershad, for himself and
Dootal Singh, ﬁled in this Court on the 30th November 1844, pray
ing for the admission of a special appeal from the decision of
D. Pringle, Esquire, judge of Tirhoot, under date the 9th August
1844, conﬁrming that of Sujaooddeen Ali Khan, principal sudder
ameen of the district, under date the 7th January 1842, in the case
of etitioner, plaintiff, versus Chulloo Rai and others, defendants.
hereby certiﬁed that the case was remanded for re-trial on
the following grounds.
The petitioner sued to recover possession of annas of mouzeh
Kusawa, pergunnah Mulkee, in zillah Tirhoot, under deed of sale
executed in his favor by one Shewuc Rai, who, he alleges, inherited
the village from Umr Rai, his grandf'ather’s grand
that portion
The defendants plead that the
was acquired.
father, by whom
Umr Rai, but by his ancestor Poorkee
village was not acquired
Rai, which would reduce the share of Shewuc Rai to
gundahs
krants, instead of annas. The principal sudder ameen
cowries
dismissed the claim, and the judge conﬁrmed the decision, chieﬂy
from want of proof on the part of petitioner that Umr Rai was
really the acquirer of the village.
appears from a. copy of the
etition of appeal, that the petitioner pleaded before the judge that
was prepared to ﬁle the names of witnesses before the principal
sadder ameen, but that that ofﬁcer would not receive them.
The
judge having conﬁrmed the decision, without giving the petitioner
direct that the case be sent
an opportunity of proving this point,
back to the judge to restore the appeal to the ﬁle and give the peti
tioner an opportunity of proving his case, either in the court of ﬁrst
The stamp paper on which the peti
instance or in his own court.
written will be restored.
tion of special appeal
JANUARY
PRESENT:

9111

1847.

F. M. REID, EsQ.,
JUDGE.

Pnrrrron No.

55

or

1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Gour Kant Deh, Jowardar, and
others, petitioners, ﬁled in this Court on the 25th February 1845,

(6)
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praying for the admission of a special appeal from the decision of
O. T. Davidson, Esquire, oﬁiciating judge of Mymensingh, under
date the 26th November 1844, conﬁrming that of Nobeen Kishen
Palit, moonsiif of Pingna, under date the 9th August 1844, in the
case of Tara Mnnee Debea, plaintiff, versus petitioners, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the case was remanded for re~trial on
.
the following grounds.
The plaintiff sued for possession of a small piece of land under a
foreclosed mortgage, and obtained a decree from the moonsiﬁ'. The
petitioners appealed from the decision, and the acting judge, in their
absence, seeing no reason to alter the moonsiﬁ"s decision, conﬁrmed
The appellants were entitled to have
it and dismissed the appeal.
The judge’s decision is there
their appeal heard in their presence.
fore set aside as irregular, and the case will be returned to the
present judge to restore the appeal to the ﬁle and decide it in the
The usual order is
presence of the petitioners or their vakeel.
passed in regard to the return of the stamp on which the petition of
special appeal is written.

-3-.

Tun ll'rn JANUARY

1847.

Paesnnr:
R. H.

RATTRAY,

EsQ.,

Junea.

CASE No.
a decree

Appeal from
Ameen qf Tirlwot, Niamut

Regular

14

or

passed

1846.

by the

Ali Khan,

lst Principal Sudder

September 18th, 1845.

BHYROO PURSHAD, FOR saw AND As GUARDIAN or OODIT
NARAIN SINGH AND OODWUNT NARAIN SINGH, ms
BROTHERS, muons, sons or BISHNATH SINGH, nacmsan,
AND owrmns, APPELLANTS, (DEaa1~1nANTs,)
UCTSHS

BABOO SOODEE SINGH

AND

omens, Rasrommnrs,

(PLAINTIFFS.)
Wuheel
Wukeel

qf Appellants--Glzolam
Sufdur.
qf Respondents—Hamid Rusool.

was instituted by respondents on the 9th May 1845, to
recover from appellants a share, to the extent of 1 anna, 6 gundas,

THIS suit

(7)
and others; to
Raepoor-buzoorg
same;
and to obtain the surplus
cancel a mortgage bond for the
roceeds of the lands, after a deduction of the sum exhibited in the
bond as due, to 1248 Fuslee, and the subsequent proceeds from
1249 to 1252 Fuslee, to the ‘ 10 annas’ kist’ (instalment, that
_of
the year last mentioned.)
Respondents were indebted to Bishnath Singh, Ajeet Singh, and
Runnoo Singh, (all since deceased,) blood relations to appellants: the
last of these (Runnoo) left a widow, Motee Kowur, of whom more
On making up the account between the parties, the debt
presently.
of respondents was found to amount to Sicca rupees 14,730; and, in
settlement of this, two deeds of mortgage and conditional sale of
them, each for a moiety of
the lands above noted, were executed
the total, and in favor, one, of Ajeet Singh and Bislmath Singh,
both deeds bearing date the 5th
the other of Runnoo Singh
The
took immediate possession.
1236
u
slee.
mortgagees
Phagoon
On the llth February 1842, respondents brought an action against
Motee Kowur, the widow of Runnoo, and Bhekdharee Singh and
another, his brother and nephew, for redemption;
the debt due to
him (Runnoo) having been satisﬁed by the usufruct during the
In that suit in which a decree was passed in
period of occupancy.’
was proved, that, to the year 1248 F.
favor of respondents,
of the lands mortgaged, had amounted,
1236
the
produce
(from
principal and interest, to Sicca rupees 19,935-12, of which, after
moiety, there remained Company’s rupees 10,632-l-3;
deducting
of which remainder, after a further deduction of the amount
exhibited in the mortgage bond, there appeared
surplus balance of
Company’s rupees 2,750-13-3. For this surplus, the Court's sanction
was added, enabling respondents to institute a future suit.
The present action
against the heirs of Bishnath Singh and
Ajeet Singh, for the ﬁnal redemption of the mortgage; the recovery
of the same surplus as was proved to exist in the case of Runnoo
(represented by his widow, Motee Kowur,) viz. Company’s rupees
2,7 50-13-3; and the further sum due on account of the period of
occupancy between 1249 and 1252 F. The principal sudder ameen,
deeming the evidence to establish the right claimed by respondents,
decree in their favor.
passed
With reference to the proceedings in the former case, and the
additional evidence in this, he could not justly have arrived at a
think and, in concurrence,
diiierent judgment from that recorded,
hereby aﬂirmed, with all costs payable by appel
judgment
6 dmzts of mouzahs

it

F

.,)

is

a

a

is

lthat
ants.

;

I

a
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‘

F

;

by

is,

2 cowries,

(3)
THE

1311:

.l.\1w.\nr

1847.

Pm-:s1-:u'r:

R. H.

RATTRAY,

EsQ.,

Junon.

CASE No.

-

75

or

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the Principal Szulrler Ameen
qf Sarun, llloltumud Rqﬁk Kharz, December 161/1, 1845.

DUNGA PURSHAD,
nor APPEAL,) Ar

BHOOP NURAIN SAHOO AND
(MOOST. SOOKNA, Daraunaur,
rnnnanrs, (DEFENDANTS,)

DOES

UETSUS

BABOOJOBRAJ SINGH AND BABOO RAJKOMAR SINGH,
RESPONDENTS,

of Appellants—J. G.

(PLAINTlFFS.)

W'aller,

Abbas

Ali, and Mohumud

Iluneqﬁ

-

Wukeel qf Respondents-—-Ilamid Russool, G/zolam Ahmad K/zarz,
and Ameer Ali.

THIS suit was instituted by respondents on the 19th December
judicial conﬁrmation of their right to and posses
sion of purgunnah Churan and other lands, and houses, comprised
in the estate of Moolchund, the deceased husband of Moost.
Mungla Kowur and Kousla. Kowur; with rejection of Moost.
Sookna Kowur’s claim to a. third share of the same, and of the
application on the part of the other defendants for a sale of this, in
satisfaction of a. decree held by them against her, the said Sookna.
Kowur; and for reversal of the orders of the zillah court of July
13th and October 7th 1844, for the sale of the same.
Moost. Sookna Kowur disclaims all pretension to any right or
claim to the property; and adds that she is equally persecuted by
1844, to obtain a

llast

her in the position she
appellants and respondents, who have
to be a party in the matter
appears in against her own will or wis placed
at issue.
The case is brieﬂy this. Moolchund died without issue; and his
two widows were declared by the courts entitled to hold his estate
of
durin life, but without any competency to alienate any
,—three
it. 'lghe next heirs were respondents and Ma.hara' Singportion
the wife of the
brothers; Moost. Sookna. bein
named. In
1240 Fuslee,
Maharaj Singi, Sookna’s husband, died; but
both the widows of Moolchund being still living, and surviving,
uslee; when the succession
Kousla. to 1245, and Mungla. to 1251
sale (as
Appellants rest their claim to
passed to respondents.
a.

F
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Wukcels

__.;_,,_

—

(9)
decree-holders against Sookna) upon the right of the widow of
which would
Maharaj Singh to the third share of the
property,
he
t
e
fallen
to
her
husband
had
survived
widows
of M001
have
It is only necessary to add that Maharaj Singh having
chund.
died while the widows of Moolchnnd were living and in possession
of the estate, his widow has no right or title to any portion of it;
the whole devolving, under the law, to the surviving brothers.
The case of Luchmee Narain and others versus Toolsee Narain
and others, in volume V., page 282 of ‘ Reports of Decisions in the
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut,’ is directly in point; and is cited by the
principal sudder ameen in support of the opinion he had formed on
,
the question before him.
There cannot be any doubt of the decree appealed from being in
strict accordance with law and precedent; and
aﬁirm it accord
ingly, with all costs payable by appellants.

I
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Tns

13TH JANUARY

1847.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER,

EsQ.,
’

IN

the matter

J ones.

PETITION No. 389 of 1845.
of the petition of Syud Keramut

Ali

mutwali, ﬁled

the 19th July 1845, praying for the admission of a
from
the decision of Roy Hurchunder Ghose, principal
special appeal
sudder ameen of zillah 24-Pergunnahs, under date the 17th April

in this Court on

1845, reversing that of the sudder ameen of that district, under
August 1844, in the case of Bydnath Bose and Kali
nath Bose, plaintiffs, versus A.li Akbur Khan, former mutwali and
others, defendants.
.
‘
The plaintiffs in this case sued for possession of certain lands,
which they alleged had been sold to them by one Gooroo Pershad
Dutt, or to receive back the amount, paid to Gooroo Purshad for
them.
Syud Akbur Ali, mutwali of the time, was also a defend
ant, the purchasers alleging that it was he who refused to give
them possession.
The mutwali denied the right of Gooroo Per
shad Dutt to sell the land.. A decree in favor of the plaintiffs, award
ing possession under certain conditions, was passed by the sudder
ameen.
On appeal the principal sudder ameen, Rae Radha Govind,
affirmed the decree of the lower court as to possession being given
to plaintiffs, but annulled theconditions, that is, plaintiffs were to
have possession unconditionally. Syud Akbur Ali having died, was
succeeded in the mutwali-ship by Syud Keramut Ali, the present
applicant, who applied to the principal sudder ameen for a review
date the 13th

(10)
of judgment, and it was eventually sanctioned by the judge, on the
ground, amongst others, that Gooroo Pershad Dutt being a tenant
of the endowment, his right to sell the land ought to be enquired
into in presence of the mutwali, the representative of the superior
lord of the soil. The case came on before the present principal sudder
ameen, Hurchunder Ghose, who refused to enter into any enquiries,
and conﬁrmed the decision of his predecessor.
The 8]')pllC8.l.l0I! for
is founded on the plea, that it was incumbent on
a special
appeal
sudder ameen to enquire into the points in reference to
the principa
which the review of judgment had been sanctioned, otherwise he
does in fact overrule the order of his superior, the judge, who sanc
tioned the review. Concurring in this View of the case, I direct that
be returned to the principal sudder ameen, who will
the
proceeding:
into t e several points noticed in the late principal sudder
enquire
ameen’s roobucaree dated 16th July 1839, and pass such a decision
thereon as he may consider right and proper.
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Tnn

16111

JANUARY

1847.

Pm-zsnrrr:

C.

TUCKER,

Parrrron No.

410

EsQ.,

J ones.
or

1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Kooshyedas Bose, ﬁled in this
Court on the 26th July 1845, praying for the admission of a special
of zillah Hooghly,
appeal from the decision of the additional
judge
under date the 25th April 1845, amending
t at of the additional
principal sudder ameen of zillah Hooghly, under date the 3rd May
1842, in the case of Kooshyedas Bose, plaintiff, versus Bamasoondri
Dasi and Menoka Dasi, defendants.
Petitioner sued the defendants for a debt due on a bond.
The
defendants did not appear to defend the suit, and the additional
The de
exparte.
principal sudder ameen decreed for the
plaintiff
fendant, Bamasoondri Dasi, then
to the judge, and pleaded,
vertisement had been served on
ﬁrst, that neither notice nor aaéppeale
her, secondly, the statute of limitations, thirdly, the general issue,
The additionaljudge, Mr. C. T. Davidson, re
denying the debt.
cords merely that “the pleas set forth in appeal appear to the court
sufficiently substantiated, and the claim of the respondent to be
fraudulent,” and reverses the decision of the additional principal
sudder ameen.
The proceedings of the additional judge are irregular.
Under the Circular Order of this Court, dated 12th March 1841,
he should have remanded the case to the additional principal sudder

(11)
ameen, for trial.
Again,_if the plea. of limitation was well founded,
as admitted by the additional judge, he should have dismissed the
plaint on that plea alone, and not have entered on the merits of the
case.
But the plea, that the suit is barred under the statute of limit
ations, is not borne out. The bond is dated 25th Sawun 1236 B. S.,
but the amount was not payable till the close of the month of Assar
B. S. The suit was brought on 25th January 1842 A. D.,
1-239
corresponding with 13th Maugh 1248 B. S. The error consists in
the additional 'udge having considered the cause of action to have
arisen on the date of the bond instead of the due date, before which
the amount could not be claimed.
admit the special ap eal, and direct that the proceedings be re
manded to the jud e,
office of additional judge having been
Ellie

I

if

if

he consider that the appellant has ustiﬁed
abolished,) who will:
her default in not appearin
before the lower court, refer the case
to one of the principal sudcfer ameens, at present in oﬁice, for trial
in presence of parties, but
otherwise, the appeal must necessarily

Tnn

-l

16'rn JANUARY

1847.

Pnnsmrr:
C.

TUCKER,

EsQ.,

PETITION

No. 420 or*'1845.

,

Jones;

a

IN the matter of the petition of Sheikh Afzul, ﬁled in this Court
on the 26th July 1845, praying for the admission of special appeal
from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of zillah Dacca,
under date the 24th April 1845, amending that of the moonsiff of
Pullash, under date the 31st August 1843, in the case of Sheikh
Afzul and others, plaintiifs, versus Dhurnee Dhur Chuckerbuttee and
others, defendants.
Sheik Tookanee having sold certain lands to Dhurnee Dhur
Chuckerbuttee and others, the petitioner and others, claiming huq
shuifa, or the right of pre-emption, brought this suit against the sel
ler and purchasers. In the moonsiti"s court the sale was declared
to be ille al, consequently the plaintiﬁ"s claim fell to the ground.
The purciasers appealed from this decision, making the seller and
the petitioner respondents.
The petitioner appeared and claimed to
have his right of pre-emption acknowledged in the event of the sale
proving valid.
The principal sudder ameen reversed the moonsiﬁ”s decision, quoad
the sale, and pronounced
to be valid; but refused to entertain the
it
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be dismissed.

(12)

'

is

it

is

is

the

uestion of the petitioner’s claim because he had not appealed from
This
decision of the moonsiif.
contrary to the established
in
When
brought into
appeal a person
practice of the courts.
a separate
for
liiin
not
court as respondent,
necessary
tlprefer
his
and
that
It
sufficient
he
objections to
appear
ple
appeal.
therefore admit the special _ap
the decision of the lower court.
peal, and direct that the roceedings be remanded to the principal
sudder ameen, in order that the claim of the petitioner be tried and
determined.

I

is

*

THE l8'rn JANUARY

1847.

PRESENT:
R.

II. RATTRAY

A. DICK,

and

E8Q8S.,

Jvnci-zs, and

W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,

CASE N0.

88

OF 1845.
by

of

by

Patna, Art/iur
the Judge
Special Appeal from a decree passed
the Prin
Smelt, January 18th 1844, modifying a decree passed
cipal Sudder Ameen, Syud Abdool Wdhid K/tan, March lltli
1843.

GUJADHUR SING

AND

ornnns, Arrnnmnrs, (DEFEND
1m:rs,)

17878718

RUFFEEOODDEEN HOSEIN

ornnns, RESPONDENTS,

AND

W'ukeel

Wukeel

qf qf

(PLAINTIFFS.)
Appellants—E.

Colebroolze.

Respondents—Abbas

Ali.

F

l

Tins suit was instituted by respondents on the 7th August 1841,
to recover from appellants Company’s rupees 3,400-l-7-4, principal
and interest, mesne proﬁts on 56 beegahs,
beeswah, 15 dhoors of
land, situated in Choolhaee Chuk, from 1238 to 1248
uslee, the
period of dispossession.
The respondents had already obtained a decree for the lands; the
proceeds of which they now claim, at the rate of 15 rupees per bee
gah for the poppy lands’ (3% beegahs) and 2% rupees for the rest.
The principal sudder ameen gave them
decree at 2} rupees per
the
the
rate
whole,
on
at
in the original suit,
which,
beegah
being
the proceeds had been estimated by themselves; the appellants at
the time objecting to the estimate as too low.
He likewise awarded
a

‘
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Orrc-. TEMPORARY JUDGE.

(13)

°

,

‘

the

judge

is

it

with the decision.
The decree of

afﬁrmed; with costs payable by ap

pellauts.

‘I

Nora BY Ma.

D1011.

concur
conﬁrming the judge’s decision: though had the
should have advocated the propriety and
point been before us,
full legal interest of twelve per cent.; be
the
of
awarding
justice
apparent on the part of the plain
cause no delay or other default
tiﬁ"s, who were unjustly and vexatiously kept out of possession of
is

I

in
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interest at 6 per cent. per annum, from the date of dispossession to
that of the institution of the suit, with 12 per cent. on the original
sum from the latter date to that of his decree, and the same, in
continuance, on the whole amount adjudged, to the day of ayment
(which whole amount is not speciﬁed, but left to be calcuiiated on
the data exhibited.)
The judge modiﬁed the principal sndder ameen’s decree, in ap
‘
peal, by allowing 10 rupees per beegah on the poppy lands ;’
merely recording in explanation, that the just rate could not be less.
Rupees 2-}; per beegah was affirmed on the remaining lands, with in
terest at 6 per cent. from the date of dispossession.
The Sudder Judge before whom the petition for a special ap
peal was laid, was of opinion, that the award of interest on mesne
was contrary to pre
proﬁts during the period of dispossession,
cedent, with reference to the case of ‘Asman Singh and others,
versus Purmesuree Suhaee,’ to be found at page 176, volume IV. of
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Reports; and that the plaintiffs, (re
valued the lands at 21} rupees er
spondents,) having themselves
suit,
they could not now recover more.
beegah in their original
to consider the award of interest from
admitted the special appeal
and
also the allowance of 10 rupees per
the date of dispossession,
lands.’
beegah on the poppy
The Court observe, that respondents, in their former suit for pos
of the land, generally, at 2%
session, did estimate the proceeds
but
appears, that the cultivation of the poppy,
rupees per beegah:
was,
for opium,
subsequently to their (respondents’) dispossession,
introduced by appellants; and the Court are of opinion that they are
justly entitled to recover as mesne proceeds, the full amount realiz
ed by those who wrongfully held possession to their detriment.
With respect to the interest awarded by the judge, the Court, under
the circumstances of the case, do not ﬁnd any reason for interfering

their property.’

'

(14)
Tm: l8'ra JANUARY

1847.

PRESENT:
R. H.

RATTRAY

A. DICK,

and

ESQRS.,

J UDGES,

and

W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,

Orro. Tarxronaav Juncn.
CASE No. 125 or 1845.
Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the lat Principal Sudder
Ameen of Tirhoot, Niamut Ali K/ca1z, March 18th 1845.

RAEE HURREE KISHEN,
DHUR,

DECEASED,

APPELLANT,

BROTHER

soN
01-‘

(DEFENDANT,)

AND

HSIR

or BUNSEE

RAJAH PUTNEE MUL,
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RAJAH PUTNEE MUL,

oN ms nmnsa, RAEE SREE
SHUN, ms soN AND HEIR, RESPONDENT, (PLA1NT1rr.)
Wukeels
W'ukeels

KI

of Appellant——J. G. Waller and Gholam Sqfdur.
qf Resp0ndent—IIamid Rusool and Bu/iadur Ali.

Tms suit was instituted by respondent

on the 22nd December
1842, to recover from appellant possession of certain lands, as set
forth, situated in Behar and Tirhoot, with mesne proﬁts on the
same from 1243 to 1249 F uslee; the said lands having been the
estate of Bal Govind, deceased, father of Rajah Putnee Mul and
Bunsee Dhur, also deceased, fathers, respectively, of the contesting
parties before the Court.
The principal sudder ameen, deeming the right of respondent
to the property claimed by him, to be satisfactorily established by
the evidence, passed the decree in his favor now appealed against.
1,
The Court observe that the suit was brought by Putnee Mul, to ~
obtain possession of certain lands from the original defendant, Hurree
Kishun, by right of inheritance from Bal Govind, deceased, the com
It appears, that, on the 13th July 1839, a suit was
mon ancestor.
of lands situated in
brought by the same Putnee Mul, for
and other places, wpossession
ich formed part of the samerp
Sydabad-Deareh
inheritance; and that on the 7th April 1842, that claim was upheld V}
Now, the Circular Order of the
and decreed to him in this Court.
11th January 1839, prohibits the practice of bringing suits for por
tions of a claim arising out of one and the same cause of action, and’
declares it to be inconsistent with the spirit and meaning of the
5
regulations.

(15)
The present suit, including only a portion of the inheritance
and he should
claimed by the plaintilf, cannot be entertained;
have been nonsuited in the lower court. The decree of that court
is accordingly cancelled; with all costs payable by respondent.

--bu

THE 18TH JANUARY

1847.

PRESENT:
R. H.

RATTRAY

and

A. DICK, ESQRS.,
Junens, and

W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,

J

Orre. TEMPORARY UDGE.
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CASE No.

150

or

1845.

Special Appeal from a decree passed by the Judge qf Patna, Arthur
Smelt, May 2nd 1844 ; reversing a decision passed by the Principal
Sudder Ameen, Abdool Wﬁlcid Kledn, Zllay 24th l843. <

BABOO JORAWUN SINGH, APPELLANT,
ONE

or ELEVEN,)

(DEFENDANT,

versus

IMRUT LAL

AND

MUSST. BHOOPUT KOWUR, wmow or

RUMMUN LAL,

DECEASED, R1-:s1>oNDENTs, (PLA1Nr1Frs.)

I/Vukeel
Wukeel

qf Appella1it—Hamid Rusool.
qf Respondents-—None.

THIS suit was instituted by respondents on the 3lst December
1840, to obtain a reversal of the sale, with possession from appellant,
of the estate of Muheeooddeenpore-Bureka and other lands, as
set forth : the whole estimated at rupees l,l98-14-I I-4, (thrice the
Government annual revenue.)
Respondents are the original proprietors, and appellant the sale
purchaser of the lands contested.
The principal sudder ameen, rejecting the pleas of respondents,
impugning the justice and legality of the sale, which was for arrears
of Government revenue, dismissed the suit.
On appeal to the judge, it was decided, that the day on which the
sale took place having been in the Mohurrum, the proceeding was
invalid ; and the decision of the principal sudder ameen was reversed,
and the sale declared cancelled.
Against this a special appeal was preferred to this Court; which
was admitted, to try, lst, whether a plea not urged before the
revenue authorities, can be heard by the civil courts; and, 2ndly,
whether the violation by the collector of a circular issued by the

(I6)

e

-31

Tus

18111

JANUARY

1847.

PRESENT:

R. H. RATTRAY and

A. DICK,

ESQRS.,

J

unoas, and

W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
Oreo. Tamroxunr JUDGE.
CASE No. 151 of 1845.
;

by

by

the Judge Qf Patna, Arthur
Special Appeal from a decree passed
decision passed
the Principal
Smelt, May 2d 1844
reversin_r]_a
Sudder Ameen, Abdool lVa/lid Khan, May 24th 1843.

GOVERNMENT, APPELLANT, (DErmvnANT,)
11878118

IMRUT LAL

AND

MUSSUMAT BHOOPUT KOWUR,

RESPONDENTS, (PLA1n'r1rrs.)
Appellant--Pursun Ifomar Thakoor Buhadur.
E. Colebroolce and Dukhnurmgjun
Resp01zdents—Mokerjea.

of qf

W'ulreel
Wukeels

the decree, the particulars of which have
The decree has been there recorded
No. 150.
that, in this
as reversed; and all that needs be added here,
made
are
costs
payable
all
also,
respondents.
appeal

THIS appeal was against

is,

been detailedunder

by
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a

it

it

by

is

510

it,

Sudder Board, is a valid ground for the reversal of a sale for arrears
due to Government, when urged in a civil court.
With reference to the ﬁrst ground on which the special appeal was
admitted, the Court are of opinion, that under Section 25, Regu
lation XI. I822, a court of justice cannot hear any plea against a.
within thirty days of such
revenue sale, which has not been
tourged Board of Revenue, or other
sale, by the party im ugning
In the present in
authority exercising
powers of that Board.
stance, the commissioner of revenue exercised those
wers; and
the objection to the validity of the sale on the score ofmits having
not to be found in any petition
taken place during the Mohurrum,
within
the
to the commissioner.
Such
presented
prescribed
period,
therefore,
should
not
ave
been admitted
the judge:
objection,
and as
appears that he has reversed the sale on this ground only,
the Court consider his order illegal, and reverse
accordingly;
affirming the decision of the principal sudder ameen, and dismissing
reversal of the sale in question.
the claim for
All costs payable
by respondents.

(17)
THE 18rn JANUARY

1847.

PRESENT:

O.

TUCKER,

EsQ.,

PETITION No. 392

JUDGE.

or

1845.

IN thematter of the petition of Rampershad Mytee,ﬁledin this Court
on the 21st July 1845, praying for the admission of a special appeal
from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of zillah Midnapore,
under date the 19th April 1845, aﬂirming that of the moonsiif of
Nekashee, under date the 27th September 1844, in the case of Ram
Chund Sircar, plaintiff, versus Rampershad Mytee, defendant.
In this case the moonsiff would not call for the petitioner’s evidence,
oral and documentary, because he did not appear (as defendant)
till after the plaintiff’s witnesses had been examined. The case was
in fact tried exparte, though the defendant was in attendance, and
ready to ﬁle his documents and summon his witnesses.
The moonsiﬂ"s decision was aﬂirmed in appeal.
admit the special appeal, and, annulling the decisions of both the
lower courts, direct that the proceedings be remanded to the moon
sill“, with orders to receive the petitioner’s evidence, oral and docu
mentary, and then to decide the case.
_
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Tns
C.

-13.1

18TH JANUARY

1847.

.PRESENT:

TUCKER,

EsQ.,

J

UDGE.

PETITION No. 427 or 1845.
IN the matter of the petition of Indernarain Mookeljea, ﬁled in
this Court on the 29th July 18.45, praying for the admission of a
from the decision of the additional principal sudder
special

24-Pergunnahs, under date the 28th April 1845,
reversing that of the moonsiff of Russah, under date the 22d May
1844, in the case of Kashinath Mookerjea, plaintili, versus Inderna
rain Mookerjea, defendant.
In this case the plaintiff sued to receive from defendants the
amount of a bond executed by Joynarain Mookerjea, deceased, a.
brother of the defendants, Indernarain and Duorupnarain Mookerjea.
The moonsiff dismissed the suit owing to discrepancies in the oral
evidence, and because, for various reasons recorded by him atlength
in his decision, he considered the bond itself a forgery and the whole
On appeal the additional principal sudder
affair a conspiracy.
ameen, Oosman Ali Khan, reversed the moonsiff’s decision and de
creed the amount sued for, merely remarking that the witnesses
Of the other grounds
adduced proved the execution of the bond.
on which the moonsiff considered the claim to be without foundation,
the appellate court takes no notice 'whatever in its decision.
ameen

oafppeal
zillah

(13)
I

consider the proceedings in the appellate court to be incomplete,
I therefore admit the special appeal, and direct that the pro
ceedings be remanded to the judge, who will refer them to one of
the principal sudder ameens at' present attached to his court, with
instructions to go fully into the case as set forth in the decision of
the moonsiff, and dispose of the objections urged by that oﬂicer
against the claim, recording his opinion on each seriatim, either
reversing or affirming the decision of the lower court as he may
deem just and proper.
and

-_1.._

Tun

JANUARY
Pans:-:n'r:

23110

R. H.

RATTRAY,

CASE No.
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.

68

or

1847.

EsQ.,

Junoa.
1846.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the Principal Sudzler Ameen
of Patna, Ephraim Da Costa, December 30th, I845.

DOODRAJ SING ron HIS mmon son TUHUL NARAIN alias
AITBAR NARAIN, sun KULDEEP NARAIN, Arran
LANTS, (DEFENDANTS,)
12678118

IMRUT LAL, Rssrounnnr, (PLAINTIFR)
lVukeel
Wukeels

of Appellants-—Gholam Sufdur.
qf Respondent-—J. G. Waller and Hamid Rusool.

THIS suit was instituted by respondent on the 8th March 1844,
to recover from appellant a'moiety of certain lands in mouazhs
Futtehpore and others, and of certain houses and other property,
real and personal, as set forth; estimated, altogether, at Company’s
rupees 5,289-1-4.
The following assigned reasons for the 'udgment passed by the
sudder ameen, explains sufficiently the nature of the case
principal
efore the Court.
‘The plea urged by Doodraj Singh, defendant, who is plaintiffs
younger brother, that they separated in transactions (karbar) in
1232 Fuslee, and that he acquired the property in litigation by
It is
purchasing it with his own funds, has no foundation in truth.
on record, that, seven years subsequently to the year above men
tioned, both brothers jointly purchased a one anna share of mouzah
Mohunpore in their joint names, viz. ,in 1239 Fuslee, or 1832
A. D., and, again, ﬁve years subsequently to this purchase, both of
them jointly presented a petition to the collector of Patna, viz. in
the month of August 1837 or Bhadoon 1244 F uslee, soliciting the
registration of their joint names, without speciﬁcation of shares,
which were accordingly recorded.
ln 1234 Fuslee, the plaintiff

?___,,=_L._;_.,

»—..'_..,;,_T__.-...,.< , ,_#

<
1

I
*3‘

gave the defendant’s daughter in marriage by borrowing money on
his two annas share of F uttehpore, and the defendant wrote a letter
to him, from Patna, enjoining him not to make any extraordinary
expense, lest the remaining 2 annas share should also be involved
in debt or mortgage. Besides, bond debts, due toythe plaintiﬁ‘, have
subsequently, in 1837, or 1244 Fuslee, been recovered and realized
Now, all these circumstances,
Doodraj Singh.
‘by the defendant,
so far from showing a separation of the transactions of each brother,
clearly prove family partnership. In like manner, the defendant’s
plea of partition in 1244 F uslee is false, because it is on record, that,
in 1245 F uslee, or 1838 A. D., being subsequent to the alleged year
of partition, both brothers jointly lent money to Musst. Oomda
Begum, on a conditional sale of her house in mouzah Mosullapore;
and that, when the sale became absolute by non-payment, they
jointly prosecuted and obtained a decree from the moonsitf of Patna,
under date the 10th June 1839, or 1246 Fuslee, for possessionof
the said house in theirjoint names.
Again, in 1246 Fuslee, the
defendant, Doodraj Singh, obtained a decree from the additional
moonsitf o‘f Patna, against Ameenoollah and others, mortgagees, for
eight kottahs of hereditary lands in mouzah Nugla, being the shares
and joint property of both brothers, and the plaintiff, in consequence
of family partnership, made no objection. Further, in the month
of Poos 1244 Fuslee, which is also subsequent to the date of the
alleged partition, both brothers jointly purchased certain slave girls
and boys; and the deed of sale was executed in their joint names,
without any speciﬁcation of the amount paid by each,-or what each
purchased. It is also in evidence, that the earnest money for the
purchase of a share of mouzah Futtehpore, which plaintiff had paid
.Khooblal, mokhtar, in 1245 Fnslee, was received back by defend
ant; and what is more remarkable, that, so recently as January
1842, or 1249 F uslee, both brothers jointly prosecuted and obtain
ed a summary decree against the defaulters of mouzah F uttehpore,
for arrears of rent, due to both of them, for 1248 F uslee. In short,
it is established, that both brothers lived in joint tenancy up to
.1250 Fuslee, and acquired property from the proﬁts arising from
the hereditary estate, their own cultivation, and servitude.’
.
Upon these grounds, the principal sudder ameen passed a decree
in favor of the plaintiff, (respondent,) for the possession and partition
ofall the real and personal property claimed, except 2% dams of
-mouzah F uttehpore, which was proved to have been purchased by
Seetaran1—-the plaintiﬂ“’s name to be registered in the collector’s
office; and all costs of suit made payable by appellant, except those
of Seetaram, which were made chargeable to respondent.
Y
The mass of papers ﬁled by the parties in this case, was immense,
and occupied the Court several days in its perusal; and no small
for the
portion of this must have been prepared, forged that
is,
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.!..

(90)
occasion, or, in the instances of
ed by perjured witnesses; for

is

by

til:

role testimony, have been furnish
facts and circumstances set forth
by either partv, and supported by both documentary and oral evi
dence, are in direct opposition and contradiction to those advanced
by the other.
The claim to certain slaves, forming an item of the property
contested,
was abandoned
respondent as opposed to the pro
visions of Act V. of i843.
The transactions of the brothers jointly, as enumerated by the
principal sudder ameen, are, each and all, unquestionable; being
evidenced by deeds and oilicial proceedings connected with them,
which place them beyond all doubt; and they establish more than
sufficient to warrant the judgment which has been appealed against.
The decree of the principal sudder ameen
affirmed; with all
costs chargeable to appellants.

al

Tm-: 23o JANUARY

1847.

C.

TUCKER,

EsQ.,

J

noes.

a

PETITION No. 446 or I845.
IN the matter of the petition of Gopeechand and Bhoowun
Koonwur, ﬁled in this Court on the 5th August I845, praying for
the admission of
special appeal from the decision of the judge of
date
under
the 7th May I845, amending that of the
Patna
city
additional principal sudder ameen of that district, under date the
12th December 1844, in the case of Go eechand and Bhoowun
Koonwur, plaintiffs, versus Ramoo Roy and) others, defendants.
The rights and interests of one Rae Lokenath in certain villages
having been sold in execution of a decree, through the instrumen
tality of the collector of the district, the petitioners, his heirs,
instituted the present suit to cancel the sale, under certain alleged
irregularities in the proceedings of the collector as connected with
the sale.

in

The additional principal sudder ameen decreed for plaintiffs on
four distinct grounds:
one lot.
lst. Because two villages were sold
2d. Because notice of sale had not been proclaimed on the pro

8,

perty to be sold.
_
3d. Because the amount for the realization of which the sale was
made, was paid in before the sale was conﬁrmed.
4th. Because the sale not having taken place on the day ﬁxed
in the notice, the adjourned sale was not made in conformity with
Clause
Section
Regulation Xl. l822.
2,
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PRESENT:

21

(

)

The udge reversed the decision of the additional principal sudder
ameen, and refers to a proceeding of 28th May 1841, for the grounds
»

of his opinion.
This is irregular:

by

I

it

it,

a decree should be complete in itself.
But
when I come to peruse this proceeding of 28th May 1841, I ﬁnd
that the grounds, on which the principal sndder ameen considered
the sale to have been illegally made, are not discussed in
so that
cannot be made the basis of the judge’s decision.
admit the
special appeal, and direct that the proceedings be returned to the
judge, who will consider the several objections against the validity
of the sale urged
the principal sudder ameen, and either aﬁirm
them, or record his reasons for setting them aside.

—i—
Tm: 25m JANUARY

1847.

Pans:-m'r:

RATTRAY

R. H.

ESQRS.,

Juneas, and

W.

B.

JACKSON,

EsQ.,

ones.

J

Orre. Tamrouanr
35

or

1845.
by

CASE No.

by

the Judge of Tirhoot,
Special Appeal from the decision passed
D. Pringle, December 23d 1843; aﬂirmivzg a decree passed
the
Priricipal Sudder Ameen, Abdool Wahid Khan, August 28th, T843.

GOORDUTT CHOWDHREE AND RAJAH RAM CHOW
DHREE, APPELLANTS, (Derannanrs, WITH OTHERS,)
CHOWDHREE
MUNOORUTH
‘

AND

ornans, Rnsronm-:n'rs,

,

‘U87’-§"ll8

Wukeels

qf

(PLAINTIFFS.)

Appellants—J. G. Waller, Abbas Ali, and Gholam
Sufdur.

Wakeels

qf

Respondents—E.

Colebrooke,

'AmwrAa

Hamid Rusool, and

a

THIS suit was instituted by respondents on the 27th June 1838,
half share of mouzahs Teesoteh and
to recover from appellants
others; and by
supplemental plaint, half of talook Musoondeh;
The whole estimated at
claimed as hereditary ancestral property.
Company’s rupees 1,448-3-1.
a
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A. DICK,

and

(99)
Respondents stated, that, up to 1232 F uslee, they held possession
the moiety of the above lands, which they now sued to recover in
consequence of having been dispossessed of them in 1233 F uslee by
appellants: but there is no speciﬁcation of date or month of dis

by

is

it

it

by_

a

ufp

P ossession.
Appellants, amongst other pleas, urged the statute of limitation
In the riiicipal sudder
as a bar to a cognizance of the claim.
ameen’s court this plea \va.s upheld in respect to glusoondeh; but
was not deemed good in regard to Teesoteh, which was adjudged to
Iii appeal, the zillali
respondents on the evidence adduced by them.
decision.
the
judge aﬁirnied
_
'
.
to this Court, was admitted with
The special appeal
pl'6i;‘8Iil‘6d
imitation, Section I4, Regulation Ill.
o
reference to the statute
1793 ; the provisions of which appeared to have been infringed.
It appears, that a settlement of a portion of this estate was made
by the_ collector with the appellants in 123? Fuslee, and that they
have, in virtue of this, remained in possession to the present time ;
and this possession, under the said settlement, is admitted by
to the date of institution of their
respondents to have subsisted
forcible or fraudulent
So far from this, there ore, being
action.
was,
under the authority
possession (as pleaded
respondents)
stated. legal: and admitting the right of appellants to have been as
cannot now be recognised; twelve years having elapsed
set forth,
of peaceable occupancy by l’.l}e.0pp0Sl£(-1: party.
With respect to the remaining portion of the lands sued for, the
Court ﬁnd that appellants accepted certain other lands in lieu of it;
and that above twelve years have elapsed since that arrangement
Under Construction No. 942, the claim to set aside
was effected.
inadmissible. The Court therefore reverse the
that arrangement,
decisions of the lower courts as regards the award of Teesoteh to
them; with
respondents, and dismiss the entire claim preferred
costs chargeable to them in all the courts.

-_§__

Tiii:

R. H

'

25TH JANUARY 1847.
l’m=.si-:NT:

RATTRAY

and
ESQRS.,
JUi)ci~:s, and
B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
OFFG. TEMPORARY

'

A. DICK,

UDGE.

J

W.

CASE No.

173

or

1845.
by

the Principal Sudder
Special Appeal from a decision passed
Tirhoot, Niamut Ali Khan, February 6th 1844 a_ﬁrm
Ameen
the lllomzsfﬁ qf Tegre/i, All Buksh, June
ing a decree passed
by

;

of
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of

21st 1843.

(23)
BHYROO CHUNDER, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT, WITH
ornEr.s,)
'U€7'Su$

HURWUTTEE
VVukeel

qf

RAM,

RESPONDENT,

Appellant-—ZlIa/tamed

(PLAINTIFE)
Rusool.

is,

THIS suit was instituted by respondent on the lst January 1842,
to recover from appellant and others, a 3 annas’ share of mouzah
estimated at the sale price of Company’s
Rampore-Mehman:
.
150.
rupees
In this case, the defendants having obtained a decree for
possession of certain lands under a deed of bybilwufa (or mortgage
with conditional sale,) the plaintiff, (respondent,) two days after the
decree, claimed the right of pre-emption,‘ tendered‘ payment to the
mortgagee of the money paid by him for the estate, and then
instituted this suit to establish h-is claim.
The courts below admitted the claim, and decreed for respondent.
Appellant (one of the original defendants) grounded his applica
tion for a special appeal on this point, viz. that respondent, intend
ling to claim the right of pre-emption, should have-declared his
on the
purpose immediately on the sale becoming absolute, that
expiration of the year of notice issued to the mortgagers under;
Regulation XVII. of 1806, who did not pay the amount advanced
to them.
The Judges before whom the petition of appeal came, not ﬁnding
any precedent on the point thus pleaded, admitted the appeal with
i
the view of having the question determined.
sale
in
that
the
conditional
this
case
became absolute
appears,
on the 31st August 1840.
By the Mahomedan law, the claimant
was bound to bring forward hisvclaim immediately on hearing of
the sale: but he did not privately assert his right till the 29th
December 1841, nor bring his action to enforce
till the lst
January 1842, or nearly a year and five months after the sale had
We consider this delay fatal to the claim eventually
become ﬁnal.
year issued previously to
preferred; inasmuch, as the notice of
sufficient notiﬁca
the sale becoming absolute, must be viewed as
tion to all persons concerned, to bring forward any claims they
might have to advance in connection with the proceeding; and this
claim should, ‘accordingly, have been made immediately upon the
sale becoming complete and ﬁnal.
,
We therefore reverse the decrees of the lower courts; and
him of' all costs.
dismiss the claim of respondent; with payment
by

a

a

it

It
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Wukeel qf Respondent-—Ramapurshad.

(24)
Tm; 25TH JANUARY

1847.

Pass:-:n'r:

C.

TUCKER,

EsQ.,

Juno:-:.
PETITION No. 459 or 1845.
A
IN the matter of the petition of Gooroopershad Gohoo and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 7th August 1846, pra ing for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of
judge of zillah
Dacca, under date the lst May 1845, aﬂirming that of the prin
cipal sudder ameen of urreeclpore, under date the 13th Se tember
1843, in the case of Gooroopershad Gohoo and others, plaintiﬁs,

F

the

j

It

the

a

it

in

in

The petitioners, Gooroopershad Gohoo Buxee, Kumlakunth Gohoo
Buxee, and Musst. Ruttun Monee Dossee, widow of Oodye Chunder
Gohoo Buxee, plaintiffs in this case, state that in the month of
Chyte 1239 B. S., they advanced 2000 rupees to Gerees Chunder
Gohoo on a byebilwuffah of certain property; that Gerees Chunder
Gohoo, under pretence of repaying the money, got the document
from them, and would not return it.
On a prosecution in the fouj
of his people were ﬁned,
Gohoo,
Gerees
and
some
Chunder
dary,
and the petitioners referred to the civil court for the restoration of
the deed.
Whilst the proceedings were pending
the foujdaree court, one
a petition alleging that he had pur
Kishen Kunth Shah, put
chased the property in dispute from Gerees Chunder Gohoo.
The petitioners now sued Gerees Chunder Gohoo, in the civil
court for the restoration of the deed.
This case was disposed of by
Syed Abbass Ali, principal sudder ameen, on 13th May 1839, throw
was impossible to compel the production of
ing out the claim, as
the deed even should the facts stated be proved, and recording his
opinion that the petitioners ought at once to sue for the property or
for the return of the purchase mone .
Prior to this, however, Kishen lzunth Shah, above mentioned,
had instituted a suit against Gerees Chunder Gohoo, for the proper
decree on 22d August 1838, but the
ty in question, and obtained
petitioners were not parties to this suit.
Finally, the petitioners, having gone through the forms required
by Regulation XVII. 1806, instituted the resent suit, in which
defendants.
was
they included Kishen Kunth Shah amongst
Ali,
the
same
viz.
sudder
Abbass
tried by
judge,
principal
Syed
ameen, who now turns round on the petitioners and refuses to in
vestigate their claim for three reasons.
First, that, without production of the deed, the provisions of
Section
Regulation XVII. of 1806, could not be put in force,
and, without doing so, no suit for possession could be entertained.
8,
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versus Greeschunder Bukshee and others, defendants.

<25)

_

That it was not proper to take evidence as to the
Secondly.
execution of a deed which was not forthcoming.
Thirdly. That nothing could touch the decree obtained by
Kishen Kunth Shah for these lands.
,
This decision was aliirmed in appeal by the judge.
‘
The ﬁrst reason is in direct opposition to Construction 630, which
rules that it is not necessary that a copy of the deed of mortgage
should be served on the mortgager.
The second is opposed to the constant practice of the courts, in
which deeds lost, or otherwise not forthcoming, are allowed to be
proved by evidence.
The third is opposed to the common maxim that a decree affects
those only who are parties to it.
therefore admit the special appeal, and direct the proceedings
be remanded to the principal sudder ameen’s court, who will dispose
of the case on its merits.

I
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I

THE 26TH JANUARY

1847.

PRESENT:

A. DICK, EsQ.,

Jones.
CASE No.

14

of

1845.

Regular Appeal from the decision qf Moolvee Mynoodeen
Principal Sudder Ameen qf Zillah Hoogkly.

Sufdar,

MUSST. PUDAWUTEE DIBEEAH AND TARA CHURN

MOOKERJEEAH,

APPELLANTS,

(PLAINTIFFS,)

’U€7‘8U8

KISHOON MOHUN BANOORJEEAH, KISHOON DHUN
MOKERJEEAH, LUKEE NARAIN MOKERJEEAH, JUG
BUNDOO MOKERJEEAH, DAYEEAH
ornsns, RESPONDENTS, (D1~:rnNnAN'rs.)
Pleaders—Rzy'nar(n'n

for Appellants, and

MAYEE

Bunsee Budun

AND

for

Respondents.
rupees 7297, for possession on lands,
and
and
8lc..
houses,
rent-free,
revenue
The claim in this suit is founded on an awaznameh, or deed of
exchange, purporting to have been written in 1213 B. E., between
one Thakoor Das, brother of the plaintiff Pudawutee, and his
uncle Jykishoon, husband of the defendant, Dayeeah Mayee, by
which Jykishoon gave up to his nephew Thakoor Das, the property

SUIT laid at Company’s

(26)
claimed, and took other propert

in lieu, the whole being previously

joint property belonging to both’.
The defendants denied the truth of the

deed, and endeavoured

to

otp

show its fabrication on divers grounds.
The principal sudder ameen dismissed the claim, lst, because the
deed was in itself illegal, one of the arties to it being a minor at
the time of the writing, and 2ndly, liecause for the reasons de
tailed in his decision he deemed it a fabrication.
The appellants dissatisﬁed appealed, and contended that, although
Thakoor Das was a minor when the deed was written, no
t e part
can be made on that account, against its validity, exce t onobgection
of the minor; then attempted to refute the reasoning
the principal
sudder ameen, regarding the genuineness of the deed.

J

UDGMENT.

is

is

is

-i-'

_Txm

26TH JANUARY

1847.

Pnasmrr:

TUCKER,

C.

PETITION

EsQ.,

JUDGE.

_

No. 464

or

1845.

IN

the matter of the petition of Thakoor Doss Shah, ﬁled in this
on the 8th August 1845, praying for the admission of special
appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of zillah
Dinagepore, under date the 8th May 1845, reversing that of the
moonsitf of Sheebgunge, under date the 27th November 1844, in the
a

Court

of Thakoor Doss Shah, plaintiff, versus Harradhun Manjee and
others, defendants.
The petitioner sued to recover possession of heegah of land, and
rent thereon for ﬁve years and eight months, under the following
1

case

circumstances.

The defendants rented
and ﬁfteen biswas, from

sent suit.

a

piece of land, consisting of eight beegahs
the plaintiﬁ“’s family for many years; at
length in the year 1243 B. S., they gave up their lease, but, as
stated
plaintiff, withheld one beegah, which they refused to give
up to plaintiﬁ‘, who, after the lapse of four years, instituted the pre

by
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;

is

a

is

The claim
invalid.
The suit
deed which
founded on
besides much reason to doubt
therefore ab initio untenable. There
the genuineness of the deed also, that Pudawutee’s mother, through
whom plaintiffs claim, was ever in possession, or ousted, as plain!-138
allege.
The appeal
dismissed with costs.

(27)

I

is

‘

if,

The moonsiff gave the plaintiff a decree for 13} biswas. On
on the
appeal, the principal sudder ameen nonsuited the
leged that the
ground that the plaint was not precise enough, and aplaintiff
plaintiff had been dispossessed, whereas it was clear from the plain
tilf’s own statement that he had never had possession.
The substance of the plaint is set forth in the principal sudder
in addition,
ameen’s own decree in the very terms used above, and
the plaintiff made use of the expression
having been dispossessed by
the defendants,’ such expression could be no bar to the trial of the
a mere forensic term signifying that the land in dispute
case, and
2
was unjustly retained by the defendants.
admit the special appeal, and remand the proceedings to the
principal sudder ameen, with directions to try the appeal preferred
by the petitioner on its merits.

-A-I

THE 27TH JANUARY

1847.
‘

C.

TUCKER,

ESQ.,

J

noon.

PETITION No. 336

or

1845.

IN

of

the matter of the petition of Syed Ashruff Hossein, ﬁled in
this
Court on the 2nd July 1845, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of Patna
under date the 10th April 1845, reversing that of the moonsilf
the city, under date the 6th December 1844, in the case of
Syed
Ashruff Hossein, (plaintiff,) versus Sheik Ashruff Hossein and
others, (defendants)

The petitioner instituted the present suit to recover possession
of two beegahs of land, more or less, appertaining to his
village

Russoolpore Chuttee, under the following circumstaffces.
Mouzah Dhummoul, heretofore a rent-free village, was
resumed
by Government, and the settlement of
concluded with the de
fendants. When the measurement preparatory to settlement
was
1n progress under
Regulation VII. 1822, the lands in dispute were
measured as appertaining to mouzah Dhummoul.
The petitioner
then remonstrated, and presented a petition to the superintendent
of khass mehals, who referred the matter to one of his deputies for
enquiry, but none seems to
been made.
When, under the
_have
general survey in progress in Behar, the boundaries of the two
villages Russoolpoor Chuttee and Dhummoul came to be laid down
the petitioner again remonstrated.
Molvee Syed Wajid Hosseiii
was deputed to enquire into the case, who, ﬁnding the lands had

it
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'

been included in the measurement chittahs of monzah Dhummoul,
as before shown, would not interfere, but referred the petitioner to

is

I-ii

Taa 28ru JANUARY

1847.

Paasaur:
C.

TUCKER, EsQ.,
JUDGE.

Parrrron No. 470 or

1845.

of the petition of Goureechurn Ghose and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the llth August 1845, praying for the admis
sion of
special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder
1845, reversing
ameen of zillah Hoogly, under date the 8th May
20th February
the
date
under
that of the moonsiff of Byedbatty,
versus
others,
and
Ghose
plaintiffs,
1845, in the case of Goureechurn
defendants.
others,
Anundchunder Ghose and
Ram Pershad Mookoorjea, son of Dabee Pershad Mookoorjea,
deceased, took out execution of a. decree obtained by his father,
IN

the matter
a

one anna
thereof
against Lnkeenaraen Ghose; and in pursuance
said
to be
family
certain
property,
of
and eighteen gundahs share
co-sharers
remonstrating
the
sold,
was
Lukeenaraen,
the share of
share consisted
previous to the sale, and asserting that Lukeenaraen’s
of only one anna and 16 gundahs.
a
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a

I

faw

the civil court.
Hence arose the present suit. The case was ﬁrst tried by the
moonsiﬁ' of Hilsah, who went to the spot, and made various en
quiries which resulted in his awarding 1 beegah, l biswa and
as appertainin
to his
1 dhoor of the disputed land to the plaintiff,
to
The
remainder
he
awarded:
the
Chuttee.
Russoolpoor
village
defendants as appertaining to mouzah Dhummoul.
The case was heard
From this decision the defendants appealed.
the decision
who
reversed
ameen,
sudder
Dacosta,
Mr.
principal
by
of the moonsitf, declaring it to be altogether fanciful and incorrect;
and he awarded the_ whole of the lands in dispute to mouzah Dhum
The principal sudder ameen enters into no detail in his
moul.
decretal order, but satisﬁes himself with the simple declaration
It is
that in ‘his opinion the lands appertain to mouzah Dhummoul.
impossible therefore for this Court to say on what rounds he over
requires the
ruled the decision of the moonsiﬂ‘, and as the
remand this case to the
decision to be recorded,
grounds of
principal sudder ameen in order that he may enter into a full en
quiry of the matter in dispute, and record distinctly the grounds on
formed.
which his decision

"

(29)

Hence arose the present suit by the petitioners, to recover from the
purchaser, the 2 gundahs sold in excess of the share appertaining to
Lukeenaraen.
The moonsitf decreed for the plaintilfs, but, on appeal, the princi
‘pal sudder ameen annulled his decision, and nonsuited the plaintiffs,
because they had not sued to cancel the sale.
In sales made in satisfaction of decrees, the rights and interests
only of the debtor in the lot advertised for sale, are guaranteed to
the purchaser, and this is expressly provided by Clause 7, Section 3,
Regulation VII. 1825.
The plaintiffs -had no desire to cancel the
sale, their object was to recover their own property, and, under the
Section and Regulation, just quoted, the purchaser, when disputes
may arise, is entitled to compensation should the rights and interests
of the debtor fall short of what they are said to be at the time of
sale.
Under these circumstances, the orders of the principal sudder
ameen are entirely opposed to law and the practice of the courts.
therefore admit the special appeal, cancel the principal sndder
ameen’s decision of the 8th May 1845, and direct the proceedings to
be remanded in order, that the appeal preferred to that ofﬁcer in this
case may be tried on its merits.
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Tm:

28'1"}!

JANUARY

1847.

Pmzsnnr:

J. F.

M.

REID,

EsQ.,

Jones.
PETITION

No. 506

or

1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Kashee Kunth Banerjee and
Kalee Kunth Banerjee Chowdrees, ﬁled in this Court on the 23rd
August 1845, raying for the admission of a special appeal from the
decision of H. gwetenham, Esq. judge of Dacca, under date the 24th
May 1845, conﬁrming that of Ubdoolla Khan, sndder ameen of
Dacca, under date the 28th November 1843, in the case of petition
ers, plaintilfs, versus Roob Chunder Chowdry and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the case was remanded for re-trial on

the following grounds.
p
The plaintiffs sued to recover 702 rupees, 9 anas, 4 pie, the rent
of a talook named Anundee Manjee from the year 1230 to 14th
Bysakh 1242 B. S., both inclusive, The sndder ameen dismissed
the claim, because the cause of action commenced twenty years
before the date of the institution of the suit, i. e. 18th April .1843,
or 6th Bysakh 1250 B. S., and the judge conﬁrmed the decision.
As.it has been decided by the Court (in the case Radha Mohun

(30)
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it

is

it

;

2,

2,

is

ihr

Ghose Ghowdry, versus Ram Chand Mustofee and others, decided
on the 26th September 1844, page 182, volume VII. of Select Re
orts Sudder Dewanny Adawlut) that though the claim be for rents
a period commencing 20 years before the institution of the suit,
entitled, on proof, for such period as may not be
the claimant
barred by the rule of limitation, the decisions of the lower courts‘
are incomplete. Their decisions are therefore set aside, according
to Clause
Section
and
ordered that
Regulation IX. 1831
the case he returned to the judge, with instructions to refer
back
to the sudder ameen, and direct that oﬁicer to enquire into the va
lidity of the claim to the rent for such period as may not be barred
The value of the stam
on which the
by the rule of limitation.
petition of appeal and application for special appeal were preferred,
will be returned.

i

*2

31

(
T‘i=lE
.

)

2ND FEBRUARY

1847.

PaEsEN'r:

R. H. RA'I'I‘RAY, Esa.,
’

CASE No.
Regular

JUDGE.
87

or

1837.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Oﬁciating Judge of
Saran, T. R. Davidson, December 9th 1836.

SAHEB PURHLAD SEN, HEIR or PLAINTIFF, APPELLANT,
versus

-

INDUR DU'l'I‘ MISR, DEBEE DU'I‘T MISR, AND LUCHMEE
MISR, HEIRS or DEFENDANT, RESPONDENTS.
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Wukeels of Appellant—J. G. Waller, Hamid Russool, and
Ameer Ali.
Wukeel of Respondents—E.

Colebrooke.

THIS suit was instituted by plaintiff on the 10th November
1827, to recover from defendant certain villages, Dhobha, Seesei,
Mugur Hurree, and others, situated in tuppeh Ramgeer, pur
gunnah Mujhooa: the estimate of one year’s produce, Sicca ru
pecs 9,525-12-l.
The original plaintiff was Rajah Tej Purtab Sen; who, dying
in 1832', was succeeded by his brother Umr Purtab Sen.
He died
in 1834 ; when his widow Rance Umr Raj Luchmee Debee, and
Run Murdun Sen, his reputed son, became joint plaintiﬁ's.
In
1836, the suit was dismissed; after which they became appellants
against the decision, in this Court; till, in l84l , the Rance dying,
Run Murdun prayed to succeed her,- and to conduct the appeal
Meanwhile, the claims of Sahib Purhlad Sen to the estate
alone.
of the late rajah, had come before the courts; and on the
of the ranee, when Run Murdun. became sole appellant indeatb\
this
suit, petitions were presented by several parties, impugning his
right, not merely to succeed the ranee, but to appear at all, as a
claimant, in the matter at issue. Amongst the rest, Purhlad Sen
urged his pretensions, with reference to the suit he had instituted
to contest the asserted right of Run Murdun to the raj estate;
and at last it was determined, that the case should remain in abey
ance till the judgment in that of Purhlad Sen should indicate who,
of the several claimants, had the paramount right of proceeding
with it. On the 9th of September last, Purhlad Sen was declared
to be the party entitled to the succession to the estates of Umr
Purtab Sen ; and upon this, he prayed to be substituted for Run

-

‘

()vs.»-ts‘,

(32)
as appellant in this claim for the recovery of what was
to be an independent portion of them.
So much (with a
circumstance which will appear presently) to account for the delay
which has occurred in the disposal of the appeal.
The question to be determined, was, whether the several villages
named, had or had not been granted to the ancestors of respon
dents on a mokurruree (perpetual) tenure, at a certain ﬁxed rent ;
or, whether they had held occupancy under temporary leases ;
which having expired, the lands reverted, as a matter of course, to
the proprietor who had leased them.
The case was one of hard swearing, and undeniable, wholesale
The plaintiﬁs produced all sorts of acknowledgments
forgery.
in the form of kubooleeuls and what not, backed by a strong array
The defendant
of parol evidence to the facts these certiﬁed.
(Ram Dutt Misr, father of respondents) produced the mokurruree
sunnuds granted to his forefathers by one rajah, and conﬁrmed and
made hereditary to their descendants by another, with a mass of
private and official documents in proof of long possession, always
successfully maintained, against the rajah’s claims, in virtue of the
sunnuds being what they professed to he.
On the 4th of April 1833, a decree was passed in favor of the
then plaintiff, Rajah Umr Purtab Sen; but it being afterwards dis
covered that the court which passed it (the provincial court at
Patna) had been abolished from the date of the preceding day (the
3rd April,) the decree was cancelled as a nullity, and the case went,
under the new law, to the court of the zillah in which lay the cause
of action.
The proceedings being taken up de novo by the zillah judge, the
and, for
present judgment was given in favor of respondents;
am of opinion this is the just and correct deci
several reasons,
sion.
It is clear that the whole of the evidence of one of the par
ties must be false and fabricated; and
attach the greater suspi
cion to that of
because
ﬁnd the same claim put for
appellant:
ents through a long series of years, both in the
ward by responc
ivil and criminal courts, and (with exception to the Patna decree
of I833) always uccessfullygepj. by the production of these
same suunuds, now, again, pleaded by them.
Further,
do not
ﬁnd, in the cases to which
allude, that the documents now ﬁled
in support of temporary farm leases only having been granted by
appellant’s predecessors, were produced; and I think the fair in
ference is, that they were not in existence.
Regulations VIII. and XLIV. of 1793, were cited by appellant
as barring the act of his ancestors in favor of respondents; but it is
not necessary to do more than advert to the plea, as neither has
any bearing whatever on the point at issue; and I aﬂirm the decree
of the zillah court on the grounds on which it was passed, with all
costs chargeable to appellants.

Murdun
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(33)
THE
I

J.

31)

FEBRUARY

1847.

PRESENT:

F. M. REID and

A. DICK, EsQRs.,
Junens, and
W. JACKSON, ESQ.,

Orre. TEMPORARY JUDGE.
CASE No.

144

or 1844.

Regular Appeal from the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen
of zillah Mymensinyh, Mr. C. Mackay.
ANUND CHUNDER UCHARJ, (PLAIN'r1FF,) APPELLANT,
versus

CHUNDRA BULLEE DEBEEAH CHOI/VDRAIN
AND
BHOOBUN MAYEE DEBEEAH CHOWDRAIN, wmows
or BHUWANEE KISHWUR. UCHARJ, (DEF1‘tNDA1v'rs,)
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RESPONDENTS,

DEFAULTING.

Pleaders--Pursun Koomar Thakoor and Mr. Skinner for Appellant.
APPEAL—laid at Company’s rupees 1763, 12 annas, O pie, on
account of interest on bond debt.
This was a claim to recover Company’s rupees 10,388-7-6,
founded on a bond payable by instalments (kistbundee,) and a
decree was given by the principal sudder ameen in the following

terms:
“ The point to be tried in this case is, whether the ‘ kistbundee’
on which plaintiff sues has been established against the defendants.
From a perusal of the papers on the ﬁle, the deed and the
witnesses thereto, I am of opinion the giving of the ‘ kistbundee’
to the plaintiff by the defendant Chundra Bullee Debeea and by

the late husband of Bhoobun Mayee Debeeah has been clearly
established; and that he is entitled to a decree of the same against
the defendants with interest from date of the ‘ kistkhelafee,’ with
costs of suit and interest thereon from this date.
Order accordingly, a decree in favor of plaintiff.”
The appellant contended that he was entitled to 100 Company’s
rupees more, than decreed, of the principal, which the principal
sudder ameen had deducted, because it was not in the sum total of
the instalments to be paid, as written in the bond, although it was
evident on inspection of the bond that there was an error in
the summing up: further, that the principal sudder ameen had
placed the several sums paid, to the account of the principal, when
they did not equal the amounts due, at the times, for interest: and
lastly, that he had given interest from the date of decision instead
of the date of suit.

(34)
Junouaur.
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The Court are of opinion, that all three pleas of appellant are cor
rect. They therefore amend the decision of the lower court, and
decree that the plaintiff, appellant, receive the 100 rupees disallow
ed by the principal sudder ameen, and whatever sum may be
found due on the bond, after deducting the sums paid ; the
several payments being ﬁrst placed to the account of interest,
and then of principal;and interest on the balance due, from the
date of institution of suit till payment.
The Court cannot avoid noticing with reprehension the careless
and defective manner in which the English decrees of the principal
sudder ameen, Mr. Mackay, have been drawn out in these cases;
he has also omitted to attend to the provisions of Act XII. 1843,
which require that the decree shall be in his own handwriting.
The Court further observe, that the paper on which the decrees are
written, is of so bad and perishable a nature as to be of itself a
serious defect in a public document which records the judgment
of a court for future reference.

_¢._.

_
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Juncns,
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W. JACKSON, ESQ.,

One.

TEMPORARY Junon.

CASE No. I45 or

1844.

Regular Appeal from the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen
of Zillah Mymensingh, Mr. C. Zllackay.

ANUND CHUNDER UCHARJ, (PLAlNTIFF,) APPELLANT,
versus

CHUNDRA BULLEE DEBEEAH CHOWDRAIN AND BHOO
BUN MAYEE DEBEEAH CHOWDRAIN, WIDOWS or
BHUWANEE KISHWUR UCHARJ, (DEFENDANTS,) RE
SPONDENTS, DEFAULTING.

Pleaders,—Pursun Koomar Thakoor and Mr. Skinner for Appel

lant.

1

THIS is a precisely similar case, except that the error in the
The second and
summing up of the principal does not occur.
third pleas are again urged in this suit, and the Court amend the
decision of the principal sudder ameen in like manner as above.
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Review of Judgment passed in the above cases of regular appeal, in
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versus

GOPAL SING,

JUMOONA

AND, AFTER HIS nucsasu,
MOOST.
AND OODAIE CHUNDER DAYB,

APPELLANTS.

Skinner, Mr. Imlach, Ghoolam Sujdur, and Bunsee
Budun, for Respondent; and Mr. Waller for Appellants.

Pleaders—-—Mr.

THE review in this case was granted on the 6th August 1845,
and the reasons for granting it are recorded in the Court’s pro
The particulars of both the appeals and
ceedings of that date.
the reasons for the judgments pronounced are also fully recorded
in the Court’s decisions, no necessity therefore for repeating them
here.
The whole train of reasoning pursued in the petition for review,
and all the new documents ﬁled by the petitioner, are set forth to
throw discredit on the three documents of the appellants, viz.
the doul bundobust of H94 B. £E., the jumma wasil bakee, also
of ll94 B. ]E., and the khaneh shoomaree papers of 1195 B. iE.,
or abstract account of ryots’ houses, on which the Court principally
decided in appellants’ favor; and to show that the documents on
which the respondent, petitioner, rested his claim, viz. the papers
ﬁled by the proprietor of the estates in 1203 and 1206, and on
which the quinqueniiial registers of the collectorate were formed,
are trustworthy documents, though held by the Court to be the
.
contrary.
The most specious arguments urged in behalf of the petitioner
to prove the fabrication of the documents which the Court judged

(36)
to be genuine, are—lst, that the doul bundobust and the jumma
wasil bakee of H94 B. /E., shew
mouzahs belonging to the
talook, whereas the register of the collectorate from H97 to
I201 B. /E., shew only 6 mouzahs and kismuts.
On this, the
Court observe, that that register was prepared from papers ﬁled
by the proprietor, who was one and the same for the talook and
the zeemeendaree in 1203 B. /E., and on comparing them, there
appear several mouzas of peculiar names, and exactly the same,
belonging to both the talook and the zumeendaree! A positive
proof that at that early period the proprietor had begun to annex
the lands of one to the other. No reliance can therefore be placed
on them, and they form the groundwork of all the other documents
on this head, ﬁled by the petitioner. ,2nd, that Sicca rupees are
written in those documents! whereas the papers now ﬁled by peti
tioner prove that Arcot rupees were then current in that district.
To this the Court observe, that the word Sicca implies current
merely, and not necessarily Sicca as now applied to the rupee.
This is clearly apparent from two original documents, sent for
perusal by the Sudder Board of Revenue at the request of the Court;
viz. A report in detail of the measurement and revenue, &c. of
Gunga Mundul, in which estate the talook in question was situated,
addressed to John Shore, Esquire, the President of the Board of
Revenue, by Mr. Paterson, dated 3rd April l789 A. D., accompa
nied by a comparative statement of jummas of the talookdars of
Gunga Mundul. In the former, the jummas are distinctly noted
to be in “full weight Arcot rupees ;” and in the latter, for the
jumma of talook Rooder Ram, the amount is exactly the same for
ll94 B. /E., as that found in the above two documents of
ll94 B. 1E. This is a most convincing, because unexpected and
unimpeachable, evidence in favor of the genuineness of those docu
ments. 3rd, the next argument urged is against the amount of the
jumma found in the said documents of H77-I l-18:}, because that
was the jumma in ll92 B. Al, and a remission was granted in
But on referring to the comparative
1193, of rupees 145-ll-18%.
statement of jummas above adverted to of Mr. Paterson, the total
jumma for 1194. B. /E., of the talook Rooder Ram Roy, is exactly
Thus
rupees 1177-ll-18-2, the deduction having been resumed.
again the correctness of the documents is shewn incontrovertibly.
It is unnecessary to enter at any length into the objections urged
by the petitioner against the genuineness of the khaneh shoomaree
or measurement papers of 1195 B. £E., because, though his new
authenticated documents shew many different results from them,
none are copies or originals of it ; and the Court see no reason to doubt
These
the genuineness of the initials of Mr. Paterson on them.
khaneh shoomaree papers are besides merely corroborative of the two
,of mouzas in the
former documents, they give merely the number,
talook, and were not worthy of much attention, until the discovery
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two documents which name the
mouzas.
With re
of
the
that
from
to
the
several
decisions
argument
petitioner,
spect
of the special commission, and divers more sunnuds, dated so far
back as 1165 B. E., copies of which he has ﬁled, it is proved that
the mouzahs decreed by the Court to appellant are stated to belong
to his, petitioner’s, zemeendaree of pergunah Shampoor, the Court
observe that the point of the pergunnah in which the villages were
situated, was not investigated or decided by the special commission.
And though the sunnuds appear to have been registered in 1796,
that merely proves their existence then; long before which the
proprietor had commenced breaking up the villages of Rooder Ram
Roy, and annexing them to his pergunnah Shampogr, as evi
denccd by the papers he ﬁled in 1203, B. E., above noticed.
The petitioner has further urged and brought documents to shew
that the talook contained only 33 doons in ll96 B. E., and that
now the Court have awarded to appellants 300 doons.
The Court
however have not awarded any speciﬁc amount of doons or beegahs,
nor were such claimed in either suit. The document on this head
from the collectorate, ﬁled by petitioner, if even authenticated by
oﬂicial signature, would prove merely the extent of land in culti
vation or fallow at that time; and not the actual extent of the
property, inclusive of jungle and other lands.
The petitioner in his petition has asserted that -the appellants
had admitted, that previous to the decennial settlement the vil
lages in suit had been annexed to Shampoor by the proprietor;
and that therefore the Court could not, without contravening the
regulations, award to them what had been included in his per
gunnah of Shampoor at the decennial settlement. The decennial
settlement, however, was not made for any speciﬁc number of mou
zahs or villages, or with any deﬁned boundaries of estates.
And if
the proprietor without authority altered the original extent of the
two estates, such alteration was utterly fraudulent and illegal, and
was not upheld by the decennial settlement, which was made for
certain named estates, and all included in them without speciﬁ
cation.
The documents on which the petitioner rests his claim are prin
cipally founded on the papers ﬁled by the proprietor in 1203 and
On the
1206, above adverted to as utterly unworthy of credit.
other hand, the Court have had an opportunity of comparing the
initials of Mr. Paterson on the documents of 1194 and ll95 B. E.,
ﬁled by appellant, with his signature on several original documents
received from the Sudder Board of Revenue, which has tended
strongly to ‘conﬁrm their former opinion on the genuineness of
those exhibits ; and nothing has been adduced to throw discredit on
the report of the ameen Hidautoolla, referred to in the Court’s
decisions.
They see no reason therefore to alter their former
judgments, which are accordingly affirmed.
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IN the matter of the petition of Kalee Doss Neogee,'ﬁled in this
Court on the l7th June 1845, praying for the admission of a

special ap eal from the decision of the judge of Mymensingh,
under dat; the l7th March 1845, aﬂirming that of the principal
sudder ameen of that district under date the 3d December 1844,
in the case of Kalee Doss N eogee, plaintitf, versus Unno Poornah
Chowdryne and others, defendants.
The petitioner sued defendants to recover Company’s rupees
2,641-7-5, the amount usufruct with interest on the 4 gundas
l cowrie hissa of pergunnah Caugmary, from Assin 1245 to 15th
Bhadon R350, under the following circumstances.
He purchased the above fractional share from the defendant
Unno Poornah Chowdhryne in part of 12 gundas l cowrie share
belonging to her, which I2 gnndas l cowrie formed a part of the
l anna, 17 gundas, l cowrie, 2 krants, of the zumeendary of
pergunnah Cangmary.
Shortly after the plaintiff obtained possession, Unno Poornah,
with the other sharers of the estate at large, with a desire to bring
on a sale, withheld payment of the Government revenue, and com
pelled him to pay the entire balance due on the l-17-l-2 share.
That after this, in consequence of the disputes existing amongst
the several sharers, the entire share l-17-I -2 was attached by the
orders of the court under Section 26, Regulation V. 1812, and
Regulation V. 1827, but Unno Poornah and the other sharers
leagued together to prevent the attaching ameen getting possession
of the 4 gundas l cowrie share, and hence the attaching ameen
made no collection.
The principal sudder ameen dismissed the plaint: because the
plaintiff could not prove the amount collected by Unno Poornah,
and this decision was atﬁrmed by the judge.
admit a special appeal because of the wrong issue taken by
the lower courts.
The question for trial was whether the defendants by their con
duct prevented the attaching ameen collecting the rents, and not
to ascertain the exact amount collected by them themselves.
I
remand the proceedings, therefore, in order that the case may be
again placed on the ﬁle of the principal sudder ameen’s court, and
disposed of as above.

I

(39)
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PEEsENT:

J.

F. M. REID, EsQ.,

_

JUDGE.
_

PETITION No. 415 or I845;

J

IN the matter of the petition of Kumul Dutt and adoo
Koondoo, ﬁled in this Court on the 26th July 1845, praying for

the admission of a special appeal from the decision of Moolvee
Lootf Hossyn, princi al sudder ameen of East ,Burdwan, under
date the 6th May l84£ reversing that of Osman Ali, the sudder
ameen of the district, under date the 21st May I844, in the case
of petitioners, plaintiffs, versus Mr.
M. Shepperdson, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the case was remanded to the princi
pal sudder ameen for re-trial on the following grounds——
The plaintiffs sued to recover the balance of value of 118 maunds
I7 seers of indigo seed, delivered at defendant’s factory of Mudoo
poor, the price of bags, and hakery hire, amounting with interest
to Company’s rupees 643, 3 annas, IO pie. The plaintiffs claimed
to be paid for the seed at 9 rupees per maund.
The defendant acknowledged having received 73 maunds 29%
scers of seed from plaintiffs, but pleaded that, of this, 44 niaunds
17;; seers was to be charged at 5 rupees per maund, and the rest
at 3 rupees, so that more than the proper price had been paid by
a bank note for 500 rupees, the receipt of which was acknow
ledged by the plaintiffs.
The sudder ameen decreed the amount of principal claim, but
disallowed the interest.
The principal sudder ameen nonsuited the original plaint, because
the hath chitteh or memorandum of the transaction was not written
on stampt paper.
In Construction No. 292 it is laid down that although the
plaintiﬂ”s documents be written on plain paper, or paper having
an improper stamp, he may be allowed to prove his claim by other
satisfactory evidence. In the present instance the plaintiffs have
produced oral evidence: they did not produce the hath chitteh or
memorandum, because it was not producible, being on plain paper.
Instead of nonsuiting, the principal sudder ameen should have
It is there
tried the appeal on such evidence as was before him.
fore ordered, under Clause 2, Section 2, Regulation IX. I831,
that the principal sudder ameen’s decision be set aside as incom
plete, and that the appeal be restored to the ﬁle and decided on
its merits. The value of the stamp on which the application for
special appeal is written, will be returned.
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In the matter of the petition of Anundmoee Deabea, ﬁled in this
Court on the 28th August 1845, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of
zillah Nuddea, under date the 29th May I845, reversing that of
the moonsiﬂ' of Paneeghaut, under date the 23d December I844, in
the case of Anundmoee Deabea, plaintiff, versus Mathooranath and
others, defendants.
In this case the petitioner sued to recover damages from the
defendants for the illegal attachment of her property on account of
a decree against another party.
The property thus illegally at
tached consisted of a quantity of paddy, and it remained under
attachment from Bysak to Maugh, ten months.
The plaintiff esti
mated her loss at the amount she would have gained by the sale of
the paddy during the period it was under attachment.
The moon
sill‘ gave her a decree; but, on appeal, the principal sudder ameen
dismissed the claim, on the ground that the plaintitf ought to have
sued for the interest of the sum at which she could have disposed
of the paddy.
know no positive rules for guidance of plaintiffs in such cases.
A plaintiff may estimate his loss as he please: it is for the court,
on consideration of all the circumstances of the case, to give the
sum asked or to reduce it. I therefore admit the special appeal,
and direct that the case be remanded to the principal sudder
ameen to be dealt with accordingly.

I

.._¢_.

Tan 4TH FEBRUARY 1847.
Pnasmvrz
C.

TUCKER,

ESQ-,

Jonas.
PETITION No. 536 or 1845.
Sirkar,
"IN the matter of the petition of Sheikh Kumuruddeen
ﬁled in this Court on the 30th August 1845, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of the additional principal
sudder ameen of 24-Pergunnahs, under date the 23d May 1845,
reversing that of the moonsiff of Russah, under date the llth
August 1843, in the case Hurchunder Ghose, plaintiff, versus
Sheikh Kumuruddeen Sirkar and others, defendants.

I

*i|—@-'-"1

(41)
The petitioner was sued for two cottahs of land in mouza Gopal
After trial by the moonsitf of Russa, the claim was dis
nuggur.
missed.
In appeal, the additional judge directed the local ameen to en
quire whether the land formed a part of that said by the plaintiff
to have been purchased by him, or whether it was separate and
distinct from it. The case was then made over for decision to the
additional principal sudder ameen, who in the following words re
verses the decree of the moonsiff : “ From the enquiries instituted
by the ameen, the land in dispute appears to belong to the plain
tiff, therefore I decree for the appellant, to the extent of 13 chit
tacks, which on measurement is found to be the exact quantity of
the land.”
The grounds on which the additional principal sudder ameen’s
admit the special appeal, and
decision rests not being recorded,
remand the case as incomplete.
The nature of the enquiry con
ducted by the ameen, and how the result tended to establish the
plaintiff’s claim, should be stated in the body of the decree.
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CASE N0. 73 or 1845.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the lst Principal Sadder
Ameen of Tirhoot, Niamat Ali Khan, 3lst December 1844.

JHUMMUN SINGH,

AND_SEVEN'1‘Y-TYVO ocrmsns,
LANTS, (DEFENDANTS,)

BIRJ BEHAREE SINGH,

APPEL

versus

FOR ssnr, AND AS GUARDIAN or
RUGHOOBUNS NARAIN SINGH, AND TWO orasas,
MINOR sous or BIRJ LAL SINGH'DECEASED, JUGGUR
NATH SINGH, AND PIRTEE SINGH, Rssronnrnwrs,

(PLAIN'I‘IFFS.)

it

;

’._

Wukeels of Appellants, Parsun Komar Tkdkur and Hamid Rusool.
Wulreels of Respondents, J. G. Waller and Gkolam Sufdar.
Tms suit was instituted by respondents on the 13th December
1841, to recover from appellants 2,500 beeyahs of land, in mouzah
Hosehpore, pergunnah Ruttee; and to obtain the reversal of an
order passed by the magistrate, under Regulation XV. of 1824, on
the 15th March l839.- Estimated value of the land, Comparryfs
T
rupees 25,000.
The substance of the plaint, is, that the estate of Hosehpore-'
Ruttee, originally belonged to appellants; but in the month of
was sold for arrears of Government
Kartick 1245 Fnslee,

I
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(49)
revenue, and purchased by respondents for rupees l7,l00 ; that
the objections urged by appellants were rejected, and the sale-pur
chase aﬁirmed; that offers were then made bv appellants to re
purchase the property, but respondents declined them ; that, upon
this, appellants, who were proprietors of the contiguous estate of
Hosehpore-Gurhsun, commenced to dispute the boundary line of
respondents’ purchase, in that direction ; that the matter got into
the criminal court, when the magistrate decided that the ‘J00
ranasee’ (a nullah or water-course) should be considered the divid
ing line between the two mouzahs; that this same ‘ Jooranasee’ is
within the true line of limitation of respondents’ purchase in that
quarter, the boundary of which is as follows: then follows a
detail of ins and outs, till the zig-zag line described falls into the
great Gunduk river, and the plaint closes with the usual appeal for
justice ; that is, that the statement set forth may be accepted as
a faithful exposition of the facts of the case, and a judgment pass
ed conformably, in favor of the claimants.
The answer does not deny the sale, and purchase of the estate,
as related in the plaint ; but contends that the boundary line is that
ﬁxed by the magistrate, of which the principal feature was the
Jooranasee.
It does not appear necessary to go into a detail of the evidence ;
the case having been eventually decided upon the report of an
ameen deputed by the lower court to make a local enquiry and
examination.
The result of this, was the decree now appealed
against; by which the boundary claimed to be the true one by
respondents, was recognised as such, but the quantity of land
assumed to amount to l,0l0 beegahs only, instead of 2,500 claimed
by them. This, with mesne proﬁts during the time of dispossession,
from the date of action, was adjudged, with costs proportioned to
the award.
The grounds of appeal are little else than a repetition of those
advanced when the case came before the zillah court abut one plea
requires notice, as carrying with it an apparent force affecting both
the justice and legality of that court’s decree. To ascertain the
true merits of the question at issue an ameen (as before mention
This person, by
ed) had been deputed to make a local enquiry.
name Khorshid Ali, discovered in the course of his investigation,
that the right contested lay with respondents ; and as soon as this
was manifest, the other party, appellants, anticipating the result,
Upon this, without cancelling
petitioned against his proceedings.
the nomination of Khorshid Ali, another individual, Kullnb Ali,
was sent, to examine and report, as Khorshid Ali had been. On
one particular point the returns made differed: Khorshid Ali
stated the quantity of land which became respondents’, as within
the boundary determined, to be l,0l0 beegahs ; Kullnb Ali re
The former was decreed, as
presented the same as 765 beegahs.

(43)
maintain, improperly; the more so, they add, as the
ameen had acknowledged the measurements of the second to
be correct, and by consequence, his own not to be so.
Now, in the ﬁrst place, it is to be observed that appellants pro
test against the result of the operations of both ameens; secondly,
that Knllub Ali ‘was not sent to supersede Khorshid Ali, but to
furnish a supplementary opinion upon points already investigated,
but disputed by one of the parties interested.‘ The reports were
submitted with the evidence upon which they had been prepared;
and with reference to this, the principal sudder ameen gave the
appellants
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SIR R. BARLOVV, BART.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
PETITION N0. 69 of 1845.
IN the matter of the petition of Phooleil Choobey, ﬁled in this
Court on the 4th May 1845, praying for the admission of special
appeal from the decision of additional judge of Behar, under date
a
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it,

preference to the statemenhof Khorshid Ali. As to the acknow
ledgment by the latter of the comparative correctness of Kullub
Alifs measurements, it is an untenable assumption derived from a
perversion of a circumstance which must have been- perfectly un
viz. the proceedings of Kullub Ali
derstood not to warrant
It was oﬂicially
being signed (throughout) by his associate.
necessary that they should be so; and the correctness of their
contents was no more guaranteed by this than that of the deeds
and documents of any suit by the attestation of the oﬁicer through
As affecting the land
whom they were ﬁled with the record.
of no moment:
decreed, the question
boundary line has been
ﬁxed, on either side of which all has been adjudged to the parties
was necessary to
may: but
respectively, be its extent what
basis for the calculation of the mesne
add
speciﬁc quantity, as
proﬁts awarded; and the deciding judge adopted what he consi
dered the most trustworthy of the returns he had to choose from.
The ground contested
perfect network of watercourses, with
and
an
approximation to the truth can be obtain
heavy jungle;
all that can be expected from this and the nature of the
ed,
evidence adduced to complete the diiﬁculty of decision.
Deeming the judgment appealed from to be just and proper,
affirm the same; with costs chargeable to appellants.
'
-'_}—~
Tm: 6'rn FEBRUARY 1847.

(44)
the 6th December I844, reversing thnt of the moonsiﬂ' of Gyah,
under date the l5t-h May I844, in the case of petitioner, plaintiff,
versus Ajaieb Choobey and others, defendants.
Plaintiff sued in the moonsiﬁ"s court of Gyah for the sum of 25
rupees, and interest thereon, lent to the defendant Ajaieb Choobey.
No bond was executed, but the evidence adduced by the plaintiﬂ‘
proved the actual payment of the cash to the defendant; and a
In appeal to the judge this order
decree was passed in his favor.
was reversed on the ground that no deed was produced.
A special appeal was preferred as above stated, ﬁrst, on the plea
that it is not usual to take bonds on sums lent for the purpose
of performing funeral rites; and also on the plea that the additional
judge had not adverted to the proof of the monetary transaction
between the parties established by the record.

BY THE Counr.
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The production of a bond i not absolutely necessary. A special
appeal is therefore admitted, and the case must be returned to the
judge to be disposed of on its merits.
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and

F. M. REID, EsQns.,
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Sm R. BARLOW, BART.,
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PETITION No.

101

or

1845.

IN the matter of the etition of Omed Singh and others, ﬁled in
this Court on the l4th gdarch 1845, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Tirhoot, under
date the 27th December 1844, reversing that of the 2d principal
sudder ameen of that district, under date the 12th December I843,
in the case of Rughoobur Dyal, plaintiff, versus Omed Sing ' and
others, defendants.
In this case the plaintiff sued to establish his right of pre
emption in certain property sold by the defendants to other
people.
The plaint was dismissed by the additional principal sudder
ameen, but in appeal the judge reversed that oﬂicer’s decision,
merely stating that the requirements of the Mahomedan law
necessary to establish a claim of this nature, had been complied
with, as shown by the evidence. Now the law requires certain acts

(45)
to be done, and within a limit as to time, and the judge should
have recorded in detail what he considered to have been established
by the evidence in relation to these matters, without which detail
it is impossible for this_Court to say whether the judge has taken
We therefore admit a special
a correct view of the law or not.
remand
the
to
and
the judge, with directions to
proceedings
appeal,
restore the case to his ﬁle, and, after due consideration, to supply
the deﬁciency in his decretal order, by recording in detail the
points proved in evidence in support of the plaintiﬁ"s claim, so
that in the event of another application being preferred for a
special appeal, this Court may be able to judge from the decree
of the law have or have not _been
whether the requirements
V

fulﬁlled.
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THE 8TH FEBRUARY 1847.
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R. H.

J

and
U DGES,

and

W. JACKSON, EsQ.,
OFFG. TEMPORARY Junoa.

CASE N0. 228 or 1845.
Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the Second Principal Sud
der Ameen of Patna, Mohumud Ibrahim Khan, January 10th
1845.

SURDHA NURAIN RAEE, APPELLANT, (DEFENnAN'r,)
versus

SOHUN LAL

AND

PURBHOO CHUND,

RESPONDENTS,

(PLAIN'l‘IFFS.)
Wukeels
Wu/reels

of Appellant,——Lutfo Ruhman and Mohammad Muzhur.
of Respandents,——E. Colebrooke and Dukhnarunjun
Mokhmjjeh.

Tnrs suit was instituted by respondents on the 20th June 1844,
to recover from appellant Company’s rupees 6240, principal and
interest, due on a mortgage bond, bearing date the lst Bhadoon
1239 Fuslee.
Respondents state, that on the lst Bhadoon 1239 F., appellant
owed them the sum of Sicca rupees 2925 ; and executed a bond
for the same, involving the mortgage of mouzahs Barthoo and
three others, with possession for ﬁve years from 1240 to 1244 F.;
that, in Bysakh 1242 F., their gomashtehs were turned oﬁ’, and
no further interference on their part permitted; that the amount of

(46)
during the period they held possession, was ru
and that they sue for the debt which appellant has
failed to satisfy under the engagement entered into hy him.
Appellant, in answer, says, that the debt claimed has been more
than satisﬁed by the usufruct of the land ; there being a surplus
balance in his favor of rupees 681-15-9.
In proof of a full liquidation of his debt, certain accounts
(bojhotalw) bearing the signature of respondents, were produced
by appellant ; and these supported the plea set forth in the an
swer: but in that answer these accounts were not mentioned as
forthcoming, and respondents declare them to be false and fraudu
lent fabrications, and the signature of their names forgeries ; and
the principal sudder ameen, rejecting them as evidence, passed the
decree now appealed against.
We are of opinion, that the absence of any mention of these
accounts in the answer of appellant to respondents’ plaint, throws
much suspicion upon their genuineness.
\Ve observe too, that,
documents
are
these
as
valid
upheld
although
by oral evidence,
there are not any vouchers ﬁled to prove payment of the items of
which they are composed. We concur therefore with the princi
pal sudder ameen in rejecting them ; and afﬁrm his decision, with
'
all costs chargeable to appellant.
their collections

l47-l'2-3

;
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Tm: Srrn Faanuanv 1847.
Paasssrr:
R. H. RATTRAY and
A. DICK, ESQ.RS.,

Junoss, and
JACKSON, EsQ.,
Orro. TEMPORARY Junon.
,
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CASE No. 330 or

1845.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Shahabad, Munowur Ali Khan, July 21.9! 1845.

DEWAN RAMNATH SINGH, APPELIIANT, (DEFENDANT,)
versus

MUSST. MOEENUL FATIMA,

RESPONDENT,

(Pr.A11v'r1rP.)
Wukeels of AppeZlant—.T. G. Waller and Abbas Ali.
Wukeel of Respondent—Hamz'd Rusool.

THIS suit was instituted
respondent on the 3rd October I844,
to obtain possession, by re emption of the mortgage, of mouzah
Mohunpore, pergunnah Dunwar: estimated (as per mortgage bond)
at Company’s rupees 33,383-12-6-12.
I
b(y
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pees

The facts of the case are stated by the parties to it to be as
On the lst of Poos 1187 Fuslee, a mortgage bond was
follows.
executed by Syud Noor-ul-Hussun Khan in favor of Byaram Sahoo
and Bhowannee Das Sahoo, ancestors of Madho Suhaee and Benee
Suhaee, in return for a loan of rupees'32,600-5-6; by which the
whole of Mohunpore and other villages were pledged, with posses
The interest on the loan was settled at
sion, to the mortgagees.
4 annas per cent. per mensem. In l203 F., Syud Al Hosein Khan,
heir of Noor-ul-Hussun Khan, (then deceased,) ﬁxed the annual
rent of the villages at Sicca rupees 1125, the mortgagees in posses
sion ; which possession continued to 1247 ; in which year (corres
ponding with 1840 A. D.,) their rights and interests were sold by
auction, in satisfaction of a decree held by Musst. Tej Kowur, and
purchased by appellant.
Respondent claims the estate of Mohun
pore as daughter of Al Hosein Khan, in virtue of a sunnud, or deed
of gift, from her father, bearing date the 26th Anghun 1225 F.,
and sues to redeem the mortgage on the ground of the debt for
which it was pledged, having been satisﬁed by the usufruct.
Ap
pellant denies the payment of any portion of the principal of the
debt; and asserts, that the produce of the land was specially given
up, as shewn by documents ﬁled, in lieu of interest only, which
only it has covered. He impugns the sunnud as a forgery; and
pleads the statute of limitation against its operation, even if genuine.
The principal sudder ameen overruled the pleas of appellant;
and passed a decree in favor of respondent, for the village claimed.
In appeal to this Court, appellant added, to “what had been before
advanced, that respondent was a nonentity, and had never had
existence; and that the whole proceeding was based on fraud and
‘ If it were not so,’ he asks, ‘ how came it to
pass, that
deception.
claims were preferred and orders issued in respect to this property,
detrimental to her (respondent’s) interests, without opposition or
even notice?
Mulahut Fatima had become proprietor of half the
village, by a judicial -award, against which no objection had been
This would have been pleaded before; but the decree
preferred.
was not passed till the present suit had been instituted.’
The Court observe, that, in the deed on which the claim of re
spondent rests, there is no mention of.her name; the gift being in
favor of ‘the youngest daughter of Al Hosein, the wife of Abou
Mahomed.’
Appellant denies that respondent is the person thus
described; but there does not appear to'the Court any reason to
doubt the fact. Again, appellant contests the validity of the deed
of gift, even admitting its execution, which is also denied; and the
Court are of opinion that no sufficient proof of its execution has
The witnesses whose names appear attached to
been produced.
have not been cited to attest it; and those who do depose to it,
were not present, and speak from hearsay only.
Respondent has
it,
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(47)

(49)
offered to ﬁle copies of the depositions of two of the original wit
nesses, taken in a former miscellaneous case; but the Court refuse
this, on the ground that they should have been ﬁled at an earlier
It is in
stage of the proceedings, and cannot now be admitted.
evidence, that several cases have been before the courts relating to
these lands, and affecting the interests derived from this deed of
gift; but there is nothing to show that, in any one instance, re
spondent came forward to urge her claims; and this, though not of
itself fatal to it now, is calculated to throw doubt and suspicion
upon the authenticity of the instrument, so withheld, in seasons
when its production was of such paramount importance.
VVith reference to the questionable nature of the testimony in
support of the deed, and the strong circumstantial evidence against
it, the Court are of opinion that the claim founded upon it cannot
be upheld; and they therefore reverse the decision of the lower
court, with costs payable by respondent.
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Passmwr:

8'r|-1

C.

TUCKER, Eso.,

J uncs.

PETITION No 485 or 1845.
IN the matter of the petition of Muhesh Chunder Sheel and
Rakhaldas Sheel, ﬁled in this Court on the 15th August I845, pray
ing for the admission of a special appeal from the decision of the
additional principal sudder ameen of zillah Hooghly, under date
the 29th May 1845, amending that of the sudder ameen of that
district, under date the 3d November 1844, in the case of Muhesh
Chunder Sheel and Rakhaldas Sheel, plaintiffs, versus Thakoordas
Sheel and others, defendants.
The petitioners, having made a conditional sale of certain pro
perty to the defendants, sued the defendants to recover possession,
alleging that the amount borrowed by them from the defendants
had been more than realized by the usufruct of the land, of which
possession had been given to the mortgagees, (defendants)
The sudder ameen dismissed the case on various grounds.
On
appeal, the additional principal sudder ameen nonsuited the plaintiff
on the ground that he could not sue for possession until he had
either tendered payment of the principal sum borrowed to the len
der, or should deposit the amount in court under the provisions of
Section 2, Regulation I. 1798.
1 admit a special appeal, because the principal sudder ameen’s
law is bad.
the petitioners, mortgagers, had desired to recover
possession of the mortgaged property summarily without institut

If

(49)

.

a regular suit, then indeed they must have deposited the
amount borrowed; but not doing so, is no bar to the institution of
a regular suit to demand an adjustment of accounts and restoration
of -property, should it be established that the sum borrowed with
interest thereon has been realized by the mortgagees from the usu
fruct of the land. This position is clearly laid down in Construc
tion No. 339. I therefore annul the principal sudder ameen’s or
der for nonsuit, and remand the proceedings to that ofﬁcer that
the appeal may be disposed of by him on its merits.

ing

-in

>

Tnr. 9TH FEBRUARY

1847.

PREsEN'r:

A. DICK, Eso.,
JUDGE.
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CASE No. I07 or 1845.
Regular Appeal from the decision of the Principal Sadder Ameen
of Jessore, Loolf Hoosein.

BYDENATH BISWAS, PAUPER,

THEN

GUDHADHUR BlS

WAS, HIS soN AND HEIR, APPELLANT, (PLA1N'r1Fr,)
'U€7'8Zl8

HURKALEE BIDEEAH,

wrnow or

REsPoN1)ENT,

RAM KUNAEE RAEE,

(DEFEN1)AN'r.)

MUHESH CHUNDER MALICK, REsPoNoEN'r, (DEFEN
nAN'r,) DEFAULTING.

Pleaders—She00narain
Chutoorieeah, for Appellant ; and Neel
,
Munee Banoorjeea, for Respondent.

SUIT, laid at Company’s

rupees 38,069, 5 annas, 9 gundas, for
on
‘l9
cottahs of land, held at a ﬁxed rent
possession
700 beegahs,
of 700 Sicca rupees, and for wasilat or usufruct thereof during
'
ten years of dispossession by force.
The plaint set forth that plaintiff held the lands in question at
the ﬁxed jumma or rent under a decree of court, and that he had
been ousted forcibly therefrom by defendant Hurkalee Bideeah’s
husband in l239.
The defence admitted the tenure of plaintiff as above, but denied
the ousting, and declared that plaintiff had of his own accord quit
ted the lands and ﬂed in consequence of an inundation which
rendered them unproﬁtable, and that they.had subsequently been
'
rented to an indigo factory at 300 rupees rent only.

(50)
The plaintiﬁ failed to prove his assertion of having been ousted
Therefore his claim for usufruct was rejected. As how
by force.
ever the defendant had not acted as required by law, Regula
tion VII. l799, &c., in the event of under-tenants defaulting, ashe
declared plaintiﬂ' to have done, the possession of the tenure was
restored to him.

Jvnousxr.
The Court observes that the principal sudder ameen’s decision
is correct on both points.
The plaintifl' did not prove his asser
tion of dispossession by force, and the defendant talookdar, neg
lected to enforce the law as bounden in case of defaulting under
tenants.
The appeal is therefore dismissed with full costs.

'-{i

Tm: Elm Fnnnuanr

1847.
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PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, Esq-,
Jones.

PETITION No. 556

or

1845.

.

IN the matter of the petition of Denonath Nundee, ﬁled in this
Court on the 6th September l845, praying for the admission of a
from the decision of the judge of zillah West Burd
special
er date the 6th June I845, reversing that of the sudder
wan, unappeal
ameen of that district, under date the 26th September 1844, in
the case of Bishennarain Roy, plaintiff, versus Denonath Nundee

and others, defendants.
The plaintiff purchased a moiety of a seputnee, sold for balance
of rent due to the durputneedar. About three months afterwards
the putnee itself was sold, involving of course the loss of the sepal
nee ; and the present action was brought by the seputneedar to
recover the amount paid by him for his seputnee.
y The principal
defendants are, Jugurnathpurshad Mulliek the
putneedar and Denonath Nundee the durputneedar; but in the
plaint, the latter is specially marked out as having caused the sale
of the putnee by withholding payment of the amount rent due
from him to the putneedar, and as having purchased the putnee in
a ﬁctitious name. Jugurnathpurshad Mulliek did not appear to
defend the suit.
Denonath appeared and denied that he was in
balance to the putneedar when the putnee was sold, or that he was
the purchaser of it.
He further pleaded that the plaintiff was
himself in balance, and therefore was not in a capacity to recover
any loss he may have sustained by the sale.

4
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(51)

‘

The principal sudder ameen dismissed the plaintiff’s claim on
the ground that he was himself in balance; but on appeal, the judge
reversed that oﬂ'icer’s decision and decreed for the plaintiﬁ’, against
Denonath only, the durputneedar, for no other reason apparently
but that he considered that the plaintiff was not in balance to the
'
durputneedar.
Now though it was necessary to establish this before the plain
tiff could get a decree, yet this alone was not suﬁicient.
His pleas
are that the durputneedar caused the sale by not ‘paying the dues
of the putneedar, and further that the durputneedar was in fact the
purchaser of the putnee, he being. in default at the time. These
points, though distinctly denied in the answer of Denonath, are
altogether omitted in the summary given by the judge of the
points in issue, and no enquiry was made regarding either of them.
Under no circumstances could the plaintiff‘ be entitled to a decree
until he established the grounds on which he came into court.
Moreover under Construction No. 1243, it is a question whether
the plaintiff should not have been nonsuited for not suing for
recovery of possession of his seputnee against the ﬁctitious pur
chaser, instead of suing for the refund of his purchase money.
As the issue in this case has altogether been overlooked by the
judge, the plaintiff having obtained a decree without establishing
either of the points on which he came into court, I admit the spe
cial appeal, and direct that the proceedings be remanded to the
judge in order to a rehearing of the case, with reference to the
'
above remark.

-<

THE 9TH FEBRUARY

1847.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER,

ESQ.,

Jones.
PETITION No. 574

or

L845.

IN the matter of the petition of Luckheenarain Nundee, ﬁled in
this Court on the 13th September 1845, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of the judge of West Burdwan,
under date the 6th June 1845, reversing that of the sudder ameen
of that district, under date the 26th September 1844, in the case
of Bishennarain Roy, plaintiff, versus Luckheenarain N undee and
others, defendants.
[The opinion in this is the same as that given in the preceding
case, petition No. 556.]

(52)
Tns llrn Fsaauanv

1847.

Pnasaxr:
C. TUCKER, Eso.,
V

Junos.
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PETITION No. 425 or I845.

Ix the matter of the etition of Nundkoomar Sawunt, ﬁled in
this Court on the 28th Jiixly I845, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of
zillah East Burdwan, under date the 5th May I845, amending that
of the moonsitf of Madhpore, under date 26th November 1844, in
the case of Nundkoomar Sawunt, plaintiff, versus Gyaram Mundle
and others, defendants.
The petitioner, plaintiﬁ' in this case, sued the defendants to set
aside an illegal attachment of his property for a balance of rent on
account of the year I249 B. S., which he declared not to be due,
and to recover damages for the loss sustained thereby.
The point disputed was as to the amount jumma payable by the
plaintilf to the defendants for the year in question, the former
In
alleging the sum to be rupees I0-5, the latter rupees 58-6-5.
the moonsiﬁ"s court the plaintiff succeeded in obtaining a decree
in his favor.
The principal sudder ameen, in appeal, on the grounds of a
summary decision under Regulation VII. I799, passed on 19th
December 1816 A. D., and the accounts of the canoongoe’s oﬁice,
declared the jumma payable by the petitioner to be Sicca rupees
36-l2, observing that under Section 4, Regulation VIII. l83], it
He further provided in his
had become ﬁnal and irrevocable.
that
the
decretal order
plaintiff’s jumma should remain ﬁxed at
»
Sicca rupees 36-12.
in
case
to
be
this
ascertained
the
was,
The only question
amount
jumma payable by the plaintiff to the defendants on account of the
year 1249 B. S., and whether at the date of attachment the balance
The principal sudder
claimed by the defendants was due or not.
ameen has, in ﬁxing the petitioner’s jumma permanently at Sicca
rupees 36-12 per annum, exceeded his authority. Moreover, in
ﬁxing the amount jumma for the year I249 B. S., he has errone
ously considered the summary decision of 1816 A. D., as decisive
on that point, whereas the decision in that case is of no value
quoad the jumma payable in subsequent years, and, not having
been appealed from, is become ﬁnal and irrevocable only quoad
the accounts of the year on account of which the suit was instituted.
This is a well known and understood point, and it is surprising
that the principal sudder ameen should have acknowledged a
summary decision on account of the year 1220 B. S., as deter

<53»
mining the jumma payable in 1249, nearly thirty years intervening.
The reference to the accounts of the canongoe’s oﬂice is much
of the same character, that oﬁice having been abolished many
years ago.
I admit the special appeal, ﬁrst, because the principal sudder
ameen had no business in this case to declare the rent payable by
the petitioner as ﬁxed in perpetuity at rupees 36-12 per annum;
and‘, secondly, because he has assumed the rent payable by the
petitioner for the year l249 B. S., on documents, which, as to that
point,_are of no force whatever, and I remand the proceedings for
~
re-trial on its merits.
,
.
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R. H.

RATTRAY,

ESQ.,

Jonas.
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CASE No. 67 or

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Patna, E. Dacosta, November 29th 1845.

MUSST. SHURFOONISSA BEGUM, APPELLANT,
(PI.A1N'r1rF,)
versus

MUSST. FATIMA BEGUM AND
ll/ukeels

of

TWO

orurms, Rnsrounnurs,

(DEFENDANTS.)
Appellant—J. G. Waller and Hamid Russool.

of Respondenls—Ameer Ali and Gholam Ahmad.
THIS suit was instituted by appellant on the 2lst February
1845, to recover from respondents the amount of dower settled
upon her on her marriage (nikah) by her deceased husband,
Khajeh Abou Mohummud Khan, Company’s rupees 42,773-5-4.
It is suﬂicient to state, in this case, that Abou Mohummud was
the husband and father of respondents; and that the object of appel
lant was to establish a second marriage between him and herself,
on the occasion of which the dowry claimed was verbally pledged
to her, in the presence of witnesses cited to prove the fact; that
the contradictory evidence of these witnesses was deemed suﬂi
cient, by the principal sudder ameen, to warrant, of itself, a dis
missal of the suit; that this evidence not only fails to establish
what it was adduced to prove, but leaves no doubt of appellant
having been a common prostitute, and on a footing of intimacy
with the deceased only as such; and that, entirely concurring
with the view of the case taken by the lower court, I aﬁirm the
decision appealed against, on the ground on which it was passed,
with all costs payable by appellant.
Wulceels

(54)
THE l5'rn Frznnnanv
R.

Ii.

I847.

Passsxr:
R.A'l'l‘RAY, EsQ.,

Juoon.
CASE N0.

74 or IR15.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the Isl Principal Sudder
Amcen of Tirhoot, Niamut Ali Khan, December 3lst I84-1.

JIIUMMUN SINGH

axn OTIIERS,
(DEl'E1\'DAN'l‘8,)
versus

BIRJ BEHAREE SING

AND

Arra|.1..\.\i'rs,

ornnus, Rssroxnmrrs,

(Pi.Am'rn-'rs.)
Wukeel of AppeIlants—E.

Colebroolre.
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Wukeel of Resp0ndent.9—Gh0Iam Sufdur.

Tnis suit was instituted by respondents on the 8th January
I842, to recover from appellants Co.’s Rs. 8,306-I3-4, principal
and interest, amount of rent due from I245 to I248 F. on
‘
750 beegahs of land, lying on the south side of the Jooranasee,’
(a nullah) in mouzeh Hosehpore, pergunnah Ruttec.
The parties to the suit are the same as in No. 73, decided on
the 6th instant; and the lands, the rent of which is claimed, form
a portion of the sale purchase there mentioned, but not of those
lands, the right to possession of which was contested in that case.
The substance of the plaint was, that, during the four years

mentioned, appellants had appropriated the lands and their produce
The answer was
to their own use and beneﬁt, and paid nothing.
a denial of any right to them on the part of respondents, and of
their position as set forth, as regards the ‘ ooranasee ;’ they being
on the north, not the south side of that nullah.
To determine this direct contradiction, and, as far as might be,
the general merits of the case, an ameen was deputed to the spot;
and his report, with the evidence of ﬁfteen witnesses to the state
ment it contained, was a clear exposition of facts, all tending to
The
establish the correctness and justice of the claim preferred.
position of the lands, their produce, and their average rent value,
were all exhibited, and corroborated by the evidence mentioned;
and except ‘the denial of appellants, already noted, there wa
No evidence of any sort was
nothing to oppose the return.
a
in favor of respondents was
and
decree
them:
produced by
passed accordingly.
is
based
Court
to
this
The appeal
upon the same ground as that
of
the
before,
right
appellants to the land, the rent of
pleaded
not
a
But
is
sued
for.
which
particle of evidence is adduced : as
naked
assertion opposed to the recorded
there
is
the
mere
before,

J

(55)
Why appellants have held back,
testimony of many to its falsity.
as they have, during these proceedings, it is impossible to say;
The decree of the
nor is it the busirfess of the Court to enquire.
lower court must necessarily be aﬁirmed; which it hereby is,
with all costs chargeable to appellants.
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Tnn l5'rH FEBRUARY 1847.‘
PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, Eso.,
JUDGE.
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PETITION No. 696 or

1845.

In the matter of the petition of Baboo Lal1Das and Burdeh
Lall Das, ﬁled in this Court on the 3d November I845, praying
for-the admission of a special appeal from the decision of the
judge of zillah Tirhoot, under date the 30th July 1845, conﬁrming
that of the principal sudder ameen of that district, under date the
22nd May I844, in the case of Khullub Sahoo, plaintiff, versus
Baboo Lall Das and Burdeh Lall Das, defendants.
In this case the answer of the defendants was ﬁled on the 19th
September 1843, but the reply by plaintiff was not ﬁled till the
23rd November following: the six weeks allowed, expired on 31st
October, on which day, the reply not having been ﬁled, the case of
itself became defunct under Section 1, Act XXIX. 1841. Under
these circumstances, the decree of the principal sudder ameen in
favor of the plaintiff is a nullity, as well as the judge’s in appeal
‘
aiﬁrming it.
Special appeal admitted, and the proceedings remanded to the
judge, who ‘will return th'e case to the principal sudder ameen’s
ofﬁce, with directions to pass a legal order on the case.

--}._.

THE 17TH FEBRUARY 1847.
PRESENT :
C. TUCKER, ESQ..,

J UDGE.

PETITION No. 575 or 1845.
IN the matterof the petition of Khettermoni Deabea, ﬁled in
this Court on the l3tli December'l8-<15, praying for the admission

of a special appeal from the decision of principal sudder ameen of
East Burdwan, under date the 7th July 1845, reversing that of
moonsiff of Khund Ghose, under date the 16th July 1844, in the
case of Khettermoni Deabea, plaintiff, versus Gossam Dos Gossam
and others, defendants.
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(55)
The petitioner was nonsuited in the appellate court, because,
amon st various other articles, the subject of the suit, she had
valued her share in two cottahs of land at eighteen times the
annual produce thereof, instead of at the market value of the land.
The objection was preferred by the defendants, but they did not
attempt to show that this alleged error in the mode of valuation
had reduced the amount at which the suit was laid in the propor
tion of ten per cent. Nor was any enquiry made on this point,
which (admitting the mode of valuation to have been wrong,
though of this there is no evidence) would probably have resulted
in showing that the item in question had been rather over than
under valued.
The valuation of the land at eighteen times the annual produce,
it being lakeraje, was undoubtedly correct. But the principal
sudder ameen seems to have acted on the supposition that there
were buildings on the land, which required to be estimated at their
market value. But he made no enquiry to ascertain the fact, and,
in nonsuiting the plaintiff, without evidence that the item had been
undervalued to the extent of ten per cent. below its selling price,
he acted contrary to Clause 4 of the note to Article 8, Schedule B,
Regulation X. I829.
I admit the special appeal therefore, and direct that the pro
ceedings be remanded to the principal sudder ameen, who will
ﬁrst enquire, whether, the land being lakeraje, there is any special
reason, and what, for rejecting the plainti[f’s mode of valuation, viz.
eighteen times the annual produce.
Should this prove to be the case, and that the valuation has been
under-stated to the extent of ten per cent. he will then be guided
by the rules laid down in Construction No. 1046.

->

Tns l7'rn FEBRUARY
Pass!-:1v'r

C.

1847.

:

TUCKER, EsQ.,

PETITION No. 596 or

J ones.

.

1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Mahomed Ekbal Ali Khan, ﬁled
in this Court on the 18th September 1845, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of the acting judge of
zillah Shahabad, under date the 18th June I845, conﬁrming that of
principal sudder ameen of that district, under date the 25th April
1843, in the case of Mahomed Ekbal Ali Khan, plaintiff, versus
Government, Khajeh Mahomed Mehdee, and other, defendants.
The petitioner sued to cancel a sale of his property made in exe
cution of a decree in favor of Syed Soojat Hossein against Musst.

(57)

i‘$

THE l8TH FEBRUARY
PREsEN'r:
R. H.

1847.

RATTRAY, EsQ.,
JUDGE.

Regular Appeal from

a decision

1846.

passed

by

CASE N0. 73 or

the Principal Sudder
15th December 1845.

Tirhoot, Niamat Ali
Ameen
‘RAJAH SAHIBDEEN KHAN, APPELLANT,

Khan,

of

(PLAINT1~Fr,)

versus

BABOO BHUGWUNT NARAIN SINGH AND BABOO RAM
ANOOGURH SING, R1-:sPoNoEN'rs, (DEFENnANTs.)
Appellant, Gholam Ahmad Khan.

of

Wukeel

of

Wu/reel

Respondents,

Aman

Ali Khan.

a

Tnrs suit was instituted by appellant on the 13th June IS45, to
recover from respondents Company’s rupees l2,62l-ll-5-l2, prin
cipal and interest, under the following circumstances.
Rance Roshun Jan, the aunt of appellant, had borrowed
sum
of money from Muhindur Nurain, father of respondents. On the
death of the ranee, the debt amounted, with interest, to rupees
For this, an action was brought against appellant, as the
9,738-8.
ranee’s heir, and
decree obtained for the same, for the payment
The ﬁnal decision
of which 'her estate was declared responsible.
was passed on the 7th April I834; and, in September the year fol
lowing, the estate being about to be sold, in anticipation of this,
a
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I

a

it,

Mohooboob Bux, on the ground that he had purchased the pro
perty in question from the said Musst. Mohooboob Bux before
the sale.
The petitioner had remonstrated against the sale before it took
After the sale he brought this
place, but his claim was rejected.
action, and without trying the case on its merits, that is, the vali
dity of the alleged purchase of the property by the plaintiff from
Musst. Mohooboob Bux, the principal sudder ameen dismissed
because the plaintiff had not brought
distinct suit to set aside the
his
order
claim
rejecting
previous to the sale; and this
summary
decision was atﬁrmed by the officiating judge.
No other suit was necessary. The suit was brought to cancel
the sale, on the ground of the previous purchase of the property
by the plaintiff; and that point should have been
investigated and
”
disposed of on its merits.
admit the special appeal, and direct that the proceedings be re
turned to the judge, who will transfer them to the principal sudder
ameen’s oﬂice for the above purpose.
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(59)
appellant, on the llth of that month, presented a petition, jointly
with one from respondents’ mokhtar, praying a postponement of
the sale, on his (appellant’s) immediate payment of 3,700 rupees
and a promise of the balance within a month.
This was assented
to; the postponement was granted ; the debt was settled; no sale
took place; and nothing further was heard about the niatter for
some ten years; when this suit was instituted, for a refund of the
money paid as described; not levied or exacted, but voluntarily
advanced, to save the estate which had become his by inheritance
from its liability under the judgment against it.
In appellant’s
statement, the lands are represented as incorporated with his own ;
the whole being registered as his estate in the books of the collec
tor: but there is nothing to shew the extent or value of the portion
inherited from the ranee; nor was there any allusion, in the peti
tion which stayed the sale, to the compromise, then proposed, being
any but a full unqualiﬁed acknowledgment of respondents’ right,
to what he (appellant) volunteered to satisfy.
The ease does not present a single point, upon which a chance
of success might have been imagined to rest, in bringing such an
action before the courts; nor is any plea advanced but that of right,
under the facts and circumstances detailed above.
The principal sudder ameen dismissed the suit: which decision
is hereby aﬂirmed; with all costs payable by appellant.

-_§1.

Tan 20'rn FEBRUARY

1847.

PRESENT!
C.

TUCKER, Esq.,
Jones.

Pmrrrrxou No. 594 or 1845.
IN the matter of the petition of Damoo Mytee, ﬁled in this Court

on the l7th September 1845, praying for the admission of a speci
al appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of zillah
Midnapore, under date the llth June I845, reversing that of the
moonsiff of Nikashee, under date the 31st December l844, in the
case of Damoo Mytee, plaintiff, versus Durpnarain Pal and
others,
i
defendants.
The petitioner was plaintiff in this case, and sued to set aside a
sale made in execution of a decree, his reinonstrance previous to
the sale having been overruled by the court.
He succeeded in
obtaining a. decree from the sudder ameen; but, on appeal, the
principal sudder ameen reversed that oﬂicer’s- decision, which was
founded on the merits of the case as set forth in the record, on two
grounds, viz. because the plaintiff had failed to prove his claims in
the application made to the court previous to the sale, and secondly,

(59)

.

the evidence adduced by the defendants on that occasion did refute
those claims.
Now if this be allowable, then it is a farce to allow a resort to a
The
regular suit from an order passed in a miscellaneous case.
proceedings in the miscellaneous department are summary, and the
resort to a regular suit is allowed for the very purpose of more
thorough and sifting investigation than can be had on a summary
P rocess.
I admit the special appeal therefore, and, setting aside the deci
sion of the principal sudder ameen, direct that the proceedings be
returned to that officer, with orders to dispose of the case on the
evidence adduced in this suit by plaintiff and defendants.

._¢__

§THE 20'rn FEBRUARY

1847.

Pnnssm‘:
C.

TUCKER,

ESQ.,
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JUDGE.
PETITION No.

or

V595

1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Anund Dhara, ﬁled in this Court
on the 17th September 1845, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of zillah
Midnapore, under date the llth June 1845, reversing that of the
moonsiff of Nikashee, under date the 31st December I844, in the
case of Anund Dhara, plaintiff, versus Dnrpnarain Pal and others,
defendants.
this
in
is
the
same
as
that
given in the preceding
[The opinion
case, petition No. 594.]

-Q-—

THE

231)

FEBRUARY

PRESENT

\

C.

1847.

:

TUCKER, Eso.,
Jones.

IN the matter of the petition of Thakoordas Sein and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 24th September 1845, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of additional judge
of zillah'Hooghly, under date the 26th June 1845, conﬁrming
that of the principal sudder ameen of that district, under date the
10th December 1844, in the case of Durbmoee Dasi, after her
death Nubungmoni Dasi, plaintiff, versus Takoordoss Sein and
others, defendants.
This was a case of succession under the Hindoo law. The
plaintiff claimed one-third share of the ancestrel property of her
ancestor Ram Ram Sein, laying her claim at rupees
~
gusband’s
,433.

(60)
The principal sudder ameen gave plaintiff a decree to the extent
of one-fourth, which, together with an over valuation on two items
to the extent of one thousand rupees, reduced the total valuation
to rupees l,577-8, notwithstanding which he charged the defendants
(petitioners) with the entire costs on the sum of rupees 3,433,
which is contrary to the practice of the courts.
Moreover, a person by name Rajib Lochun Sein appeared and
claimed right to share by inheritance from Ram Ram Sein in the
property, the subject matter of the suit; but the principal sudder
ameen refused to hear his claim and referred him to a separate
His decision was aﬁirmed in appeal by the additional judge.
suit.
This is in opposition to the provisions contained in Section I3,
1793, and various precedents of this Court, parti
Regulation
cularly that of the case of Kalee Pershad Roy, Doorga Soonder
Roy and others, appellants, versus Degumber Roy, respondent,
page 237, volume II. of the Select Reports of the Sudder De
wanny Adawlut, in which a female, not originally a plaintiff in the
suit, but who in the course of the proceedings came forward and
Under these
preferred her claim, received her share of the estate.
circumstances I admit the special appeal, and, annulling the deci
sions of both the lower courts, direct that the proceedings be return
ed and restored to the ﬁle of the principal sudder ameen, who will
enquire into the claim preferred by Rajib Lochun Sein, and, in dis
posing of the case, will apportion the costs on the amount decreed
as he may think proper under the provisions of Section 27, Regu
lation XXVII. 1814.
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III.

13

THE 24'rn FEBRUARY 1847.
PRESENT:
R. H. RATTRAY, E8Q.,

Junon.
CASE No. 40 or 1846.
Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Bhagulpore, Mohummud Majid Khan, November 26th
1845.

MOHUNT CHUTTURBHOOJ
APPELLANT,

RAMANOOJ

(DEFENDANT, wrra o'rnEas,)

DASS,

versus

MUDDUN THAKUR

AND

ornsas, RESPONDENTS,

(PLAINTlFF8.)
Wukeel of Appellcmt—Abbds Ali._
Wukeel of Respondents—Gholdm Sufdur.
THIS suit was instituted by respondents on the l5th April 1844,
to recover from appellants and others, 195 beegahs, 2 beeswas, 5

\

(51)

(a

it

a

it

a

;

a

a

to

is

it
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is)

dhoors of land, belonging to mouzah Parbutta, pergunnah Kehul
gong (vulgo ‘Colgong’), with mesne proﬁts on the same, and
interest from 1248 to 1251 Fuslee: estimated value Company’s
rupees 8,360-9.
Appellant and respondents are proprietors respectively of
The latter having been resumed
mouzahs Parbutta and Zubtullee.
by Government and a new settlement made with its proprietor
(appellant,) the lands were remeasured with a luggee (or rod) of a
certain length; by which measurement the southern boundary of
Zubtullee was advanced beyond what the Parbutta proprietors
(respondents) deemed the true limits, and an encroachment made
It was
upon their village to the extent they now sued to recover.
contended, by them, that the lands had been measured more than
once before, with a luggee six hdths (cubits) and a fraction long;
the hdth being the common measure of that denomination in
general use: but appellant maintained, that the hdth had been
that of Moteeram, a former putwdree; and that his hdth (his fore
arm and ﬁngers extended, that
gave
length of 7% girehs
to
the
breadth
of
three
equal
ﬁngers,) and this was
gireh being
admitted and adopted, and the measurement according to
This
was
approved and afﬁrmed by the revenue authorities.
the present action.
which led
After the institution of the suit, the commissioner discovered
that the facts of the case had not been fully and fairly before him
in the ﬁrst instance; and, cancelling the order passed by him, he
recorded an opinion in favor of the claim of respondents; that is,
that the boundary deﬁned by them, was the true one; and not
that which appellant would establish by
longer instrument of
measurement.
It does not appear necessary to go further into the case, than
to state, that the principal sudder ameen, upon the same and fur
ther evidence to the same purport as that which had satisﬁed the
decree in favor of respondents
commissioner, passed
and that,
to
throw
doubt upon the justice of the deci
nothing appearing
aﬁirmed, with costs chargeable to appellant.
sion,

(52)
Tan 24'ru l"saau.uw I847.
Pass!-::~:'r:

J. F. M. REID and
A. DICK, Esqns.,
Junosa, and
W. JACKSON, E8Q.,
On-'0. Tnmronanr Jonas.
CASE No. 43 or l844.
Regular Appeal from the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen
of Zillah Mg/mensingh, Mr. C. ﬂlackay.

TARAMUNEE CHOWDRAIN, winow or ANUND CHUN
DER CIIOWDREE, APi»m.i,A.\1'r, (DEFENDAN’l‘,)
U87‘-"L8

PONDENT,

(PLAI.\"1‘lFF.)
Pleaders——I’ursun Koomar and Bumee Budun for Appellants,
Ghoolam Sufdur for Respondent.

and

Surr laid at l0,000 Sicca rupees. Bond debt.
The debt claimed was incurred by the mother of Anund Chun
der, while he was a minor and his estates in charge of the Court of
Wards. A decree was given generally against the defendant

_-in-—-——

it

it,

it

if

a

it,

ezparte, from which an appeal was preferred, and the suit remand
ed by the Sudder Court, with directions to ascertain if any property
belonged exclusively to the mother and was not placed under the
Court of VVards, as asserted in appeal by respondent, and, if de
fendant had inheritéd any such property, to decree against
and
not generally against the whole of his property, as that, which was
under the Court of VVards, could not be liable for any debts in
curred by the mother without authority from the collector on the
part of the Court of VVards.
The principal sudder ameen decided that certain lands denomi
nated Baghere, &c., had belonged as her exclusive property to the
mother, and had never been brought under the Court of Wards,
decree
and which defendant had inherited, and therefore passed
'
against them.
The appellant instituted this appeal, asserting that she had not
been allowed to ﬁle proofs as directed by the Sudder Court,
and contending that she could prove,
allowed, that the property
in question was only nominally the mother’s, that
belonged
and
really to the father, from whom the mother had inherited
even
were hers, she could
therefore was not liable. And again,
not alienate lands given to her by her husband.

if
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JUNUVEE DASEE, wmow or GOUR MOHUN MALIK,
AND MOTHER or GOPEE MOHUN MALIK, MINOR, Ras

(63)
The case was ﬁrst heard by Mr. Dick, who, ﬁnding that the pro
perty had been given to the mother by her husband and other
joint sharers, and being of opinion that, under the H i11doo law,
land given by a husband is unalienable by a wife oriwidow, re
ferred the case to a full Court, that the decision might be amended,
and that portion given by the husband freed from liability.
pal sudder ameen called upon her to ﬁle her proofs on the points
directed by the Sndder Court on the 13th June 1843. On the 20th
of the same month, she ﬁled a petition to be allowed to ﬁle proofs
on other points.
No order was passed on this petition, and she
The principal sudder ameen afterwards
ﬁled no proofs whatever.
decided the case on the 14th September 1843.
The appellant
should have obeyed the order to ﬁle proofs on the points to which
the Sndder Court had restricted the lower court.
Of this she
could entertain no doubt, and, as she had ample time before the
decision, the Court cannot admit her plea as valid.
The Court, Messrs. Reid and Jackson, consider that, as the
»deed was executed by the husband conjointly with others, the gift
cannot be considered in the light of a gift merely by the husband,
and therefore the whole of the property is liable.
Although Mr.
Dick cannot concur altogether in this view, a decree is given against
the whole property, and ‘the appeal dismissed with costs.
.

_¢__

THE 24TH FEBRUARY
PRESENT:
Al.

J.

1847.

F. M. REID and

DICK,

ESQ.RS.,

J

UDGES, and

W. JACKSON, EsQ.,
OFFG. TEMPORARY JUDGE.

-

Special Appeal from

the decision
-

of

CASE No. 89 or
the

1844.

Principal Sndder Ameen

Tipperah.

MOHUMUD BUKHTAWUR, MOHUMUD URSHUD,
MUSST. DAYA BEEBEE, APPELLANTS,
_

of

l

AND

'U€7’8'll8

MOHUMUD MUNOWUR,

RESPONDENT.

THE Court observe that the special appeal has been admitted on
The
ground not set forth in the petition of special appeal.
Court therefore dismiss the special appeal with costs.

a
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JUDGMENT.
The Court observe, on the ﬁrst plea of appellant, that the princi

(64)
Tm: 24'rn FEBRUARY

1847.

Pass:-:x'r:

RATTRAY, Esm,
Jonas.
CASE No. 71 or 1846.

R. H.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the Principal Sudder Ameen
of B/zaugulpore, Mohummud Majid Khan, November 26th, 1845.

WALTER LANDALE,

APPELLANT,

(DEFENDAN'l‘,)
'

versus

MUDDUN THAKUR

AND ormzns,

Rssronnsnrs,

(P1.A1N'ru=1=s.)
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Wukeel of Appellant—Baboo
Wulceel

Pursun Komar Thdkur.

of Respondents—Gholdm

Sufdur.

THE appellant in this case was the farmer, holding, from the
appellant in N0. 40, the estate of Zubtullee, on lease, at the time
of the dispute between the latter and the respondents (in both
cases) regarding the dividing boundary between that village and
Parbutta.
It was proved to the satisfaction of the principal sudder ameen,
that appellant had occupied and appropriated the produce of the
disputed land during the period set forth of respondents’ dispos
session; and he was made responsible, with the proprietor of
Zubtullee, for the amount found due to respondents, as mesne
proﬁts, for the period in question.
It was pleaded by appellant, that he had paid, in full, both the
Government revenue and the rent engaged to be paid to his lessor,
for the lands leased to him; and this appeared to be true enough;
but the lands leased to him were comprehended in mouzah Zub
tullee ; those for which he was adjudged to pay, by the decree he
appeals from, were not in Zubtullee, but in Parbutta; the proprie
tors of which he has been judged to indemnify for what he had
He had been warned of the consequences
enjoyed at their cost.
of an illegal occupation of the lands ; and had, on two occasions,
addressed the respondent Muddun Thakur, pleading his indigo
arrangements as an excuse for remaining, and promising eventual
remuneration; but no license appears to have been accorded. It
was further pleaded, that a judgment involving such responsibility
against a farmer, was illegal and unjust.

_

(65)

*

Deeming the decree appealed against in this case to be such as
occasion demanded, and consonant equally with law and
the _
justlce, I affirm the same, with costs chargeable to appellant.

THE 26TH FEBRUARY

1847.

PREsENT:
C.

TUCKER

J.

F. M. REID, EsQRs.,

and

JUDGES, and
SIR R.

BARLOW, BART.,
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TEMPORARY JUDGE.
PETITION No.

162

or

\

1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Dwarkinath Tagore, ﬁled in this

Court on the lst April

1845, praying for the admission of a spe
cial appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Rajshahee,
under date the 31st December IS44, afﬁrming that of Molovy
Abdool Allee, principal sudder ameen of the district, under date
the 29th November l843, in the case of Dhanoo Kulloo, plaintiff,
versus petitioner, defendant.
Plaintiff sued to reverse a summary decision of the deputy col
lector of Pubnah in favor of the defendant for 6 annas, balance of
rent for the six last months of 1248.
In his plaint he urged he was a dependent of ,Moonshee
Mahomed Kazim (a lakheraj claimant before the collector) and not
a ryot of the defendant zemindar.
The defendant stated plaintiff was a ryot of Chota Shazadpore,
in Dehee Shazadpore, and that he held his kabooleut on which the
collector had decreed the balance of rent.
The principal sudder ameen, on the date above mentioned, de
creed for the plaintiff on the grounds that it was known to the
collector that disputes existed between the lakhirajdar and zemin
dar for the land in plaintiﬁ"s occupation, and that both parties put in
their exhibits to prove their claims before that ofﬁcer, who ought
not to have rejected the pleas urged by the plaintiif and Mahomed
Kazim. The principal sudder ameen in consequence reversed the
summary decision, and ordered return of amount of the said decree,
4 rupees, with interest, and also costs to the plaintiff.

(66)
The judge afﬁrmed the above decision, saying there was no rea
son for interfering with it.
It is however to be observed that the
vernacular and English proceedings do not correspond.
These decisions are not good.
It was incumbent on the courts
to
decide
as
to
the
below
genuineness of the kabooleut before them
and the existence of balance thereon.
The case must be brought
on the ﬁle of the Court, and returned to the principal sudder
e
ameen to be disposed of on its merits.
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pledge, subsequent to a private partition
the share

Reg.
action

........................

same parties,

Anund Chunder

under

the subject

3,

Claim

of the family,

Judgment in favor of plaintiﬁ on proof
villages, .... .....
of right, under a tokhbundee, or partition
by

held to be illegal.

74

Raee Kuldeep Ram and another v. Baboo Lal Thakur and others.
Claim, by a party ejected from lands, for mesneproﬁts, adjudged
with interest,
;

............

.. ..........................

.... ..

76

a claim

and interest, disallowed
circumstances,

Adawlut,

the

order

for

a sum

money, principal

by the lower court; and, under the

upheld

by

Bond debt—-Portion

of

Gunga Purshad Ghose v. Kalee Mohun Chowdree and others.

of
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or deed of mutual agreement, held

Soolahnameh,

13.

be heard.

the

Sudder

Dewanny

...............................................................

7.7

ii
Rughobur Suhaee c. Muss! Tulsshee Kowur and others.

Suit

ancestrel

for

property:

a mother having

her

succeeded

son, held that on her death her son's heirs succeed

in prefer
raised
in
plea
special
appellate
ﬁrst
court rqected.
Award of mesne proﬁts over-ruled, because
claim not included in plaint, ........................
ence to her

own.-A

87

Manik Chand Sahoo v. Hakim Chund.
Suit

to cancel a deed

tion

of

the

lands

of sale, and

to recover possession

transferred by

it,

_

with its

of a por

mesne

proﬁts,

of plaintﬁ—/lward of costs, calculated on
.... ........................ ..
data, modiﬁed,

decreed in favor
unascertained

90

Sreewunt Lall Khan v. Mr. Eneas Macintosh.

Claim for money borrowed by Agents, was, under
stances, decreed against their principals,

on

the circum

proof

loan was on their account and applied to their use,
by

Claim

appellant

to recover a sum due on a bond purchased

and other circumstances.
Cl.

3,

to

arising from lapse

of

time

A

him, dismissed on presumption

contrary

91

v. Beebee Despinoo Kallonas and others.

supplementary answer, admitted

6,

by

Reg. 26, 1814, was not allowed

Sect.

..............................

to vitiate the proceedings,

93

APPEAL.

APPLICATIONS FOR SPECIAL

Hurnarian Singh and others v. Ramuarain Mokerjea.

Admission of special appeal,
court

stances,

proceedings

to

tenure,

were competent to annul the

...................................... .......

72

Dibbea v. Khuttoo Shah and others.

Proceedings
because

remanded, on reversal

did not assign any reason

decisions

for

fendant the quantity of land admitted
tain to his tenure,
Khulput Sahoo

1:.

Toolseeram Das.

Sowunfool Sahoo v Laljee Das.
1:.

lower court,

not awarding to de

plaintif

to apper

74

Sowunfool Sahoo v. Toolseeram Das.

Khulput Sahoo

of

Juggeshwuri

the revenue outhorities

ofa putnee

of

instance, to try whether, under the circum

by

sale

of ﬁrst

and remand

of

the

it
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Mr. Andrew Lucas

that the

.......... ..

Laljee Das.

Sowunfool Sahoo v. Laljee Das.

/

'

iii
Sowunfool Saboo v. Baboo

Lal

Khulput Sahoo v. Bhyalall Das
Khulput Sahoo 'v. Beharee Lall
Decrees

of

Das.
and others.

lower courts declared void, because

Act 29, 1841, committed in

Musst.

In

J

the

of default

under

court ofﬁrst instance, .... .. 78 81

uleeba Koonwur '0. Rambuksh Mahtoon.
uleeba Koonwur u. Doollum Mahtoon and others.

a suit for arrears

of rent,
court of ﬁrst

void because
tion

of

decisions

of

lower courts declared

instance had acted in contraven

Sec. 16, Reg. s, 1ss1,

.........................

.....

...

J

Musst.

'

and another.

s1 s2

Ramgopal Mookeijea u. Gopal Chunder Bhadoree and others.
Ramgopal Mookerjea u. G-ungadhur Biswas and others.
Ramgopal Mookerjea v. Mr. John Rodgers and others.

In

a suit

for

recovery

of arrearsqf

rent,

a private register

of

receipts granted by a zumeendar, engrossed on

Joykishen Mookerjea
Judgments

of

plain paper,

................ ..

83 85

and another u. Prannath Chowdree and others.

lower courts annulled,

due consideration

of
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Tim 9'rn MARCH

1847.

PRESENT:

A. DICK,
'

ESQ..,

JUDGE.

CASE No. 6 or 1845.
Regular Appeal from the decision of the Principal Sndder Ameen
of Zillah Beerbhoom, Seiud Izzut Alee.
MOOSST. UMRUT MUNEE, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
versus

ANUND MAYEE DASEEA, REsPoNDEN'r,
Pleaders——Lootf Ruhman

(PLA1N'rrF1='.)

for Appellant; and Ghoolam Sufolur for
Respondent.

SUIT laid at Company’s rupees 13,35], 7 annas, 2 gundahs,
cowree, for possession on half share of landed property left by
the husband of Umrut Munee, Gour Mohun, deceased; and to
cancel a deed of amicable agreement, soluhnamah, entered into by
Umrut Munee, and the guardians of Anund Mayee during her

minority.
Gour Mohun died leaving two widows, Umrut Munee and
Umrut Shunkuree: a daughter by the former, and a son and
The son, named Sree Narain, succeeded
daughter by the latter.

it,

it,

to the landed estates, and had his name registered in the collector
ate, as sole proprietor, in 1233 B. A3. In 1244 B. ./‘E. he died. In
1245, the two widows disputed for possession ; and the magistrate
decided, under Regulation 15, 1824, that Umrut Munee had, and
should retain possession of one-half of the estates. In 1246, she
and the guardians of Anund Mayee, widow of Sree Narain, entered
into an amicable agreement, by which Umrut Munee was to keep,
and hold out and out, one.-fourth, or 4 annas’ share of the estates;
and Anund Mayee to have, in like manner, the remaining 12
Umrut Munee, subsequently, set at naught the
annas of them.
The guardians, on the part of
agreement, which led to this suit.
Anund Mayee, sued in her name for the possession on the whole
of the half share decreed to Umrut Munee, under Regulation 15,
.1824, on the ground that Sree Narain' inherited the whole of the
estates, as heir of Gour Mohun; and from him his widow, as heir,
was also entitled to the whole; and to cancel the deed of agree
ment, on the plea that they, the guardians, had no authority to
and Umrut Munee had herself disregarded it.
make
Umrut
Munee disavowed the deed, as fraudulently obtained from her
in ignorance of its contents; but, at the same time, contended,
that the guardian, who acknowledged
had no right to sue to
cancelled.
have
And she founded her right to one half of the

it
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estates on a deed given to satisfy her, by her husband, when about
to marry Umrut Shunkurree, in which deed he gave her power to
adopt a son, should she be childless; and that she did adopt a son
in I242 B. ./E., who, on the death of Sree Narain, became even

tual heir of the whole property, and Anund Mayee herself had
merel a life-interest in the half she possessed; and averred that
Sree §arain’s name, as sole pro rietor, was registered in the col
lectorate with her consent: Upmrut Shunkuree on the occasion
assuming the conjoint name of Umrut Shunkuree, in lieu of her
former name Sheeoo Shunkuree.
The principal sudder ameen rejected, as spurious, the deed on
which she relied; and decreed possession on the whole of the real
property sued for, left by Gour Mohun, to Anund Mayee, who had
been admitted plaintiff, in lieu of her guardians, having attained
her majority.
In appeal, the appellant contended that her deed had been fully
and if even the principal sudder ameen was not satisﬁed,
proved;
e ought to have taken further evidence, for which she had in vain
petitioned; and that she had offered proof to shew that Anund
Mayee was still a minor, to which he did not attend.
_

Jvnomsmr.
The Court observe, that the deed on which appellant relies, is
utterly unworthy of credit, though testiﬁed to by several witnesses.
Had it been given, as she asserts, it would have been made so
public, that she could have brought respectable members of the
family to vouch for it; and it would have been registered, or sealed
It is, besides,
by the cazee, and made known to the authorities.
written on a stamp of one rupee, instead of a stamp of at least 32
rupees under the law of that period, which induces a suspicion
that a stamp of the proper value was not procurable when the
deed was written at a long subsequent
More
eriod to its date.
over, she would certainly have produced) it on Gour Mohun’ s death,
and objected to the registry of Sree Narain’s name as sole pro
prietor; and she would not have delayed making an adoption
till 1242, 9 years after Gour Mohun’s death, as she avers she did;
but, that she ever did, she has produced no good proof. On refer
ring to the record, it appears she did not petition for further evi
dence to be taken of the deed, till weeks after the other evidence
had been taken, and when the case was on the eve of decision.
The plea, therefore, is inadmissible.
With respect to the soluhnamah, or deed of agreement, it was
illegal ab initio : neither of the contracting parties, even if Anund
Mayee had acted herself, having more than a life-interest in the
property.
The appellant, however, has disavowed it, and disregarded its
conditions ; she cannot therefore contend for its being upheld.

(69)
Had she acted up to it faithfully, her plea, against the guardian’s
suing to render it null and void, would have had force. Anund
Mayee petitioned to be admitted plaintiff on becoming of age, on
the 18th of May 1844; and appellant did not petition to prove her
minority till 10th September, the day the suit was decided. Her
The deed of
plea therefore, on this point too, is inadmissible.
appellant was properly rejected, and the soluhnamah declared
null and void, and possession on the whole of the real property,
left by Gour Mohun, correctly decreed to Anund Mayee, as heir
of her husband Sree Narain. Appeal dismissed with full costs.
'

Tus
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Mnncu

A

1847.

PRESENT!
R. H.

\

-L

9'rn

RATTRAY, EsQ.,
Jones.

CASE N0. 98

OF

l846.

-

Regular Appeal from a decision of the lst Principal Sudder Ameen
of Tirhoot, Niamat Ali Khan, passed December 19th, 1845.

JYE

PURKAS NURAIN SINGH, AND 0'r!-mas, 1-rams or
DHOORUB SAHEE, DECEASED, AND RAM GHOLAM
SINGH, APPELLANTS, (PLAINTlFFS,)
'l)8'I'8’ll8

KHOOBLAL, ADOPTED son or RADHA KISHUN,
UGURNATH SIN GH, BOTH DEAD, AND ornans,

J

mam 011'
RESPON

nmrrs, (DEFENDANTS.)

Wulceels

of Appellants-—Gholam Sufdur, C. B. Skinner,
Nurain Dutt.

and

Raj

Wukeels of Respondent_s—J. G. Waller and E. Colelrroolce.
THIS suit was instituted by appellants on the 9th January 1845,
for the redemption of the mortgage, with possession of a moiety
of mouzah Bhugwanpore Pukree, in tuppeh Ukrehn, chukleh Gur
jaul, pergunnah Busareh ; and rupees 9,060-3-l, surplus collections
by the mortgagees. Estimated value, Company’s rupees 9,898-6-10.
In ll79 Fuslee, these lands were mortgaged by Dhoorub Sahee
and others, ancestors of appellants, to ugurnath Singh, father of
Radha Kishun, for 3,800 rupees; and with the mortgage bond, a
separate deed Iikrarnameh) was given, acknowledging a distinct
debt to exist, which was to be inﬂuenced by the same conditions
as that of the immediate subject of the mortgage.
In 1802, appellants brought an action against the mortgagee for
redemption with surplus balance, on the ground of the debt having
In 1803, the court
been more than satisﬁed by the usufruct.
the
suit,
dismissed
recording the sum of
(Patna provincial court)

J
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(70)
rupees 5,365-12-6,
money under the deeds above noted,
principal
to be due to the then
de endant, R-adha Kishun.
They directed
the account, with interest, to be made up to the date of their deci
sion, and declared the payment of this to be the condition upon
which only the lands might be recovered by the plaintiff.
Nothing further was done for forty-two years, when the present
suit was instituted.
The old plea was urged, that the lands had
paid the debt, and left a balance to the extent speciﬁed; and this
was met by the same denial, of the produce having even satisﬁed
the interest.
Appellants submit what they claim to have considered as the
correct account, with reference to the decision of 1803; in which
account, the principal sum found due by that decision is ﬁrst dis
posed of, and then the interest adjusted: but this mode of settling
the matter is not approved of by respondents; who plead the com
mon practice in such transactions, and pray to have the account
balanced accordingly.
The princi al sudder ameen does not ﬁnd any thing in the judg
ment of I80; to warrant the assumption of appellants; and giving
the interest its full value in the account to be adjusted, he shews,
as pleaded b respondents, that it (the interest) has not yet been
"
satisﬁed, and dismisses the suit.
Nothing new is urged in appeal; and concurring in the view
taken by the lower court of the question at issue, the judgment of
that court is aﬂirmed, with all costs payable by appellants.

rins

Tns l0'rn Mason

1847.

Pnasziwr:

RATTRAY, Esq-,
Jones.
CASE No. llO or 1846.
R. H.

Regulrzr Appeal from a decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen
Saran, Mohumud Raﬁk Khan, passed March 6th, 1846.

of

MAHA RAJAH NAWUL KISHOOR SINGH, snowman AND
mam or-‘ MAHA RAJAH ANUND KISHOOR SINGH,
DECEASED, APPELLANT,

(PLAlN'l‘IFF,)
versus

OODIT NARAIN SAHEE, sons AND
or KUNHYA SAHEE, DECEASED, RESPONDENTS,

DWARKA SAHEE
HEIRS

AND

(DEF1:NDAN'rs.)
Wukeel of Appellant—Gh0lam

T

Sufdur.

of Respondents-—Baboo Pursun Koomar Thakur.
Tms suit was instituted by appellant on the 3lst March I832,
to recover certain parcels of land in tuppe/2 Maupoor, pergunnah
Wulceel

Ii

-3]
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(71)
Mujooah, as set forth ; the same belonging to his ancestrel estate,
and from which he had been dispossessed by respondents on the
pretext that they had formed part of their (respondents’) nanlcar
lands, and had many years before been adjudged, as such, by a
decree of court, whereas, these were not the lands included in that
decree, but other, altogether distinct and separate.
Respondents pleaded, that the lands now claimed were identical
with those adjudged to them in the former decree, and that the
suit was illegal, and barred by Section 16, Regulation 3, of 1793.
On the 9th February 1837, the principal sudder ameen
(E. DaC0sta) dismissed the suit, with costs; principally on the
ground, that he considered the disputed lands to have been award
ed to respondents by the decree on which they pleaded their right
to them. Being further of opinion that it was a vexatious suit,
he imposed a ﬁne on appellant of 100 rupees, under Section 12,
Regulation 3, of 1793.
On the 29th November l839, the decree of the principal sud
der ameen was aﬂirmed, on the merits of the case, by the zillah
judge (H. Nisbet) who increased the ﬁne of 100 rupees to 1,000.
On the l5th July 1841, a special appeal was admitted by the
Sudder Court, on the ground of the ﬁnes imposed being illegal;
and because no suﬁicient enquiry had been instituted to determine
whether the lands sued for were those adjudged in the former
decree or not.
On the 20th December 1844, three judges having revised the
proceedings, the decree of the lower court was cancelled; with
orders, that the case should be restored to the principal sudder
ameen’s ﬁle to be decided after a local enquiry, and a due exami
nation of the evidence which the parties respectively should ad
The ﬁne imposed on appellant
duce in support of their claims.
was directed to be returned, as well as the price of the stamp on
which the appeal petition had been engrossed.
The decision now appealed against was the result of the new
trial.
The principal sudder ameen, after a due consideration of the
report, and evidence on which it was framed, furnished by the
person deputed by him to make the local enquiry ordered by the
Sudder Court, determined the lands to be those decreed, as pleaded,
The new evidence was conﬁned to the testimony
to respondents.
of witnesses, dependents and adherents of the parties to the suit,
and so far unworthy of conﬁdence; but there were circumstances
which he deemed suﬁicient to negative appellant’s right to the
lands claimed by him. He (appellant) had attempted to mystify
the proceedings, by attaching a second tolah to each parcel of land
before indicated singly; thereby seeking to render ‘the former
decree of doubtful import, in regard to the quantity adjudged by it.

4

(72)
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This had never been pleaded on former occasions, when the fact
would have essentially served his interests, and was evidently an
invention of recent date.
Again, appellant had maintained, that
the lands decreed to and settled for with respondents, were so as
Now, these lands, alto ether, had been ascertained by
lakhiraj.
measurement to comprehend 4,3§8 beegaha, 9} dhoors.
In a for
mer suit, appellant’s ancestor had advanced a claim to 5,000
beegahs, but had failed; and the whole then contested, remained,
and still remains, attached to the estate of respondents.
Where
then, asks the principal sudder ameen, are the lands now claimed
by appellant, when the whole under litigation is above 600 beegalu
less, than, by his own shewing, has been already judicially adjudged
to respondents? The claim, in his opinion, was clearly untenable ;
and the suit was dismissed accordingly.
I aﬂirm the decision, on the grounds on which it was passed,
with costs payable by appellant. Including the award of the reve
nue authorities, this is the seventh corresponding adjudication of
the case; independently of former judgments, indirectly bearing
upon the question, and adverse to the claim preferred.

Tm; l3'rn Manon
Pnnsmwr:

C.

1847.

TUCKER, Esq.,
Jonas.

PETITION No. 743 or 1845.
IN the matter of the etition of Ramnarain Mookerjee, ﬁled in
this Court on the 7th Nlzmvember 1845, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of the additional judge of '
zillah Hooghly, under date the 30th July 1845, conﬁrming that of
the principal sudder ameen of that district, under date the 14th
December 1844, in the case of Hurnarain Singh, and others,
plaintiffs, versus Ramnarain Mokerjea, defendant.
Hurnarain Singh, and others, plaintilfs in this case, were the
The defendant,
roprietors of the zumeendary Radabullubpoor.
lilamnarain Mookerjea, held a putnee talook within the said
On 20th May 1840, the putnee talook was sold by
zumeendary.
the collector of Burdwan, under Regulation 8, 1819, for the re
covery of rupees 1,818-5-6, arrears of rent, with interest thereon,
due to the zumeendars for the second half year of 1246 B. S., and
On the fol
purchased by Tara Chand Banerjee for rupees 725.
the
viz.
21st
zumeendaree
was
1840,
plaintiﬂ"s
lowing day,
May
sold by the collector for a balance of revenue due to Government.
The collector then, with the sanction of the commissioner, can
celled the sale of the putnee talook; and returned to the purchaser,
Tara Chand Banerjee, the amount purchase money paid in by him
as above.

~

(73)
The zumeendar then brought the present action against the for
mer putneedar, for the balance of rent due from the putnee on the
day of sale, with the subsequent interest accruing thereon, for
which he obtained a decree from the principal sudder ameen,
which was aﬂirmed in appeal by the additional judge.
admit the special appeal, therefore, to try whether the com
missioner had authority to cancel the sale of the putnee, made on
20th May 1840; and whether the petitioner is not entitled to
have the amount purchase money passed to his credit, in part of
the balance demandable from him by the zumeendar.
But before this can be done, Tara Chand Banerjee, the pur
chaser, must be brought into Court, as the question materially
therefore annul the decisions of the lower
affects his interest.
that
the proceedings be remanded to the court
direct
courts, and
order
in
that Tara Chand having been made a
instance,
of ﬁrst
case
the
be decided de nova on the points above
suit,
to
the
party
noticed.

I

I
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Tm:

131*!-1

MARCH

1847.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER,

ESQ.,

Junoa.
PETITION No. 739 or 1845.
IN the matter of the petition of Khuttoo Shah, ﬁled in this
Court on the 3rd October 1845, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah West
Burdwan, under date the-31st of July l845, reversing that of the
principal sudder ameen of that district, under date the 2nd Octo
ber 1844, in the case of Juggeshwuri Deabea, plaintiff, versus
Khuttoo Shah, and others, defendants.
In this case the plaintiff sued for possession of a certain village,
which her husband’s father had purchased at a public sale, made
in execution of a decree. At the sale, the village was described as
the lakheraj property of Gungadhur Mookuttee, the person answer
able for the amount of the decree. The defendant (the petitioner)
-

replied that he held the village in ghautwallee, (for police services
rendered to the State) and that Gungadhur Mookuttee never held
it as lakheraj. The principal sudder ameen dismissed the plaint,
because, on reference to the collector, there was no trace of the
village being held as lakheraj.
On appeal, the judge more properly considered the question not
as one of kheraj or lakheraj, but whether the defendant did, or did
not hold any lands in the village under a ghautwalee tenure; and,
if so, how much? because it was proved that Gungadhur Moo
kuttee had possession of the village when his rights and interests

o

(74)
were sold, and purchased by the plaintiff’s father-in-law.
various enquiries; and came to the conclusion that the
petitioner was entitled to 22 beegahs of land as ghautwalee, and
accordingly decreed for the appellant, with reservation of these
said 22 beegahs.
is sought, on the ground, that the plaintiff
A special
appeal
the ghautwalee lands in the village amounted to
herself admitte
50 beegahs.
On reference to the proceeding, I ﬁnd that when the case was in
appeal before the judge, that oﬂicer called on the appellant (plain
tiff) to give the boundaries of the ghautwalee lands in the village :
in reply to which call, she ﬁled a petition setting forth the bound
aries, and stating that the lands, comprised within the said bound
aries, amonnted by estimation to about 50 beegahs. The record
of this petition is mentioned in the judge’s decree, but that is all.
ﬁnd no further reference to it; and, as above stated, the judge
awards but 22 beegahs, and that without an deﬁned boundaries,
so that it is left to an ameen to ﬁnd out the
beegahs decreed, to
new and local investigation must be made.
As the
do which
some reason for not giving to the
judge ought to have
land admitted by the plaintiff to apper
defendant the quantityassigned
admit the special appeal, annul the
tenure,
to
his
tain
ghautwalee
decision of the judge, and direct that the proceedings be remand
ed to that oﬂicer, in order that he may re-consider the case, and
record his opinion with special reference to the petition above
alluded to.
therein

He

made

I

O

--}_

Tus: l6'rn MARCH
PRESENT!

I847.

R. H. RATTRAY, ESQ.,
June!-:.

of

by

CASE NO. 102 or 1846.
the Principal Sudder
Regular Appeal from a decree passed
Shahabad, Munowur Ali Khan, June 13th, 1845.
Ameen

ANUND CHUNDER,

FOR SELF, AND BOLAKEE DAS Ins
BROTHER, BOTH sows or MEWA LAL, DECEASED,
APPELLANT, (DEF!-:NnAN'r,)
versus
LALA JEO LAL, PLAINTIFF, AND LALA OMRAO SINGH,
AND MUSST. BOTO, WIDOW or RET LAL SINGH, DECEAS
'
ED, RE-SPONDENTS, (DEFENnAN'rs.)
MINOR

Wulceels

Appellant—-Hamid

of

Wukeel

of
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a

25'

I

Respondents—E.

Colebrooke

Rusool.
amt Luchmee

Purshad.

Tms suit was instituted by plaintiff on the 13th April

1844, to
with
of
of
conﬁrmation
his
name
in the
possession,
registry
obtain

i;~
\

~

(75)

'

Government books, as proprietor of mouzahs Sisrut and others ;
estimated (3 jummas) at Company’s rupees 5,217-5.
The plaint sets forth that a to/c/zbundee (or partition by villages)
of their estate took effect in I831 (1239 F.) between the three
brothers, Jeo Lal, Omrao and Ret Lal ; their mother receiving a
to be divided amongst them at her death. Possession
portion,
ollowed this partition; and continued undisputed till 1251 F .,
when Omrao and Musst. Boto (Ret Lal being dead) conspired to
oust plaintiff, who sought the protection of the magistrate, and
now sues to have his rights recognized and judicially established.
By a supplemental plaint, he extends the action to Muhabeer Pur
shad and Mewa Lal; the former being the mortgagee and the latter
the lessee of Omrao, of mouzah Buhurree, half of which had been
adjudged to him (plaintiff) by the tokhbundee above mentioned.
Omrao Singh and Musst. Boto deny the execution of any l0kk
of the nature set forth by plaintiff.
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bundee ; or any partition

J

Mewa Lal pleaded, that he held a lease from eo Lal, Omrao
Singh, and Musst. Boto, from 1247 to 1252 F., at an annual rent
of 574 rupees; but the lands having been mortgaged by them to
Muhabeer Purshad, he paid the rent to him; that Sheo Purshad,
the son of

J

eo

Lal, (plaintiff) was his sub-tenant, under the surety
as security; that Jeo

of Omrao, who had pledged mouzah Sisrut

Lal, Omrao, and Sheo Pershad had conspired to withhold his rent;

that he held several decrees against the two latter, which they
refused to satisfy; that they had got up this story of the tokhbundee
to cheat him; and that he ﬁled the answer of eolal in a former
suit, by which he (J eolal) denied the execution of any such deed,
or a partition of the estate in any form or mode whatever. Nothing
new was pleaded by appellant.
It is sufﬁcient to add, that the tokhbundee was satisfactorily
proved to have been executed before Mewa Lal had any lien upon
any land of the estate, which by that instrument was divided
between the plaintiff and his brothers; and that consequently the
pledge of mouzah Sisrnt, which had fallen to the share of the plain
tiff, by Omrao, and the disposal of any other portions of the estate
which had thus become his to the exclusion of the others, was un
justiﬁable and illegal.
In proof of the partition denied by the de
fendants, the proceedings of an arbitration enquiry, held with the
assent of all the members of the family, were ﬁled; and these shew
ed the toklibundee, now impugned, to have been made the basis of
the division which had been agreed to, but was afterwards dis

J

puted.

Concurring with the principal sudder ameen in the view he has
taken of the case, I aﬁirm the decree appealed against; with costs
payable by appellant.

76

(

)

Tun l7'ru Manon I847.
PnI~:ss.\:'r:

R. H. RA'l'l‘R.AY, Esa.,

Junos.

CASE No.

106

or I846.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the lst Principal Sudder
Ameen of Tirlzoot, Niamut Ali Khan, December 22nd, 1845.
_

RAEE KULDEEP RAM

AND

MUSST. MINA KOWUR,

APPELLAl\"l‘S, (DI-1FENDAN'l‘8,)
U81‘ 81l8

BABOO LAL THAKUR, AND ornsas, Rusronnnsrs,
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(Pi.A1N'ru-'rs.)
Wukeel of Appellanls—Abbus Ali.
Wukeel of Respondents—/lmeer Ali.

Tins suit was instituted by respondents on the 29th May I844,
to recover from appellants mesne proﬁts on I71 beegahs, I5 bees
was, 10 dkoors of land, in mouzah Bisfee, purgunnah Jureil, for
the period of appellants’ illegal occupation of the same, from 1232
to 1251 Fuslee.
Claim laid at Company’s
rupees lU,50l-8-7,
principal and interest.
The origin of this suit was a boundarv dispute between the pro
prietors of the contiguous villages of liisfee and Singeea, ‘Bhya
Thakur, and (after his death) respondents, versus appellants.’ In
1206 F. (l802 A. D.) the quarrel had been referred to the arbitra
tion of two persons (Munbodh Jha and Runjun ha) who deter
mined in favor of respondents, and the question appears to have
been set at rest for upwards of twenty years, nothing occurring
till about I825; in that year the magistrate being called upon to
interfere, found appellants in actual possession, and maintained
them so under Regulation 15, of 1824, leaving respondents to the
This was brought accordingly; and, in
remedy of a civil action.
1835, the lands to the extent noted in the plaint, were adjudged
to respondent.
The present suit was for the wasilat (or mesne
proﬁts) of the last twenty years of appellants’ illegal possession;
and the principal sudder ameen, on the evidence adduced before a
competent person, deputed to make a local enquiry into the aver
age returns of the land for the period in question, adjudged the
sum, principal and interest, of Company’s rupees 9,450-15-2, to
respondents.
The account is impugned, as exhibiting an excessive amount,
with reference to the produce, and the interest allowed upon the
assumed principal; but I do not ﬁnd any objections urged that
might justly induce an interference with the judgment appealed
from; and I aﬂirm it accordingly; with costs payable by appellants.

J

(77)
Tun l8'rn Mmwn

1847.

PRESENT:

A. DICK,

ESQ..,

JUDGE.

_

CASE N0. 223 or

1845.

Reg/ular Appeal from the decision of the Additional Principal
der Ameen of Hooyhly, Moolvee Myn Oodeen Sufdur.

Sud

GUNGA PURSHAD GHOSE, APPELLANT, (PLAIN'rIFF,)
‘

versus

KALEE MOHUN CHOWDREE,

.

AND orrmns, R.nsPo1~:nEN'rs,

(DEFENDAN'rs.)
Pleaders——Ubas

Alee

; and Tarik Chunder Raee
Respondents.

for Appellant

for
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APPEAL laid at Company’s rupees 3,210, 12 annas, 3 gundas, l
cowree, 1 krant, amount rejected from a claim for Company’s
rupees 5,707, 3 annas, 2 gundas, bond debt.
The appellant stated, that the

above amount consisted of sums
to
have
been
to
paid
respondents, or their father, by several
proved
ﬁled,
receipts
(unjustly rejected by the principal sudder ameen) and
of interest due on the principal of the debt, which, also, was un
justly disallowed by the same authority.
The respondents contended that the receipts were fabricated, as
would appear, if the appellant, who was a large money-lender,
would ﬁle his account books ; and that they, respondents, were
not liable for the interest, as they had deposited the full amount of
the debt in court, when the appellant falsely sued them to fore
close an alleged sale to him by them of the rental of a certain
putnee estate.
unom-:1\"r.

It

J

appears that the receipts in question are for the payment of
putnee estate, payable by appellant to the
father of respondents, and which was pledged to him, at the time
of the loan, in liquidation of it. There was, therefore, no reason
for appellant’s continuing to pay it. Had the father, the debtor,
required more money, appellant would have lent it to him on bond,
as, in fact, he did several sums, subsequent to the ﬁrst and large
Moreover, the receipts were on unstampt paper, and not
loan.
stampt until about to be ﬁled as exhibits, which induces much
suspicion of their genuineness; and the appellant has frivolously
excused himself from not producing his account books to substan
tiate the receipts. Their rejection was, therefore, perfectly proper.
With respect to the interest, it appears that when the respon
dents deposited in court the whole amount of the sums borrowed
a certain rent, on a

(73)
from the appellant, they agreed to whatever was due to him being
To this ap
at once paid to him, on his producing his accounts.
pellant would not consent: consequently, with justice, his claim
The appeal dismissed with full costs.
to interest was disallowed.

-<

THE

2011!

Mason

I847.

Piu=:sia.\"r:

_

C.

TUCKER,

ESQ.,

Jvnoi-3.
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PETITION

No. 690 or I845.

IN the matter of the petition of Toolseeram Das, ﬁled in this
Court on the 3d November I845, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Tirhoot,
under date the 30th July I845, conﬁrming that of the Ist prin
cipal sudder ameen of that district, under date the 22d July I844,
in the case of Khulput Sahoo, plaintiff, versus Toolseeram Das,
defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
_
(The opinion in this case is the same as that given in petition
No. 696, page 55. Decisions of I847.)

-—j—

THE 20'rn Manon 1847.
PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, Eso.,
JUDGE.

PETITION No.

691

or

1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Toolseeram Das, ﬁled in this
Court on the 3d November I845, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Tirhoot,
under date the 30th July 1845, conﬁrming that of the lst princi
pal sudder ameen of that district, under date the 22d May I844,
‘in the case of Khulput Sahoo, plaintiﬁ', versus Toolseeram Das,
defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
_
(The opinion in this case is the same as that given in petition
No. 696, page 55. Decisions of I847.)

>

ii

_

(79)
,

Tm: 20'rn Manon

1847.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER,

ESQ.,

JUDGE.
PETITION No. 692 or l845.
IN the matter of the petition of Toolseeram Das, ﬁled in this
Court on the 3d November 1845, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Tirhoot,
under date the 30th_July l8_-15, conﬁrming that of the lst princi
pal sudder ameen of that district, under date the 22d May 1844,
in the case of Sowunfool Sahoo, plaintiff, versus Toolseeram Das,
defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
(The opinion in this case is the same as that given in petition
No. 696, page 55. Decisions of 1847.)
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THE 20'rn MARCH

1847.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER,

PETITION

.
ESO..,

J once.

No. 693 or 1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Laljee Das, ﬁled in this Court
on the 3d November 1845, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Tirhoot, under date
the 30th July l845, conﬁrming that of the lst principal sudder
ameen of that district, under date the 22d May 1844, in the case
of Sowunfool Sahoo, plaintiff, versus Laljee Das, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
(The opinion in this case is the same as that given in petition
No. 696, page 55. Decisions of 1847.)

THE 20TH MARCH

1847.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER,

ESQ-,

JUDGE.
PETITION No. '694 or 1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Laljee Das, ﬁled in this Court on
the 30th November 1845, praying for the admission of a special up
peal from the decision of the judge of zillah Tirhoot, under date the

J

30th
of that

(80)
uly

I945, conﬁrming that of the lst principal sudder ameen
date the 22nd May 1844, in the case of
Khulput Sahoo, plaintiff, versus Laljee Das, defendant.
It hereby certiﬁed that the said application
granted on the
following grounds.
the same as that given in petition
(The opinion in this case
No. 696, page 55. Decisions of 1847.)
is

*

is

is

istrict, under

Tux

20111

Manon

1847.

Pnssi-:.\"r:
C.

TUCKER,

ESQ.,

Jonas.
PETITION No. 695

or

1845.

is

is

is

*

Tm:

201':-1

Manon 1847.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, EsQ.,
Jones.

PETITION No. 697 or 1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Baboolall Das, ﬁled in this

Court

a

on the 3d November I845, praying for the admission of
special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Tirhoot,
under date the 30th July 1845, conﬁrming that of the lst princi
pal sudder ameen of that district, under date the 22d May I844,
in the case of Sowunfool Sahoo, plaintiff, versus Baboolall Das,
defendant.
It hereby certiﬁed that the said application
granted on the
following grounds.
the same as that given in petition
(The opinion in this case
No. 696, page 55. Decisions of 1847.)

is

is

is
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in

IN the matter of the petition of Laljee Das, ﬁled
this Court
on the 3d November I845, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Tirhoot, under date
the 30th July 1845, conﬁrming that of the lst principal sudder
ameen of that district, under date the 22d May 1844, in the case of
Sowunfool Sahoo, plaintiff, versus Laljee Das, defendant.
It hereby certiﬁed that the said application
granted on the
following grounds.
the same as that given in petition
(The opinion in this case
No. 696, page 55. Decisions of 1847.)

\

(81)
Tun 20'ru MARCH
_

C.

TUCKER,

PETITION

1847.

PRESENT:

No. 698

_

-

ESQ.

J ones.

.01-'

1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Bhyalall Das, and others, ﬁled
in this Court on the 3d November 1845, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Tir
hoot, under date the 30th July 1845, conﬁrming that of the lst
principal sudder ameen of that district, under date the 22d May
1844, in the case of Khulput Sahoo, plaintiff, versus Bhyalall Das
and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
(The opinion in this case is the same as that given in petition
No. 696, page 55. Decisions of 1847.)
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THE

20111

Manon

1847.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, Eso.,

JUDGE.
PETITION No. 699 or 1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Behareelall Das and Bhyeelall
Das, ﬁled in this Court on the 3d November 1845, praying for the
admission of a special appeal .from the decision of the judge of
zillah Tirhoot, under date the 30th July 1845, conﬁrming that of
the lst principal sudder ameen of that district, under date the
22nd May 1844, in the case of Khulput Sahoo, plaintiff, versus
Behareelall and Bhyeelall Das, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
(The opinion in this case is the same as that given in petition
No. 696, page 55. Decisions of 1847.)

ii‘

THE 20'rn Maacn

1847.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, Eso.,
Jones.

PETITION No. 730 or 1845.
IN the matter of the petition of Musst. uleeba Koonwur, ﬁled
in this Court on the 3d November 1845, praying for the admis

J
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(32)
sion of a special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah
Shahabad, under date the 3lst July IB45, conﬁrming that of the
moonsiﬁ' of Dakaee, under date the 27th March I845, in the case
of Musst. Juleeba Koonwur, plaintiff, versus Ramhuksh Mahboon,
defendant.
This ease was originally instituted as a summary suit under Re
gulations 7, U99, and 8, I831, in the collector’s oﬁice; and under
Section I5, (so in thedecree) sent for by the moonsitf, and disposed
of by that ofﬁcer, whose decision was aﬁirmed by the judge.
But under Section I6 of the latter Regulation, the subordi
nate judicial authorities have not the authority to call for a case
from another tribunal, but “ are re uired to suspend their pro
ceedings, and submit them to the judge, whenever they may have
reason to know that another ease concerning the same matter,
relating to arrears or exactions of rent, is pending before another
court, or as a summary suit before the collector.”
The moonsiﬁ"s decision, therefore, is altogether a nullity, as he
could not entertain the suit, until referred to him by the judge.
The decision in appeal is equally illegal.
Annulling both deci
sions, therefore, I remand the proceedings to the moonsiﬂ"s court,
with orders to proceed under Section 16, Regulation 8, I831.

--.

Tm: 20TH Msacu 1847.
PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, EsQ.,
Juno:-:.

PETITION No. 734

or I845.

IN the matter of the petition of Musst. Juleeba Koonwur, ﬁled
in this Court on the 3d November 1845, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Shaha

bad, under date the 31st July 1845, conﬁrming that of the moon
siﬁ' of Dakaee, under date the 27th March I845, in the case of
Musst. Juleeba Koonwur, plaintiff, versus Doollum Mabtoon,
and others, defendants.
(The opinion in this case is the same as that given in the
preceding case, petition No. 730.)

(as).
Tan 20'rn MARCH 1847.‘
'
Pm-:s1=:1~z'r:

C.

TUCKER,

ESQ-,

JUDGE.
PETITION No. 746 or 1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Ramgopal Mookerjea, ﬁled in
this Court on the 10th November I845, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah essore,
under date the 7th August 1845, amending that of the lst princi
pal sudder ameen of that district, under date the 13th February
1845, in the case of Ramgopal Mookerjea, plaintiff, versus Gopal
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Chunder Bhadooree, and others, defendants.
In this case the petitioner sued the defendants for a balance of
rent (rupees 2,760 principal, with interest rupees 464-10-6) on
account of the year 1250 B. S., on an c annual jumma of ru
The defendants answered they had paid the sum of
pees 6,560.
rupees 6,937-l-5 on various dates.
Plaintiff replied that two of the items referred to in the defend
ants’ account, amounting to rupees 3,137-1-5, were ‘not paid on
account of the rent for l250; but it appeared, from the accounts
delivered in by the plaintiff, that the amount in question, viz.
rupees 3,137-l-5, had been received, but was credited to balance
due for the preceding year.
The principal sudder ameen dismissed the suit, because the plain
tiﬁ' had produced no document authorizing him to carry the sum
in question, which had been paid on account of current revenue,
to credit of past year’s balances.
On appeal, the judge non-suited the plaintiff, because, in en
deavouring to prove that the defendants had accepted of receipts,
which acknowledged the amount in question to have beenpaid on
account of former year’s balances, he had produced the register
kept in his zumeendary serishta of all receipts granted by him, and
this book was on unstampt paper; whereas, before it could be
produced in court as evidence, the leaves required as evidence
should be stamped.
know of no regulation which requires a private memorandum
kept by an individual, such as the book in question is, to be
written on stampt paper: it must be taken quantum valeat.
therefore admit the special appeal ; and, annulling the order of the
judge nonsuiting the plaintiff, direct that the proceedings be re
manded to the judge, who will restore the case to the ﬁle on its
original number, and dispose of it on its merits.

I

I

(

34

)

Tm: 20m Mlmcu I847.

Pssssxr:
C. TUCKER, EsQ.,
Junos.
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PETITION No. 747

or

1845.

In the matter of the petition of Ramgopal Mookerjea, ﬁled in
this Court on the 10th November l845, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Jessore,
under date the 7th August 1845, amending that of the lst princi
pal sudder ameen of that district, under date the 14th February
1845, in the case of Ramgopal Mookerjea, plaintiff, versus Gunga
dhur Biswas, and others, defendants.
In this case the petitioner sued the defendants for a balance of
rent (rupees 774-2-2 principal, and 162-5 interest) on account of
the ear l250 B. S., on an annual jumma of Company’s rupees
23%;-2-2.
.
The defendants answered they had paid, in all, rupees 2,833-6-9
on the following dates:
1843, l8th October, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rs. 675 O O
.
. .
,,
658 6 9
1844, 26th January, . . . .
,,
,, 700 O O
231-d March, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
29th April, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
400 0 O
,,
,,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
400 O O
,,
,,
28th May,
‘

2,833 6 9
Plaintiff, in reply, denied the receipt of the ﬁrst and second
items, amounting to rupees l,333-6-9, as payments on account of
1250 B. S.; but it appeared the money had been received, and
carried to credit of former year’s balances.
The principal sudder ameen dismissed the suit, because the
plaintiﬁ had produced no document authorizing him to carry the
sum in question, which had been paid on account of current reve
nue, to credit of past year’s balances.
On appeal, the judge non-suited the plaintiff, because, in endea
vouring to prove that the defendants had accepted of receipts,
which acknowledged the amount in question to have been paid on
account of former year’s balances, he had produced the register
kept in his zumeendary serishta of all receipts granted by him, and
this book was on unstampt paper; whereas, before it could be
produced in court as evidence, the leaves required as evidence
should be stamped.
(The opinion in this case is the same as that given in the pre
ceding case, petition N0. 746.)

(85)
Tnsi20'rn Mnncn 1847;
Pnssszwr:
C.

TUCKER, EsQ.,
Juno1~:..

PETITION No. 748 or 1845.
IN the matter of the petition of Ramgopal Mookerjea, ﬁled in
this Court on the 10th November 1845, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah essore,
under date the 17th August 1845, amending that of the lst prin
cipal sudder ameen of that district, under date the 12th February
1845, in the case of Ramgopal Mookerjea, plaintiff, versus Mr.

J
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John Rodgers, and others, defendants.
In this case the petitioner sued the defendants for

a balance of
rent (rupees 2,033-0-10 with interest thereon) on account of the
year 1250 B. S., on an annual jumma of rupees 4,273-6-8.
Defendants answered that they had paid, in all, on account of
the rent of the year l250 B. S., rupees 3,987-10-1, viz.

1843, 18th October, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rs. 1,000 0
1844, 13th February, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
,, 1,187 10
800 0
,,
,, 23d March, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500 0
,,
,, 29th April, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500 0
,,
,, 28th 1\_/lay, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

O

3,987 10

l

~

O

l

0
0

That the balance rupees 285-12-7, with interest rupees 120,
were still due ; but that the plaintiff owed them money on account
of excess of rent paid on other farms, and had agreed to pay him
self out of such excess.
Plaintiff, in reply, denied in toto the receipt of the ﬁrst item of
rupees 1,000 ; but admitted the receipt, on other dates, of an
aggregate sum of rupees 5,800: of which, with the defendants’
consent, rupees 3,559-10-l, had been carried to credit of former
year’s balances, leaving a balance of rupees 2,240-5-11, on account
of the current year 1250 B. S.
The principal sudder ameen not ﬁnding any authority produced
by the plaintiff for carrying the sum of rupees 3,559-l0-1 to credit
of former year’s demands, decreed, on the defendants’ own admis
sion, a balance of rupees 285-12-7 with interest.
(The opinion in this case is the same as that given in the preced
ing case, petition No. 746.)

(36)
THE 20m Mason

1847.

Passsxr:
C.

TUCKER, Esm,
Junos.
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PETITION No. 688 or 1845.

In the matter of the etition of Joykishen Mookerjea and Raj
kishen Mookerjea, ﬁles in this Court on the 3d November I845,
for the admission of a special appeal from the decision of
praying
the ad itional judge of zillah Hooghly, under date the 19th May
1845, conﬁrming that of the additional principal sudder ameen of
that district, under date the 2Ist A ril I842, in the case of Joy
kishen Mookerjea and Rajkishen glookerjea, plaintiffs, versus
Prannath Chowdree, and others, defendants.
The issue to be tried in this case is, whether mouza Baniuneeah
forms part of lot Bunpore, as asserted b the petitioners, (plain
tiffs) or of lot Koldah, as asserted by the ilefendants.
The courts below decided in favor of the defendants, consider
ing the contested village to appertain to lot Koldah.
This application for a special appeal is grounded on the allega
tion, that several of the most important documents, ﬁled by the
petitioners in support of their assertion that the village appertains
to lot Bunpore, have been altogether overlooked, and made no
account of by the courts below in comin to a decision. .
On referring to the list of documents gled, I ﬁnd the following
recorded in the decree of the additional principal sudder ameen,
which are not afterwards noticed:
1. Authenticated copies of two petitions, dated in 1799 A. D.
2. Chowkeedary papers of I228 B. S., ﬁled by Brijnath Baboo,
the former proprietor of both lot Bunpore and lot Koldah.
3. Copies of hukeekut jumma of 1204 B. S.
4. Kistbundee of 'l206 B. S.
5. Urzee ﬁled 13th December 1799 A. D.
6. Original pottah, dated 18th eyte 1212 B. S.
7. Ditto cubooleeut, dated 24th Bysack 1212 B. S.
8. An istafa, or deed of relinquishment,
dated 14th Chyte
1212 B. S.
9. A bond, dated 29th Jeyte l2l2 B. S.
10. An account for I224 B. S.
therefore admit the special appeal ; and, annulling the deci
sions of both the lower courts, direct that the proceedings be re
manded to the judge, who will refer the case to the present prin
cipal sudder ameen for decision ale nova, after due consideration of
all the documents ﬁled by the plaiiititfs in support of their claim.

J
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THE 22D MARCH

.1847.

PnEsENT:
R. H. RATTRAY and
A. DICK, ESQ.RS.,

J unons, and

W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
OFFG. TEMPY. JUDGE.

CASE No. 328 or

1845.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the lst Principal Sudder
Ameen of Tirhoot, Niamut Ali Khan, June 2nd, 1845.

RUGHOBUR SUHAEE, APPELLANT,

(DEFENDANT, WITH

o'rnEns,)
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versus

MUSST. TULASHEE KOWUR, MUSST. BISWASEE KO
WUR, AND MUSST. SUHAWUN KOWUR, GRANDMOTHER,
MQTHERLAND AUNT, RESPECTIVELY, AND (THE THREE) cutan

or GOWREE SHUNKER SUHAEE AND DEGUM
BER SUHAEE, MINORS, HEIRS OF THE wlnow OF BYJ
NATH SUHAEE, DEcEAsED, REsPoNDENTs, (PLAINTIFFS.)
DIANS

Wulceels

of Appellant—Bab0o

Pursun Koomar Tkalmr and Moolvee
Abdoolla.

Wukeels of Re.sp0ndents——J. G. Waller and Hamid Russool.
Tn IS suit was instituted by respondents on the 22d March 1842,
to obtain a judicial conﬁrmation of their possession of certain lands
in Ramnarainpore-Sunhawa, and others, as detailed; and to can
cel a certain deed of the nature of a wuseeutnameh (or will) and
an order, passed by the collector, founded upon the same, in favor
of appellant. Estimated amount Co.’s rupees 9,423-13-3.
The plaint sets forth that Race Surdar Singh had three sons,
Race Himmut Suhaee, Raee Bhowanee Suhaee, and Byjnath Su
haee; that Himmut died in his father-’s lifetime, and that, conse
quently, on the demise of Surdar Singh, Bhowanee and Byjnath
shared the estate between them; that Byjnath next died, leaving
a son, N ursingh, who also died, without issue, when Bhowanee be
came the sole heir and proprietor of every thing; that Rughoo
nath, Bhowanee’s son, became his heir, and Nurain and Durga,
Rughoonath’s sons, his (Rughoonath’s) ; that these failing, the
minors, Gowree Shunkur and Degumber, (sons of Narain,) who
are heirs after the widow of Byjnath, became entitled to the estate,
of which they obtained and now hold possession; that half the
lands in Tirhoot and Patna were appropriated to the maintenance
of the widow, devolving at her death to the minors; that she (the
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(33)
in an ikrarnameh
widow) had acknowledged to Rughoonath,
executed by her, that she had no competency to alienate what she
enjoyed of her husband’s property; and that this suit is brought
(as shewn above) to further and secure the rights of the minors,
the legal heirs, to what is contested by the defendants.
In answer to the above, appellant denies both the possession
and the right of the minors; and submits an iktyarndmeh (or
deed of election) of the nature of a will, dated 17th December
I840, executed by the widow of Byjnath, in his favor: adding,
that, whereas Byjnath and Bhowanee held the estate each dis
tinctly from the other, and the widow had possession of the whole
property, real and personal, she had an undoubted legal right to
dispose of it at her pleasure: he, appellant, was her nephew too,
and, as such, had a paramount claim to any that might be pre
ferred by the heirs of her husband; while, under the deed he had
In appeal, it was argued, that the
ﬁled, all was his exclusively.
widow of Byjnath was assumed in the plaint to have held the
estate as such ; whereas, in fact, she succeeded her son, Nursingh,
not her husband; and the plaintiffs, on behalf of the minors,
should have been non-suited: but such having been her tenure,
her heirs, not those of her husband, were next in succession, and
appellant’s right superseded all that respondents had opposed to
it. A particular form of marriage, it was argued, was necessary
to give effect to the claim of the husband’s heirs, and it was not
in evidence that such form had been observed: on that ground,
The
therefore, respondents must be considered to have failed.
statute of limitation was against the admission of the suit too;
and wasildt, never sought, had been gratuitously adjudged by the
decree appealed against.
The Court observe, that the principal sudder ameen, after a due
consideration of the evidence, and of precedents, and bewusthas,
as detailed by him, and adverting to the denial of the defendants
in the suit, of the plaintiffs’ asserted possession of the lands,
adjudged the estate to the latter, with wasildt, and costs payable
by the former. _
Premising, that the plea of appellant, viz. that respondents
should have been non-suited, as representing the minors Gowrie
Shunker and Degumber to be the heirs of Byjnath, whose son had
intervened, is not deemed valid, the Court proceed to examine the
pretensions of the parties respectively to succeed to the estate
It is admitted, that the ancestrel property inherited
contested.
the
Bhowanee and Byjnath, was divided between them
brothers
by
in 1788; and with reference to this, appellant argues, that the
mother of Nursingh was his, (her son’s) heir; and that the pro
perty having thus passed into her hands by inheritance, would
descend to her heirs, and not revert to her husband’s, on her
demise. Respondents maintain, that the mother of Nursingh

_

_‘_

_._-4-1.
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(39)
never had more than a life-interest in the estate; but that, as long
as she lived, that life-interest barred any claim on their part, and
consequently the statute of limitation had in no wise been infringed
by them.
The Court assume, that the mother of Nursingh succeeded to
the property, in her own right, on his death : it remains to be de
termined, whether her succession to it was as stridhun (or w0man’s
own property) or merely as holding a life-interest in it. In either
case the statute of limitation has no application to the suit.
As
regards the tenure, appellant pleads, that the term stridhun is
applied to property which a woman acquires by inheritance, by
MENU and other authorities (as shewn in the Mitacshara, p. 365);
and that, that now contested having been so acquired, it is, under
the law cited, inherited by the woman’s heirs, as other stridhun
He admits that
would be, and not by the heirs of her husband.
the commentators are generally of opinion that the mother (in
sucha case) could not alienate, and abandons any claim under
the iktyarnamah, which he had submitted and partly based his
hopes upon.
It has been pleaded on behalf of appellant, that the line of in
heritance must, amongst other inﬂuences, be determined by the
particular form of marriage observed between Byjnath and his
wife: if the form denominated ‘ Bramho’ was adopted (the wukeel
argues) the heirs of the husband are entitled to the succession; if
that termed ‘Ashooree,’ those of the widow; and this point (he
adds) has never been enquired into.
In answer to this, it is observed by respondents’ wukeel, that
any peculiar form of marriage was not pleaded in the court of
ﬁrst instance; and that, even now, the form used was not stated;
and that, in the absence of any speciﬁc plea on the point, it must
be assumed that the form commonly followed on such occasions
was adhered to. He refers to pp. 25 and 26 of Macnaghten’s
Hindoo law (of inheritance) to shew, that the heirs of the son
would succeed on the death of the mother, not the mother’s heirs;
and cites the case of Musst. Bijya Dibbeh, Sudder Dewanny
Adawlut Reports, vol. l, pp. 162 to 164.
We are of opinion, that the plea raised as to the form of marri
age cannot be heard at this late stage of the proceedings, and not
having been advanced in the lower court; and with reference to
the authorities and facts before us, we do not entertain any doubt
of the right of the heirs of Nursingh to succeed to the estate con
tested in preference to those of his mother, the widow of his father
Byjnath Sahoo. The only point on which we consider the decree
of the principal sudder ameen defective, is, in the award of wasildt,
which was not claimed, and, under the wording of the plaint,
should not have been adjudged.
We accordingly cancel that

(90)
portion of the judgment; and aﬂirm
payable by appellant.

with costs

the remainder,
_

in

it

I

a

a

a

it

is

it

it,

Norm mr Ma. DICK.
I beg here to note, in explanation of my concurrence in reject
ing the plea raised as to the form of marriage, that I reject
rests, has
because
special plea; and the fact on which
not been unequivocally asserted, nor
particle of proof adduced
would not reject
of its truth.
general plea, founded on Hindoo
had not been urged
the
or Mahomedan law, merely because
court of ﬁrst instance.

-—-.-_

Tm: 2T'ru Manon I847.

Pansssr:
RA'l'I‘RAY, EsQ.,

unon.

J

R. H.

118

or

1846.
the
by

CASE No.

MANIK CHUND SAHOO,

(DEFENDAN'1‘,)

aaornsa, RESPON
Thakur and Hamid

of

Wulceels

APPELLANT,

verms
CHUND, son SELF AND MINOR
DENT, (Pr.A1N'r1r1r.)
Pursunkomar
Appellant—Baboo
Russool.
Wulceel
Respona'enl—Gholam

of

HAKIM

Sufdar.
by respondent on the 7th December
anna’s share (two thirds
1844, to recover from appellant
pie of
of sixteenth that is) of muhal Churund; to cancel deed of sale
executed by Nobut Sahoo (elder brother of respondent) in favor of
Munbodh Sahoo, on the 17th October 1838; and for mesne proﬁts
Total estimated (for the
from the year 1246 to I251 Fuslee.
stamp) at Company’s rupees 14,874-12-0-l0.
In the original suit, there were two other defendants, who have
not appealed, viz. N obut Sahoo, and Musst. Rutna Kowur, mother
of Sheo Govind and others, her minor sons, by Munbodh Sahoo,
a

a

l

8

Tms suit was instituted

deceased.

J

(4

The muhal in question belonged to, amongst others, Musst.
Balkowur and Musst. Pirtee; whose share
annas) was sold, in
1836, for arrears of Government revenue, and purchased, jointly,
ugroop Sahoo, Ajeet Singh, and Gunga
by
ye Gopal Sahoo,
for
In 1838, Gungadhur died,
45,000
dhur Sahoo,
rupees.
Nobut,
of
and
age;
respondent and Ram Yad,
leaving three sons:
Nobut
executed a deed of
the
l7th
October
1838,
On
minors.
of
the
share
for
12,000 rupees;
Gungadhur,
sale to Munbodh for
for
himself
and
the
as
guardian of
the deed being signed by him,

J
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of

Principal Sudder
Regular Appeal from a decree passed
Saran, Mohummud Raﬁk Khan, March 17th 1846.
Ameen

(91)

I

his brothers.
To recover the land, with mesne proﬁts during the
period of appellant’s possession, and to cancel the deed which
illegally transferred it to him, the present action was brought by
respondent.

Appellant pleadgd, that the share purchased in the name of
Gunga Dhur’ was so purchased by his father Munbodh, who was,
and was acknowledged to be, the consequent proprietor; and that
the asserted sale to him by Nobut, never took place, and never
was contemplated, the property being already his< own.
Musst.
Rutna (Munbodh’s second wife) pleaded, that the sale by Nobut
to her husband, which did take place, was legal, inasmuch, as
Nobut was competent to execute the deed impugned.
The statement of respondent (as above exhibited) was proved
correct by the most satisfactory evidence; made such by the testi
mony of appellant himself: who, by a petition ﬁled on a former
occasion, had acknowledged the correctness of that, which, in the
present instance was conclusive both against his right, and the
means he had resorted to, to give effect to the most bare-faced
imposition.
t
One point however in the judgment appealed against requires no
tice and correction.
The mesne proﬁts sued for, were laid at Com
and costs, calculated upon this amount,
10,779;
pany’s rupees
have been made payable by appellant ; but the amount of mesne
proﬁts adjudged, is left to be determined by enquiry still to be
made, and may be very much below that claimed; and thus a
speciﬁc payment has been exacted, based upon an indeﬁnite award.
The Court’s interference is not necessary, further than to modify
the decree of the principal sudder ameen in regard to this item ;
and respondent having, at this day’s sitting, abandoned his claim
to any costs whatever on the mesne proﬁts, the matter is settled.
V
affirm the decree of the lower court; with costs, subject to
the above deduction, chargeable to appellant.
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Tnn 29"rn MARCH
PRESENT

1847.

:

A. DICK, Esq.
CASE No. 57 or

J

u non.

1845.

Regular Appeal from the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen
of Zillah Midnapore, Ram Mohun Raee.

SREEWUNT LAL KHAN, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
versus

MR. ENEAS "MACINTOSH, RESPONDENT,

(PLA1N'r1FF.)
Pleade'rs,—Rama Purshad Raee, Ameer Alee, and Amaan Allee,_fo1'
Appellant ; and Pursun Koomar Thakurfor Respondent.
SUIT laid at C0mpany’s rupees 6,218, debt on bond, principal
and interest.

(92)
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The claim is founded on a bond, which sets forth that the loan
is on account of the appellant, and two others his relatives, and co
proprietors of an estate sold for arrears of rent, and
them in the name of one Kishoor Purshad, their agentpurchasediay
or molrht r ;
and to enable them to pay in the earnest money to the collector
ate; and is signed by certain persons, their respective mokhtars
as representatives for them severally. The three co-sharers, and all
the mokhtars who signed the bond, were sued. Rajah Ujoodeea
Ram, one of the co-sharers, alone ﬁled an answer. The appellant,
by petition, contented himself with concurring in the above.. The
rest defaulted.
The defence rested on a denial of any authority to the persons
who signed the bond, and received the money so to act; and en
deavoured to shew, by reference to petitions to the revenue au
thorities, presented at the time, that the sale was bona ﬁde made
by Kishoor Purshad, who had been induced to give it up for a
valuable consideration: therefore no occasion existed to borrow the
money for the purpose stated.
The witnesses to the bond clearly proved, that the persons who
signed it were molchtars of the three co-sharers ; and received
the money in their name in bank notes; and for the purpose of
paying up the earnest money : there being no time to get the sig
natures of the principals, who were at a distance from the station.
A copy was ﬁled of an urzee or statement, presented by the co
sharer, Rajah Ram Chunder, to the magistrate, in which the loan,
the bond, and the purposes to which the loan was applied, were
mentioned; and a letter, in original, from the appellant, full of
thanks for the loan, was likewise produced; and a chullaun, or in
voice, of the earnest money paid into the collectorate.
The principal sudder ameen decreed the claim against the two co
sharers, Rajah Ram Chunder and the appellant, and also against
those who signed the bond, or their heirs; and exonerated Rajah
Ujoodeea Ram, as plaintiff could produce no admission, or acknow
ledgment of the loan or bond from him.
The appellant alone has appealed, and contended that the alleged
letter from him has no signature, and is a fabrication; and that,
as to the rest, he has the same right to the immunity as Rajah
Ujoodeea Ram.

JUDGMENT.
Rajah Ujoodeea Ram is not before the Court: the appellant has
not included him as a respondent; and there is no appeal from the
principal sudder ameen’s decision on the part of the plaintiff, the
Court, therefore, can entertain no plea affecting him. The appel
lant has been unable to throw the least suspicion on the genuine
ness of the letter imputed to him, and bearing his eal, which was
compared by the principal sudder ameen with impressions of his

*~~

~

(

seal on other documents,

93

)

acknowledged

to be his, and found to

The bond has been clearly proved, and the loan
given and taken for him and his co-sharers; and proof, at the in
stance of this Court, has been produced of the identical notes paid
into the collectorate, having been sent to respondent from Cal
cutta: therefore, though no authority for the moolchtars to incur
tally exactly.

the loan and sign the bond has been produced, there is unimpeach
able evidence that the loan was made for the appellant and his
co-sharers, and the money applied to their use. The appeal is
therefore dismissed with full costs.

lilt

THE 30TH MARCH 1847.
PRESENT:
A. DICK, Esq.
JUDGE.
CASE No. 194 or 1845.
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Regular Appeal from the decision of the Principal Sudder
of Dacca, Mr. James Reily.

MR. ANDREW LUCAS, APPELLANT,
versus

BEEBEE DESPINO KALLONAS,

AND

Ameen

(PLA1N'rIFF,)

ornnns, RESPONDENTS,

(DEFENDANATS.)
Pleaders—Gho0lam Sufdar and Rama Purshad Raee, for Appel
lant ; and Mr. Waller and Mr. Sevestre, for Respondents.

SUIT laid at Company’s rupees 6,400, bond debt, principal and
'
in t eres t .
The case, as tried in the lower court, is detailed in the following
.
decision of the principal sudder ameen.
“ Plaintiff declares that Mr. Marinos Kallonas borrowed 3,000
rupees of Mrs. Theodosia Ellias, and executed a bond for that
amount in her name; that Mr. Kallonas died without paying the
debt, and that defendants are his heirs; that Mrs. Ellias, on the
26th Aghun 1250, sold the bond to plaintiff; and he, therefore,
sues for the amount with interest.
“ Defendant, Mrs. Kallonas, acknowledges the debt, but pleads
that it has been paid; and that a balance only of rupees 245-2-2
is due; that her husband had a warehouse of European goods;
that Mr. Ellias bought goods, which, down to December 1838,
amounted to rupees 3,364-0-6; that an account had been made,
and a balance accrued against defendant’s husband of rupees 4,215 ;
amount of Mr. and Mrs.
that, deducting rupees 3,364-0-6,
we
E1lias’s bills, and the interest due on it for that amount, namely,
rupees 605-13-4, in all rupees 3,969-13-10, abalance of rupees
245-2-2 appeared against us. Mr. Ellias was her husband’s
sister’s son, and Mrs. Theodosia being his wife, defendant did not

M
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take back the bond ; that Mrs. Theodosia wishes to be paid twice
for the same loan; that defendant’s husband was proprietor of
5 annas, l5 gundahs, I cowree, 2 krants of pergunnah Chuudro
Deep, and Mrs. Ellias could easily‘ have recovered her claim from
him, did it remain unpaid; that the other defendants, Nicholas
and Demetrius Kallonas, her sons, are both insane.
Plaintiff has
sued eleven years, nine months and ﬁfteen days after the date of the
In a supplementary answer, defendant contends that Mrs.
bond.
Ellias has no right in the property; that the money belonged to
'
her husband, Mr. Nicholas Ellias.
“ From these particulars we ﬁnd, that defendant acknowledges
the bond; but contends that her claims against Mr. and Mrs.
Ellias, for goods purchased at her husband’s warehouse, should be
allowed as a set off against the claim founded on her husband’s
bond.
“ Points for adjudication.
“ Ist. Did the money belong to Mr. or Mrs. Ellias ?
“ 2d. Did Mr. and Mrs. Ellias buy goods of defeudant’s hus
band P
“ Defendants,’ witnesses depose that the money was Mr. Ellias’s ;
that he lent it in his wife’s name. In proof of their statements,
they assert that he made loans to Mr. Petruse,' and others, in the
Plaintiff, indeed, has not been
same manner, in his wife’s name.
able to prove that Mrs. Ellias had any money of her own.
Were
this the case, there would have been a settlement made in her
favor; but plaintiff does not even mention that any settlement
exists.
Under these circumstances, the money cannot be said to
belong to any one else but the husband.
“ Defendant has ﬁled the books of accounts of her husband,
together with the day-book ; and has examined those who made
the entries in the books.
She Iias examined Mohun Laul Singh,
and Radhamohun Seal, and Bissumber Dhur ; and they have
authenticated the accounts.
The books prove, that only rupees
245-2-2 remain due of the amount for the bond and inter
est. In order to prove the sums debited in the account, defend
ant produced the shop vouchers; but being numerous, and con
sequently expensive to ﬁle all, she has ﬁled but sixteen. These
vouchers corroborate the evidence of the witnesses, and authenti
Plaintiff has, moreover, sued within only a
cate the accounts.
short period of twelve years : this too, would prove that the debts
owed by Mr. and Mrs. Ellias had nearly liquidated their own
claim against Mr. Kallonas, and therefore they neglected to sue

for it.
“ Plaintiﬁ"s claim is thereﬁre thus decreed:

that, of the origi
nal sum claimed by plaintiff, he recover rupees 245-2-2, and in
terest, from 1839 to 7th April 1844, for 5 year, 3 months, 27 days,
rupees 156-10, in all rupees 401-12-5, and proportionate costs,

(95)
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with future interest, from Mrs. Despino Kallonas and the estate
of Mr. Marinos Kallonas. Let plaintiff pay defendant the excess
in costs incurred by defendant.”
In appeal, it was argued on the part of appellant, that the sup
plementary answer should not have been admitted, being in fact
an second answer contrary to the ﬁrst; and therefore, all in the
decision of the principal sudder ameen regarding the money lent
being the husband’ s, supererogation. Secondly, that there is nothing
on the bond, nor in the account books of respondents’, to shew
that the price of the goods purchased by the holder of the bond
and her husband, were to be a set off against the amount of the
bond; and that, consequently, any sum proved to be due by the
seller of the bond cannot affect appellant, the purchaser of it.
On the part of respondents it was urged, that the supplementary
answer was in no wise illegal; that with Christians a wife had no
property independent of her husband; and the fact of the amount
on the bond having been all liquidated, except the small balance
decreed, had been so clearly proved, that not aword had been said
in appeal on that point. Lastly, that appellant ought to have sued
the seller as well as them.
_

lst. The supplementary

JUDGMENT.

answer was admitted before the plead
ings had been read, contrary to clause 3, Section 6, Regulation
The fact, however, therein advanced, is not of any
26, l8l4.
moment.
Among Christians the wife and husband are one;
and, unless there be speciﬁc evidence to the contrary, the property
belonging to either must be assumed to belong to both.
2d. The giver of the bond was doubtless very negligent in not
having a written acknowledgment from the holder of the bond,
either endorsed on the bond, or entered in the account books, that
the sums due for the goods were to be considered a set oil‘ against
the bond debt; and therefore, in point of law, the defence is deﬁ
On looking, however, closely into
cient, and of itself untenable.
the whole case, its various transactions and their respective dates,
the bond, the purchase of the goods, the sale of the bond, and the
institution of this suit, not the least doubt can remain as to the
claim being bad in equity.
One year was the stipulated period in
the bond for payment of the loan: ten or eleven years elapse with
In the mean time debts are incur
out any demand for payment.
red to nearly its amount with the giver: it is sold after his death,
those debts being unsatisﬁed; and the purchaser sues his heirs
without including the seller, who would, at all events, have been
All thisevidences, that an equivalent, for nearly the whole
liable.
amount of the bond, had been received ; and that its sale and pur
chase was by no means a bona ﬁde transaction. Appeal dismissed
with full costs.
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R. H.

RATTRAY
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and

Junoms, and

W. B. JACKSON, Eso.,
OFFG. TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE N0. 92 or 1845.
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Special Appeal from a decree passed by the lst Principal
Sudder
Ameen of Tirhoot, Niamut Ali Khan, January 13th l844 ;
modi
fying a decree passed by the Moonsif of Burhampore,
Mohummud
Fureedooddeen, September 21st 1842.

MUHA RAJAH ROODUR SINGH, APPELLANT,
CLAIMANT IN THE LOWER oouar,

3RD PARTY,

versus

GUNPUT SINGH

AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS,

Wukeel of Appellant, Luzffo Ruhman.

(PLAIN’l‘IFFS.)

Wu/reel of Respondents, Ameer

THIS suit was instituted by respondents on the 24th
March
Durmul Chowdhree (defendant in the lower
court) Company’s rupees 59-5-1%, principal and interest, arrear of
rent for 1246-7 Fuslee, on certain land
1841 , to recover from

J

comprised in mouzah
Bulleepore, pergunah akhur.
Respondents claimed the sum speciﬁed as
the rent of the
land: the other half being the right of the rajahhalf
(appellant). The
rajah intervened, as third party, and shewed, that, in
a’3_'former
case, in which respondents had sued his father,
Rajah Chuttur
Singh, for 850 beegahs, in which the land the rent of
which was
now claimed was included, the dispute was settled
by a compro
mise, and the suit decided accordingly: the land in
question falling
to his share. This being veriﬁed to the satisfaction
of the moon
siff, he adjudged to respondents rupees 2-5-6, as
the amount to
which only he deemed them entitled, with reference
to the facts
stated.
The principal sudder ameen, before whom the case
went in ap
peal, adjudged the full sum sought to be recovered, on the
ground
of the decree founded on the compromise not
having been carried
into execution, by the marking out of the
boundary line agreed

(93)

-_§_.

Tu!-: 51‘u

APRIL l847.

Passnwr:
R. H. R.A'l"l‘RAY
A.

and

DICK, Esoas.,
Jnnoss,

and

W. B. JACKSON, E8Q.,

.

Ono. Tnuroaaav Junos.
CASE No. 93 or I845.

DURMUL CHOWD‘HREE,

APPELLANT,

(DEFENDANT,)

'U€7'8’l.48

GUNPUT SINGH,

AND

ornsas, Rssrorznmwrs, (Pr..uN'rxrrs.)

a

Tms was special appeal by the defendant, in the case recorded
this day under No. 92 of 1845.
The wukeel of appellant died; and the prescribed notice was
issued for the nomination of another, or the personal attendance
of appellant to conduct his suit. No attention having been paid to
this and the period having elapsed beyond which the appeal can
not be legally heard
hereby ordered, that the case be struck
off the ﬁle of the Court, on default, as usual.
is

;

it

;
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it

it,

upon for separating the estates of the contending parties: till
which, they (the respondents and rajah) were entitled to share
alike.
to the terms of the
The above decision appearing to be
contraryounded upon it; by
deed of compromise, and to the judgment
which the acknowledged rights of the parties respectively are made
to commence from the date of the deed; a special appeal was ad
mitted by this Court.
We ﬁnd that the solehnamah (or deed of compromise) contains a
speciﬁc declaration, that the land contested shall, from the date of
the deed, be considered as in the possession of each party to
ac
cording to the partition and dividing boundary therein agreed to and
deﬁned. The moonsiff framed his decree accordingly: and the
principal sudder ameen has evidently interfered with the decision
without adverting to the terms of the agreement, in conformity
was passed.
with which
We accordingly reverse thejudgment appealed against, afﬁrming
the decree of the moonsilf; with costs chargeable to the respon
dents.

'_?§_4__1

(99)
Tan 5'rn APRIL 1847.
Pnnsmwr:

R. H. RATTRAY, ESQ-,
ones.
CASE No. 191 or 1846.

J

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sndder
Ameen of Patna, Ephraim DaC0sta, June 2nd 1846.

SHAH GHOLAM NUJUF, APPELLANT, (PLAlN'r1FF,)
GOPAL BUKHSH

versus
AND ornsns, RESPONDENTS,
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FENDANTS.)
Wukeel of Appellant, Hamid Russool.
Wukeel of Respondents, Raj Nurain Dutt.

(Dn

Tms suit was instituted by appellant on the 16th June 1845, to
recover from respondents Company’s rupees 13,952, surplus pro
duce of the village of Bakur-chuk-chumrdhee, from 1214 to 1251
Fuslee, in virtue of a judicial decision, passed August 23rd, 1836.
The decision of 1836 exhibits the following facts and circum
stances :-—Kureem Bukhsh, ancestor of appellant, sued Musst.
Sulooree, the heir of Munna Baee, and others, to redeem the
mortgage of the above village, pledged, with conditional sale, by
him (Kureem Bukhsh) to the said Munna Baee, in 1221 Hijree
The principal sum originally borrowed, viz.
(or 1806 A. D.)
2,801 rupees, was tendered, with an assertion, that the interest
upon it had been more than cleared by the usufruct of the land;
and an intimation, that the surplus demandable, would be made
the subject of a separate action.
This appears to have been
deemed satisfactory by the authority presiding, and judgment fol
lowed, declaring the mortgage redeemable, at any period, by pay
ment to the mortgagee of the sum noted.
No payment was made however, and matters remained upon
their former footing for some nine years ; when, on the date re
corded, the present suit was brought for the surplus produce of
the land, still unredeemed and in actual and legal possession of the
Under such circumstances, the claim
mortgagees (respondents)
was a nullity : so, to render it cognizable, the decree (of 1836) was
reluctantly fulﬁlled ; and on the lst December 1845, between ﬁve
and six months after the institution of this action, the principal
was paid, and the question of interest became admissible, to be
.
heard and disposed of on its merits.
The principal sudder ameen’s decision sets forth, that, a person
being deputed to take an account of the produce of the lands, re
ported, that the whole (215 beeyahs) was cultivated by ryuts at one
ﬁxed rate, of 2 rupees, 8 annas per beegah ; which made the amount
appropriated by respondents, Sicca rupees 15,895-12. 9‘ Now,” the
principal sudder ameen proceeds to observe, “ by the settlement
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(I00)
proceeding of the 19th June 1840, it appears, that the estate com
prises only l8l beegahs and a fraction of cultivated land, the gross
collection of which is rupees 255-I2; and that, of this, 12 rupees
only is paid in cash, the rest being bhaolee (or payable by a division
of the produce, in kind) ; and the total assessment, rupees I28-7-9.
He therefore considers the report to be inconsistent with truth ;
and,—in the absence of any receipts with the ryuts, which they
would undoubtedly possess if they held as represented,-altogether
opposed to probability, and unsatisfactory. lndeed,” he continues,
“in the suit which Kureem Bukhsh, plaintiﬂ"s predecessor, institu
ted in 1833, for possession of this estate, he stated the annual pro
duce to be rupees 277-8. Under these circumstances, it is clear
that the net amount of produce enjoyed by the defendants was
not even suﬁicient to cover the interest, at l2 per cent. of the sum
Just as the decision was about to be passed, the
due to them.
plaintiff presented a petition of amendment, to shew that the yearly
produce amounted to rupees 547; but this has been already rejected
by the settlement oﬂicer, and at this stage of the proceedings is in
admissible. For these reasons,” he concludes, “ dismiss the plain
tiﬂ"s claim, with all costs of suit.”
The pleas in appeal are the mere echoes of those to befound in
the plaint; and ﬁnding the statement of the principal sudder
ameen to be, in every instance, borne out by the evidence of the
record, I affirm his decision, with all costs chargeable to appellant.
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L

Tun 5'rn Arms

Par-zsmrr:

1847.

R. H. RATTRAY and
A. DICK, E8QRS.,

J uooas,

and

W. B. JACKSON, Esq.
Orso. Tm/rroanav
CASE N0. 29 or I846.

Juoos.

Special Appeal from a decree passed by the Additional Judge of
Behar, W’. St. Quintin, August 5th 1844, reversing a decision
Ibrahim Khan,
passed by the Sudder Ameen Mohummud
January 6th 1844.
JEWUN LAL AND MUSST. RUGHOOBUNSEE KOWUR,

APPELLANTS, (Dsrsunawrs, wrru o'rnans,)
versus

MUKHUN LAL, RESPONDENT,

(PLAIN'l‘lFF.)

Wukeel of Appellants, Hamid Russool.
Wukeel of Respondent, J. G. Waller.
T1-us suit was instituted by respondent on the 6th March 1843,
to recover, from appellants and others, the sum of Sicca rupees
717-l0-6, under the following circumstances.

(101)
In 1833, Sudaseo Lal became the surety of Meghoo Mistree,
in an appeal by the latter against a decision passed in favor of
Mukhun Lal, pledging a certain house as security.
In 1835, the
appeal was dismissed, and the house was sold; but not realizing
enough to cover the amount decreed against Meghoo, Sudaseo Lal
was thrown into jail, where he remained till 1840. Mukhun Lal
having discovered that a sum of money—that now sued for—due to
Lal, from Toolseeram and others, had been transferred to
Lal, instituted the present action against ewuri Lal,
Sudaseo Lal, Toolseeram, and others concerned in the transac
Sudaseo

J ewun

J

for the recovery of the same, on the strength of the
original security-bond of Sudaseo Lal. The case was tried (as
noted above) by Mohummud Ibrahim Khan; from whose decision
it appears that Sudaseo Lal, and his brother (the husband of
Rughoobunsee Kowur,) being indebted to ewun Lal, had trans
tion,

a

a

J

is

is

it

(it

J

a

by

a

:

a

a

a
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ferred a debt due to them by Toolseeram, and others; who, unable
to pay the amount at once, had executed a kistbundee (or instal
ment bond) for the same, in favor of Jewun Lal.
On default of
of
one
of
the
ewun
Lal
sued
instalments,
them, and
payment
The
a
decree
for
the
them.
sudder
same
ameen
dis
against
got
missed the present suit; but, on appeal, the additional judge
reversed the decision; because,elst, All Sudaseo’s property must
be considered to have been pledged by the security-bond he had
executed ; and 2dly, because the claim of Jewun Lal against
Sudaseo had never been recognized in a court of justice.
This judgment appeared to the court to be opposed to the usual
was observed) which ren
‘The decree
practice in such cases.
dered Sudaseo liable, did not pass till 1835, though the security
was fully competent
bond was given in 1833. In the interval
to him (Sudaseo) to alienate any property belonging to him, with
The debt
exception to that (the house) actually pledged by him.
said to have been transferred to
due to him by Toolseeram,
Jewun Lal in June 1834; but without considering this plea, the
additional judge reversed the decision.’
To determine the legality or otherwise of the transfer in question
the special appeal prayed for, was admitted; and the pleas and
proceedings were this day ﬁnally heard and disposed of.
It appears, that the claim of the respondent
founded on the
transfer to ewun Lal, which he asserts took place
illegality of
in 1841, on the part of Sudaseo Lal, of certain money debt due
to him from Tolseeram: the said transfer having taken place after
decree had passed against Sudaseo Lal, and after his discharge
declaration of insolvency, in the same year 1841.
from jail, under
. Now we do not ﬁnd any illegal transfer on the part of Sudaseo
Lal in 1841 the instalment bond of that year was supplemental
prior one, which could not be ac
proceeding consequent upon
single payment of what had then been transfer
complished

red, and therefore was compromised between those whose inter
ests were involved, hy the execution and acceptance of a lcistbun
dee.
The appellants assert the transfer of the debt to have taken
place in 1834 ; which fact they cannot conclusively establish.
This, it is urged, is iital to their case. We do not think so. The
instalment promise of 184], pleaded by respondent, was, as al
ready said, consequent to a something which had preceded it: to,
in short, the very act of transfer which he would fain make it to
constitute; and we are of opinion that the onusprobandi in respect
In 1841,
to the date of that act, rests with the respondent.
was
transferred.
nothing
Under this view of the case, we feel bound to set aside the
award of the additional judge, which we regard as based on an
erroneous assumption: and we accordingly reverse and cancel the
decision passed by him, with all costs chargeable to the respondent.
Mr. Dick dissents from the above. ‘There is,’ he observes,
‘
only one point before the Court, viz., the legality or not of the
transfer.
The appellant, Jewun Lal, in his answer as defendant,
admits that two deeds :—-one a shurakatnamah dated 22d August
1821, for 300 and odd rupees, the other an ikrarnameh dated 29th
November 1821, for 400 rupees, 2§ annas (making together the
exact sum sued for) had been endorsed over to him by Sudaseo, in
He did not however specify the date of such
payment of a debt.
transfer, nor has he produced those deeds. It is therefore im
possible to adjudge the vaildity or otherwise of the transfer from
would require the appellant to ﬁle
what is before the Court.
the deeds.
If the transfer was made after Sudaseo had sworn to
his insolvency and possession of no assets, and especially
as
asserted, after respondent had applied for attachment of the
amounts due on those deeds, and appellant was aware of Sudaseo’s
insolvency, then the transaction was clearly collusive and fraudu
lent, and should be declared null and void.’
if,
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R. H.

APRIL 1847.

PRESENT:

RATTRAY, Eso.,

CA_SE No. 119 or
Appeal from a decree passed
of

Regular
Ameen
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6111

Bhagulpore, Mahomed

JOHN OMAN,

APPELLANT,

MUDUN THAKUR

JUDGE.
1846.
by

THE

the

Principal

Sudder

Majid Khan, March 24th 1846.
(DEFENDANT, wrru O'l‘HERS,)

versus

AND o'rui;Rs, REsPoN1)ENrs, (PLAINTIFFS.)
Wukeels
Appellant, Pursun Komar Thakoor and A. Imlach.
Wukeels
Respondents, Taruk C/mnder Raee and Gholam Sufdur.
Tuissuit was instituted by respondents on the 6th May 1845, to
recover from appellant, and others who have not appealed, 700

J

of of
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(102)

(103)
of land, belonging to mouzah Parbutta; with mesne pro
ﬁts from the 9th of Phagoon to the rubbee (or spring) harvest of
1252 Fuslee, estimated at Company’s rupees 1,750.
There had been a boundary dispute between the proprietors of
Parbutta (respondents) and those of Bussuntpore Khugra, Sheo
Suhaee and others, which having been submitted to arbitration,
the lands now claimed were adjudged to the former.
Appellant
however, who held as muslajur (or farmer) extensive indigo
cultivation from Sheo Suhaee, in deﬁance of all consequences,
carried oﬁ' and appropriated the crops of the period stated;
claiming them as his own, under his engagements with Sheo
Suhaee. As regards the lands, the right of respondents was
not, and is not, contested by the proprietors of Bussuntpore; and
appellant, who has been cast in the amount of the proved value of
what he took and enjoyed illegally, is the only individual of sixteen
defendants, who impugns and appeals against the decision of the
lower court.
The decree passed is evidently just and proper; and is aﬂirmed
accordingly, with costs chargeable to appellant.
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THE 7Tn APRIL 1847.
PRESENT:

A. DICK, Eso.,
JUDGE.

CASE No.

340

the decision

Regular Appeal from
of Zillah 24-Pergunnahs,

of

or

1845.

the

Principal Sudder Ameen

Raee

Hur Chunder

Ghose.

RAMDHUN BOSE, KALEE KOOWAR RUKIL AND KEY
SHOBE RAM GHOSE, APPELLANTs, (DEPENDANTs,)
1J67‘8’l.l8

THE 24-PERGUNNAHS, REsPoN
DENT, (PLA1NT1FF.)
Pleaders, Rama Purshad Raee for Appellants; and Pursun Koo
mar Thakoor for Respondent.

THE SALT AGENT or

APPEAL laid at Company’s rupees 6,931, 9 annas, 16 gundahs,
amount of loss occasioned by breach of contract for the transport
of salt.
The respondent sued the appellants, for damages sustained, in
consequence of their breach of a contract to transport salt from
the places of production to where it was to be stored, stating the
quantity of salt destroyed to be 23,601 maunds, and its value
17,700-12 ; and balance of advances made 536-7-6: total Com
pany’s rupees 18,237, 3 annas, 6 pies, the amount of suit.

(I04)

_

The appellants admitted the contract, hut asserted that they
had fulﬁlled it; and that, in fact, no damage had been sustained
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through them.

The principal sudder ameen, after a careful examination of the
documents ﬁled by both parties, decided that it was clear appel
lants ought, by their contract, to have transported I00 thousand
maunds of salt, previous to the stonny season ; instead of which,
they had transported only 40 thousand maunds; and, therefore,
decreed damages on 60 thousand maunds, at the rate claimed per
100 maunds.
In a peal the appellants urged that surplus or surf claimed and
decreed was excessive; to wit, one-third in quantity between the
assumed quantity or koot, and that ascertained on weighing; and
that, on respondent’s own shewing, had the surplus been taken at
the rate of the two former years, or at what Government had
allowed to the molungues, or salt manufacturers, no loss would
The respondent argued, that the rate had been
have appeared.
fairly ﬁxed; and that what had been computed in former years, or
what had been allowed by Government to the molungues, were
irrelevant to the question ,--the actual loss sustained by respondent
The Court called upon the appellants to
from appellants’ fault.
ﬁle the tickets, or other vouchers, which they must have got from
the salt oﬁicers on receiving charge of the salt for transportation :
this they failed to do. The respondent, however, as required,
shewed from olﬁcial documents, that, with respect to a consider
able quantity of the salt transported by appellants, the rate claim
As, therefore, the
ed and decreed was by no means excessive.
appellants have failed to produce the evidence in their power, to
prove the actual rate for the whole quantity received by them;
and the respondent has shewn, so far as he could, the actual rate
with regard to a considerable portion of ‘ the quantity in question,
the appeal is dismissed with full costs.

-_¢—.

Tun 7'rn APRIL

1847.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, Eso.,
JUDGE.

Pn'r1'r1oN No. 751

or

1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Muharaj Koonwur Ramaput
Singh, ﬁled in this Court on the llth November I845, praying for
the admission of a special appeal from the decision of the lst prin
cipalsudder ameen of zillah Tirhoot, under date the lst September
l§45, conﬁrming that of the sudder ameen of that district, under
date the 17th November 1843, in the case of Muharaj Koonwur
Ramaput Singh, plaintiff, versus Moorleedhur, defendant.

(105)

--3-_

THE 7'rn APRIL
PRESENT:

1847.

,C. TUCKER, EsQ.,
JUDGE.
PETITION No. 752 or

1845.

"

a

a

IN the matter of the petition of Muharaj Koonwur Ramaput
Singh, ﬁled in this Court on the llth November 1845, praying for
the admission of special appeal from the decision of thelst principal
sudder ameen of zillah Tirhoot, under date the lst September 1845,
conﬁrming that of the sudder ameen of that district, under date
the l7th November 1843, in the case of Muharaj Koonwur Rama
put Singh, plaintiﬁ‘, versus Moorleedhur, defendant.
The petitioner sued the defendant for balance of rent due on
farm for the year 1249 F. S. He stated the annual rent to be
Sicca rupees 781
of which he acknowledged the receipt of Sicca
and
sued
for the balance. Defendant admitted holding
375,
rupees
the farm at the speciﬁed rent
but pleaded payment of rupees
625 over and above the amount for which the plaintiff gave him
credit; and, in support of his plea, produced
receipt which he
declared to bear the signature of the plaintiff, and his seal.
The
plaintiff denied having given the receipt; and without calling upon
the defendant to prove it,
was admitted, on the ground that the
signature resembled that of the plaintiff on other papers, such as
the wukalutnamah.
it

a

;

:

a
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it,

The petitioner sued the defendant for a balance of rent, due on a
He stated the annual rent to be
farm for the year 1249 F. S.
Sicca rupees 999: of which he acknowledged the receipt of Sicca
rupees 425, and sued for the balance. Defendant admitted holding
the farm at the speciﬁed rent; but pleaded payment of rupees 725
over and above the amount for which the plaintiff gave him credit ;
and, in support of his plea, produced a receipt which he declared
The plaintiff
to bear the signature of the plaintiff, and his seal.
denied having given the receipt ; and without calling upon the
defendant to prove it, it was admitted, on the ground, that the sig
nature resembled that of the plaintiff on other papers, such as the
wukalutnamah
As this is contrary to the practice which ought to prevail inva
riably when documentary evidence is contested, the proof of which
admit the special appeal; and,
lies on the person producing
annulling the decisions of the lower courts, direct that the case be
remanded for trial to the sudder ameen, who will call upon the
defendant to prove the receipt for rupees 725, ﬁled by him in this
case, and then proceed to dispose of the case.

*

(106)
(The opinion in this case is the same as that given in the pre
Petition No. 751.)
ceding case.

Tm: l3'rn APRIL

1847.

Pnasssr:
Sm ROBERT BARLOW, BART.,
T1-zmronamr

PETITION No.

19

Jones.

or I847.
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IN the matter of the petition of Sonaram Gazor, ﬁled in this
Court on the 26th January 1847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of
Tipperah, under date the 21st October 1846, reversing that of the
moonsiﬁ‘ of Ameergaon, under date the 20th June l846, in the
case of petitioner, plaintiff, versus Obhyraiu Gazor and others,
defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The plaintiff was invited to attend at some ceremonial in the
house of Gungaram Gazor, where several others of the same caste
met. He was turned out of the assembly by the defendants, as
he alleges, without cause, whereby he was injured in caste; and
therefore instituted this suit, praying that he might be re-instated,
laying his action at rupees 62, 8 annas.
The moonsiff was of opinion that the evidence not only of the
plaintiff, but that also of the defendants to a certain extent, proved
that the plaintiff had been injured, as set forth in the plaint, and
decreed accordingly.
The principal sudder ameen held, in concurrence with the
moonsiﬂ’, that the plaintiff had sustained injury at the hands of the
defendants; but nonsuited the plaintiﬁ', ordering him to sue for
re-admission to caste, and refusing to award the sum of rupees 62,
8 annas.
It is clear from the plaint, that the object of the plaintiff, in the
institution of this suit, is to gain re-admission to caste; and it was
necessary for him to specify in his plaint a certain amount, in order
to the institution of the suit.
The action is not for recovery of a
sum of money, as is recorded by the principal sudder ameen: the
question at issue is the right to regain caste; and the principal
sudder ameen should have decided the case ‘on its merits.

ORDERED,
That

a special appeal be admitted.
The case must be brought
on the ﬁle of this Court, and returned to the principal sudder
ameen to be disposed of as indicated.

(
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l4'rn APRIL 1847.
PRESENT:

A. DICK,
CASE No.

162

Regular Appealfrom the decision

of Zillah

)

ESQ,.,

J

ones.
or 1845.

of the Principal Sudde-r Ameen
.Bee'rbhoom, Seiud A/imudBukhsh.

GUNESHNATH DUTT, PAUPER, APPELLANT (PLAIN'l‘IFF,)
versus

RAM LOCHUN DUTT,

&c., RESPONDENTS,

(DEFENDANTS.)

Pleaders-—Pursun Koomar Wzakoor and Neel Munee Banoorjea
Appellant ; and Gholam Sufdurfar Respondents

SUIT laid at Company’s rupees 30,188,
annas, 6 gundahs,
cowrie, l krant, for possession of half share of lands and other
property, ancestrel and acquired.
The appellant and the respondent, Ram Lochun, are nephew
and uncle; and the claim is founded on the facts of the property
being partly inherited from the grandfather of appellant and father
of respondent, and partly acquired by appellant’s father and the
respondent, and then appellant and respondent in coparceny.
The defence denies the inheritance of any property, except the
habitation, and a temple and a few beegahs attached thereto,
which respondent and appellant’s father, own brothers, divided
after their father’s death, and his half share of which appellant is
in possession.
It denies also the coparceny; and asserts the
whole of the property, half of which is claimed, to belong to the
respondent, Ram Lochun, and to have been acquired by him
'
‘
alone.
The evidence for the claim is copy of a deposition of the re
spondent, Ram Lochun, in a criminal court, in which he asserted
that appellant and he lived apart, but carried on business jointly,
and the testimony of a number of witnesses.
The defence was sustained by the production of numerous
deeds of purchase of the different properties claimed in his Ram
Lochun’s name alone: of deeds of security by which the property
had been pledged by him alone; and copies from the collectorate
registers, shewing that he alone had been always registered as
sole proprietor; and by a number of witnesses who testiﬁed to his
sole acquisition of the property.
The principal sudder ameen, deeming the evidence for the claim
insuﬂicient, dismissed the suit. _
The appeal was preferred on the ground, that appellant’s wit~
nesses had corroborated the respondent’s own deposition on oath,
whereas the respondent’s witnesses had contradicted it; and yet
the principal sudder ameen had rejected the former, and dismiss
ed the claim.

l
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Junonsxr.
No doubt the respondent had on oath declared, that appellant
and he carried on business jointly; and had appellant been able to
produce any credible proof of coparceny, such as some of the deeds
being in his father’s, or in his own name, which he surely might
have done had he and his father been partners, for his father was
the elder brother of Ram Lochun, or produced proof of possession
and of being ousted, or brought, as witnesses, some of the persons
employed in the collection of the rents of the lands and estates, or
in carrying on the business, then the admission of the respondent,
in the criminal court, would have been conclusive.
But he has
not produced a tittle of proof of his, or his father having contri
buted at all towards the acquisition of the property claimed; nor of
either of them ever having been in possession or received any
thing therefrom, or of his having been ousted. In the absence
therefore of all proof, save oral testimony, the declaration given to
beneﬁt the claimant, cannot alone be deemed suﬁicient to found a
claim for property to such an amount: when too, all the docu
mentary evidence produced, as well as oral testimony, evince the
Had the respondent himself advanced a claim
contrary to be true.
contrary to his own recorded declaration on oath, the case would
have been very different.
Appeal dismissed with costs.

+_
APRIL

Tan l9'rn
I847.
Pansnrrr:
A. DICK, EsQ.,
CASE No.

J upon.

110

or I845.

Regular Appeal from the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen
of Zillah Backergunge, Chunder Seekur C/zowdree.

RAJ CHUNDER SHAH FOTEDAR, SUROOP CHUNDER
p

SHAH FOTEDAR,

AND

JYKISHEN SHAH FOTEDAR,

Paurnns, APPELLANTS, (DEFENDAN1‘S,)
versus

CHYTUN KISHOON PAUL, FOR nmsr-:1.r AND AS ouaanmn
or BUNG CHUNDER PAUL AND MUHESH CHUNDER
PAUL, MINORS, AND ANUND MOHUN PAUL AND
GOVIND CHUNDER PAUL, Rnsronosnrs, (PLAINTIFFS.)
Pleaders—-Tarilc Chunder and Raj Narain for Appellants; and
Ghoolam Sufdur for Respondents.

THE particulars of this ease are stated fully in the following de
cision of the Sudder Court, (Present: Mr. Evelyn M. Gordon) by
which it was remanded for re-investigation.
“ The appellants state, that in the prosecution of their business
as salt merchants, at the mart of Nulchittee, in the district of
Backergunge, they had extensive dealings with the respondents.

_).
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the business, on their part at Nulchittee,
who were in partnership
being carried on in the name of Hurree Nath Shah and Puddum
Lochun Shah. That on the 15th Assar 1238, there was balance
against the respondents, in the appellants’ books, and attested by
Hurree Nath, amounting to rupees 3,256-ll-2-3. From that date,
other transactions took place between the appellants and respon
dents and, including fresh purchases, payments to account, and
an advance of 1,000 rupees upon
hoondee granted to the ap-,
was
there
balance
due
to
of rupees 6,029-5-19-l
them
pellants,
on the 12th Cheyt 1239, as exhibited in their accounts
Hurree
Nath evasively omitted to attest this sum by his signature.
The
appellants sued separately for the amount of the hoondee; and as
the respondents settled this case by the payment of the money,
the appellants, deducting that sum and other small payments to
account, sued for the remainder, viz. the sum (including interest) of
rupees 8,487-10-4, in the zillah court of Backergunge, on the 7th
Februar
1838.
“ Theyanswer of some of the respondents was, that there had been
transactions between the appellants and Hurree Nath and Puddum
Lochun, but that all claims had been discharged by the latter; and
that the accounts produced b,y the appellants were not genuine.
Others of the respondents, denied that they were in partnership
with H urree Nath and Puddum Lochun. “The case was made over to Chunder Seekur Chowdhry, principal
sudder ameen, who, on the 4th April 1840, gave
decree (includ
ing interest) for Company’s rupees 10,087-7-3 against Puddum
Lochun, and Rajchunder Gireedhur, and Goluck Chunder, the
heirs of Hurree Nath deceased, with costs; and dismissed the suit,
with costs, with respect to the other defendants.
“ Against this decree the appellants appealed, on the ground that
all the respondents are liable, as partners; and amongst the res
and Puddum Lochun appealed, on the
pondents, Rajchunder
ground that there was no balance established against them.
“ On an examination of the proceedings, appears, that this case
has been most imperfectly investigated by the principal sudder
ameen. There were two points for investigation: lst.
Whether
any and what balance was established against those amongst the
defendants, whose names appeared in the plaintiffs’ books? 2nd.
A balance being established, whether the defendants were all joint
liable as partners, or not?
“ With respect to the ﬁrst question, the evidence of the writer of
the plaintiffs’ accounts ought to have been taken, both in regard
to the accounts made up to the 15th Assar 1238, and to the items
of debit and credit, entered in the books from that date, up to the
date of the alleged new balance, viz the 12th Cheyt 1239.
State
ments of accounts in detail ought to have been called for from
both parties
and both ought to have been allowed t@ee each
others’ account, and to urge what objections they deemed applica
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ble, and to support those objections by proof; and to establish the
truth of their own accounts by what they considered as satisfactory
evidence. On a careful examination of the statements of both, the
what he
principal sudder ameen ought to have stated clearl
The
thought to be the true account, giving his reasons in dye-tail.
balance struck by the principal sudder ameen in the decision now
He has evidently changed the
before the Court, is unintelligible.
amount sued for by the plaintiffs, without distinctly stating the
grounds on which he made the change.
“The 2nd question requires, that the evidence of many respec
table merchants in Nulchittee should be taken,‘ as to the fact of
the defendants being in partnership, and the management being in
Hurree Nath and Puddum Lochun. The plaintiffs in their plead
ings express a wish that this should be done; and they should be
required to ﬁle a list of those whose evidence they would wish to
be taken.
“ Ordered, that the case may be returned for
‘careful revision.
The value of the stamps required for the petitions of appeal, to be
returned to the appellants.”
The principal sudder ameen having called upon the parties to ﬁle
proofs as indicated in the above decision, carefully examined the
evidence adduced ; and deeming it proved that all the defendants
were partners, and that the sum of Sicca rupees 2,177, 7 annas, l9
gundahs, lkrant, was due to plaintiﬂ's, as shewn by their books,
decreed that amount with interest; making together the sum of
rupees 4,643, 4 annas, 1 pie, at which this appeal is
Compan(y’s
.
preferre
The appellants’ ground of dissatisfaction with the decision of the
lower court, is mainly, that their witnesses are better deserving of
credit than those of respondents.’
UDGMENT.
The Court, on a careful perusal of the reasons recorded by the
principal sudder ameen for his decision, and of the depositions of
the witnesses, and the documentary proofs ﬁled, concur with the
principal sudder ameen that the sum decreed was due to the plain
tiffs, and that all the defendants were partners, and consequently
all are liable. Appeal dismissed with full costs.

J

-_§—

THE 26Tii APRIL 1847.
PRESENT :

Sm ROBERT BARLOW, BAR/!‘.,
JUDGE.
PETITION No. 83 or 1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Deanut Allah, filed in this Court

on the 23rd February 1847, praying for the admission of a special
appeal fvm the decision of the judge of Poorneah, under date the
19th December 1846, reversing that of the moonsitf of Kishen
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gunge, under date the 7th June 1845, in the case of petitioner,
plaintiff, versus Sheikh Harroo and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:
Petitioner sued for possession of two (2) beegahs of lakheraj
land, part of his hereditary property, in the village of Ghysal,
which the defendant alleged in answer he had bought from Daiem
The moonsilf decreed
Sheikh, calling him plaintif1"s half-brother.
in plaintiff’s favor, on proof that the defendants had paid rents to
The judge, in appeal, reversed the moonsi1"l"s
him as proprietor.
decision, recording his opinion that the sale from Daiem to the
defendant, Harroo, was proved; and that the plaintiff had never
impugned Daiem’s right to sell. On perusal of the record how
ever, the Court ﬁnd that, both in the plaint and in the reply, the
plaintiff distinctly sets forth that Daiem is in no way connected
with him; and that he never had any title to the lands, nor had he
As the judge has altogether over
any authority to sell them.
looked this point ; and it is necessary that he should enquire into
it, and give his opinion as to the validity of the title under which
the defendants, Harroo and others, claim to hold possession ; and,
as without such investigation, the case cannot be considered com
plete, it is,

That the

case be

ORDERED,
brought on the ﬁle of this Court, and returned

to the judge for the purposes above indicated.

-_3-.

THE 27TH APRIL 1847.
PREsENT :
A. DICK, EsQ.,
JUDGE.
CASE No. 345 or 1845.
Regular Appeal from the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen
of Zillah Mymensingh, Mr. Charles Mackay.
RANEE BHOOBUN MAYEE, APPELLANT, (PLA1NTrFF,)
versus

KOONWUR BHYROBE INDUR NARAIN RAEE, REsPoN
DENT, (DEFENDANT.)
_
Pleaders—Ubas Alee for Appellant; and Pursun Koomar Thakoor

for Respondent.
APPEAL laid at Compa.ny’s rupees 9,606,

12 annas, 2 pies,
amount of revenue, ﬁne, and interest paid on account of defendant.
The particulars of the case are detailed in the following decision
of the principal sudder ameen.
“ This is an action to recover rupees 4,531, 4 annas, 6 gundahs,
principal and interest on the same, under the following circum
stances. The plaintiff states, that the defendant and herself are

J
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i112)
iimalee zemindars of pergunnah Pookereea ; that the defendant
having failed to pay his portion of the Government revenue, the
estate fell in arrears, and was advertised for sale by the collector,
in liquidation of the arrears for the year 1241 B. S., as also in
liquidation of interest, and ﬁnes imposed on defendant by the
revenue oﬂicers; that, to rescue the sale of their joint property,
the plaintiff paid those arrears ; and she now seeks a refund of the
sum thus paid on his account, with interest thereon at the usual
rate. The plaintiff ﬁled a supplementary plaint rectifying an
error made in the original petition, to the eﬁ"ect, that the amount
liquidated by her for the defendant, was for arrears due by him for
the years 1239 and I240, and for a part of the year 1241 B. S.,
that is, up to Kartik of the latter year.
“The defendant denies in toto the plaintiff having paid any
thing on his account for the year l24l B. S.; (I might here ob
serve the supplementary plaint was not ﬁled by the plaintiff till
after the defendant had given‘ in his answer) and states that were
uch the case, no balance for that year would have appeared against
him, at the time his share of the property was subsequently actually
put up, and sold for arrears due to Government ; that the defend
ant was prepared to shew by the collectoi-’s advertisement, that his
property was sold for arrears of revenue for 1241, 1242, 1243, and
2 months, 24 days of the year 1244 B. S., i. e. up to Assar; and,
therefore it is not possible that, if there were no arrears for the
year 1241 , the collector would have so stated in the advertisement,
or that he would have made a sale for arrears not due.
“The point for consideration in this case, is, whether the ba
lance of revenue for which the sale was advertised, was due by the
defendant ; and, if so, by whom was the amount liquidated ?
“ In support of her claim, the plaintiff ﬁled copies of two of the
collector’s roobucarries, bearing date repectively the 23rd Decem
ber 1835 and 6th August 1836; a copy of an urzee of the butwarra
ameen; and two copies of the daily ledger kept in the collector’s
oﬂice.
But I do not ﬁnd from any of the above documents, that
the plaintiﬂ"s claim can be considered as in any way established
against the defendant; because, lst, the two roobucarries in ques
tion neither state by whom the arrears were due, or by whom
liquidated : the one simply states the fact of the arrears having
been due, and the necessity for a sale of the zemindary in reali
zation thereof: the other shews, that the amount was paid in, and
the sale stayed. The ameen’s urzee also throw no light, or affords
no conclusive proof on the subject.
The only mention or allusion
which goes to shew that the balance of revenue was due by the de
fendant, and that the same was paid on his account into the trea
sury by the plaintﬁf, is to be found in the two copies of the daily
ledger kept by the treasurer of the collectorate; but, even these,

Q

(ll3)
who was ultimately convicted of embezzlement of public money,
and sentenced to imprisonment, I do not place the slightest faith
in the copies of the two entries produced by the plaintiff, and
would therefore dismiss her claim against the defendant for want
Order accordingly, that the case be dismissed
of substantiation.
with all costs.”
The appeal was preferred on the assertion, that the claim had
been clearly substantiated by the documents ﬁled; and that the
copies from the day-book were good and valid, although the trea
surer had been subsequently dismissed for malpractices, and could
not on that account be rejected; and that it was not customary for
the collector to sign the day-books.
The respondent contended that the day-books were and ought
to be signed by the collector, and therefore the copies ﬁled were
unauthentic ; further, that all arrears due for his 4 annas’ share,
until I243, had been liquidated by sale of the said 4 annas’ share,
and from other sources for him while a minor, and by him
afterwards.

JUDGMENT.

a

a

a

4

it,

The roobacarries or proceedings of the collectorate, and the
petition of the ameen merely tell that the Whole l6 annas of the
zumeendaree were put up for sale for arrears, and that the arrears
had been paid; and the copies from the unauthenticated and effaced
day-books merely record, that certain sums were paid in of arrears
due from the zumeendaree: so much for the 12 annas’ share, and
so much for the 4 annas’ share. It was incumbent on the appellant
to shew, ﬁrst, the amount of the arrear for which the property was
advertised for sale; secondly, that the whole of that arrear, or what
was due by respondent on account of his
annas’
portion of
share; and, lastly, that she, appellant, had paid in the amount due
by respondent. All this she has utterly failed to do. Therefore
appeal dismissed with full costs.
The appellant’s pleader wished to ﬁle chulauns, or invoices of
the payments, of which no mention even had been made in the
petition of appeal, and no reason assigned for their not having
been ﬁled in the court of ﬁrst instance: they were of course re
Such
rich man
practice once admitted, would enable
jected.
to cruelly oppress and ruin
one.
By
poor
keeping back his
proofs in the ﬁrst instance, and in appeal producing them, he could
insure
decision in his favor ultimately, and saddle his victim with
costs of both suit and appeal.

’

'

a
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are not authenticated by the signature of any public functionary;
and as it is notorious that, at about the period that these entries
were made, a great deal of villainy was carried on by the treasurer,
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Arnn. I847.

Pal-:sIm'r:

A. DICK, Esa.
CASE No. 349

Junoa.
or 1845.

Regular Appeal from a decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen
of Zillah East Burdwan, Moulvee Lootf Hoossein Khan.

RADHA GOVIND MITR

AND

ornsas, APPELLANT8,

(PLAlN'l‘IFF8,)
versus

BHYROBE CHUNDER. SING, Rasrouoanr, (DEFENDANT.)
Pleaders—Rama Purshad Raee for Appellants; and Tarilc
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Ckunder Raee

for Respondent.

APPEAL laid at Company’s rupees 502, 8 annas, O pie, costs of
law-suit.
The appellant sued respondent, among other defendants, for a
Eventually the suit was amicably settled by
very large amount.
arbitration, and a razeenamah or deed of satisfaction ﬁled; and the
suit thus disposed of, half the costs were as usual returned.
The
respondent, however, had been unnecessarily made a defendant,
and had no concern in the settlement of the claim : he therefore
demanded his costs, which not being awarded, he appealed to the
As it appeared that he had been forced into court
Sudder Court.
unnecessarily, the Sudder Court remanded the decision for amend
ment.
The principal sudder ameen therefore decreed the full amount
expended by him in stamps and half of his pleader‘s fees: in fact
all that he had been obliged to expend.
The appeal is founded on the futile plea, that because there is
no condition in the razeenamah injurious to respondent, therefore
he is not liable for his costs.
The respondent availing himself of the appeal, claimed a larger
amount than that decreed to him ; because he had paid to his
pleader, according to agreement under Regulation 12, 1833, more
than one-half of the prescribed amount of fees, which only had
been awarded back to him.

JUDGMENT.
The respondent having

been forced into Court unnecessarily by
became most certainly answerable to him for

appellant, appellant
whatever costs he was thereby obliged to incur, but for no more;
as is clearly stated in the proviso concluding clause 5, section 2,
Regulation 12, 1833.
Appeal dismissed with full costs, and the
sudder ameen’s decision affirmed.

princiwl

I

(115)
THE

28111

APRIL

1847.

PRESENT:
A.

DICK,

ESQ..,

Jones.
N0. 225

or

1845.

Regular Appeal from the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen of
Zillah Rajshahee, Moulvee Abdool Alee Khan.

GOVIND LAL RAEE, GUARDIAN or ZIGUM ZUMA CHOU
DREE, Mmon, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
versus

USDUNOONISSA BEBEE,

RESPONDENT,

(PLAIN'l‘1FF.)

Pleaders—Ram Pran Raee for Appellant; and Ghoolam Safdar for
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Respondent.

Sun‘ laid at Company’s rupees 49,880-7-9 for a third share of
landed estates, and personals, by right of inheritance.
The particulars of the case are set forth as follows, in the deci
sion of the Sudder Court remanding it for full investigation.
“The plaintiff, respondent, sued for a third share of pergunnah
Seelburrus, &c., her maternal property, on the ground of inheri
tance. The defendant, appellant, admitted her right to the one
third share of the pergunnah; exclusive however of certain por
tions which he alleged had been given to Aboolais, minor’s father,
by the mother in her lifetime: in like manner as a certain other
portion had been given to the plaintiff, respondent, by the mother ;
and of which she was possessed by virtue of a decree of court. In
proof of which, he ﬁled hibbahnamehs for Barburpoor and Pa0gut
cheea, &c.
“The case was tried by the principal sudder ameen, who, with
out any investigation, rejected the hibbahnamehs ; and gave a decree
for the whole claim to plaintiff, respondent.
He would not admit
the hibbahnameh for Barburpoor, because defendant had acknow
ledged the right of plaintiff to one-third share of the pergunnah;
and he rejected the hibbahnameh for Paoglftcheea, because the
kibbahnameh of plaintiff for Buglaha had been rejected in another
suit, by this Court.
“ The defendant preferred an appeal from that decision to this
Court.
“ The Court observe that the principal sudder ameen has erro
neously caused the plaintiff to lay her suit at the selling price of

the property claimed, contrary to Construction 1340: they there
fore desire that the extra sums in stamp be refunded to plaintiff.
“ The Court further observe that the principal sudder ameen
has, without calling upon the defendant to ﬁle his proofs of the
several properties, which he alleges to have been given to Aboolais,
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his mother in her lifetime, and which, conse
minor’s father,
byusive of the heritable property left by her, has at
quently, are exc
once rejected those several allegations, and decreed the whole claim
of plaintiff.
“ They therefore annul his decision ; and return the case, with
directions, that he call upon the defendant to ﬁle proofs of every
one of the allegations, and permit plaintiff to rebut them with any
evidence she may produce, and then decide accordingly.
“ The petition ﬁled by respondent, agreeing to give up all claim
to Barburpoor, rather than continue litigation, if appellant would
consent to the rest of the decree given by the principal sudder
ameen, not having been accepted by appellant, is not to be regard
ed any further.”
The principal sudder ameen, after taking evidence as directed,
decreed the claim, save for Barburpoor; rejecting, as false, the
other allegations of the defendant.
In appeal, the appellant contended that the deeds of gift, (hib
bahnamelw) for Paogutcheea and Beeser Beenodee, had been fully
proved by witnesses; and that the magistrate had upheld his pos
That his second allegation of the haut, on account of
session.
which an annual allowance was made by Govemment, being situat
ted in Dusteeka, and included in his estate of Barburpoor, was
correct; and therefore it was not heritable by respondent.
That
the touleeutnamebs, or deeds of assignment of lands for religious
uses, had been clearly proved; and no mention made of them in
the ﬁrst suit, because no speciﬁc claim for rent free lands was then
made by respondent; and that the list of personal effects, on
which the principal sudder ameen had decreed 500 rupees, was
utterly unworthy of credit.

JUDGMENT.
The hibbalmamelzs
ing witnesses to them

certainly been proved by the subscrib
but
the very suspicious manner in which
;
was
intimation
given regarding them to the collector, viz. by
the
usual mode by attorney, and the instant denial
of
instead
post,
and no attempt on the part of the donee to
donor,
the
of them by
continued to the end of the donor’s life,
which
denial,
the
rebut
render it impossible to give them credence.
With respect to the allowance for the haut, if it was included
in the gift of Barburpoor, it would have been expressly mentioned
in the deed ; and appellant could have shewn that the minor’s
father had drawn the allowance during the lifetime of the donor ;
and his not being able to do so, is fatal to his allegation.
The
are not so witnessed, as such deeds required, by
touleeutnamehs
friends and relations ; nor w_ere registered, or published ; and they
assign a vast quantity of land paying revenue, and thus jeopardize
the whole estates, so far as the heirs of the assignor are concerned.
have

(ll7)

.

required the utmost publicity, and the com
which they cannot be admitted as genuine.
without
pletest proof,
The list of personals, is, as urged by appellant, unworthy the
least belief: the claim on it however the respondent has with
drawn.
The principal suddc" ameen’s decision is therefore aﬁirmed,
exclusive of the claim withdrawn by respondent for personals;
and costs of suit and appeal proportionably.

They consequently

—¢—THE 28111 APRIL

'
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Pamsmw.
C.

TUCKER, Esq.
JUDGE.
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PETITION

No. 790 or 1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Maharajah Sumboonath Singh,
ﬁled in this Court on “he 25th November i845, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of the prin
cipal assistant agent of Hazareebagh, under date the 26th
August 1845, reversing that of the moonsiﬁ of Hazareebagh,
under date the 24th January 1843, in the case of Muharajah Sum
boonath Singh, plaintiff, versus
udoonath Singh and Byjnath
Singh, defendants.
The plaintiff (petitioner) in this case sued to establish his right
to resume two villages, Chaha and Ghurkee, held by the defen
in lieu of wages. The
dants, as ghatwals of ghat Raj-Guorooah,
defendants did not appear before the moonsiﬁ’, who decreed
The defendants then appealed ; and the
emparte for the plaintiﬂ.
decision of the lower court was reversed by the principal assistant,
Captain T. Simpson, on the grounds that the plaintiff has no right
to dismiss a ghatwal, and resume the lands appropriated for his
subsistence, without previously reporting the circumstance to the
magistrate, and obtaining his sanction to the dismissal.
A special appeal is now applied for on two grounds :—
First, that, under the Circular Order of this Court, dated 12th
March 1841, the principal assistant should not have entered on
the merits of the case, but should have called upon the appellant
to justify his default in the lower court; and, if satisﬁed on that
point, the case should have been remanded to the moonsiff ; but,
if not satisﬁed as to the default in the lower court, the appeal
should have been dismissed.
Secondly, that the ghatwally tenures in Ramgurh are not on the
same footing with those in Beerbhoom ; but are chalceran lands
of the nature of those indicated in Section 41, Regulation 8, 1793,
which have been assessed by Government, and included in the

J

(I18)
settlement of his estate : that, as such, he is at liberty to appoint
and dismiss ghatwals entertained by him and paid by him.
As the Circular Order of 12th March I841 is founded on gene
ral principles, equally applicable to all districts, I should have
no hesitation in admitting the special appeal, and remaiiding the
But, further, the decision
case to be dealt with under that order.
of the principal assistant does not show on what grounds he denies
the right of the plaintiff to dismiss the servant appointed and paid
He merely states the fact. I have no grounds, there
by himself.
fore, to judge of the conformity of his decision with existing laws
The principal assistant should have entered into
or local usages.
the question fully, showing the terms of the settlement made with
the plaintiff for his zumeendaree; whether the lands in question
When, and
were included in such settlement or the contrary.
under what terms, the appointment and payment of police oﬂicers
(contrary to the usual practice) were entrusted to the plaintiff;
and the speciﬁc rule under which the dismissal of such oﬂicers was
consider the principal assist
reserved to the local magistrate.
ant’s decree to be incomplete.
therefore admit the special appeal; and, annulling the prin
cipal assistant’s decision,remand the proceedings,with instructions,
in the ﬁrst place to proceed as directed in the Circular Order of
the 12th March 1841 ; and should the case again come before the
appellate court for decision on its merits, that the presiding judge
will enter into all the points noticed above, and thus show the
grounds on which his decision rests.
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THE 28'rii APRIL _l847.
PRESENT :

A. DICK, E8Q.,

JUDGE.

CASE No. 342 or 1845.
Regular Appeal from the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen
of Zillah East Burdwan, Maulvee Lootf Hoossein Khan.

RAJ KISHWUR BANOORJEAH

AND

SUKEE MAYEE DA

SEE, APPELLANTB, (PLA1NTlFFS,)
versus

SEETA NA'l‘H GHOSE, RAJKISHWUR GHOSE, AND
DHURM DAS GHOSE, REsPoNDEN'rs, (DEFENDAN'1‘S.)
Pleaders—Pursun Koomar Thakoor and Mr.
and Bunsee Budun
pellants
Respondents.
;

Suir

Mitr

J.

G. Waller for
and Ram Pran Raee

Ap
for

laid at rupees 12,925--10-5, amount due of disbursements
beyond receipts, on account of a mortgage on a putnee talook.
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(ll9)
The appellants were dur-putneedars of a portion of a putme; of
the whole of which, the respondents were putneedars.
The respondents fell into arrears, and allowed the putnee to be
The appellants, to save their dur-putnee, paid up
put up for sale.
the balance due; and became mortgagees of the whole putnee,
under Clause 4, Section l3, Regulation 8, 1819, from 1227 to
1250 B. E. They then also fell into arrears, and the putnee was
sold. They now come forward with this suit, claiming the above
amount, made up of three separate items : lst, surplus of interest on
the sum they advanced, with the expences of collections over and
above the usufruct from the putnee ,- 2nd, sums due on decrees of
court, obtained against the other dur-putneedars of the putnee for
arrears, not executed ; 3rd, the principal sum advanced as loan to
save the putnee.
The principal sudder ameen, deeming the ﬁrst for collection ex
orbitant : the second untenable : and the third fully accounted for,
by deduction from a claim decreed to respondents against appel
lants, dismissed the suit.
On the part of appellants, it was argued, that the sum claimed
for collections was not at all exorbitant ; that the decrees against
the dur-putneedars not having been executed, the respondents, as
the putneedars, in whose place they, appellants, stood, were cer
tainly liable, and might themselves carry into execution the de
crees ; and that, at any rate, the principal sum advanced by them
should have been decreed.
JUDGMENT.
The Court ﬁnd that the rental
ru

of the whole putnee was Sicca

ees 5,532: out of which appellants and brother paid Sicca rupees
3,501, leaving only 2,091, and odd annas to be collected from the

The usufruct was Sicca rupees 239: there
other dur-putneedars.
fore Sicca rupees 300 for collections was undoubtedly exorbitant.
The interest of the sum advanced, Sicca rupees 1,530, 5 annas,
was Sicca rupees 183, 9 annas, 12 gundahs yearly, which being li
quidated, left Sicca rupees 55, and odd annas, quite enough for the
The second item is clearly untenable; for the appel
collections.
lants had the power to carry into execution the decrees obtained
against the defaulters, and must stand the consequences of their
neglect, in which respondents . had no concern, and could not
The last item, the principal sum advanced, has been
interfere.
duly brought to account, and no longer demandable from respon
dents. Appeal dismissed with full costs.

(I90)
Tns

29'ru

APRIL I847.

Pm-zssn-r:
R. H.

RATTRAY,

E8Q.,

Junos.
CASE No.46 or I846.
Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the 2nd Principal Sud
der Ameen of Patna, Mohummud Ibrahim Khan, November 21.9!
1845.

MUSST. BURKUTONISSA BEGUM, APPELLANT,
(PLAlI\‘TlFF,)
U€7‘8‘M8

MUSST. IMAMBANDEE, nnuowrnn or MEER SADUT
ALLEE, AND ornsas, Rssrozsnsxwrs, (DEFENDANTS.)

J.

G.

Wukeels of Respondents—Gholam Sufdur and Ameer Ali.
Tnls suit was instituted by appellant on the 13th December
1844, to obtain a judicial conﬁrmation of her right to the proprie
tary possession of talook Subbulpoor-Deareh and other lands, with
mesne proﬁts on the same for 1251 Fuslee ; and the value of cer
tain houses as set forth: the whole estimated (for the stamp) at
Company’s rupees 49,851-13-IO.
Appellant claims a portion of the property as the heir of her
father, Khajeh Mohummud Sumei, and the remainder in virtue
of a bymokassa (or deed of transfer in lieu of dower) from her
She denies any subsequent absolute
husband, Ali Azeem Khan.
or any part of it, to respondents, or
disposal or alienation of
The whole
her
any of them, or any other person whomsoever.
own: and she sues to obtain the conﬁrmatory judgment of com
petent court, as aprotection against the machinations in operation
admitted.
to despoil her. A nominal, ﬁctitious transfer,
Respondents answer, that, what appellant now claims, asserting
to any other,
that she never alienated or absolutely transferred
was resigned and given by herself, in the year I806, of her own
free-will and accord to Noor-ul Hussun Khan, the son of Mo
hummud Ali Khan, the husband of her own daughter; whom she
made, not her heir to succeed on her demise, but the immediate pro
regular deed of gift, conﬁrmed
prietor of what she conferred, by
by repeated applications from herself, to the courts and revenue
record of
authorities, intimating the transfer, and praying
of the name of Noor-ul
the proceeding and the substitution
a

a

it

is

a

is

it,
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Wukeels of Appellant—Baboo Pursun Koomar Thakoor,
Waller, and Hamid Russool.

(121)

from appellant herself ; orders passed by the
knowledgments
courts of the different districts in which the property was situated;
deeds of sale of certain mouzahs by Noor-ul Hussun, witnessed by
appellant; revenue proceedings, involving official recognition of
his proprietory right and occupation; the same of his son and heir,
Sadut Ali; petitions from appellant to the Sudder and other Courts,
praying exemption from responsibility in pending cases relating to
these lands, on the score of the transfer now denied, with assenting
orders upon the same,——setting aside the mass of evidence thus
furnished, respondents plead the statute of limitation as barring
the Court’s cognizance of the action.
The latest transfer of any
portion of the estate, by mutation of names in the collector’s books,
was that to Sadut Ali in 1816: this suit was brought in December
1844, twenty-eight years afterwards.
The principal sudder ameen dismissed the claim on the full evi
dence adduced to the facts pleaded by respondents; involving the
legal operation of the statute of limitation, amongst their other
pleas. I have not deemed it necessary to do more than determine
how far this bar extended; ﬁnding it, as have found
conducive
all
at
have
been
this,
further
but
to
arrive
against
oblig
enquiry:
ed to peruse, and to test by comparison,
very considerable portion
of the evidence bearing generally on the question at issue between
the parties
and
think
should be wanting in my duty, were
to withhold the opinion which this has forced upon me, that
more
impudent attempt to render the courts the instrument of oppres
sion and injustice
The ostensible
not to be found on record.
appellant
represented as feeble old woman, between eighty and
ninety years of age; and there are such strong grounds for infer
ring that the real actors in the prosecution are set of unprincipled
persons, whose plans and hope have been based upon her imbe
cility, that have no doubt whatever of the whole proceeding hav
ing been concocted and conducted by them for their own ends,
with thorough knowledge of every fact and circumstance revealed
by the trial just concluded.
afﬁrm the decision of the lower court, under the statute of limi
tation with all costschargeable to appellant.
a

I

I

a

a

is

is

a

I

I

;

a

I

it,

I

;

I
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Hussun for her own, in the books of the local collectorships.
If further proof were wanting of the truth of what is here
stated, it may be found in the fact of subsequent application
having been made by her in 1816, on the death of Noor-ul
Hussun, for the registry of the name of his son, Sadut Alee,
as proprietor of certain villages, which had formed part of
her original
gift. to his father, but had not been officially
transferred to the latter.
But setting aside the volumes of evi
dence which they (respondents) possessed,—in the shape of ac

_i.,...____..i.
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THE

31)

MAY_ 1847.

PRESENT:
R. H.

RATTRAY

and

A. DICK, ESQRS.,
Joneas, and
W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
Tsmrormnr

CASE No.
_

Ameen
1844.
'

or

1844.

Appeal from
passed by the Principal Sudder
Parneah,
Mohammad
Rooknodeen Khan, March 14th
of
a

Regular

237

J noon.

decision

GUNNEISH RAEE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
UGTSUS

RICHARD CRUISE, CHARLES REED, JHOOMUK
AND

ornaas, RESPONDENTS,

Waheels

of

(_Di~:PEnDANTs.)

Appellant—Charles*

Glass.

of Respondents—J. G. Waller, Ewaz Ali, and Mohammad
Haneegﬂ

Y

a

it

a.

a

it,

THIS suit was instituted by appellant on the 4th April 1843, to
recover from respondents four hundred and ﬁfty beegahs of land
and the value of the produce of
lying in mouza Muheishpore;
Estimated value Co.’s Rs. 5,807-7-8%.
1248 and 1249 F uslee.
Appellant cultivated the land in question, under a lease from
Charles Reed; and, as he asserts, has been ousted, and his crop
He applied to Reed for re
seized, by the other respondents.
but the latter would not interfere
dress, or assistance to obtain
on his behalf; and he had no alternative, but to make him
de
fendant in the suit he was compelled to institute.
The principal sudder ameen dismissed the claim, on the ground
of its being for land in dispute between two zemindars, one of
He made no enquiry whatever
whom was not
party to the suit.
into the facts set forth; but determined at once that the case could
out accordingly by judgment of dis
not be heard, and threw
missal.
Against this appellant has brought the appeal now before the
Court.
We are of opinion that the principal sudder ameen was not war
ranted in disposing of the case as he has done; and that appellant
was entitled to an enquiry into the facts and circumstances set forth
by him, and to judgment founded upon the evidence adduced for
and against them.
We therefore reverse the decision of the principal sudder ameen;
and direct that the case be returned, to be tried and decided upon
a
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(

its merits.

The usual order will

.

)

in regard

issue

to

stamps

and

-

COS L8.

Tan
R. H.
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31>

Mar

1847.

PRESENT:

RATTRAY

and

A. DICK, Esoas,
June!-:s,

and

W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
Tamroaaar JUDGE.

CASE No.
Regular
Ameen
1845.

198

or

1845.

Appeal from a decree passed by the Principal Sudder
qf Bhagulpore, Mohummud Majid Khan, August 6th

JOHN OMAN, APPELLANT, (D1-zrnsoaur wrrn WILLIAM
TURNER,)
‘U87‘8ll8
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RAJAH OODWUNT NURAIN SINGH

AND PETER
ONRAET, Rssrommnrs, (PI.A1N'r1rFs.)

Wukeels

qf Appellant--Baboo Pursun Komar Thakur, Alexander

Imlach, Taruk C/zunder Race and G/zolam
Wukeel qf Resp0ndents—Gholam

Ahmad Klzan.
Sufdur.

THIS suit was instituted by respondents on the 25th April 1844,
to recover from appellant and William Turner, proprietary posses
sion of mouzahs Mudsoodunpore and others, lying in talook Gudanea,
pergunnah Chye; with mesne profits and interest on the same :

total estimate (for the stamp) Company’s rupees 37,754-1-8.
The plaint is, in subtance, that, on the lst October 1831, Rajah
Oodwunt Nurain Singh made a conditional sale of the villages
noted, to William Turner, for Sicca rupees 20,725; executing a.
lease (gjarelmameh) to, and taking a counter agreement (kubooleut)
from the lessee.
The lease was from 1239 to 1248 F uslee: the
annual rent Sicca rupees 5,959-11 ; of which rupees 3,865-4, was
to be carried to account of the debt, and the remainder appro
priated to the payment of the Government revenue. This arrange
of
ment was made the subject of a separate ikrurnameh on the
Turner, who applied for the usual alteration of names in t part
e col
lector’s books on its execution ; but was met by a prohibitory or
der, issued by the civil court at the instance of certain persons hold
ing decrees against the ra'ah, and no record of the transfer in that
(the collector’s) oﬂice tool: place. 'I‘urner sold his interest in the
property (date not given) to Mr. Elliot Macnaghten, on the same
terms as he himself had purchased; and from him (Macnaghten)
‘
and,
balances;’
appellant bought all the factories with their

amongst the rest, the villages constituting the present ground of
On the 29th Sawun 124-6 F. (13th August 1839,) the
action.
rajah and appellant came to an understanding, and an ikramamelt
to the following purport was executed by the latter in favor of the
former: “ Without instituting a civil action the dukhil khan)’ (mu
tation of names in the revenue records) will not be accomplished.
If that (the civil action) be brought, the rajah will give in an
ikbaldawee (acknowledgment
of the claim). The ikrarnameh
which Mr. Turner gave to the raiah, he (the rajah) will deliver up
to Mr. Oman; and, then, the decree-holders will have nothing
upon which to rest a claim to the lands. The sums which Mr.
Turner had agreed to appropriate to the liquidation of the rajah’s
debt and the Government revenue, to be paid, as before arranged,
This ikrarnameh not to be registered ; as thereby
by Mr. Oman.
it would become public. The accounts of the lands, made up
from 1239 to 1246 F.,, shew a balance in favor of Mr. Oman of
rupees 7,450, which it is expected will be met by the produce;
but if any balance remain in Bhadoon 1248 F., the rajah is to pay
it in full in 1249: if not then paid, the lands to remain buma
(mortgaged, with possession to mortgagee) with Mr. Oman, all
proprietary right on his part ceasing. That gentleman to execute
a deed of sale, without any consideration, in favor of any person
whom the ra'ah may name as a new purchaser of the property.”
After this
execution of, this iniquitous ikrarnameh, that
the
plaint continues) Mr. Oman, on the 10th September. 1839, brought
an action against the rajah, as agreed upon, and the rajah gave
and on the 19th
the same month a decree was
in his ilzlzaldawee
under
which
the
dukhil
khanj in Mr. Oma.n’s name was
passed,
he
and
obtained,
On
possession to 1248.
duly
(Mr.
and rendered no further ac
bao
the close of that year, he kept
Oman)(held
count; and the balance in favor of the rajah amounts to
From conversations with Mr. Oman,
was
rupees 6,745-1-1.
understood that he would not subscribe to any sale; so, on the
16th March 1844, the rajah himself sold the villages to Mr. Onraet
for Company’s rupees 31,000, and now sues, in conjunction with
that gentleman, for possession, and the surplus produce of the lands,
with interest.
In answer to the above, John Oman (appellant) after denying
the execution of the ikramameh imputed to him, states, that the
rajah, not being able to satisfy his debt to Mr. Turner, gave up, on
him from
the 25th May 1839, the paper (ikrarnameh) received
that gentleman, to him (Oman); but the ra_jah’s name was still
and he made unwarrantable collections, by
attached to the land
force and threats, and what not. In consequence of this, he (Oman)
brought an action against him; and on his (the rajah’s) acknow
ledgment of his (Oman’s) right, .a decree was passed on the 19th
September 1839, in virtue of which his (Oman’s) name was regis
;

by

it

,-

of

is,

(tlie
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(126)
That decree was ﬁnal ; and the
present suit is opposed by Section 16, Regulation 3, 1793, as well
as by Construction No. 999.
William Turner disclaimed all connexion with the case: ‘as he
bought, so he sold.’
The principal sudder ameen ﬁnds the ikrarnameh of the 13th
August 1839, proved, by the testimony of the witnesses, to have
been executed by John Oman, the appellant; and that, agreeably
to
the sale having been
conditional one, and full payment of
the sum advanced having been realised from the usufruct by
Oman, and the decree obtained by him having been so obtained in
conformity with the terms of the agreement (between him and the
rajah) that decree can in no wise interfere with the present claim.
He therefore decides in favor of the respondents; with wasilat
dis
William Turner
according to what may be proved due.
and his share of the costs made
charged from all responsibility;
payable by appellant.

is
a

it

Against this decision the present appeal having been preferred
and admitted, the appellant ﬁled a document, which at once chang
ed the whole complexion of’ the case, and arrested all further inves
At the conclusion of his plaint,
will be recollected,
tigation.
the rajah stated, that he had sold the contested villages to Mr.
Onraet on the 16th March 1844.
The document now ﬁled,
kabuleh (or deed of sale) of these villages to Ranee Parbuttee,
the rajah’s wife, executed by Mr. Onraet on the very day of his
own purchase, the 16th March 1844, the genuineness of which deed
not impugned.
By their own shewing therefore, the plaintiffs
(respondents) had no right or title to the thing claimed by them
and the decree in their favor must necessarily be cancelled.
We
reverse
accordingly; with all costs chargeable to respondents.
it

:

is

a

a

We cannot close these proceedings without
brief notice of the
want of good faith and honest dealing, exhibited throughout, on the
The
part of those between whom we have been called to ad'udicate.
recorded compact between the appellant and the rajah (respondent)
of the 13th August 1839, was
palpable conspiracy to deprive
those who held decrees against the latter, of their just dues; and
the whole subsequent facts and circumstances form a tissue of
cheatery and deceit, alike discreditable to all connected with them.
MB. D1CK.—The

in

suit had been
deeds, shewing that the property
sold
respondent Onraet to the raj ah’s ranee, previous to the institu
tion of the suit, have been only now in appeal ﬁled, and no mention of
them in even the pleadings in appeal.
The respondents therefore
have had no time to reply on the point; nor to remedy the omission
by

is

a

(if omission were) of not making her party in the suit. It
true, the deeds could not have been produced before, or in the
lower court, or the objection founded on them advanced that the
it
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a

it,

tered, and he obtained possession.

(127)
I

do not however con
respondents could-not in consequence sue.
sider the omission of the ranee’s not suing with the respondents, as
by any means fatal to their suit ; because until possession be given,
hold that no sale is complete.
A. delivery of the subject being
The rajah therefore was bound
indispensable to render it complete.
to sue for possession, that he might deliver up the subject sold; and
there was no absolute necessity for Onraet, or the ranee conjoining
would not then reverse the decision of the
with him in the suit.
lower court, and dismiss the claim on that ground.
The legality of
the suit is however very doubtful, in consequence of the decree
formerly obtained for this very property by appellant. But as am
ple proof has been brought forward now, of that decree having been
obtained fraudulently and collusively, and as the decree itself Ais
open to serious legal objections, the proper course would have been
to petition for a review of that judgment, instead of instituting this
would, for this
suit to obtain a decision virtually reversing it.
reason, dismiss the claim, and reverse the decision of the lower
court as being contrary to a former decision of a competent court.
The former decision being reversed, neither party would beneﬁt by
The original bond ﬁde ‘deed with Mr. Turner
his own wrong.
be
restored
to its pristine integrity; and the costs of the
would
several suits instituted, to give effect to the fraudulent transaction,
would become a just penalty to the parties concerned, for tamper
ing with the courts, and with the law.

I

I
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THE 5TH MAY

1847.

Pnnsnncrzl

A. DICK,

EsQ.,

JUDGE,

W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE, and

J. HAWKINS,

EsQ.,

Orre. TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 210 or 1842.
Regular Appeal from the decision qf the Prinripal Sudder Ameen
Zillah Mymensz'n_qh, Moolvee Julal Oodeen Mahamud.

of

SURB MONGLA CHOUDRAIN, ANUND MAEE
OHOUDRAIN AND KALEE KISHWUR RAEE, GUARDIAN
or BHOOBUN MOHUN CHOUDREE, Mmon, APPEL

MUSST.
A

LANTS, (DnrnNnANrs,)

USUD-O-ZUMA

UBTSUS

MAHOMUD,

Rnsronnnnr, (PLArN'r1rr.)

.Pleaders— Glzoolam Sufdur for Appellants; and Bunsee Budun and
Abdoola for Respondent.

SUIT laid at Company’s rupees 9,761-1-0, amount principal and
interest, claimed on an ilzrarnameh, or engagement deed.

(ms)
The respondent founds his claim on the ihrarnameh ; the con
of which shew, that the respondent took certain mulmls in ijara,
or farm from the appellants, Surb Mongla and the father of the mi
nor Bhoobun, for the period of ﬁve years ; that he resigned it when
tents

;

;

a

a.

a

The respondent was unable to ﬁle the original deed, which hav
ing been ﬁled in the collectorate when the estate came under
the Court of Wards, was not now forthcoming!
He therefore
ﬁled merely
He also ﬁled
copy obtained from the collector.
a copy of
former guardian of the minor to
petition from
the collector, acknowledging the ikrar, and agreeing to pay the
balance due, with interest, after deducting 900 rupees paid by
the minor’s father, as endorsed on the deed
and
copy of a r0obu
collector,
haree or proceeding of the
forwarding the deed with
and produced witnesses to prove the deed, and
others to the court
the payments endorsed on it. The appellants produced witnesses to
the fact of the respondent having given up the farm, in consequence
a

of

losses sustained.
;

The principal sudder ameen decreed the claim and in appeal
to the Sudder, the case was returned for the evidence of the writer
to be taken, and the pleas of
of the deed, and of the witnesses to
to
be
more
considered.
thoroughly
appellants’
The principal sudder ameen again decreed the claim, and again
it

the appellants appealed.

The Court observe that the respondent did not sue until nearly
eleven years after the sum claimed became due; and, now, the loss
of the deed in the collectorate or commissioner’s oflice
very sus
picious; particularly as the respondent was the record-keeper of
the magistrate, who was also the deputy collector, in whose office
is
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;

;

it

ﬁne

two years eleven months remained ; and that he stated arrears of
rent were due to him from the muhals to the amount of
rupees 5,476, 3 a.., 15 g., 3 c.; that the appellants agreed to sum
mon the ryots and ascertain the actual balance due to him, and pay
it to him before the month of Kartick 1234 B. E.; and if they did
not, or could not, by that time so ascertain the real balance, they
would pay him the sum stated by him in arrear. The deed was
dated 21st Bhadoon 1234 B. E.
The appellants throughout denied the claim ; and declared that
the respondent,
having been teacher of the minor’s father, had
reat inﬂuence over‘ him, and that he had been allowed to resign
and, so far from
ijara, not being able to make any thing of
having any thing to receive, he had not been able to pay up his
and urged other pleas to evince the falsity of the claim.
rents

the deed was ﬁled.
The respondent did not cite the writer of the
deed, nor the subscribing witnesses to it; and even delayed to have
them brought to the Court and made to give their evidence, after
the case had been remanded

for that very purpose.

The respondent

129

(

)

has produced no proof of the balance being due to him ; ,conse
quently, even if he had proved the deed, there would have been a
want of consideration, sufficient to throw doubt upon the claim.
The reasoning of the principal sudder ameen is extraordinarily weak
and futile. Had the appellant Mongla made away with the original
deed from the revenue courts, she would not have left a copy.
Lastly, receipts are forthcoming for the other deeds returned ‘to
muhajins and other creditors of the estate, but none for the return
of the deed in question ; and the copy ﬁled is on a stamp of eight
annas, instead of the full stamp on which the original was, or should
have been engrossed.
Appeal decreed with full costs; and the
principal sudder ameen’s decision reversed.

__¢__,

.

THE 5TH MAY 1847.
PnEsENT:
A.

DICK,

EsQ.,

JUDGE,
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W. B.

JACKSON,

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE, and

J. HAWKINS,

EsQ.,

OFFG.

CASE No.
Regular Appeal from the decision
24th

W. R.

171

of

March

or

TEMPORARY

JUDGE.

1841.

the Judge
1841.

of Cuttack,

dated the

MACKAY, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,

_

UETSUS

J. ATKINSON, AFTER HIS
TINA ELIZA FOR SELF
RESPONDENT.

DEATH, ms WIDOW, CLEMEN
AND CHILDREN, (DEFENDANT,)

Wuheels—C. French and Sreenath Sein for Appellant; and
A. Imlach and Nilmoney Bonnerjee for Respondent.

THIS was an action instituted by the appellant against the res
pondent, on the 8th June 1839, in the zillah court of Cuttack, for
the recovery of 2,000 Sicca rupees, or Company’s rupees 2,133;
the amount of a debt on bond.
The plaint set forth, that the defendant and his ﬁrst wife (the
latter of whom died in 1829) had executed a. bond for 1,000 Sicca.
rupees, on 17th October 1827, to one D’Souza, on receiving a loan
of that amount. The terms of the bond were, that the principal
should be repaid, with interest at 12 per cent. per annum, under a
D’Souza died- in 1831, leaving his widow
penalty of 1,000 rupees.
Shesold the bond to the plaintiff for 1,000 rupees.
as his he'ir.

The plaintiff now sues for the principal and the amount of penalty,
excluding the interest.
The defendant, in reply, among other things, leaded that the
widow of D’Souza had no power to sell the bond ; that she was
originally the wife of one Samuel Charles, who died intestate, leav
ing his wife and two daughters; that the former got hold of her
and, without accounting for her daughters’
husband’s
property;
D’Souza; that the money, forming the subject of
shares, marrie
the bond and loan, was in fact the property of her ﬁrst husband
Charles, and formed part of his estate; and that his widow had no
right or power to dispose of it to the plaintiﬂ‘, without having ﬁrst
obtained letters of administration from the Su reme Court; that in
fact the mone was originally borrowed from lglrs. Charles, on l5tl1
March 1826, before her marriage with D’Souza; and that it was
subsequently to this, that on an adjustment of accounts, the bond,
on which the action is now brought, was executed in the name of
D’Souza; that he, the defendant, kept a shop; and that D’Souza.
during his life-time, and after his death Mrs. D’Souza continued
to deal with him to the 28th August 1833; that the amount thus
due to defendant exceeds the amount due on the bond, and he
accordingly claims the offset; that the claim for the penalty is
illegal; and that he has expressed his willingness to refer the
matter to arbitration, but without effect.

9,

;

life

At the close of the pleadings, the plaintiff ﬁled a supplementary
plaint, praying that he might be allowed either the penalty, or in
terest upon the principal, as the court might deem proper.
The zillah judge, after taking evidence as to the defendant’s
demand upon Mrs. D’Souza, which the former pleaded as_ an olf
set, gave judgment against the claim on the 24th March 1841 ;
being of opinion that the offset was fully proved to an amount
From the above decision, the
exceeding the plaintiff’s demand.
plaintiff appealed to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
The case having been laid ﬁrst before Sir Robert Barlow, he re
corded his opinion, on the 22d September 1842, to the effect, that
the claim should be dismissed ; but on grounds uite distinct from
was of opinion,
those on which the zillah judge had proceeded.
that the penalty condition was contrary to Regulation 15, 1793
of that Regulation, the plaint should be
and that under Section
that
the
and
dismissed
supplemental plaint, ﬁled after the plead
the defendant,
ings had been completed, and the objection taken
the
did not obviate
irregularity.
by

;
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(130)

Mr. Reid, before whom the case was next laid, observed, that
the amount beyond the principal, whether claimed as penalty or
interest, would be precisely the same; and that as the bond was
drawn up in the usual form of English bonds, he considered the
plaintiﬁ’ was entitled to a judgment upon the merits. He was of

(

131

~

)

opinion that the defendant was entitled to the offset claimed, if
the amount, not covered by stampt vouchers,
where stamps were necessary, could not be admitted to his credit ;
and that the judge, having admitted many such items, his decision
should be modiﬁed to the extent of striking out such items from
the amount claimed as offset by the defendant.
It appears that there were money trihisactions between the
D’Souzas and the defendant, for a number of years; that, in fact,
Mrs. D’Souza had realized the amount of her bonds by receipt of
cash and goods from the defendant; and that she had done so at a
period of nearly 6 years before the sale of the bonds to the plaintiff ;
that the sale of the bonds to the plaintiff, was the sale of that which
the seller knew to be valueless; and that the defendant is entitled,
under the circumstances, to have Mrs. D’Souza in Court, to hear
what she has to say respecting the account of these mutual trans
actions.
She would not institute the action herself; and she has
not appeared in any way to dispute the account ﬁled by the
Such being
defendant, and it is not for the plaintiff to dispute it.
the case, the Court will not reject a few of the items of the account,
on the ground of the vouchers not being on stampt paper, every
transaction of the accounts having taken place long before the
The Court see no ground for any
plaintiff purchased the bond.
interference with the judgment of the lower court, dismissing the
.
claim, with all costs chargeable to appellants.
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proved; but that

-A-‘

THE 5TH MAY
‘

A.

1847.

PRESENT:
DICK, EsQ.,

W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY
EsQ.,

J. HAWKINS,

‘

CASE, No.
Regularl Appeal from

,

JUDGE,

the decision

24th

W. R. MACKAY,

J UDGE, and

OFFG. Tam-oaasv JUDGE.

172

or

1841.

of the Judge of Cattack,

dated the

March 1841.
APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
'

17818266‘

J. ATKINSON, AFTER ms DEATH, ms Wmow CLEMENTINA
ELIZA, FOR SELF AND CHILDREN, RESPONDENT, (DEFEND
ANT.)

Waheels-—- C. French and S1-eenath

‘

E

Appellant; and A. Imlach

Sein for
and 1Vilmo-ney Bonnerjee for Respondents.
Tms is another action upon another bond, under precisely the
same circumstances as the preceding.
The judgment of the Court
'
~
is therefore the same.

(132)
Tm; 5'rn MAY

1847.

Pass:-:s'r:

A. DICK,

EsQ.,

Juncn,
W. ,B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
Tsmroasar

J. HAWKINS,

J unen,

ESQ-,

J uncn.

Orro. Tsmroaanr

CASE No.
Special

Appeal from

176

decision

the

or

of

the

and

1843.

Judge

qf

1lI_1/merzxingh,

Thomas Taylor.

J

BIRHGO0 RAM DEYB

AND UGGURNATH
LANT5, (DnrnsnAnTs,)

DEYB, Arran

U(.’T8ll.S‘

MOHUN CHUNDER, runs SOOKH
CHUNDER, Rnsrosnnnr, (PLAINTIFE)

PZeaders—Sree Ram Raeefor Appellants; and

MAEE

Raj Narain Roy for

Respondent.

SUIT laid at Company’s rupees 748-l§ a., for rent with interest.
The plaintiﬂ‘ obtained a decree for certain lands, by foreclosure
of a conditional sale, against the heirs of one Abdool Basut, in the
The defen
year 1237 B. S. He obtained possession in l239.
dant, Juggurnath, was in possession of a farm of the lands during

by

J

a

:

a

it,

that period, while the other defendant had an interest in the rents
thereof; and the plaintiff now sues to recover from them the rents,
for the two years during which he was entitled to possession under
the decree.
The defendants replied, that the late proprietor, Abdool Basut,
had borrowed a sum of 2,000 rupees from the defendant, Birhgoo
Ram ; and that, in order to repay
farm of the
he had given
lands to Juggurnath, the brother of Birhgoo Ram, from l233 to
1239, with assignments to the latter for the rents payable by the
these assignments
former
being security to the lender for the re
of
the
loan.
The
land
thus became temporarily pledged
payment
to Birhgoo Ram for the debt due to him. This transaction took
place prior to the conditional sale to this plaintiff, for the foreclosure
of which he had obtained
decree in the suit against the heirs of
the vendor. Such being the case, the defendant, Birhgoo Ram,
had
prior lien for the rents to the end of the farm of uggurnath,
than had the plaintiff himselﬁ And further that nothing could be
claimed on the ground of excessive payment to Birhgoo Ram, as on
the several years preceding 1237, the payments
the farmer to
a
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MUDDUN

(133)

by

the creditor did not equal the amount of the annual assignments,
and that the balance had been recovered by a suit in court.
The principal sudder ameen dismissed the claim, on the ground
that the heirs of the proprietor had not been made parties to the
suit. ' This decision was reversed by the zillah judge.
A s ecial appeal was then admitted by the Sudder Dewanny
Adawlht to try, lst whether the appellants were liable for the rent
previous to resp0ndent’s obtaining possession; and secondly, whether
Birhgoo Ram was, under the circumstances, liable at all.
The Court are of opinion that neither of the appellants are liable
for the claim.
The ijarah or farm was legally given to Juggur
nath, and the assignment equally so to Birh oo Ram, previous to
the decree on which the respondent founds
claim. The Court
therefore reverse the decision of the judge, and dismiss the claim.
All costs to be paid
respondent.
his

*

R. H.

RATTRAY, Eso.,
139

or

1846.
by

CASE No.

'

J

noon.

qf

the Principal Sudder
Regular Appeal from a decision passed
Behar, Hedayet Ali Khan, March 27th 1846.
Ameen

MUSST. HUSSUN BIBI, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
U€7'SllS

MUSST. DAEEM BIBI, MUSST. ROSHUN BIBI, MUSST.
UFZUL BIBI, MUSST. AMEER-O-NISSA, MEER MO
HUMMUD HOSSEIN, AND ornaas, Rasronnanrs, (Da
FENDANTS.)
Wulc'eels

qf

Wukeels

of Appellant—J. G. Waller and Aman Ali.

Respondents—Gholam Sufdur, Baboo Pursun
T/zakur and Hamid Rusool.

Komar

a

3

6

4

a

THIS suit was instituted by appellant on the 12th September
1843, to obtain
judicial conﬁrmation of her possession of
annas, 13 dams, 13 boorees share of mauzah Munee-chuk
and
annas, 13
other mouzahs; and for possession (withheld) of a
cowries, 13 boorees share of mouzah Surawa-khas
dams,
and
others the whole appertaining to the estate of the late Rajah Mo
kurrib Khan, father of appellant.
Estimated value (for the stamp)
.
Company’s rupees 14,945-3-2.
;
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Paasanr

1847.

:

THE 5'rn MAY

(134)
Appellant

states

I

the late rajah to have died in 1229 F uslee,
she was ﬁve years of age; that every thing

(I822, A. D.,) when

their own and hers, was taken possession of by her sisters Daeem
and Roshun Bibi, her mother Afzul Bibi, and her step-mother
Ameer-o-nissa; that villages have been alienated in various ways,
sold and mortgaged; that she has in vain endeavoured to obtain
her rightful portion; and that she now sues to recover, from
the above-named and the other respondents, to whom the lands have
been transferred, what has been unjustly and illegally withheld
from her.

Bibi

Respondents answer, that the late rajah, who had obtained the
estate through his wife Kaeem Bibi, the mother of Daeem and Ro
shun Bibi, executed adeed of gift on the death of Kaeem Bibi in

:

;

;

it,

by

is

;

b'y

2

a

The principal sudder ameen admitted the bearing of the statute
of limitation, as pleaded by respondents; but not satisﬁed with that
single ground of dismissal, went into the general evidence, and de
termined that appellant had no right or title whatever to what she
aflirm this decision,

which

I

I

sufficient that

by

It

is

laid claim to.
do

with all

;

costs made payable
appellant, with reference to the statute which
but having gone through the entire proceed
has been infringed
may as well add, that the case affords another instance of
ings,

I

the reckless and unblushing manner in which the courts are resort
ed to, to accomplish purposes attainable only
the most gross
perversion of justice, through the agency of any fraud, no matter
what, that may be necessary to effect the desired issue.

by
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;

tie

favor of her two daughters; upon each of whom he bestowed a
third of the whole, leaving the remainin
third to be divided
shura. This was in
amongst his heirs at his death according to
when i/lrarnamehs, amildustuks,8Ic. were furnished,
1219 F. (1812)
with the view of establishing the donees in legal possession of
what had been conferred upon them; which was duly obtained.
In 1229 F. (1822) the rajah died; and the unappropriated portion
of the estate was divided according to law appellant receiv
annas’ share.
She was then ten years of age (not ﬁve, as
ing
asserted
her) and her mother, as her legal guardian, signed the
She (appellant)
partition deed (tukseemnameh) on her behalf.
now thirty-one years old; and having subsequently to attaining
her majority, confirmed the tukseemnameh, accepted and held the
lands which,
were apportioned to her
and since sold them
to others on the authority of that very deed
she cannot now sue
for what she cannot possibly have any legal claim to. The statute
of limitation bars the cognizance of the courts, of the action brought
by her.

(135)
Tan 6TH MAY 1847.
Pnnsnrrr:
A. DICK, EsQ.,

Jones.

~

CASE
Regular Appeal from

of

the

N0.

102

decision

qf

or

1843.

the

Principal Sudder.
Khan.

Ameen

Zlloulvee Kuleem

llloorshedabad,

SEIUD KHADIM HOOSEIN, ALIAS MEER HOOSEIN ALI,
APPELLANT,

(DEFENDANT,)

UBTSUS

GOPAL SHAH, THEN HIS sons AND HEIRS, GOURIE PUR
SHAD SHAH, JUGBUNDOO SHAH, AND GUNDRUP
SHAH, Rnsronnnnrs, (PLAINTIFFS.)

SUIT laid at Company’s rupees 8,886, 7 a., 3 p., 3 c., for posses
sion on a landed property or talook, called Melzal Chunderparah
Maee Kutra Mushmodli, Tuqf Dilawurpoor o0rufKhanpoor, rent
free.

.

by

av

due

The property in uestion was sold by public auction at the collec
torate, for arrears
Government farmer; being the pro
perty pledged in security by one Imdad Ali, surety of the farmer,
defendant in this" case.
The plaintiffs father was the pur
and
chaser; and when possession was about
be given to him, Imdad
Ali op osed; and after his opposition was put aside, the appellant
came fiurward, and asserted that the property belonged to him, and
was in his possession; and that Imdad Ali had no right to pledge
it. After divers proceedings in the collectorate and thelcivil court,
the purchaser was ordered to be put into possession of only
very
a., l7 gs.,
cs., of his purchase, as the right of
small ortion, viz:
Imdad) Ali. Dissatisﬁed with such decision, he instituted this suit
against the collector, Imdad Ali, and the appellant. The collec
tor replied he had done all the law required of him. Imdad Ali
denied his having become surety, and asserted his dispossession.
The appellant re-asserted his own right to and possession on the
property.
The principal sudder ameen, for the reasons fully. detailed, in his de
cision, decreed possession to plaintiff, the purchaser, on the property,
the appellant had any right,
the right of Imdad Ali; and added,
in his opinion,‘he was at liberty to sue for it! He exonerated the
collector; and laid the whole of the costs of suit on Imdad Ali
and the appellant.

if

2

1

a

tb

a
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Pleaders——Lo0{f-ur-Rulzman and Ram Pran Raee for Appellant; and
Ghoolam Sufdur for Respondents.
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(136)
As the addition of the principal sudder ameen to his decision,
that, “ if the appellant had any right in his opinion he was at liberty
to sue for it,” was superﬂuous and extra-judicial, the case was laid
before a full bench by Mr. Dick, to decide on that point only. Messrs.
Jackson and Hawkins concurring with Mr. Dick, the addition was
ordered to be expunged.
Mr. Dick then proceeded to pass judg
ment alone.
From perusal of the decisions oflthe magistrate of Moorshedabad
of the 29th April 1834, A. D., and 28th April 1837, it appears
that Imdad Ali was in possession, and his possession upheld on the
In the interval
property in question, against the claim of
between those two periods, Imdad Ali pleatppellant.
ged the property, which
was eventually sold on that account. It was
by respon
dents’ ‘father; and on the purchase is founded t purchased
eir claim in this suit.
On the point of legal possession therefore, no doubt remains. As
to right, appellant has not even stated the ground on which he
resists: whether he claims on heritance, gift, or purchase; nor
whether he claims the whole, or only a portion, and what portion.
His defence, consequently, is utterly untenable ; and the denial of
Imdad Ali collusive. The decision of the principal sudder ameen
is aﬂirmed, with the exception above noticed; and the appeal
dismissed with full costs.

13

Tm: IQTH MAY

1847.

PRESENT:

R.

IL RATTRAY

A DICK,

and

ESQRS.,

Juncss, and
W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

or

45

1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen qf Saran, S3/ud Imdad Ali, July llth 1844, reversing a
decree passed by the Moonsiﬂ‘ qf C/mprah, December 29t/0 1843.

HEERA RAM TEWAREE,

APPELLANT,

(PLAINTIFF,)

versus

RUGHOBER MISSER,

RESPONDENT, (DEFENDANT.)
Wukeels qf Appellant—Moonshee Abbas Ali and lllirza Arnan Ali.

PLAINTIFF claimed

Respondent

of

absent.
3 biggahs

of lakhirqj land in
Dhunawah, pergunnah Godeh, laying his suit at rupees
s4-1»;-, 18 times the yearly proceeds; with wasilat and interest
21-8: in all rupees 105-9~1.~.
mouzah

possession

(137)
that 9 bzygahs of land in that mouza/z belonged, in
equal shares, to himself and Gobind Tewaree and Muhesh Tewaree
his brothers. The 3 biqgabs share of plaintiff was in farm to
RughoberiMisser, who refused to pay his rent for 1245 and 1246.
Plaintiff claimed the rent before the moonsiff ; but the suit was dis
missed, with leave to bring a new suit for possession of the land,
He therefore now brings
which order was conﬁrmed in appeal.
The
a
decree in favor of plain
this suit as above.
moonsiff gave
al
sudder
ameen
and,
in
the
reversed this order,
tiff ;
appeal,
princi
on the ground of a receipt in
character
from plaintiff to
Nagree
Chukowree Misser, which
stated in his proceeding to be proved
a satisfactory manner.
stated

in

is

tiie

He

in

THE 10TH MAY

1847.

PRESENT:

H. RATTRAY
A. DICK, ESQRS.,

R.

and

JUDGES: and

W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
ones.

J

TEMPORARY

or

62

1846.

by

CASE No.

the Principal Sudder Ameen
Regular Appeal from a decree passed
Saran, Mohummud Raﬁk Ifhan, November 20th 1845.

of

E

MUSST. MINA
WIDOW or RAEE MUHTAB RAM,
KOWIER,
nsomsao, AND
RA
KULDEEP RAM, APPELLANTS,
(DEFENDANTS,)

_

UBTSZLS

NUND KISHOOR SINGH, AND OTHERS, Rssrommnrs,
(PLAINTIFFS.)
W'ukeel
Wukeels

Appellants—Abbas

qf of

Ali.

Respondents—-J. G. Waller and Hamid Russool.

THIS suit was instituted by respondents on the 4th October 1844,
to recover from appellants Company’s rupees 5,333-5—4, principal
and interest, the same being
balance of Sicca rupees 7,500, depo
a
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it,

it

is

The Court are of opinion, that the document in the Nagree
character, admitted by the principal sudder ameen as evidence,
and forming the ground of his order reversing the decree of
the moonsiff,
as
bears neither the
altogether inadmissible;
nor that of
signature of the person said to have executed
therefore
the
decision
of
witness.
reverse
the
any
They
principal
sudder ameen, and conﬁrm that of the moonsiﬂ’.
Costs against res
all the courts.
pondent

I

_\

\

(138)
of the amount agreed to
sited in the zillah court, as part
payment
an, and other villages, as set
be paid for mouzah Rampore-Beerb
forth.

of

the plaint

In answer

to the above, appellants state, that, after the

dismissal

in

in

of the case noted, respondents executed two farlahuttees (receipts
their (appellants’) favor, to the following
full of all demands)

by

:

effect, viz. ‘of the 7,500 rupees peishgee (advance) Gundrup Singh,
teekadar, having sued in the Adawlut, was paid by Musst. Mina
Kowur and Kuldeep Ram (appellants,) and the claim of Jothee
Singh Pandee was satisﬁed from the depolt, and repaid when the
account of mesne proceeds was made up
being carried to respon

by

Now, having represented Nanhoo
dents’ credit on that occasion.’
and Chutroo as associated with Gundrup, and as having so receiv
ed the sums mentioned from the deposit in direct contradiction to
what their far/zhuttees declare, they (respondents) have got up this
Nanhoo and Chutroo,
suit. The money taken from the court
was so with the consent of Ramsurn Singh, the father and brother
of the respondents respectively; and they (respondents) should look
to him and them for payment.
Nanhoo and Chutroo halve been released from all responsibility
the principal sudder ameen, under their denial of having had
by
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a

a

in

by

(a

substance

is,

that, on the llth January 1834,
in
the
name
of Dilraj
purchased,
party to the suit)
respondents
the villages above noted, for Sicca rupees 24,330 from appellants.
The latter having some accounts connected with the lands to settle
with Jothee Singh Pandee and Gundrup Singh, 7,500 Sicca rupees
advance of the purchase
were lodged in court
respondents,
Upon this deposit, respon
money, to enable them to adjust these.
but
arose, which ended in the
dents received possession:
dispute
Meanwiile,
the sum of Sicca rupees
cancelled.
being
purchase
1,875 had been paid from the deposit to Chutroo Siugh, and Sicca
rupees 666-10-8, to Nanhoo Singh, both partners of Gundrup
Singh; and Sicca rupees 3,750 to Jothec Singh Pandee. To reco
ver these sums, respondents had sued appellants; but, by
supple
mentary plaint, the claim was transferred from. them to the persons
just named: the suit was however dismissed, and the responsibility
of appellants made manifest.
Eventually an amicable arrangement
took place between the parties; the mesne proﬁts derived from the
lands during the period of respondents’ possession, were paid to
appellants, whose acknowledgment, in full of all demands, was
obtained; every thing was settled except the re-payment of the
money taken by Ohutroo Singh and Nanhoo Singh, amounting
and for this, with interest
together to Sicca rupees 2,541-10-8;
now
sue.
What was intended
to
the
respondents
principal,
equal
for Gundrup Singh, was not taken by him, and has been received
back by respondents.

The

)

'(..

139

by

is

is

if

is

a

is

it

it

it
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;

it

it,

it

It

by

a

decree has been
any connexion with the matter at issue; and
the
full
of
Against this,
responsibility
appellants.
passed declaring
v
the present appeal has been preferred here.
We are of opinion, under the circumstances of the case, that
there cannot be any doubt of respondents’ right to receive back
the money lodged by them in court, on account of the purchase
made
them from appellants; that purchase having been cancelled
pleaded
by agreement between the parties to it.
appellants,
that this money was paid away by the court with the sanction of
was paid in; but although Ramsurn
Ramsurn Singh, by whom
was authorized to make the deposit, he had no competency to with
or appro riate any part of it. With regard to the farkhut
draw
tees, we observe, tliat they have no bearing on the question before us,
which refers to money taken by others than the persons mentioned
in them.
If Nanhoo and Chutroo, who received the money, were,
evident that what
as asserted, associated with Gundrup Singh,
was due to him (Gundrup) was twice paid
not so associated,
that they had no claim to any payment, and took what they did
The deposit (as just stated) was part of the
takeunwarrantably.
purchase money paid on account of a sale, which sale was cancelled
In common equity, purchaser receives back what
by the parties.
he paid, when he restores the land purchased by him, to the party
In the present instance, there
who sold it.
nothing to qualify
the general rule: the transaction was, directly, between the parties
before us, holding those relative positions; and the right of respon
dents and liability of appellants are, we think, manifestly what the
principal sudder ameen has determined them to be.
We consider the decree of the lower court to be just and proper,
and aﬂirm
accordingly; with all costs chargeable to appellants.
MR. D1CK.—The sum of 7,500 rupees were deposited in court by
Ramsurn, whose widow
Rookmun Kowur, one of the respondents,
on account of himself and the other sharers, also respondents, to be
paid to two persons, Jothee Singh and Gundrup Singh. Notice was
issued to Jothee and Gundrup, to appear and receive the money.
Jothee appeared, and proyed his right to one-half of the deposit,
was paid to him. Gundrup did not appear; but a third
and
person, named Ohutroo, came forward, and declared that he was a.
On the
sharer in Gundrup’s moiety to the extent of two—thirds.
word of Ramsurn, Chutroo’s statement was admitted; and the court
paid him two-thirds of the remaining moiety deposited, payable
Another portion was afterwards paid to one Nanhoo,
to Gundrup.
These two sums paid to
also on the word of the said Ramsnrn.
Chutroo and to Nanhoo, on the word of Ramsurn, who had depo
sited the money for himself and the other sharers, the respondents,
The court were no doubt wrong
constitute their claim in this case.
in paying the money to any one, except those for whom
had been

(140)
But the plea urged by the respondents’ pleader, that
Ramsurn had no authority to give his word as he did, and there
fore it cannot affect his clients, cannot for a moment be admitted.
Ramsurn’s widow is one of the respondents in his stead; he was
himself one of the sharers who deposited the money; he had au
thority to act generally for them all; and for them all had deposit
If a man so empowered, and a
ed the money into the court.
partner, is at liberty to mislead a court of justice, and afterwards
to conjoin with his partners to disown his own acts, and claim to
beneﬁt by his own dishonesty, one of the very ﬁrst principles of
law and equity will be set at nought: no man can take advantage
of his own wrong. Had the appellants stood on this ground, and
had there not been strong presumptive evidence of their having
colluded with Gnndrnp Singh, when he sued them for the whole of
his moiety,
should have given my judgment for exonerating them,
since they had authorized the payment of the deposit to only two
persons named; whereas one of the respondents
acting for all of
them, had authorized the payment of the portion claimed to a third
and a fourth party. The appellants however have never taken
that ground; and their non-appearance to defend the suit of Gund
rup for the whole moiety, in which he declared that they had
prevented his suing Chutroo and Nanhoo, who had received
two-thirds of the moiety, is violently presumptive of their having
colluded with Gundrup.
For these reasons, therefore, concur in
cannot however concur in the legitimacy
dismissing the appeal.
of the reasoning advanced for the -respondents.
deposited.
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I
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Tm-: 10TH

MAY

1847.

Pansnnrz

O.

TUCKER,

Pn'r1"r1on No. 630

EsQ.,

or

Junen.
1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Gunganarain Mookeijea, ﬁled in
this Court on the 25th September 1845, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen
of zillah East Burdwan, under date the 7 th July 1845, reversing
that of the moonsiﬂ’ of Cutwa, under date the 27th September
1844, in the case of Gunganarain Mookeljea, plaintiff, versus Dhun
moni Dasi, and others, defendants.
This case was instituted in the moonsiﬁ"s court at Cutwa, in the
zillah of East Burdwan, and disposed of by that officer, in favor of
the plaintiff, on 27th September 1844.
An appeal was lodged;
and the case referred to the principal sudder ameen, Moofti Lootf
Hossein, who, on 7th July 1845, nonsuited the laintiif for a default
in the lower court, under Act 29, 1841. The default is thus stated

A

141

(

)

sudder ameen: “ On the 24th February 1844, the
the
‘principal
by
was called upon to ﬁle certain documents in‘ support of his
p ainti
claim, together with a list of witnesses ; and not having done so,
within the period of six weeks, the case ought to have been struck
off the ﬁle.”
Having seen in other cases, that several of the native judicial
oﬂicers entertained a very erroneous idea of the meaning of Act
sent for the record ; and, on reference to its con
29, 1841,
ﬁnd that the order in question was passed on the day
tents,
stated ; but, on the 19th March, the defendants came in and ﬁled
their answer, after which the laintilf was required to ‘reply to
V
which he did on the 8th April).
The chain was obviously broken by the defendants themselves
coming in and answering the plaint, from which datq. fresh start
was taken and the order of the 24th February wasno longer in
force, as
shown by the same order having been re-issued on the
15th April, after the plaintiff had replied to the defendants’ answer.
total neglect to proceed in suit
A default under Act 29, 1841,
The mere non-compliance with an order
or ap eal for six weeks.
rovided the suit be otherwise carried on,
not a default
issuedi
Act; and, consequently, does not subject the plaintiff or
under
appellant to an order of dismissal.
admit the special appeal; and
Under these circumstances,
remand the case to the principal sudder ameen to be disposed of on
its merits.

I

a

is

1

I

V

»

tlie

Z}-0

ones, and

J

TEMPORARY
EsQ.,

HAWKINS,

Qrre. TEMPORARY

ones.

J

J.

Tun 12'rn MAY 1847.
Paasam:
A. DICK, EsQ.,
Junea, and
B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
W.
‘
A

29

or

1844.

by

CASE No.

by

qf

the Principal] Sudder Amecn
Special Appeal from a decree passed
June
1843,
9th
the
c0n_ﬁrmz'n_q a decree passed
Mymensinyh,
District,
December
that
28th 1842.
Moonsff qf
ROODURNATH SURMAH CHOWDRY, AND ANOTHER,
APPELLANTS, (DEFENDANTS,)
'UCl'8U8

UGGURNATH BURM

J

oruaas,
(PLAINTIFFS.)
AND

Rasronnnnrs,

Appellants—Bzmsee Buddun .Mitter and Ram Pran Rat.
Ram Rai.
Wukeel qf Respondents-—Sree
special appeal was admitted by Mr. Tucker, under the

’

Wukeels

of
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a

is

;

a

it,

I

THIs

following certiﬁcate.

(142)
“ This suit was instituted
by

of certain lands, from which

the plaintiffs to recover possession
they alleged the defendants had dis

possessed them.

“ The
question of

possession had been tried previously, under the
provisions of Regulation 15, 1824, on the ap lication of the plain
tiffs; but the decision was against them. il'he present suit was
instituted within twelve years from the date of the magistrate’s roo
bucarry upholding the possession of the defendants, but beyond

by the

twelve years from the date of the alleged dispossession
defendants.

defendants pleaded this in the lower courts, but were over
ruled by the judges deciding that, if within l2 years of the date of
the magistrate’s roobucarry, the suit was within time.
“ I think this is an error in the construction of the law of limi
tations; and therefore I admit the special appeal to try, whether
the period of twelve years should be calculated from the date of
alleged dispossession; or from the date of decision of the case under
Regulation 15, 1824.”
Masses. D101: AND JACKSON.—We are ot‘ opinion that the period
of limitation should be calculated from the date of decision of the
case under Regulation 15, 1824 ; because only from that date
can the defendants in the case before us be said to have enjoyed
We therefore
undisturbed possession, under a fair and legal title.
reject the special appeal, and atﬁrm the decisions of the lower
courts.

ﬁnd it stated in Mr. Tucker’s certiﬁcate of
of
admission
this special appeal, that the suit was instituted within
twelve years of the decision under Regulation 15, 1824; but beyond
twelve years from the date of alleged dispossession by the defendants;
and, upon these statements of facts, Mr. Tucker certiﬁes for the
decision of the Court, the point, whether the period of limitation
is tobe calculated from the date of the faujdaree decision, or from
the date of alleged dis ossession.
By Section 7, Act 3, 1843,
the Court is limited to
determination of this one point, and to
no other point or part of the case whatever. If however,
should
appear that the special ground of appeal has been incorrectly cer
tiﬁed, the certiﬁcate may be returned to Mr. Tucker for amend
ment.
For the Court now to enter into any investigation of the
fact of the date of dispossession, or to ﬁnd
fact contrary to the
facts of the certiﬁcate, appears_ to me to be at variance with the
law.
am willing to return the certiﬁcate to Mr. Tucker for re
consideration
but cannot consent to decide the case except upon
the special point of law.
that an
My opinion upon that point,
application to the magistrate was not
preferring of the claim to a
competent ‘court, within the meaning of Section 14, Regulation
1793, any more than
civil court
miscellaneous
application to
a

it

the

MR. HAWKINS.—I

a

a

3,

a

is,

I

;

I
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“ The

(143)

,

(See Construction 813) would have been ; and that, consequently,
upon the decision of the point contained in the certiﬁcate, the
decrees of the lower courts must be reversed, and the original claim
,

-1}

dismissed.

THE 12TH MAY

1847.

PRESENT:

A. DICK, EsQ.,

JUDGE.

W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE, and
EsQ.,
OFFG. TEMPORARY JUDGE.

J. HAWKINS,
.

CASE No.
Appeal from

62

or

1844.

-

Principal Sudder Ameen qf Moor
shedalzad, dated 22nd November I843.

the

judgment of

the

GOPAL OHUNDER OHOWDREE,

APPELLANT,

(DnFnNDAN'r,)
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UCTSUS

ULF-O-NISSA BEGUM, GUARDIAN or BAKIR ALI KHAN
AND SYED AHMUD ALI KHAN, MINOR soNs OF WAHID
ALI KHAN, RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFE)
Wukeels

of Appellant——-Mr. Skinner and Luc/zmeepersad.
Wuheel qf Resp0ndent——Ram Pran Rai.

SUIT laid at rupees 8,634-14-9.
This suit was originally instituted in

the civil court by one
Zynuddeen Ali alias Meer Moghul, against the present appellant
and Shahzadi Begum, in behalf of the minors, he being the father’s
brother.
The plaint set forth that the father of the minors, Wahid Ali
Khan, inherited a patrimony consisting of lahhiraj lands in certain
gardens, together with a jote in a Government khas mehal, and
some houses; that from the proﬁts of these he purchased a mehal
called Bagh Mitterpoora, and had possession of the whole up to the
day of his death; that he died in Bhadoon 1240 BS., leaving, as his
heirs, his minor sons, for whom the plaintiif appears, and his widow
Shahzadi Begum ;, that before his death, he made his wife, Shahzadi
Begum, execute an engagement to the effect that she had no claim
for dower against him, receiving in lieu thereof a ﬁxed allowance
of 40 rupees per mensem, out of the nizamut stipend payable to the
family; that, after his death, his widow appointed the defendant
Gopal Chunder Chowdree her dewan ; that he gave her bad
advice, which led her to act to the injury of the minors, her sons;
that certain mehals, viz. turujk Sidhoul, Talibpoor, Bussuntpoor,
Kulloopoor, and Paraleeah, were purchased from the funds of the
minors; but that their mother had the deed of sale drawn out in

her own name ; that plaintiff, as the paternal uncle of the minors,
now sues, with a. view to the protection of their rights, praying for
a declaration of their rights in the property possessed by their father,
and purchased after his death from their funds; and for the registry
of their names in the collector’s oﬂice, as proprietors of the mehals
paying revenue to Government.
The defendant, Gopal Chunder Chowdree, answered, that the suit
was a collusive proceeding between the plaintiff and Shahzadi Begum,
to defraud him of his due; that the me/zals, turuﬁ Sidhoul, Talib
poor, Bussnntpoor, Kulloopoor, and Paraleeah, were the purchased
property of Shahzadi Begum, against whom he has obtained a decree
of court; that he had sued out execution, and procured attach
ment of the mehals above named, when the action was brought to
procure exemption of the property from liability to sale in execution
of the decree; that the plaintiff had no right to sue, as he was not
the ap inted guardian of the minors; and that the members of
Wahid”Ali Khan’s family were still living together, without any
disagreement whatever.
Shahzadi Begum ﬁled an answer, to the effect that a house
called Boree Begum belonged to her. She urged no claim to the
rest of the property.
While the suit was pending before the principal sudder ameen,
the plaintiff stated his inability to pay the costs of the action, and
The suit was accord
requested permission to withdraw the claim.
off;
was
re-instated
order
of the Sudder Court
but
struck
by
ingly
on the application of Ulf-o-nissa Begum, the aunt by marriage of
the minors.
The principal sudder ameen, for the reasons stated in his decree,
gave judgment, on the 22nd November 1843, for the plaintiff, de
claring the right of the minors, according to their shares under the
Mahomedan law, in the whole of the property left by Wahid Ali
Khan, as well as in that purchased subsequently to his death; with
the exception of a portion of one estate, which he declaped to be
the sole property of Shahzadi Begum.

is,

The Court reject the deed of relinquishment stated to have been
executed by Shahzadi Begum to her husband, Wahid Ali Khan.
It is an illegal document with reference to the stamp on which it is
engrossed, being written on paper of one rupee value; whereas it
should have been engrossed, as a bond, on six rupee paper, or as a
moreover, a most suspicious
conveyance on eight rupee paper. It
document; and, in the opinion of the Court, quite unworthy of
credit, never having been published during the life-time of the
husband; and,
frau
really executed, apparently executed with
This document being rejected, the evidence shews
dulent design.
that Wahid Ali Khan left considerable property, and leads to the
the name
presumption that the property purchased after his death,
in

a

if
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(145)
of Shahzadi Begum, was purchased with funds belonging to the
This being the case, the whole property must be dealt with
estate.
The widow’s share, under
as that of the heirs ofWahid Ali Khan.
the Mahomedan law, is one-eighth or two anna share, which is liable
to sale in execution of the decree obtained by the appellant. The
principal sudder ameen’s decree is so far modiﬁed, so that the whole
property, without exception, shall be dealt with as the property of the
heirs; and execution of the appellant’s decree proceed against 'one
eighth of the whole. Costs to be paid by the parties rateably, with
reference to the jud ment in regard to the property, viz. 14 annas
by the appellant, and two annas by the respondent.

THE
A.

--ii

l2'r11

MAY

PRESENT:
DICK, EsQ.,

1847.

Jones,

W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
Tamronanr ones, and
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J. HAWKINS,
CASE

J

EsQ.,

Orre. TEMPORARY JUDGE.

NO. 154 OF 1845.

Appeal from the decision qf the Principal Sudder Ameen
qf Rungpore.
RAMMUNNEE DASSEA AND DURGA MUNNEE DASSEA,
Regular

Arrnnmurs, (Dnraunmrs, WITH orm:ns,)
versus

OOJULMUNNEE DASSEA,
Wuheel
Wuheel

RESPONDENT,

(PLA1N'r1r*r.)

qf Appellants—Sree Ram Rai.

qf

Respondent-—

Turruc Chunder Rai.

THE plaintiﬁ, the widow of the late Bindrabun Doss, instituted
this suit, in formﬁ pauperis, in the zillah court of Rungpore, on the
as
25th January 1840, to recover possession of certain property,
'
er margin, belong P
Lakhiraj land, 1 kanee, 5 gun105 14
8
I ing to her late hug“
das,inSookun Pooker, valued at...i
band and his bro
An Istemrari Jote, in Khamar
3 00
0 0 0
Gokunda, ..............................
they Ram Lochun
Kismut Churroo
Zumeendary,
Do 55'
Sh e S t ate d
Bhuddur,
with
ll jumma. of
94
111 a
that her husband,
31
5
1 ........................ ..
11
Fllrmﬂlre,
who had lived in
0
0 0
1,834
Vggéllzelgtd
Brass}
10 Blinds,".'.'.'.'.'.ill'.'II.'.'.'.'.'ffIIIIIII
Rice and other Grain, ............ ..

23,000
666

o
0

o
0

o
0

f“‘.““lY

Pm"e*Sh'P

1115

(V1V_1l7(§1
1e
after

..C?,‘f=.ﬁ::::::::

with her brother-in-law

till his

3:332

2

2

3

her

brother,

giving

vermissioll

to

adopt a son; and
she continued to live

death, when she continued in

joint

(146)
possession with his widow Korona Mye; that on her proceeding to
adopt a son, Korona Mye dispossessed her of the property; that
to institute a
she had petitioned the court for permission
ued at
suit against Korona Mye, for one-half of the property, va pauper
13,000 Sicca rupees; but Korona Mye dying during the progress

of

enquiry into her application, she petitioned to be admit
enter upon possession of the entire property, as sole
heir of the two brothers. At length she was allowed to sue as a.
pauper; and accordingly sued Ram Govind Doss, Brijkishore
Doss, and Kishen Churn Doss, distant kinsmen of her husband,
who had got possession of the
roperty on the death of Korona
mother of Ram Govind Doss,
Mye; and Rammunnee Dassea,
statement of accounts,
who fraudulently suing Korona Mye for
ot decrees, in consequence of the collusive statements
given ac
Enowledging the justice of the demand, which were realized from the
By a supplementary plaint, she included among the de
property.
fendants Beneenath Bose and Bugwan Chunder Moithe, late and
present nazirs of the civil court of Rungpore, and others, as having
unduly made away with, or assisted in making away with, the pro
She also put in
petition, to say she had sold half her
perty.
in
interest in the property
dispute, for her support, to one Srikant
Neogee.
answer, stated that the two brothers
Musst. Rammunnee,
circumstances,
Ram Lochun was employed
in
destitute
being
very
her
and
herself
as
husband
by
gomasliteh, in which capacity he em
bezzled money and property committedto his charge; in consequence
of which, she, after his death, instituted two suits against his widow
Korona Mye, for the sums of 3,000 rupees and 1408-10-8, and ob
tained decrees; that the widow dying without issue, Ram Govind
Doss, Brijkishore Doss and Kishen Churn Doss, the sapindas of
Ram Lochun Doss, entered, as his heirs, upon possession of his
property, and performed his funeral ceremonies; but ﬁnding that the
two decrees would absorb the whole of the pro erty, they relinquish
ed
to her.
She pleaded that Bindrabun Boss having been se
very young
parate from his brother, died leaving the plaintiff
childless widow, who had since lived an unchaste life; and, conse
quently, was debarred from succeeding to property under the Hindu
law.
the

to

in

a

it

a

Ram Govind Doss, Brijkishore Doss, and Kishen Churn Doss,
The two latter,
conﬁrmed the statement of Rammunnee Dassea.
however, by
subsequent answer, repudiate their ﬁrst answer, and
claim. The nazirs, and others of the defend
support the
ants general pla.intiﬁ"s
any way, made away with any part
y, deny having,
of the roperty. Two of them, however, Raujkishore Doss and
Klanth Doss, have put in an answer in support of the plaintiﬂ"s

-~
in

(ima
aim.

c
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The principal sudder ameen, Syud Suddur-ul Hussein, dismissed
the plaintiff’s case, on the 30th April 1841 ; on the ground of her
failure to rove that the property had been acquired by her hus
,
brother, while living in familypartnership.
band and
The plaintiff appealing to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, the case
was remanded for re-trial by Mr. Dick, on the 24th August 1842.
While was pending before the principal sudder ameen, the plain
tiff prayed for permission to include among the defendants Somere
Chand Baboo, gomashteh of Pertab Sing Baboo, on the ground that
a portion of the property claimed was in his hands. This was grant
ed on the 8th March 1843; but the plaintiff failing to carry out the
order, her case was struck off, by the then principal sudder ameen,
It was again restored to the ﬁle
on the 23d March 1844.
order
of Mr. Reid dated 10th June 1844, which directed the principal
sudder ameen toatry the case, with reference to such defendants as
the plaintiff had included in her plaint.
Mr,
N. Thomas, the officiating
The suit was ﬁnally decided
who
ameen
of
sudder
Rungpore,
having consulted the
principal
pundit of the Moorshedabad civil court on certain points, recorded
his decision, in not very intelligible English, on the 10th March 1845,
to the effect that plaintiff should recover a moiety of the personal
property, amounting, by proof, altogether to rupees 9,251-6-7, and
one-third of the real property; excluding Jote Khamar Gokunda,
which was shewn to have been the acquisition of the defendant, Ram
'
Govind Doss.
Fromthe above decision, the appellants appealed to the Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut. The case having been ﬁrst heard by Mr. Reid,
was referred by him to full bench; but having left the Court be
similar reference was made by Mr. Hawkins.
came on,
fore
The Court are of opinion, that the plaintiff has failed to establish
her case.
She has not adduced any evidence whatever, to prove
that the alleged permission from her husband to adopt was ever
given; and scarcely any, and that by no means satisfactory, to shew
that the two brothers, Ram Lochun and Bindrabun, carried on bu
It observable that the plaintiff avoids all
siness in partnership.
mention of the date of her husband’s death; but
took place
some ten or twelve years before that of Ram Lochun; and
in
every document, whether relating to money or real property,
has
the sole name of Ram Lochun, or of his wife Korona Mye.
never been alleged that the brothers had any ancestrel estate. They
not any evidence to shew that Bindra
lived together; but there
in
the
the whole of
bun had any part
acquisition of the property
dealt
with
to
have
been
and
considered,
which seems
throughout, as
the
Under
Hindu
law
that of Ram Lochun.
(see page 179, vo
“
Adawlut
of
several brothers
lume
Sudder Dewanny
Reports)
one
acquire property
living together
family partnership, should

1-I?
(148)
means of funds common to the whole, the property so acquired
belongs jointly to all the brothers. Should however, the means of
ac uisition, drawn from the joint funds, be of little consideration,
the personal exertion considerable, two shares belong to the ac
quirer, and one share to each of the other brothers. But should pro
one brother, without the assistance of any joint
erty be
acquired
Now, as the plain
funds,
be ongs exclusively to the acquirer.”
tiff claims the property as having been acquired by joint funds,
The evidence, and
for her to shew this; she has not done so.
presumption arising from the fact of every document being in the
name of Ram Lochun or his wife, are altogether against her
not a particle of evidence to shew, that her husband,
while there
Bindrabun Doss, had any capital, or contributed by his labour to
the alleged 'oint acquisitions. The principal sudder ameen has
decided for
plaintiff, chieﬂy upon the evidence adduced by the
But these
defendants,
Brijkishore Doss and Kishen Churn Doss.
that the
indeed,
own
answer.
denied
their
men have
They allege,
answer was ﬁled without their knowledge; but
happens to be
the
of the
in
unison
with
what
stated
occasion
they
upon
strictly
of
Korona
death
which
took
the
Mye
place upon
summary enquiry,
in 1838; and yet,
upon the evidence, not of the plaintiff herself,
but upon that brought by individuals, who have come into court
with directly contradictory statements, that the principal sudder
Such being the ge
ameen has given judgment for the plaintiff.
to
record
neral features of the case,
any opinion in
unnecessary
one
Srikant
of
the
that
to
the
plaintiff,
Neogee,
regard
application
to whom she states she has sold
moiety of her interest in the suit,
might be associated with her in the prosecution of the claim.
The judgment of the principal sudder ameen of Rungpore, of the
10th March 1845,
reversed with the usual order in regard to
costs
pauper cases.
a
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it
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;
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l2'r11

MAY

1847.

Pansnnr:
C.

TUCKER, Esq.
Jnnon.

Pnrrrron No.
IN

the matter
on the 3rd

of

736

or

1845.

the petition of Puranchunder Booee, ﬁled in this
1845, praying for the admission of a spe
Qourt
November
cial appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah West Burdwan,
under date the 10th July 1845, conﬁrming that of Abdool Uzeez,

(~

149

)

a
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a

I

a
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it,

moonsiif of Oundah, under date the 6th July 1844, in the case of
Pnranchunder Booee, plaintiﬂ", versus Jugunnath Chatteljea, and
others, defendants.
In this case the plaintiff stated that one Sonatun Biswas held a.
jumma of rupees 20-10-2-2, in mouza Bumolleepore; of which he,
Sonatun Biswas, sold to his brother, Kishen Mohun Booee, rupees
11-ll-2-2, on 6th Aughun 1241 B. S.; that the separation was sanc
tioned by the zemindar, and recognized by the farmers; that, on
his brother and himself separating, this jumma fell to his lot.~ The
defendant purchased the village in putnee in 1248 B. S., and to him
he paid his rent for that and the following year; that the defend
ant, in collusion with Sonatun Biswas, sued that person summarily
for balance of rent on a jumma of rupees 20-10-2-2; and, obtaining a.
decree, attached the crops on his, the plaintiff’s lands, in satisfaction
of the same, thus making the same land answerable for two
He applied for redress to the collector; but not obtain
jummas.
he instituted the present suit for the value of the crops sold,
ing
The defendant pleaded that the two jummas
and also for damages.
were separate and distinct, and that the lands he attached belonged
The moonsiff decreed for the
to the jumma of Sonatun Biswas.
plaintiff; but, in appeal, the judge, Mr. Edward Deedes, reversed
his decision, simply recording the fact, that from the proceedings
in another case there appeared to be two jummas :——0ne of rupees
20-10-2-2 in the name of Sonatun Biswas, the other of rupees
11-11-2-2 in the name of Kishen Mohun Booee. But on what grounds
not stated; whilst
mass of
or evidence he determined this fact
Now,
evidence was produced in support of the plaintiffs assertion.
under the law,
judge required to give in his decree the grounds
Moreover, the enquiry was defective.
No local
of his decision.
investigation was instituted to ascertain whether the plaintilf had
any other lands than those the crops of which the defendant attached
as appertaining to the jumma of Sonatun Biswas.
The defendant
pleaded that the plaintiff’s jumma of rupees 11-1 1-2-2 was separate
and distinct jumma.
He should, therefore, have been called upon
to point out the lands for which the plaintiff paid that jumma.
On these grounds, admit the special appeal; and remand the pro
record of the grounds on
ceedings for further investigation, and
V
which the decision rests.

€\.
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Tau l3'rn MAY

1847.

Puss!-mr:
R. H.

RATTRAY,

ESQ.,
June!-1.

CASE No.

181

or I846.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the lst Principal Sudder
Ameon qf Tirhoot, N'mmut Ali Khan, July 22d 1846.

MUSST. GOWRA KOWUR, APPELLANT,

(D1~:n:m>An'r,)

UGISIIJ

CHEONEE LAL, Rnsrounnur, (PLuN'r1rF.)
Wukeel
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Wukeels

qf Appellant—— Gholam Sufdur.

of Respondent—E.

‘

Colebrooke and Ramapershad Raee.

THIS suit was instituted by respondent on the 2d April 1846, to
recover from appellant the sum of Company’s rupees 10,333-5-4,
principal and interest ; the same being the amount of an advance,
made by the former to the latter, on the lease of mouzah Kutesur
Lohurgawa, pergunnah Busareh, from 1242 to 1250 F uslee.
The estate in question was the property of two brothers: Teeka
ram the husband of appellant, and Seetaram. Teekaram died.
Seetaram gave a lease of the lands to Gour Suhaee.
Appel
lant brought a suit against Seetaram for her portion, as the
widow of his brother; and obtained a decree, to the extent of a. life
right to what she claimed, with reversion to Seetaram at her death.
In 1834, ap ellant granted the lease, the subject of the present
action, to Cheonee Lal (respondent) receiving from him in advance
5,000 Sicca rupees: but when the latter proceeded to take posses
sion of his farm, he found it occupied by Gour Suhaee; and on
bringing a suit to oust him, he discovered that his (Gour Suhaee’s)
lease had not expired; and that, under the judgment obtained by
appellant against Seetaram, she was not competent to grant that
All that remained
which he (respondent) had accepted from her.
to him, as observed in the decision passed on the occasion, was to
prosecute appellant for the sum he had advanced to her ; and this
he now does, assured of a successful result to the proceeding.
The principal sudder ameen deeming the facts above stated to be
established
by the evidence, has passed a decree in respondent’s
favor; against which the present appeal has been brought. Ap
pellant denies the receipt of the asserted advance, and the execu
tion of any lease; and impugns the evidence, as not having been
furnished, in the case itself, but by copy: the depositions of the
witnesses examined in respondent’s
suit for possession constitut
ing

it.

g

(151)
I

consider this a good plea.
In the ﬁrst place, the payment deni
ed by appellant, was not the main question to be determined in the
former suit; nor is it conclusively shewn to have been made, in
the absence of that cross-examination on the point by which a vivd

would have been attended.
There is nothing to war
rant a supposition that the witnesses could not have attended if
called upon, or that any obstacle to their still attending, exists;
and with such evidence at command,
do not think that rupou
which the principal sudder ameen has based his decree, suﬁicient for
a ﬁnal aﬂirmation of it.
The judgment appealed against is accordingly cancelled; the
proceedings will be returned ; and the case be disposed of on such
evidence as may be brought before the court by the parties res
’
pectively.
The usual order will issue as regards stamps, costs, &c.
voce testimony

I
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Tnn l3'rn MAY 1847.
Pnasnnr:
A. DICK, Esq.
JUDGE.

CASE

or

‘No. 361

1845.

‘

Regular Appeal from the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen
zillah Bachergunge, Moulvee Kuleem Khan.

of

MOULVEE FUZL ALI AND MUSST. UNJUMUN-O-NISSA
KHATOON, APPELLANTS, (PLA1Nr1rFs,)
'U€7‘S'llS

UZEEZ-O-NISSA KHATOON,

RESPONDENT,

(DsFENDANr.)

and Pursun Koomar Thakur
Pleaders,—-—L0otf-nr-Ruhman
Appellants ; Mr. l’Valler and Ubbas Ali for Respondent.

SUIT laid

at 6,000 Company’s

rupees;

for

and instituted to have

registered a deed of sale.
The appellants set forth, that the respondent having obtained a
decree for the property in question, sent for them and offered to
sell the property, wishing to pay some debts, and then to make a
pilgrimage to Mecca.
They consented; the deed was engrossed, and duly witnessed;
the money paid, and powers of attorney given for registry of the
But when they went to get the deed sealed by the cazee,
deed.
and registered, the respondent held back, and would not consent;
hence this suit.

(152)
otp

The respondent denied utterly the whole statement of the a pel
The appellant, Fuzl Ali, she said was own brother
her
husband, on whose death he had seized all her husband’s share of
set up a.
real and personal property; and, when she sued for
deed
of
from
his
mother,
which
was
gift
forged
clearly proved to
fabrication, and was rejected; and
be
decree passed in her
favor, and affirmed
appeal by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
It was therefore, she contended, morally impossible that she should
have sent for him, above all persons, to purchase the property,
which he had so unjustly wrested from her, and before she had ob
tained possession.
The principal sudder ameen, disbelieving the evidence on which
and dismissed
the deed was attempted to be proved, rejected
the claim.
On perusal of the decision of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, in
the case in which respondent was plaintiif, and appellant respond
ent, for the very property in question,
qpears that appellant had,
on the death of his brother, deprived most cruelly the widow of
her just rights; and, when she sued for them, endeavoured to
It
forgery and subornation of perjury.
prop up his injustice
said to have
further appears, that, in the deed, the respondent
obtained ossession under the decree, and to have given up the
on it; whereas the order for execution was only a
usufruct
few days ago issued, in consequence of the opposition of the appel
lant. These facts are sufficient to throw great doubts on the truth
of the transaction. What, however, renders
perfectly incredible,
man, as the appellant,
uzl Ali, has shewn himself
that such
to be, should have paid up the whole of the urchase money, before
he had secured possession, and before he [had rendered the deeds
irrevocable by registry.
The decision of the principal sudder ameen
aﬂirmed; and
with
full
costs.
dismissed
appeal
a

is

by
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lants.

1847.

Pnnssnr:
HAWKINS, Esq.
Orre. Tnmronsnv JUDGE.

PETITION No.

170

or

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Musst. Joy Koonwur, and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 16th day of March 1847, pray1ng_for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of Niamut Ali Khan,
principal sudder ameen of Tirhoot, under date the 14th December
1846, reversing that of Mohomed Mahomed, sudder ameen of Tu‘
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(153)

e

hoot, under date the 19th December 1845, in the case of Ramdyal
Singh, plaintiff, versus Musst. Joy Koonwur, and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
The plaintiff alleged that the defendants had borrowed from him.
the sum of 401 rupees, on executing to him a lease of mouzahs
Chutranerain, &c., for ﬁve years, from 1241 to 1245, at an annual
The plaintiff continued in possession under this
rent ‘of 51 rupees.
to 1247 ; when he was ejected, in consequence of some dispute, by
order of the magistrate. He then instituted the present action to
recover his principal and interest, laying his suit at rupees 606-3-8;
The defence was that the lessors had never received a fraction of
the rent; and that were an account taken, it would be found that
the debt had been more than paid off.
The sudder ameen considering the defence proved, dismissed the
~
t
claim.
The principal sudder meen was of opinion, that the defence
ought not to have been ehguired into; and that had the defendants
any claim against the plaintiff, on the grounds alleged by them,
they should have been left to the remedy of a cross-suit against the
1
plaintiff.

The dictum of the principal sudder ameen is incorrect, and op
The defendants claimed as an
posed to the practice of the courts.
offset the rents of the identical landson which the money was ad
vanced to them, and the payment of which is provided for by deeds
The prin
executed on the occasion of the debt being incurred.
cipal sudder ameen should have gone into the merits of the defence,
and have given judgment according to the evidence.
admit the special appeal, and remand the case to the principal

I

*

sudder ameen for re-trial as above directed.

THE 15TH MAY

1847.

PRESENT:

J. HAWKINS,

ESQ.

Orre. TEMPORARY JUDGE.
PETITION No. 176 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Rajah Sumbhoonath Singh Surma
for
and others, ﬁled in this Court on the 17th March 1847, prayin
the admission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. C. %/Iac
kay, principal sudder ameen of ll/lymensinrrh, under date the 17th
day of December 1846, reversing that of Dusaf Ali, sudder ameen
of Mymensingh, under date the 22d September 1845, in the case of
the applicants, plaintiifs, versus Rajah Kownla Kunth Singh and
others, defendants.

(154)
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following groiuids.
The plaintiffs sued for possession of certain lands, which the de
fendants claim to hold under a mocurruree pottah.
They obtained
judgment in their favor from the sudder ameen, on the merits of
the case. As far as can be gathered from the very incomplete and
unsatisfactory decree of the principal sudder ameen, it would appear
that he has reversed the decision of the sudder ameen, and dismissed
the plaint, on the technical ground, that the plaintiffs having failed
to prove that they were dispossessed, cannot sue to recover possession,
or at all events are not entitled to a decree iii their favor.
admit the special appeal; and remand the case to the principal
sudder ameen, who will re-adiiiit it on his ﬁle, and decide it on its

I

merits.

THE l8Tll MAY
PRESENT:

0‘

RATTRAY,

EsQ.,
Juno-is.

CASE N0.

183

or

1846.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
of Saran, Mo/zummud Rqﬁlz Khan, June 20th 1846.

Regular

Ameen

DHUNESUR DUTT, awn OTHERS, APPELLANTS, (PAINTlFFS,)
versus

Wukeels

0_f

GOVERNMENT, MEWAH LAL,

AND ornnns, RESPONDENTS,

(DEFENDANTS.)
Appellants— E. Colebrooke and Buhadur

Wukeels qfRespondents—Baboo

dur, and

Ali.

Pursun Komar Thakur, Golam
G. Waller.

J.

Suf

;

a

THIS suit was instituted by appellants, on the 30th November
reversal of the collector’s sale, held on the 8th
1842, to obtain
of the
and re-possession
December 1841, of ‘muhal Muhowal
lands, with mesne proﬁts for 1249 Fuslee: estimated (for stamp)

a

:

at Company’s rupees 13,464-14-7}.
The sale was impugned as illegal, on eleven distinct grounds of
which ten were explained away by res ondents, and abandoned in
appeal; and the other being disallowed}; as not cognizable, in the
absence of
previous appeal, (under Section 25, Regulation 11
1822,) to the revenue authorities, the suit was dismissed.
The point upon which the appeal rested, was the fact last alluded
to which was, that, in the copy of the notice of the sale suspended
at the judge’s cutcherry, the name of the muhal in question was
or, rather, that the slip of paper on which the usual par
omitted
;

;
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lliap.

ticulars are detailed, was not appended to the general introductory
statement preﬁxed to such
notices. _
Now, as observed by the principal sudder ameen, the required
a

e

tql

apthoepigez
bpe:
pqitd ei
isisnoa: thphregelnue
icumsanc
ope

pregminagyt
u qpplieatioq
mae.

I

is

;

-in

appellants.

THE l9TH MAY
PRESENT:

A. DICK, ESQ.,

1847.

JUDGE,

W. B. JACKSON, ESQ.

J.

TEMPORARY JUDGE, and

HAWKINS,

ESQ-,
OFFG. TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE,No. l53 or
RAJCHUNDER
BUGWUTTEE

1845.

Special Appeal.

DUTT, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)

DASSEA

versus

AND

SRIKUNTH

GUH, Ras

PONDENTS,

(DEFENDAN'1‘S.)
Appellant—Rampran
Roy and Bungseebudden
Wukeel
Respondents—Taruk Chunder Rai.

Zlfitter.

of

Wukeels

of

THIS was
special appeal from a judgment of the principal
sudder ameen of urreedpoor, dated 15th February 1844, reversing
that of the moonsiff of Bangha, zillah Dacca, dated 18th March 1843,
in a suit for certain real property, instituted by the appellant against
the respondents.
The plaint set forth that Rampershad Dutt was possessed of
certain estates mentioned in the plaint, in the district of Dacca; that
he died leaving his widow and four sons, viz. Mirtunjoy, Ram
ﬁuntose, Rajchunder the plaintiff, and Kuinlakunth; that the four

F

a
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the lower court by appellants, till, at the close of the proceedings, a
petition was presented praying enquiry into the fact, and urging
as
Such enquiry
point most material to the issue of the case.
and the result was
fair inference that the whole was
was made
a trick, practised by or in collusion with those whose interests were
the omission of this muhal had occur
in jeppardy.
was not
statements of
to be sold
red in the body of the notice:
landsi ete and cor
were pasted on and easily detactgzd ' they were comp
not pretended
rect elsewhere; and only in this instaince, which
in any way affected the sale proceedings, at the time, were defec
or rather, as
have
tive. The omission was an after discovery
not the slightest doubt,
manoeuvre, to accomplish what could
.
not be attained without aglast
Iafﬁrm the decision appealed against with all costs payable
by
'

(156)
of the patrimony;
that Ram
upon joint
er, died in I228, leaving a widow, who
Suntose, the second brot possession
was supported by the plaintiff, he obtaining possession of his deceased
brother’s share for rendering such support; that Kumlakunth, the
youngest brother, died in the same year 1228 B. S., leaving no
wife or child; and that, consequently, his mother, who was still
alive, inherited his quarter share, under the Hindu law; that the
mother divided it equally between her remaining sons, Mirtunjoy
and Rajchunder plaintiff—-not making over to them the proprietary
right, but merely in trust, on condition that they supported her;
that Mirtunjoy died in 1234 B. S., before his mother, leaving a
widow, the defendant Bugwuttee, and two daughters, neither of
whom had then any children; that the mother died in Kartick
1248 B.‘ S., having survived all her sons, except the plaintiff Raj
chunder; that consequently he (the plaintiff) is entitled to the entire
four anna share, which devolved on his mother on the death of
Kuinlakunth——the widow of Mirtunjoy having only a life-interest in
the quarter share derived b her husband from his father Ramper
shad Dutt; that she, in colfiision with Srikunth Guh, a connection,
held possession of a six anna share of the estate, viz. the four anna
share which belonged to Mirtunjoy, and two anna of the share of
Knmlakunth; for the latter of which the Plaintiff now sues as the
'
legal heir of his mother.
The defendant, Bugwuttee, stated, in answer, that her husband
Mirtunjoy did not derive the 2 anna share from his mother, but in
herited on the death of his brother Kumlakunth in 1228 B. S. ; that
Mirtunjoy died, leaving the defendant his widow, a son, and three
daughters——-of whom the son died when very young; that her hus
band died in debt; and that, in order to pay his debts, she sold the
entire six anna share to Srikunth Guh, and that she has now no
thing to say to the property.
The defendant, Srikunth Guh, answered to the same effect as the
foregoing.
The moonsiff of Bangha decided in favor of the plaintiff; but his
decision was reversed in appeal by the principal sudder ameen of
F urreedpoor, on the ground that the mother had disposed of her pro
erty to her two sons in 1228 B. S., since which a period of 20 years
liad elapsed; and that, consequently, the claim was barred by the
statute of limitation.
On application to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, a special appeal
was admitted, because it was clear that the plaintiff sued as heir to
his mother; and that, in such case, the period allowed for the in
stitution of the suit must be calculated from the date of the mother’s
death, and not from the date of the transaction which took place
on the death of Kumlakunth.
The points then for decision are,
whether the suit is in time; and, secondly, whether, under the facts
of the case, and the Hindu Law of Inheritance, the plaintiff is entitled
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sons entered

(157)
to the share which devolved on his mother on the death of her son

Kumlakunth.
The ﬁrst point is easily

The plaintiff, appellant,
disposed of.
mother,
his
in
1248
B. S.; and this suit
heir
to
who
died
sues as
There can
was instituted a year and six months after her death.
It is now urged by
be no bar to the claim then on this ground.
the wukeel of respondents, that it is upwards qf 20 years since the
‘death of Kumlakunth, on which Mirtunjoy took possesssion with
out opposition on the part of the mother. This is preferring what
is primd facie an illegal plea, with reference to the Hindoo Law of
Inheritance, under which a mother succeeds before a brother: it was
not before advanced as a plea to rebut the claim, and is not
established.
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With regard to the second point, the decision is greatly simpli
ﬁed, by the fact that the defendants do not claim to hold the dis
puted 2 anna share of Kumlakunth, under any title derived from
the mother of the appellant and of his three brothers; but upon
the asserted fact of Mirtunjoy having taken ossession, together
with his brother Rajchunder, as heirs to Kumlahunth.
There is no evidence that the mother ever inalienably transferred
her rights to her sons.
Under the Hindu law, therefore, this claim
must be rejected, as a mother inherits the estate of her son before
a brother.
The mother then was the heir of Kumlakunth. Her
son, Mirtunjoy, died before her; and, such being the case, her only
surviving son (the appellant) succeeds before the widow and daugh
ters of one of her deceased sons. The judgment of the principal sudder
ameen is therefore reversed, and that of the moonsiif affirmed. The
costs of all the courts to be charged to the respondents.
,
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THE 19TH MAY 1847.
Pnesnnrz
A. DICK, EsQ.,

J UDGE,

W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE, and

J. HAWKINS,

EsQ.,

p

Orre. TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

69

or

1844.

Appeal from a decision of the 2nd Principal Sudder Ameen qf
Jessore, Moulvi Lootff Hossein, passed 28th Novernber 1843.

RAJAH AN UNDNAUTH RAI,

APPELLANT,

versus

(DEFENDANT,)

DWARKANATH THAKOOR, DECEASED, AFTER ms DEATH
DEBINDERNATH THAKOOR AND ornnns, Rnsronnnurs,
(PLA1Nr1rFs.)

(
Wukeel
Wukeels

158

')

qf Appel1ant—-Golam Suﬁlur.

of Respondent:—-Purshun Koomar Thakoor and

Ramaper~

shad Roy.

CLAIM for wasilat and interest from 1220 to 1240, 20§ years, on
2151 beegalw of land in Chowpareh, instituted 14th July 1840; and
laid at 47,291 rupees.
This is a claim for mesne proceeds of certain land, possession of
which was decreed to the plamtiif on the 8th October 1833, (or 23d
Asin 1240).
On the 15th
ril 1840, Mr. Reid, Judge Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut, by a miscellaneous order, gave the plaintiff mesne

A

of the decision of the suit for possession. The
plaintiff did not in that case sue for mesne proceeds as well as posses
sion ; but the Circular Orders of llth January 1839, does not bar the
laint, for the suit for posses
present suit; because, the date of the
sion, is anterior to the date of the Circuliar Orders.
On the 28th November 1843, the principal sudder ameen decreed
in favor of plaintiff, for the whole term mentioned in his plaint, viz.
20 years, 5 months, 22 days; awarding rupees 21,533, 15 3111133,
8 gundahs, 3 cowries, 2 krants, on account of the mesne proceeds
The defendant now appeals, on the round that the claim for waxi
lat cannot be heard for a. longer perioid, counting back from the date
of suit, than 12 years.
As 6 years, 9 months, and 8 days have
elapsed since the date of the decision of the suit for possession, the
wasilat of which has been already given by Mr. Reid, it can only be
claimed now for the 5 years, 2 months, and 22 days immediately
the 8th October 1833.
He claims that the suit be thrown
preced'
out for]-[the remainder of the 20% years.
Objections were raised also
to the amount of wasilat.
Mr. Gordon brought the case before a full
Court, with a view to decide on the objection raised on the ground
of lapse of time.
On the principal point at issue, the application of the law of limita
tion, we ﬁnd a precedent in a decision of this Court of 5th February
1836, in the case of Gooroopershad, appellant, versus Komulakunt
Bhose and others, page 52, volume 6, Sudder Dewanny Adawlut
In this case, the suit having been brought for mesne pro
Reports.
ceeds within 12 years from the date of the plaintiffs obtaining
s
session under the decree, mesne proceeds were awarded from the giite
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proceeds from the date

i~

This precedent would appear to be conclusive with
dispossession.
reference to the point in question; and to establish the right of the
plaintiff to recover mesne proﬁts from the date of dispossession.
With reference to the amount of wasilat, the Court observe that the
defendant having been wrongfully in possession, was bound to pro
duce papers shewin the exact amount of his collections.
The de
fendant not having done this, the principal sudder ameen had no al
ternative but to take the best evidence he could procure; he would
of

(159)

p

appear to have followed this course, and has neglected no" means
We see
within his reach to ascertain the real amount of collections.
no reason to think the amount of wasilat awarded excessive: and he
has very properly struck out the interest entirel from this account.
We observe that the order in execution of the diecree was founded
on the very same estimate; and, though that decision is not absolute
ly binding on the Court, we ﬁnd no suﬁicient ground shewn to set it
Ordered, that the decree of the principal sudder ameen be
aside.
conﬁrmed, with costs against the appellant.

...».
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"

THE 19TH MAY

"

1847.

PRESENT:

A. DICK, EsQ.,

JUDGE,

I W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE,

J. HAWKINS,

and

ESQ.,
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OEEG. TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE N0.

202

0E 1845.

Special Appeal.

RADHA KISHEN BHUDDUR AND RAM LOCHUN
BHUDDUR, APPELLAN'rs, (DEEENDANrs,) _
versus

HURKISHORE NUNDEE,

RESPONDENT,

Pleaders—Mo0nshee Nuseemoddeen lllohummed

(PLAIN'r1PE.)

for Appellants.

Respondent, absent.

THIS

is a special appeal from a decision of the judge of zillah
Dacca, dated 20th May 1844, reversing that of the moonsiif of Ban ha,
under date 31st March 1843, in a suit instituted by the respondent
against the appellants and one Hurchunder Sein.
The petition of plaint set forth that the defendants, Radha Kishen

Bhuddur

and Ram Lochun Bhuddur, had, in the year 1240 B. S.,
purchased a portion of an estate named oarkullea, assessed at a jumma
of rupees 21-4 (entered in the collector’s register as part of an estate
comprising several joars or portions, assessed at an aggregate sum of
rupees 209-7-5;}-) from the other defendant, Hurchunder Sein. It was
entered in their deed of sale, that the amount of assessment on the
portion purchased by the appellants, was rupees 11-4. Subsequently,

J

1242 B. S., the plaintiff purchased the entire estate from Hurchun
der Sein; and it was stated in the deed of sale, then executed, that
the portion of the assessment payable by the ﬁrst purchasers of oar
kullea, was in fact rupees 21-4, but had been, by mistake, entered in
The plaintiff pays the entire re
their deed of sale as rupees 11-4.
venue on the mehal, but gets only rupees 11-4 per annum from the

in

J

(160)
appellants; whereas they ought to pay him rupees 21-4. He now
sues for the balance of 10 rupees.
The defendants stand upon the terms of their urchase; and deny
the right'of any mere private purchaser to mahe any alteration in
those terms.

His judgment was reversed by
dismissed the claim.
who
it to be
the documents
considered
establjslied by
jlqige,by the plaintitl,
that
'
froiiglthf ;an
collpictplrs
pgpicbee nassessedatru
qlfhce,
Joapllfiilllpﬁ
tattemsertionin
e
The moonsiff

the

of
of

sale, executed to the dffsndant by the vendor, Hurchunder Sein,
rupees 11-4, instead of rupees 21-4, was clearly a mistake.
From this decision a special appeal was admitted by the Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut, to try the question, whether, under the circum
stances, the sale of the one joar to the ﬁrst purchasers, Radha Kishen

Bhuddur

and Ram Lochim Bhuddur, could be
in any way atfected
second sale of the
terms of
estate to the plaintiﬁl
entire
the
the
'lhe records of the collector’s oﬂice certainly shew, that the kimut
21-4; but the deed of sale, execu
Joarkullea was assessed at
Sein, torulpees
t e appellants, stipulates that they shall
ted by
Hurchunder
annually rupees 11-4; and this sum 1S entered distmctly
myth in him
Now, if there was any mistake in this,
figures and letters.
the vendor should have adjusted the matter with the appellants be.»
fore selling the entire mehal to the respondent, and not have left the
The respon
appellants and respondent to settle it between them.
dent purchased with a full knowledge of the terms of the appellants’
the deed of sale ﬁled by_ himself;
purchase; for they are speciﬁed
and these terms cannot be set aside upon the mere allegation of an
Under these circumstances, conjoined to the fact of the res
error.
a private purchaser, the plaint cannot be
pondent
sustained.
being
o the
is reversed, and that of the moonsitf
The decree
Zlllahtgludﬁfr
ee courts to be charged to the respon
in
e
aﬂirmed. The costs
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THE 19'rn MAY

~,
PRESENT

1847.

:

A. DICK, Esq.

JUDGE,

W. B. JACKSON, Esq.
TEMPORARY JUDGE, and
Esq.
Orrc. TEMPORARY JUDGE.

J. HAWKINS,
CASE No.

87

or

1844.

Regular Appeal from a decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen of
Sham Chunder Roy, passed 2nd December l843.
1/Vlaunbhoom,

(

161-7

)

GUORA BUKTANEE, APPELLANT,

(DI-:1='E1vnANT,)

'U€’I‘3’ll3

ALUMCHUND, nscnasnn, AFTER
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DUN BHUGGUT,

HIS

DEATH

SHEONUN

REsPoNnm\1r,(PLA1Nr1FF.)

Wukeel of Appellant——G0lam
Sufdur.
Wulceels of Respondent—Purshun Koomar Thakoor and Abbas Ali.»
CLAIM for lakhirqj land, mouza Kujorea, &c.; hoteebaree, and
houses, and jewels: laid at l,17,761 rupees, formerly property of
Rusmun Bhuggut.
This suit was brought by Alumchund, on the 19th June 1840, to
recover property as above stated from the defendant, on the ground
of a hibbahnameh, dated Sumbut 1844, from Mibhan to his (plain
tiffs) father Futteh Chund. It appears that, on the 14th July 1817,
the case of Ramchurn Bhuggut, appellant, versus Rajah Gooroo
Narain Deo, respondent, was decided in this Court, by which the
whole property of Rusmun Bhuggut, was left in possession of Ram
churn Bhuggut, in which a clause is to this effect: that “ if Alum
chund has any claim upon this property he may sue for it a ainst
Ramchurn Bhuggut.”
On the same date, a claim of Alumchund,
appellant, the present plaintiff, versus Rajah Rugonath Narain Deo,
respondent, under the very same hibbahnameh which forms the basis
of the present suit, was dismissed; with leave to Alumchund to sue
Ramchurn, who had got the whole property of Rusmun Bhuggut
The defendant in the present case is the heir
in his ‘possession.
of Ramchurn Bhuggut; so that the suit now brought, is brought
lmder the permission given on the 14th July 1817.
From the 14th
July 1817 to 19th June 1840, is very nearly 23 years: the ques
tion therefore arose, whether the suit could be heard with reference‘
to the law of limitation.
On the 2d December 1843, the principal sudder ameen gave a
decree in favor of plaintiff for rupees 35,265,
two villages.
notwit standing the
He observed that the action was not barred,including
lapse of above 12 years from the date of the decision of the Sudder
Dewarmy Adawlut; because, by the evidence of several wit
nesses, it appeared that, at different times since that order, the
plaintiff had received money, clothes, a horse, &c., from the defen
dant; and that an offer was made to give up the house of busi
ness to him.
The Court is by no means satisﬁed with this evidence.
The
dates on which the money, &c., was given are not stated by the
witnesses; and even if the fact be admitted, that these presents
were made, we do not think that they save the plaintiff’s right
The plaintiff was bound to bring forward his suit
from lapsing.
within 12 years from the 14th July 1817; and having failed
to do so, he has forfeited his right.
The plea now advanced, that

1

(162)
the defendant was in possession as gomasteli, not as proprietor, and
that the limitation does not therefore apply, cannot be admitted; as it
was urged in the former suit, when he obtained permission to bring
his action on that very ground ; and, under any circumstances, the
plaintiff was bound to bring his suit within 12 years from the Court’s
order. Ordered, that the decision of the principal sudder ameen be

with costs against the respondent.

reversed,

._....

THE l9ru MAY

1847.

PRESENT:
O.

TUCKER,

EsQ.,

Jones.
PETITION No.

or

87

1845.

IN

the matter of the petition of Mahomed Ashruff, ﬁled in this
on the 10th March 1845, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of the additional judge of zillah Behar,
under date the 10th December 1844, conﬁrming that of the moon
silf of ehaiiabad, mider date the 24th May 1844, in the case of

J

plaintiff, versus Mahomed Ashruff, defendant.
Singh,
case
t e plaintiff sued for possession of 2 annas’ share of
Bamunpoorah, on a bill of sale dated 21st December 1824.

Khurkdhari

In this

mouzah

was instituted 24th January 1843. The defendant, amongst
other points, pleaded the statute of limitations; but the decrees do not
but decree for the plaintiff.
refer to
admit a special appeal and, aiinulling the decisions of the lower
courts, remand the proceedings, iii order that, after a due consider
ation of the plea urged by the defendant, as above noticed, the courts
will pass such orders as may be deemed applicable to the case.
;

it,

The suit

I

{

THE 19TH MAY

1847.

PRESENT:

TUCKER,

EsQ.,
_

C.

JUDGE.

No. 260 or 1845.
IN the matter of the petition of Government, ﬁled in this Court on
the 28th May 1845, praying for the admission of special appeal
from the decision of F. Skipwith, Esq., officiating judge of zillah
Tipperah, under date the 28th February 1845, amending that of
Kalee Kinker, moonsiff of Chokey Ameergong of said zillah, under
date the 4th October 1844, in the case of Rainkishore Dutt, plain
tiff, versus collector of Tipperah, defendant.
An estate in zillah Tipperah, known as the annas’ hissa of per
escheat into the hands of the Govermnent
gunnah Dandra, came
4

a

PETITION

‘

.

by
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(162)
previous to the conclusion of the permanent settlement, and has so
remained eversince.
No settlementshas ever been made, and the
collections have been realized generally throu h farmers, and often
by sezawuls appointed by the collector. Under the orders of the
the collector of Tipperah was deputed to make a set
commissioner,
tlement with the ryutts and under-tenants.
One Ramkishore Dutt claimed to hold the lands in his possession as
a mowroosee talook, at a ﬁxed jumma of Sicca rupees 39-5-12.
The
collector, under the powers vested in him by Regulation 9, 1825,
declared the lands liable to assessment at the pergunnah rates, and
On this Ramkishore Dutt
proceeded to measure and assess them.
instituted the present suit in the civil court; the result of which was
that the courts annulled the proceedings of the revenue authorities, and
declared the proprietor of the tenure entitled to hold 3 dhozms, 7
lumnies, 16 gundas, and 1 cowrie of land at the ﬁxed annual jum
ma of Sicca rupees 39-5-12.
From this decision, the present ap
plication for a special appeal was preferred.
Now the ordinary civil courts have no jurisdiction in this case;
and althouoh, through ignorance of the parties, this is not pleaded as
a ground for a special appeal, yet it appears to me that the Court is
obliged to notice, it. The decrees of the lower courts are in fact nul
It is impossible that
lities, and no more than so much waste paper.
the circumstance being known to the Court, that this Court could re
The collector acted in this matter under Section 5,
cognize them.
and under Clause 1, Section 2, Regulation 3,
1825:
9,
Regulation
1828, cases so disposed of are appealed to the special commissioner.
therefore annul the decisions of the lower courts, and remand the
proceedings, in order that the courts below may dispose of the case
under the Regulations above quoted.

I

THE
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20'ri1

MAY

PRESENT

_

p C.

1847.

:

TUCKER, Esq.

PETITION Nos.

Junen.

412

AND 413

or

1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Umbikadutt Patuk and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 26th July 1845, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of the additional judge of zillah
Tirhoot, under date the 28th April 1845, amending that of the 2nd
principal sudder ameen of that district, under date the llth April
1843, in the case of Girdharee Lall and others, plaintiffs, versus
,
Umbikadutt Patuk and others, defendants.
Though there are two decrees from the appellate court in this
The plaintiffs insti
case, there was but one suit in the lower court.
tuted a suit against the defendants for the possession of 53 beegalw,
6 biswas, and 18 dhoors of land, which they the defendants held as

(464)
the plaintiffs do not distinctly specify
lakhirqj, or rent-free.
vali 'ty of the defendants’ tenure, yet that,
that they sue to try theThouglh
and that only, can be the issue tried in this case. The plaintiffs in
recognition of the defendants’ rent-free occupancy, bring their suit
at e' hteen times the annual proceeds of the land, and the defendants
pleaf a rent-free title.
_
_
’
_
_
It is 0bVl011S then, that, on the suit being instituted, it should have
been sent to the collector under Regulation 2, 1819, for investigation
and report in the ﬁrst instance.
But this has not been done. The
principal sudder ameen decreed in part for the laintiifs, viz. award
who
Both parties appealedp to the
ing them 34 beegalis.
decreed in full for the plaintiffs.
Thus the defendants have been
de rived of their rent-free occupancy, without the case having been
refdrred to and reported on by the collector.
admit the special appeal; and, annulling the decisions of _both
the lower courts, remand the proceedings,
through the additional
judge, to the principal sudder ameen, who will proceed as directed,
and refer the case to the collector under Clause l, Section 30, Re
ulation 2, 1819 for investigation and report, and then proceed t0
dispose of it under the general regulations.

.
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Tnn 20'rn MAY
PRESENT:

J. HAWKINS,

184')’.

EsQ.,

Orro. TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No.

177

or

1847.

IN

the

the matter of the petition of Muddun Mohun Khan, ﬁled in this
Court on the 17th March 1847, praying for the admission of a special
of Hooghly, under date
appeal from the decision of Mr. Russell,
judge
the 5th December 1846, conﬁrmiii
that
o the collector of Hooghly,
under date the 24th July 1844, in
case of Modoosoodun Lushkur,

app

a

2,

is

is

It

plaintiff, versus Muddun Mohun Khan and others, defendants.
hereby certified that the said application
granted\ on the
following grounds.
The plaintiff instituted this suit before the collector of Hooghiy
under Section 30, Regulation
1819, to establish his lakhirqj title
to, and obtain possession of, certain lands in mouzahs Mukhoroah and
Gowahbeereah, purchased by him from the defendants Bholanauth
Chukerbuttee and others; and from which he alleged that the defen
dant, Muddun Mohun Khan, had dispossessed him. Muddun Mohun
Khan replied, that the lands, for which the plaintiff now sues, are
included in his talook named Podrah.
The collector decided in favor
of the plaintiff; and his
was aﬂirmed by the judge.
jlldﬁlellt
defendant, Muddun
ohun Khan, now applies for
special
.1:61;?
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I

(

165

)

The maul proprietors of

the villages of Mukhoroah and Gowah
were not made parties to the suit; and, in their absence,
the validity of the tenure, which is all that the collector has to do
with, could not be decided.
Again, if there is no doubt as to the
of
the
and
the
tenure,
validity
plaintiff sues the proprietor of a
or
of
neighbouring
adjoining piece
ground on the ground of dispos
session, then the case takes the nature of a boundary dispute;
and, upon this, it is for the civil court, and not the collector, to
In either case the plaintiff should have been nonsuited.
adjudicate.
admit the appeal; and under Clause 2, Section 2, Regulation 9,
1831, direct that the case be remanded to the zillah judge, who will
proceed as above indicated, with reference to the nature of the plain
tiﬁ"s claim.
beereah

I
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THE 20TH MAY
PRESENT:

J. HAWKINS,

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No. 180 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Baboo Ram Ruttun Roy,diled in
this Court on the 17th March 1847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Mr. Bentall, judge of zillah
Jessore, under date the 15th December 1846, conﬁrmin that of the
principal sudder ameen of Jessore, under date the 31st gdarch 1846,
in the case of
gopal Chowdhree and others, plaintiffs, versus Ram
Ruttim Roy and, others, defendants.

J

le

it,

It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
This was a dispute between the parties, who are putneedars of
muhals in different estates.
Much evidence was adduced on both
sides; but, as shewn by the decree of the judge, both the principal
sudder ameen and jud e, rejecting this as not being genuine, decided
the case on the grounrff of a decision given some years before, in a
case of dispute between two ryotts, to which however, neither the
petitioner nor his principal, the zemeendar, was a party. To decide
a case entirely upon such evidence, is contrary to law and the prac
tice of the courts.
The judge should have satisﬁed himself as to
the merits of the case, by callin for further evidence, if he consi
dered that which had been already adduced insufficient; or he might
have considered the decision on which he has proceeded, as giving.a
preponderating weight to the evidence of one party. But to reject
all, with the exception of this document, and then to decide upon
was proceeding altogether upon
ally insuﬁicient grounds.
and
remand
admit the appeal;
the case to the judge, who will
proceed to investigate
upon its merits, with reference to the fore
going observations.
1

it

I
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1847.

(166)
Tm:

l\lAY
PRESENT:

25T1l

R. H.

RATTRAY,

CASE N0.
Regular

1847.

209

ESQ-,

JUDGE.

or

1846.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
qf Tirhoot, Niamut Ali Khan, June 10th 1846.

Ameen

PURSHAD SIN GH,

RAEE HURREE

AND

ornans, Arrsnnsnrs, (PLAINTIFFS,)

FUHEEM-O-NISSA,

KISHUl€fr8;I8USST.

SURDHA SINGH,

AND

TAJ

SINGH, Rzsronnmzrs, (DE

FENDANTB,)
Wukeeb

of Appellants-—A1neer

qf

Ali

Respondents-— Charks

and Abbas Alzl
Glass and Gholam Sufdur.

it

h

a

iiir

THIS suit was instituted by appellants on the 14th March 1845,
to recover from respondents 440 beegalu of land, belon 'ng to mouzah
in chukla Kunjoul, pergunnah %usa.reh, with
Mhowa-Singh-Raee,
reversal of a summary order
sed by the Sudder Court, February
26th 1840: estimated value ogilllie land Company’s rupees 5,280.
On the 23d A ril 1833, appellants obtained a decree in the Patna
402 beegahs, 15 beeswahs of land, as belo
ing to
provincial court
their village of Mhowa-Singh-Raee, against the respondentsngurdha
and Taj Singh, and got possession;
the
uestion of mesne
Sinih
ts remaining undetermined: but Surdha Sllllll and Taj Siugh
pro
presented (date not recorded)
petition to the zillah court,
settipﬁ
forth, that more land had been made over to appellants than
been
to them.
On the 27th December 1838, this petition
adjcutﬁed
was reje
this rejection, they appealed to the Sudder
Court; and, onAiainst
26th February 1840,
was ordered, that the
lands should be measured, and 402 beegahs, 15 beeswahs, made over
to appellants, with mesne proﬁts from the date of the decree to that
of re-possession by them, and interest upon this amount: any excess
in the quantity of land taken by appellants, under their decree, to
be restored, to the respondents (named) with mesne proﬁts, to be
deducted from those payable
the latter. In conformity with this,
an ameen was deputed, who, after due enquiry and
measurement
of the lands, reported an excess of 440 beegahs to have been taken
On the 10th May 1841»
beyond the quantity decreed to appellants.
was
this report was approved and affirmed; an appeal against
for
made to the Sudder Court without success; and an application
review of the order passed upon
led to
ﬁnal conﬁrmation of
On the 26th Februar
1844, in consequence
of a further reference
from the principal sudder ameen, of the 26th of the preceding DB
cember, the Sudder Court recorded its ground of non-interference,
the matter referred, to be, that the case had been already disp05'
ed of, and nothing more could be done in
it

in

a

it.

it,

a

it

a

by

e
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Wukeels

I

(161)
Appellants were of a different opinion however; and, on the 14th
this action, to obtain what had been summarily
1845,
brought
here is no occasion to enter into any detail; the
denied‘ to them.

March

decision passed (which was one of dismissal) having been based upon
the above orders, and upon a Construction No. 1129, which declares,
that ‘ any order passed in execution of a decree, in regard to any
matter in dispute between the parties to the suit, which may be
involved in the decision, must be looked upon as a necessary process
for carrying into effect the original intentions of the court passi
in which it may, in fact, be sgd
the decree, in respect to a
point,
a
formal
to
have
judgment, and cannot therefore
pronounce
already
be considered as constituting a new cause of action.’

Adverting to the proceedings upon which the orders of this Court
were passed, to those orders themselves, and to the general bearing of
the Construction quoted, upon the claim preferred, I do not think there
are grounds to warrant any interference with the judgment appealed
therefore affirm, with all costs payable by appellants.
against; which
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THE 26TH MAY
PEEsEN'r:

1847.0

A. DICK, EsQ.,

JUDGE,

W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE,

J. HAWKINS,

and
'

ESQ.,

OFFG. TEMPQEARY JUDGE.
CASE No. 275 or 1844.
Regular Appeal from the decision qf the Principal Sudder
Rungpore,

Ameen

Oopundur Chunder Nagee Rutiun.

of

GOUREE PURSHAD RAEE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIPP,)

BUHWANEE

versus

SHUREE DIBEEAH

"

CHOWDRAIN,

SOORJ MONEE DIBEEAH CHOWDRAIN,

(DEEENDANTs.)

AND
RESPONDENTS,

.

Pleaders for Appellant—Ram Pran Raee and Bunsee Budun.
Koomar Thakoor.
Ditto for Resp0ndents—-Parsun

-

APPEAL laid at Company’s rupees 3,45 6-2-0, balance of bond debt.
The appellant lent respondents 5,500 Sicca rupees on two bonds, and

obtained from them on lease in farm for several years two landed estates;
out of the proﬁts of which he was to repay himself after paying in the‘
Government revenue, and a stipulated sum annually to the respondents.
Within the speciﬁed period appellant was ousted by the respondents,
and when, as he asserts, the amount claimed was the balance due of
the loan. The respondents answer, that a very much smaller balance
was then due, and which they had deposited in court, at the time the
dispute for possession was before the court, and decided in their favor;

Q

168

)
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and therefore the suit was unjustifiable.
The principal sudder ameen
dismissed the suit on the ground of the defence.
The appellant insists on the justness of the claim, and contends that
several sums to a large amount, paid by him to respondents and on
their account, have been improperly rejected by the principal sud
der ameen; and that he has admitted the respondents’ unfair mode
of bringing the sums received, in liquidation of the loan, to account
of principal, when the interest was still due, contrary to universal

The respondents’ answer
practice in similar money transactions.
declares the sums to have been properly rejected, because the ap
pellant was unable to )l‘0V6 their payment, with respect to the
largest portion; and the liability of the respondents with respect to
the smaller sums, on the conditions of the deeds of lease; and
asserts the faimess of the accounts made out by them.
The Court are of opinion, after the most careful examination, that
the sums, rejected by the principal sudder ameen, were not establish
ed by legal proof; or such as the Court can consider admissible;
except the sum of Company’s rupees I81-3-10}, proved to have
been paid into the collectorate, for interest due on arrears accruing
during the time of the sezawul, according to an express condition
in the deed of lease, which is accordingl decreed with interest; and
the sum of Company’s rupees 2,680 adrmitbed by the respondents,
with interest on the same from the date of institution of this suit,
the deposit not having been made until after the suit was preferred,
with costs in proportion to amount decreed.

-_§—

THE 26TH MAY
Pansnnr:
A. DICK, EsQ.,

1847.

JUDGE,

JACKSON,

\V. B.

J. HAVVKIN
-

CASE

EsQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE,

and

S, EsQ.,
OFFG. TEMPORARY JUDGE.
NO. 191 OF 1844.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of West
wan, Nuvernber 7th 1843, cmgﬁrrning a decree passed by the
cipal Sudder Ameen qf that District, March 6th 1843.

RAJ AH MUHTAB

Burd
Prin

CHUNDER OF BURDVVAN, APPELLANT,
(DEFENDANT,)
versus

LALL MOHUN BANERJEA,

Wukeels

CLAIM
to 1239,

Rnsronmanr, (PLAINTIFE)

qfAppellant——J. G. FValler, Ameer Ali and Mlmoney Bonerjee.
Wukeel qf Resp0ndent— Taruck Chunder Roy.

of rent of a putnee talook from
inclusive, under decrees of 1815 and 1821, awarding
to receive back excess

1237
to a

1

169)

applies to the case before us.
The Court ﬁnd, that the principal sudder ameen and judge have
both of them awarded reduction of rent, and refund of payments in
excess, only with reference to the defective lands mentioned in the
Of these decrees, two (Nos. 842 and
three decrees which are ﬁled.
the
on different days between the same
are
by
register
decided
843)

a

it

is

;

is

a is

it

sue

parties ; and absolutely award remission of rent on account of mouzah
These decisions have
Burdwan Bilsona, defective in this putnee.
not been appealed ; nor was execution sued out on them: still they
are the decisions of a competent court, and are now completely
unless by a review of judgment.
The Court must,
unassailable,
abide
The decision in
therefore,
by them imtil they are altered.
the
does
No.
not
award
remission
645,
case
on account
the
by
judge,
but
declares
that
of
is
assets;
entitled
to
remission
of defect
plaintiff
of
account
mouzah
on
defective
in
his
rent,
of
Toolduney,
putnee
talook, and directs him to bring his action with that view against
From the date of this decree (31st May 1821,)
the zemindar.
of
12
years have passed to the date of bringin the present
upwards
suit. The present plaintiff is the auction purchaser, not
putneedar
.
in whose favor the order was passed.
The Court ﬁnd no distinct precedent as to the eneral right of
putneedars to reduction of rent, on the ground of ffefective assets.
In the case No. 72 of 1843, was determined that except on proof
of deceit on the part of the zemindar, a putrwedar could not claim
no doubt the proper principle.
A purchaser
such reduction: this
of putnee tenure at public sale, succeeds to all the rights of the
entitled to obtain possession of
former incumbent; and, like him,
whatever was included in the original document, by which the
putnee was constituted, (in this case the deed of sale by which the
and‘ whatever was included
ﬁrst incumbent acquired the putnee)
not made over to him, provided
was not
in that document, and
stated at the time of sale to be disputed, forms
just ground for
a
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declared 11ot to~
former putneedar remission on account of three villaces
D
Suit
belong to the talook, and on account of other mouzahs defective.
laid at rupees 2,717-15-0, brought on the 4th February 1842.
The principal sudder ameen gave a decree in favor of plaintiff,
which was affirmed by the judge.
Mr. Reid in this Court admitted a special appeal to try the appel
lant’s pleas: 1st, that a putneedar can in no case claim reduction of
jumma on the ground of loss of assets by decrees of court, or resump
tion, &c.; and, 2dly, that the former putneedar paid full jumma, not
withstanding the decrees ; and the plaintiff cannot now claim reduc
tion 20 and 22 years after the decrees.
The Court observe that they are conﬁned to the points recorded
by Mr. Reid: they are not however called on to decide the ﬁrst
point generally as it is put in Mr. Reid’s certiﬁcate, but only as it

/

this

a

is,

I

b

the

I

a

r

I

is

I

I

I

a

I

a

Ife

In the present case, the defect of assets, as re
reduction of rent.
two
decidedin
1815, was ascertained, and the reduction
the
suits
gards
of rent absolutel decreed by the civil court; and t.he circumstance
that rent was
subsequently in full by the ﬁrst occupant, does
'
hts of the parties.
The decision of the lower court,
not affect the
the
with
reference
to the lands mentioned in these
rlelﬁind,
directing
decrees, is therefore correct.
the other lands, declared defective in case No. 645, the
Regarding
Court
are 0 opinion that the lapse of time, since the order of court
directing the laintitf to sue, will not operate to bar his suit altoge
ther, but merely to prevent his recovenng surplus payments made
above 12 years before the date of bringing this action, because the
cause of action is continually recurring.
In the present instance, the
for
of
recovery
thesurplus
yea.rs,
payments of which the suit is brought,
are within the 12 years from the date of action; and the defect of
assets was established in the former suit.
The Court further observe,
that in putting up the utnee tenure to auction with the full jumma,
and as including the whole number of mouzahs, notwithstanding the
three decrees awarding a reduction of the jumma on account of the
defect of three villages, the a pellant must be considered as acting in
bad faith; and to have b
means purposely and intentionally
misled the purchaser.
therefore, clearly bound to refimd the
The lower courts were
surplus jumma paid by the respondent.
The
therefore right in
an award in favor of the plaintiff.
Court therefore conﬁrm the whole judgment of the lower coin-ts.
Costs against the appellant.
MR. ll-Iawxms. In deciding upon the general principle, as to
whether putneedar can in any case claim
reduction of the jumma
ﬁxed
his taloolz,
should say, that, with reference to-the terms
upon
in whic
the contracts are drawn up, he cannot; though there may
be cases of exemption on special grounds.
In this case, the grounds
of exemption are the decrees given in favor of the former putneedar,
mentioned in Mr. Reid’s certiﬁcate, which, however, were not exe
cuted for upwards of 20 years.
ﬁnd
take this to be
fact, as
that the certiﬁcate proceeds u n it. Whatever advantage the former
conceive that the
putneedar might have derivedxfrom those decrees,
an auction purchaser, cannot plead them
present putneedar, who
in his favor. He purchased at auction with a speciﬁed jumma, long
after those decrees were passed.
am of opinion he must either pay
the jumma, or relinquish the putnee, which the appellant states his
to accept.
The former putneedar did not avail himself of
williﬁness
the
upon him by the decrees; and when the
pure
purchased, under statement of particulars framed
present vantagimcgonferred
as
those decrees had never been passed,
do not see how he can
beneﬁt
them.
can see no fraud, or attempt at fraud, on the
zemindar in advertizing the putnee at the full jumma,
part of
if
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(170)

\

(171)
considering that he had received the full jumma all along, and that
for upwards of 20 years the old decrees had been in abeyance.
would reverse the decrees of the lower courts.

I
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THE 26TH MAY
~

1847.

PRESENT:

A. DICK,
A

EsQ.,

Jnoon.

W. B. JACKSON,

EsQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE,

J. HAWKINS,

Eso.,

Orro. TEMPORARY

CASE N0.

and

J noon.

192 OF 1844.

RAJAH MAHTAB OHUNDER,

APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)

UBTSUS

LALMOHUN BANNERJEE
Wukeels

of

AND

ANOTHER,

(DnPni~IDAN'rs.)
Appellant——J. G. Waller, Ameer

RESPONDENTS,

Ali, and Mlmoney

Bonnerjee.

Wukeel qf Respondents-— Taruck Chunder Roy.
CLAIM_ rupees 2,148-5-5, arrears of rent
of muhal lot Dlieriput, a putnee tenure.
On the 6th March 1843, the principal
decree in favor of plaintiff for 860 rupees,
from the date of suit to the date of decree.
On the 7th November 1843, the judge

with interest for 1239,
sudder ameen gave a
including interest only

o

ept

conﬁrmed this order,
observing that the plaintiff could not state in what particular month
the rent became due ; and that, therefore, he could not award inter
from the commencement
of the year, but only from the close
it.
a

On the 15th November 1844, Mr. Reid admitted special appeal,
remarking: “ the principal sudder ameen throws out the claim to
portion of the principal, on the ground that defendants executed
no kistbundee and the judge conﬁrms this order. The plaintiff now
in appeal ﬁles the kistbundee of the former putneedar
and

I

;

;

a

a.

think the defendants are bound by this kistbundee, though they
entitled to
The rajah
gave none themselves.
re-adjustment of
accounts on this principle.”
is
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Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of W'est Burd
wan, November 7th 1843, couﬁrming a decree passed by the Princi
pal Sudder Ameen of that district, March 6th 1843.

(172)

;

is

it

;

the

The decision of the principal sudder ameen appears to us correct
The kistbundee in question was ﬁled in
on the evidence before him.
this Court, and was not produced before either the 'udge or the prin
plaintiff could
They accordingly say that
cipal sudder ameen.
and decree only from the end of
not prove when the kists fell due
the year. \Ve have nodoubt that the present putneedars were bound
but there
no reason wh
by the kistbundee now produced
should not have been produced in the lower courts. The appeflant
is

;

it

We
but this
was not called for
an insutiicient excuse.
therefore aﬁirm the decree of the lower courts, which, on the evidence
Costs against the appellant.
before them, was correct.
says

-_¢_-

T111;

.

26'rii MAY

1847.

PRESENT:

A. DICK, EsQ.,
-

J

UDGE.

W. B. JACKSON, ESQ.,
noon, and

J.

HAWKINS, Esq-,
Orrc. TEMPORARY
CASE N0. 15 or 1844.

the Judge

qf

Regular Appeal from a decision passed

by

J

UDGE.

Nuddeah,

September 19th 1843.

RAMCHUNDER DOBEY

AND OTHERS, APPELLANTS,

(PLAINTIFFS,)
’U€)'8Il8

rnnninrs)
'
W'ulweZs

qf

Wukeel

qf

BHEIROBEE DASSEA, WIFE or UKOOLMUNNEE BISWAS,
DECEASED, RAM DAS BISWAS, MESSRS. HILLS, WHITE
AND CO., GOLVIN HARRIS, DECEASED, AND MRS. JAMES
MELLISH, DAUGHTER or MR. USHER, Rnsronmmrs, (Dn
Appellants—- Taruk Chunder Roy.

Respondents—(IIills,
Komar

I/Vhite and Co.,)

Pursun

Thakur.

rupees, principal and interest, arrears of rent
for 1233, 1234, 1236 and I238 of muluzl Loknathpore.
Suit brought
23rd February 1839, 13th Phagoon 1245.
On the 18th anuary 1840, the principal sudder ameen awarded the
full claim in favor of plaintiffs, against Hills, White and Co., declaring
the others not liable.
On the 29th September 1840, the judge modi

CLAIM 2,997 Sicca

J
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J

TEMPORARY

ﬁed that decision, and gave only 75 rupees against Hills, White and

A

(173)

of the time of those defendants’ occupancy, viz. for
1236-10, for 1238-65==75 rupees with interest; throwing out the
claim for the years 1233 and 1234, on the ground that, at that time,
Messrs Hills, White and Co. did not occupy the lands, having pur
chased the factory in 1235.
It appears that the lands of Loknathpore were farmed by the plain
tiffs to Ukool Munnee Biswas, on the security of Mr. Usher, from
to 1238 inclusive: they were applied to the purposes of an
1233
indigo factory. In 1235, this factory was sold by Mr. Usher to
Messrs. Hills, White and Co. The plaintiffs assert that Messrs Hills,
White and Co. bought the factor , with all its liabilities and outstand
ing balances; that they collectedy the rents of the ryotts for 1235,
the year in which they made the purchase; and that they are liable
for the impaid rents of the farm for 1233-1234. Messrs Hills, White
and Co. deny that they are liable for any year previous to their
occupancy. It is plain that the plaintiffs are entitled to obtain their
rents ﬁ'om either the present occupants, or the heirs of the former
farmers, who are included among the defendants.
On the 3rd January 1842, Mr. Dick sent back the case, with
orders to the judge to hold further enquiry as to the general practice
in purchases of indigo factories; whether they are bought with all
liabilities or not. The judge has again decided the case as before, after
making the enquiry ordered, though in an unsatisfactory manner;
and the case now again comes up in regular appeal.
The defendants do not produce the deed of sale by which they
bought the factory, saying they have not got it: the simple mode of
there
adjusting the dispute, by reference to the terms of the deed,
fore, beyond our reach.
The petitions referred to by plaintiffs, as
having been given in by the defendants Hills, White and Co. in
summary suits, do not appear to us distinctly to prove the general
point of their undertaking the whole liabilities of the factory; but
two witnesses, who have been heard on. the part of plaintiffs, assert
generally the custom that purchasers of factories take them with all
their liabilities; and say they have paid their own rents to Hills.
White and C0. for time anterior to their purchase.
If plaintiffs
obtain a decree,
must be on the ground of general custom, not on
The
speciﬁc engagement; for no speciﬁc engagement
proved.
but
evidence to the general custom
and
meagre
unsatisfactorly;
due to
aintiffs
there
no reason to doubt the actual balance
being ants do not pro
from some of the parties sued; and as the defen
duce the kewaleli, we must take the next best available evidence.
to be observed, that the rent for 1235 was realized from the
was then stated by the plain
defendants only by summary suit; and
tiffs that sums were also due for previous years, for which a separate
This obviates the presumption that
regular suit would be brought.
would otherwise arise in ordinary cases, that the receipt of rent for
is,

is

is

it

p

is

it

is

It
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Co. on account

(174)
subsequent years, is primd faciz evidence that the arrears for previ
ous years have been paid up.
Under this view, the Court reverse
the judge’s decree, and award the full claim of plaintiffs with propor
tional costs from date of suit, omitting interest with reference to the

delay on part of plaintiffs, against Messrs Hills, White and Co.

1-}

THE 27'rn MAY 1847.
Pansnnrz
C.

TUCKER, Esq.

J upon.

is

5

of,

It is hereby certiﬁed, that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:
The petitioner, plaintiff in this case, stated that he held a.lease of
a certain bungalow, with the ground, garden, &c., appertaining there
to, from the proprietor Rajah Boop Singh, for seven years, from the
7th Assin 1250.
That the defendant Huruknarain, in Jeyte of that year, took up
his abode in the bungalow, and refused to enter into any engage
ment with him, the plaintiff, for the monthly rent ; and afterwards,
having purchased the village in which the bungalow is situated from
a
Rajah Boop Singh, in the name of G
_a Bishen Singh, also
defendant in the case, he, the defendant, clidlllected the rents, and thus
He prayed, that the defendant might be restrain
dispossessed him.
ed from interference with his possession till the expiration of his
lease, and he also sued for 120 rupees, rents collected b the defen
dants for the years 1250 and 1251, including the rent
the bunga
low at
Hurruknarain denied the whole.
rupees per mensem.
The moonsiif of the western division of the zillah of Patna
decreed for the plaintiff.
On appeal the principal sudder ameen, Mr.
E. DaCosta, reversed the decision of the lower court; because the
facts, as to the occupation of the bungalow and the collection of the
rents, were not proved; and, because, the bill of sale, produced by
Gunga Bishen, did not exclude the bungalow from his purchase.
The decision of the principal sudder ameen, on the question of
rent claimed by plaintiff from defendant,
not open to discussion in
But in regard to the possession claimed by the
special appeal.
If
defective.
plaintiff to the expiration of his lease, the decision
is

a
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PETITION No. 826 or 1845.
IN the matter of the petition of Rajaram Ajhooree, ﬁled in this
Court on the 9th December 1845, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of
city Patna, under date the 8th September 1845, reversin that of the
moonsiff of the western division of that district, uncﬁar date the
25th April 1845. in the case of petitioner,
versus Baboo
Huruknarain Singh and others, defendants.

(175)
the lease to plaintiff is in the opini-on of the lower court established,
the subsequent purchase by Gunga Bishen of the village in which it
is situated, gives him no title to disturb the plaintiffs possession
pending his lease; and on this point the decision of the lower court
is defective, inasmuch as it does not declare whether the plaintiff’s

I

admit the special appeal ; and
alleged lease was established or not.
remand the proceedings, for revision on this point to the principal
sudder ameen.

*

-3-.

THE 27TH MAY

1847.
'

PRESENT:

J. HAWKINS,

Esq.

Orre. TEMPORARY JUDGE.
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PETITION No.

194

or

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Kishen Kinkur Sirkar, ﬁled in
this Court on the 23d March 1847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Abbas Ali, principal sudder
ameen of Dacca, under date the 17th December 1846, partially
amending that of Ussudoollah, inoonsiff of Pulash, under date the
26th September 1846, in the case of Gour_Kishore Dutt and others,
plaintiffs, versus the petitioner, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said
application is granted on the
‘
following grounds:
This was an action brought by the plaintiffs to set aside a sale of
their estate, made by the collector in satisfaction of arrears of
revenue due thereon; on the ground of fraud on the part of the
petitioner (who was the agent of the plaintiffs’) in paying in the
revenue; and for other reasons.
The case was decided by the moonsiff and the principal sudder
ameen in favor of the plaintiffs, in regard to the reversal of the
sale; with an alteration of the moonsiff’s order, by the principal
sudder ameen, in regard to the mesne proﬁts payable by the defen
dant to the plaintiffs.
The special appeal is applied for on the ground: ﬁrst that
a sale for arrears of revenue is not reversible by the civil courts,
on the grounds set forth by the decrees of the lower courts; and
secondly, that the mode of proceeding adopted by the lower courts,
in regard to a plaint incorrectly prepared and ﬁled, was illegal; and
The facts on which
that the plaintiff should have been nonsuited.
The suit should have been
this objection proceeds are as follow.
laid at three times the sudder jumma, whereas it was valued at the
auction selling price. This was pleaded by the petitioner in the
The moonsiff overruled the objection,
ﬁrst court, and in appeal.
and proceeded with the case; but the principal sudder ameen, before
entering upon the merits of the case in appeal, issued an injunction

(I76)
to the moonsiif to take a supplementary plaint frjn -the plaintiffs in
correction of the error. This was done. Now, b Clause 3, Section
25, Regulation 23, 1814, and Construction i'308, the moonsiff
cannot receive a supplemental plaint; and the principal sudder
ameen’s order, desiring him to do so, was illepl.
This illegal act
cannot legalize the original defect; and the plaintiffs having valued
opposed to the rule for valuation of plaints,
their claim on a
irinciple
prescribed by Sc ediile B, Regulation 10, 1829, should have been
nonsuited.
Under these circumstances, it is unnecessary for this Court to
_
give any opinion upon the merits of the case.
the special appeal; and remand the case under Clause 2,
admit
2, Regulation 9, 1831, to the principal sudder ameen, who
Section
will proceed to dispose of it in the manner above pointed out.

Ii

I

THE 27'rn l\Lur

1847.

PRESENT:
Esq.

Orrc. TEMPORARY
PETITION No. 201 or 1847.

J noon.

IN the matter of the petition of Gudadhur Gosain and others,
transmitted to this Court per certiﬁcate dated 13th March 1847,
praying for the admission of a special appeal from the decision of the
deputy commissioner of Assam, under date the 16th December
1846, reversing that of Baboo Cliiinder Sein, principal sudder
ameen of Kamroop, under date the 30th March 1846, in the case of
the petitioners, plaintiffs, versus Gowree Surmah and others, defen
dants.

It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
This was a suit brought by the plaintiffs, who are gosains, for the
services of the defendants, who are bhugguts; and for losses incur
The principal sudder
red by their not rendering such services.
ameen gave partial judgment for the plaintiffs; but the deputy com
missioner reversed the judgment, with reference to the provisions of
Act

5, 1843.

The Act cited by

the deputy commissioner refers to the question
has nothing to do with the relation existing
and bhu_q_quts, and the services rendered by the latter

of slavery, which

between gosains
to the former in the performance of rites and ceremonies, &c. &c.
admit the special appeal, as the only ground on which
He will
irrelevant.
deputy commissioner has decided the case
He will not of course
on its merits.
re-admitthe suit, and try
be prevented by this order, from taking into consideration whether,

is

the

I

it
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J. HAWKINS,

under the Hindu law, the bhugguts

are not at perfect liberty

to

I77

(

consequently
their
servicexand
an a IO n. ,
entertain such

refuse

)~

whether the civil courts can
_

-—¢

Tm: 27TH MAY

1847.

Pnnsmwr:

J. HAWKINS,

Eso.,
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Orrc. TEMPORARY JUDGE.
PETITION No. 188 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Mr. VVm. Hodges, ﬁled in this
Court on the 20th March 1847, praying for the admission of a spe
cial appeal from the decision of Syud Fuzl Rubbee, principal sudder
ameen of East Burdwan, under date the 19th day of January 1847,
conﬁrming that of Mr. Bell, the sudder moonsiff of Burdwan, under
date the 8th July 1846, in the case of the present petitioner, plaintiff,
versus Snkkee Kyburtin and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed, that the said application is granted on the
.
following grounds.
The plaintiff sued for possession of a tank, l1I1(l6I‘ a lease granted
by the proprietors on the 13th and 17th Sawun 1250 B. S. The
defendants pleaded a prior lease, under date the 14th Magh 1249
B. S., granted to them by the agents or mookhtars of the pro
‘
prietors.
The moonsiff and principal sudder ameen dismissed the claim, on
the ground of the prior lease of the defendants granted by the a ents.
From copies of the mookhtarnamahs produced before this Court,
it would appear that the agents were authorized by their principals
to conduct their cases and proceedings in the public offices of
Government; but these moohhtarnarnahs say not one word about
,
granting of leases, or managing the property of the principals.
While this is the case, the proprietors admit the pottah granted
to the plaintiff.
In the decisions there is mention generally made of the mookh
tarnamahs, but the contents of them are not recited; nor is any
allusion made to any speciﬁc clause, under which the agents were
authorized to grant the lease to the defendants.
In this respect the
decisions are manifestly imperfect.
The moonsiff has, moreover, awarded to the defendants damages
in this case to the extent of 50 rupees, under the concluding part
of Section 40, Regulation 23, 1814. The principal sudder ameen
conﬁrms the , decision, without making any allusion to this part
of the moonsiff’s order, in that part of his decree which contains the
.
.
_
grounds of his judgment.
Under these circumstances,
admit the special appeal; and re
mand the case totthe principal sudder ameen, who will re-admit it
on his ﬁle, and again try it with reference to the preceding observ

I

(173)

*

_

ations; giving fully the particulars and groulis of his judgnent,
and the order for payment
both as it respects the mookhtarnamah

of damages.

Tm: 27'rn l\IAY

1847.

PRESENT:

A DICK,

EsQ.,

Jones.
CASE N0.

19

or

1846.

Regular App:-alfrom the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen Qf
Zillah Rajshahye, illoulvee Abdool Ali Khan.

JUGGUT CHUNDER BUTAOHARJ, APPELLANT,
(Di;rr:x1>.uvr,)
lit’?-T118
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MADOBE CI-IUNDER BUTACHARJ, AND KEDAR CHUN
DER BUTACHARJ,
Pleaders——Ubbas Ali for

RESI’O.\‘DEN'1‘S,

Appellant;

Respondents.

(PLAIN'r1FFs.)

Loolf-ur-Ruhman

for

Appeal laid at Co’s. rupees 1,095, 15 annas, 8 pies, amount of
usufruct and costs of suit decreed against him.
The respondents and appellant are own brothers.
The respond
ents sued appellant their elder brother, with their mother and cer
tain others, Messrs. French, Hodges, &c., for possession of their
share of patrimonial estates, from which they had been ousted by
means of an order of the magistrate, under Act 4, I840, with usu
fruct; stating, that they had been in possession until Asarh 1251
B. E. ; that the appellant then, in concert with their mother, on the
strength of a fabricated deed, purporting to have been written by
their father, which authorized the mother to hold possession of all
the estates, initil every one of his four minor sons had attained his
majority, gave the estates in farm to Messrs. French, Hodges and Co.,
who caused them to be ousted.
The appellant and the mother, in their defence, asserted the
genuineness of the deed; and denied that respondents had ever been
in possession. Messrs. French, Hodges and Co., admitted having taken
the estates in farm in the name of a dependent, for whom they stood
security ; but denied any ousting of respondents.
The principal sudder ameen deeming the deed invalid, declined
entering upon the testimonial evidence in its favor, especially as the
had attained their majority; and decreed possession to
respondents
respondents, with nsufruct, from the date of their dispossession by
order of the m istrate under Act 4, 1840, against the mother and
the appellant with costs ; except the costs incurred by the farmers,
13

179

)

Messrs. French, Hodges and Co., which he -adjudged payable by
them, without assigning any reason.
Appellant preferred this appeal, on the plea that his mother alone
had been in possession, and she alone gave the farming lease to
he was not liable
Messrs. French, Hodges and Co., consequentl
either for usufruct, or costs. Messrs. Frencli, Hodges and Co.
The mother did not appeal at all.
appealed in the case below.
The principal sudder ameen has taken for granted, that the res
under Act 4,
pondents were ousted by the order of the magistrate
1840 ; whereas that order was, and must have been, to uphold
He ought to have required evidence
possession, not to dispossess.
from respondents to prove that they were in possession, and had been
in possession; and that, consequently, the order of the m istrate
was erroneous, and had caused their being ousted.
Furatfier, he
should have recorded his reasons for decreeing usufruct and costs
against appellant conjointly with his mother, when the mother alone
gave the farm and possession to Messrs. French, Hodges and Co.
In like manner, he should have recorded his reasons for awarding
against Messrs. French, Hodges and Co., their own costs, when he
had exonerated them from all else.
The case is remanded for more
'
careful investigation and record.

*

THE 27'rn MAY

1847.

PRESENT:

A. DICK, EsQ.,
JUDGE.

CASE
Regular Appeal from

NO. 42 OF 1846.

the decision

Rajshah]/e,

qf

the

‘

'

Principal Sudder

Maulvee Abdool

Ameen

Ali Khan.

of

MESSRS. FRENCH, HODGES AND Co., APPELLANTS,
(DEFENi>AN'rs,)
UCTSMS

MADOBE CHUN DER BUTACHARJ AND KEDAR CHUNDER
BUTACHARJ, RESPONDENTS, (PLA-ii~1'riri‘s.)
Pleaders—Pursun

APPEAL laid

Koomar Thaltoor

Ruhmanjor
at Company’s

for Appellants; and L0qft-ur

Respondents.

rupees 336, 8 annas, amount

costs

of

it.

an appeal from the same decision as No. 19 of 1846 this
smThis
remanded, with that, for the reasons
day decided; and the case
is

is
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(

therein recorded.

-(139)
Tui; 29TH MAY

1847.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER

A. DICK,

and

ESQRS.,

Juvoiss,

and

_

J. HAWKINS 2 Esq -9
OF1-‘G. TEMPORARY

CASE No.

142

or

1844.

Special Appeal.

'“‘="“***"’
.,~o.“-5.“.

Jui>c1:..

5,:§§gij\_

VV

Jﬂt‘

I,

‘I

,

J. C. ABBOTT, APPELLANT, (PLAIN'l‘IFI<‘,)

7

U€TSu$

.

OF RAJ SHAHYE, AND RAMCHUNDER
GUNGOOLEE,
GUARDIAN or PURUSNATH, MINOR,

RESPONDENTS,

(DI-IFENDANTS.)

qf

qf

1,560-8-9
SUIT laid at (hm
ru
This was a speciallaldgpeal Pffdfn decisioii of the judge of zillah
dated 30th August 1843, atlirming that of the principal
a

.

’s

of

Rajshahye,
su der ameen of the same district, dated 31st August 1842, inan
action brought by the appellant against the respondents.
The plaintiff held in farm from the Court of Wards, the estate
He was compelled by the magistrate of the
the minor Purusnath.
district to keep up a mofiissil dawk, under Section 10,
ards
tion 20, 1817, at considerable expense, which the Court of R&g\Iiﬂ

by

refused to re-imburse him for; on which he brought his action, 218
his cubooleut did not bind him to make good such expense, whilst the
bulk of the proﬁts of the zemindaree went to the ward. The lower
courts both decided against him.
The special appeal was admitted, to try whether, under the cir

I5,

alluded to, the expense of the dawk should be borne
the farmer, or by the estate of the minor proprietor.
The ﬁrst enactment on the subject of expediting the transmission
Section
of public dispatches, in the manner shewn in this case,
with
The
17
93.
rules
of
this
Section
are
coeval
22,
Regulation
cumstances

is

the perpetual settlement; and were enacted in the same law that
relieved the landholders and farmers from the charge of the P01169
The duty was declared to devolve upon the proprietor or head per
son of the village, which of course did not contemplate that the pro
prietor or head person should convey the dispatches himself

it
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Appellant—Mr. A. Imlacli.
'-"‘.‘¢§§’2‘_‘
Resp022dents—.Bab0o Pursun Coomar Thalzur.

Wulieel
Wukeel

V I.

.1:

COLLECTOR

Q;

ii

mi
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(181)
was deemed sufficient that he was declared responsible for its con
veyance; the manner, and expense of performing the duty, was left
The provisions of Section 10, Regula
to his own management.
toin 20, 1817, went little further than to explain and regulate the
mode in which the provisions of Section 15, Regulation 22, 1793,
were to be enforced. It would appear then, that the maintenance of
the zemindaree dawks, is the dischar e of a dut connected with
the possession of an interest in the lanif. But while this is the case,
no provision is made in regard to the expenses; it having been
presumed, as it appears to the Court, that the duty could be per
formed without any or much additional expense, by the party in
actual possession and management of the property, who may be
supposed to have the peons and pykes, on his estate or farm, at his
The law has left the question quite open as to the pay
disposal.
ment of the expense; and as the farmer takes the farm in the lump,
to pay a speciﬁc rent, to stand all losses, and be subject to
ggreeing
payments, while at the same time he is entitled to all proﬁts, the
Court consider him liable to the payment of all such expenses as the
present, to which the zemindaree is subject; and accordingly, see
no ground for interference with the judgment of the lower courts,
which are accordingly affirmed.
The costs to be charged to the

-$1

appellant.

THE 3lsT MAY

1847.

PRESENT:
R. H.

i

RATTRAY

and

A. DICK, EsQRs.,
Junens,
B.
.VV.

JACKSON,

and

EsQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

229

or

1845.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the Principal Sudder
Qf Patna, E. DaC0sta, June 9th 1845.

Ameen.

ZUMOORUD LAL, APPELLANT, (DErENDANT,)
versus

MUSST. LULTA BIBI, AND ornnns,
Wukeels
Wukeels

qf

V

REsPo1~n>1~n~zTs(PLA1NT1rr.)

qf Appellant—Hamid

Respona'ents—-Buhadur

Ali

Russool.

and Ameer Ali.

THIS suit was instituted by the plaintiff, Lulta Bibi, on the 6th
January 1845, to recover from appellant the sum of Company’s
rupees -6,764-7-8-16, principal and interest, balance due on a re
ceipt granted by the former to the latter, on the 8th Qctober 1838.
\

(192)

by

will be proved
We observe,

the evidence.

-*:=s

;

a

with reference to the arrangement entered into
between the parties in this case, that
receipt (/drkhuttee) has been
produced, in which the plaintiff gives a general acquittance to
appellant, of all demands. We ﬁnd, that on this being presented for
registry, the plaintiff protested against the measure, on the ground
of the full amount not having been received by her. The document
however has been regularly executed; and the witnesses have de
clared that the arrangement between her and appellant, was a com
promise for 2,200 rupees, which sum was duly paid and received,
when the receipt was signed.
One witness states that some item of
the arrangement had not been fulﬁlled
but what the particular
condition was, he has not mentioned.
The principal sudder ameen
of opinion, that the witnesses have shewn
disposition to favor
not apparent from the proceedings, in the sense
appellant; but this
implied. That their evidence, with the exception just noted, upholds
the plea of appellant,
true enough; but there
nothing to warrant
The receipt itself
the suspicion of an unjust bias or false testimony.
does not specify the consideration for which
was granted:
general acquittance without speciﬁcation of amount paid; for which
there
nothing forthcoming but the oral evidence of those who
were present and have sworn to the fact. Amongst these,
the plain
tiff’s own brother, Moorlee Dhur.
ti!
Under such circumstances, we do not think the decree passed
by the principal sudder ameen can be aﬂirmed; and we reverse
accordingly, with costs chargeable to respondents.

it

is

is

it

is
a

it

is

is

is

a

is
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die

The plaintiff states, that some twenty years ago, at Meerut, she
5,000 rupees in deposit with Cheonee Lal, the father of a pel
t; that, of this sum, she drew 3,000 rupees to make into trinkets;
ﬁlnaced
and with the remaining 2,500 rupees (so in the plaint) she bought
the lease of mouzah Chlueearee, from Mukund Kishoor, in the name
of her brother Moorlee Dhur; that she lived with Cheonee Lal (as
his mistress) and this money bein
her own, to prevent future trou
ble to her, he (Cheonee Lal) gavelier a written acknowledgment of
his having no claim, either to the trinkets or the sum advanced for
the lease; that, in Bhadoon I245 F ., Cheonee Lal died; but she
continued to reside in his house, in which also appellant lived ;l and
there was her roperty; that, after a time, appellant seized upon
every thing she had, and she complained to the m- 'strate through
her brother Moorlee Dhur; that upon this, applﬁlsnt agreed to
restore what he had taken, by payment to her of 5, 500 rupees, and took
from her a receipt in full to that amount includin afew trinkets; that
all she received of this, was 2,000 rupees and
trinkets, and that
she now sues for the balance.
Appellant, in answer, states that the matter set forth, was ﬁnally
settled
a compromise between himself and plaintiff, for the sum
of 2,000 rupees; which compromise, and the payment of which sum,

(133)
Tiii; 3lST MAY

1847.

PRESENT:

RATTRAY,

R. H.

A. DICK,
W. B.

JUDGES,

J AOKSON,

CASE No.
Special

and

ESQRS.,

and
EsQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

or

77

1846.

decree passed by the Judge of Patna,
reversing a decree passed by the Sudder Ameen

Appeal from a

31-d 1844,

Dktrict, January

August

qf

that

13th 1843.

RADHAKISHEN, APPELLANT, (PLAIN'riFF,)
UCTSUS

he

s

is

at

it

It

thlis

THIS case was admitted to special appeal, under the following cer
Jackson:
tiﬁcate recorded by Mr.
“ The judge records as
Welhpy
's reason for believin
that the land
is
not
the
land
in
to
in
case, that the
dispute
plaintiff
belonging
from
the
decision
of
did
the
settlement
officer,
plaintiff
not appeal
and that he did not attend before the settlement oﬁicer.
appears
to me, that the plaintiff was not bound to appeal from the settlement
oﬁicer’s order; and with regard to his absence during the investi
time,
appears that he was present
gation before tha_t officer,
one
The omission of the judge to adjudicate on
but lus agent resigned.
of the plaintiff to the settlement
the
irregular; and the
right
for
are
groun
assigns
this omission
insiiﬁicient.
The right
should be investigated on its merits, and adjudicated accordingly.”
The Court are of opinion, that the grounds recorded by the judge,
for reversing the decision of the sudder ameen, are insufficient; and
to investigate
the
on which the
that was his
fully‘'cate grounds
claim on its merits.
adju
plaintiffs claim dutfyounded, and
be reversed
Ordered,
and the case be re~
_]11(lg€i1S(il8(3lS10Il
wit
irections to enquire ully into the claim
turned to
on
with reference to the evidence
and to record
judgment
which may be adduce
e

to

;f

it,

e,

'-ii

a

ju

théeg

etlglat

t

is

it

.

THE 3ls'r, MAY

1847.

PRESENT:

C.

TUCKER,

EsQ.,

noes.

J
PETITION No.

or

1845.
the petition of Nursing Roy and others, ﬁled in
this Court on the 15th December 1845, praying for the admission of
special appeal from the decision of the additional judge of zillah

IN the matter of

850

a
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SYUD MUZHUR, RESPONDENT, (DEFENDANT,)
Wukeel of Appellant—J. G. Waller.
.
Wulwel of Resp0ndent—Ameer
Ali.

('34)
Hooghly, under date the 13th September 1845, reversing that of the
collector of that district, under date the l4tli December 1843, in the
case of oykishen Mookerea and Rajkishen Mookerjea, plaintiffs,
versus Nursing Roy and others, defendants.
The plaintitfs sued before the collector under Regulation 2, 1819,
b. 13 c. of land in possession of the de
rmission toassess 23 b.
for
fendtnts, held as they,
under
invalid laliliiraj
the pla.int.iti'a
an
alleged
The
collector
the
c
aim,
dismissed
grant.
declarmg the laklizriy
tenure to be good and valid, held under a sunnud, dated in 1161 B. S.,
(about 1755 A. D.,) with uninterrupted possession from that time to
the present moment.
On appeal -the additional judge reversed the decision of the collec
that he entertained suspicions regarding the sunnud;
tor;
that, besi es, it was of no value, as it was not granted by a
and remarking
tent person.
com
=1;
additional judge does not
the collector's decision on
impugpe case, his decision is opposed
int of possession; and such being
the
Section
to
provisions of Clause
Regulation 19, 1793, which
declares that all grants for holding land exempt from the payment of
revenue, made previous to 12th August 1765, by whatever authori
ty, and whether by a writing, or without
writing, shall be deemed
valid, rovided the grantee actually and bcmaﬁde obtained possession
of the limd so
previous to the date above-mentioned, and the
ave been subsequently rendered subject to the pay
land shall not granted,
ment of revenue by the oﬂicers, or the orders of Government.’
to the same purport.
Section
Clause
Regulation 14, 1825,
therefore admit the special appeal; and, as the additional judge
remand the
has recorded no opinion as to the term of
'tional judge being no
proceedings to the judge, (the oﬁice of ad (possession,
longer in existence,) who will dispose of the case de novo, with refer
ence to the preceding remarks.

J

ll

2,

a

is

3,

2,

I

I

-—l—

THE 31s'r MAY

1847.

Pnnsmrrz
C.

TUCKER,

EsQ.,

Jimcis.
PETITION No.

847

or

1845.

in

for

In the matter of the petition Surb'eet Singh, ﬁled in this Court
the admission of a special
on the 13th December 1845, praying
appeal from the decision‘ of the principal sudder ameen of zillah
Mymensingh, under date the 15th September 1845, reversing that
of the moonsiff of Kagmaree, under date the 28th March 1845,
the case of Surbjeet Singh, plaintiff, versus Kanta Chung Chowkee
dar and others, defendants,
of
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1,

tiiie)

Ti:

'
(

185

)

This suit

was brought by the petitioner against Kanta Chung, &c.,
(six persons) for cutting and carrying away the entire crop on cer
tain lands, cultivated under the bhaolee tenure in the year 1249
B. S., according to which the zemindar and tenant divide the crop.
There were four other defendants charged withaiding and abetting
the six principal defendants : of these latter, one was the village
putwary, who replied, that the plaintiti not having paid a cowree of
his own rent, the korok sezawul, on the part of the zemindar,
compelled him and the mundul of the village to pay the amoimt due.
That on seeking re-pa
ent from the plaintiff‘, he put them off from
time to time; and ﬁndiiilg they were about to sue him for the money,
he anticipated them by instituting this false suit.
The cultivators
replied, that the pla.intiﬁ' had not supplied them with seed at the

is

did

I

13

THE 3lST MAY

1847.

PRESENT:
G.

TUCKER,

EsQ.,

J

UDGE.

PETITION No. 844

or

1845.

a

a

IN the matter of the petition of Joynarain Bose, ﬁled in this Court
on the 12th December 1845, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of the additional principal sudder ameen of
zillah 24-Pergunnahs, under date the 10th September 1845, amend
ing that of the moonsiff of Russah, under date the 9th May 1845, in
the case of Sheikh Khoojee, plaintiff, versus Joynarain Bose and
Goroochurn Dutt, defendants.
The petitioner having purchased, at
public sale made for the
recovery of arrears of Government revenue, the estate in which the
plaintiff held an under tenure; and not being able to obtain any of
the former accounts, showing the amount jumma of the cultivators,
under-tenants, &c., had recourse to measurement of the estate, and

\

L

1
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it

;

;

it,

the seed was old and bad
proper time; that when he did give
that in consequence the produce was very triﬂing; and owing to
the late sowing, the rains came on and destroyed what little crop
there would otherwise have been.
The moonsiﬂ’ decreed for the
plaintiff but on appeal, the principal sudder ameen reversed the
decision of the lower court, for this among other reasons, viz. that
did not appear to him that the engagement to cultivate on the
bhaolee tenure was satisfactoril
proved. Now, the principal de
not deny this; on the contrary
fendants, the six cultivators,
their answers, as recorded in the decree,
a clear admission of the
fact, whilst they resisted the plaintiﬁ’s claim on other grounds.
therefore admit the special appeal; and remand the proceedings
to the principal sudder ameen, who will proceed de novo to adjudi
cate the case, on the pleas set up in defence by the defendants.

(I36)
then issued notices, lmder Section 9, Regulation 5, 1812, containing
the speciﬁc jumma that would be demandable for the then current
year.
Bengal
e plaintiff at once
suit in the civil court,
'
'
institlpted
t to thlehpnresent
e
ce his
den in» the petitioner’srig
mma, and P raymg
thatythie, notice might be declared null and voicfu
The case was ﬁrst heard by the moonsiﬁ'of Russah, who, with
out entering into the merits of the uestion, dismissed the claim,
stating that the petitioner, the defendant, as purchaser at public
sale made for the recovery of arrears of Govemment revenue, was
On
the additional principal
competent to issue such notice.
e moonsiff,
on the ground
sudder ameen reversed the decision ofappeal
that the notice issued did not express the amount in which the
present jumma exceeded the former jumma.
The notice, directed b Section 9, Regulation 5, 18l2, should
ﬁnd no mention
indicate the spmﬁc rent tired on the land; but
made therein of any necessity to specify the extent of the enhance
The notice does declare the speciﬁc rent to which the
ment.
plaintiff would be subject, viz. Co’s Rs. 24-3-8.
therefore admit this special appeal, and quash both the decisions
of the lower courts, and direct that the proceedings be returned,
with instructions that the moonsitfbe required to re lace the suit
same on its
on his ﬁle, under its original number, and decide
merits, as well with respect to the plaintiﬁ"s claim to hold at a ﬁxed
the new proprietor
jumma, as to the propriety of the rent ﬁxed
the estate, should his right to enhance the rent be established.

T

I

the

of

by

'-l-—

~

THE 31s'r MAY

1847.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER,

EsQ.,

J

ones.

Pnrrrron No.

845

or

1845.

is

a

IN the matter of the petition of Joynarain Bose, ﬁled in this
for the admission of
Court on the 12th December 1845, pray
special appeal from the decision of the aldlgitional principal sudder
ameen of zillah 24-Pergurmahs, under date the 10th September 1845,
amending that of the moonsiﬁ' of Russah, under date the 10th May
1845, in the case of Duberul Huq, plaintiff, versus Joynarain Bose
and Gooroochurn Dutt, defendants.
It hereby certiﬁed, that the said application
granted on the
following grounds:
The petitioner
purchased at
public sale, made for the
havin%
arrears
of
overmnent
the estate in which
revenue,
recovery of
tenure;
under
and
not
able
to obtain any Of
held
an
plaintiff
being
the former accounts, showing the amountjumma of the cultivatorﬁ»
a

is
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under-tenants, &c., had recourse to a measurement of the estate; and
then issued notices under Section 9, Regulation 5, 1812, containing
the speciﬁc jumma 'that would be demandable for the then current
Bengal year.
The plaintiff at once instituted the present suit in the civil court,
denying the petitioner’s right to enhance his jumma, and praying
that the notice might be declared null and void.
The case was ﬁrst heard by the moonsiif of Russah, who, without
entering into the merits of the question, dismissed the claim; stating
that the petitioner, the defendant, as purchaser at public sale, made
for the recovery of arrears of Government revenue, was competent
On appeal the additional principal sudder
to issue such notice.
ameen reversed the decision of the moonsiﬂl on the ground that the
notice issued did not express the amount in which the present
jumma exceeded the former jumma.
[The opinion in this case is the same as that given in the preceding
T
Petition No. 844.]
case.

I
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(189)
Tnn lsT JUNE
PRESENT
R. H.

1847.
:

RATTRAY,

ESQ.,

Jones.
CASE No. 210 or 1846.
Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Shahabad, Munowur Ali Khan, May 22d 1846.

PEAREE LAL, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,

WITH

EIGHT

oTiiERs,)
’U€'I”81.l8

SALIG RAM SINGH, OGREH SINGH, AND ISREE
PURSHAD SINGH, R.nsi>oNm~:NTs, (PLAINTIFFS.)
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Wukeel of Appellant—E.

Colebrooke.

Wukeel of Re.sp0ndents—-Aman

Tins

Ali.

suit was instituted by respondents on the 12th September

I845, to recover from appellant and others, Company’s rupees
18,069-5-4, advanced on a lease of mouzah Mukhdoompore
Sumra, and other mouzahs, granted Phagoon 23d 1236, Fuslee.
The question to be determined in this case, is, whether appel
lant, and others, who, at a public sale of lands held in execution of
a decree of court, purchased-the rights and interests of the late
proprietor (in the villages above noted) are, or are not, liable for an
advance previously made to that proprietor, for a lease dissolved
by the said sale, before the said advance was made good from the
usufruct of the lands, or otherwise.
The principal sudder ameen decided that such purchasers were
liable; and of the defendants against whom this judgment was
given, appellant alone has impugned it. He pleads a subsequent
private transfer, of the share purchased by him, to one Nobut
Race ; in whose name, it is asserted by respondents, he made the
purchase, without any after sale, as pleaded by him. ‘The fact has
not been determined ; and the principal sudder ameen did not
deem it material to the issue, that it should be so ; as, with refer
ence to the clandestine nature of the transfer, if any took place,
the responsibility of appellant, as the sale purchaser of the origi
nal proprietor’s rights and interests, still remained.
Without recording any opinion upon the plea set forth by ap
pellant, as a general question, the circumstances of the present
case leave no doubt of the liability now pronounced against him;
and I aﬁirm the decree of the lower court accordingly.
Costs
chafgeable to appellant.

'

Tns

<

190

20

JUNE 1847.

y)

Pnssssr:

A DICK, EsQ.,

Junos;

W. JACKSON and

J. HAWKINS,

EsQns.,

TEMPORARY Juno:-zs.

CASE N0. 84 or I844.
Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder Amem
Qf Moorshedabad, July l2th l843.

MRXHUDSON, owmm or Snanvons Koran, APPELLANT,
(DEF!-3.\‘DANT,)

MR. MASCARENIIAS,

versus
owunn. or BUHADOORPORE
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Rsseoxnswr, (PLAIN'l‘lll'F.)

Korma,

Wulreel of Appellant—Purmn Koomar Thalcur.
Wukeel of Respondent—Gholam Sufdur.

CLAIM rupees 4l6-4, loss of indigo on l5 biggahs of land, cut
and carried away by defendant.
This is a claim for the value of indigo forcibly cut and carried
defendant, from the lands of r_1/uts under engagement to
away
laintiby.
P

On the 19th January 1842, the sudder ameen dismissed the
claim :—l2th July I843, the principal sudder ameen reversed this
order, and awarded the amount claimed to plaintiff; and on the
20th January 1844, Messrs. Tucker and Reid admitted a special
appeal on this ground:
‘ Because this suit is brought contrary to the provisions of Sec
tion 3, Act lO, 1836.
In this case no collusion is alleged be
tween the ryuts and the petitioner (appellant) ; but he is accused
of cutting the plant by force and carrying it away; and, therefore,
the plaint should have been dismissed.’
On the 22d August 1845, Mr. Gordon referred this case to a
full Court.

J

Messrs. Drox and ACKSON.-—Tl1€ Act 10, 1836, Section 3, gives
the person who has made advances to a ryut for indigo, an ac
tion for damages against any other party who has prevailed on the
ryut to break his contract, and against the ryut himself, jointly or
There is no mention of collusion in the Act ; so that
severally.
the prevailing on the rgut may have taken place, by force, bribes,
intimidation, threats, &c., or in any other manner, the case would
still come within the reach of the law, and the action would lie.
In this case force was used ; and we are clearly of opinioh, that
the suit comes within the scope of the enactment.
We observe

"to

_.._._4

(191)
that in the case of F. Rouse v. A. Haig, (page 69, Vol. II, Sud
der Reports), decided in this Court 26th June l8l3, the claim of
the party, with whom the contract of the ryut was made, was
ruled to lie only against the ryut, and not against the other party
who forcibly carried away the crop.
This order was passed before
the issue of Act 10, 1836; and that Act would appear to have
been passed, with a view to supply this defect in the law, and to
enable the sufferer to bring his claim against both the ryut and
the person so carrying away the plant by force or otherwise.
The
Court therefore aﬁirm the decision of the principal sudder ameen,
with costs against the appellant.
Mr. HAwKiNs.—-The plaintiff has speciﬁcally sued upon Act 10,
1836 ; and two judges admitting the special appeal, have done so
for the purpose of trying, whether a uit of that nature can be
brought under this Act. The fact, as appears upon the face of the
The
certiﬁcate, is, that the opposite party forcibly cut the crop.
Act says ‘shall prevail upon the ryut to break the contract.’
cannot see how a forcible cutting and carrying away the crops,
can be made to mean a. prevailing upon the ryut to break such
I am of opinion the plaintiff hould be nonsuited, as
contract.
he has brought his action speciﬁcally under Act 10, 1836; ~with
would re
permission to sue again under a corrected plaint.
verse the decision of the lower court.
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Tnn 3n JUNE

1847.

PRESENT :
R. H. RATTRAY, ESQ.,
uncn.

CASE No.

J

218

or I846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Shahabad, Munowur Ali Khan, June 2d 1846.

PURSOTUM DAS, APPELLANT, (PLAiN'riFr,)

versus
AND BETHUL DAS, HER. 80N-IN
LAW, RESPONDENTS, (DEFENDANTS.)

MUSST. BAGHRUTTEE

Wukeels of Appellant-E. Colebrooke and Gkolam Sufdur.
Wu/reels of Resp0ndents—J.
G. Waller and Baboo Pursun Koomar
Thakur.

THIS suit was instituted by appellant on the 25th September
1845, to obtain conﬁrmation by a judicial award, of possession of
half the talook of Aluinpore, and of other talooks and mouzahs, as
set forth; and the restraint of respondents from opposition to such
possession.
Estimated amount of suit (for the stamp) Company’s
rupees 6,249-9.

(192)

it,

I

I-T

i

JUN:-2 1847.

Panssnr

:

THE 5'rn

TUCKER, ESQ.,
SIR R. BARLOW,

C.

J. HAWKINS,

and
BAR’I‘.,

June-Es; and

EsQ.,
TEMPORARY Jones.
158

or 1846.

of

the Principal Sudder Ameen
Special Appeal from the decision
Zillah Hooghly, dated 28th August 1844.

MOULVEE ABDOOLLAH,

APPELLANT,

qf

CASE No.

(DEFENDANT,)

versus

Wukeel

of

of

RAMZOO DYE, Rssponnnrrr, (PLAIN'rIFF.)
Wukeel
Appellant—Abbas Ali.
Respondents—Ramapershad

Raee.

a

is

it

a

is

:

THE special appeal was admitted by Mr. W. Jackson, on the
19th February 1846, who recorded the following certiﬁcate
claimed by the plaintiﬁ', in virtue of
The land in question
right to occupy as ryut-that right being obtained by purchase—
muqjid, and of the
situate within some lands attached to
and
‘
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The plaint states, that ye Kishun Das, the father of appellant,
and Jeewun Das, the father of Bindrabun Das, (deceased husband
of the respondent Musst. Baghruttee) were brothers, and purchased
the contested lands with their joint funds ; that appellant is in
possession as heir of his father and uncle; and that respondents
have no rights upon which to found any just claim to the property.
The answer of respondents declares, that the purchase in ques
tion was made b Jeewun Das alone; who, by a deed executed on
the 6th Aghun l,242 Fuslee, bestowed a moiety of the-lands upon
his nephews, appellant and his brothers, and the remaining half upon
the W1Cl0W of his son Bindrabun Das, (then deceased) ; and that in
conformity with such disposition of the estate, the parties have
held, and now hold possession.
It is not necessary to particularize further, than to state, that
the exclusive purchase by Jeewun Das, and his bestowal of the
property, as represented by respondents, are clearly established;
and that upon the evidence to this effect, the principal sudder
ameen gave judgment against appellant.
There is not the slightest foundation for a doubt of the justice of
the decision; nor is there any thing brought" against
but the
general plea urged and overruled in the lower court.
aﬂirm the decision of the principal sudder ameen, with all costs
chargeable to appellant.

_

.

4_

_.__-_.__.._.-~—

(193)
nature of
Wuqf land cannot be alienated; but the princi
pal sudder ameen states, that, in this case, the claim is merely for
the right to occupy as ryut, under a title acquired by purchase;
there has therefore been no sale of wuqf.
I do not think that a
mere ryut has a transferable right in the land he occupies; he has
If the purchase
merely a right to occupy on certain conditions.
by plaintiff was from a person not authorized to sell, her suit must
be thrown out.’
We are of opinion, that no decision can be pronounced upon
the general question of a ryut’s right to sell his holding, as that
depends entirely on the nature of the tenure.
From the record we ﬁnd, that transfers by the ryuts of this wugf
property of their holdings, has been auctioned by the mootuwullees
con
themselves; and if the defendant, the present mootuwullee,
sidered such _transactions illegal, he should have taken his legal
remedy by an action at law, instead of ousting the plaintiff.
We therefore reject the appeal.
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THE 5TH JUNE

1847.

Pnnsnmrz

TUCKER, EsQ., and
sm R. BARLOW, Bi-\R'l‘.,
C.

J.

HAWKINS, Eso.,

'

JUi)GES;

and

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

196

or 1846.

Special Appeal from the decision of Syud Oosman
Principal Sudder Ameen of the 24-Pergunnahs,
nuary 1845.

GORA CHAUND MUNDUL,

AND‘OTl-IERS,

Ali, Additional
dated 31st

Ja

APPELLANTS,

(DEFENDAN'l‘S,)
versus

LAL CHAUND BUNDOO,
p

RESPONDENT,

(PLAINTIFE)

Wukeel of Appellants——G0ur Hurri Bomzerjee.
Wukeel of Respondent—Abbas Ali.

THE special appeal was admitted by Mr. Charles Tucker, on the
28th July 1846, who recorded the following certiﬁcate:
‘ This was an action to recover from the defendants the value
of a certain quantity of paddy, under an engagement executed by
them; which, acknowledging the receipt of a certain quantity from
the plaintiff in the month of Srabun 1247, bound them to deliver

(194)
a certain quantity back, in payment, in the month of Poose of the
But when the plaintiff sued for the value of the paddy,
same year.

he estimated it at the market price in the month of Assar I248
B. S., when it is well known that the rice of padd is much higher
in the market, than in the month of goose.
I adinit the special
appeal on these grounds, to try, whether the plaintiff ought not to
have estimated the value of the paddy at the market rate of
Poose 1247.’
Referring to the nature and terms of the contract, we are of
opinion that the plaintiff can only recover at the market price of
paddy for the month of Poose l247 B. S. Consequently, the case
is remanded for re-investigation to the moonsiﬁ' of Ruasa as to this
The decrees of both the lower courts being set aside.
point.

*

Tun 5'rn JUNE 1847.
Panssxwr:

TUCKER, Eso., and
Sm R. BARLOW, BART.,
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C.

J.

J unons;

l~IA\VKINS, Esa.,

and

Tsuronanr Jones.
CASE N0.

195

or

I846.

y

Special Appeal from the decision of Race Hur Chundur Ghose, Prin
Sudder Ameen of the 24-Pergunnahs, dated 3lst January
0.

CHAUN D DULLAL,
MULOOK
C
PURUSDEE SIRCAR,

APPELLANT,

(PLAINTIFF,)

versus

AND

ornsns, Rnsroxnnxrs,

(DEFEN-‘

DANTS.)
Wukeels of Appellant—Aftaboodde'en and Azmutoollah.
Wukeel of Respondents—Shibnurain Chatterjjee.

Mr. J. F. M. Reid, on the
Tm: special appeal was admitted
byowing certiﬁcate:
25th July 1846, who recorded the fol
‘ The plaintiff obtained a decree for the sum of 56 rupees, 13
annas, from the moonsiif, under a bond executed by four defen
dants, Purusdee Sircar, Moozdeen, Kadir Ghazee, and unglee
Only one of them, Purusdee
Ghazee, against all the defendants.
The principal sudder ameen,
Sircar, appealed from this decision.
dislielieving the evidence to the authenticity of the bond, reversed
A
the moonsiff’s decision, and dismissed the original claim.
question arises, whether the three defendants, who have not ap
pealed, are to be exonerated from the debt due under the moon
To try this point, a special appeal will be admitted,
siﬂ"s decree.
on the performance of the usual conditions.’

J

(195 )_
We are of opinion that, under the Court’s Construction No.
997, the principal sudder ameen had full power to dispose of the
case, with reference to all the interests affected by the decree of
the lower court; and that the circumstances of the case warranted
his reversal of the moonsiﬁ"s decision.
We therefore dismiss
the appeal.

-_j_.

Tnn 5TH JUNE 1847.
Pansaur:
C. TUCKER, Eso., and
Sm R. BARLOW, BAR'I‘.,
Juneas; and
l

J. HAWKINS,

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY Junen.

CASE No. I28 or 1846.
Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. E. Bentall, Judge of
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Jessore, dated 26th November 1844.

PRUSUNNQ NATH RAEE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
versus

BANEEKUNTH RAEE,

AND

ornnns, Rnsromnmrrs,

(DEFENDANTS.)
Appellant—-Parszm
Kopmar Thakar.
of
_
Raee and Bunseebaddun Mitter.
Wukeels of Respondents——Rampran
Wukeel

THE special appeal was admitted by Mr. Charles Tucker, on
the 28th April 1846, who recorded the following certiﬁcate:
‘
During the minority of the petitioner, (appellant,) his pro
perty was brought under the protection of the Court of Wards;
and the estate was let in farm for ten years to one Hurreekunth
Raee, who under-let it to Ram Dhun Chuckerbutty and Busharuth
Khan. These latter dispossessed an under-tenant, one oychunder
Dutt, who thereupon entered a suit for re-possession against the
under-farmers, the sudder farmer, and the minor’s .mother, who
was then the guardian of the minor. A decree passed in his favor,
which awarded costs against all the defendants. An application
having afterwards been made for wasilat, the amount was ascer
tained by the deputation of an ameen; and then orders were passed
to levy the amount from all the defendants; and, eventually, the
whole amount, with costs, viz. rupees 3,386-5-13-3, was levied by
process of the court, from the funds of the minor, in the hands of
The minor having been introduced as a defendant
-the "collector.
in the suit out of mere form, now brought a suit against the sudder
farmer and the under-farmers to recover from them the above
The courts below exonerated the sudder farmer; but
amount.

J

'7

(196)

(less the amount costs of
fomier suit, viz. rupees 56-4-16, which under that decree was
payable by all the defendants) with interest from date of decree
only, and not from that of payment as claimed in the plaint.
The special appeal is against the exoneration of the sudder farmer,
On the general principles of law,
and on the point of interest.
the sudder farmer is, in fact, the only person responsible to the
owner of the estate, and the under-farmer is responsible to him.
The interest likewise was legally due from the date of payment.’
Without expressing any opinion as to the legality or otherwise
of the present action, which appears to involve an interference
with a former decree to which the present litigants were a party,
the Court conﬁne themselves to the _points on which the special
On the ﬁrst question, they are of opinion
appeal was admitted.
farmer
is
not
sudder
The peti
the
responsible in this action.
tioner’s wukeel does not press for a decision on the other point.
We therefore dismiss the appeal.

gave a decree against the under-farmers

'—{—

Q
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Tim

JUNE I847.
PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esu., and
5'ri~i

SIR. R.
J3.

BARLOW,

J UDGES;

HAVVKINS,

B.~\n'r.,

and

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. l65 or 1846.
Special Appeal from a decision of Mr. James Reily, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Dacca, dated 30th August 1844.
GHOLAM RUHMAN, AND OTHERS, APPELLANTS,
(DEFENDANTS,)
versus

RAJAH RADHA KAUNTH,

RESPONDENT,

(Pi..A1N'riFF.)
Wukeel of Appellants—Hamid Russool.
Wukeel of Resp0ndent——-Nilmoney Bonnerjee.

_

THE special appeal was admitted by Messrs. Tucker, Reid, and
Barlow, on the 27th June 1846, who recorded the following certi

ﬁcate:

‘In this case the plaintiff sued the petitioners (defendants) to
enhance the jumma, or rent heretofore payable by them. The
defendants pleaded a moocurrurree jumma.
This however they
could not establish, and the moonsiff decreed for plaintiff Coni
pany’s rupees 53-4-l-l-—the forinerjumma paid by the defendants
being Sicca rupees 18-6-0-6—with payment at that rate for the

(197)

,

_

His decision was afﬁrmed by the principal sudder

year sued for.

As it

appeared that notice required to be issued, under
Section 9, Regulation 5, 1812, had not been issued by the plaintiff
ameen.

on the defendants, it was illegal in the courts below, under the
following Section of the Regulation, to award payment of a greater
rent than the defendants were bound to pay under their previous
engagements. We therefore admit the special appeal, with a view
to a reversal of so much of the lower courts’ decisions, as awards
payment of the enhanced rent from the date of the suit.’
We are of opinion, that the decisions of the lower courts can
only be upheld to the extent of declaring the right of the plaintiff

to levy rents from the defendants, for the lands held by them, at
the pergmmah rates; because enhanced rent can only be actually
levied after notice issued under Section 9, Regulation 5, 1812,
(vide case of Musst. Deb Rance, v. Ram Narain Naug, Page
We accordingly reverse
102, vol. V. Sudder Dewanny Reports.)
so much of the decisions of the lower courts, as awards payment of
"
the enhanced rent.
_
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THE 5'rn JUNE 1847.
Pnasnwr :
C. TUCKER, EsQ., and
Sm R. BARLOW, BART.,

J.

J

UDGES ; and

HAWKINS, EsQ.,

CASE No.

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

166 OF 1846.

Special Appeal from a decision of Mr. James Reily, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Dacca, under date the 30th August 1844.

RUHOOT,
BYJNATH
'
_

AND

ornsns, APPELLANTS,

(DEFENnANTs,)
versus

RADHA KAUNTH,
RAJAH
l

RESPONDENT,

(PLAINTIFF.)

Wakeel of Appellants—Hamid Rassool.
Wulceel of Resp0ndent——Nilm0ney
Bonneijjee.

THE special appeal was admitted by Messr. Tucker, Reid, and

Barlow, on the 27th June
ﬁcate:

‘ In this

1846, who recorded the

following certi

sued the petitioners (defendants,) -to
heretofore payable by them. The
or
rent
enhance the jumma,
a
moocarraree
jumma. This however they could
defendants pleaded
decreed for plaintiff Company’s
the
moonsiff
and
establish;
not
former
jumma
paid by the defendants being
rupees 45-l2-4§—the
Sicca rupees ll-12-17-l-1-4-with payment at that rate for the year
case the

plaintiff

(198)
sued for.
His decision was aﬂirmed by the principal sudder
ameen. As it appeared that notice required to be issued, under
Section 9, Regulation 5,1812, had not been issued by the plaintiff
on the defendants, it was illegal in the courts below, under the
following Section of the Regulation, to award payment of a great
er rent than the defendants were bound to pay under their previ
ous engagements.
We therefore admit the special appeal, with a
view to a reversal of so much of the flower courts’ decisions, as
awards payment of the enhanced rent from the date of suit.’
[The opinion in this case is the same as that given in the preced
Petition No. 165.]
ing case.

-—-ll

THE 5'rn JUNE
PnEsEN'r:

1847.

TUCKER, Eso.,
Sm R. BARLOW,

C.
“
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J.

and
BAR'I‘.,

HAWKINS, Eso.,

Jvnoss;

and

TEMPORARY JunoE.
or 1846.
Special Appeal from a decision of Mr. James Reily, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Dacca, dated 3lsl August 1844.

CASE No.

167

KHODA NEWAUZ KHAN,

>

AND OTHERS, APPELLANTS,

(DEFENDANTS,)
versus

RAJAH RADHA KAUNTH,

RESPONDENT,

(PLAINTIFF.)_:

Wukeel of Appellants—Hamid Russool.
Wukeel of Resp0ndent—Nilm0ney Bonnerjee.

THE special appeal was admitted by Messrs. Tucker, Reid, and
Barlow, on the 27th June 1846, who recorded the following certi

~
ﬁcate :
‘ In this case the
plaintiff sued the petitioners (defendants,) to
enhance the jumma, or rent heretofore payable by them. The de
fendants pleaded a mocurruree jumma.
This however they could
not establish; and the moonsitf decreed for plaintiff Company’s
rupees 73-12-41—the former jumma paid by the defendants being
Sicca rupees 43-3-6-3—with payment at that rate for the year sued
for. His decision was aﬁirmed by the principal sudder ameen.
As it appeared that notice required to be issued, under Section 9,
Regulation 5, I812, had not been issued by the plaintiff on the
defendants, it was illegal in the courts below, under the following
Section of the Regulation, to award payment of a greater rent
than the defendants were bound to pay under their previous en

1

('

199

)

We therefore admit the special appeal, with a view to
gagements.
of
so much of the lower courts’ decision, as awards
a reversal
the
enhanced rent.
of
payment
[The opinion in this case is the same as that given in the pre
'
ceding case. Petition No. 165.]

--)—

THE 5'rn JUNE 1847.
PRESENT!
C. TUCKER, EsQ., and
Sm R. BARLOW, BA1vr.,

J.

Junoss;
HAWKINS, EsQ.,

'

and

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE N0.

155

or

Special Appeal from a decision of the
24-Pergunnahs, dated 25th

BEYCHOO PORAMANICK,

1846.

Additional Judge of

April

the

1844.

APPELLANT,

(PLAIN’l\lFF,)
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’U€7'8'l,l.S‘

KALEENATH RAEE,

AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS,

(DEFENDANTS.)
Wulceel

Wukeel

of Appellant—-Hamid

of Respondents—Nilmoney

Russool.
Bonnerjee.

THE special appeal was admitted by Messrs. Tucker, Reid, and
Barlow, on the 28th March 1846, who recorded the following
certiﬁcate:
‘ The petitioner (appellant) was respondent in a suit appealed by
Kaleenath Raee, and others, to the judge of the 24-Pergunnahs,
who disposedof it on the 6th June 1842, and decreed for the
appellants; charging the respondent with costs. The petitioner
pleads the provisions‘ of the Circular Order 12th March 1841,
under which a defendant, not appearing on due notice in the
lower court, is 'not, without assigning suﬂicient cause, entitled
to appeal in the higher.
The decision of the principal sudder
ameen, in whose court Kaleenath Raee and others defaulted, having
been passed previous to the Circular Order referred to, we admit
a special appeal to try whether it ammlies retrospectively.’
We are of opinion that the circular, which contains the Court’s
observations on the existing law, has retrospective eﬂ'ect; but,
under the circumstances of this case, as exhibited on the record,
we are of opinion that the grounds on which the appellants
appealed from the decision of the lower court, justiﬁed the zillah
court in admitting and trying their appeal, notwithstanding their
non-appearance in the court of ﬁrst instance. We see no grounds,
therefore, for interfering‘ With the decision of the lower court.

(

Tns

200

)

5'ru Jtms 1847.
PRs:ss:N'r:

C.

TUCKER, EsQ.,

J.

HAWKINS,

Sm R. BARLOW, BAR'l‘.,

CASE No.

Jvnoas;

and

E8Q.,

Tsmronanv JUDGE.
or 1846.
of Mr. T. Taylor, Judge of

161

Special Aﬂzeal from a dec1'.~n'on
Zillah Mymensing, dated 14th December

NOURUTTUN BIBI, APPELLANT,
ornaas.)

1844.

(DEFENDANT wrrn

versus

OODYE CHUNDUR GOHOO
RESPONDENTS,

AND

NUNDCOOMAR DAS,

(PLA1N'rIFFs.)
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Wukeel of Appellant-—Hamid Russool.
Wukeel of Respondents—Nilmoney Bonnerjee.

THE special appeal was admitted by Mr. Charles Tucker, on the
16th June 1846, who recorded the following certiﬁcate:
‘ In this case the plaintiffs sued to recover possession of 2 khadas
and
palcis of land, purchased from Rumzann Bibi and Shur
reean Bibi in the year 1237 B. S., of which they alleged the
defendants had dispossessed them in the month of Bysakh 1243
B. S. Plaintiffs further alleged the lands to be madl. The defendant,
Nouruttun Bibi, pleaded, that the lands were the property of
her son, Jaﬁier Ali Khan; on whose death she, as his heir, came
into possession of them. That they were lalchiraj, and had never
been in possession either of the sellers to the plaintiffs, or of
The principal sudder ameen dismissed
the plaintiffs themselves.
the claim, saying the lands had never been in possession of the
The judge reversed the decision of
sellers to the plaint-itfs.
the principal sudder ameen, observing, that it was of no conse
quence whether the sellers to the plaintiffs were in possession, or
not, at the time they sold the lands to the plaintiffs; and he then
decreed for the appellants, because the respondents could not
prove ‘that the lands were lakhiraj. The judge decided the appeal
Nouruttun Bibi ap
without issuing notice to thq respondents.
peared of her own accord, and the rest of the respondents were not
summoned: the judge exonerating them, and quoting the case of
Karta Das Mohunt v. Lekhraj and others, [page 266 of the
volume V. Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Reports] as a precedent.
‘ I admit the special appeal on two grounds: First, that it was
incumbent on the judge to satisfy himself of the sellers’ possession,
at the date of the sale to the plaintiffs; otherwise their title, even
supposing them to have had the right of property, was not shown.

ll

(291)
For, if they had been out of possession twelve years prior to the
sale, their title was extinct; and they could not convey to another
what they did not possess themselves.
The judge has
Secondly.
not tried the issue as between the parties.
The issue was the
right and title to the land ; and not whether the lands were madl
or lalchiraj; one might assert them to be madl and the other
lakhiraj ; but both parties claimed them. Whereas the judge

decreed for the plaintiffs, because the defendants did not prove the
lands to be lakhiraj. The usage is for the plaintiff to establish
his claim, which has not been done in this case.
Though do not
think the case quoted by the judge applicable to this case, yet
do not consider that the petitioner can avail herself of it; and,
therefore, do not admit the special appeal on that point.’
We are of opinion, on the ﬁrst point, that, before decreeing for
the plaintiffs, it was incumbent on the judge to satisfy himself of
the plaintiffs’, vendors’, possession, or of his having a transferable
This he has not done,
interest in the property at the time of sale.
and the case must be remanded for investigation on this point.
On the second point, we observe that the question, whether the
lands are madl or la/chiraj, has nothing to do with the merits of
this case; the identity of the lauds not being disputed, and the
suit being merely for the proprietary right.
Ordered, that the proceedings be remanded accordingly to the
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judge.
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Tun 7'rn JUNE 1847.
PRESENT

:

R. H. RA'l"I‘RAY and
A. DICK, Esons.,

Joncas;

W. JACKSON, ESQ.,

and

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 362 or
Regular Appeal from
Ameen of Purneah,
9th 1845.

1845.

Principal Sudder
Rokhnodeen Khan, September

a decision passed by the

Mohummud

RAJAH BEJYE GOVIND SINGH,

APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFI-',)

versus
RAJINDUR NURAIN RAEE AND MUHINDUR
RAEE, RESPONDENTS, (DEFENDAN'rs.)
Wuheels

NURAIN

of Appellant—Pursun Komar Thakur, and

E.

Colebrooke.

Wukeel of Respondez/lts—Gholum Sufdur.
on the 3d August 1844,
to recover from respondents certain payments, due under certain

Tms suit was instituted by appellant,

\
F

(202)
and accounts, and certain ﬁrmans and eunnuds, valued at
speciﬁc sums, as set forth: the whole estimated at Company’s
rupees 21,32,103-10.
Ranee Indraoutee, the widow of
Indur Nurain, died in
I803, when the raj estate immediately became the subject of
contention between certain parties conceiving themselves, or pre
tending, to have just claims to the succession.
Appellant’s father,
Bhya ha, had been adopted by the ranee with the consent of her
husband, they having no issue; but a nephew of the rajah, Sree
N urain, the father of respondents, disputed his right; and about
a month after the ranee’s death, a sulelmameh (or deed of amica
ble arrangement) was executed, under which each of these indi
viduals, Bhya Jha and Sree Nurain, became proprietors of the
estate, in equal portions.
Afterwards, this deed and the arrange
ment involved in
were impugned by Sree Nurain; and the
matter came before the Courts, and remained till, on the 16th
April l834, the terms of the original sulehnamek were ﬁnally
aﬂirmed and decreed by the King in Council. The present action
has been brought to recover and obtain, that, which, as proprietor
of half the estate, thus adjudged to him, appellant
legally enti
tled to at the hands of respondents.
We ﬁnd that appellant got
decree from His Majesty’s Privy
Council, against the father of respondents, for
moiety of the
estate left by Ranee Indraoutee; that certain papers and docu
ments, exhibiting sums due to the estate were made over by
the zillah court to the father of respondents, on his receipt
that when called upon to
and security for their re-production
produce them, he refused, asserting that he did not possess
them; that the matter was referred to this Court, by which,
on the 12th February 1836,
was determined, that
any one
of
the
said
suffered injury from the non-production
papers, he
might sue for damages in the civil court; that appellant states his
present action to have been brought with reference to that order;
that the term ‘damages’
not to be found in his plaint, nor does
he offer proof of any damage sustained; the plaint merely claiming
certain sums and debts, under certain deeds and papers, and the
value of certain ﬁrmam and sunnuds,
the same are not produced.
Now these papers and documents have not been produced; and
If this could be construed
therefore for the money.
the claim
into mode of estimating damages, the suit might be recognised
as an action for damages; but appellant disclaims this, and alleges
that damages are not the object of it. Under these circumstances,
we must deal with the case as an action upon the documents; and
as these have not been produced, and, according to respondents,
cannot be produced by them,
impossible to give an award in
favor of appellant. We cannot adjudge damages which have neither
deeds
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_

been proved nor claimed.

of

I-lis

Appellant has the less excuse for bring-"
ing his action in the intangible form he has done, as the Court, in
their proceeding of the 12th Fehruar
1836, distinctly pointed out
the course to be pursued by him.
neglect of this, we think,
cannot have been accidental. We have no alternative but to dismiss the appeal; which we do
the principal sudder ameen,
accordingly, aﬂirming the decision
with all costs payable by appellant.

._.._..

Tum 9'rn

JUNE 1847.

PRESENT:

A. DICK, Eso.,

Jones;

W. JACKSON and

J.

ESQRS.,

Tnmronauv Junons.

of

a

of

decision
Appeal from
Moulvee Niamut Ali Khan,
Principal Sudder Ameen
Tirhoot, dated 21st August 1843.

Special

RAM BUKSH RAEE, APPELLANT, (PLAIN'r1FF,)
versus

ornnns, Rnsponnsnrs, (DI-JFENDANTS.)

Appellant—Hamid Russool.

Resp0ndents—M0ulvee

of

Wulceel

Wukeel

AND

of

SHEO RAM RAEE

Abdoolla.

THE special appeal was admitted by Messrs. Tucker and Reid,

on the 31st August 1844, who recorded the following certiﬁcate:
This case was originally decided by Nadir Ali, moonsiif, who
decreed to the plaintiff one-third of two-thirds of the pro erty,
instead of one-third of the whole as claimed, on the groundg of
decision previously passed by
sudder ameen, in which Puhul
wan Raee and Raj Koomar Raee were plaintiffs, and the plaintiﬁ’,
and defendants, and others in the present case, were defend
ants. That decision being appealed, Sujaoodeen Ali Khan, the
principal sudder ameen, being of opinion that the decision in
the case of Puhulwan Raee and another, formed no precedent for
the decision of the present case, returned
with the permis
sion of the judge,'to the moonsiff; with instructions to call
upon the defendants to adduce other evidence of their ‘res
pective shares in the property, and to authenticate an award
of arbitration, of which.
copy was produced in the former
The case remained with the moonsiff for I4 months,
case.
when no additional evidence having been adduced by the de
fendants, in conformity with the above instructions, he, the
moonsiff, passed
decree for theplaintiff in full,-i. e. for one-third
a

a

it,

a

a

‘
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of the whole property.
The principal sudder ameen, Niamut Ali
Khan, on a further appeal, having sent for the record of the case
of Puhulwan Raee above alluded to, amended the decision of the
present moonsiif (upholding that of the former moonsiﬂ') and
awarded to the plaintiff (respondent before him) only one-third of
two-thirds of the property on the grounds of that very decision
and award of arbitration.
A special appeal is admitted to try the
following points:
‘ First.
Whether the defendants (appellants) after having failed

to produce their proofs for fourteen months in the moonsiﬂ"s court,
were entitled to have their pleas heard on appeal.
‘ Second.
Whether the principal sudder ameen was justiﬁed in
deciding the case, on evidence rejected by his predecessor with
the sanction of the judge.
‘ Third. Whether the
principal sudder ameen was justiﬁed in
for
the
record
from
the serishteh, and deciding thereon, in
calling
stead of requiring parties to ﬁle their own documents, by which
course the appellate court is deprived of the opportunity of
considering the evidence on which the case was decided, without
following the same objectionable course.’
Messrs. DICK and HAWKINS.—-()n the lst point, we are of
opinion that the defendants were not entitled as a right to be
heard, and have their pleas allowed in the appellate court, upon
evidence which they had neglected to ﬁle in the lower court; but
they were entitled to be heard on such evidence as was ﬁled in the
lower court before the neglect occurred.
On this determination of
the point, we see no cause for any interference with the judgment
of the principal sudder ameen, as the certiﬁcate shews that the case
was originally decided by the moonsiff after a perusal of the re
cord, which the principal sudder ameen sent for and perused, in
passing the judgment from which the present special appeal has
been preferred.
On the 2d point, we are of opinion that the case being before a
court for adjudication, such court has the power of judging for
itself on the proofs adduced; and that the former rejection of
evidence, under the circumstances stated, did not preclude the
principal sudder ameen from deciding the case with reference to the
evidence on record.
i
With regard to the 3d point, we are of opinion, that the Court
may refer to a record, should the circumstances of the case shew
such a reference to be expedient and advisable, though the most
correct way is to make the parties ﬁle their own evidence. In this
case, the reference was not made without some ground for it.
When however such reference is made, the Court should invariably
cause copies of the necessary papers and evidence to be recorded
with the case under investigation.
This was not done in the pre

(205)
sent case; but the omission does not necessarily irfvalidate the
.
judgment.
we
see
no
reason
for
interference
the
On these grounds,
with
judg
ment of the principal sudder ameen, which is accordingly affirmed.
Mr. ACKSON.——It appears to me, with reference to the lst
point, that the principal sudder ameen was competent to hear and
adjudicate on the pleas of defendants, notwithstanding the delay
on their part in ﬁling their proofs before the moonsiff.
On the
2d and 3d points, I think the principal sudder ameen was at liber
ty to exercise his discretion ; and that he was justified in following
Iconcur
the course he adopted by the circumstances of the case.
therefore with my colleagues, in aﬂirming the decision of the prin
cipal sudder ameen.

J

13

THE 9TH JUNE

1847.

PRESENT:

A DICK,

ESQ.,
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Jones;

W. JACKSON and

J. HAWKINS,

EsQRs.,

TEMPORARY

CASE No.

67

or

I

J ovens.

1844.

Appeal from a decision passed by Huree Narain Bose,
Principal Sudder Ameen of 24-Pergunnalzs, December 8th 1843.
RUSSIG LAL BHUNJ, AND ornsns, APPELLANTS,
(DEFENDANTS,)

Regular

UBTSUS

PURUSH MUNNEE, wrnow or GOPAL BHUNJ,

DECEASED,

RESPONDENT,

Wukeels

(PLA1N'rrFF.)
Thakur and Rajnarain
Koomar
Appellants--Pursun
of
Dutt.
Wukeel

of Respondent—Gh0lam Sufdur.

IN this case the plaintiff, who is a childless widow, claims the share
of her husband, viz. §-d in the patrimonial estate, Kismut Bazeedpore,
&c. &c., with mesne proceeds.
Suit laid at rupees 9,962-ll-2.
The claim is contested by the other sharers, on the ground of a.
peculiar custom of the family, that childless widows do not succeed
In proof of which, an ikrar
to a. share in the patrimonial estate.
nameh, on the part of the four brothers, who were the sharers in
the estate, is produced; in which we ﬁnd a clause, that if no son
shall be born to any one of them, the collateral relations shall
inherit.
This ikrarnameh was ﬁled in a former case, in which
Musst. Sona Munnee claimed as widow of another sharer; and her

(906)
claim was, Tm 8th June 1837, dismissed in the zillah court, and
the order conﬁrmed in appeal. Copy of this decree is ﬁled. In that
was taken from the pundit, who declared that a
case, a. bewusta/4
declaration of the joint heirs would have the effect of altering the
so as to exclude childless widows, notwithstanding the
succession,
general custom of the country of a contrary nature.
On the 8th December 1843, the principal sudder ameen gave
a decree in favor of plaintiff, on the ground that the previous
decision in the case of Sona Munnee was founded on a decision of
Mr. Rocke, of 17th November I790, which he considered to be a
forgery; not being formally dra.wn up, nor signed by Mr. Roche.
From this decision the defendants appealed, urging the genuineness
of Mr. Rocke’s decision, and the ractice of their family as esta
blished by the decision in the case of Sona Munnee.
'
Msssns. DICK AND ACKSON.—ThiS is a claim on the part of a
widow to succeed to her husband’s share in the ancestrel property.
Her claim is opposed on the ground of a
custom of the family,
In supportof
1e succession.
which excludes widows without sons fromtspecial
this special custom, the decree in the case of Musst. Sona Munnee is
In that case, a claim of a. similar description, of
brought forward.
a childless widow to succeed to her husband’s share, was thrown
out, on the ground of the established custom of the family now
In proof of which custom, evidence of various kinds was
pleaded.
adduced; viz. First—-The full and distinct testimony of several com
petent witnesses to the custom. Second-An ikrarnameh, or document
declaring the practice of the family as stated, signed by four bro
thers, who, at that time, owned the whole property: this document
was proved by evidence of witnesses; and the bewustah of the
pundit of this Court then taken, declared that such a document was
of itself sufficient to establish the custom in dispute, and to set aside
the usual law of inheritance. The plaintiff objects to this document
that it was not ﬁled in the case of Devi Dassee, decided by Mr.
Rocke in 1790, though dated the year previous to it.
The reason
of this is evident: the ikrarnameh was executed by the defend\nts
in that case, and could not be of any force as regarded a claim
originating previous to its execution; it would therefore have been
useless to ﬁle it.
Thz'rd——Besides these proofs a copy of a decision
of Mr. Rocke of 1790 was produced, in which a similar claim by
a childless widow, Devi Dassee, was dismissed, on the very ground
which is now pleaded—the established practice of the family.
Some
doubt has been thrown on the genuineness of that document: the
signature and date in English are worn out; but from a copy taken
when it was ﬁrst ﬁled, it appears that both signature and date were
The seal, which is on every page, appears to be
then legible.
and
genuine;
many witnesses have deposed to the fact that Musst.
Devi Dassee did sue to succeed, and lost her cause.
The form of
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drawing up this decision is not quite regular ; but this is not suffi
cient to throw it out: it was produced in court by one of the par
ties, who had it from one of the witnesses now present, who deposes
to the fact that his uncle was agent in that very case on the part
of the defendant, and obtained the copy in question on the decision
of the case. The judge of Jessore, by the order of this Court,
searched his oflice for the decision in question, and reported that
he could not ﬁnd it; but this negative evidence
is insufficient to
meet the positive evidence of its production.
On the whole, we
incline to think this decree a genuine document.
Upon this evidence the case of Sona Munnee was decided, and the
custom of the family admitted as proved.
The present plaintiff
wished to appeal from that decision, but was not allowed, but was
There can therefore be no doubt as to
referred to a regular suit.
the plaintiﬁ"s right to sue, and even to contest the points decided in
Still, the evidence adduced III that case»
the case of Sona Munnee.
must be allowed its full weight, except in so far as any new evidence adduced may operate to throw doubt on it.
But so far from the former evidence being weakened by "that now
brought forward, we are of opinion that it is very much strengthened
by it. The exclusion of no less than 7 or 8 widows under this cus
tom is deposed to; and no one instance is properly adduced, in which
a childless widow has succeeded.
It does not appear that Musst.
Unoopoorna ever gpt actual possession of a share in the estate as
asserted by the plaintiff; and the assertion of plaintiff, that Musst.
Sona Munnee’s husband, Ram Doolal, was insane, is disproved by the
evidence now adduced. Plaintiff’s witnesses attempt to establish, that
her husband, on his death-bed, gave her permission to adopt a son;
but we consider this permission not established: on the contrary, the
evidence of defendants’ witnesses to the execution of a will by her
husband, acknowledging the practice of exclusion, is full and satis
factory, though the will itself has not been produced.
l

l

l
I

On the whole, we consider the practice of the family, excluding
childless widows, fully and satisfactorily established; and as this
bars the claim of the plaintiff, we reverse the decision of the princi
pal sudder ameen in her favor, and dismiss her suit. Costs of both
courts against the respondent.
As the claim is dismissed, it is
unnecessary to pass any order on the petition of the 3d party,
Shama Churn Bhunj.
MR. HAwK1Ns.—-The plaintiffs husband and the defendants are
members of an old family, which, for the purposes of the present
suit, it is necessary to trace back as far as Churamunee Bhunj, their
common ancestor.
The accompanying sketch shews the various
branches of the family.
The substance of the plaint is brieﬂy to the following effect :—-That
the sons of Sheeb Narain Bhunj were a joint family, and had con

<
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That, in course
siderable property, chieﬂy ac uired b themselves.
time, Ram Huree the eldest, an<f'Durup Narain the youngest,
died, leaving heirs.
That Cheedam Bhun', the second son, had
three sons, Bunsee Budun, Srikanth, and lfowlakanth; that Sri
kanth died before his father. That Bunsee Budun had two sons,
That on
Gopal Kishen, the husband of plaintiff, and Govindchund.
the death of Cheedam, his relatives, Kowlakanth, Gopal Kishen, and
Govindchunder, lived with the heirs of Ram Huree Bhun' and Durup
Narain Bhunj as a joint undivided family. That Kowlakanth and
his wife, Govindchund, and Ram Doolal, died in succession, leaving
no issue.
That the rest of the family 'ointly supported the family
of Ram Doolal. That in I236 B. S.,
plaintiﬁ"s husband, Gopal
Kishen, being very ill, gave her permission to adopt two sons, and
died leaving the plaintiff as his heir. That she had her name regis
tered in the collector’s office; and applied for a partition of the
estate. That on this Gour Huree, the son of Ram Huree, and Pertab
Narain, the son of Durup Narain, set up Sona Munnee, the widow of
Ram Doolal, to sue for a
annas’ share of the property, and thus
That the plaintiff then procured attachment
stopped the butwarra.
of the property, under Section 26, Regulation
That the
1812.
suit of Sona Munnee was altogether collusive; and was decided by
the principal sudder ameen on the strength of
decision of Mr.
Rocke, judge of Jessore, dated 17th November l7 90, and an ikrar
into between
nameh, or engagement, alleged to have been
the four sons of Sheeb Narain Bhunj, to the eyered
ect, that, agreeably
to
family custom, females were not to succeed to the property.
The case was, on these grounds, given against Sona Munnee. As
the 'udgment affected her (plaintiffs) claim as the widow of Gopal
Kislien, she appealed from it; but as the claim of Sona Munnee, the
then plaintiff therein, had been dismissed, she was not allowed to
That
appeal, but referred to
regular suit to establish her rights.
Ram Doolal, the third son of Sheeb Narain, was insane, and not
entitled to inherit; and that, consequently, the plaintiff, as widow of
the only male heir of Cheedam Bhunj, now sues for a third share of
the property, with mesne proﬁts thereon.
The pleas mainly urged in the defence are, that by custom of
the family,
person died without direct male issue, neither his
wife, daughter, or daughter’s son can succeed; but that the right of
succession devolves upon the collateral male branches of the family-—
the widow receiving maintenance: that
was also forbidden to
adopt. That two decisions of court upheld this custom the ﬁrst in
the case of Devi Dassee, widow of Huree Kishen Bhunj, versus Chee
dam Bhunj and others, decided by Mr. Rocke, judge of Jessore, on
the 17th November 1790; the other in that of Sona Munnee, widow
of Ram Doolal, versus the plaintiff and defendants in this suit. That
in fact the plaintiff's husband left will in favor of the defendants;
and that she has no claim to any thing beyond maintenance.
5,
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The principal sudder ameen, Huree Narain Bose, gave judgment
for the plaintiff in the following terms.
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The decree, in the case of Devi Dassee, has neither number or
signature of any public authority attached to ité that case is
alleged to have been decided on the 4th Aghun 1197 B. S.,
and mention is made therein of one Ramkanth Bhunj, a mem
From another
ber of the family, as having given evidence.
decision however, viz. that in the case of Izzutoollah Ameen, it
would appear, that Ramkanth Bhunj died before 17th Bhadoon
1190, which renders it impossible for him to have given evidence
The defendants say there was more than one person of
in 1197.
The
that name: this however is not probable in the same family.
plaintiff has ﬁled the decisions of Messrs. Herekell and Rocke, dated
respectively the 31st August 1787, and 23d July 1792. From these
it appears, that it was then the custom to enter the name of the sit
ting judge, and his signature; the number ofpthe case, and the
amount of claim at the head of the decree—-all of which are wanting
in the decree produced i11 the case of Devi Dassee versus Cheedam
Bhunj, &c. Had the decision moreover been a bond ﬁde one, it
would have been ﬁled when the case of Sona Munnee was originally
under investigation: whereas it was not produced until the decision
ﬁrst passed by the lower court had been set aside, and the case re
turned for further investigation; and it was then produced, not by
The copy of
the defendants, bu.y one Ramdhun Sirkar, a witness.
a petition also, presented by Pertab Narain Bhunj in the collector’s
oﬂice, in acase for procuring a mutation of names in the revenue
registers, states that no childless widow has ever claimed to succeed
to property in their family; and that in the face of a decree, now
asserted by him to be a true document, which shews that a child
For these reasons
less widow did once prefer a claim of the kind.
the decree in the case of Devi Dassee is a very suspicious docu
ment, and cannot be received as good evidence.
The defendants ﬁle a copy of a Nyumputr, alleged to have been
executed by the four sons of Sheeb Narain Bhunj, dated 22d
Aghun 1196. This declares, that a childless widow is entitled only
to maintenance.
attach no credit to this document; for it was
not produced in the case of Devi Dassee, which was decided in
Had it been then existent, it would certainly have been
1197.
ﬁled or mentioned; but beyond this, it is shewn, that, up to this
day, Unopoorna Dassee, widow of Gopeenath Bhunj, grandson of
Juggurnath, who is grandson of Bijeh Ram, the grandson of ’Chura
Munnee Bhunj, the common ancestor of the parties, has possession
of her husband’s share in the estate, and pays the revenue of one
of the family talooks. This is clearly established by unexcep
tionable documentary evidence.
Hence the plea, that a. widow
cannot succeed in the family, is unworthy of credit.

I
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The defendants further plead, that as the claim of Sona Munnee
was dismissed by the principal sudder ameen, and his decision was
conﬁrmed by the judge, the udgment is ﬁnal; and the facts involved
in it cannot be further disputed or disturbed: this plea will not
avail the defendants. For that decision, according to the defendants’
own statements, turns upon the alleged decree of Mr. Rocke, in
the case of Devi Dassee: but the dismissal of Sona Munuee’s claim
can only affect her; it cannot affect the rights of others.
But the
in
was
a
defendant
that
suit
she
endeavoured
to
;
plaintitf
present
of the
sudder
was
zppeal
prfincipcpi
fl‘()t[:l(;Zl'l8S_jhI1dglI]t‘Ij1t
was owever re
erre
ar sui or reco
permi
regu p.meen_,t
very of her own rights—the judge declaring that the judgment in
the case of Sona Munnee could not affect her (the plaintiﬁ"s) rights.
The defendants further plead, that Sona Munnee’s husband had a.
fourth share of the property.
The decision in the above case how
ever shews that her claim has been rejected.
They also deny the
laintiff’s possession, at any time, of any share in the property.
The evidence however clearly shews that she succeeded to joint
with the other members of the family, on the death of
possession,
er husband, Gopal Kishen Bhunj: the fact of her having been
made
defendant also, in Sona Munnee’s case, goes far to show
that she was in possession.
The bewustah of the pundit of the Sudder Court, taken in the case of
Sona Munnee, and which pronounces in favor
legality of such
ofgefendants,
of no
a document as the N]/uniputr, pleaded by the
avail; for that proceeds upon the assumption that the Nyumputr
was bonaﬁde executed; but of that, as already shewn, there
very
doubt.
great
.
I‘he defendants have not ﬁled the will alleged to have been exe
there any satisfactory evi
cuted by the plaintif-f’s husband; nor
dence to show that
was ever executed.
The evidence adduced by the plaintiff shews, that herhhusband,
Gopal Kishen, when alive, held joint possession with the defendants,
and was registered as proprietor of one-third of the property; and that
but was ejected by
on his death, his widow, the plaintiff, succeeded
the defendants in the month of Bysakh 1245 B. S.
On the above grounds, the principal sudder ameen gives judg
ment in favor of the claim, awarding one-third of the joint property
to the plaintiff, as the heir of herhusband, Gopal Kishen Bhunj with
to that of obtaining
mesne proﬁts from the date of dispossession
be
in
of
the
to
ascertained
execution
decree by an ameen
possession,
to be appointed for that purpose.
From the fore oin 8.1'ud ment the defendants have referred the
present appeal.
_
.
The plaintiﬁ in this case sues underthe Hindu Law of Inheritance
as current in Bengal, to succeed to her husband’s share of an ances
doubt that, under that law,
widow
trel estate. There cannot he
o
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has a certain interest in her husband’s estate, except when her
of succession is barred upon special grounds.

right

Such special grounds are pleaded in this action.
The defence
rests upon the plea of an immemorial usage of the family, involving

is

case.
is

The ﬁrst point then for consideration
the decree in the suit of
Sona Munnee.
present plaintiff was
party to that suit; and
shall appear that, that judgment binds the present plaintiff,
an end of the case.
shall appear
If, on the other hand,
there
does not bind her, or affect her rights further than as guan
that
the Court are not restrained thereby from
tum valeat evidence,
entering freely into an examination of the evidence adduced for the
defence. The suit was instituted by Sona Munnee for recovery of one
fourth of the ancestrel estate, in right of her husband and was brought
against the heirs of the three brothers of her husband, including the
The answer of Musst. Purush
present plaintiff and defendants.
Munnee, was, that Ram Doolal, the husband of Sona Munnee, was
insane; and as such was excluded from the inheritance, but was
The answer of the
entitled to a maintenance as was his widow.
other defendants was the same as
now urged, viz. that childless
widows could not inherit with reference to the usage of the family.
The principal sudder ameen of 24-Pergunnahs dismissed the claim,
on proof of this latter defence.
clear that the
Now, had the case gone no further than this,
decree of the principal sudder ameen could not have been binding
She, as
defendant,
upon the present plaintiff, Purnsh Munnee.
was called upon to answer the plaint, not the answer of the other
defendants
It was this answer which attached her own rights:
but the law prevented her replying to
by conﬁning her to the
a
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the exclusion of childless widows, of daughters, and of daughter’s
sons from the inheritance;
the usage being supported by various
documentary and oral evidence.
e The
principal evidence for the defence consists of an alleged
of the Jessore court, dated 17th November 1790, or
judgment
4th Aghun 1197, in the case of Devi Dassee versus Cheedam
Bhunj and others, in which this usage was upheld-—of a Nyumputr,
or engagement,
stated to have been executed on the 22_d Aghun
1196, between the four sons of Sheeb Narain Bhunj—-and of a
decree in the case of Sona Munnee, the widow of Ram Doolal Bhunj,
versus the plaintiff and defendants, which, proceeding upon the for
mer decree of 1790, and the engagement of 1196, as well as upon
a bewustah of the pundit of the Sudder Court, to the effect that there
was no legal objection to the execution of such Ia document by the
upheld the usage, and dismissed the widow’s claim.
parties to
collateral, bearing in
The rest of the evidence for the defence
directly upon the special plea on which the defendants rest their
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It would, indeed, appear that the
subject matter of the plaint.
whole suit was a scheme laid to set aside the claim of Musst.
Purush Munnee.
She was made a party to
but in such a way as
to prevent her answering or exposing the grounds upon which her
The decree in fact
property was sought to be taken from her.
was not,
ally speaking, between the same parties as are now
before the éourt.
But this
not all—Musst. Sona Munnee rested satisﬁed with the
principal sudder ameen’s decision; but Musst. Purush Munnee at
once appealed from
on the ground that, though the plaintiffs claim
was dismissed,
was dismissed upon grounds which compromised
her own rights.
The judge told her, that, under the circumstances,
the appeal could not be allowed; but that she was at liberty to sue
for the establishment of her own rights, without prejudice resulting
thereto from the udgment in the case of Sona M unnee. She accor
dingly instituted the present suit.
Under these circumstances, the principal sudder ameen, from
whose decision the present appeal
referred, was perfectly right
in rejecting the decree in the case
Sona Munnee, as evidence
against the plaintiff.
The decree in the case of Devi Dassee, of 1790, and the en
gagement of 1197, remain to be considered.
As to the copy of the decree in the case of Devi Dassee, can
not consider
as any thing but a forgery.
the principal
sudder ameen remarks, as to its not being in the orm according to
which decrees were then usually drawn up, may not be entitled
to much weight.
The fact however noticed by the principal sudder
that
Ramkanth
recorded in the decree as
ameen,
Bhunj, who
suit,
in
evidence
the
shewn
having giv_en
by other unex
have
died
seven
evidence
to
ceptionable
years before,
goes
far to impugn its genuineness.
The defendants meet this by
saying, that there was more than one of that name in the family:
but
for them to show this distinctly.
We have before us a
pretty extensive genealogical table of the family; and there
only
one individual of the name of Ramkanth in it.
The names of all
the heirs of the several branches are not indeed given; but, with
such
serious objection to one of the principal documents ﬁled by
the defendants, something more explicit than a general statement,
of there being more than one individual of the same name, was re
quired from them.
moreover,
It
remarkable fact that the defendants have never
attempted to verify the copy of the decree produced by them, by
a reference to the public oﬁices: even after the copy was rejected
by the principal sudder ameen as a forgery, and the case decided
against them, they never made any application to the Jessore court
to ascertain
existence, or any trace of
the record was
to be

'
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I

The production of a fresh copy, or of a copy of any
discovered.
paper belonging to the record, would have greatly assisted them in
support of their now very suspicious evidence; but nothing of the
kind has been attempted to be produced, or even procured. What,
however, the defendants have neglected to do, has been done by the
In answer to a requisition of this Court, of the 22nd May
Court.
1847, the judge of Jessore replies :—-‘ there are many records of
cases decided by the civil authorities of this district for the year
have made a careful search, through all the
1790; but though
have been unable to discover any record or de
existing records,
cree dated 17th November 1790, in a. case Devi Dassee versus
Cheedam Bhunj and others.’
A reference to the old disputes in this family throws further light
Ram Huree Bhunj sued uggurnath Bhunj for his
upon the case.
share of the ancestrel estate of 3 annas Bazeedpore, stating that
the whole was in possession of Juggurnath, who had forcibly and
taken possession of it. The answer of uggurnath
fraudulently
was, that the whole was his property, under a. deed of gift executed
The case was decided in favor of
to him by his grandfather.
Ram Huri, in zillah Jessore, on the 28th August 1782. -Execu
tion was immediately taken out by Ram Huree, and Izzutoollah,
ameen, was appointed to make the partition. Disputes arose, which
were settled by the judge, under a proceeding dated 30th August
17 83, a copy of which is on the record.
Juggurnatb however appealed the case between Ram Huree and
himself to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, and the decision of the
lower court, of the 28th August 1782, was conﬁrmed on the 7th
June 1787, as shewn by the records of this Court.
This case however led to disputes between the three brothers,
Juggurnath, Kalachand, and Ramlochun, as to the subdivision of
their shares.
They came into Court with a suit, which was decided
by the zillah judge, in favor of Kalachand and Ramlochun, against
uggurnath, on the 23d July 17 93—a copy of the decree has been ﬁled.
The records of this Court shew that the case was appealed to the
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut by Juggurnath; and that the decree of
the zillah court was conﬁrmed on the 22d January 1795.
In all these proceedings, there is not a word about the rights,
interests, or shares, of Huree Kishen and his wife Devi Dassee;
further than that, as alleged by Ram Huree Bhunj, some time prior
to the year 117 2, Huree Kishen had the management of the pro
perty; while, on the other hand, uggurnath expressly states that his
grandfather gave the property to him, making a separate provision
for Huree Kishen and his other sons, who had never made any
These parties were
claim whatever to any share in the talook.
contending with each other;_ their statements are directly opposed

I

I

J
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In addition to all this, an inspection of the seal upon the co
of
the decree in the case of Devi Dassee, ﬁled by the defendlants,
throws still further suspicion u on this document. There
before
the Court
copy of another dbcree of the Jessore court, dated in
1792, in regard to which there can be no doubt, as the original re
cord of‘
The two copies
among the records of this Court.
of
same
seal;
the
and in size, and in
profess to have the impression
those general points in which the original and the counterfeit might
be expected to correspond, they do
but, upon an exa
corres(pond;
mination of particulars and details, there
oes appear to me to be a
considerable difference in the formation of some of the letters, to be
detected on
close comparison and examination of the two impres
sions.

I

come in the last place to the Ikrarnameh

or N;/umputr.

if

\

is

it

it,
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is,

The reasons given by the principal sudder ameen for the rejec
The
tion of this document, are unquestionably entitled to weight.
circumstance of its not having been produced in the alleged case of
Devi Dassee versus Cheedam Bhunj, and others, the decree in
in my opinion, strong
dated
which
year after this document,
not fatal to the assertion of its
presumptive evidence against
To this
then existence.
objected by the pleaders for the de
is
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to each other: one branch of the family was contending with
another; and then again one of these was in contention among its
own members ; and yet it is made to appear that in the case of
Devi Dassee, which was decided in 1790, in the very midst of all
these contentions, they are found hand in hand, stating the very
same thing, and allowin
that a. share of the property belonged to
Hnree Kishen, of which
had said not
word in the contentions
It further appears from a statement of Ram
among themselves.
Hnree Bhunj, in the record of the case between himself and Juggur
nath Bhun', that Hnree Kishen died in I172 or 1766: his widow,
we are to gelieve the copy of the decree, brought her action in 1789.
It implied, in the answer of the defendants in the case of Devi
Dassee, that he held
anna» share of the estate; whereas the state
ments of both parties, in the case of Ram Hnree Bhunj versus uggur
nath Bhunj (they being of the number of the answering defendants
in the case of Devi Dassee) were that the whole was in possession
of the latter (Juggurnath) at the date of the institution of the suit,
which was subsequently to the year‘1780—the statement of .luggur
nath being that his uncle, Huree Kishen, had no share in the
talook, and never laid any claim to it.
These statements
are
opposed to those set forth in the copy of the decree ﬁled by the
present appellants, and afford further presumptive evidence of its
want of genuineness.

-?_-v——--mi

.

(215)

_

fence, that being a document drawn up by, and executed between,
the members of one branch of the family, it was no evidence against
the members of another branch, and that therefore its production
in the case of Devi Dassee, was unnecessary.
admit the full
force of this line of argument; in this instance", it does not appear
to me to apply. The document recites an old custom of the family,
and to it are attached the names, as subscribing witnesses, of mem
bers of a branch or branches of the family, independent of the litigant
parties. In such case, it was not merely a private document of one
branch of the family; but if true, thestrongest evidence of the gene
ral practice of the family, and, if then in existence, would undoubted
ly have been produced. On the supposition, indeed, that the copy
of the decree is itself a forgery, and that the suit of Devi Dassee
never had any existence at all, this argument may appear to lose
some of its force.
But this cannot avail the defendants, whose evi
dence must be judged upon its own internal merits.
They, have
be
as
and
cannot
allowed
to
both
documents
beneﬁt by
true,
they
ﬁled
Taken conjointly, they
the discovery that one of them is a forgery.
may be shewn to be contradictory and inconsistent: taken sepa
rately, they may both be shewn to be forgeries.
The document has been proved by only one of the subscribing
would not
witnesses.
Being professedly nearly 60 years old,
notice this, were it not for the suspicion which attaches to it, and
that, according to the account of the defendants, an opportunity of
proving it was given, within a year of its alleged execution, and not
taken advantage of.
Throughout the whole of the proceedings in the former suit be
tween the ancestors of the present parties, the records of which are
in Court, there is not the most distant allusion to the custom now
pleaded.
With so much to throw doubt upon this document,
may re
mark, in conclusion, that professing to be nearly 60 years old, it
has all the appearance of a paper of a few years existence.
The positive evidence of the witnesses examined is unquestion
ably to the point in favor of the defence; but cannot decide solely
upon this, when the documentary evidence is in my opinion so very
The same remark applies to the merely collateral evi
suspicious.
dence.
would conﬁrm generally the decision of the principal
sudder ameen, which rejects the plea for the defence. To the ex
tent of share to which the plaintiff may be entitled, it is not neces
sary for me to refer, the case having been decided against her by
*
the other judges.
.
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Special Appeal from
Principal Sudder Ameen

a decision
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I843.
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1844.

of Syud Hosein

of West Burdwan,

MOOKERJEE,

Buksh,

Acting

dated‘ the 28th De
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(PLAINTIFF,)

versus
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THAKOOR DOSS GHOSE, GOPAL GHOSE, HUNSISSER
GHOSE, AND DASSEE BEWA, Rnsronnz-mrs, (Duran
n.m'rs.)
Wulceel

Ali.

of Appellant—-Ewuz

Wukeel of Respondents-—-Nilmoney Bormjiee.
Tum special appeal was admitted by Mr. . F. M. Reid, on the
20th July 1844, who recorded the following certiﬁcate:
‘On proof of a debt on bond" by Bindrabund Das, the father of
the three ﬁrst defendants, the moonsiﬁ decreed the plaintiﬁ"s claim
against them, after rejecting the defendants’ plea of payment.
The principal sudder ameen, rejecting the defendants’ plea of pay
ment, dismisses the case against the sons, on the plea that there
is no proof that they have succeeded as heirs to their fathefs
estate, and decrees the claim against the estate of Bindrabund Das.
It is a principle of Hindoo law, that a son is responsible for his
father’s debts; and
conceive no positive proof is necessary that
the son succeeded to the property to render him liable.
admit
the appeal to try this point.’
The Court are of opinion that the principal sudder ameen was
wrongin deciding on a plea not advanced by the appellants them
selves"; and that, consequently, the special appeal should have
been" admitted on that ground.
Mr. Reid having left the Court,
we, in the ﬁrst instance, amend the certiﬁcate, and admit the
special appeal on that ground.
It appearing clear, on perusal of the petition of appeal beforethe
principal sudder ameen, that the appellants had not advanced in
any degree the plea of their not being liable, on account of having

J

I

I

(

217

.-;

)

inherited no property from their father, the principal sudder
We there
was utterly wrong in deciding on that ground.
fore reverse the decision of the principal sudder ameen, and con
ﬁrm that‘ of the moonsiff.
Appeal decreed with full costs.

ameen

M-‘

Tun l0'rn JUNE

1847.

PRESENT:

A. DICK, Esau,’

-

JUDGE.

CASE No. 97
Regular

01»

‘

1845.

Appeal from a decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen
A
of Zillah Hooghly, Radha Govind.

MUSST. NUSEEB-O-NISSA BEGUM AND NOOR

KHAN, APPEL1.AN'rs,

ALI

(DEFEND.-\N'rs,)

KHADIM-O-NISSA BEGUM, W1Dow or NUWAB
KHOORSHED ALI KHAN, RESPONDENT, (PLA1N'r1rF.)
Wakeel of Appellants-——Sreenath
Wulceels

of Respondent—Rama

Purshad and

Raee.
Naseemooddeen.

APPEAL laid at Company’s rupees 5,010, 10 annas, and 8 pie,
on account of dower.
This suit was remanded once before, on account of incomplete
investigation by this same principal sudder ameen; notwithstand
in some instances rejecting documents,
ing he has again decided
without calling for evidence preferred; and in others on docu
ments ﬁled in other suits, sending for the records of those suits,
inspecting them, then returning them without causing any copies
of the documents, on which he formed his judgment, to be ﬁled in
The case is, therefore, again remanded to be re-investi
the case.
gated by the present principal sudder ameen of Hooghly. He, will
go fully into the evidence of every one of the pleas in the defence,
which the defendants may offer; and he will, in particular, call for
the original power of attorney, ﬁled in the collectorate, and cause
to prove its genuineness;
to be summoned all the witnesses to
and he will he careful to give his decree against the property left
by plaintiﬁ"s husband, and not against persons, as has been twice
He will further forward
done by his predecessor.
copy of this
decision to Radha Govind, for his future guidance; who should
know that an appellate court does not decide on the opinion
merely of the lower court, but on proofs actually ﬁled.
a

it

it,
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Sm ROBERT BARLOW, BAR'l‘.,

Junoss; and
VV. B. JACKSON, E8Q.,
TEMPORARY Junoz.
CASE No. 365 or l845.
Regular Appeal from a

decree passed by the

Ameen of Shahabad, Munowur

Principal Sudder
23d I845.

Ali Khan, July

HUSSUN ALI KHAN, AHMUD ALI KHAN

BIBI JAN,

Avrsnnaxwrs,

AND
(DEFENDAN'I‘S,)

MUSST.

versus

SHEODIAL SAHOO;

AND AFTER ms nrzcsmss,
ms sow, r-‘on snnr AND HEERA
MINOR BROTHER, RESPONDENTS,
(PLAINTIX-‘FS.)
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LAL SAHOO,

Wukeels

Wukeel of AppelIants—-Gholam Sufdur.
of Resp0ndenls—E. Colebrooke and Aman

NUNDOO

LAL,

ms

Ali Khan.

THIS suit was instituted on the 6th of February 1845, to re
cover from appellants the sum of Company’s rupees 8,791-14-4-16,
and interest, under a bond, bearing date January 30th
])gl:;lClpﬂ.l
l 3.
The statement set forth by respondents, is in substance, that,
on the 26th Magh 1240 Fuslee, (corres onding with the 30th
January l833,) a loan of Sicca rupees 5,(§)O was obtained by ap
pellants and Mehdee Ali Khan, deceased, from the deceased
Sheodial Sahoo, at whose kothee the money was paid and received,
and a bond executed and granted for the amount; that the res
ponsibilities in the bond were distinct :-—l,700 rupees being the
amount of Hussun Ali’s portion, and 3,300 that of Ahmud Ali,
Mehdee Ali and Bibi Jan jointly; that the money was to be re
paid in 1242 F.; that, in the course of some eight years, the pay
ments of appellants not having exceeded 878 rupees, a compro
mise for the balance was proposed by Hussun Ali, and a Iris!
bundee (or instalment deed) offered, but nothing was effected;
that, in 1251 F., another attempt at a settlement was made,
which ended as the ﬁrst had done, in consequence of Hussun Ali’s
failure in the preliminary arrangement, which involved a payment
of 400 rupees; that, in Jeyth 1252, the bond was surreptitiously
abstracted from a bundle of papers‘ belonging to Nundoo Lal,
when in attendance at the public cutcherry, by one Sheobalik
Singh, whohas not since been seen or heard of; and, ﬁnally, that

;~
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(219)
the claim now preferred is proved to be a' just one by the evidence
to the facts and circumstances above enumerated.
Appellants deny the loan, and the receipt of any portion of the
sum alleged to have been advanced to them under the circumstances
stated: two of them denying the excution of any bond, or obliga
tion whatever of the nature pleaded by respondents.
We ﬁnd the claim before us to rest on a bond, which has not
been produced, and the ubscribing witnesses to which have not
appeared. They are said to have died subsequently to the trans
action with which the instrument stood connected, which we
observe bears date the 30th January 1833, upwards of 12 years
Two witnesses depose to
before the present suit was instituted.
the transaction; and beyond the evidence furnished by these, there
is nothing to uphold _the claim: the case rests entirely on their
Now, the depositions of these two persons exhibit, on
testimony.
some particular points, such a combination of knowledge, and on
others of ignorance, as materially to affect the credibility of their
evidence, which we cannot accept as suﬁicient to warrant a con
ﬁrmation of the judgment now appealed against.
We do not, therefore, deem it. necessary to enter upon the
defence as pleaded by appellants, but reverse the decree of the
principal sudder ameen, on the grounds assigned, with all costs
'
chargeable to respondents.

"-7

THE lO'rn JUNE 1847.
Paasnrrr:

J. HAWKINS, EQ.,

Tm/rroannr Jones.
PETITIONS Nos. 225 AND 226 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Rammohun Raee, ﬁled in this
Court on the 26th April 1847, praying for the admission of special
appeals from the decisions of Mr. Smelt, judge of East Burd
wan, under date the 25th January 1847, amending that of the
Moonsiff of Batoorea, under date the 30th July 1846, in the case
of Birjsoondree Dassee, plaintiff, versus the Petitioner, defendant.

It

is hereby certiﬁed that the -said application is granted on the

following grounds:
The plaintiff, a widow, sued for maintenance, at the rate of 6
The
rupees per menem, from her father-in-law, the defendant.
defendant pleaded a relinquishment of maintenance by the plaintiff,
on her receiving 400 rupees from him.
The moonsitf rejected the
maintenance
at the rate of
evidence for the defence, and awarded
decision
From this
both parties
l_ rupee, 4 annas per mensem.
The plaintiff against the smallness of the
appealed to~ the judge.

(

290

)

allowance, and the defendant against the order for payment of any
maintenance at all. The judge amended the moonsiff’s decisions,
and ordered payment by the defendant at the rate of 5 rupees per
mensem.
From his decisions, on the two appeals, the present
In his judgment, the
observes :
applications are preferred.
‘
am of opinion, that, under the principles an (judge
precedents of
Hindoo law, as laid down in Volume II. of the work of _Sir W.
Macnaghten, the widow is clearly entitled to maintenance from her
father-in-law.’ On this, as a general point, there can be no doubt.
But the plea was, that the widow had herself relinquished it on
Now, the judge decides on the ge
certain performed conditions.
neral point, without saying whether, in his opinion, the special
If not proved, there would be no doubt of
plea was proved or not.
If proved, then would arise
the widow’s right to maintenance.
the question, whether she was entitled to the maintenance, not
In this respect, the decisions
withstanding such relinquishment.
of the judge are incomplete.
‘ am of
opinion that the sum allowed
Again, the judge says:
by the moonsiff is too limited.’ But, on what grounds he comes
to this opinion, he does not say. He makes no reference to the
condition in life of the parties, or to the defendant’s means; in
regard to which some enquiry should have been made; or, if made,
should have been expressly noticed in the decree. In this respect
~
also the decrees are incomplete.
admit the special appeals; and direct that the cases be re
admitted on the ﬁle of the judge, who will proceed to decide the
appeals before him with respect to the foregoing remarks.

I
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THE lO'rn JUNE 1847.
'
PRESENT:
J. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY
PETITION No.

2'23

or

Jones.

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Gour Kishore Nag and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 22d of April 1847, praying for the ad
mission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. Mackay,
principal sudder ameen of Mymensingh, under date the 25th
January 1847, reversing that of the sudder ameen of the same
district, under date the 28th January 1846, 1n the case of Tara-.
munni Chowdrain, plaintiff, versus the petitioners, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed, that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:
The plaintiff sued to prove her right as zemindar to assess
certain talooks in the possession of the defendants, and to en

(221)
hanced rent thereon. The defendants pleaded amocurrnree tenure.
ameen dismissed the action; but his decision was re
versed by the principal sudden ameen, who decreed in full for the
plaintiff, giving her a decree declaratory of her right to assess, and
awarding her enhanced rent at the new rates. The special appeal
is prayed for on the grounds: ﬁrst, that no evidence has been
taken by the principal sudder ameen as to the issue of the notice
of demand, prescribed by Sections 9 and 10, Regulation 5, 1812;
and secondly, that the notice, alleged to have been issued, is hot
according to form, as it does not contain the particulars mentioned
in the sections.
The grounds are both good. The principal sudder ameen_ was
at liberty, with reference to the form of action, to give the plaintiff
a decree declaratory of her right to assess on proof thereof.
But
he could not award payment of the enhanced rent, without proof
that the notice prescribed by Sections 9 and l0, Regulation 5,
To this he has not adverted in his
1812, had been duly issued.
and the
decree, which must therefore be set aside a incomplete;
He
case will be returned to him, for investigation on this point.
will then dispose of it as the evidence may shew, whether the
plaintiﬁ‘ has conformed to the rules of the above sections, or not ;
and, consequently", whether or not, the enhanced rent is immedi
ately demandable by her.
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Tna lO'rn JUNE 1847.

J.

PRESENT

:

HAWKINS, ESQ.,
'
TEMPORARY Jones.

PETITION No.

231

or

1847.

IN the matter of the petition. of Beerchun Raee, ﬁled in this

Court on

the 28th April 1847, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of Mr. H. Stainforth, judge of Sylhet,
under date the 27th January last, reversing that of the moonsitf
of Azmereegunge, under date the 9th May 1846, in the case of
the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Kishen Kishwur Acharge, defen
dant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is-granted on the
following grounds :
The plaintiff sued for return of
a portion of the hire of a boat,
'
which he had engaged of the defendant to carry a load of lime
from Sylhet to Calcutta, but the boat having been injured in a
storm, it had to be stopped at a place called Naraingunge, where
the cargo was sold.

Z‘

(222)
The defendant’s plea was, that the plaintiff had himself stopped
the boat, and had ordered it from one place to another, occupying
thereby a greater time than was required to perform the trip to
Calcutta.
The moonsiff gave judgment for the plaintiff ; but his judg
ment was reversed by the judge, who decides in the following
terms :—‘ The contingency on which return of the boat-hirede
pended, appears. from the receipt ﬁled by respondent, to have
beﬂi loss of the boat; but this loss is not asserted to have occur
red; and, on this ground alone, respondent’s claim, which is
otherwise unjust, is clearly untenable.’
Had the judge limited himself to an opinion upon the terms of
the receipt, as to whether they referred solely to the lass of the
boat, or also included the case of an injury, so as to render it
unﬁt to proceed on the voyage,
should have admitted the case
on the ﬁle of this Court ; as
conceive that his interpretation of
the terms, taking the whole spirit of the document into considera
tion, may well admit of a doubt. But he adds, ‘ which is other
wise unjust,’ with reference to the claim ; the reasons for which
he does not record.
Should this refer to the evidence for the
defence, it would be useless to admit the special appeal to try the
meaning of a paper, which, after being determined, would not
aﬂ'ect the result.
If the defence is proved, the plaintiff may not
equitably be entitled to recover; but the judge does not give any
opinion upon this point, or state why the claim is unjust; and his
decision is, therefore, imperfect.
admit the special appeal ; and remand the case for the
judge again to pass judgment, recording his reasons at length
(independently of the terms of the receipt) for the dismissal of the
claim.
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1847.

Pnssnur:

HAWKINS,

EsQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
PETITION No. 232 or 1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Beerchun Raee, ﬁled in this
Court on the 29th April 1847, praying for the admission of a.
special appeal from the decision of Mr. Stainforth, judge of
Sylhet, under date the 27th January 1847, reversing that of
Hoolas Ram Chowdhree, moonsiff of Azmereegunge, under date
the 9th May I846, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiﬁ’, versus
Kummul N arain Acharge, defendant.

(223)
It

is hereby certiﬁed that the said application
same grounds, as those in the case (No. 231
same plaintiff, versus Kishen Kishwur Acharge,
and remanded to the judge’s -ﬁle——the two cases
nature, and to be similarly dealt with.
This case must also be remanded with similar

Ill‘

instructions.

A

THE lO'rn JUNE
PRESENT:

J.

is granted on the
preceding) of the
admitted this day,
being of the same

1847.

.

HAWKINS, Eso.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
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PETITION No. 267 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of J. Cowell, transmitted to this
Court on the 22d December I846, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Captain Durand, commissioner
of the Tenasserim Provinces, under date the 28th of November
I846, amending that of Mr. Sharp, assistant commissioner of
Moulmein, under date the 21st September 1846, in the case of
Mahphoo, plaintiff, versus the petitioner, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
‘

I

following grounds:
The present suit was instituted by the plaintiff to recover pos
session of a house, and for payment to her of 500 rupees, on the
following agreement:
‘ In consideration of
my wife, Mahphoo, having, through my ill

treatment towards her, left me, and hitherto behaved herself to
hereby retake her; and most
my great and entire satisfaction,
faithfully promise to treat her, from henceforth, in the best manner
possible ; and pledge that she will not be any ways again ill used
fail to keep or fulﬁl this my agreement,
by me ; and should
am to forfeit my present house, and the sum of rupees (500) ﬁve
The house above-mentioned, is situated
hundred, as a penalty.
the
south
side of Toline Sepoy’s Hospital.
nearly opposite
JAs. CowELL.’
(Sd.)
‘ Moulmein, 18th September 1843.
Duly attested by two witnesses.’

I

I

I

The treatment now complained of, which was set forth as a
breach of the agreement, was the desertion of the plaintiff by the
defendant, his discarding her as his mistress, and marrying another
woman.
The assistant commissioner did not consider that the circum
stances of the case would justify a decree for breach of agree
ment ; and he passed an order for the defendant to make suitable
v

4'

‘

provision for the plaintiff and her children, ﬁxing the same at
15 rupees per mensem.
On appeal by the plaintiff, the commissioner gave judgment for
the plaintiff, decreeing to her possession of the house, and order
From this
ing payment of 500 rupees by defendant to plaintiff.
order the defendant has applied for the admission of a special
appeal to this court; having, in the mean while, applied to the
commissioner for a review of his judgment, upon which, however,
In this application for
no order appears to have been passed.
a review, the defendant says that the house mentioned in the
agreement is not in existence; and that the only one he now has
is a far more valuable one than that mentioned in the agreement.
He further says, that engagements, subsequent to the date of the
agreement, exonerate him from compulsory fulﬁlment of its terms.
On this point there does not appear to have been any enquiry.
The commissioner and assistant commissioner have not at
tempted, by any enquiry, to ascertain what was the intention of
the parties to the agreement, as to what was to constitute the
treatment which was to involve a forfeiture of the penalty.
They
have each formed their opinions upon its mere terms, without any
reference to such intention.
Under these circumstances, I set
aside the judgment of the late commissioner; and return the pro
ceedings to the present commissioner for re-trial and decision.

—l—

Tan l2'rr1 JUNE
R. H.

1847.

PRESENT:

RATTRAY

and

TUCKER, ESQRS., and
SIR R. BARLOWV, BART.
O.

J unons.

Regular Appeal from a decision qfMoulvee Mohummud Rooknoodeen,
Principal Sudder Ameen qfI’urneall, rlated the 6th May l839.

SYUD HOSEIN REZZA, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
UETSZLS

AMEER-O-NISSA, (AND AFTER HER DEATH) SYUD INAIT
REZZA ALIAS SYUD MEERUN, HUSBAND OF THE Dn
CEASED; MEHR-O-NISSA AND GOOL CHUMMUN, RES
PONDENTS, (PLAINT1FFs.)
Wukeels of Appellant—-C’. R. Prinsep, T. Dickens,
E. Colebrouke and Hamid Russool.
Wukeels of Resp0ndents—-T. C’. Mortowz, Ameer Ali,
and Pursun Koomar Thakur.

.

J.

C’.

Glas,

G. Waller

___

4

Tms suit was instituted on the 6th December 1836. in the zillah
court of Purneah, by the respondents, Amecr-o—nissa
stating herself

O
—— ~—

7

/

7—

—

!'~'~;J

-.4.4
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(

225

)

to be the daughter, Mehr-o-nissa the grand-daughter,
and Gool
Chummun the widow, of Rajah Akbur Hosein, deceased, proprietor

of a moiety of the zemindarr

a

1

K

The table appended to Sir R. Barlow‘s

the same,

it

“‘
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of

is,

of pergunna Soorjapoor, in the
above named zillah ; and the claim preferred by these,
for T65;
shares
the said estate, together with certain rent-free lands and
gardens, the property of the deceased Akbur Hosein: the whole
valued, according to the regulation applicable to the case, at Com
pany’s rupees 2,22,885-1-4.
_
The plaintiffs stated their case thus :-—Rajah Akbur Hosein died
in the Moolkee year 1221, (1813 A. D.,) leaving him surviving
three widows, viz. Ranee Zuhoor-o-nissa, Doomnee, and Gool
Chummun; three daughters, viz. Ameer-o-nissa, Jinnut-0-nissa
and Fyz-o-nissa; and his mother Ranee Shoomrun.
Of these,
Fyz-o-nissa, the daughter of Ranee Zuhoor-o-nissa, diedduring
her minority.
Rance Shoomrun then died, also Jinnut-o-nissa,
the mother of Mehr—o-nissa; and lastly Doomnee, the mother
of Ameer-o-nissa: leaving them, the plaintiffs, the sole surviving
heirs of the deceased Rajah Akbur Hosein.
(The accompanying
genealogical table”* will shew the state of the family past and
'
present.)
The plaint goes on to state, that, on the death of Rajah Akbur
Hosein, Rance Zuhoor-o-nissa took possession of his estate real
and personal: the former under an alleged deed of sale from her
deceased husband, purporting to be in lieu of dower; the latter
under a deed of gift in favor of his three daughters: that, at this
That Rajah Deedar
time, the three daughters were all minors.
Hosein, the brother of Rajah Akbur Hosein, claiming the entire
estate on the ground of family usage, instituted a suit for the same
court of appeal at
Zuhoor-o-nissa, in the provincial
against
Moorshedabad, which was ﬁnally disposed of in this country, by the
Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut dismissing his claim, on 12th
August 1822; that Deedar Hosein preferred an appeal to the
King in Oonncil——the plaintiffs receiving, in the mean time, from the
estate suﬂicient for their support, awaited the issue of that appeal ere
they should sue for their rights.
That in the Moolkee year 1243, (18th November 1835 A. D.,)
Rance Zuhoor—o-nissa died, and about the same time, the dismis
sal of Deedar Hosein’s appeal in England was communicated to
the zillah court, in a proceeding from the Court of Sudder De
Rezza, the
wanny Adawlut, when the defendant Syud Hosein
to
the zillah
brother of Zuhoor-o-nissa,
petition
presented
court, stating that the whole of the real and personal estate of the
deceased Rajah Akbur Hosein had become the property of his
deceased sister, and requesting to be put in possession of the same
seemed

minute (page 237) being in substance
unnecessary to give another.
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That they, the plaintiﬁs, presented a counter-petition,
as her heir.
setting forth, that the decision of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut,
aﬁirmed by the Privy Council, had set aside the special claim of
Zuhoor-o-nissa, and declared the property to be divisible amongst
the heirs generally of Rajah Akbur Hosein, consequently they
were entitled to possession; but their petition was not attended to,
and the zillah court summarily ordered possession to be given to
Hosein Rezza.
On this, they, the plaintiffs, instituted the present
suit, claiming their respective shares as heirs of Rajah Akbur
Hosein, as specially reserved to them in the decree of the Court of
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, dated 12th August 1822, since aﬂirmed
by the Privy Council: that these shares had alread been judici
all
declared in the decision passed by the Sudder Dewanny
Adawlut, on 18th May 1830, in the case of Rajah Akbur Hosein,
and after his demise Ranee Zuhoor-0-nissa. v. Deedar Hosein,
The
wherein the portions of each are declared to be as follows.
whole estate was divided into 120 shares; of which the mother
took 21; each of the three widows 5; and each of the three
daughters 28.
Deducting therefore 33 shares on account of Ranee Zuhoor-0
nissa and her daughter, and 21 shares on account of Ranee
Shoomrun, the mother of Akbur Hosein, which, now she is dead,
belong to Deedar Hosein, they, the plaintiffs, are entitled to 66
shares, viz.
Ameer-o-nissa in her own right '28, and in right of
her mother Doomnee 5; together 33 shares. Mehr-o-nissa in right
of her mother Jinnut-0-nissa 28 shares; Gool Chummun 5 shares :
being equivalent to 8 annas, 15 gundas, 2 cowries, of the entire
moiety of pergunnah Sooxjapoor, taken at 16 annas ; and for this
they sue with mesne proﬁts, less the amount received by them from
the estate up to the date of obtaining possession, with interest
thereon till realization.
The defendant, Hosein Rezza, in his answer, opposed the claim
on the following grounds.
First. That the premises, on which the claim is founded, are
not true. The plaintiffs claim to succeed to the estate of Rajah
Akbur Hosein; whereas the Rajah transferred the estate to his
wife Zuhoor-0-nissa. during his life-time, and the transfer was duly
registered in the collector’s oﬂice, and she, Zuhoor-0-nissa, remained
That
in possession of the property from that time to her death.
she
to
the
estate
Zuhoor-o-nissa,
is
entitled
he, as the brother of
heirs
of
who
claim
as
and
the
Rajah
died possessed oﬂ
not
plaintiﬁs,
Akbur Hosein.
That Doomnee and Gool Chummun were not the
Secondly.
married wives-of Rajah Akbur Hosein, their very names being
suﬂicient to satisfy any one of this; that it was well known they
were two slave girls, belonging to Rajah Akbur Hoseiu’s grand
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mother, who, on discovering them to be with child, had them
beaten and their cheeks burnt with a hot iron, the scars being still
visible on the face of Gool Chummun.
That these facts are quite
incompatible with the idea of their being the married wives of
Rajah Akbur Hosein; and, in accordance with this, not one of the
many witnesses examined, though servants and dependents of the
That when the review
plaintiffs, could depose to their marriage.
of judgment, in the case between Deedar Hosein and Ranee Zu
hoor-o-nissa, was pending before the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut,
Deedar Hosein’s agents and pleaders were questioned as to the
marriage of Doomnee and Gool Chummun; and though Gool
Chummun and her daughter were then living in the house, and un
der the protection of Deedar Hosein, he never admitted them to
be married women; and this will be found recorded in the Court’s
decision.
That Deedar Hosein’s present acknowledgment of their
cannot
be received, and is to be attributed to the fact of
marriage
his having entered into engagements with the plaintiffs to prosecute
their claim, under which he is to receive six annas of the estate
if successful; and, in the mean time, to allow them each 300 rupees
per mensem, and to advance the sums necessary to carry on the
suit. That the plaintiffs’ claim is not in any way supported by the
decision of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut in that case: they were
never mentioned throughout the proceedings; and though one udge
was for dividing the estate amongst the heirs general of Rajah
Akbur Hosein, yet when the sect of the contending parties was
discovered, the decision was a simple affirmation of the previous
decision of the provincial court of appeal of Moorshedabad, which
awarded the estate to Ranee Zuhoor-o-nissa.
That had it been
the intention of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut to divide the estate
amongst the heirs of Akbur Hosein, why was it not done ?
Thirdly. That the assertion in respect of the minority of Ameer
o-nissa and Bibi "Hinga (Jinnut-o-nissa) is not true. That when
Rajah Akbur Hosein died in 1221 Moolkee, Ameer-o-nissa was
nine years of age, and Bibi Hinga fourteen; that their mothers
were then living. That Bibi Hinga was married to a relative of
Deedar Hosein’s, a year or two after Rajah Akbur Hosein’s death:
that Ameer-o-nissa
was married to his, Hosein Rezza’s son.
That all the parties were cognizant of the proceedings then pending
in the zillah court and Sudder Dewanny Adawlut; and, had they
really been entitled to succeed as heirs, they would assuredly have
preferred their claims, when the order before alluded to was record
ed, that the estate should be divided amongst the heirs of Akbur
Hosein.
That Ranee Zuhoor-o-nissa, from the day her name
was recorded in the collector’s oﬁice as proprietor, to the exclusion
of that of Akbur Hosein, to the day of her death, a period of more
than twenty-four years, held entire possession of the zemindaree
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and received the rents thereof, during which period the plaintiffs
advanced no claim ; consequently they are now debarred from doing
so under Section 14, Regulation 3, 1793.
That the decree of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, re
Fourthly.
ferred to by the plaintiffs in support of their claim, does in reality
totally disprove it; that though there was some triﬂing difference of
opinion amongst the judges, regarding the authenticity of the bill of
sale and deed of gift set up by Ranee Zuhoor-o-nissa, yet they were
in the main upheld. That, in virtue of the said deed of sale, the
rent-free lands were decreed to the Rance; and it is a maxim, that
a deed cannot be partly good and
bad.
That when a review partly
of tie judgment of the Sudder
Ff/'tlzl_z/.
Dewanny Adawlut, reversing the decision of the provincial court,
was admitted by Mr. Leycester, that gentleman and Mr. Goad
were for dividing the estate amongst the heirs general of Akbur
Hosein (Deedar Hosein being one); but when the case was laid
before Mr. Dorin, it was found that the contending parties were
Slwealw ; and the result was, that Deedar Hosein was declared not
entitled to any portion, in consequence of the Rajah Akbur Hosein,
This induced Mr. Dorin to
having left daughters him surviving.
send back the proceedings to Mr. Leycester and Mr. Goad, recording
his opinion, that, as Deedar Hosein was not entitled to any portion
as heir of Akbur Hosein, his claim ought to be dismissed,
and the
decision of the provincial court afiirmed.
Mr. Leycester and Mr.
Goad concurring, the decision of the provincial court of Moorsheda
That this decision
bad, dated 27th August 1817, was affirmed.
of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut has since been affirmed by the
Privy Council. That fourteen years-have elapsed since the date of
the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut’s decree (12th August 1822); and
that had the judges of the Sudder Court considered, that the then
surviving daughters of Akbur Hosein were entitled to share in the
estate, they would either have mentioned them, or would have
given them permission to institute a suit to maintain their rights.
That, though the plaintiffs now declare the bill of sale
Lastly.
and deed of gift set up by Rance Zuhoor-o-nissa to be fabricated,
yet both Ameer-o-nissa and Mehr-o-nissa, in 1243 Moolﬁee, before
the demise of Ranee Zuhoor-o-nissa, received and appropriatedto
their own use several heads of cattle (cows and buffaloes) as well as
some thousands of rupees, in virtue of this very deed of gift which
they now repudiate.
In reply, the plaintiffs urged, that the decree of the Sudder Court
would speak for itself, and abundantly prove that the bill of sale,
set up by Rance Zuhoor-o-nissa, had been declared a fabrication,
That it was on the strength
and had been rejected by the Court.
of this deed of sale, that the Rance Zuhoor-o-nissa’s name was
recorded in the collector’s ofﬁce to the exclusion of that of her

5

I
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husband Akbur Hosein; consequently the estate must be held to
be that of Akbur Hosein still, and not of Zuhoor-o-nissa.
That,
be the deed of gift true or false, it is sufﬁcient to prove Ameer-o
nissa and
innut-0-nissa. to be the daughters of Akbur Hosein,
as they are expressly stated to be so in the deed ; and it was set up
by Rance Zuhoor-o-nissa herself, not by them.
That their rights, as heirs of Akbur Hosein, had been repeatedly
declared, and their respective shares deﬁned in the decisions of the
Sudder Court; a fact which cannot be disputed. That, when, on
the review of judgment, Deedar Hosein was declared not to be
entitled to a share in the estate of Akbur Hosein, Fyz-o-nissa,
the daughter of Ranee Zuhoor-o-nissa, was dead; consequently
had they, Ameer-o-nissa and Jinnut-o-nissa,
not been daughters,
Deedar Hosein would have received a. brother’s share. Moreover,
is it probable Deedar Hosein would have sanctioned the marriage
of Jinnut-0-nissa to a near relative of his own, and Hosein Rezza
have consented to the marriage of his own son with Ameer-o
nissa, had they not been the legitimate daughters of Akbur Hos
ein?
Hence their mothers must have been the married wives of
Akbur Hosein. That what the defendant says, with regard to
aﬁirmation in full by the Sudder Court of the decree of the provin
cial court of appeal, is not true. The decree of the Sudder Court
says, that the decision of the provincial court was affirmed only in
as far as it dismissed the claim of Deedar Hosein.
That the
“
the
intention
of
the
shows
that
it
not
was
Court
expression only,”
to uphold the claim of Zuhoor-o-nissa.
That with regard to their
suit being barred by Section 14, Regulation 3, 17 93, such a plea,
cannot be supported: that they, the daughters, were mere children
when Akbur Hosein died. Fyzo-o-nissa, the daughter of Zuhoor-o
nissa, was his eldest child, and she was only six or seven years
of age when her father died, and she herself died a few months
afterwards.
That the fact of their being minors at that time, is
stated in a petition which Zuhoor-0-nissa presented to Mr. Philip
Monckton, the magistrate of Purnea, the same being recorded in a.
proceeding of that gentleman dated 9th October 1813. That, more
over, they waited the result of the litigation between Deedar Hos
ein and Ranee Zuhoor-o-nissa,
which was not known till the
arrival in this country of the decision of the ‘Privy Council of 6th
March I833, and the present suit was brought in 1836.
That Deedar Hosein instituted a separate suit against Zuhoor-o
nissa on the very same grounds, that of family usage, for the
rent-free lands left by Akbur Hosein, which was dismissed, and the
lands were divided amongst the heirs general of Akbur Hosein, as
speciﬁed in the decree of the Sudder Court under date the 4th
in that case were
The persons receiving shares
August 1820.
the mother of Akbur Hosein, his three widows, three daugh

J
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and
Dcedar Hosein his brother; all mentioned by name
with their respective shares.
That Ranee Zuhoor-o-nissa had
to
them
their portions, when the claim of
repeatedly promised
give
Deedar Hosein should be ﬁnally dismissed; and, in the mean time,
allowed them enough for their sup rt from the proceeds of the
estate.
That only a few months eiiaopsed after the receipt in this
country of the ﬁnal decision of the Privy Council, when Zuhoor-o
nissa died ; immediately on which event, the defendant joined them,
Ameer-o-nissa
and Mehr-0-nissa,
in presenting a petition by
his mookhtar Oolfut Ali, under his seal and signature, to the police
station at Kishengunge, which was forwarded to the magistrate by
the darogha: that they hold a duly authenticated copy of that peti
tion, which aifords unexceptionable evidence of the justice of their
claims; and, further, that the defendant has, since the institution of
the present suit, proposed to them to divide the zemindary, they
receiving 3} annas, and he the remainder.
The rejoinder by Hosein Rezza does not contain any thing new,
He
merely denying the assertions of the plaintiffs in their reply.
admits Ameer-o-nissa and innut-0-nissa to have been the daugh
ters of Rajah Akbur Hosein; but denies their legitimacy, their
mothers not having been married to Akbur Hosein, so that,
of Ranee Zuhoor-o
had the zemindary not become the propert
nissa, still they would not have been entitled to share as heirs of
Akbur Hosein. He repeats his argument, that the decree of the
provincial court was afiirmed in toto by the Sudder Court; observing
that, thou h the judges were at ﬁrst for a division of the property,
and that
plaintiffs were included in the list of heirs furnished to
the law oﬁicer, to enable him to
portion the shares to which they
were res ectively entitled, nevertheless, at the same sitting, the
order, calling for the futwa of the law officer, was cancelled, and the
decision of the provincial court affirmed without any reservation.
With regard to the marriages of Ameer-0-nissa and Jinnut-o
also
nissa, he states, that his son, who married the former,
illegitimate; and that Meer Ahmad Ali, who married the latter, did
and proper
so for the thirty thousand rupees she received in mone
ty; and further, that many persons marry the daughters of slave
girls from interested motives, and to be called the son-in-law of a
no evidence of legitimacy of the contracting
Rajah; that marriage
arties.
After the usual process had been completed, the case was brought
up for trial before the principal sudder ameen, Moulvee Mohummud
Rooknooddeen, who, on 6th May 1839, decreed for the plaintiffs on
the following grounds:
FIRST. As to the marriage of Doomnee and Gool Chummun with
of their
Rajah Akbur Hosein, and the consequent
legitimacy
and
considers
this
Jinnut-o-nissa,
Ameer-0-uissa
he
daughters
ters,

is

is

a

tlie
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First. From a proceeding of the
to be satisfactorily established.
assistant judge of Purneah, Mr. Philip Monckton, dated 20th Octo
ber 1813, from which it appears that Rance Zuhoor-0-nissa. pre
sented a petition to the magistrate in October 1813, ‘in which
Fyz-o-nissa, her own daughter, Ameer-0-nissa and Jinnut-o-nissa,
are, without any distinction whatever, stated to be the daughters of
her deceased husband. Secondly. In the deed of gift produced also
by Zuhoor-o-nissa,they are again stated to be the dau ihters of Akbur
Hosein without distinction, and all are treated al{ike-Ameer-o
nissa and Jinuut-o-nissa receiving
the same as Fyz-o-nissa,
Ranee Zuhoor-o-nissa’s own ‘daughter.
Thirdly. That in the deci
sion of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, on the review of judgment
in the appeal of Deedar Hosein v. Ranee Zuhoor-o-nissa, the
property was declared to be the estate of Rajah Akbur Hosein,
and the rights of his daughters recognized by a futwa of the law
oﬂicer. That the rights and shares of the three daughters of
Akbur Hosein were again declared in the decision No. 2926 of
the Sudder Court, dated 4th August 1820.
Fourthly. On 22d
Kartick 1243, the day Zuhoor-o-nissa died, Hosein Rezza the
defendant, by his mookhtar Oolfat Ali, presented a petition to the
olice darogha of Kishengunge, conjointly with Ameer-0-nissa and
Kdehr-o-nissa, attested by their respective seals, praying for assist
ance against Deedar Hosein, in which Ameer-0-nissa and Mehr-o
nissa. are called, the one the step-daughter, and the other the step
grand-daughter of Zuhoor-o-nissa; and which petition also affirms
that he, Hosein Rezza, together with Ameer-0-nissa and Mehr-o
nissa, are heirs to and sole proprietors of this moiety of pergzmnah
Soorjapoor, as well by the law of inheritance as by various decrees
of different courts. Lastly. That the oral evidence proves, that
Rajah Akbur Hosein acknowledged, before Witnesses, that Doomnee
and Gool Chummun were his married wives, and that Ameer-0
nissa and Jinnut-0-nissa were his daughters by them.
SECONDLY.
As to the suit being barred by the statute of limita
tions [Section 14, Regulation 3, 17 93] he was of opinion, that plea
would not avail the defendant in this case; for it was clear, that at
the death of Rajah Akbur Hosein, his daughters were all minors.
Further, that, until the claim of Deedar Hosein, who claimed the
entire estate on the ground of family usage, should be ﬁnally dis
posed of, they could not sue for their rights ; for if Deedar Hosein
should succeed in obtaining a decree, any decision they might have
obtained in the mean time,_ as heirs of Akbur Hosein, would be
useless, and all the expense incurred thrown away.
They there
fore waited the result of the appeal to England, being in the mean
time supported from the produce of the zemindary; and having
their rights declared and reserved in sundry decisions. ' of the Sud
der Court.
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An appeal was then preferred to this Court. which resulted in
the aﬂirmation of the lower court’s decree by Mr. J. F. M. Reid,
The appellant, on llth February
on the 18th November 1841.
1842, applied for a review of judgment, on the ground that the
decision of the Court was at variance with one passed by it on the
4th August 1820, No. 1786, in which Ranee Zuhoor-0-nissa and
Deedar Hosein were declared to be entitled each to ,1-IQ; shares of
certain lakhiraj and garden lands, from which decree no appeal
was preferred; and that the said lakhiraj and garden lands were
included in the present suit. Mr. Reid, on 29th September 1842,
his decision of the 18th November 1841, as
so far amended
to direct, that, when execution was taken out, the {T7 shares de
creed to Deedar Hosein of the lakhiraj and garden lands should
But this being an alteration
be left in that person’s possession.
of the decree of the lower court, Mr. Reid desired the proceed
The case then came on
ings to be laid before another judge.
before Mr. [now Sir Robert] Barlow who recorded his opinion
as follows :—‘I do not think that this action can be enter
The plaintiffs sue as heirs of Rajah Akbur Hosein.
tained.
He died in 1813, and this suit is commenced in 1836. The suit
carried to the Privy Council between Rajah Deedar Hosein and
Ranee Zuhoor-o-nissa, is pleaded in justiﬁcation of the delay in
the institution of the present action.
do not consider the plea
The cause of action unquestionably arose on the
to be good.
death of Rajah Akbur Hosein, and it was open to the plaintiffs
to sue the party or arties in possession, without reference to the
claims of others.
They failed to do so; and, being beyond time,
their claim must, in my opinion, be dismissed.’
Mr.
concurred with Mr. Barlow; and ﬁnal judgment
the p aintiifs was accordingly passed on the 22d April
against Rattray
1843.
To render the subsequent proceedings in this case intelligible, it is
necessary to refer to those which preceded its institution; a brief
history of which is to be found in the decision of this Court of the
12th August 1822, (vide Sudder Dewanny Reports, Vol. III, page
164.) From the proceedings in that case, it will be seen that Rajah
Fukhrooddeen,
zemindar of pergunnah Soorjapoor, who died in
December 1793 A. D., was succeeded by his two sons, Rajah
Akbur Hosein and Rajah Deedar Hosein, who held each a
moiety of the pergunnah.
Rajah Akbar Hosein dying in Sep
tember I813, Rajah Deedar Hosein claimed the entire estate; but
not succeeding in getting a summary order for possession, he, on the
lst January 1815, commenced an action in the Moorsbedabad pro
vincial court against Zuhoor-o-nissa, the widow of Rajah Akbur
Hosein, claiming the moiety of the pergunnah of which his bro
ther died possessed of, on the plea that by immemorial usage of

I
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the family, the surviving male heir should succeed to the entire
estate, to the exclusion of females and other branches of the family.
Zuhoor-0-nissa met this claim by setting up a special claim of her
own, under an alleged deed of sale from her deceased husband in
lieu of dower, and also a deed of gift of some ninety thousand ru
pees, besides jewels, 8cc- in favor of his three daughters.
Rajah Deedar Hosein was unsuccessful. His claim was dis
The judge considered the deed
missed on the 27 th ‘August 1817.
of sale produced by Zuhoor-0-nissa to be authentic and valid, and
declared her entitled to continue in possession of the moiety of the
pergunnah which had been sold to her.
Rajah Deedar Hosein dissatisﬁed with this decision, appealed
The appeal was heard by
te the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
Mr. S. T. Goad, Mr. Courtney Smith and Sir James Edward
Colebrooke. Mr. Goad recorded his opinion, that the documents of
both parties were fabricated; that the family custom pleaded by
Deedar Hosein was not established; and that the moiety of the
pergunnah, left by the deceased Akbur Hosein, should be parcelled
out among all his heirs, agreeably to the Mahomedan law of Inherit
ance; and that, for this urpose, a genealogical table ﬁled in the
cause should be laid befbre the Mahomedan law oﬂicers of the
Court, in order to their propounding the law.
Mr. Courtney ‘Smith
and Sir J. E. Colebrooke, agreed as to the fabrication of the docu
leaded by Rajah
ments, but considered that the family custom
Deedar Hosein had been established; and, accordingly, on the 4th
August 1820, a decree passed, reversing and annulling the decision
of the provincial court, and awarding possession of the entire ze
c
mindarry to Rajah Deedar Hosein.
Zuhoor-0-nissa dissatisﬁed, applied for a review of the judgment,
which was granted, and the case was re-heard by Mr. William Ley
Mr.
cester, Mr. Samuel Thomas Goad and Mr. William Dorin.
Leycester and Mr. Goad agreed, that the moiety of the zemindarry,
left by Rajah Akbur Hosein, should be divided amongst the heirs
of that person, including Deedar Hosein as one of those heirs.
When the case came before Mr. Dorin, he agreed generally with
his colleagues; and stated his opinion that the contested property
should be assumed to have been the estate of Akbur Hosein, and
that Deedar Hosein would have been entitled to share in the division
of
but for the litigating parties being Sheeahs—according to the
tenets of which sect, a brother
not entitled to any portion of the
of
a
who
leaves
daughter; and therefore,
property
person deceased,
left
as
that
Akbur
Hosein
had
two daughters, Deedar
appeared
Hosein should not be permitted to participate at all in the moiety
of the pergunnah left by Akbur Hosein.
Mr. Leycester and Mr. Goad concurring in this opinion, judg
ment was given by the Court on 22d August 1822, reversing the
4th August 1820, and afﬁrming the decision
previous decision

of

it
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the provincial court, dated the 27th of August 1817, in so far
as regards the dismissal of Deedar Hosein’s claim, and declaring
to Zuhoor-o-nissa for the wasilat of the
that person
w ich he was in possession of the disputed property,
period during responsible
under the decree of this Court of 4th August 1820.

of
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a
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Rajah Deedar Hosein, still dissatisﬁed, a pealed to the King in
Council against the whole of this decree of
12th August 1822,
and forwarded a transcriptof the proceedings to England, but took
no further steps; and the appeal was in consequence dismissed by an
order of the Privy Council, dated 9th February 1833, for want of
prosecution, without of course recording any opinion whatever on
the subject matter of the claims of the contending parties.
This
the decree of the Privy Council referred to in the pro
of
the present case, and reaching this country about the
ceedings
time of Zuhoor-o-nissa’s death, her brother, Hosein Rezza, con
trived to get possession of the estate, which led to the institution of
heirs of Rajah Akbur
the suit by the parties calling themselves
Hosein, and which was, as already noticed, ﬁnally dismissed by
Mr. Barlow and Mr. Rattray on 22d April 1843.
On 4th July 1846, the respondents ﬁled in this Court another de
cree of the Privy Council, dated 15th January 1842, with a petition
requesting the same might be executed in their behalf. It appear
ed from this decree, that Rajah Deedar Hosein presented a petition
to the Privy Council, praying that his appeal, which had been struck
oﬁ' for want of prosecution, might be restored; and that offering to
rosecute the appeal without further delay, the same was, on 20th
and eventually the case be
gebruary 1836, ordered accordingl
tween the contending parties, Rajafi Deedar Hosein and Zuhoor-0
The judgment of the Privy
nissa, was disposed of on its merits.
Council, as pronounced by Mr. Baron Parke,
given verbatim in
Moore’s Indian Reports, Vol. II. page 471. Their Lordships con
curred with the great majority of the judges of this Court, in the
opinion that the deeds of gift, under which the respondent (Zuhoor
o-nissa) claimed the property are fabricated; and that the wusseeut
and ilzrarnameh are open to so much suspicion, that the claim of the
founded upon or
appellant (Rajah Deedar Hosein) so far as
conﬁrmed by them, must fail. Their Lordships then declared the
claim under the plea of family usage could not be recognized, inas
could not
to be as stated by the
much as, supposing
pellant,
exempt this zemindary from the operation of iflegulation 11, 1793.
Their Lordships therefore declared, that, on the death of Rajah
Akbur Hosein, his interest in the zemindary devolved, according to
the Mahomedan law of succession, to several heirs.
Their Lordships then concurred in the application of the Sheeah
law to the claim of Deedar Hosein, as one of the heirs of his de
ceased brother Akbur Hosein, according to which he was not
entitled in this case to share at all.

(235)
For

their Lordships considered that the judgment
of
August 1822, must be affirmed, with the, fol
modiﬁcation,
viz.
that that part which directs Deedar Hosein
lowing
Zuhoor-o~nissa
for the proceeds of the moiety of the
to
to account
in
whilst
he
was
possession, must be altered; and that
zemindary,
Deedar Hosein must bring the amount into Court, to be paid to
those who are heirs according to the Sheeah law of succession.
With
this modiﬁcation, the decree of this Court was aﬁirmed.
On lst August 1846, the Court, (present Messrs. Rattray and
Barlow,) on a consideration of the decree of the Privy Council above
recited, and ﬁnding that the petitioners rights, as heirs of Akbur
Hosein, had been declared, and their respective shares adjusted in
the case of Zuhoor-0-nissa appellant, '0. Deedar Hosein, decided
in this Court on the 18th May 1830, (vide Sudder Dewanny Reports,
Vol. V. page 29,) desired the judge of Purneah to put them in
possession of their respective shares,‘and to call u on l)eedar Hos
ein to pay into Court the amount wasilat due irom him, under
this Court’s decree of the 12th August 1822.
The sons of Hosein Rezza who died, now presented a petition,
remonstrating against this order as militating against the decree
obtained by their father from Mr. Barlow and Mr. Rattray, on the
22nd April 1843; and on lst March 1847, Mr. Rattray and Mr.
Barlow considered it advisable to allow the respondents to move
A petition to
the Court to review their judgment of that date.
that purport was put in by the respondents on the 5th March 1847,
and the review was granted accordingly by Mr. Rattray and Mr.
Barlow on the 13th idem.
Under this order admitting the review, the original case was
reheard before a full bench, and fully argued for four successive
da s.
)iVe (Messrs. RATTRAY and Tvoxun) are of o inion that the
claim of the respondents in this case is not barred by Section" 14,
We observe that there can be no doubt they
Regulation 3, 17 93.
could have come into Court under Section 3, Regulation 2 of 1805,
But not having
(especially Clause 4) had they pleaded thislaw.
done so, we think it is not competent to us to give them the advan
though we should not be without precedent were we to do
tage of

(Vide Mr. Turnbull’s

Jai

page 42.)

decision

the case

of Karuna Mai

and

Chunder Ghose, Sudder Dewanny Reports, volume

We concur with Mr.

A

V.

v.

J.

so.

others,

in

it,

F. M. Reid and Moulvee Rooknood

of action in this case may fairl be
the
taken from the arrival in this country of the ﬁrst decree
Privy Council, before which the result of the litigation between
Any suit
Deedar Hosein and Zuhoor-0-nissa was not known.
instituted intermediately, claiming as heir of Akbur Hosein, could
decree obtained
not have been proceeded in, or,
proceeded in,
ofy

deen in opinion, that the cause

/

a

if
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this Court of 12th
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(236)
would have been of no avail against a decision in favor either of
Deedar Hosein or Zuhoor-o-nissa, both claiming under a special
We consider this alone
ty, adverse to a claim of inheritance.
would bring the respondents’ case within the discretion allowed to
the Court, under the concluding words of Section 14, Regulation
But further we observe, it was the last decision of the
3, 1793.
Privy Council alone that authoritatively and ﬁnally declared the
to be the estate of Akbur Hosein, and divisible amongst
property
is heirs.
U to the date of that decision, the question was in
and)
abeyance;
though the respondents knew themselves to be heirs
of Akbur Hosein, they could not know that as such they were
entitled to_any portion of this property.
Had it not been, therefore,
for the demise of Zuhoor-o-nissa, and the succession by inheritance
of Hosein Rezza her brother, the respondents would have been in
time had they come in within twelve years of this last decision of
the Privy Council.
This point being disposed of, we need do little
more than record our entire concurrence in opinion with Mr. Reid
and Moulvee Rooknooddecn on the merits of the case, and
here we are glad to have Sir Robert Barlow with us.
We
have two decisions
of this Court, one, that of Rajah Deedar
Hosein, v. Ranee Zuhoor-o-nissa, dated 4th August 1820, (Sud
der Dewanny Reports, Vol. III. page 46;) the other, between
the same parties, decided 18th May 1830, (Sudder Dewanny
Reports, VoL V. page 29) in which the respondents by name
are recorded amongst the then existing heirs of Rajah Akbur
Hosein, and their respective shares, in the property therein under
We have Zuhoor-o-nissa, undisput
litigation, are allotted to them.
edly the wife of Akbur Hosein, a. few days after her husband’s
death, applying to the public authorities for protection for his three
We have the deed of gift which
daughters, without distinction.
Zuhoor-o-nissa
set
three
up in their behalf; in which these
daughters, one of them being her own, again mentioned, with
out distinction, as the daughters of Akbur Hosein, and pro
vided for alike.
Though this document has been declared to
be fabricated, it is still good as evidence of Zuhoor-o-nissa’s
acknowledgment of the persons mentioned as the daughters of
We have, again, Zuhoor-o-nissa referring to
Akbur Hosein.
them more indirectly, in her petition to this Court for a review of
the judgment of the 4th August 1820, when (her own daughter
Fyz-o-nissa
dead) it is clear she could allude to the remain
being meer-o-nissa and Jinnut-o-nissa; and the refer
ing two only,
ence implied their legitimacy, and was so considered by the Court,
which, in consequence, refused to recognize Deedar Hosein as en
titled to share in the estate. We have, further, the acknowledgment
of the appellant himself, in his petition to the police daroglza of
Kishengunge, the day after Zuhoor-o-nissa died, that Ameer-o
were Akbur Hosein’s
nissa and Mehr-o-nissa
daughters, and

\
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2,

2,

;

if

;

i.

I

* Rajah Deedar Hosein, Appellant,
versus

Rance Zuhoor-o-nissa,
case

the appellant

Respondent.

was dismissed by order of the Privy Council in 1833, on default of
but revived on his petition in 1836.
'

This

;

1'
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4,

J.

is,

heirs to the estate left by that person.
To crown the‘ whole, we
ﬁnd the appellant, in his petition for a review of Mr. Reid’s judg
ment of 18th November 1841, insisting on the ﬁnality of the deci
sion of this Court, of 4th August 1820, No. 1786, which decree, as
above shewn, indicates the respondents, by name, as heirs of Akbur
Hosein, and awards to them their respective shares of the property
then in dispute.
All that we have to satisfy ourselves of,
that the respondents
are the heirs of the deceased Rajah Akbur Hosein; and from a
consideration of the circumstances above stated, we have no doubt
whatever of the title of the respondents, and we accordingly concur
in, and make ﬁnal the decree of Mr.
F. M. Reid under date the
18th November 1841, which, subject to the modiﬁcation stated in
his proceeding of the 29th September 1842, already noticed, aﬂirms
that of the principal sudder ameen, Moulvee Rooknooddeen, dated
the 6th May 1839. All costs of this appeal to be charged to the
appellant; and the respondents to receive back three-fourths of the
amount value of the stamp on which the petition of review in this
case
under the provisions of Clause
Section
engrossed,
1825, and that application be made to Government
Regulation
for permission to refund to respondents the remaining one-fourth.
Sm ROBERT BAR.LOW.——Tl1lS case was disposed of on the 22d
April 1843, by Mr. Rattray and myself, on an appeal preferred
against the decision of the principal sudder ameen, dated 6th May
1839, in favor of the respondents, plaintiifs in the original case.
recorded my judgment to the following effect :—That as the
parties* before the Privy Council, both urged special claims to the
exclusion of all others; and as the property in dispute in that case
was landed property—the moiety of pergunnah Soorjapoi-e—that
suit could not be held to be identical with the present action for
the same and other property-—‘ lakhiraj ;’—-in which other parties,
e. the alleged heirs to Akbur
never, until now, before the courts,
and
the heirs of Zuhoor-0-nissa are
Hosein’s estates, are plaintiffs,
claims on grounds never
each
their
defendants,
party resting
the plain
in
court
any
consequently, that
previously preferred
tiffs had any claims as legal heirs to Akbur Hosein’s estate, their
cause of action having arisen on his death in l8l3, they were
bound to come into court within 12 years from that period
whereas the present suit was instituted -on the 6th December
1836 only, and that their non-appearance and silence in the said
case of Rajaht Deedar Hosein, appellant, versus Rance Zuhoor
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0-nissa, respondent, excluded them, and barred the cognizance of
Mr. Rattray
their claims by the courts on the present occasion.
concurred with me-—Mr. Reid dissentient.
The judgment of the
majority of the Court was made ﬁnal, and is recorded at page 124,
of volume VII. of the Sudder Dewanny Reports for 1843.
In execution of the decree of Her Majesty’s Privy Council,
dated February I841, in the said case of Deedar Hosein versus
Zuhoor-o-nissa, which came before me, (wherein it is ordered, that
the estate of Akbur Hosein shall be divided amongst his heirs,
without however, naming them; and wherein also, the deeds on
which the parties urging special claims to the moiety of pergunnah
Soorjapore, were declared forgeries) a question, never before
directly at issue, either between the parties now in Court or be
tween any other parties, arose, as to who were the heirs of Rajah
Akbur Hosein; and Mr. Rattray and myself, as the speediest and
most satisfactory mode of eliciting this fact, thought it expedient
to re-open the suit which we had already disposed of under the law
of limitation, and, for this purpose, suggested to the respondents
the propriety of an application for a review of our judgment, which
was accordingly made, and admitted ; and the case being made
over for a hearing to a full bench, came on before Messrs. Rattray,
Tucker, and myself, on the 17th, 19th, 21st, and 22d of April last.
For the better understanding of the case, I have annexed a ge
nealogical table, in which I have set down the dates of the births
and the deaths of the parties now concerned, as, in my opinion,
established by the record before the Court. The plaintiffs appear,
one, Gool Chummun, as the widow, claiming 5 sehams or shares;
another, Ameer-o-nissa, as the daughter, claiming 33 sehams her
own, and her mother Doomnee’s share; and the third, Mehr-0
nissa, as the grand daughter, claiming 28 shares (her mother
Jinnut-0-nissa being dead, and her grand mother Gool Chummun
being a co-plaintiff) of the estate of Rajah Akbur Hosein.
The questions to be decided in this case are, as it appears to
me: ﬁrst, have the plaintiffs brought their action within the 12
years allowed by our law of limitations, Section 14, Regulation 3
of 1793? and second, if they have, are they de facto the legal heirs
of the late Rajah Akbur Hosein P We have, on the second hearing
of this case, had the beneﬁt of the aid of learned counel on both
sides ; the points at issue have been most ably argued, and no labor
or time has been spared to get at the facts of the case, and to
decide it according to the best of our ability.
After the fullest
consideration, however,
see no reason for altering the judgment
recorded in concurrence with Mr. Rattray. I regret that I should
diﬂ'er with my colleagues; but as
cannot concur with them, it
becomes necessar
that I should record my opinion in this case
separately; and
propose to do this somewhat more in detail
than on the previous occasion.

I

I

I

l

(239)
is,

The ﬁrst question I have to consider,
whether the plaintiffs
Court within the period prescribed by our law. On
this point my colleagues and myself differ: they admit them;
would throw them out under the limitation law, on the grounds

I I

have come into

2,

;*

3,

a

is

it

;

is

I

is,

I

;

* The decision of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, which declared Ranee Zuhoor-0
and
nissa’s deed on which she claimed to be a forgery, was passed in August 1822
bound to come into Court to prove their right to
the heirs were, by that
be ore the Court in that case; and only sued in 1836, on the
They were notjudgment,
succeed.
Ranee’s demise, wheh the period prescribed by law for the institution of suits had
hold,
of itself, sufficient to
two years. This decision
been exceeded upwards
establish adverse possession.

of
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3,

a

;

shall presently assign.
It has been argued for the plaintilfs in appeal, that the death
of Rajah Akbur Hosein in 1813, ought not to be taken as the
starting point from which the law of limitation should run; that
there has been no adverse possession
that infancy protects at
least two of the plaintiﬁs, though Akbur Hosein’s death be the
starting point; that the declaration of
competent Court (the
Privy Council) in favor of the plaintiffs, brings them within the
prescribed period; and that this case comes within the exceptions
Section
of 1805; none
Regulation
provided for by Clause
of which pleas, in my opinion, bar the operation of the limitation
law, for the following reasons.
It will be conceded, that
the plaintilfs are the legal heirs of
Akbur Hosein, they became so on the day of his death;
there
fore, none of the other pleas urged on their behalf are valid, they
must necessarily have lost their time and cause of action.
The next argument brought forward, which also has reference
to limitation, is, that there has been no adverse possession
or, in
other words, that the possession of Zuhoor-o-nissa
does not bar
It
stated in the plaint, that she
the claims of the plaintiffs.
the
real
held
property, pergunnah Soorjapore, by right of her deed
from the Rajah Akbur Hosein and that she took
of
dower
in lieu
certain
of
personal property for his three daughters, under
charge
also stated that they, the
a deed of gift granted to them; and
and
their
Gool
did enjoy
Chummun,
co-plaintiff,
daughters,
por
tion of the rajah’s estate, whilst the case of Deedar Hosein versus
Ranee Zuhoor-0-nissa was pending in the Courts of this country
and before Her Majesty’s Privy Council; thereby virtually plead
ing, that there was not only no adverse possession, but on the
contrary, possession to such an extent as barred the application
of the law of limitation to their present suit.
It now becomes necessary to advert to what is, under our Regu
lation law, considered suﬂicient to bar an action of this nature;
of 1793.
quote Section 14, Regulation
and, for this purpose,

(

240

)
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‘

The zillah and city judges are prohibited hearing, trying, &c,
any suit whatever, against any person or persons, if the cause
of action shall have arisen twelve years before any suit shall have
been commenced on account of it; unless the complainant can
shew by clear and positive proof, &c. 8nc., that he directly pre
ferred his claim within that period for the matter in dispute,
to a. court of competent jurisdiction to try the demand; and shall
assign satisfactory reason to the court why he did not proceed
in the suit, or shall prove that either from minority, or other
good and suﬂicient cause, he had been precluded from obtaining
redress.’
That Zuhoor-o-nissa was in possession under a deed, which, if
proved, would have excluded the plaintiﬂs in tato from pergunnah
Soorjapore, is clear from the plaint; and as the law of our courts,
just quoted, throws on a claimant the onus of coming forward
person in possession, within 12 years from the cause
against
of action,anly know not how her possession of the very lands now
sued for can be considered other than adverse possession-——nay, it
seems to me, that the plaintiffs, in anticipation of the plea of ad
verse possession being urged, have designedly so prepared their
plaint as to meet it; and, to make their action, and that of Deedar
Hosein versus Zuhoor-0-nissa,
appear identical, have set forth
their joint possession with her, in order to avoid the limitation law.
ﬁnd, that the principal sudder ameen has partly ground
Indeed,
ed his judgment on the identity of the two cases, declaring the
penalty of laches on the part of the plaintiffs not incurred in
That the plaintiffs lived in the family-house of
consequence*.
Rajah Akbur Hosein, and were supported by him, is admitted;
but they were never acknowledged by him as his legal heirs. The deed
of gift in which Bhinkee and Hingah are called his daughters, was,
as already stated, rejected by the courts and Her Majesty’s Privy
Council; such maintenance cannot suﬂice to establish a right of
inheritance or possession as legal heirs; and doubtless, but for
the decision of Her Majesty’s Council, the plaintiffs never would
have come forward, and would have been for ever excluded from
participation in the estate, which, under the Mahomedan law of

I

I

* As to the identity of the two cases,
beg to quote Ranee Zuhoor-o-nissa’s petition
to the S urld er D ewanny Ad awlut, presented through her wukeels MoonsheeAmeerood
deen Ahmud and Hosein Ali.
She prays ‘ that, as no action has been brought by
any qfA]zbur Hosein’_s heirs in the provincial court, the suit (between her and Deedar
Hosein,) may be tried without reference to the rights of h'eirs’—adds ‘ that point
has not been investigated in the court of appeal,
et why should orders be passed in
the ﬁrst instance in the Sudder Dewanny Adawliit, directing that the zemindaree,
should be divided into portions according to the Mahomedan law ;’ and further on,
‘ it is not
just that the jud s of any courts should, without an action being brought,
a
away mm the possession of a person, and divide it among
’zemindaree
time
0 ers.

(

241

)

succession,* in such case,‘would have gone to Zuhoor-0-nissa ﬁrst,
as heir ; (Deedar Hosein having been already declared no heir,
under the Sheeah tenets) ; and then, in the absence of other heirs to
Akbur Hosein, have gone to her heirs, and descended in her line
to her brother Hosein Rezza, the defendant and appellant in this
It .is for the plaintiffs, under our regulations, to adduce
case.
positive proof that they participated as heirs; and, in the absence of
that proof, the Ranee Zuhoor-o-nissa’s posses/sion must be consi
dered quoad them adverse.
That the plaintiffs are not the legal heirs of the rajah, but family
slaves, or his daughters by slave girls, may fairly be inferred by
their very names; and at this point of the argument I must refer
to them.
Doomnee deceased, was the mother of Bhinkee, styled in the
plaint Ameer-o-nissa1'.
Gool Chummun was the mother of Hingah, styled innut-0-nissa,
deceased, whose daughter, Mehr-o-nissa, is one of the plaintiffs. It
is a most remarkable circumstance, that, in all the cases reported
in the Select Reports of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut between the
2 brothers, Rajahs Akbur Hosein and Deedar Hosein, and be
tween the latter and Rance Zuhoor-0-nissa, the acknowledged wi
dow of Akbur Hosein, no allusion appears to have been made, in
any pleadings in the courts, to Doomnee and Gool Chummun as two
wives, also of Akbur Hosein; though they were both alive at the
time of his death, and survived him for some years.
ﬁnd how
ever they are mentioned, as well as their daughters Bhinkee and
Hingah, in a decree of the court, and in a genealogical table form
iug part of an editorial comment on the Mahomedan Law of suc
of the Select
cession, in a case reported at page 46 of volume
Reports.
It was an action brought by Rajah Deedar Hosein versus
Ranee Zuhoor-0-nissa, for the possession of certain rent-free lands,
which the Court awarded to the surviving heirs on a futwa de
The case was not one of disputed
livered by their law oﬂicer.
inheritance; and whether the parties now before us were daugh
ters, whether Doomnee and Gool Chummun, their mothers, were
wivesi of the Rajah, does not appear to have been agitated at all,
nor were they parties to the suit.
They have never, however, up to the present hearing, borne any
titles; and the fact of their being on his establishment as slaves,
is,
consider, fully substantiated by the evidence of Meer Inait
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I

III.

I

* Vide Decision Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, dated 12th August 1822.
are assumed names taken by them long after Akbur Hosein’s death.
These
1
The vakeels of Ranee Zuhoor-0-nissa on being interrogated by Mr. Courteney
Smith, a judge of this Court, on the 6th June 1820, [vide proceedings of that date,]
answered that Doomnee and Gool Chummun were not married to the Rajah.

I

(242)

J

Ali, the Rajah’s half brother, and by that of

umnoo Khansaman
and Imam Buksh Khansaman, two old servants of the family, in
dependent of other witnesses who depose to the same fact. Under
the above circumstances,
come to the conclusion, that the plea
of no adverse possession is not made out.
now enter upon the next argument, of infancy.
This, of
course, cannot beneﬁt Gool Chummun, before whom Akbur Hos
ein died in ISI3.
Hinga, her daughter, died without having
preferred any claim; but we have Mehr-o-nissa, Hinga’s daugh
ter, as a plaintiﬁ' with her grandmother, and I proceed to enquire
whether the limitation law excludes her. I ﬁnd from a proceed
ing of the judge of Poorneah, Mr. David Scott, dated the ltith
November I813, that the wukeel of Zuhoor-o-nissa, on being ques
tioned by him as to the age of Hinga, stated she was then 13
Now, this was stated,
years old, and that Bhinkee was 6 years.
at a time when there was nothing to be gained by giving false
data on this point, and they may therefore be relied on.
Such
being the case, it was incumbent on Hinga, allowing her I2 years
after her majority, to come into Court in I828. She however
never claimed, and died about 1829*.
have already said,
that the evidence on the record proves that she was not the
legitimate daughter of Akbur Hosein; neither is it shewn that
Gool Chummun or Hinga were acknowledged by the Rajah
If therefore any allowance was
as his wife and daughter.
made for their subsistence on the Rajah’s establishment, it can
only be considered in the light of maintenance, which such persons
customarily receive in the houses of the great families of the na
tives of India. Neither Gool Chummun nor Hinga having held
am
as heirs, and Hinga herself having died without claiming,
of opinion that Mehr-0-nissa, though she may have come into court
within 12 years of attaining her majority, is excluded by reason of
the default of her mother.
I have now to consider the claim of Bhinkee, deceased, repre
The evidence, already al
sented by Inait Rezza, her husband.
luded to, goes to prove that she was about 9 years old in 1813.
By the proceeding of the judge of Poornea, l6th November l8l3,
she appears to have been at that time, about 6 years of age. Tak
ing this for data, she ought, granting her l2 years after majority,
to have sued in 1835 ; whereas her plaint was ﬁled, with the others,
on 6th December 1836 only; and it must not be forgotten, that
her mother Doomnee, who survived Rajah Akbur Hosein many
years, never claimed at all.
Such are my reasons for rejecting the plea of infancy put for
hold, that, in a case like the present, parties claiming to
ward.

I
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* Vide depositions of Imam Buksh, Tara Chand Ghose,_and
cited by the plainnﬂs, taken in September I837, in this case.
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succeed to an inheritance, after the lapse of so many years, are
bound to set forth their claims clearly and explicitly.
They are,
moreover, bound to shew by the most satisfactory, indubitable
proof, both oral and documentary, that they have not exceeded the
law: the law is styled emphatically that of limitation ; and though
not a part of a penal code, must necessarily be administered strict
ly, without liberty or license; otherwise, the very terms of the law
are inconsequential, and the law itself is made a nullity.
The
plaintiffs are bound to prove their case ﬁrst ; and no claims urged
generally on doubtful and defective data, ought, in my opinion, to
satisfy the Court.
The next point to which
shall advert,
the plea that the
declaration of
competent court bars the application of the law of
limitations between the same parties, and in the same matter,
doubtless, such declaration would operate.
But
submit, that
suit between Rajah Deedar Hosein and Rance Zuhoor-o-nissa for
the Soorjapore estates, both claiming on special grounds—-the for
mer on a_will and on family custom, and the latter on
deed of
dower from Akbur Hosein—can by no means be, or be held to be,
indentical with the present case, in which other parties, never be
fore the courts till l836, claim as legal heirs of Akbur Hosein to
succeed to his estate, against the defendants alleging themselves
to be the heirs of Rauee Zuhoor-o-nissa, and entitled to succeed to
her estate—an estate which, in the absence of other heirs to Akbur
Hosein, became her own, as the only heir (for Deedar Hosein
had already been thrown out by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut and
Her Majesty’s Privy Council,) of Rajah Akbur Hosein, and which
by the Mahomedan Law of Succession, would descend in her line to
the defendants the preent appellants.
admit, that had the
action, so long in the courts between Deedar Hosein and Ranee
Zuhoor-o-nissa, been contested on the grounds of right to succession,
as heirs to the estate of Akbur Hosein, the provisions of Section
l3, Regulation
of 1793, would have rendered the courts com
would
have been imperative
on them by that
petent; nay,
law ‘to adjudge by their decree to all the heirs, their shares in
the proportion
to which they might be respectively entitled.’
was one in
Such, however, was not the nature of that case
which both parties urged special claims, not only adverse to, but
utterly destructive of all other claims, be they what they might
and had either of them obtained judgment, the parties now before
us were excluded for ever.
A declaration then, under the circumstances above stated, made
generally in favor of heirs not named, without any enquiry who
they were, or whether any, save Ranee Zuhoor-0-nissa herself, were
then living, cannot in my opinion be held to be that of
compe
tent court, such as would bar the operation of our limitation law.
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There remains one other plca to be considered, namely, that the
comes within the provisions of Section 3, Regulation 2, of
I805 ; whereby, if fraudulent acquisition be proved to the satis
faction of the court, the limitation law is barred.
But this argu
ment is hardly applicable to the case.
Throughout the plaint,
joint participation with Zuhoor-o-nissa is set forth ; and it is pre
sumed that the plaintiffs have come into court within the 12 years
ordinarily granted for institution of suits. Indeed, the cause of
action is calculated from the date of the decision of Her Majesty’s
Privy Council, when Deedar Hosein’s appeal to England was
struck oﬂ‘ on default.
Let
however, be said, that the possession
of Zuhoor-o-nissa, on her forged deed, was fraudulent:
would ask,
when was this deed declared
ﬁnd that so long
forgery? and
back as the year I822, the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut pronounced
to be
The decision was notorious
but nevertheless
forgery.
not
motion was made in Court, either by regular action or sum
mary petition, setting forth the rights of the parties now claiming.
Their total silence up to the date of this plaint, satisﬁes me they
were not the legal heirs of Akbur Hosein and hence their ab
sence throughout.
But
have further to remark, that
was
incumbent on the plaintiffs,
the plea of fraudulent possession
to be urged for laches, distinctly to set forth in their plaint, that
they came into Court under the provisions of Section
Regulation
of 1805;
course
consider imperative under Clause
of that
The words are
Section.
Clause 2. In all such cases viz. when the original cause of
action may have arisen more than 12 years before the institu
tion of the suit, and the claim may not be cognizable under the
and
exceptions and provisions contained in the Regulations
Sections above cited, but may be nevertheless cognizable under
the provision made by the preceding Clause, &c. 800., the plaintif
shall set forth the same distinctly, either in his petition of plaint,
The Court will then take evidence that may
or in his replication.
be adduced by the plaintiff in proof of his allegation, &c.; will de
termine whether the snit in question be cognizable under the
If the determination
present rule and Section, or otherwise.
be in favor of the plaintiff, the merits of his claim of right shall
be heard, tried and determined, &c.’
a decision of this Court, at page I62 of
am aware that there
of the Sudder Dewanny Reports, to the effect, that ‘it
volume
not requisite to declare that the adverse possession was acquired
that can be gathered from the plaint;’ but
by fraud or violence,
this decision
cannot admit to be
precedent obligatory on the
;,
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In the ﬁrst place, we have the opinions of two of the judges*
only against those of two other judges,1' entirely opposed to each
other on the very point in question, i. e. whether the adverse pos
sesion, through fraud, &c., need or need not be speciﬁcally and
The judges ﬁrst mentioned, de
distinctly set forth in the plaint.
cided in the afﬁrmative on a special appeal on the point of law,
being of opinion that it was necessary to specify the precise nature
of the fraud. The two judges who followed declared: ‘Although
the claimant did not distinctly and speciﬁcally state in his
plaint, that the possession of the adverse party was acquired by
fraud or violence, yetythat that this was his meaning may clearly
be gathered ; for the whole tenor of his declaration, &c.’
Setting
aside however the provisions of Regulation 2, of 1805, they re
ferred the case back under the provisions of Section 14, Regula
tion 3, of 1793, because ‘ no enquiry had been made into the truth,
or otherwise, of the allegation of the plaintiff as to his insanity.’
We -have then the dicta of two judges against other two, and a
am not aware that
majority can only rule the point of law; and
ﬁnd the case quo
any similar case is to be found in our books.
ted goes only to shew that Messrs. Smith and Goad, setting aside
the provisions of Regulation 2, of 1805, returned the case; not for
investigation of fraudulent adverse possession, under Section 3 of
that law, but for a very different purpose, to have the enquiry
completed in the lower court, which they held to be defective in a
matter of the last importance, viz. the alleged insanity of the
plaintiff; which, if proved after due enquiry, would be satisfactory
reason for non-prosecution, and bring the case within the category
of those referred to in Section 14, Regulation 3, of 1793, and
entitle the plaintiff to a decision on its merits.
Being then of opinion with Messrs. Rees and Oswald, that the
nature of the fraud should be speciﬁcally set forth I; and more, that
the law especially applicable to such cases should have been dis
tinctly cited, in order to shew that the plaintiﬁ"s did appeal to the
courts under the pecial, and not the general rules for the admis
am of opinion that the plea of fraudulent possession
sion of suits,
will not avail them ; and they cannot, therefore, escape the conse
would
quences of their own lashes. Under these circumstances,
throw them out under the law of limitation.
am however overruled on this point by my colleagues ; and it
only remains for me to record my opinion on the 2d question
which
proposed to consider, viz. whether the plaintiffs are de
facto the legal heirs of the late Rajah Akbur Hosein. I have been
Court.
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Messrs. C. Smith and Goad.
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'

under the necessity of discussing this point at large while on the
It is a question which never was the
argument of lapse of time.
point at issue directly; and never, until now, was the subject of
investigation in any court, nor was it ever the point on which any
decision hinged.
Were it left to me to decide it, on the grounds
of any proof adduced by the plaintiffs themselves in this case,
should have considerable diﬁiculty in coming to a decision in their
favor; my reasons for arriving at an opposite conclusion are fully
detailed above.
But the appellants have, in the course of these
proceedings, themselves furnished an argument against their own
cause; one, which if the case be brought tqa hearing and tried,
»
serves to establish their opponents’ claims.
On application for review of judgment preferred to Mr. Reid on
the llth February l8-'12, they put in, and by so
doirgééldopted,
a decision of this Court dated the 4th of August
I
.
This
decision must be taken and considered in all its parts; and in
it I ﬁnd the names of Gool Chummun, Doomnee, Bhinkee and
Hinga as Akbur Hosein’s heirs. The appellants having availed
themselves of one portion of this document, the respondents are
equally entitled to avail themselves of this portion of it. The case
has already been referred to above [vide Volume
page 46, Select
Reports] a decision on the right of inheritance in favor of parties
not before the Court, was passed in an action between other parties
On a ﬁltwa however being called
claiming on special deeds.
for, the judges, Mr. C. Smith and Sir . E. Colebrooke, awarded
distribution amongst the heirs.
Here then it appears to me the appellant’s case fails. The Court
will not allow a party at one stage of the proceedings to plead that
his opponents are illegitimate, and at another to put in a contra
dictory plea. On the second question, therefore, I concur with my
colleagues in giving judgment for the respondents, with all costs
of appeal.
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J. HAWKINS,

EsQ.,
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TEMPORARY" onus.
PETITION No. 277 or 1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Bholakooch Sezawul, trans
mitted to this Court on the 30th April, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of Brijnath Raee, principal
sudder ameen of Durung, in Assam, under date the 19th March
l847, reversing that of the moonsiff of Durung, under date the
19th August 1846, in the case of Bhuggo Saharia, plaintiff, versus
‘
the petitioner, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :
The plaintilf sued for a sum of money; and his suit was dis
missed by the moonsitf for want of proof.
On appeal the princi
pal sudder ameen reversed the decision of the moonsiif, partly on
the ground that certain witnesses, examined by the revenue oﬂicers,
had proved the debt against the defendant.
This was irregular.
The witnesses should have been sent for and examined by the
civil court; especially as the evidence of the plaintiﬁ"s witnesses,
produced in Court, needed corroboration. Instead of proceeding in
this usual and regular way, the principal sudder ameen proceeds
in a great measure upon the record in the collect0r’s oﬂice.
admit the appeal; and remand the case, in order that the evi
dence of the other witnesses may be taken by the court, and the
case then decided, accordingly as the claim may be proved or
otherwise.

I

1

,

Tum

J.

121‘!-I

JUNE 1847.

Pnassnwr

:

HAWKINS, Esc.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE

Pnrrrrou No. 275 or I847.
IN the matter of the petition of Ramkesub Pal, and others, ﬁled
in this Court on the 17th May 1847, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of Mr. Mackay, principal sud
der ameen of Mymensing, under date the 16th February 1847,
Ismail, moonsiﬁ of Madargunge,
reversing that of Mahomed
under date the 14th April 1846, in the case of the petitioners,
plaintiffs verms Asaram Pal and others, defendants.

(248)

0

It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:
The plaintiffs sued to recover possession of certain lands, setting
forth that their father, Kewulram Pal, and his two brothers, Man
gun Ram Pal and Gora Ram Pal, were a joint undivided Hindu fami
ly. That whilst so remaining, they purchased certain property, partly
in the name of one, partly in the name of another; that Mangun
Ram -Pal, the father of the defendants, in due time separated from
his brothers, taking with him his § share of the property; that
the father of the plaintiffs and his brother, Gora Ram, still lived
together; that on the death of Gora Ram, his brother, Kewulram,
succeeded to his share; and that on the death of the latter, his
sons, the plaintiffs, inherited; that in 1242 B. S., the defendants
forcibly ejected them; and that they now sue for recovery. The
defendants joined issue, both as to the facts and the law of the
case.
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The meonsiff gave judgment for the plaintiffs.
On appeal, the principal sudder ameen set aside entirely the
real merits of the case.
He observed merely, that though the

plaintiffs had produced witnesses to prove their dispossession,
such dispossession was not proved; that had they been dispos
sessed, they would have applied to the criminal court, and conse
quently he dismisses the plaint, reversing the judgment of the
moonsili’.
The plaint and the answer both’ shew that the real point at
issue was the question of right under the facts and law of the case,
the investigation of which the principal sudder ameen has waived,
upon a point which may be called merely technical; unless, indeed,
he had shewn that the question of dispossession was of importance,
in regard to the hearing of the action under the law of limitation,
which however he does not attempt to do.
admit the special appeal, and remand the case for re-investiga
tion upon its merits.

I

13-.

Tm: l4'rn Jum:
Pansmwr:
C.

1847.
L

TUCKER, Eso.,
Jones.

PETITION No.

861

or

1845.

In the matter of the petition of Gudadhur Shah, ﬁled in this
Court on the 17th December 1845, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the additional principal sudder
ameen of zillah 24-Pergunnahys, under date the 15th September
1845, reversing that of the moonsilf of Sulkea, under date the.

'
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24th July 1845, in the case of Gudadhur Shah, plaintiff, versus
Petumber Shah, defendant.
In this case the petitioner sued one Petumber Shah, for rupees
115-12-3-3, balance due on a bond with interest, before the moon
The moonsiﬂ’, for the reasons stated in detail in
siﬁ' of Sulkea.
his decree, declared the claim to have been most clearly and fully
Petumber Shah appealed; and the case came on for
established.
trial before Osman Ali, additional principal sudder ameen, who
reversed the decision of the lower court, simply assigning as his
reason, that the evidence was so contradictory that it was not
worthy of credit.
A special appeal is demanded, on the ground, that it was in
cumbent on the additional principal sudder ameen to have set
forth the contradictory evidence; his mere assertion of the fact,
opposed as it is to the decree of the moonsiff’s court, not being
suﬂicient.
I admit the special appeal on the above ground; and annulling
the decision of the additional principal sudder ameen, remand the
case for revision, and that the grounds of the decision of the
appellate court, whatever it may be, may be entered in detail in
the decretal order.

III}:

THE l4'rH JUNE

-

1847.

PRESENT!
C.

TUCKER, EsQ.,
JUDGE.

PETITION No. 882 or

1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Tarachund Desmookho, ﬁled in
this Court on the 29th December 1845, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of the additional principal
sudder ameen of zillah 24-Pergunnahs, under date the 29th Novem
ber 1845, reversing that of the moonsiff of Russah, under date the
25th April 1845, in the case of Tarachand Desmookho, plaintiff,
'
versus Rumonee Dassee and others, defendants.
The petitioner in this case sued N undcomar Haldar and Benode
Raee, gomashtas of Rumonee Dassee, and Rumonee Dassee her
self, for the value of the crop ‘produced on I7 biggahs of land be
longing to him, which he alleged had been forcibly carried oﬂ' by
the gomashtas above-mentioned, assisted by a large body of men,
under the orders of their mistress.
The plaintiff ﬁrst complained to the magistrate under Act 4,
In the
1840, and obtained an award upholding his possession.
proceedings in the foujdarree court, one Jadubchunder Biswas
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stated, that he cultivated the lands in question on a lease from the
proprietor, and had himself reaped and carried away the crops.
On this account, the plaintiff included Jadubchunder Biswas
amongst the defendants, more for form’s sake than any thing else;
the charge of forcibly
away the crops being brought
carriying
o Rumonee Dassee alone.
against the two gomashlas
The moonsiﬁ' decreed against Rumonee Dassee, Nundcomar
Haldar, and Benode Raee only. Jadubchunder Biswas made the
same answer before his court, as he did before the magistrate.
On appeal, the additional principal sudder ameen, without the
Haldar,
slightest reference to the evidence against Nundcomar
Benode Raee and Rumonee Dassee discharged them ; on the ground
that Jadubchunder Biswas having admitted that heltook the crops,
he alone could be made responsible.
The proceedings in the additional principal sudder ameen’s court
are obviously incomplete.
The moonsiff declares it to have been established in his court, that
Nundcomar Haldar and Benode Raee, with the aid of a number
of men, carried oﬁ' the crops, and decreed against them only; dis
It was
believing the defence set up by Jadubchunder Biswas.
incumbent on the additional principal sudder ameen to decide on
the evidence, and not to exonerate Nundcomar Haldar, Benode
Raee, and Rumonee Dassee, merely because Jadubchunder Biswas
said that he had taken the crops.
Special appeal admitted; and the proceedings remanded to the
judge, who will refer the case to one of the two present principal
sudder ameens, to be disposed of according to the preceding re
marks.

1-»

Tnn l4'rn JUNE 1847.
Passmwrz
C.

TUCKER, Eso.,
Junca.

PETITION No. 862

or

1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Madhub Chunder Ghose, ﬁled
in this Court on the l7th December 1845, praying for the ad
mission of a special appeal from the decision of the additional
principal sudder ameen of zillah 24-Pergunnahs, under date the
16th September I845, reversing that of the sudder ameen of that
district, under date the 18th April l845, in the case of Sreekishen
Sirkar, plaintiﬁ‘, versus Madhub Chunder Ghose and Rughoonath
Haldar, defendants.

~‘

...‘

___,__
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ln this

case the petitioner

was sued by Hurreekishen, for the
principal‘ and interest due on a

of rupees 591-6-10,

IQECOAICYY
on .

The case was tried by Lokenath Bose, the sudder ameen, who,
.
for various reasons, detailed at length in his decision, was of opi
nion, that the claim was without foundation ; and the suit got up
He accordingly
by a third party at enmity with the petitioner.
dismissed the plaint.
An appeal was preferred, and tried by Oogman Ali Klian,
additional principal sudder ameen, who reversed the decision of
the sudder ameen, merely remarking that he saw no such contra
in the oral evidence, as would authorize him in disregard
dictions

ing it.

y
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I consider the proceedings in the appellate
I therefore admit the special appeal;
plete.

court to be incom
and direct that the
proceedings be remanded to the judge, who will refer them to one
of the present principal sudder ameens attached to his court, with
intructions to go fully into the case as set forth in the decision
of the sudder ameen, and dispose of the objections urged by that
oﬂicer against the plaintiffs’ claim; recording his opinion in full,
either reversing or afﬁrming the decision of the lower court, as he
may deem just and proper.

-1}-..

THE l4'I‘H JUNE I847.
R. H.

PRESENT!

RATTRAY,

A. DICK,

and

ESQR.S.,

Junous;

and

W. JACKSON, EsQ.,
CASE No.

TEMPORARY Juno!-1.

161

or

1845.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Patna, E. DaCosta, April 2d I845.

MUSST. BIBI IMAMUN, WULLAIT HOSEIN, MEER.
AND AFTER HIS DEATH, MEER ALI
Ann o'rm-ms, APPELLANTS, (DEFENDANT8,)

SADUT ALI,

versus

MUSST. BIBI MUJOO AND

nurrr

NARAIN, Rssronnmmrs,

(P1.A11~zriFrs.)

Sufdur and Abbas Ali.
of Appellants——Gholam
and Aftaboodeen.
G.
Waller
Wukeels of Respondents--J.
Tnis suit was instituted by Bibi Mnjoo on the 31st July 1840,
Walceelr

to recover from appellants Company’s rupees 37,102-9-6, amount
of mene proﬁts due on a 4} annas’ share of mouzah 'l‘eelwur

(252)

I

Khoord and other villages, situated in the districts of Patna and
Tirhoot, under the circumstances set forth.
For a thorough understanding of the case, a full statement of
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the facts and circumstances upon which the respondent, Bibi
Mujoo, founds her claim, will alone suﬂice. Her plaint sets forth,
that—‘ In 1219 Fuslee, Khadim Hosein died ; leaving issue
a daughter Mujoo, a ﬁrst cousin Umjud Hosein, and a widow (his
second wife) Imamun ; that his ﬁrst wife had died in his lifetime;
that, on his demise, Imamun took possession of his whole estate;
that, some time after (on the 14th September 1813, or I220 Fuslee,
that
Shah Chama instituted a suit, founded on
forged docu
decree from
ment, and on the 23d May 1815, (1222 Fuslee) got
the Patna rovincial court for the entire property; that Imamun
was ousted) and Shah Chama put in possession, by that court;
that Imamun appealed to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, when
security was ordered to be required from Shah Chama, in whose
favor the Patna decree had been executed without any; that Jafur
Shah became the surety
that on the 26th September 1817
the
in
decree
favor
of Shah Chama was reversed,
Fuslee,)
(1224
with orders, for the restoration of Imamun, with mesne proﬁts for
the two years of her dispossession, leviable from Shah Chama or his
surety Jafur Shah; that up to this period, the name of Mujoo does
not appear on the proceedings, but that while the above appeal
was pending in the Sudder Court (on the 5th eyt 1224 Fuslee, that
wlehnameh (or deed of amicable compromise) was entered
is)
into and executed between her (Mujoo) and Imamun, which
Imamun succeeded in her
stipulated, amongst other items, that,
appeal, she (Imamun) should hold, as her share of the estate,
annas’ portion, each paying,
10 annas’ portion, and Mujoo
this
the
that Shah
division,
to
costs of court
rateably, agreeably
was pending
Chama appealed the case to England; that, while
there, disputes arose between Imamun and Mujoo, the former
that Mujoo brought an action
denying the sulehnameh of 1224
for half the estate as her legal right, when Imamun acknowledged
the sulehnameh, and, on the 6th January I822 (1227
decree
was passed, by the Patna provincial court, in conformity with the
annas’ share of the lands
that there was no
for
terms of
mention of wasilat (or mesne proﬁt), but the decree having been
been adjudged to
based upon the sulehnameh, and wasilat-having
in proportion to her
Imamun by the Sudder decree, her right to
annas, was considered by Mujoo to be un
share of the lands,
but Imamun proceeded to execute the decree of the
questionable
Sudder Court against Shah Chama’s surety Jafur Shah, who, to
satisfaction of his engagement, after an
save his estate from sale
ﬁctitious suit at
order had actually" issued for such sale, got up
the pretended instance of his grand-daughter, Syudee Begum, who

(
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was made to claim the whole of his estate in virtue of a hibba»
nameh (or deed of gift) from him, bearing date before that of his
security for Shah Chama ; that the suit was eventually settled by a
razeenameh (or deed of adjustment) between the parties, the de

fendants being, with Jafur Shah, Imamun, Mujoo, Umjud Hosein
and Shah Chama ; that the plaint was dated the l4th October
1828, and the decree, founded on the razeenameh, was passed
January 6th 1830; that intermediately (on the 15th November
1829) Jafur Shah paid into court Company’s rupees 9,384, as a
portion of the wasilat for which he had rendered himself responsi
ble; that in Ima_mun’s answer, ﬁled in the case just mentioned,
she admits Mujoo’s right to a portion of the wasilat ; that during
these proceedings, Umjud Hosein appeared in the Patna court as
a claimant, for a fourth of Khadim Hosein’s estate, on the ground of
his atlinity: the issue of which suit was a decree for the portion
claimed ; that, in satisfaction of that decree, wasilat was paid by
Imamun and Mujoo, rateably, according to the sulehnameh between
them—2§ annasbeing paid by the former, and ls by the latter; that,
on the 7th September 1836, the decree of the Sudder Court in favor
of Imamun was aﬂirmed by His Majesty’s Privy Council; that, upon
this, Imamun applied for and obtained the 9,384 rupees paid into
court by afur Shah, and of this, 2,630 were paid, on account, by
her (Imamun) to Mujoo; that an ameen was deputed to deter
mine the amount of wasilat due for the entire period of Shah
Chama’s possession, who, after deducting the 9,384 rupees paid
by afur Shah, made the sum due to be rupees 1,052,324-l l-3-l-4;
that Mujoo repeatedly applied to Imamun for her share of this,
but no attention was paid to her applications; that, at last, a
private arrangement took place between Imamun and afur ‘Shah,
and, on the 17th August 1837, the latter received from the former
a receipt in full of all demands, but Mujoo got nothing, therefore
this action has been brought to enforce her rights.’
The respondent, Dur’p N urain, appeared as the purchaser of a
4 annas’ share of Mujoo_’s rights, whatever they might prove to be,
under the court’s award ; but this having been objected to as ille
gal, he is stated to have withdrawn, and to have no present con
nexion with the matter at issue.
The appellant Sadut Ali (lately deceased) was the heir of afur
Shah ; and, in answer to the plaint, he, with Imamun, pleaded the
absence of any document or evidence, to uphold Mujoo’s claim
to what she sought to obtain ; adding, that the statute of limita
tion was a bar to any cognizance of the suit, with reference to its
origin. It was further maintained by Sadut Ali, that, Jafur Shah
having ettled with Imamun, in whose favor alone the decree of the
Privy Council was passed, was not legally subject to any further
liability, from which, of course, therefore, his heirs were exempted.

J

J

J

J

.-

.

(254)

.

The principal sudder ameen was of opinion, that, Jafur Shah
having been cognizant of the existence of the sulelmameh between
Mujoo and Imamun, and of the decree founded upon it in favor
of the former, he (Jafur Shah) could not be absolved from respon
sibility; and therefore decreed, what he did decree, against both
the appellants with rateable costs, and interest from the date of
plaint to that of payment.
We observe, that Jafur Shah’s engagement was in the case of
‘ Shah Chama versus Musst. Imamun ;’ and that he settled the claim
We do
against him in that case, to her (Imamun’s) satisfaction.
not think that Musst. Mujoo has any just claim against him, or the
heirs before the Court since his demise; adverting, amongst other
grounds, to her own tacit assent to the payment to Imamun, only,
afur Shah, in part
of the deposit made by
payment of that
which is now sued for, her receipt of any portion of which deposit
is not established.
The sulehnameh says nothing of wasilat ; but
the right to a certain share of the land, evidently carries with it
the right to the same proportion of the mesne proﬁts ; but this
against Musst. Imamun, who, under her decree received them, not
Jafur Shah, who paid them as he was bound to do, to her who
held the decree, and alone had any power to enforce it. As re
gards the question of whether the suit has or has not been brought
within the prescribed limit of 12 years, it appears that in her
answer in the case of Musst. Syudee, Musst. Imamun distinctly ac
knowledged the claim of Musst. Mujoo to her share of mesne proﬁts,
whatever it might be; and from the date of that acknowledgment,
the period in question must be reckoned; and, so reckoned, the
suit is in time, and the objection cannot be admitted.
We release the heirs of Jafur Shah and of Sadut Ali, from all
liability under the claim preferred; affirming the decree passed by
the principal sudder ameen against Bibi Imamun only, to whom
all costs will be chargeable.
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PRESENT:

1847.

_

TUCKER, Esq.,
Jones.

PETITION No. 866 or 1845.
IN the matter of the petition of Sheikh Mohummud Wazed, and
others, ﬁled in this Court on the 18th December 1845, praying for
the admission of a special appeal from the decision of the addi
tional judge of zillah Hooghly, under date the 12th September
1845, reversing that of the collector of that district, under date the
26th May l843,.in the case of oykishen Mookerjea and Rajkishen
Mookerjea, plaintiffs, versus Sheikh Mohummud Wazed, and

J

others, defendants.
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(255)
The plaintiffs in this case sued the petitioners, claiming the right
to receive rent from them on 21 beegahs 5 cottahs of land, situa
ted in mouzah Anuntpoor, which was withheld on the ground of
the lands being lakhiraj.
The petitioners answered, that IO beegahs and 18 cottahs of
lakhiraj land, mouroosee, and purchased in mouzah Anuntpoor,
That they likewise held
were not subject to the payment of rent.
10- beegalw, 10% cottahs of land in mouzah Shunkurpoor,
a mal
goozaree aymah, paying an annual jumma to the Government.
The collector, to whom the case was referred under Regula
tion 2, 1819, dismissed the claim. On appeal,-the additional judge
observed, that the onus probandi to prove exemption from the
payment of rent lies with the respondents, and that they had not
Re
produced a single document to prove their rent-free tenure.
garding the lands stated to be aymak, he observed that the res
pondents had, in their answer, stated the lands to be in mouzah
Anuntpoor, and in their rejoinder in mouzah Shunkurpoor ; and
therefore their claim to exemption regarding them was not worthy
of notice.
It appears that the petitioners, whilst the case was before the
collector, ﬁnding the mistake they had made, put in a supplemen
tary answer, correcting the mistake ; and declaring the aymah
~
lands to be in mouzah Shunkurpoor.
Under these circumstances, the additional judge should not
have declared the lands claimed as aymah liable to the payment
of rent to the plaintiﬁs, without further enquiry and local inves
.
.
tigation.
On this point, the additional judge’s decision is clearly defective
and incomplete.
therefore admit the special appeal; and remand
the proceedings to the preent judge, who will transfer the case
to one of the principal sudder ameens, with instructions to make
further enquiries regarding the lands claimed by the petitioners as
aymak.

I

--Q-_
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THE l5'rn JUNE

1847.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER,

ESQ.,

JUDGE.
PETITION No. 800 or 1845.
IN the matter of the petition of Mr. M.D. Dumball, ﬁled in
this Court on the 29th November l845, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of the second principal sud
der ameen of zillah
essore, under date the 2Zth August 1845,

J
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(956)
reversing that of the moonsiff of Mahomedpore, under date the
21st February 1845, in the case of Saker Mohummud, plaintiff,
versus petitioner, defendant.
In this case the petitioner was sued by the plaintiff for posses
Petitioner pleaded that
sion of 4 beegahs of land, with wasilat.
The claim
the plaintiff had never had possession of the lands.
On appeal the second principal
was dismissed by the moonsilf.
sudder ameen, Lokenath Bose, reversed the moonsiff’s decision;
and decreed for the appellant on proof of his previous possession,
and on the validity of his pottah granted by a Mr. Durand, both
parties agreeing that the disputed lands were situated in mouzah
Sonarpookurpur, the purchased lalook of the said Mr. Durand.
The petitioner demands a special appeal, on the ground that
he never admitted the purchase of Mr. Durand; but, on the con
trary, had denied it before the moonsiif.
On reference to the second principal sudder ameen, he very
ingenuously admitted the inaccuracy of the statement recorded in
his decree, and regretted the occurrence extremely.
Under these circumstances, I admit the special appeal; and re
mand the proceedings to the second principal sudder ameen for
'
re-consideration.

IO

Tns: l5'rn JUNE

1847.

Pm-zsnm-:

TUCKER, Eso.,

C.
i

Juno:-:.

Pwrrnon No. 563

01*

1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Sukeena Khatoon, ﬁled in this

Court on the lOth September 1845, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Dacca,
under date the 5th June 1845, conﬁrming that of the principal
sudder ameen of Furreedpore, under date the 8th May i844, in
the case of Fyz-o-nissa Khatoon, plaintiff, versus Sukeena Kha
toon, defendant.
IN this case it is found, that the property under litigation is si
tuated in two districts, Dacca and essore ; but the case was dis
posed of in the former, without permission previously obtained.
The decrees of both the lower courts are therefore cancelled; and
the proceedings remanded to the judge of Dacca, who, after due
enquiry as to the situs, will make the necessary application to this
Court, either for the case being tried in his own district, or in that
of Jessore, as may be deemed advisable.
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Tm: l6'rn JUNE i847.
R. H.

PRESENT!

RATTRAY,

ESQ.,

JUDGE.

'

CASE No. 244 or 1846.

a decree passed by the Principal Sudder
Tirhoot, Syud Ushruf Hosein, Zllay 5th 1846.
PUNCHEAR, AND oruuas, APPELLANTS,
(PL.A1N'r1FFs,)'

Regular Appeal from
Ameen

of

CHEETA

LALJEE

versus

SAHOO AND HURDE1 NARAIN SAHOO, sows or

MEETUN LAL

SA.HOO, DECEASED,RESPONDEN'l‘S,

(DEFEN

DANTS.)
Wukeels of Appellants—Pursun Koomar Thakur and Rama
Purshad Raee.
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Wu/ceels

to

of

Respondents-——J.

G. Waller and

Gholam Sufdur.

THIS suit was lIlSl3l.lt€(l by appellants on the 29th August l845,
recover

from

respondents

Company’s

rupees

6,279-15-7,

principal and interest; the same being the amount of a deposit,
made in advance of a sum agreed to be paid for a 5 anna share of
mouzah Hurreehurpoor-Sukhwar, pergunnah Sonawan.
The statement of appellants is, that the agreement to purchase
the lands in question,was verbally made between the parties con
cerned, on the 5th Bhadoon 1244 Fuslee, and a thousand rupees
paid down to Laljee Sahoo; that this payment was acknowledged
on a 2 rupees stamp, and a promise made by Cheeta Punchear to
pay the balance (rupees 3,251,) in ten days; that on the llth
Bhadoon rupees 2,065 were deposited in the kolhee of respondents
(who are bankers,) and Meetun Lal gave a memorandum in the
way of receipt for the same to them, appellants; that, before the
expiration of the ten days agreed upon, they (appellants) took the
balance still due, to respondents, but the latter intimated, that the
bargain between them and Gopal Das, (the proprietor, by purchase
at the collector’s sale, of the whole estate) was still pending, and
declined accepting it; stating at the same time, that, when all
should be arranged with Gopal Das, they would take it, and
execute a bill of sale to them; that, on the lst March 1842, the
suit against Gopal Das, (on the issue of which depended respon
dents’ fulﬁlment of their engagement with appellants) was dis
missed; that the refund of appellants’ money was tendered, and
they themselves applied to receive it; but interest was refused,
without which they could not take it; and being still withheld,
they brought this action to obtain it.
The principal sudder ameen adjudged the principal money
claimed : but without interest, and with payment by appellants of

(

258_)

their own costs : and against this judgment the present appeal has
been made to the Sudder Court.
Now, on appellants’ own shewing, and with reference to the
absence of any evidence to prove that a stipulation for interest was
ever made between the parties, when appellants lodged the sums
they placed with respondents, the decision of the principal sudder
ameen, on this point, was manifestly the only one that could have
been justly passed ; and the protest against the payment of their
own costs, by appellants, is equally inadmissible.
They might
have had all they have got by this action, without any judicial
interference; and it is but fair, that, having preferred employing
the agency of the courts to help them to what they refused to
accept without it, they should pay for the trouble they imposed.
Had the order embraced the paymenthy them of respondents’ costs
also, I question how far the Court would have deemed the exaction
beyond what the case warranted.
I aﬂirm the decision of the lower court, with costs chargeable to

'-N‘
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appellants.
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Tm; l6'rn Jews:
Paasazwrz

A.

1847.'

DICK, Esq-,

Jones;

JACKSON, and
J. HAWKINS, ESO.RS.,
Tsupoasav Junass.
ARATOON, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
W’. B.

versus

REILY, Rsseos DENT,

(Pi.Am'rn=r.)

Wukeel of Appellant-—J. G. Waller.
Wukeel of Resp0ndent—-Pursun Koomar Thakur.
Tnls action was instituted by the plaintiff, to recover damages
to the amount of l0,000 rupees, in consequence of certain alleged
libellous expressions used by the defendant, Mrs. C. Aratoon, in
a petition presented by her to the magistrate.
The libel consisted in saying, that the plaintiff, who was prin
cipal sudder ameen of Dacca, had received l0,000 rupees from the
husband of Mrs. Aratoon, under pretext of a loan, there being at
time some difference between the husband and wife.
the
‘
In her answer, Mrs. Aratoon justiﬁed the use of the expression
Mr. Aratoon denied
contained in her petition to the magistrate.
ever having lent the money to the plaintiff.
Mr. Swetenham, the judge of Dacca, observing that no proof
whatever had been given of the truth of the allegation which
formed the libel, on the 7th May 1845 decided as follows: ‘ Under
Government Orders of the l4th July 1834, Mr. Reily, as principal

(259)
sudder ameen, is prohibited, under pain of dismissal from ofﬁce,
from borrowing money from any person residing in his division.
The penalty thus noticed, renders Mrs. C. Aratoon’s charge of a
If it had been proved, the principal sudder
very serious nature.
dismissed ; therefore, he
ameen would have been unscrupulously
is entitled to be defended against false charges. The present alle
gation is not proved; and Mr. Reily therefore is entitled to da
I accordingly decree damages 10,000 rupees against Mr.
mages.
Mr. Aratoon’s name is included with Mrs. C.
and Mrs. Aratoon.
Aratoon’s, because her property, under the orders of the Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut, is in his possession.
From this order, the defendant Aratoon has appealed to this
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Court.
The Court observe, that the libel, which is in fact tantamount
to charging the respondent with an act of corruption, was the act
solely of Mrs. Aratoon ; and that Mr. Aratoon, the husband, was

himself implicated by her, as being a party to the transaction in
The Court fully concur with the zillah judge,
volved in the libel;
in considering that the expressions used by Mrs. Aratoon were
libellous ; but consider, that, under all the circumstances, the
awarded are excessive. They accordingly reduce the
damages
amount to 1,000 rupees, amending the judgment of the lower
court.
The libel was the personal act of Mrs. Aratoon ; but, with
reference to the fact stated by the zillah judge, and to the appel
lant being the husband of the libelling party, the Court do not
think it necessary to interfere with that part of the judge’s order,
which charges both the husband and wife with the responsibility
The full costs of both courts pay
of payment of the damages.
able by the defendant Aratoon.

-<1

THE l6'rn JUNE
PRESENT :

1847.

A. DICK, ESQ.,
JUDGE;
W. B. JACKSON,
and

J. HAWKINS,

ESQRS.,

TEMPORARY Juness.
CASE No. 143 or 1842.
Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Dacca,

MUSST.

J. F.

Mr

G. Cooke, December 30th 1841.
SOGRA KHATOON, (PLA1i\1'rIFF,) APPELLANT,

ABDOOL ALI,

versus

AND ZEB-O-NISSA, (DEFENnAN'rs,)
RESPONDENTS.
CLAIM for possession of 7 khadehs lakhiraj land in ehaupore,
&c., left by the plaintiif’s father: laid at 1,260 rupees, l8 times
the yearly proceeds.

J

-(260)
December
J Reily, principal sudder
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.
On the l2th
1838,
a
decree
in
favor
of
the
plaintiff.
gave
On the 30th December 1841, Mr. Cooke, judge,

ameen,

reversed this
decision and dismissed the claim.
On the 4th May 1842, Messrs. Tucker and Reid, judges, admit
ted a special appeal, observing ‘ the plaintiff claims by inheritance
from her father; and the zillah judge has thrown out her claim on
the ground that the whole of her father’s property is included in
the marriage settlement (kabeenameh) which he made on his wife,
Sahib Jan, mother of defendants’ and not of plaintiff ; and that a
dispute in the family was before arrayed by a sulelmameh, founded
Now, as the plaintiff was no
on the very marriage settlement.
party to that wlehnameh, it is doubtful whether she is bound by
it; the deed of settlement also should be considered.’
This special appeal was admitted before the passing of Act 3, of
1843, consequently we are not conﬁned to the points 'enumerated
in the certiﬁcate.
We ﬁnd at the bottom of the plaint, a note that the plaintiff will
hereafter bring her claim for her share in'the remainder of the
property left by her father; it is therefore evident that she has not
included the whole of her claim in the plaint, contrary to the Cir
It is true, that Circular had not
cular Order, llth January 1839.
been published when the plaint was ﬁled; but this was also the
case, in case No. I90 of 1844, (Bhyrub Chunder and others, versus
and others, Sudder Dewanny Adawlut
Nundcomar Muzmoodar
Decisions, page 461) dated 17th December 1845; in that case the
decision was reversed on this very ground, and the case returned
to the court of ﬁrst instance, with orders to admit a supplemental
plaint for the remainder of the inheritance, and to decide it over
again. There would seem to be no alternative, but to adopt the
same course in this case.
Ordered that the decisions of both the lower courts be reversed,
and the case returned through the judge to the principal sudder
ameen, with orders to allow the plaintiff the option of either ﬁling
a supplementary plaint for the remainder of her claim, or of
waiving that portion of her claim; after which the principal sud
der ameen will decide the case over again, in the usual manner.
The distribution of costs will be made on the ﬁnal disposal of the
C1tS€.
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1847.

PRESENT:
A.

DICK,

ESQ.,

Jones ;
W. B. JACKSON and
J. HAWKINS, Esons.,

TEMPORARY Jonons.

CASE No. 215 or

1845.

Regular Appeal from the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen
of West Burdwan, Moulvee Nujumool Huq.

MAHA RANEE KONWUL

KOONWAREE,

(DEFENDANT,)
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SREE DHUR. SEIN

APPELLANT,

versus

~

AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS,

(PLA1N'r1FFs.)
Wukeels of Appellant—-J. G. Waller and Neel Munee Banoorjea.
Mohummud.
Wulceel of Respondents——Nuseemo0ddeen

APPEAL laid at rupees 239-O-O, amount of ith pleaders’ estab
lished fee.
The appellant sued the respondents, with others, for certain
lands, which they asserted to be rent-free ; and on enquiry from
the collectorate, it appeared that a suit, for these same lands, was
The plaintiffs’ claim was
already pending before the collector.
therefore dismissed forthwith; and the expenses of the respon
dents were decreed payable by themselves.
On review, the
plaintiff, present appellant, was saddled with the respondents’ ex
penses, and their pleaders’ fees at one-half the established rate,
under Clause l, Section 31, Regulation 27, I814.
The appellant
contends, that, under that very law, only one-fourth of the esta
blished fees should have been adjudged.
In refutation of which,
the respondents argue, that, as a reply to the answer of the other
defendants had! been ﬁled, and the case was dismissed after en
quiry made at the collectorate, their pleaders were entitled to
one-half of their established fees; and the decree was conse
quently perfectly correct, and payment of -full costs richly deserv
ed by the plaintiff, who had wantonly instituted the suit illegally.
On reference to the record of the original case, the Court ﬁnd
that the defendants, the present respondents, neglected to ﬁle
their answers, and ﬁled mere petitions in lieu thereof on the very
The amount of fees therefore payable
day the suit was dismissed.
to their pleaders was, under the law, one-fourth only.
The deci
sion of the lower court is therefore amended; and decree passed
accordingly for one-fourth only, with full costs of appeal against
respondents.

'(262)
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Tm:l61‘n Jose
PRESENT

1847.

:

A. DICK, Esq-,

Jonas

;

W. B. JACKSON and

J. HAWKINS,

ESQRS.,

TEMPORARY Junans.

CASE N0.

or

81

1842.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Dacca,
J. F. G. Cooke, May 22nd l84l.

G.

Mr.

LAMB, RAM KISHWUR RAEE, nscsasmn, AND HUR
KISHEN RAEE, (PLAlN’l‘IFF8,) APPELLANTB,
verms

MADHUB CHUNDER RAEE,

AND

ornsns, Rnsrosnr-mrs,
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(D121-‘1z.\:n.m'rs.)

Wukeel of Appellants—A. Imlack.
I/Vukeel of Re.9pondents—Sree Ram Race.

FOR possession of kismut Ekaondal, in pergumzah Rajnuggur,
chuklah Raipoor, share of Neilmunnee Sein, purchased by plain
tiffs at a revenue sale: laid at Company’s rupees 1,572-8-O.
On 15th April 1840, Mr. Reily, principal sudder ameen, de
creed in favor of plaintiffs: 22d May 1841, Mr. Cooke, judge of
Dacca, modiﬁed the decision, declaring that plaintiffs were not
entitled to turn out the defendants, but merely to receive the rents
of the land from them.
2nd March 1842, Messrs. Tucker and Reid admitted a special
appeal; and on the 22nd December l843, the case came before
Mr. Gordon, who sent it back to be decided with a separate suit,
which had been instituted for wasilat.
The principal sudder
ameen, in reply, stated that the case for wasilat had been decided
three years before; the case was, therefore, again taken up by
Mr. Gordon, and referred to a full Court.
The special appeal having been admitted before Act 3, 1843,
had been passed, the whole case is open to revision.
The point at issue is a very simple one. The plaintiffs claim
possession of the land as part of a zemindary purchased by
them, at a sale for recovery of arrears of revenue. The defendants
do not deny that the lands are part of their purchase, but
claima right to remain in possession as moﬁtssil taloolcdars upon
paying the purchaser rent at the usual regulation rates—refer
ring to Sections 5, 7 and 8, Regulation 44, 1793, and Sec
1822.
The former regulation excepts
tion 32, Regulation
talooks shall be cancelled by
that
the
rule
dependent
general
(from

ll,

_

(

263

)

'

a revenue sale) such dependent talookdars, as were exempted from
increase of assessment at the formation of the decennial settle
ment by Clause 1, Section 51, Regulation 8, 1793; and Section
1822, in the same manner, exempts ‘ moﬁtssil
32, Regulation
talookdars having a hereditary transferable property in the land.’
The doubt is, whether the defendants’ talook is of that peculiar
Their tenure was created by the last zemindar Neil
description.
munnee, who sold Ekaondal and another, as a kharijeh talook out
of his zemindaree, to them; with stipulation, that they should
This kewaleh
pay the Government revenue, rupees 52-l-l9-2.
Now, by Section 29, Regulation
is dated 28th Phagoon 1233.
1822, on the occasion of sale for arrears of revenue, ‘no
claim of right, founded on any act of the original engager or his
representative, shall be allowed to affect the title or interest con
veyed to the purchaser by the sale ;’ and the purchaser is held
to have acquired the property, which the engaging party possessed
at the time of settlement, free from incumbrances which have
been subsequently imposed, such as sale, gift, mortgage, &c.
It is plain therefore, that the tenure of the defendants do not
come within the exception, but is voided by the sale; and the
plaintiffs are entitled to obtain full and entire possession of the
lands claimed.
Ordered, that the judge’s order be reversed,
and that of the principal sudder ameen conﬁrmed.
The costs of
all the courts to be paid by the defendants.

ll,
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THE 17TH JUNE l847.
PRESENT:
C.
-

TUCKER, Eso.,

J ones.

PETITION No. 879 or 1845.
IN the matter of the petition of Syud Gholam Nuzuff, ﬁled in
this Court on the 24th December 1845, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of
zillah Bhaugulpore, under date the 25th September l845, affirming
that of the moonsiff of Soorjghura, under date the 20th December
1844, in the case of Koonwurraj Buhadoor and others, plaintiffs,
versus Syud Gholam Nuzuff, defendant.

In this case the plaintiffs sued the petitioner for 6 beegaks and
8 cottahs of land, alleged to appertain to their village of Poorun
Gawun, with wasilat from 1247 to 1250; and obtained a decree
from the mo0nsiff’s court, which was affirmed in appeal by the
But it appears, that, previously, the
principal sudder ameen.
plaintiffs instituted a suit to recover the value of the crops on this
parcel of land, whiqh they alleged had been destroyed by certain
The petitioner put in a petition in that suit, stating that
persons.
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(264)
the lands in question were his, and part and parcel of his village
Bhatawun.
That case was dismissed, on the grounds that the
plaintiffs were not, and had not been, in possession in past years
of the lands; and therefore they were referred to a suit to try the
proprietary right.
Accordingly they instituted the present suit
again, making the story of destroying the crops in 1247 the
foundation of their suit; and the have obtained decrees from both
the moonsiﬂ"s and principal sudder ameen’s courts.
The special appeal is solicited on the gro_und, that the plaintiffs
have not established the date of their possession ; and that, without
that, it is impossible to adjudicate the matter in dispute, with
reference to the statute of limitations.
I consider the present decisions very incomplete and defective
on this point.
The plaintiff’s former suit was thrown out, because
they were not in possession in 1247, nor in the preceding years;
and yet, their alleged possession in 1247, in the present suit, is
taken for granted, which is in direct opposition to the decision in
the former suit.
I therefore admit the special a peal ; and, annulling the decisions
of both the lower courts, remand the proceedings to the moonsiﬁ"s
court, who will proceed to ascertain whether the plaintiffs are
entitled to come into court, with reference to the provisions of
Section l4, Regulation 3 of 1793.

nxjn

_

Tun l7'rn JUNE
PRESENT

J. HAWKINS,

1847.

:

ESQ.,

Tnmroaaav JUDGE.
PETITION No. 280 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Kishengope and others, ﬁled in
this Court on the l8th May 1847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Syud Ahmud Buxsh, acting
principal sudder ameen of Rungpore, under date the 17th February
1847, reversing that of uggonath Pundit, moonsiif of Bhowanee
gunge, under date the 31st July I845, in the case of the petitioners,
plaintiffs, versus Bechoo Mundul and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :
The plaintiffs had been charged with theft of cattle by the
On this,
defendants, but had been acquitted by the magistrate.
they brought an action against the defendants for damages, for the
injury done to them by the false charge, and obtained a. verdict
from the moonsiff for damages to the extent of IOO rupees.
The principal sudder ameen reversed this order, for the reason,
that no action for damages can be admitted, on the grounds set
'
forth in the plaint.

J

I
ti’-5-,1 up

-I-an-_--—.¢

(265)
The principal sudder ameen is wrong.
The precedent of the
Court in the case of Rajah Lukhee Narain Raee, appellant, versus
Muddun Mohun Adhikaree and others, [page 204, Volume VII.
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut R.eports,] sets the point at rest.
I admit the special appeal; and remand the case to the princi
pal sudder ameen, in order that it may be decided on its merits as
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shewn by the evidence.

-xji

THE l7'rn JUNE I847.
PRESENT :
R. H. RATTRAY, ESQ,., and
Sm R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGES; and
W. B. JACKSON, Esq-,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
CASE No. 99 OF I846.
Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the lst Principal Sudder
Ameen of Tirhoot, Niamat Ali Khan, December 20th I845.
APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT, w1'rn JOHN
MUN THAKUR,
'
GILL, WHO DoEs NOT APPEAL,)
versus

BUNSEE DHUR, REsPoNDEN'r, (PLAINTIFF.)

Wukeel of Appellant—Ameer Ali.
I/Vu/reels of Respondent—Ab/ms Ali and J. G. I/Valler.
Tms suit was instituted by respondent on the 27th May 1843,
to recover from appellant and John Gill, the sum of Company’s
rupees 9,975-8-9, principal and interest; the same being the
amount of respondent’s share of proﬁts derived from a farm-lease
and other villages, situated in
of mouéah Eusufpore-chuksaree,
from I241 to I245 Fuslee ; in
pergunnah Puriarpore-raghoo,
virtue of an ilcrarnameh bearing date the llth April I835.
The plaint is, in substance, that the lands were under charge of
the Court of Wards, as guardian of Gunneish Dutt, a minor, and
were let in farm to ugmohun Thakur, nominally, but in fact to
his father, appellant; respondent being the surety or malzamin.
The lease was from I241 to I245 Fuslee, and the annual rent
3,500 rupees. Jugmohun died ; appellant held the management
of the farm ; and respondent became his surety. An ilcrarnameh
(or deed of agreement) was executed by appellant, under which,
the proﬁts were to be shared equally ; the rents payable by John
Gill being realized by respondent, as his portion. From the date
of this agreement, respondent has not received a cowrie, either
from appellant or John Gill; and upon the accounts, not impugn
ed by appellant, he now claims Sicca rupees 5,214-3-9, principal
money, with interest, at I rupee per mensem, to the date of ac

J

(266)

a

a

by

Remaining proﬁts, ....
Of which, respondent claims

.... ..

10,428
5,214

O

0 O
0 O

0

5

0
0

a

by
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;

a

by

lilve

tion, being Sicca rupees 4,138-4-9; making a total,jn Company’s
rupees, of 9,975-8-9.
John Gill answers, that he held the lands in question, for the
cultivation of indigo, from l24l to l2-15 Fuslee; paid his rent
regularly; and holds receipts from appellant and respondent, in
full of all demands.
Appellant admits the general preliminary statement of facts
made by res ondent, to be correct; and that the amount of pro
duce for the
the accounts
years of the lease, as exhibited
delivered into the collector’s oﬂice, was Sicca rupees 29,803-7-6.
From this he would make certain deductions, for Government
revenue, expenses of establishment, unrealized balances, &c., re
ducing the divisible surplus to rupees 1,539-9: of which respon
dent, he asserts, has received the moiety due to him under their
'
agreement, and has no just claim for more.
The principal sudder ameen considered the claim good, with
reference to the evidence adduced and passed
decree according
all
John
Gill
from
against appellant, exempting
liability.
We observe, that the present suit
for the adjustment of cer
tain accounts under an ilcrarnameh, by which appellant was to pay
to respondent half the net proceeds of
farm, to be ascertained
from the putwaree’.9 account of collections, which appellant had
bound himself to lay before respondent annually, but which he
never submitted.
Respondent has ﬁled copies of the papers given
the putwaree, and rests his claim upon
into the collector’s oﬁice
them. Appellant produces certain other papers bearing
put
waree’a signature, but not attested by him, he not having attend
ed, they are therefore useless; and we must necessarily be guided
the collector.
An ameen appears to have
by those certiﬁed
been deputed by the principal sudder ameen, to enquire as to the
collections actually made from 1241 to 1245 Fuslee, who repre
sented that, though repeatedly called upon, appellant would not
attend; and who, after remaining on the spot
and two
The evi (year
ence is, thus,
months, sent in the report of his mission.
defective.
Respondent assumes, as the basis of his claim, the
statement of the gross collections which appellant has admitted
totally with his own, viz. Sicca rupees, .........
Deducting Government" revenue for years at
................ .. 17,500
rupees 3,500 per annum,
1,875
Ditto expenses of collections, &c.,
19,375

(

267

)

Appellant, on the other hand, assuming the
lation, or Sicca rupees,......... ............. ..

basis of calcu
29,803 O 0
Deducts for Government revenue, ............ 18,098
Ditto expenses of collection, ..... ........ .. 3,623
Ditto not realized, .........
3,870
Ditto allowed to certain mokurrureedars,
2,671
28,262 0 0

...... ...........
Remaining proﬁts, ....
Of which, respondent’s half is

.

same

iii
0 O
770 8 O

1,541

.

..... ..
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In this latter statement, it is to

be observed, not one of the
items is supported by receipts or vouchers; which, in the ab
sence of duly attested accounts from the putwaree, appellant was
The excess in the debit for Government reve
bound to produce.
nue, is incomprehensible; and, altogether, we consider the respon
dent’s statement entitled to the greater credit, because appellant
has not furnished, what, if his were correct, he could have had no
In regard to the sum, which, under the
difficulty in producing.
ikrarnameh, was to be realized by respondent from John Gill, a
ryut, it would appear that no portion of it was so realized. But,
appellant was the farmer, and in possession; and respondent
could not bring an action against his ryut. Further, from appel
lant’s own statement, as above exhibited, it is manifest that no
deduction has been made on this account; and the amount must
therefore be considered as part and portion of the proceeds for
'
which he has rendered himself accountable.
We afﬁrm the decree of the principal sudder ameen; with all
costs payable by appellant.

Gi

THE l9'ru JUNE 1847.
PaussN'r:
C. TUCKER, ESQ., and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BAR.'l‘.,
unons; and

J. HAWKINS,

CASES Nos.
Special Appeal from

J

Eso.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

123 AND 124
the decision of the Judge
13th December
1844.

SYUD MOYENOODDEEN HOSEIN,
LANTS,

versus

THE special
December

1847.

of Tirhoot, dated

AND
(DEFENDANTS,)

SHEIKH IHTARAMOODDEEN
9th

or

the

ornsas, APPEL

HOSEIN, AND otrnnns,
RESPONDENTS, (PLAlNTIFFS.)
appeal was admitted by Sir R. Barlow, on the
1846, who recorded the following certiﬁcate :

(263)
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‘

Syud Moyenooddeen Hosein, and others, sued Husenut-o
nissa for foreclosure of mortgage, and got a decree from the judge
of Tirhoot; on which the present plaintiffs claimed the 4 annas of
to Moyenooddeen and
village Loolhowl (which had been
the others by Husenut-o-nissa) unc pledged
er the law of pre-emption, and
brought their action against the petitioners (appellants) for pos
session in the principal sudder ameen’s court.
Their plaint was
dismissed, on the ground that the legal forms for asserting their
The
right of pre-emption had not been observed by the plaintiffs.
judge declared the law had been satisﬁed, and reversed the prin
cipal sudder ameen’s decision.
‘ The
plaint states, that plaintiffs, on hearing of the decree pas
sed in favor of M oyenooddeen and others, on the 8th October 1841,
sent the amount, for which the 4 annas had been mortgaged by
Husenut-o-nissa to the mortgagees, to them. They did not ac
cept it; hence this suit.
‘ The defendants, the former
mortgagees, deny that immediate
claim was preferred, as required by the Mahomedan law of pre-emp
tion ; and urge the plaint is therefore inadmissible.
‘ Mohummud Ali, the
principal witness for the plaintiffs, deposes,
that having heard of the decree passed on the 8th October 184],
late in the evening, he, the next day, wrote to lhtaram-ood-deen,
and others; from whom, on the llth, he received an answer,
desiring him, witness, to go to Moyenooddeen and others, and im
mediately to prefer a claim of pre-emption before them to the
decreed 4 annas of Loolhowl, on their, the present plaintiffs’ part.
Accordingly, witness, on the 12th, took 951 rupees to the said
Moyenoddeen, who would not accept them : witness, at the same
time, said he was on the part of Ihtaram-ood-deen, and others, and
he claimed right of pre-emption under the due forms.
Other wit
nesses depose to the same effect.
‘ Under the Mahomedan law of pre-emption, it is necessary that
the person claiming the right, should declare his intention of be
coming the purchaser immediately, and make aﬂirmation, by wit
ness, of such his intention, either in the presence of the seller,
or of the purchaser, or on the premises. There is no evidence
adduced, nor is any attempt made to prove that such claim was
duly preferred when the plaintiffs learned from Mohummud Ali’s
letter, that a decree had been passed in favor of the defendants.
On the contrary, it is proved by Mohummud Ali himself, that he
was instructed to proceed to the house of the defendants, and to
claim pre-emption ; which instruction, the day following that of
the receipt of a reply from the plaintiffs, he carried out. The
claim of pre-emption is declared by the law weak, and great
weight is attached to the form of an immediate demand by the
intended purchaser.
In this case the requisitions of the law have
not been fulﬁlled.’

__-,__-.__--

-

(269)
From the circumstances of this
case, as above set forth, we
of opinion that they do not establish
the tulub

are

mowasibut, or im
mediate demand, required by the
Mahoinedan law as an essential
preliminary to support a claim to right of
pre-emption (vide
Macnaghten’s Mahomedan law,
page 43, Clause 7.)
We there
fore reverse the decision of the
judge of Tirhoot, and conﬁrm that
of the 2d principal sudder
ameen, with costs chargeable to
the
respondents.

This

case, and case

sein, against
one of the
ordered that
the said case

No. I24, on appeal by Moyenooddeen
Ho
the judge’s decree, passed in favor
of Muzzer Hosein,
original plaintiffs, being in all
respects the same,
a copy of this decision be
annexed to the record of
No.

K1

124.

THE l9'l‘H JUNE

1847.

Pass!-mr:
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C.

TUCKER, EsQ.,

SIR R.

J.

BARLOW,

HAWKINS,

and

BAR'1‘.,

JUi)oEs.
ESQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 203 or

1845.

Special Appealfrom a decision
of Syud Jonab Ali, Principal
Sudder Ameen of East Burdwan, dated the
7th June, I844.

BULLO DEB MISSER,.APPELLANT,

(PLAINTIFF,)

versus

BEESNUB CHURN MUNDUL,

AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS,
(DEFENDANTS.)

THE special appeal was admitted by Mr.

Tucker, on the 29th
following certiﬁcate:
_
_
‘The petitioner (plaintiff) sued the defendants in
this case to
assess a jumma of rupees 289-5-2, on 133
biggahs, 19 biswas of
land in their possession, held, as he asserted, without
any pottah,
and without reference to any rate of assessment.
The defendants
pleaded a mowrooseejumma of rupees 97-4-8.
The case was dis
missed by both courts, on the grounds of certain
decrees, summary
and regular, making mention of the defendants’
jumma to be as
stated by them, viz. Sicca rupees 97-4-8. But the
defendants

July

1845, who recorded the

did
not produce any lease; nor admitting the jumma,
heretofore paid
by them, to be rupees 97-4-8, could they shew on what
quantity

(270)

e

of lands such jumma had been ﬁxed.
Under these circumstances,
the decision is contrary to the practice and precedents of this
Court, as well as the universally acknowledged maxim, which
throws the proof, for any exemption from the ordinary assessment
according to established rates on the tenant.’
We ﬁnd it established before the lower courts that the respon
dents held, at the jumma stated by them, viz. Sicca rupees
97-4-8, from a period long previous to the decennial settlement;
and as the appellant has not sued in the case, to prove that the
respondents have possession of any lands in excess of those apper
taining to their tenure, but to break up the mowroosee tenure itself,
we dismiss the appeal with costs.

M

Tns l9'rn Jlmn I847.
Prwssur

:

TUCKER, EsQ., and
Sm R. BARLOW, BART.,
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C.

J.

Juno!-:s.

HAWKINS, Esq.,

,

Tsuromuw Junos.

CASE No.
Special

152

or

1845.

Appeal from a decision of Mr. Cook, Judge of Dacca,
dated the 2d May i844.

RUTTUN MONEY

AND

ornnns, APPELLANTS, (PLA11vr1r'rs,)
‘l)€7‘8’M3

JOOGUL KISHORE RAEE

AND

orasns, Rnsrounswrs,

(DEFENDANTS.)

THE special appeal was admitted by Mr. C. Tucker, on the 17th
June 1845, who recorded the following certiﬁcate :
‘ The plaintiffs in this case having taken a conditional sale of

certain property from the defendants, and the money advanced
not having been paid within the time prescribed in the bill of
sale, they caused the notice required by Regulation 17, 1806, to
be served on the defendants.
‘ The notice was issued lst
May 1839: the amount due was not
deposited till 9th May 1840; consequently plaintiﬁs instituted
the present suit for possession of the land. The moonsiff decreed
for the plaintiffs; but on appeal the judge reversed that oﬁicer’s
decision, on the ground that it was the custom in his district to
calculate the year’s notice, from the date on which the said notice

'

is served on the seller. It appeared that the notice was served on
the defendants on the 13th May 1839; consequently the amount
having been paid into court on 9th May 1840, he, the judge,
He
declared the amount to have been paid within the year.
quoted as a precedent the case of Hussein Ali Khan and others,
Phool Bas Koor; (Sudder Dewanny Reports,
v. Mussummaut
Vol. IV. page 5,) but it is evident he could not have read the case
in detail, and judged merely from the marginal note. The Circular
Order dated 9th April l8l7, was issued for the guidance of the
courts in this matter; and it seems to call for explanation why a
custom, opposed to that circular, is still allowed to prevail, and to
overrule what has been declared to be the law on the subject.
I admit the special appeal to try the point, whether the payment of
the money in this case by the defendants, on the 9th May 1840,
was so paid within the year allowed in such cases under Regulation

l806.’
We are of opinion that
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17,

a local custom cannot be pleaded against
the law as established by Regulation, Circular Order, and precedent
(vide case of Ram Gopal Surmah Turrufdar, '0. Rumzan Bibi,
We therefore
Page 166, Vol. VI, Sudder Dewanny Reports.)
1844, and
reverse the. decision of the judge dated 2d May
affirm that of the moonsiif dated the 31st March 1843, with costs
.
against the respondents.

xix

THE l9'rn JUNE 1847.
PRESENT:

TUCKER, Eso., and
Sm R. BARLOW, BART.,
C.

J. HAWKINS,

Junoss.
ESQ..,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 33 or 1847.
Special Appeal from a decision of Thomas Taylor, Esq., Judge
_ Zillah Mymensiugh, dated the 22d March 1845.

HURNATH SURMAH CHOWDRY

AND

PELLANTS, (PLIAN'l‘IFF,)

of

orunns, AP

versus

COLLECTOR AND DEPUTY COLLECTOR OF ZILLAH
MYMENSINGH, REsPONnEN'rs, (DEI<‘ENDANTS.)
THE special appeal was admittedby Mr. C. Tucker, on the
November 1846, who recorded the following certiﬁcate:

lfth

‘The bulwarah of an estate being in progress, under the provi
sions of Regulation I9 of I814, the plaintil'l's, who were pro
prietors of a dependent laloolr within the estate, were called upon
to furnish the accounts of their lalook; and, not doing so, were
ﬁned by the collector under Clause 2, Section 17, of the Regulation
above quoted.
The Clause in question sanctions a ﬁne on pro
prietors of estates under butwarah, and says nothing of the under
tenants: and on these grounds the plaintiffs brought this action
for the recovery of the ﬁne levied from them by the collector.
They obtained a decree from the sudder ameen; but on appeal that
oﬁicer-’s decision was reversed by the judge.
Special appeal ad
mitted to try whether, under Regulation I9, l8l4, the collector
has authority to ﬁne under-tenants, who may, on being called upon,
refuse or neglect to deliver in their accounts.’
We ﬁnd that the collector has ﬁned the ap llants’, dependent
talookdars in an estate under butwarah, citing Clause 2, Section I7,
The Clause cited
Regulation 19 of 18l4, as his authority.
however sanctions only the ﬁning of the proprietors of the estate
for the offence in question; and being a penal enactment, cannot
be extended beyond its literal terms.
We therefore reverse the
judge’s decision of 22d March 1845, and aﬁirm that of the sudder
ameen dated llth July I844, with costs against the respondents.
Tnm

-l

l9rn JUNE I847.
PRESENT:

C. TUCKER, Esq. and
Sm R. BARLO\V, BAR'l‘.,

J.

HAWKINS, ESQ.,

J unons.

TEMPORARY Juno:-:.

CASE No. 38 or 1847.
Special Appeal from a decision of Moulvee Abdool Ali, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Rajshahye, dated the 3lst January 1845.

URNAPOORNA

AND

oruans, APPELLANT8,

(DEFENDANT8,)

versus

PRAN ISHMEE DIBYA, Raspoxnsxr,
THE special appeal

was admitted by

(PLAIN'1‘lFF.)

Mr. C. Tucker, on the

10th

it,

November 1846, who recorded the following certiﬁcate:
‘The case had gone by default before it was disposed of by the
sudder ameen ; and though the fact was urged in appeal, the princi
because the default was rectiﬁed on
pal sudder ameen overruled
The particulars are
the day the case was ﬁrst brought up.
The case was made over to the sudder ameen for disposal,
these
:
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(273)

'

my
*1:

iltl
Illﬂi

alt

sl.

it

PRESENT:

TUCKER, EsQ., and
Sm R. BARLOW, BAE'r.,

C.

J.

ES

A

HAWKINS, EsQ.,

JoDoEs.

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

Judge

of

a

CASE No. 297 or I846.
decision
Mr. I/V. St. Quintin, Additional
Special Appeal from
Zillah Behar, dated

4*

MUNGUL SINGH
RUGOBEER.

the 28th December

I844.

AND OTHERS, APPELLANTS, (PLAINTIFFS,)
versus
DYAL AND OTHERS, REsPoNDEN'rs,

a

‘

(DEFENDANTS.)
THE special appeal was admitted by Mr. C. Tucker, on the
26th August I846, who recorded the following certiﬁcate:
This was suit for compensation for the loss of crops, occa
a

water course, from
sioned by the defendants having stopped up
which the plaintiﬁ"s lands had heretofore been irrigated, and for
the re-opening of the same.
The case was dismissed by the moonsiﬁ‘, because, as he asserts
in his decree, that the plaintiffs had not given the date of the
occurrence, nor was the same deposed to by any of the witnesses;
The special ap
and this was affirmed by the additional judge.
peal was grounded on the assertion, that the date was given, and
sent for the nuthee;
the same conﬁrmed by all the witnesses.
and, on perusal, ﬁnd the plaint alleges the acts complained
of occurred in the month of Jeyte 1249, and seven witnesses for

‘
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THE l9'rn JUNE 1847.
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I

E"

a

"2’

ed:

and was received by him on l0th August I842.
The wukulutna
meh, on part of the plaintiﬁ', was not ﬁled till l0th November
following. The six weeks expired during the Dusserah vacation;
but the Court re-opened on Monday 7th November, on which day
the wukulatnamek should have been ﬁled, but
was not ﬁled till
The last act of the plaintiff, before the al
the l0th November.
leged default, was on the l0th September 1842, being the date of
the nazir’s return to the proclamation for the attendance of the
defendants, issued on-the part of the plaintiff.’
After reference to the record in this case, we ﬁnd that this case
was instituted and carried on by mookhtar, appointed under Regu
lation I2, 1833, who was present until his place was supplied by
the appointment of
regular pleader of the Court on the l0th
November I842, consequently there was no default.
We there
all
dismiss
the
with
costs
the
against
appeal,
appellants.
fore

Qf

5"?

a

‘F

(274)
the plaintiffs say the same, and prove the case.
I therefore ad
mitted a special appeal, because the grounds on which the deci
sions of the lower courts are said to rest, are in opposition to the
record, and therefore cannot stand.’
We are of opinion, that the point on which this special appeal
has been admitted, is not a mere difference of opinion, as to the
suﬁiciency. or otherwise, of the evidence; but involves a mis
statement, which forms a legitimate ground of appeal.
The facts being as stated in the certiﬁcate admitting the special
appeal, we annul the decisions of both courts; and remand the
proceedings to the court of ﬁrst instance for re-investigation.

._¢_.
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THE l9'rn JUNE

1847.

Passsxr:
C. TUCKER, Esq-, and
Sm. R. BARLOW, BAR'l‘.,
Junoss.
J. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY Junos.
CASE No.

188

or

1846.

Special Appeal from a decision of the Acting Judge of 24-Pergun
nu/1.9, dated l0tk September
I844.
SREERAM PAUL, AND ANOTHER, Al-‘PELLANT8,
(DEFENDAN'l‘8,)
versus

KALEE DAS SURMAH, Rssronnswr,

(PLA1xr1Fs.)

Tun special appeal was admitted by Sir R. Barlow, on the 29th
April 1846, who recorded the following certiﬁcate :
‘The moonsitl"s decree awards interest upon interest penden
Plaintiff sued for Sicca rupees 4], 7 annas, 14 gundahs,
te lite.

2 cowries, with interest Sicca rupees 34, 7 annav, 5 gundalis,
2 cowries, or Sicca rupees 75, 15 annas: equal to Company’s ru
A decree was given for that amount, with Company’s
pees 81.
annas interest, while the case was in the court.
7,
4
The
rupees
the
30th
ﬁled
on
and
the
was
1843,
August
decision
is
plaint
dated 28th May I844 ; nearly nine months afterwards.
Under
the practice of the courts, interest on the principal only from date
of plaint to date of the decision is allowable, and interest on the
amount decreed from that date to date of realization.’
So much of the acting judge’s order, as awards interest upon
With this reservation,
interest pendente lite, must be set aside.
Costs charged to the parties respec
his decision is conﬁrmed.
tively.

(275)
the’;

?fo.~.

THE 2ls'r JUNE
PaEsEN'r:

M.

‘

R. H. RATTRAY and
A. DICK, ESQBS.,

aw

JUDGES.

Lg,

W

W. B. JACKSON, Eso-,

'

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
41

or

1846.

A

by

CASE No.

of

l.

;

of of

decision passed
Judge
Shahabad,
Special Appeal from
the.
W. S. Alexander, June 8th 1844
the Sudder
aﬁirmmg that
Ameen, .Mazum Hosein Khan,
August 8th 1843.
JEEWA SINGH, alias DEO NARAIN SINGH, AND
OTHERS, APPELLANTS, (PLAiN'riFFs,)
0
a

3?:

1847.

RAMBUKSH SINGH,

AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS,

(DEFENDAN'rs.)

of of

Wulreel
Appellants—J. G. Waller.
Wukeel
Respondents— E. Colebroolce.
THIS suit was instituted by appellants on the 2d January 1843,
the rent [hissah halcimee] of
to recover from the respondents
'
certain orchards.
j
The claim
resisted by the latter, on the ground‘of their
never having paid any rent, or any portion of the produce of the
lands in question for
period antecedent to the decennial settle
ment.
Their disputes had brought the matter before the criminal
was referred to arbitration, and the right of
court, whence
appellants’ ancestors was declared good; but when the judge
was applied to, to enforce the award, he, by an order dated
the 4th June l8-30, refused to do so; and the present suit has
been thrown out, under the statute of limitation, with reference
to the date of that order.
It was deemed doubtful by this Court, whether any limitation
and
would apply to claims for rent of land
special appeal was
admitted to try the question generally; and, further, to determine
whether the judge’s order of the 4th June 1830, formed any spe
cial bar to the Court’s cognizance of the present action under the
statute cited.
We are of opinion, more particularly with reference to prece
dents [of the 29th April and 3d December 1845] that
claim for
rent
not barred by lapse of time; and that, consequently, as
suming the present claim to be [as stated in the certiﬁcate of ad
mission of the special appeal] for rent of the orchards in question,
should be adjudicated on its merits, notwithstanding the lapse
Further, we think, that the order of the
which has occurred.
judge of the 4th June 1830, rejecting the arbitration decision,
was no bar to the hearing of the suit, the claim being one of
is

a

it

is

a

;

a

it

a

1‘
L

l

h

.

S
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(276)
perpetually recurring nature.
Deeming the judge and sudder
ameen to have been in error in their disposal of the case, we
reverse the judgments passed by them.
The proceedings will be returned; and the case being restored
to its original number on the ﬁle, will be tried and disposed of on
its merits.
The usual order will issue in regard to costs, stamps,
&c.

*

Tm; 2ls'r Juxs: 1847.
PRESENT:

R. I-I. RATTRAY and
A. DICK, Esoas.,

Jvnoss.
W. B. JACKSON, ESQ.,
Tr-mroaanr Junoa.
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CASE No.

187

of

1846.

Special Appeal from a decision of the Judge of Patna, Arthur Smelt,
13th April 1844 ; ajirming a decree passed by the Principal
Sudder Ameen, Abdul Wahid Khan, April 28th I843.

BHECHUK SINGH

ANn'o'rnr.as,

APPELLANTS,

(DEFENDAN'l‘8,)
versus

SHE SUHAEE

AND OTHERS,

Rssrounnwrs, (PLAIN'l‘IFFS.)

Wukeel of Appellants——J. G. Waller.
Wukeel of Res-p0ndenta—Abbas Ali.

Tms suit was instituted by respondents on the 23rd August
1842, to recover Company’s rupees l,562, principal and interest,
as wasilat (or mesne proﬁts) from 1227 to i240 Fuslee, on a half
anna, six cowree share of mouzah Mukhdoompoor-deegha.
Respondents had obtained a decree for the land on the 14th
September 1836, or 21st Bhadoon 1244 Fuslee, and the principal
sudder ameen, and in appeal, the judge, adjudged wasilat, with
interest upon it, from the commencement of 1228 Fuslee, the
The Court on the principle laid down in
period of dispossession.
the case of ‘ Asman Singh, versus Purmesree Suhaee,’ decided
August 29th l826, [ee vol. IV, page 176, Sudder Dewanny Adawlut
Reports] were of opinion, that interest on wasilat should not be
allowed for a period prior to the institution of a suit for recovery
of the same; and admitted a special appeal against the award in
this case accordingly.
We are of opinion, that, in this case, there was no special reason
for allowing interest on the wasilat, adjudged, previously to the
date of institution of the suit for the wasilat; and that the order

T _

_‘

"'

—

—~;_—

-

_

H

-<~

(277)

it,

With respect to an
appealed against must therefore be amended.
objection raised by respondents, that the special appeal has been
admitted on a ground not speciﬁcally urged in the petition of ap
peal, we observe, that the objection Was made to the award, gener
ally of interest; but that, as the account in detail was not fur
nished in the decree, a deﬁnite plea could not be made, against
what was not there exhibited.
It appears, that the account was
called for by the Court, and submitted; and that, with reference
to
the special appeal was allowed.
The course pursued, was
'
perfectly regular.
We modify the decision of the lower courts, by cancelling the
award of interest adjudged prior to the date on which the suit
was instituted, with proportionate modiﬁcation of costs, payable
'
,
by appellants.

{

THE

221)

JUNE l847.

TUCKER, EsQ.,

C.

JUDGE.

_

PETITION

No.

17

or l846.

IN the matter of the petition of Bhudoo Raoot, ﬁled in this

llth February 1846, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of
zillah Shahabad, under date the 27th November 1845, reversing
that of the moonsiff of Garhee, under date the 12th April 1845,
in the case of Bhudoo Raoot, plaintiff, versus Hurbuns Roy and
Mohur Roy, defendants.
This was an action to recover sum of money due on
teep
dated 14th Assin 1240 F., corresponding with 24th September
1832.
The suit was instituted on the 29th July 1844.
The moonsiff decreed for the plaintiff; but on appeal the prin
cipal sudder ameen reversed the moonsiff’ decision, and dismissed
the plaint under the statute of limitations, on the ground that
the debt, for which the defendant was liable under the teep, was
incurred in 1233 F., and therefore the cause of action must be
calculated from 1233 F.
This
The acknowledgment of the debt,
altogether erroneous.
and the suit hav
new cause of action
by executing the teep,
ing been brought within twelve years of the date of the teep, can
'
not be rejected under Section 14, Regulation
1793.
admit the special appeal, and remand theproceedings to the
principal sudder ameen, that the appeal may be tried on its merits.
;

3,

a

is

is

s

a

a.

Court on the

I
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PREsEN'r:

273

(

)

Tm: 220 Jum:
PRESENT

1847.
:

W. JACKSON, E8Q.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 235 os

ZENUT-O-NISSA,

WIDOW

1844.

or HIMAYUT ALI, nscsassn,

APPELLANT,

(PLAiN'r1rF,)

versus

AND ormms, RESPONDENTS,

(DEFENDANT8.)

is

it

a

is

is

is

is

it

I

;

9

9

a

9

it,

CLAIM for possession of 8 arenas tuppeh Anund Bhattee; l2 amzas
talookah Maldeh, tuppeh Peerwur and talookah Ramkishenpore,
&c. &c.
Suit laid at rupees 8,832, 3 annas, 8 pies.
The plaintiff claims possession of the property left by her de
ceased husband, under a deed of settlement, and a will conﬁrming
the same, both which documents are produced. One of the defen
dants, Itaut Ali, her son, admitted the justice of the claim in gene
ral; but the other defendants contested
with regard, especially,
to
annas talookah Ramkishenpore, which had been sold in sa
tisfaction of decree against Itaut Ali, and purchased by two of
the defendants, Mahtab Lal and another.
On the ]Oth June 1844, the principal sudder ameen decided in
favor of the plaintiff as regarded all the property, except
annas
talookah Ramkishenpore, to which he declared that the right of
plaintiff was not established.
The plaintiff appealed to this Court, with regard to the portion
of her claim rejected by the principal sudder ameen, viz.
annas
talookah Ramkishenpore
and
to that portion of her claim
that this Court has to decide.
ﬁnd that talookah Ramkishenpore was purchased by Itaut
Ali, after the death of Himayut Ali, his father. The plaintiff
asserts, that, though bought in his name,
was bought with her
money, and for her use: in proof of which, she mentions an ilcrar
nomeh, or engagement, taken by her from the tuhseeldar, and other
village oiﬁcers, to pay rent to her agents. But this ikrarnameh
not produced; and there
nothing to meet the fact of the" pur
chase in the name of Itaut Ali, except the acknowledgment of the
said Itaut Ali, which
of little value, as he
party interested,
and
view to de
apparently colluding with his mother, with
fraud his creditors.
therefore reject the appeal of the plaintiff,
annas talookah Ramkishen
seeing no reason to award her the
Costs of appeal to be paid by the plaintiff.
pore claimed.
9

I

a

is
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ITAUT ALI,

'1

(279)
THE

221)

JUNE

1847.

PREsEN'r:

J. HAWKINS,

EsQ.,

TEMPORARY JUnoE.
PETITION No. 288 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Srinath Churn Nundee, ﬁled

in this Court on the 25th May 1847, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of Oditpershad Gl1QS6,‘p1‘lI1CipE1.l.
sudder ameen of Midnapore, under date the 19th February 1847,

reversing that of Khyrut Hosein, moonsiff of Kashigunge, under
date the 14th May 1846, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff,
versus
onab Ali Khan, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :
The plaintiff sued for possession of 3 biggahs, 18 cottahs of
land, and the rents thereof, held by the defendant under the fol
The plaintiff had taken a lease of a kkas
lowing circumstances.
mehal of the Government from 1245 Fuslee style, in which the
defendant held the above quantity of land.
He originally claimed
to hold it as lakhiraj ; but this claim having been set aside by the
Government officers, after due enquiry, he was called upon to pay
rent for the land.
Neglecting to do so, the plaintiff brought this
action for recovery of arrears of rent from 1245 to 1251. He
obtained a decree from the mooniff ; but in appeal this judgment
was set aside by the principal sudder ameen, on the ground of an
order passed by the deputy collector, on a petition preented by
the defendant, to the effect that he was to pay the rent from 1252.
This was a summary order passed in the absence of the plaintiff;
and it is not plain how the deputy collector had power to pass
such an order to the detriment of the plaintiﬁ', who was the lessee,
and had a right to collect'his rents, without any such interference
on the part of the deputy collector.
admit the special appeal, and
Under these circumstances,
remand the case to the principal sudder ameen, who will re-admit
the case on his ﬁle, and decide it on its merits with reference to
the evidence adduced.
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THE

J.

24111

JUNE

.

1847.

PEEsEN'r:

HAWKINS,

ESQ-,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No. 294 or" 1847.
the petition of Sunkur Mahter, forwarded to
of
IN the matter
this Court under certiﬁcate on the 30th March 1847, praying for

(290)
the admission of a special appeal from the decision of Shamchand
Moonshee, principal sudder ameen of Manbhoom, under date the
13th March I847, reversing that of the moonsiif of Nakda, under
date the 16th March l846, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiﬁ’,
versus Bhowani Singh Sirdar, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
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following grounds:
The plaintiff sued for recovery of a debt, and obtained a decree
from the moonsiﬂl On appeal by the defendant, he was nonsuited
by the principal sudder ameen, on the ground that his suit should
have been instituted in the court of the moonsiif of Manbhoom,
the moonsiﬁ' of Nakda having no jurisdiction. The principal sud
der ameen has held that the suit should have been instituted in the
court of the moonsiff of Manbhoom, in whose jurisdiction it is ad
mitted that the bond was executed ; and he quotes, as his autho
rity, Construction 35l. But the plaintiff says the debt was in
curred in the jurisdiction of the moonsiﬁ' of Nakda ; and, if this
be the case, the Construction is directly opposed to the view taken
of it by the principal sudder ameen. The debt is the cause of
action : the bond is merely evidence of it. The decree of the
principal sudder ameen is silent upon the main point, as to where
the debt was incurred, and is consequently incomplete.
admit the special appeal, and remand the case to the princi
pal sudder ameen, who will refer to the evidence as to where the
Should he ﬁnd it to have been incurred in
debt was incurred.
Manbhoom, he will record that fact: should it appear that it was
incurred in Nakda, he will decide the case upon its merits.

I

‘

Tm-: 241-n
-

Jone

PRESENT:

J. HAWKINS,

1847.

'

Est!-,

Tnmronanr June-E.
PETITION No. 296 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Surbjeet Roy and Thakoor Roy,
ﬁled in this Court on the 26th May 1847, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of Moulvee Niamut Ali
Khan, principal sudder ameen of Tirhoot, under date the llth
March 1847, reversing that of Azeem Ali Khan, moonsiff of Dul
sing Serai, under date the 22d June 1846, in the case of Sunker
Roy and others, plaintiffs, versus the petitioners and others, defen
dants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the

following grounds:
The plaintiffs sued for possession of certain lands mentioned in
The defendants pleaded, inter alia, adverse posses
their plaint.
sion for upwards of 24 years before the institution of the suit;

(231)
and that, consequently, it was barred under the provisions of Sec
tion I4, Regulation 3, I793.
Both the lower courts have entered into the merits of this case,
without taking any notice of the plea under the law of limitation,
which the defendants have urged in both the lower courts; and on
which they now apply for the admission of a special appeal. The
decrees are therefore manifestly incomplete.
admit the appeal; and, annulling the decrees of both the
_
lower courts, direct that the case be remanded to the ﬁle of the
moonsiff, in order, that this plea for the defence be decided upon
in the ﬁrst instance, before there be any investigation
of the
merits.
The issue of the decision on this plea, will shew whether
any further enquiry is necessary.

I

-—¢

THE 24'ru JUNE I847.
PRESENT:
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J.

HAWKINS, Eso.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
PETITION No. 307 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Rajkishwur Deb, ﬁled in this
Court on the 29th May I847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Mr. R. Cunlilfe, judge of
Mymensingh, under date the l0th March I847, amending that of
Mr. C. Mackay, principal sudder ameen of Mymensingh, under
date the 4th February I845, in the case of Prankishen
Gopt,
plaintiff, versus the petitioner, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:
The plaintiff sued his brother, Ram Kunye Gopt, and the peti
tioner, for possession of certain property, which he claimed as his
The petitioner held a farm of part of the property
patrimony.
from Ram Kunye.
_
The principal sudder ameen decided the case in favor of the
plaintiff, against Ram Kunye, exempting the petitioner from liabi
lity in regard to the mesne proﬁts for the period of plaintiﬁ"s dis
From this part of the order, the plaintiff appealed;
possession.
and the judge amended the decree of the principal sudder ameen,
and included the petitioner in the liability for proﬁts.
From this order of the judge, the petitioner applies for admis
sion of a special appeal on two grounds.—First.
That the petition
of appeal to the zillah court was written on paper of inadequate
That the judge has awarded payment of mesne
value.-—Sec0ndly.
proﬁt to the plaintiff, by the petitioner, from the year I246 B. S.,
to the date of plaintiff ’s obtaining possession ; whereas petitioner’s
farm expired in the year I250, (4 years ago,) since which he had
no connection with the land.

(232)

is

is

it

flit

The ﬁrst ground is untenable, as the appeal was preferred upon
the proper stamp, the plaintiﬂ' having appealed against only a por
tion of the ﬁrst decree; and having written his petition of appeal
upon a stamp of value suﬁicient to cover the value of the interest
involved in the appeal.
The second ground is good. The judge has not distinctl spe
ciﬁed the period for which the petitioner is responsible
the
made to
proﬁts; but, from the general tenor of his order,
res
appear that the petitioner, as well as the other defendant,
for
them
to
the
time
of
ponsible
plaintiﬁ”s obtaining posses
up
sion; whereas the judge’s decree recites that the farm was for
ﬁve years, commencing with the year 1246.
admit the ap eal, and remand the case to the judge for the
correction of his d)ecretal order.

I

L

Tnn 24'rn JUNE
C.

PRESENT:

TUCKER,

1847.

EBQ.,

a

J

owar and
Ramgopal Mookerjea, plaintiff, versus Gholam Durbesh
others, defendants.
In this case the petitioner,
farmer, sued the defendants for
balance of rents for the years 1246 and 1247 B. S., and obtained
decree from the moonsiff’s court.
On appeal the judge reversed
the moonsiff’s decision, on the ground that the plaintiff having
instituted
1799, before the
summary suit, under Regulation
collector, for the rents of 1250 B. S., must be considered as hav
ing abandoned his claim to any balance of rent, due from the same
parties, for preceding years.
As can ﬁnd neither law nor precedent for such an opinion,
admit the special appeal, and remand the proceedings to the judge,
who will dispose of the case on its merits.

I

I

a

7,

a

_3

JUNE I847.
Pnnsawr:

Tnm 24:rn

C.

TUCKER, ESQ.,

noon.
PETITION No. 30 or 1846.
IN the matter of the petition of Syud Keramut Ali Mootuwul
lee, ﬁled in this Court on the 19th February 1846, praying for the

J
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UDG E.

PETITION No. 28 or 1846.
IN the matter of the petition of Ramgopal Mookerjea, ﬁled in
this Court on the 17th February 1846, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Jessore,
under date the 19th November 1845, reversing that of the moon
siif of Dhurmpoora, under date the 19th April 1845, in the case of

_

p—-_¢.i_

(283)
admission of aspecial appeal from the decision of the judge of
zillah Jessore, under date the 13th November 1845, reversing that
of the lst principal sudder ameen of that district, under date
the 30th May 1845, in the case of Syud Keramut Ali Mootuwullee,
plaintiff, versus Kali Biswas, defendant.
In this case the petitioner, a farmer, suedthe defendant for
balance of rents for the years 1238 to 1247 B. S., and obtained a
decree from the moonsiff’s court.
On appeal the judge reversed
the moonsiff’s decision, on the ground that the plaintiff having
instituted a summary suit, under Regulation
7, 1799, before
the collector, for the rents of 1249 B. S., must be considered as
having abandoned his claim to any balance of rent, due from the
same parties, for preceding years.
[The opinion in this case is the same as that given in the pre
ceding case. Petition No. 28.]
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THE 24'rn JUNE 1847.
PREsEN'r:
. C. TUCKER,
ESQ.,
JUDGE.
PETITION No. 31 or 1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Syud Keramut Ali Mootuwullee,
ﬁled in this Court on the 19th February 1486, praying for the ad
mission of a special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah
essore, under date the 13th November 1845, reversing that of the
lst principal sudder ameen of zillah
essore, under date the
30th May l845, in the case of Syud Keramut Ali Mootuwullee,
plaintiff, versus Kali Biswas, defendant.
In this case the petitioner, a farmer, sued the defendant for
balance of rents for the years 1238 to 1247 B. S., and obtained a
decree from the moonsiff’s court.
On appeal the judge reversed
the
the moonsiff’s decision, on
ground that the plaintiff having
under
suit,
instituted a summary
Regulation 7, 1799, before the
must be considered as having
B.
S.,
for
the
rents
of
1249
collector,
abandoned his claim to any balance of rent, due from the same
parties, for preceding years.
[The opinion in this case is the same as that given in the pre
Petition No. 28.]
ceding case.

J
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THE 24'ru JUNE 1847.
PREsEN'r:

C.

TUCKER, Eso.,

JUDGE.

No. 27 or 1846.
IN the matter of the petition of Calleekinker Ludh, and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 16th February 1846, praying for the ad
PETITl0N

(234)
mission of a special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah
Tipperah, under date the l7th February I845, reversing that of
the sudder ameen of that district, under date the 4th February
1845, in the case of Calleekinker Ludh and others, plaintiﬁs, versus
Calleekant Burdhun and others, defendants.
Talook Kamdeb was the joint property of two brothers, Pertab
Narain and Seebchunder: the former at his death left three sons,
minors, and a widow : the latter at his death left a widow and two
sons; one of whom, Rajchunder Ludh, was of age, the other a
minor.
Rajchunder, in conjunction with the two widows, sold
the taloolr to one Bolanath Muzoomdar.
The minor sons of the
two brothers, on coming of age, instituted this suit to set aside the
sale, as far as their interests were concerned.
The principal sudder ameen decreed for the plaintiﬁs, stating
that no grounds for the sale, recognized by the Hindoo law, had
been established.
On appeal the judge reversed the principal
sudder ameen’s decision, and upheld the sale; quoting as prece
dents the case of Prannath Race v. Rajah Govindchunder
Raee,
and the case of ugmohun Bose v. Petumber Ghose, (pages 37 and
82, vol. V, Sudder Dewanny Reports,) and stating that strong
grounds for the sale had been proved. What these grounds
are the judge does not state.
Of the prcedents quoted by the
Whilst, as just observed, the judge
judge, the latter only applies.
does not state what necessity for the sale, as recognized by Hin
The bill of sale states the grounds of
doo law, was established.
sale to be, that the talook is deﬁcient in assets, so that the
sellers could not pay the Government revenue.
The purchaser says the sale was made to enable the widows to
pay their deceased husbands’ debts, and to pay the rent of other
But, as above shewn, there is not a
talooks belonging to them.
Under the above circumstances,
word of this in the bill of sale.
it does not appear whether the requirements of the Hindoo law,
which alone can sanction a sale of this nature, have, or have not,
been attended to. I therefore admit the special appeal, and re
mand the proceedings to the judge, who will re-consider the case;
and, if he still be of opinion, that the sale has been legally made,
he will record his reasons in detail, showing the exact circumstan
ces under which the sale was made.
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26'rl-I

JUNE 1847.

Pansmrrr:

'

J. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY Jvnos.
PETITION No. 320 or I847.

J

IN the matter of the petition of unnomjoy Banoorjea, ﬁled in
this Court on the 10th June 1847, praying for the admission of a

(

285'

)

special appeal from the decision of Lokiiath Bhose, principal sud
der ameen of essore, under date the 8th March 1847, reversing
that of Moulvee Mukbool Ahmud, moonsiff of Tola, under date the
18th December 1846, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus
Sona Munnee Dassee and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed, that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :
The plaintiff sued for recovery of a debt on bond: the defendants
repelled the claim, not expressly denying the bond, but pleading
a general release.
The moonsiff gave judgment for the plaintiff; but the principal
sudder ameen reversed the decision, not crediting the witnesses
He does not enter into any examination of the
for the plaintiff.
but
contents
himself with saying, that false witnesses
evidence;
are easily procurable in that part of the country.
This cannot be admitted. The principal sudder ameen has to
deal with the evidence before him, and not with general practices ;
and if he rejects the plaintiff’s evidence, he must give his reasons
for so doing.
I admit the special appeal, and remand the case to the principal
sudder ameen, who will again place it on his ﬁle; and, in deciding
it again, state fully his reasons for the decision he may arrive at.
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THE 26'rn JUNE

J.

PRESENT

HAWKINS,

1847.

:

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No. 323 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Omed Ali Mistree, transmitted
to this Court on the 26th May 1847, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of Deobur Raee, principal sudder
ameen of Kamroop, in Assam, under date the 5th May 1847,
conﬁrming that of Madhooram Rajkoor, moonsiff of Gowhuttee,
under date the lOth December I846, in the case of Mr. Fraser,
plaintiff, versus the petitioner, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :
The plaintiff sued the defendant for a debt of ﬁfty rupees. De
fendant admitted the debt, but pleaded an offset for 15 rupees,
7 armas, 10 yuudas, for bread supplied to the plaintiff, which the
plaintiff promised should be deducted from the debt.
The defendant offered proof of this, but it was rejected by both
the lower courts, on the ground that plaintiff could institute a
cross suit for the sum claimed by him.
As the defendant expressly stated, that the plaintiff promised
that he should be allowed the offset, he ought to have been ad
mitted to proof of this.

(296)
I admit the special appeal; and, annulling the decrees of the
lower courts as incomplete, direct that the case be remanded to
the moonsiff, who will take the defendant’s evidence, and allow him
the olfet or not as he may succeed or fail in proving his defence.

MD

THE 26'rn

Jum: I847.

Pm-zsr-zvr:

C.

TUCKER, EsQ.,

J
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ones.
Pwrrrron No. 66 or I846.

IN the matter of the petition of Sumbhoonath Beeshee, ﬁled in
this Court on the 2d March 1846, praying for the admission of a.
special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Rajshahye,
under date the 2d December 1845, altering that of the principal
sudder ameen of that district, under date the 28th December
1844, in the case of Sumbhoonath Beeshee, plaintiff, versus Koon
wur Bhyrub Indur Narain Raee, and others, defendants.
This was a suit brought by the petitioner to recover the amount
of a bond, with interest, executed by the defendants, Kalipershad
Sen and Tara Money Debya, for and on account of the other
defendants, Koonwur Bh rub Indur Narain Raee, to whom they
had been appointed guardians.
Koonwur Bhyrub Indur Narain
Raee had attained his majority

before this action was brought.

The defendant, Tara Money Debya, is his paternal aunt. These
two defendants denied the transaction in loto. Kalipershad ac
knowledged the loan, and the execution of the bond, and stated
that the thousand rupees borrowed was paid the same day into
the collector’s treasury, on account of Government revenue due

from the minor’s estate.
The principal sudder ameen decreed for plaintiff against all
three defendants. Of these Koonwur Bhyrub Indur N arain Raee,
alone appealed. The judge records his opinion thus: ‘Adverting
to the bonds received to day, sent in by the collector, three of
which have neither the name of the person from whom the money
was borrowed, or any witnesses to the bond, and one only the
name of Casheenath Beeshee, who, it is said, is the bi-other of the
amend the
respondent, and the great delay in bringing this suit,
principal sudder ameen’s decree; relieve the appellant from all
liability under the bond and decree; upholding the decree as
regards Kalipershad.
admit the special appeal. The judge, as far as can be gather
ed from his opinion recorded above, has rejected the bond on
which this suit was brought, solely because certain other bonds,
unconnected with this case, had a suspicious appearance : this is
The judge was bound to have considered, in the ﬁrst
irregular.
instance, the evidence adduced in support of the bond, which was
the ground of this action; and then there would have been no

I

I

(287)
objection to his taking into consideration any collateral proof
either for or against it.
Moreover, the judge has omitted to state whether the decree
of the lower court is to be upheld or annulled, as against Tara
Money Debya, which he ought to have done, having mentioned
the defendant Kalipershad.
therefore remand the case for re
consideration with reference to the foregoing remarks.

I
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THE

29111

JUNE

PREsEN'r:

1847.

W. JACKSON, ESQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE N0. 293 or

1844.

RADHA SHAM NURINDUR MAHAPATUR, APPELLANT,
(DEFENDAN'r,)
versus

RANEE SUTTYA BHAMA,
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RAJAH BENAIK
LOOKANA,

(FAR.MER,)

RESPONDENT,

(DEFENDAN'r.)
BHUNJ, DEcEAsED, THEN

MOTHER.

AND

GUARDIAN

RANEE SOO

or HIS soN,

R.Es

PONDENT, (PLA1N'r1EE.)
CLAIM 51,200 rupees, principal and interest, proceeds of Killah
Kunkur, during the years 1239, 1240, and 1241.
The plaintiff states, that, during the years abovementioned, he
was a minor, and his estate, Killah Kunkur, was under the manage
ment of the Court of Wards, who let the estate to his, the plaintiif’s
mother, Ranee Suttya Bhama, in farm, on the security of the other
defendant, Radha Sham N urindur. The condition of the farm was,
that the sum, rupees 27,132, should be paid annually; but out of
this.sum the Court of Wards allowed the farmer to apply rupees
19,132 to the payment of the Government revenue, and directed
her to pay rupees 8,000 annually into the collector’s treasury, to
be carried to the credit of the ward.
This sum had not been paid
for the three years in question ; and the plaintiff having since
attained majority, now sues the farmer and her surety for the
balance due, with interest.
On the 16th July 1844, the principal sudder ameen awarded to
plaintiff one-half his claim, viz. Sicca rupees 24,000, equivalent to
Company’s rupees 25,600; the remaining half he considered not
due, having been remitted to the farmer, by the Court of Wards,
on account of the years 1239 and 1240, on account of damage
done to the estate by inundation.
The farmer’s surety appeals against this award, urging that the
plaintiff had himself, during his minority, collected from the
estate, and referring to some dakhilehs, shewing sums paid in
1242 on account of past years.
The lease and security bond are both produced and admitted ;
and unless it can be established that the rent has been paid, the

(233)
plaintiﬂ' is entitled to recover it. The relation between the farmer
and the ward does not affect the
it is not proved that
the
made any collections question:
rom the estate in 1241, as al
lege (plaintiff
by appellant; and the dakhilehs ﬁled do not contain any
to
shew that the money mentioned in them, was paid to the
thing
The sum remitted by the Court of Wards has been pro
plaintiff.
perly struck out from the plaintiﬁ"s claim by the principal sudder
ameen; but the remainder of the claim is clear and undeniable.
Ordered that the decree of the principal sudder ameen be aﬁrmed,
with costs against the appellant.

n*i

Tm: 29'rn JUNE 1847.
Pnsssrvr:
A. mcx, Eso.,
.
ones.
CASE No. 175 or I844.

J

Appeal from a decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen
of Zillah Hooghly, Raee Radha G0-vind.
MUTOORANATH SIRCAR, APTERWARDS OODHUPNATH
SIRCAR, ms son AND mam, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
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Regular

SREEMUTTEE

versus

SURBANEE DASSEE, Rssrormsur,
(PLAIN'r1FF.)

NITEEANUND

KOONDH—3RD PARTY.
QfAppellant—Gholam Sufdur and Tarick Chunder Raee.
Thakur and Neel Munee
Wukeels of Resp0ndent—Pursunkoomar
Wu/reels

Banoorjeeah.
Wukeel of third Party-—Nuseem0oddeen.
APPEAL laid at Company’s rupees 5,267 and 15 armas for
possession on ajulkur, called lchaul Deyoolee.
This suit was originally instituted against the appellant alone,
and only for a portion of the khaul, and laid at Company’s rupees
1,066 and 15 annas. Niteeanund, the 3rd party, appeared, and
objected on the plea that the whole of the khaul belonged to him,
and was in his possession.
On this, the principal sudder ameen
ordered plaintiff to make Niteeanund a defendant, by ﬁling a sup
This occasioned the ﬁrst increase in the
plementary plaint.
amount of the suit, which became Company’s rupees 1,566 and 15
annas. Afterwards an ameen was deputed to make a local enquiry on
the spot, and he reported that the value of the hhaul was upwards
of Company’s rupees 4,000: in consequence, the principal sudder
ameen directed plaintiff to ﬁle a second supplement to correct the
amount at which he had laid his suit, which then became C0many’s
rupees 5,267 and 15 annas ; and a number of other claimants were
made defendants.
In appeal, appellants claimed a nonsuit, in consequence of the
repeated supplements illegally admitted and ﬁled.

,

\

—

’ -

<

j

289

>

The respondent urged, that

she had merely obeyed the orders of
the court.
The proceedings of the principal sudder ameen have been utterly
devoid of regularity, and contrary to the express injunctions and
clear intent of the law, with respect to supplementary pleadings.
Those admitted, or rather enjoined by the principal sudder ameen,
are more new suits; the amount being trebled; the claim extend
ed from a small portion to a whole; and the defendants increased
from I to 2, and then to l2; then to rectify an error, or supply an
omission. The case is therefore remanded to be tried on its merits,
as originally set forth in the plaint, answer, reply and rejoinder :
the principal sudder ameen adverting to what has been enjoined
on the subject of supplementary pleadings in Section 5, Regulation
4, 1793, Clause 3, Section 6, Regulation 26, 1814, and in Con
struction No. 1363. V

*

THE 29'rn JUNE I847.
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C.
I

PREsEN'r:

TUCKER, EsQ.,

J

U

DGE.

PETITION No. 83 or 1846.
IN the matter of the petition of Neelkunt Das N eogee, ﬁled in
this Court on the 6th March I846, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of
zillah Mymensingh, under date the 6th December I845, reversing
that of the moonsiff of Meghna, under date the 2d July 1845, in
the case of Annund Moee Dassee, plaintiff, versus Neelkunt Das
Neogee, defendant.
In this case the plaintiff sued the petitioner to recover a sum of
money due on a bond, executed by the said petitioner to her deceased
husband.
The petitioner sets up two pleas in defence: ﬁrst, that
he had paid the amount due on the bond in full; and secondly, that
on borrowing the money, the lender had made him pay for the
stamp paper (4 annas), on which the bond was engrossed; and, fur
ther, had deducted four annas on account interest in advance. The
moonsiff considered this point proved, and dismissed the claim
On appeal the principal
under Section 9, Regulation I5 of 1793.
sudder ameen, Mr. Mackay, reversed the moonsiff’s decision,
observing that he did not place any reliance on the evidence to the
above point; and, further, that when the respondent (petitioner)
pleaded payment in full, the other plea was quite superﬂuous and
out of place. He decreed in full for the plaintiff.
But the principal sudder ameen has disposed of only one of the
He takes not the slightest notice
pleas urged by the petitioner.
full,
of
in
more
than to mention it.
the plea of payment
I
and
case
remanded to the principal
Special appeal admittpd,
sudder ameen, who will restore the suit to the ﬁle; and, after due
enquiry, record his opinion of the plea urged by the petitioner,
that he had already discharged the amount now sued for.

(990)
Tns 29rn Jtms:

1847.

PRESENT:

TUCKER, EsQ.,

C.

J ones.

PETITION No. 75 or 1846.
IN the matter of the petition of Rubee Das Manjee and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 4th March i846, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder
ameen of zillah Dacca, under date the 29th November 1845, re
versing that of the moonsiff of Manickgunge, under date the 21st
June 1844, in the case of Rubee Das Manjee, and others, plaintilfs,
verms Kowul Baboo, defendant.

In this

case the petitioners claim certain privileges, as the head
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of their tribe; in the discharge of which they were interrupted and
resisted by the defendants, of the same tribe as themselves. The
present suit was consequently instituted by the plaintiffs, laying
their damages at thirty-two rupees, and seeking from the court the
recognition of their privileges.
The moonsiff decreed in part for the plaintiffs ; but, on the case

being appealed by the defendants, the principal sudder ameen, Mr.
as one which was not cogniz
able by the court.
This refusal to entertain the petitioner’s suit, being contrary to
Regulation and to the practice of the courts, which have entertain
ed, and tried on their merits, numerous cases of a similar nature,
viz. cases in which privileges claimed by particular classes, or by
admit the special appeal appli
individuals, have been in issue.
ed for; and, remanding the proceeding to the principal sudder
ameen’s court, direct that the case be restored to the ﬁle, and dis
posed of on its merits.

James Reily, threw out the complaint

I

Tru;
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30'rr1

JUNE 1847.

PRESENT:

A. DICK, ESQ.,
Junon.
W. JACKSON and

J.

HAWKINS,

ESQRS.,

TEMPORARY Junons.

CASE No.

159

YAR MOHUMMUD MUNDUL,

or 1844.

AND ANOTHER, APPELLANTS,

(PLAm'r1FFs,)
versus

PROSUNOOCOMAR THAKOOR,

AND ANOTHER,

Respon

nnnrs, (DEFENDAN'l‘S.)

CLAIM for possession of an old jote jumma in kismut Pudooma
-Gope in Dehee Hursunna, pergunnah Pulludeh ; and to reverse a
sale under a summary decree : suit laid at rupees 6,095, viz. value

1

(291)
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of jote, rupees 2,975, surplus rent 564, and wasilat for the time of
dispossession 2,555, = Rs. 6095.
Subsequently to the institution of the suit a supplemental plaint
was admitted, including the reversal of the summary decree in the
claim ; but the date of the decree is given in neither of the
Plaintiffs state, however, in the plaint, that they have
plaints.

paid the rents awarded against them for 1244 and 1245, by deposit
ing the amount ; that the sale of the jote took place in satisfac
tion of the summary decree for 1246.
It is to be inferred, there
fore, that they claim the reversal of the decrees* for the rents of
those three years, 1244, 1245, and 1246. It appears that a similar
summary decree was given against them for the rent of 1243 ; but
this was set aside by a decree, dated 14th September 1840, ob
tained by them in a regular suit, on the ground that a dole, on
which the summary award was founded, was not a valid document.
The subsequent summary decrees are founded on the same dole,
But more than a year having
and are therefore evidently wrong.
elapsed from the date of these decrees to the date of bringing this
suit, the principal sudder ameen considered the claim barred by
law, and threw it out; observing that the sale was impugned be
cause of the defect in the summary decrees, not of any defect in
From this decision, the present appeal is brought.
itself.
As there is no doubt that the summary decrees are erroneous, it
is desirable they should be set aside ; but the Court ﬁnd no autho
rity in the regulations for admitting a suit to reverse a summary
decision after l year. A precedent is cited, Anundee Ram Chucker
buttee, v. Hyder Ali, and others [SudderDewannyAdawlut Reports,
30th March 1841, page 21, vol. VII.] In that case the Court per
mitted a supplemental plaint to be ﬁled, claiming the reversal of a
summary decree after one year; but the circumstances of that case
were not similar to those of the present. It is to be observed, that
the decree, setting aside the dole, was obtained in September 1840;
-but the present suit was not brought till 7th September 1842. This
delay of near two years is attributed by the plaintiffs to the case
having come up in special appeal to this Court, and not ﬁnally de
t
cided till 16th March 1842.
in
There is another point
this case to be disposed of, viz. the
defects in the sale.
The Court do not ﬁnd any such defects as to
vitiate it. The plaintiff alleges, that due notice was not issued,
but this is an error: the ten days’ notice, required by Regulation 8,
1855, was issued eleven days before the sale, which took place on
It is true, notice was ﬁrst issued for a sale on the
the 25th Jeyte.
lst Jeyte; but that did not take place, and a second notice was

-isued.
Under these circumstances, and with reference to the lapse of
time, the summary orders cannot be reversed: the sale must stand,
*

Dated 29th June 1838, 29th May 1839, and 28th December 1839.

(292)
and the principal sudder ameen’s decision must be conﬁrmed.
Ordered accordingly: costs against the appellants.
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THE 30ru JUNE
Paasrzsr:

A. DICK,

‘

1847.

Esv-1.,

Junon.
W. JACKSON, and
J. HAWKINS, EsQas.,
Temroaanv Junoss.
CASE No. 151 or 1844.

Special

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Tipperah, July 22d I843.

MAHARAJA KISHEN KISHWUR MANIK, APPELLANT,
(PLAlNTlFF,)
versus
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RAM GU'I'I‘EE BURDUN,

AND

ornsas, Rnsronnnwrs,

(DEFENDANT8.)
ﬁx
a
CLAIM to
jumma on talookah Ram Mohun Raee, pergun
chuklah
Roshunabad, the zemindaree of plaintiff,
nah Noornugur,
for the year 1248. Suit laid at rupees 616, l5 armas, one year’s
rent.
Plaintiﬁ' states, that having issued notices under the provisions
of Regulation 5, l8l2, ﬁxing the jumma of the defendants’
ialook at 616 rupees, l5 annas, after the usual deductions, being
an enhanced rent above that paid hitherto, he now comes into court
to realize his rent for the year I248 Fuslee.
The defendants plead that their estate is held on a mocurrurree
tenure, at a ﬁxed rent, and that it is not liable to enhancement.
On the 31st December 1842, the sudder ameen dismissed the
claim of plaintiff ; but gave permission to sue for rent at the per
gunnah rates in future.
On the 22d July 1843, the principal sudder ameen entirely dis
missed the claim, considering the right to enhance not proved.
On.the 22d April 1844, Mr. Tucker, after animadverting on
the ignorance of the law, as connected with the case before him,
displayed in the proceedings of the principal sudder ameen, admit
ted a special appeal, to try the right of plaintiff to enhance the
rent of the defendants’ talook.
Messrs. JAc1<soN and I-IAwx1Ns.—The plaintiif is the zemin
dar of pergunnah Roshunabad, within which the taloolc of the
defendants is situated; and it is therefore incumbent on the
defendants to prove their right to hold on a ﬁxed jumma, or in
default of doing so, to pay rent at the established pergunnah
rates.
They have produced no grant, or document, consti

I
I
1
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tuting the mocurrurree ; and have not proved the payment
of a ﬁxed jumma for 12 consecutive years previous to the de
But they ﬁle several decrees of court: one
cennial settlement.
of 7th April 1814, (decree of court of appeal of Dacca) in the
case of Ram Suntosh Deo, appellant, plaintiff v. Ram .Manik
Burdun, respondent, defendant. It appears from this, that the
plaintiff Ram Suntosh claimed to raise the rent of the talook upon
the defendant; and the court of appeal threw out his claim alto
gether, on the ground that no increase of jumma could be claimed
from this talook, except on the ground of addition of new lands.
The name of the talook does not appear in the proceedings; but
from a copy; of a decision of the zillah court of Tipperah, 25th
September 1826, which adjudicates on a dispute between the de
fendant in that case, and the defendants in the present case, it is
probable it refers to the taloolc Ram Mohun Raee, now in dispute.
The decision of the court of appeal stands good: a special appeal
from it having been thrown out by this Court; but we do not con
sider that decision binding on the present plaintiff, as he was not
a party to the case.
The plaintiff in that case being an under
The
farmer, who held from a-farmer of the present plaintiff.
the
of
the
tenure
is,
of
mocurruree
therefore,
point
validity
open
to adjudication upon evidence; but we ﬁnd no satisfactory proof
on this point, and consider the Rajah may justly claim at the usual
pergurmah rates. The absence of proof on the part of the defen
dants, is, of itself, sufficient to throw out their claim to exe_mption
from the usual rates; On the part of the plaintiff, a variety of
decisions of the zillah court of Tipperah, and of this Court, by
which similar claims, advanced by other taloolcdars in the plaintiff’s
zemindaree, have been thrown out, and the full rent has been
awarded to the plaintiff.
The respondents’ wukeel lays stress on
Section 51, Regulation 8, 1793, as requiring proof from the zemin
dar that the tenure is liable to enhancement of rent; but we are
of opinion, that the Section refers to dependent taloolcs, recorded as
such at the decennial settlement; not to disputed tenures of the
nature of that now under consideration.
The rent claimed by the
plaintiff has been ascertained by the ameen, sent by the sudder
ameen to make the enquiry, to be not excessive, with reference to
the proceeds of the estate; and, as no special objection to the esti
mate has been raised, We are of opinion that the plaintiff is enti
tled to the full amount claimed.
Ordered that the decision of the
principal sudder ameen and sudder ameen be reversed, and the
plaintiff’s claim be awarded in full, with costs of. all three Courts
against the defendants.
Ma. DICK.—-The plaintiff has designated the defendants in his
plaint as laloolcdars in his zemindaree, paying rent to him; and
asserted the talook to be subject to enhancement of rent: to en
He is therefore bound, under
force which right he sues.
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(994)
the second head of exceptions in Section 26, Act l, 1845, to
prove, either that the tenure did not exist at the time of
the decennial settlement; or that, then existing, it has become, or
may become, liable to enhancement, on the grounds set forth in
Section 51, Regulation 8, 1793.
Section 51 was enacted expressly
to prevent undue exactions from dependent talookdars, and declares
that ‘ no zemindar shall demand an increase from the talookdars de
on him, except upon proqf that he is entitled to do so, either
pendent
y special custom of the district, or by the conditions under which
the tulookdar holds his tenure; or that the talookdar, by receiving
abatement from his jumma, has subjected himself to the payment of
the increase demanded, and the lands are capable of affording it.’
Now, the plaintiff has not roved either, has not even attempted to
prove either; but sheltered) himself under the general right of a
zemindar, from which general right Section 26, Act 1, 1845, has
made, or rather repeated the above, as one of several exceptions.
On the other hand, the defendants have ﬁled a decree of court, dated
so far back as 1814, by which the claim of an under-farmer of plain
titi"s zemindaree, to right of enhancement of the rents of this very
taloo/2, was dismissed.
Although that decree is not ﬁnal as to plain
tiff, since he was no party in the suit, still it clearly evinces, that,
from that period at least, the talnok has not been liable to enhance
ment of rent.
would dismiss the plaintiﬂ"s claim altogether.
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Pnasaurz
A. DICK, EsQ.,
ones.
W. JACKSON, and
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J. HAWKINS,
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TEMPORAR.Y

CASE No.
Appeal from a decision

qf Mr.

Q/'M_1/mensin_gh,

211

J (mess.

OF 1845.

C. Mackay, Principal Sudder Ameen
dated 6th June 1845.

JUGGUT ISREE DIBBEA,

AND

ornsns, Arrannzmrs,

(PLAm'r1Frs,)
'

UBTSUS

TARNIKAUNT LAHOREE,

AND

ornsns, Rssronnrmrs,

(DEFENDANTS.)
Wulceel
Wukeels

of
Sufdur.
qf Respondents—Pursun Koomar Tkakur and
AppeIlants——Gholam

J. G. Waller.
SUIT for possession of 130 khadehs of alluvial land, with mesne
proﬁts, during period of dispossession: laid at C0.’s Rs. 9,037-6-0.

= --__

_|

I ll I .;

..

____,

(995)
The following

record of the judgment of the principal sudder
sets forth the material facts of the case, together with the
grounds of the principal sudder ameen’s decision :
‘The plaintiffs state, that they are the 8 annas’ proprietors of
pergzmnah Zuffur Shahee; that several mouzahs of which, as spe
ciﬁed in the plaint, as well as of the other 8 annas of which the
defendants are also 4 annas’ share-holders, having been gradually
river,
to
or
by
1214
enpirogched
B.hS.,
an
terwaru(poifiorme into‘newfroirlnurs
120:1 parties accor ing tot
eir
town shares, took and continued in possession
uiitil such time as a.
arose between _Sumboo Chunder and Oomakaunt Lahoree,
dlispute
mawrus of Tarnikaunt Lahoree, who are share-holders of the

t

e

;

a

e

tgie

s

a

ameen,

other

4

annas in this zemindaree; and a suit under Regulation 15
1824, was the consequence, when the magistrate ordered the dis
puted lands to be attached; when, by reason of the lands belong
ing to the plaintiffs being partly ﬁmalee and contiguous to the

who

tlﬁe

-

a

disputed spot, they were also included in the attachment which had
been ordered.
At the time of the institution of the Regulation 15
the present plaintiffs offered objections to the attachment,
cpse,
leging that some of the places were their ‘neej’ others their
‘s/zurkut’ property, and that they were in possession.
However
the magistrate, without enquiring into the truth or otherwise of their
objections, made an order of possession in favor of Oomakaunt
Lahoree.
From this order, Sumboo Chunder Chowdry, who was
the defendant in the summary suit, appealed to the commissioner,
e

a.

t

a

c

t

a

conﬁgmgd at
appeare
the decennial

t

it

d0Iﬁl6I';f8.Ild
hmagiszratélsl
ese
urs
een orme ddirectedhthat,
since
perio_
the Government had
settlement,
claim on
them, and the nuthee was made over to the special deputy col
lector, with a view that the rights of the Government might be

of

by

3

a.

it

s

of

is

8

2

The special deputy
of 1819.
determined under Regulation
collector, still keeping the churs under attachment, proceeded
on with the investigation; and, on the 19th January 1839, passed
a decree for the whole of theclzurs in favor of Government, from
which decision an appeal to the special commissioner in Calcutta
was preferred by Tarnikaunt Lahoree when the
annas’ share
holders, that
the plaintiffs in this case,’ also appeared as claimants,
and ﬁled their objections; and on proofs being called for by the
the special
‘special commissioner, which they ﬁled, the decree
deputy collector was reversed by the special commissioner decree,
dated 11th May 1842; and the lands ordered to he restored, with
-wasilat, to the possession of those out of whose hands they were
taken: at the same time,
was speciﬁcally stated in the special
commissioner’s decree, that the plaintiffs had right to 163 khadehs,
pahee,
gundahs of the ‘pywustee’ lands. In furtherance of the
foregoing decision, the collector of Mymensingh was directed to
remove the attachment, according to which the collector did release
the chars,
issue of the necessary notice; and the plaintiffs

1
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accordingly resumed possession of their own shares, and continued
in possession till dispossessed by the defendants in 1251 B. S;
‘
The defendants answer, that mouzah: Bainee-pakoree and Bhow
aneepore, and others as speciﬁed in their juwab, in the butwarra
which took place in 1244 B. S., fell to the share of Gunga Dibbea’s,
of this zemindaree; and that she held possession accordingly.
plortion
hat on the death of Gunga Dibbea, her 4 annas’ share of the
zemindaree came under the court of wards; and the estate let to
farm to the izardar, who was in possession.
After which, the defen
dants, on establishing their ‘wurasut’ to the above named property,
obtained a decree from the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, placing them
as proprietors, and they obtained possession in 1236 B. S. In 1237,
Sumboo Chunder Chowdry and others commenced disputing, with
intent of dispossessing them, when the darogah of thannah Ha_jee
pore reported the circumstances by urzee, dated the 3rd July 1830,
to the magistrate; when that oﬂicer, on the 9th of the same
month, directed the institution of the Regulation 15-case; when
on taking proofs that the mowrus of the defendants had been in
possession prior to 1237 B. S., and where still in possession, a
decree, maintaining them in the same, was given by him on the
llth March 1833. Sumboo Chunder Chowdry appealed that deci
sion, and the case was sent back to the magistrate for re-investiga
tion, after making a local enquiry/. On which, on the consent of both
parties, Kalee Churn Roy was deputed as ameen, who, after making
a nulwha of the disputed lands, and taking the depositions of wit
nesses, delivered in his report, to the effect, that the possession qf the
present defendants had been established. On this report of the ameen,
the magistrate, after rejecting the objections of the present plain
tiffs, and of Sumboo Chunder Ohowdry, again decreed for the
present defendants, giving them possession of the contested lands,
as per boundary speciﬁed in the ameen’s nuksha.
From this order
Sumboo Ohunder again appealed, but the magistrate’s order was
upheld; when, as stated by the plaintiffs, a suit on the part of Go
vernment was brought on under Regulation 2 of 1819; and the
property, which had been taken out of the possession of the defen
dants and attached by the magistrate, was continued under attach
ment, until released to them by order of the special commissioner,
who directed the collector to deliver over possession of the attached
lands to them, according to the boundary made by the ameen, as
well as the wasilat of the entire period during which the lands
Moreover, the defendants
that this suit is
were attached.
rom the 9th July 1830,
barred by the rule of limitation; because plead,
the date of institution of the summary suit under Regulation 15
of 1824, to the date of present action, 14 years, 7 months and 12
days have elapsed.
‘
Under Circular Order No. 33, dated the 13th September 1843,
whether or not the institution
the point therefore ﬁrst to be tried
barred by the law of limitation?
of this suit
is
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‘

From a perusal of the copy of

the urzee of the darogah of
Hajeepoor, dated 3rd July 1830,—-the magistrate’s order thereon,
dated the 9th of the same mouth-the report of Kalee Churn,
ameen, dated 3rd November 1834—the two summary decrees under
Regulation I5 of 1824—and the other documents ﬁled by the de
fendants,-—it appeared to me to be “clear, reckoning from the 9th
July I830, [the date of the ma istrate’s order directing the bringing
on the Regulation 15-case] that upwards of 14 years have ela sed
from that date, to the date of ingtitution of this action; whilst fiiom
the two summary decisions, it'is further clearly shewn that the
mowrus of the defendants were in possession of the lands long
am of opinion,
prior to 1830 A. D. Under these circumstances,
-the institution of the suit is barred by the law of limitation, and
'
would therefore dismiss it.’
From the foregoing decision, the plaintiffs appeal to this Court.
It appears that, on the 3d July 1830, the darogah of thannah Ha
of disturbances, in
jeepore reported to the magistrate the
oo Chunder and Oomakaunt
consequence of disputes between Sum probability
Lahoree, roprietors of portion of pergunnah Zulfur Shahee. On
the 9th 0? the same month, the magistrate ordered enquiry under
Regulation 15 of 1824; and, at the same time, issued an injunction to
the collector to attach the lands. In consequence of the attach
ment, the present plaintiffs came forward, saying, that some of
their lands had been attached, together with those forming the sub
ject of dispute between the other proprietors. The case proceeded,
and was decided in favor of Oomakaunt Lahoree by the magistrate,
on the llth March 1833.
Sumboo Chunder appealed to the com
who,
of
on
the 14th July 1833, ordered further
circuit,
missioner
On
6th
November
1834, the magistrate upheld his
the
enquiry.
former order; which was conﬁrmed by the commissioner of circuit
on the lst July 1835: but in conﬁrming
the commissioner ex
lands
that,
his
as
the
appeared to be a
opinion,
disputed
pressed
new alluvial formation, the case should be brought to the notice of
the resumption officers.
This was done; the special deputy collec
tor commenced his proceedings, and decided in favor of Govern
ment on 19th January 1839.
The present plaintiffs appeared
before the special deputy collector, and claimed a. portion of the
lands as belonging to them. An appeal was preferred to the special
commissioner (the plaintiffs still appearing as claimants,) who, on
the llth May I842, reversed the decision of his subordinate, and
The collector, in execution of
ordered the lands to be given up.
this order, proceeded in conformity with the decisions of the crimi
nal authorities, and made over the whole of the lands to Omakant
Lahoree, against whose heirs this suit was ﬁled by the plaintiffs on
the 21st February 1845.
that they were dispossessed originally
The plaintiffs’ statement
by the attachment of the collector under the orders of the magis
trate, and afterwards by the defendants in 1251 B. S.
Supposing
the former statement to be true,
appears that the plaintiffs have

it,

it

is,
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before the proper authorities;
and are not excluded by the law of limitation.
Supposing the
latter statement to be true, it is clear that they are within time, and
The Court cannot
facts should have been investigated.
these
sudder ameen has
understand upon what principle the
principal
9t July 1830: and his
calculated the period of limitation from
order cannot be upheld.
We therefore remand the case, with order to try it on its
merits. The statute of limitation in_our opinion being no bar, as the
asuit has been instituted within twelve years from the date of the
magistrate’s order, under Regulation 15 of 1824, dated llth March

regularly prosecuted their claims

1833.

Ma. Hawxms.--I have already recorded my opinion in the
of Rodurnath Surmah Chowdry and another, versus Juggur
nath Burm and others [page ,l4l of the Decisions of this year] that
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case

of the claim
an application to the magistrate was not a
Section 14, Regula
to a competent court, within the meaning o preferring
tion 3 of 1793, any more than a. miscellaneous application to a civil
In this case, however, the plaintiffs
court (see Construction 813.)
state that they were originally dispossessed by the act of the ma
gistrate himself; and therefore I consider that their application to
that officer was perfectly correct; and concur with the other judges
in reversing the orders of the principal sudder ameen and remand
The defendants however assert, that they have been
ing the case.
in possession for a period antecedent to the proceedings in the ma
would therefore leave the application of the
.gistrate’s court; and
law of limitation an open question, with reference to any previous
period of adverse possession which the defendants may be able to
prove.
A
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Tam 30TH JUNE

Pansnnr:

1847.

R. H. RATTRAY, EsQ., and
Sm R. BARLOW, BART.,

J UDGES,

_

W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
.
Tnmronsar

CASE No.
Regular

236

or

1845.

J noes.

Appeal from a decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen
Behar, Hidayet Ali Khan, dated 27th June 1845.

of

GOVERNMENT, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
AJOODHEA PURSHAIgfrsSul€IA.M LAL,

AND orm-zns,

RESPONDENTB,

(PLAINTIFFS.)
qf Appellant—Pursun Komar Thakur.
Wukeels qf Respondents—J§ G. Waller and Ameer Ali.

Wukeel

THE plaintiffs

on the 20th January 1844, instituted this suit for
the reversal of a sale for Government revenue, made by the collec
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(999)
tor on the 8th June 1843. They state, that they are sharers to the
following extent in the villages :-—Pehra Khas, -§~d share, and also
proprietor of 200 biggahs, undeﬁned, in the said village—Humarain
poor and Tantee, 3}-cl share in each village—and Keorea, {th share.
That the said villages, with two others, Gungtee and Mujhowlea,
in which they claim no rights, paid a joint jumma to Government;
that, on a balance accruing, they paid their separate dues to the
collector, who, notwithstanding, sold the whole of the villages for
balances, and that too though the estate was under butwareh, and
consequently was not, under the provisions of Regulation 19 of
1814, liable to be put up to sale.
They plead, that they appealed to
the commissioner, who, however, after hearing the above pleas,
conﬁrmed the sale on the 31st July 1843: hence this action, for
reversal of the sale, for possession, and for wasilat of 1250 Fuslee
and part of 1251, laid at Gompany’s rupees 5,140 and 9 annas.
The collector in answer states, that an ameen was deputed un
der an order dated the 23d August 1842, for the purpose, not
of making a butwareh, but of separating the four villages in
which plaintiffs had proprietary rights from the two remaining,
a measure preliminary to butwareh; that a balance of Rs. 93-4-6,
was due upon all the above villages, mcluded in lot Pehra, and
consequently that the four villages referred to by the plaintilfs,
were liable to sale; that by the Circular Order of the Sudder
Board, No. 68, of the lst August 1837, the entire estate was
liable to sale, under butwareh in one lot, whether all the sharers
of them; but that the share of
were in balance, or only a.
eir share of balance would be exempt
the party paying up his or t portion
ed from sale, and the purchaser would succeed to the interests and
rights of the defaulting sharer, the entire estate still remaining g'jmalee
(undivided) as before; and that the sale was made under Act 12,
of 1841, in due form.
Damoodur Mehtoon, the purchaser, at the public sale, rests his
defence on the answer of the collector.
The principal sudder ameen decreed in favor of the plaintiffs on
the ground, that both parties agreed that the estate was under
butwareh, and that investigation should have been made whether
the shares of the plaintiﬁs were in balance; if not, under Section
19 of 1814, such shares were protected from
33, Regulation
As no such investigation had been made, the sale of the
sale.
entire estate was invalid, and is therefore cancelled.
We ﬁnd, that the share of respondents in this estate, consisted of
200 biggahs of land in Khas Pehra and certain shares in four villages
speciﬁed ; but that their share bore no declared or distinct propor
tion of the Government revenue assessed upon the whole estate,
consisting of six villages; and as no ﬁxed revenue was assigned to
their share distinctly from that of the other sharers, it was not pos
sible that they should fulﬁl the conditions required by the law, i. e.

(300)

»

the discharge of what they alleged to be their separate liabilities,
save their share in what was wholly and indivisibly res

and thus
nsible.

PoThe plea advanced by them, that the
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estate was under butware/2,
is not good, for the preliminary step
by Clause 2, Sec
irects that a petition attested
tion 4, Regulation 19 of 1814, which (prescribed
We cannot
by four witnesses must be presented, was never taken.
therefore admit that the estate was, as pleaded, under butwareh,
and thus exempted from sale for the balances due to Government.
We hold the sale to be good and valid. The principal sudder
both parties did not admit
ameen has stated the case erroneously;
that the estate was under butwareh .- on the contrary, the collector
denied the fact, while he admitted that an ameen had been ordered
to divide the four villages from the two, in order to the commence
ment of a butwareh; an application for which had already been
rejected, because this division had not been made.
We reverse the principal sudder ameen’s decision, with costs pay
able by respondents.

{

JUNE 1847.
Tnr‘ 30111
'
PRESENT:
R. H. RATTRAY, EsQ.,
Sm R.

BARLOW,

and
BAR'I‘.,

J ovens,
TEMPORARY J ones. '

W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
.

CASE No.

327 or 1845.
a
decree
passed by tlze Principal Sudder
Regular Appeal from
Ameen of Behar, Hedayet Ali Khan, June 27th 1845.

DAMOODUR MEHTOON, nncmsnn; THEN LASHOO
DAEE, ms Wmow, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
versus

AJOODHEA PURSHAD, SHAM LAL,

AND OTHERS,

Rasronnmrrs, (PLAINTIFFS.)
qf Appellant—Gholam Sufdur.

r
F
'

Wukcel

Wukeels qf Respondents~—J. G. Waller and Ameer Ali.
is an appeal from the decree reversed under No. 236 at
this day’s sitting, with costs chargeable to respondents.
The origi
nal defendant, Damoodur Mehtoon, whose widow appeals, was the

THIS

purchaser of the estate at the collector’s sale.
Nothing further appears to be called for here.
_>__...___.__-

(

301

)

Tns lsr JULY

J.

1847.

PRESENT:

HAWKINS, Eso.,

v

Tamronsav June-E.
PETITION No. 152 or 1846.
IN the matter of the petition of Maharajah Hetnarain, ﬁled in
this Court on the 30th March 1846, praying fry the‘admissi0n of
a special appeal from the decision of Mr. _Wm. St. Quintin,
additional judge of Behar, under date the 29th December 1845,
aﬁirming that of Kasim Ali, moonsiﬁ' of Gyah, under date the 28th
ha and others, plaintilfs,
August 1845, in the case of Deonath
versus the petitioner
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J

and others, defendants.
is hereby certiﬁed that the said application

"

is granted on the

following grounds:
The plaintiffs sued for possession of 12 biggahs of land, comprised
within the limits of the defendant’s zemindaree, which they claimed
as lakhiraj under speciﬁed grants.
The defendants denied that
the plaintiff held any lalrhiraj land in the village mentioned in the
plaint; and alleged that the land, forming the subject of action, was
part of their zemindaree. They, on this account, demurred to
The
any investigation by the moonsilf for want of jurisdiction.
moonsiﬂ' however rejected this plea, under the Circular Order No.
67, of the 8th October IS44; and, proceeding with the enquiry,

for the plaintiffs, and his decision was conﬁrmed
the
additional judge.
by
I admit the special appeal, for the moonsiff clearly had no
jurisdiction. The letter which he cites is no authority in his favor.
It authorizes moonsiifs to entertain actions and claims to the pro
prietary right in, and possession of, lands held exempt froﬂf the
But had the moonsiff and the additional
payment of revenue.
judge referred to the 3d paragraph of the letter, and the Circular
Order No. 95, of the 30th August I833, therein referred to, they
would have seen that such authority extends only to the hearing
by moonsiifs of suits having reference to lands, held exempt from
the payment of rent, the validity of the tenure of which is not dis
In this case, the validity of the tenure was the very point
puted.
at issue ; and it is surprising that the moonsiff was not checked in
his course of proceeding, on ﬁnding that, in order to decide the
case, he was obliged to enter upon s full enquiry into this point,
which he has done. The moonsilf should either have referred the
plaintiffs to another court having competent jurisdiction, or have
nonsuited the plaintiffs ; or have referred to the judge for instruc
tions to forward the case to him, in order, that it might be referred
to the proper tribunal.
I annul the decrees of the lower courts,
and remand the case that it may be dealt with as above indicated.
gave judgment

(302)
Tnr: ls'r

Junv

1847.

Passsxwr:

J.

HAWKINS, EsQ.,
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Juoos.
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No. 165 or 1846.
?E'l‘I'I‘ION
IN the matter of the petition of Ram Hurree Buxshee and
another, ﬁled in this Court on the 13th April 1846, praying for
the admission of a special appeal from the decision of Raee Radha
Govind, principal sudder ameen of Hooghly, under date the 29th
December 1845, reversing that of Syud Israr Ali, moonsiff of
Keerpoy, under date the 4th September 1845, in the case of
Bulram Sirkar, plaintiff, versus the petitioners, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
followin
rounds:
The déiefgndants are putneedars of an estate, of which various
Within the putnee
persons are proprietors in fractional portions.
is the village of Gopalpore, in which the plaintiff is a ryut.
He
alleges that he holds a certain quantity of land, (viz. 22 biygahs)
at a rent of rupees 28, 3 annas, 8 pies; and produces in proof
thereof a pottah, dated 15th Cheyt 1247 B. S., granted to him by
the attornies of the proprietor of a 13 anna, l7 gundah share.
The defendants, on the other hand, assert, that the plaintiff
holds 25 biygahs at a rent of rupees 34, 9 annas. The plaintilf
alleging that he was compelled to pay a surplus rent for 1250,
sues to recover the excess.
The pottah produced by the plaintiff
was denied by the zemindars.
The moonsiff, after a very full investigation, pronounced the
The principal
pottah to be a forgery; and dismissed the claim.
sudder ameen in rather a summary way, and without alluding to
many of the reasons stated by the moonsiff for rejecting the
principal evidence adduced by the plaintiff, reverses the decision.
He does not refer to the competency or otherwise of the attornies
to grant the pottah, or enquire under what authority they acted,
and he adjudges the defendants to pay a penalty of double the
surplus collections under the regulations (what regulation is not
cited) for which the plaintiff does not sue. The decree of the
principal sudder ameen is incomplete, and very unsatisfactory.
I admit the appeal, and remand the case to the present principal
sudder ameen, who will place it on his ﬁle, and proceed again with
Should he be of the same opinion as the former
the investigation.
principal sudder ameen, that the defendants should be adjudged to
pay a penalty, he will of course specify the regulation under which
'
he acts.
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Special Appeal from a decree passed by the Oﬂiciatiny Judge of
Bhagulpore, J11‘. H. Metcalfe, July 12th, 1844; modifying one
passed by the Principal Sudder Ameen of Monghyr, Mohummud
Rqfik Khan, May 24th, 1843.
_
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SHEIKH MEHUR ALI,

APPELLANT,

(Ds1~*EN1)AN'r,)

versus

_

IZZUT ALI, nscaasnn, MUSST. RAJUN
HEIRS,

RESPONDENTQ,

AND OTHERS,

ms

(PLAINTIFFS.)

Tnrs suit was instituted by the deceased Izzut Ali, on the 3rd
December 1840, to recover from appellant possession of certain
portions of two villages purchased by him (Izzut Ali) ; with wasildt
(mesne proﬁts) from the period of dispossession (May 1839) to the
.
date of recovery.
The special appeal was admitted by Sir R. Barlow, on the 6th
May 1846, who recorded the following certiﬁcate :
‘ The
plaintiﬂ"s action, of the 3rd December 1840, is for possession
of certain portions of two villages purchased by him, and for wasildt
before plaint, the amount of which is not speciﬁed.
‘The lower courts have awarded wasildt. The amount should
have been stated, and the requisite fees been paid for the same.
A special appeal is admitted to try whether the provisions of the
Circular Order of l lth January 1839 are not a bar to the recovery
of any wasildt under the circumstances of the case.’
Messrs. BARLOW and JAcKsoN.—We are of opinion that the
omission to mention the amount of wasildt claimed before insti
tution of suit, is a bar to the recovery of such wasildt, with
reference to the spirit of the Circular Order llth January 1839;
and the lower court’s orders, awarding wasildl for that period, are
erroneous, and must be reversed to that extent. Ordered accord
ingly.

.
I

304

)

Mr. RA'r'raAY.—-The Circular Order of the llth January 1839,
paragraph 6, declares, that ‘a party having sued for the principal of
a debt, without including interest, must be presumed to have relin
quished his claim to the interest accruing prior to the action, and
cannot institute a second suit to recover such interest after obtain
The same principle applies to waxi
ing a decree for the principal.
ldt for any period antecedent to the institution of a suit for the
Now, in the case before us, the
proprietary right in the land, &c.’
plaintiff did sue for ‘ wasildt’ when he sued for the land; and th_at
from a speciﬁc date, up to that of re-possession : but the sum claim
It could
ed, as actually due between those dates, was not named.
No objection was raised by the defendants,
not very well be so.
nor by the court before which the suit was pending; which last
eventually passed a decree in the plaintiff’ s favor, leaving the account
of the wasildt, due for the period stated, to be adjusted on execu
tion of the judgment.
This was irregular, I admit: but I do not
admit that the law,—this circular, that is,—contains any thing, in
letter or spirit, to prohibit a return of the proceedings, to enable
the plaintiff to supply the omission now impugned, and for a re-trial
of the case upon its merits. The court was more in fault than the
plaintiff; and I cannot perceive the legal obligation by which we
are compelled to deprive the latter, of what, in equity, there can
not be a doubt of his fair and honest title to.
___>_.
Tun 20 JULY I847.
Pm-:sEN'r:

A. DICK, ESQ.,
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Regular Appeal from
of Lieutt. C. Scott, Principal
Assistant Commissioner Kamroop, Assam.
a decision

JUGESHUR DHEEKA CHOWDREE,
APPELLANTS,

AND

ornsas,

yt

2

-,5

CASE No.

(PLAIN'l‘lFFS,)

versus

KALEECHURN NAIEERUTTUN,

REsp0~nsN‘%’f'5‘***P=‘i
<

(DEFENDANT.)
Wukeel
Wukeel

of of

Appellant.s'—Sreenath Raee.
Respondent—Abbas

Ali.
9

APPEAL laid at Company’s rupees l6,584, annas, pies, for
surplus mesne proﬁts, collected by mortgagee during possession of
mortgaged property.
9
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The particulars of the case are thus stated
asistant commissioner, and his decision on it.

by

the principal

‘The plaintiffs

set forth, that the defendant was security, in
B. S., for the deceased Dhurmeshur Chowdhree, for his
chowdhreeship of pergunnah Puchimpar; on which consideration the
deceased mortgaged to the defendant all the klzat lands belonging
to the family, with the exception of those belonging to Komlessur
That the defendant, besides this mortgage bond,
Chowdhree.
exacted, in the month of Maug of the same year, another docu
ment for an amount of Narainy rupees 9,547-8-7%, as due to him,
also on account of the above security; and that, on this second
bond, he instituted a suit against them, (the plaintiffs) in the
court of the commissioner, and obtained a decree for Company’s
rupees 6,823-l 1-3, against the plaintiff, and Mohessur Chowdhree,
That the present suit is brought for
Dheressur, and Rodressur.
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the proceeds of the mortgaged khat lands for the period of ﬁve
years, viz. from l235 to 1239 B. S., valued, with interest, at the
This they hope to obtain, as the defendant can
amount of claim.
not be considered entitled to both the decree above alluded to,
and the proceeds of these khat lands on account of one transac
tion.
‘The defendant pleaded, that the plaintiﬁs being unable to pay
the rent of these k/lat lands, they were made over to him by the
collector; and that he had actually lost the rent of his own lands,
in satisfaction of the demands for these lchat lands. That there is
at present a case before the commissioner of revenue, in which the
collector has recorded his opinion on the justness of his demand,
against the Chowdhree on account of this security bond. With
regard to the bond for Narainy rupees 9,547-8-7%, it was given to
him on the 30th of Maug I750 Assam Style, for sums due to him
on account of payments made for the Chowdhree’s revenue ; and
for this a decree was passed by the commissioner.
‘ The
plaintiﬁ"s claim‘ is considered invalid, under the following
circumstances. From a fysullah of the commissioner, dated 30th
November 1838, it appears that, when the defendant instituted his
claim, on the bond for Narainy rupees 9,547-8-7%, in the commis
sioner’ s court, the plaintiffs then lodged a_n account of the proceeds of
these lands, and requested remission for the amount from the claim ;
but this was disallowed by the commissioner.
Had any thing been
elicited to uphold their claim to remision, it would then have
been decreed, or an order passed by the commissioner to lodge a
To admit it now, would be to
separate claim for the amount.
reverse the order or decision of the commissioner’s court, which
it is incompetent for this court to do.
‘ It also
appears from a purwannah of the late Mr. Commissioner
Scott, dated the l0th of March 1829, to Dhurmeshur Chowdhree,

(306)
that if the Gosain should hold these lands on account of the secu
rity, the Chowdhree should not be liable for interest on any sums
advanced by the Gosain, on account of this security; but that, if
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;

it,

he did not hold the lands, he could charge interest at 4 per cent. :
The Gosain claimed no interest
to this the Chowdhree agreed.
on this account before the commissioner.
By holding the lands,
he of course forfeited his right to interest ; and, instead, enjoyed the
proceeds of the land; and it will further be observed, on a reference
to the proceedings of the commissioner’s court, that the plaintiifsgin
replying to the defendant’s claim, distinctly urged that, as defendant
had enjoyed the usufruct of the lands, they could not, under the
orders passed by the late Mr. Commissioner Scott, be saddled
N ow for plaintiffs to come forward and claim the
with interest.
Had the defendant
same usufruct, is inadmissible in my opinion.
claimed interest on his claim before the commissioner, and got a
decree for
of course the plaintiffs would have been fully entitled
but defendant asked for
to the proceeds of the mortgaged lands
no interest, he got none decreed, and consequently he has enjoy
Some of the plaintiffs plead that
ed the produce of the lands.
they were minors at the time the suit was tried by the commis
sioner; but as they did not then advance this plea,
cannot now
settlement deed of the collector’s,
be admitted. Plaintiffs produce
to prove that the defendant held these lands for ﬁve years: this
document, however, shows that he held them three years only;
and that, for the other two years, the revenues were collected by
This document
therefore contradictory of
the Government.
their statement. These circumstances, alonc, were suﬂicient, with
out further evidence, to disprove the claim.
Witnesses however
have been examined, and they have proved nothing in support of
Plaintiffs to pay all costs.’
it.
dismiss this suit.
The appellants, dissatisﬁed, preferred this appeal: the pleas
principally callingin question the applicabilityof the commissioner’
decision, in favor of respondent, on the bond, as understood by
the principal assistant commissioner.
On perusal of the mortgage bond, and the commissioner’s de
cision,
appears manifest, that the mortgage bond, on which this
founded, was minutely noticed and recited in that decision,
suit
and witnesses examined; who proved that an adjustment of accounts
and that the
took place between the mortgagers and
base
was given by the
bond, on which the claim in that suit was mortgagee,
mortgagers to the mortgagee for the balance due; and that the
balance in their favour,
mortgagers had ﬁled accounts to shew
similar to those on which this suit
preferred, but had failed to
r
produce any evidence in proof.
and the
This suit was consequently altogether inadmissible
therefore dismissed with full costs.
appeal

is
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PETITION No. 299 of

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Radha Benode Misr, ﬁled in
this Court on the 27th of May l847, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. James Grant, judge
of Dinagepore, under date the 24th February 1847, reversing
that of Mohummud Khoorshed, principal sudder ameen o‘f Dinage
pore, under date the 15th July 1846, in the case of the petitioner,
plaintiff, versus Sheikh Musheeutoollah and others, defendants.
of the
The particulars of this case are to be found at page
decisions for the zillah of Dinagepore, during the month of
February last.
It appears that the plaintiff brought this action for possession
of half of talook Morargutee, &c., stating that he was the heir of
the former proprietors, Nundolal Raee and Ramdolal Raee, on the
death of Tara Munni, the widow of the latter. That Tara Munni,
however, who only possessed a 1ife~interest, had, contrary to the
Hindu law, disposed of the property to which the plaintiff must
have succeeded on her death; and that, consequently, under the
same law, he was entitled to immediate possession.
Tara Munni
being entitled to maintenance only for her breach of trust; and
that he now sued for possession, or a cancelling of the alienation
effected by her.
There are 8 suits of the same nature, for cancelling various
alienations by the same party, now brought before the Court, on
applications for the admission of special appeals.
It appears, moreover, that some time prior to the institution of
the present suits, the plaintiff brought an action for one portion of
the property forming the subject of a single alienation, and that he
then stated his intention to sue" for the rest.
Having obtained a
and was then
in
instituted
more
suits,
decree
the ﬁrst case, he
two
told by the principal sudder ameen (a proceeding highly irregular,
and which cannot affect the results of the suits,) to bring his
actions for all the various portions of the property sold by Tara.
Munni, to the various parties who are now the defendants in the
several suits.

ll

(303l~

-

The principal sudder ameen gave judgment for the plaintiff on
all the suits; but his decision was reversed by the zillah judge
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on the merits of the case.
The Court observe, that the plaintiff sued as heir to the pro
perty, in consequence of the widow Tara Muuni’s malversation and
illegal alienation of the property; and, consequently, he should have
included the whole in one suit under Circular Order of the llth
January 1839, instead of dividing his claim into several separate
actions; and as he had previously obtained a decree for one por
tion, all the subsequent suits should have been dismissed. The
lower courts, instead of pursuing the proper course, have entered
into an investigation of the merits in each case, which they
should not have done. The Court therefore admit the special
appeal; and, annnlling the decrees of both the lower courts,
remand the case under Clause 2, Section 2, Regulation 9, 1831,
that it may be dealt with according to the Circular above cited.
The zillah judge will pass the necessary order for a refund of the
stamp required for the appeal to his court.
c—{——
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PETITION

No. 300 or

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Radha Benode Misr, ﬁled in this

Court on the 27th May l847, praying for the admission of a spe
cial appeal from the decision of Mr. James Grant, judge of
Dinagepore, under date the 24th February 1847, reversing that of
Mohummud Khoorshed, principal sudder ameen of Dinagepore,
under date the 15th July 1846, in the case of the petitioner, plain
tiff, versus Hafeez-o-nissa Begum and others, defendants.
The special appeal is admitted on the same grounds as the case
Radha Benode Misr versus Musheeutoollah NBT299, and the same
passed. A copy of the order in that casé, tobéirecorded with
‘
order
thls case.
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PETITION No.

301'

or

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Radha Benode Misr, ﬁled in
this Court on the 27th May I847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Mr. James Grant, judge of
Dinagepore, under date the 24th February 1847, reversing that of
Mohummud Khoorshed, principal sudder ameen of Dinagepore,
under date the l5th July 1846, in the case of the petitioner, plain
tiff, versus Sheikh Deanoollah and others, defendants.
The special appeal is admitted on the same grounds as the case
Radha Benode Misr versus Musheeutoollah No. 299, and the same
order passed.
A copy of the order in that case to be recorded with
this case.
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and
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PETITION No. 302

OF

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Radha Benode Misr, ﬁled in
this Court on the 27th May I847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Mr. James Grant, judge of
Dinagepore, under date the ‘24th February 1847, reversing that of
Mohummud Khoorshed, principal sudder ameen of that district,
under date the l5th July i846, in the case of the petitioner, plain
tiﬁ', versus Lukmeer Khan and others, defendants.
The special appeal is admitted on the same grounds as the case
Radha Benode Misr versus Mushceutoollah No. 299, and the
same
order passed. - A copy of the order in that case to be recorded with
this case.
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PETITION No. 303

or

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Radha Benode Misr, ﬁled in thi
Court on the 27th May l847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Mr. James Grant, judge of
Dinagepore, under date the 24th February l847, reversing that of
Mohummud Khoorshed, principal sudder ameen of that district,
under date the l5tl1 July 1846, in the case of the petitioner, plain
tiff, versus Ishur Chunder Chowdhree and others, defendants.
The special appeal is admitted on the same grounds as the case
Radha Benode Misr versus Musheeutoollah No. 299, and the same
order passed. A copy of the order in that case to be recorded
with this case.
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PETITION No. 304 or I847.

IN the matter of the petition of Radha Benode Misr, ﬁled in
this Court on the 27th May 1847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Mr. James Grant, judge of
Dinagepore, under date the 24th February 1847, reversing that of
Mohummud Khoorshed, principal sudder ameen of that district,
under date the 15th July 1846, in the case of the petitioner, plain
tiff, versus Sheikh Muteeoollah and others, defendants.
The special appeal is admitted on the same grounds as the case
Radha Benode Misr versus Musheeutoollah No. 299, and the same

~(311)
order passed.
with this case.

A

_

copy of the order in that case to be recorded
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Psrrrron No.

305

or 1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Radha Benode Misr, ﬁled in
this Court on the 27th May I847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Mr. James Grant, judge of
Dinagepore, under date the 24th February 1847, reversing that of
Mohummud Khoorshed, principal sudder ameen of that district,
under date the l5th July 1846, in the case of the petitioner, plain
tiff, versus Sheikh Dewanoollah and others, defendants.
The special appeal is admitted on the same grounds as the case
Radha Benode Misr versus Musheeutoollah No. 299, and the same
order passed. A copy of the order in that case to be recorded with
this case.
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_

BARLOW, BART.,
Junons.

J. HAWKINS,

Eso.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
PETITION No. 306 of 1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Radha Benode Misr, ﬁled in
this Court on the 27th M_ay I847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Mr. James Grant, judge of
Dinagepore, under date the 24th February 1847, reversing that of
Mohummud Khoorshed, principal sudder ameen of that district,

312

(

_

)

under date the l5th July I846, in the case of the petitioner, plain—
tiff, versus Lukmeer Khan and others, defendants.
The special appeal is admitted on the same grounds as in the
No. 299, and the
case Radha Benode Misr versus Musheeutoolah
same order passed.
A copy of the order in that case to be record
ed with this case.
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TEMPORARY

Beerbhoom, dated 23rd November

BRIJNATH PAUL

181:5.

AND OTHERS, APPELLANT8,
_

(Pi..uN'rn=-Fs,)

versus

BUDDUN CHUNDER MUNDUL

AND OTHERS, Respon

Wulreel
Wukeel

of of

nmvrs, (DEFENDAN'1‘8.)
Appellants—- Gholam Sufdur.
G. Waller.
Respondents—J.

a

‘

Tun special appeal was admitted by Mr. C. 'l‘ucker, on the
2lst April l846, who recorded the following certiﬁcate:
In this case the plaintiiis sued to recover sum of money, on

bond dated 6th Aughun 1233: the suit was instituted on the
28th Kartick 1250, and to show that the statute of limitation was
no bar to the suit, pleaded, that rupees 502-4 had been paid, in
The
part of the same, at different times up to the year 1247.
judge would not allow this to bar the objection raised as to the
time but
has already been ruled in such cases, that payment in
therefore
admit the
part during the I2 years, saves the time
special appeal on these grounds.’
We ﬁnd, on reference to the judge’s decree, that he did not con
sider that the alleged intermediate
payments were proved to
have been made, on account of the bond on which this suit was
brought.
Under these circumstances, the judge’s opinion on the evidence
and aﬂirm the decision
being conclusive, we dismiss the appeal
of the lower court, with costs payable by the appellants.
;

;

I

it

:

a
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CASE No. 272 or I846.
Mr. F. Cardew, Judge of
Special Appeal from a decision

_

I:-up“
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Special

171
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Appeal from a decision of
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1845.

the

Acting Judge of East

dated the 13th December

1844.

ANUND MOY DUTT, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
versus

RAMJOY MUNDUL
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Wu/reel

AND

OTHERS, RESPONDENTS,

(DEFENDANTS.)
Appellant—Pu1'sun
Koomar Tlzakur.
of

of Resp0ndents—Gholam Sufdur.
THE special appeal was admitted by Mr. C. Tucker, on the
24th June 1845, who recorded the following certiﬁcate:
‘ The plaintiff
instituted this suit to recover possession of a
putnee talook, which belonged to him originally; and having
been exposed for sale, for the realization of arrears of rent due to
the zemindar, he stated he had again purchased it at the sale, in
the name of Joodishtee
Chatterjee, his servant. The defendant,
Mundul,
pleaded he had purchased the putnee from J00
Ramjoy
Wulceel

dishtee Chatterjee, who, he asserted, was the real as well as the
The principal sudder ameen, considering it
nominal purchaser.
to be proved that Anund Moy Dutt was the real purchaser, de
creed for the plaintiff.
Ramjoy Mundul appealed. The acting
Mr.
that the laws applicable to sales for
Deedes,
considering
judge,
the recovery of arrears of Government revenue, were equally ap
plicable to sales of putnee taloolcs, under Regulation 8, 1819 ; and
guided by the precedents at page 118 of vol. II., page 24, vol. III.,
and page 188, vol. IV. of the Sudder Dewanny Reports, refused
to enter into the merits of the question in dispute, as to which
of the two was the real purchaser, and dismissed the plaintiff’s
claim; stating such a purchase to be illegal, and consequently
Without entering here into
.no suit could be brought under it.
the enquiry, whether the laws for the sale of lands for the reco
very of arrears of Government revenue are, or are not, applica
ble to the sales made under Regulation 8, 1819, it may be suﬁi
, 1822,
cient to say, that under Clause 2, Section 20, Regulation
the
in
taken
could
not
sale
cancel
having
place
judge
1837)
(t-he

ll

(314)
the sale, and deprive the real purchaser of his purchase.
It was,
therefore, in every point of view, incumbent on the judge to as
certain and record the point in issue between the parties, viz.
who was the real purchaser at the public sale ; and
admit the
special appeal to try this point.’
We are of opinion, that, as the plaintiff states himself to have
been the defanlter, it was not competent to him to purchase
the putnee tenure, such purchase being prohibited by Section 9,
Regulation 8, l8l9; and that, consequently, he cannot recover
under cover of a title which the law expressly disallows.
An
opinion is expressed in the case of Sham Chund Bose and others
v. Dyal Chund Bose and others (page 412 of the decisions of
the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut for the year 1845) that though the
law prohibits the defaulter to bid, it does not prohibit another
This, however, is a mere dictum, which did not
to bid for him.
the
decision
of the Court in that case ; and we do not con
govern
the
to
dictum
be
sider
binding upon the Court in the disposal of
We
suit.
this
accordingly dismiss the appeal, and conﬁrm the
the
The costs to be paid by the appellant.
of
decision
judge.

_.¢_.

Tun 5'rn JULY

1847.

Pm-:ssN'r:

C.

TUCKER, Eso.,
Jonas.

P1-:'r1'r1on

No. 96 or

1846.

it,

IN the matter of the petition of Sheikh [mdad Ali and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the ]Oth March 1846, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the "decision of the judge of
Patna, under date the 6th December l845, aﬁimiing that of the
1845, in the case of
moonsiif of 'Hilsa, under date the 17th
May
Sheikh
mdad
Ali and others,
versus
Ramsuroop Panday, plaintiff,
defendants.
In this case the petitioners were sued by the plaintiff, Ram
suroop Panday, for the possession of a moiety of a watercourse
with the land and trees attached to it. The moonsiff decreed for
the plaintiff on the copy of a kubaleh, of which he records, that
the plaintiﬂ"s wukeel had shown him the original, and taken it
He further records, that he has no
away again immediately.
doubts whatever of the authenticity of the original, because it is a.
very ancient one, and bears the seal of the pergunnah cazee.
Notwithstanding the extreme irregularity of this proceeding was
aﬂirmed the
pleaded in appeal, the judge, without noticing
admit the _special appeal, annul the
decision of the moonsiff.
decrees of both the lower courts, and remand the proceedings to
the m0onsiﬁ"s court- The moonsiﬂ’ will require the plaintiff to

I
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(3l5)

i

ﬁle the original bill of sale, and afford the defendants the oppor
tunity of examining it, and oﬁ'ering any objections to it they may
think necessary; and, after having tested its genuineness, proceed
to dispose of the case de nova.

Z}

I

Tm:

5111

JULY

1847.

PRESENT!

RATTRAY and
A. DICK, ESQRS.,
R. H.

,

Junons.
W. JACKSON,

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE N0. 95 or

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by {he Principal Sudder
Ameen of Bhagulpore, Mohummud Majid Khan, December 29th
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1845.

BIBI TAJUN,

_

APPELLANT, (PLAIN'l‘IFF,)
versus

SUMSAMOODEEN, BOLAKEE LAL, GOLAB CHUND
NEEM CHUND, RESPONDENTS, (DEFENDANTS.)
Wulceels
Wulceel

AND

of Appellant—A~meer Ali and J. G. Waller.
of Resp0ndent—Gh0lam Sufdur.

Tms suit was instituted by appellant on the 31st August 1844,
to obtain the foreclosure of a mortgage, with possession of a 7
annas’ share of mouzahs Gurindeh-Hilsee and others, in pergunnah
Umruthoo; and to cancel a mokurruree poltah (or lease in perpe
tuity) and an order passed by the magistrate in favor of respondents,
with mesne proﬁts (wasilat) from C/zeyt to Sawun l25l Fuslee.
Estimate (for stamp) Company’s rupees l4,72l-l-16.
This is a claim under a deed of conditional sale, the execution
of which is not denied: but appellant not only claims possession
of the lands sold, but also to cancel a molcurruree lease for the
same, held, from the same person, Sumsamoodeen, by Bolakee Lal
The deed of sale bears date the
and Golab Chund, respondents.
llth November 1841 ; the mokurrmjee lease, the 7th March 1843:
but there is strong reason to doubt the correctness of the recorded
date of execution of the former; inasmuch as, it appears, that, on
that day, Sumsamoodeen was not at Monghyr, where it is stated
to have been executed and accepted, but at Patna, where he is
proved to have ﬁled a petition before the collector, and also to
‘have taken part in certain proceedings before arbitrators, of whom

(316)
himself; his attendance in both instances being on the
Further, it is to be observed, that, when the
day in question.
respondents, Bolakee Lal and Golab Chund, claimed possession in
virtue of their lease, which was awarded by the magistrate under
Act 4 of I840, no objection was offered by appellant nor any
mention of, or allusion to, any sale to her, made, by her or others:
he was one

it,

the inference is, that, at that time, no such sale had taken place.
On the whole we believe that the date of the deed of sale is falsely
stated, and that the mokurruree deed was executed and obtained
before it: it cannot, consequently, be affected by it. As however,
Sumsamoodeen acknowledges the execution of y the sale-deed, the
claim of appellant must be upheld against him; and the principal
with reservation that
sudder ameen was correct in so upholding
the rights of the mookurrureedars should not in any way be pre
judiced by the judgment
We aﬁirm the decision of the principal sudder ameen; with costs
payable by appellant.
s

RATTRAY
CK, ESQRS.,

Es

P?

Tue 5'rn JULY l847.
Paasaxrz
and

J

unoes.

W. JACKSON, Eso.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
by

CASE No. 96 or

1846.

.

Principal Sudder Ameen of
Appeal from
Bhagulpore, Mohummud Jlfajid Khan, December 29th 18-15.
a decree passed

the

MUSST. TAJUN BIBI, APPELLANT,

(DEFENDAN'l‘,)

versus

BOLAKEE LAL

AND

GOLAB CHUND, Reseoxnnrrrs,
(PLAIN'l‘IFFS.)

Appellant—Ameer

Wukeel

of

Wukeels

of
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Ali and J.

G. Waller.

Respomlents—-Glwlam Sufdur.

Tnls suit was instituted by respondent on the 23d August 1844,
to cancel the lcubaleh-bybilwufa (or deed of mortgage with condi
tional sale) upon which appellant founded the claim set forth in
No. 95, decided by the Court at its present sitting. A reference
to that case will shew, that the proprietary right of appellant, in
virtue of the deed held by her, was decreed by the principal sudder
ameen and upheld by this Court, with reservation to respondents

!I
_

_

A

_

.-_»-4...-

(317)

,

of their rights under the mookurruree lease previously obtained by
them.
Nothing further appears to be called for here, beyond a
record of the order in regard to costs, which will be made charge
able to appellant.

-_¢-

_

Tnu 6'ru JULY I847.
‘

PRESENT:

o. TUCKER, Eso.,

-

JUDGE.

a
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PETITION No. 875 or

1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Hurris Chunder Dhur, ﬁled in this
Court on the 23d December 1845, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Jessore,
under date the 23d September 1845, conﬁrming that of the prin
cipal sudder ameen of that district, under date the 13th May 1845,
in the case of Nubkishun Laheery and others, plaintiffs, versus
Hurris Chunder Dhur and others, defendants.
In this

case the plaintiffs

sued the defendant and petitioner,
a jote jumma, the
annual jumma payable to the zemindar being, according to their
The petitioner pleaded that one
statement, Co.’s rs. 240-~’1-3.
Musst. Ruttun Munnee was the proprietor of the j0te—,the jumma
of which, according to his and her statement, was Co.’s rs.
452-10-5-—-and that she had given him a farming lease of the
property for nine years, at an annual jumma of Co.’s rs. 621: of
which he paid 452-10-5, to the zemindar, and the remainder to
The decision of the principal sudder ameen, aﬂirmed by
herself.
the judge, decreed the proprietary right in the job jumma to the
plaintiﬁs; and awarded possession with wasilat, less the jumma
stated by the plaintiffs, viz. rupees 240-4-3.
Against this the
special appeal is lodged, on the ground that no evidence was taken
ﬁnd that the decree of the principal sud
to the amount jumma.
that
the jumma pleaded by defendants, viz.
der ameen records,
not
was
452-10-5,
rs.
proved : at the same time there is no men
of
that
tion
pleaded by the plaintiffs having been proved. This
is of importance both to the petitioner, and also to the zemin
dar, who was also a defendant in the suit.
Consequently I admit
the special appeal; and, annulling the decisions of both the
lower courts, remand the proceedings to the principal sudder
ameen, who will take evidence as to the jumma on behalf of the
plaintiffs, and then dispose of the question of wasilat.

Hurris Chunder, and others, for possession of

I

(318)
Tm: 6'rn JULY I847.
Par:ss1\"r:

TUCKER, Esa.,
Jones.
Parrrron N0. 851 or 1845.
C.

a

I

I

0-}

y

:

CASE No.

JUDGE.
1'49

of

1846.

I

.

Tna 7'rn JULY 1846.
Passanr
R. H. RATTRAY, EsQ.,

by

the Principal Sudder
Regular Appeal from a decree passed
Behar, Hedayet Ali Khan, March 20th I816.
Ameen

of

MUSST. BODH KOWAREE AND RUGHOONATH

PURSHAD, APPELLANTS, (DEFENDANTS,)
versus
RESPONDENT,

MOD NURAIN SINGH,
Wukeel
Wukeels

(PLA1N'rIFF.)
Ghose.
Kishoor
Appellants—Kishun
Respondent—J. G. Waller and Abbas Ali.

of of
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a

ofy

IN the matter of the petition of Ramdoolal Chuckerbutty and
Prankishen Munna, ﬁled in this Court on the l5th December
1845, pra ing for the admission of a special appeal from the
decision
the additional principal sudder ameen of zillah 24-Per
gunnahs, under date the l5th September 1845, reversing that of
the moonsiff of Nowabgunge, under date the 29th April I845, in
the case of Ram Mookerjea, plaintiff, versus Ramdoolal Chucker
butty, Prankishen Munna, and others, defendants.
In this case the petitioners, who were defendants in the suit
above indicated, applied for
special appeal, on the ground that
the witneses to kuballa ﬁled by the plaintiffs were not examined
in this case; but that copies of their depositions, extracted from
another case to which he was not
party, were ﬁled in the present
suit; so that he had no opportunity of putting any questions to
them.
ﬁnd this was the case with regard to two of the witnesses
to the kuballa, viz. Seeb Chunder Pal and Paunch Cowree Bagdee.
therefore admit the special appeal; and, annulling the deci
sions of both the lower courts, remand the proceedings, in order,
that the above named two witnesses may be caused to appear
before the moonsiff, who will, on their attendance, take their
evidence in the presence of the petitioners, or of their duly consti
tuted wukecl.

Tnls suit was instituted by respondent on the 21st March 1843,
to recover from appellants, and others who have pot appealed, pos

session of certain lands comprehended in mouzah Bhuteea and
other villages, in peryurmah Sumunt, with mesne proﬁts (wasilatj
from 1248 to the autumnal harvest (lchureej) of 1250 Fuslee ; and
the reversal of an order passed by the magistrate under Act 4 of
1840. Estimate (for stamp) Company’s rupees 8,535-7-6.
The substance of the plaint, is, that the lands contested are
that the produce
part of the hereditary estate of respondent;
was settled by his (respondent’s) father, Rajah Mitrjeet Singh,
on Bed Nurain Singh, on condition of personal attendance on
the part of the latter; that Bed Nurain died in 1248 F. when
the lands reverted to Het Nurain and his brother (respondent);
that on the 30th December 1840, a division of their estate took
place between the brothers, when these villages fell to the, share
of respondent, who, when he proceeded to take possession, was
opposed by appellants; that the matter came before the criminal
authorities, who upheld appellants’ occupancy, leaving respond
ent to prefer his claim before the civil court: this he now does,
by instituting the present action.
Appellants, in answer, state that, in the Fuslee year 1140,
Rajah Soondur Sahee, an ancestor of respondent, bestowed the
villages in question on his daughter, on the occasion of her quitting
the paternal roof to go to her husband; that this daughter was the
mother of Bundhoo Singh, from whom the property has descended
from generation to generation, till it became theirs (appe1lants’ ;)
that no opposition was ever made; but that Mitrjeet Singh always
paid the Government revenue with that of lot Sheonuggur, and
never made any claim to a right in the land; that upwards of
12 years having elapsed (since the bestowal of Soondur Saliee up
on his daughter) the action will not lie, and must be dismissed
under the statute of limitation.
In the lower court Het Nurain, the brother of respondent, ﬁled
a petition, protesting against any cognizance of the suit, on the
ground of no division, involving these villages, having taken place
between him and his brother; whose rights extended to a seven
annas’ share only, while his own were nine annasi ‘ without his
association with his brother, as plaintiff, the case could not
proceed."

_

_

if

a

it,

The principal sudder ameen observes, that the claim set forth
by Het Nurain is not before the court, which must deal with the
case which is before
Mitrjeet Singh
on its merits, and as
were himself
party to it. If Het Nurain have any rights, they
will be determined in the suit now pending between him and his

brother.
It
admitted (he
these villages have been long
and that up to the present
absolved from the payment of
is
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_

I

continues) by the defendants, that
hereditary "in the plaintii¥’s family;
time, they (defendants) have been
the Government revenue, which has

(

320

)

I

I

;

-m--.

i

'

Tun 8'rn JULY 1847.
Passaiwr:

J.

HAWKINS, ESQ.,
TEMPORARY Juno:-:.

PETITION No.

188

or 1846.

-

is

a

“IN the matter of the petition of Preag Dutt Panday, ﬁled in
this Court on the 22d April 1846, praying for the admission of
special appeal from the decision of Mr. C. Mackay, principal
sudder ameen of Mymensingh, under date the 22d January 1846,
conﬁrming that of the sudder ameen of Mymensingh, under date the
19th August 1845, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus
Kishen Mungul Sein and others, defendants.
It hereby certiﬁed that the said application
granted on the
is

following grounds:
The plaintiff sued for arrears due from the defendants, on an
It appeared that Kishen
under farm held by them from him.
Mungul Sein, and others, defendants, had borrowed the sum of
and, as security for the debt, had
2,000 rupees from the plaintiff
;
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it,

been duly satisﬁed by the plaintiff and his predecessors.
It is
of
F.,
that
the
settlement
of
these
was
villages,
-proved,
H97
made with Rajah Mitrjeet, without any mention of, or allusion
to, defendants in connexion with them; nor is any right, or inter
est in them, on their part, discoverable from the pulwaree’s
accounts and papers antecedently: and besides, were any evidence
forthcoming before the settlement of I197 F., it would avail no
thing now. The asserted bestowal of the villages upon his daugh
ter by Rajah Soondur Sahee, is not established by any document or
other proof of the fact; while the evidence in support of the claim
The was-ilat is
preferred by the plaintiff is clear and conclusive.
calculated at a lower rate than might have been fairly assumed,
with reference to the accounts of former years to be found in the
collector’s oﬂice; and altogether there cannot be a doubt of the
plaintiﬂ"s right to what he sues for. A decree in his favor is passed
accordingly, with costs payable by the defendants.
Without entering upon the principal sudder ameen’s disposal
of the protest entered by Het Nurain, it is sufficient to observe,
that no appeal has been made against
and that, by the tukseem
mzmek (or deed of partition)
ﬁled in the case, these villages are
shewn to have been amongst those assigned to respondent, as his
share of the paternal estate; and, consequently, that his brother
As regards the
(Het Nurain) had no just right of interference.
judgment in favor of respondent,
entirely concur in the justice
of the decision which
afﬁrm accordingly, with all costs charge
able to appellants.

i%5----"—

——-—~ ' *

-T-'——'*'~

-'---- _44llp_‘

(321)
given a farm of their talooks to the plaintiff, taking it again from
The sudder ameen and
him as under-farmers at a speciﬁed rent.
principal sudder ameen held that the rent, payable on the under
farm, was in fact a stipulation to pay more than the legal interest;
and that, therefore, the whole transaction was illegal under Section
9, Regulation 15, 1793.
This, it is clear, involved the question of the legality or other
wise of the bond; and in that case the uit should have been
transferred to another court for trial, the jurisdiction of the sud
der ameen being limited to the trial of suits to the value of 1,000
,
rupees.
admit the special appeal; and, annulling the decrees of both
courts, remand the case that it may be tried by a competent
The principal sudder ameen will take the proper
authority.
measures for causing a refund of the amount stamp, on which the
e
ﬁrst appeal was preferred.

I
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THE 8TH JULY

1847.

PRESENTZ
I

R. H. RATTRAY, Eso., and
sm R. BARLOW, BAR'l‘.,
Junons.

W. JACKSON,

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY

CASE No.

115

or

Jones.
'

1846.

.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the 2d Principal Sudder
Ameen of Tirhoot, Syud Ushruf Hosein, February lfth 1846.

BABOO CHEDEE LAL, APPELLANT,
'

(DEFENDANT,)

_

versus

WILLIAM ROBERT JONES,
Wakeels of Appellant-—Ame'er
Wukeel of Resp0ndent—Pursun

RESPONDENT,

(PLA1N'r1Fr'.)
and Gholam Sufdur.
Komar Thalcur.

All

Tms suit was instituted by respondent on the 26th» February
IB45, to recover the sum of Company’s rupees 20,250, amount of
damage sustained by the non-fulﬁlment of an engagement entered
into by appellant, for himself and Cheonee Lal, a defendant in
the case, to grow and supply indigo seed, during the years 1249
to I251, Fuslee.
The nature of the contract between the parties, is set forth in a
document (ikrarnameh) bearing the signature of Cheonee Lal, in
whose name it is drawn up, with that of Chedee Lal, (the appel
lant,) as surety for the performance of the engagement. The do

\
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(322)
It appears, that Cheonee Lal was
cument is proved by evidence.
at
the
time
it
but that Chedee Lal had
executed,
not present
was
it written in his (Cheonee Lal’s) name, which he signed on his
behalf, adding his own as the security ; in fact, that Cheonee Lal
was a mere servant of Chedee Lal, and that the individual con
Of the liability therefore of
tracting was Chedee Lal himself.
Chedee Lal to be called upon to fulﬁl the engagement, the per
formance of which he had guaranteed, or in default to pay damages
arising from the non-performance, no doubt can be entertained.
It is distinctly proved that the contract was not fulﬁlled; and it
remains only to determine the extent of damages for which he is
responsible.
By the terms of the contract, appellant, in consideration of
an advance of 450 rupees, was bound to sow 225 biggalw of
land (held in farm by him from Rajah Kerut Singh,) with
indigo from the Flwlee year 1249 to I255 : but the claim is
brought for three years only, 1249 to 125], for which only
we have to decide. _ The seed grown on these 225 biggahs
was to be delivered to respondent at ﬁxed prices, viz. at 3 rupees
per maund for that which should be delivered in January, and 2
rupees per maund for that of February : in the event of the land
not being sown, seed was to be supplied, each year, at the rate
of ten maunds per biggah. Now, it is proved, that the land was
not sown, and that no seed whatever was supplied: the alterna
tive therefore of this breach of his engagement, becomes binding
on appellant; who, at the stipulated rate of l0 maunds per biggah
on 225 biggahs, or 2,250 maunds of seed each year, making a total,
for the three years, of 6,750 maunds, is responsible, at the prices
In suing for damages, respondent estimates the value of
ﬁxed.
the seed (6,750 maunds) which should have been supplied, at the
market price of the day, viz. 6 rupees per maund ; and thus ﬁxes
it at rupees 40,500 ; but deducting the larger price agreed to be
paid, viz. 3 rupees per maund, or one half, he claims the remaining
moiety with interest.
We do not think this estimate of damages excessive. When
appellant failed to furnish the seed, as promised, respondent had
to purchase elsewhere, at the price of the day. This has been
taken at 6 rupees per maund, and is not objected to by appellant :
he has therefore paid 6 rupees a maund for what appellant agreed
to furnish at 3; that is, he has paid rupees 40,500 for what he
should have got for 20,250; and we think the difference, or ru
pees 20,250, may be fairly allowed as the amount of damages to
r
which he is entitled.
The principal sudder ameen has given an arbitrary award of
He does not explain the prin
4,518 mpees, inclusive of costs.
ciple of his calculation, nor is it easy to discover it. Whatever
it may have been, we are satisﬁed it was wrong; and, for the

O

(323)
reasons above detailed, we reverse his decision, and adjudge to
respondent the sum of 20,250 rupees, claimed by him, with inter
r
est from this date.
,
All costs to be made chargeable to appellant.

_¢_.

THE l0'rn

JULY

1847.

Pansnnr:
C.

TUCKER, Eso.,

J. HAWKINS,

Junon.
Eso.,
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Tnmeommv

Juno:-1.

PETITION No. 151 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Pursun Komar Thakoor, ﬁled
in this Court on the 30th March 1846, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of Mr. T. Wyatt, judge of Rung
pore, under date the 30th December 1845, reversing that of Opin
dur Chunder Nyaruttun, principal sudder ameen of Rungpore,

under date the 26th December 1843, in the case of Shamkishore
Raee, plaintiff, versus the petitioner, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
‘
following grounds :
The plaintiff was a joint sharer of the adjoining pergunnahs Ba
The former pergurmah was sold
munkundeh and Bazeedpore.
by the collector, for arrears of revenue, and purchased by the
petitioner, who having obtained possession of the pergurmah,
through the civil court, under Clause l, Section 28, Regulation
1822, was declared by the plaintiff to have ejected him from
certain lands belonging to the neighbouring pergunnah of Bazeed
The present suit was brought for recovery
ore.
of the lands
C
lbrming the subject of alleged dispossession.
The principal sudder ameen dismissed the action, and his deci
sion was reversed by the zillah judge.
The petitioner now applies for the admission of a special appeal,
on the ground that, under Clause 4, Section 28, Regulation
1822, the other proprietors of the mehal, purchased by him at
auction, should have been made parties to the suit, which they
were not. The respondent’s pleader meets this by saying, that
his client was himself a proprietor of the sold mehal; and that,
therefore, under Clause 3, of the same Section, it was not incum
bent upon him to sue any other party than the purchaser.
We are of opinion that the other sharers of the property sold
should have been made parties to the suit, in order that the Court
having all the parties before them, might be in a position to pass
the necessary orders regarding costs and compensation under

ll,

ll,

*

O

o(324)
It is‘ true that the plaintiff was himself a sharer in the
Clause 4.
mehal sold, but he does not sue as proprietor of that, but of a
neighbouring mehal; and is therefore clearly in the position con
templated by Clause 4. We therefore annul the decrees of both
the lower courts, and direct that the case be remanded to the
court of the principal sudder ameen and be again placed on his
ﬁle, after which, should the plaintiﬁ fail to take the prescribed
measures for the correction of his plaint, he will be liable to be
nonsuited.
A

...¢_.

Tue l2'rn JULY l847.
Pnssszwr:
C. TUCKER, Eso.,
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Psrrrron No.

J ones.

37

or 1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Lallah Rambuksh Singh and
others, ﬁled in this Court on the 20th February l846, praying for
the admission of a special appeal from the decision of the principal
sudder ameen of zillah Shahabad, under date the 20th November
1845, aﬂirming that of the moonsiff of Dhakaee, under date the
31st December 1844, in the case of Madhoram and others, plain
tiffs, versus Lallah Rambuksh Singh and others, defendants.
\
In this case the plaintiffs sued the petitioners for 49 biggaks
and l2 biswas of land, situated in mouzah Tarunpore.
The plain
tiffs, however, by their own showing, are proprietors of only %% of
the village, consequently they ought to have been nonsuited; but,
instead of this, both the lower courts gave them a decree for the
entire quantity of lands sued for.
Special appeal admitted; deci
.~ sions of both courts cancelled;
and- proceedings remanded, with
'
.
directions to nonsuit the plaintiffs.

,

._>_.

THE l2'ru

JULY

1847.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, Eso.,
Jones.

PETITION No. 297 os 1846.
IN the matter of the petition of Lallah Rambuksh Singh, and
others, ﬁled in this Court on the llth June 1846, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of the acting judge
of zillah Shahabad, under date the 9th March 1846, aﬂirming that
,of the principal sudder ameen of that district, under date 5th
December 1845, in the case of Lallah Rambuksh Singh, and
others, plaintiffs, versus Myaram Tewarree, defendant.

~_-;~"__b_,

.-__

~ _-'"I"=-.,-=m.__-_

-

'1

(395)

.

This was a boundary dispute regarding 98 biggahs and 5 biswas
of land, which the petitioners, plaintiffs, claimed as appertaining
to mouzah Ootumpore, and the defendant as appertaining to mou
zah Rajpoor, in pergunnah Chounsah.
The lower courts ‘dismissed the petitioners’ claim on fanciful
and unsatisfactory grounds, and without any local enquiry, which
was essentially necessary in this case, to deﬁne the boundary line
between the two villages.
admit the special appeal therefore; and, annulling the decisions
of both the lower courts, remand the proceedings with instructions
to dispose of the case, after local enquiries, so as to deﬁne the
boundary line between mouzahs Ootumpore and Rajpore.

I

II-ly-I
THE

1212121

JULY

PRESENT

1847.

.

:\
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A. DICK, ESQ.,
JUDGE.

CASE No.

87

or

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision qf the Principal Sudder Ameen of
Zilla/z Rzy'shalz_ye, Moulvee Abdool Ali K/ran.

TARNEE CHUNDUR PUKRASEE, KISHUN MOHUN
DAS, AND CHUNDURKANTH BUTTAOHARJ,
APPELLANTS,

(DEFENDANTs,)

versus

MR. ELIAS MARCUS, RESPONDENT,

(PLAIN'rIFr.)

of Appellants——Ram Pran Raee and Bunsee Budun Mitr.
Wukeel qf Resp0ndent—Pursun Komar Thakur.
Wukeels

SUIT laid
destroyed.

at Company’s rupees

1,000,

damages

for indigo crop

The investigationin this case, by the lower court, is by no means
The case is therefore remanded.
satisfactory.
The principal sudder ameen will depute a trustworthy person, or
the pergumzah ameen, to draw a map of the land within the bound
aries stated in the plaint; and then make the plaintiﬁf point out the
quantity of land cultivated in indigo, and measure it; then ascertain
the quantity of produce by eye-witnesses, who saw the crop grow
ing; and lastly, take evidence to prove that the defendants did
destroy the crop: and, after considering any evidence the defen
dants may produce, in refutation, decide.

(325)
THE l3'rn JULY

1847.

PRESENT:

C.

TUCKER, Eso.,

JUDGE.
No. 109 or 1846.
In the matter of the petition of Buktawur Panday, ﬁled in this
Court on the 17th March 1846, praying for the admission of a special
judge of zillah Shahabad,
appeal from the decision of the actin
under date the 16th December 1845, aﬁirming that of the principal
sudder ameen of that district, under date the 28th March 1845, in
the case of Deyal Singh, plaintiff, versus Buktawur Panday, defen
PETITION

is,

In this case, the petitioner was sued by laintiif, for two annas
out of four annas of one-third of talook Butlilore, and he laid his
plaint at rupees 2,286-13-7-4, includin wasilat and interest thereon,
ﬁre plaintiff obtained a decree
up to the date of institution of suit.
for the pro rty from the princi al sudder ameen, but the amount
uasilat anciie interest was consicierably reduced; nevertheless
the
defendant, petitioner, was charged with costs on the entire sum,
without reasons assigned for thus acting contrary to the usual practice
of the courts, which
in such cases, to award costs on the amount
This decision was affirmed by the judge.
decreed.
admit the special appeal on the above grounds, and remand the
proceedings to the judge, who will either correct the error; or, in
case he should be of opinion the entire costs are justly leviable from
the petitioner, will record his reasons for the same.

I

-—}_

Trm 15TH JULY

1847.

PRESENT:

A. DICK, EsQ.,
JUDGE.

CASE

by

No. 374 OF 1845.
Mr. James Reily, Priuvzpal
Regular Appeal from a decision passed
Sudder Ameen o_f Dacca, November 7th I845.
MUSST. OMA CHOWDRAIN AND GOPEENATH RAEE,
APPELLANTS, (DEr1~:NDANTs,)
U€7‘SllS

MUSST. INDURMUNEE CHOWDRAIN, w1D0w or GOPEE

MOHUN RAEE, AND MOTHER AND GUARDIAN or RAEE
MOHUN RAEE, RADEEKA MOHUN RAEE, AND RAD
HANATH RAEE, RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFE)
Wukeels of Appellants—-Abbas Ali and Tari/1 Chunder.

a

pie, for possession of a
lands,
certain
with mesne proﬁts,
deed of gift.
annas,

O

Co.’s rs. 27,970,
in
zemindaree, and on
deed of sale and
by cancelling
share

2

SUIT laid at

qf Respondent—-J. G. Waller.

a

Wukeel

a
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The particulars of the case, and the judgment of the lower court,
are detailed in the following decision of the principal sudder ameen :
‘

Plaintiffs declare, that they succeeded in getting a decree against
Soobhuddra’s husband, Jeewun Kissen Baboo, for rupees 57 ,599-7-9 ;
that after his demise, she, in lieu of that debt, executed a bill of sale
on the 17th Assar 1249, and sold certain estates of her husband,
which defendants, on the pretext of benamee deeds, alle ed to have
been executed by
eewun Kissen in their favor, withhold from
Plaintiffs pray therefore for possession and wasilat.
plaintiifs.
‘ Oma contends, Jeewun Kissen had
long previously separated from
Soobhuddra, and had no issue; he sold some of the estates to me,
and had the deeds registered.
eewun Kissen was indebted to me,
and sold the estates to me on the 21st Sawun 1245, and had been
in possession since. Soobhuddra was never in possession. Jeewun
Kissen adopted me when was a mere infant. Kunuk Munnee, Whom
eewun Kissen had in keeping, regarded me with affection, and
she left a part of her property to me.
was not otherwise related
to her.
eewun Kissen freely acknowledged that he had adopted me.
‘
eewun Kissen had, with the view to the per
Gopeenath contends,
petuating of the service of the idols, on the 21st Sawun 1245, made
a gift of certain lands to the idols, and appointed me as the sebayut.
‘
POINTS FOR ADJUDIoA'rION.—Is the sale in favor of Oina, and
the gift in favor of Gopeenath bonajide transactions?
‘
From the following reasons we arrive at the conclusion that the
alleged sale and gift were not bona ﬁde transactions; but fabricated
J
with the view to save the property from creditors.
‘
First.—The deeds alluded to bear the names of seven witnesses ;
Of these,
of whom two have died, and ﬁvehave been examined.
Sirkar, the deceased baboo’s moohhtar and
one is Dhurmonarain
dewan : all these unite in declaring that the baboo had executed
these benamee deeds, a day or two anterior to the date of the re
Defendants’ witness, Obhuy Chunder Surrna, also states that
gistry.
the deeds are benamee.
‘ Second.—This evidence, borne
by the witnesses, is corroborated
First,
:
eewun Kissen was greatly in
that
the
points
following
by
debt; which is proved by plaintiffs having obtained a decree against
him for rupees 55,644-11-9, and a co-sharer, Poornornonee Chow
It
dhrayn, having also obtained a decree for rupees 18,548-7-11.
eewun Kissen, being so largely
is not improbable therefore that
indebted, should fabricate benamee deeds, with the view to save
his property from his creditors.
Secondly, that the deeds in ques
tion were registered on the day that plaintiffs plaint was en
from which it may be inferred that
ossed on stamp paper;
ghfendants; having heard of the purchase of the stamp paper
for the plaint, drew up the deeds, and had them registered.
In addition to this, Brojomohun Raee, formerly a wukeel in the
eewini Kissen had, in
provincial court of appeal, declares that

J

J

I

J

J
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1245, sent him the drafts of the kubaleh and the deboottur putr ; that
he had that year returned from a. pilgrimage to Cuttack, and

had in Sawun, the day aﬁer the full moon, or the day after, ar
rived at his baree; that he came to Dacca. subsequently and inspect
ed the drafts of the deeds.
Now, the almanac for 1245, shows that
the full moon of the Jlzoolun occurred on the 22nd Sawun.
Should
the witness have come to Dacca, and inspected the drafts subsequent
ly to that event, how can it be admitted that the deeds were exe
cuted on the 21st Sawun ? We gather from this, and from the date
of the registry, that the ‘deeds were antedated.
Dhurmonarain, who
was eewun Kissen’s mookhtar and dewan, deposes that he had charge
of all his documents; that when Soobhuddra visited Calcutta, he
accompanied her; and he left the documents with Gopeenath, havig
taken a receipt from him. Witness has ﬁled this receipt; and this
accoimts for the deeds having come into Gopeenath’s possession.
‘
Third.——The kubaleh inOma’s name proves that no money was paid,
or received, in consideration of the sale. It states that Oma had to
receive 6,500 rupees, and the interest rupees 4,750; and that the
In a benamee transaction,
property was sold for rupees 11,250.
where is the diﬂiculty to make such a statement?
The difiiculty
would have been to have paid the money; and this accounts for the
nature of the transaction.
‘
Fourth.—Oma confesses that Jeewun Kissen adopted her, and
placed her with his concubine Kunuk; that he gave her in marriage;
and that her (()ma’s) daughter has been married to Gopeenath.
Is it
credible that eewun Kissen should be eleven thousand, two hundred
and ﬁfty rupees indebted to Oma! I !
‘Fg'fth.—Jeewun Kissen was in possession of the property during
his entire life.
The proofs are: First, Jeewun Kissen survived the
execution of the deeds nearly three _'l/ears. He did not in all this
time make intakal ; that is substitute Oma’s or Gopeenath’s name in
the collector’s books in lieu of his own, as proprietor of the estates.
Secondly, that the witnesses to Oma’s kubaleh, that is Dhurmonarain,
who was mookhtar and dewan to Jeewun Kissen, and the other wit
nesses, prove that Jeewun Kissen continued during life to hold pos
session of the estates.
Thirdly, that the jumma-khurch for 1246 and
1247, proved by the witnesses to be
eewun Kissen’s, establish the
fact of his having been in exclusive possession.
The witnesses prove
further, that a part of this jumma-khurch was written by Gopeenath
himself. Jeewun Kissen’s mookhtarnamah dated 31st Sawun 1245,
and the ameen’s roidaud dated 21st Aghun 1245, and four r_1/uts’
huboalyuts of that year, show that kismut Oolookandee &c., in per
gunnah Mokimabad, was decreed in favor of Jeewim Kissen; and
that he received possession of them through the thannah ameen and
Had
his mookhtar, and that the r_z/uts gave kuboolyuts in his name.
Oma really bought the estates on the 21st Sawun 1245, it was not
probable that Jeewun Kissen would have taken possession of the
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lands.
Defendants have ﬁled some sudder dakhilas, but
Oma’s name is not mentioned in those of 1245 ; and she has not ﬁled
Of what avail are the dakhilas for the subsequent
those of 1246.
years? and of what avail are dahhilas alone, whilst the estate itself
stands recorded in the name of another?
‘
Defendants have examined some witnesses to prove their posses
sion of the estates; but they are all their servants, or rguts, or de
And though Goureekanth Deo, and Pandub Das, and
pendents.
eewun Kissen
ynarain Sircar, and Ramnath Deo, depose that
signed the kubaleh and debaottur putr in their presence, their names
But, as the witnesses whose names are in the
are not in the deeds.
that
the deeds were benamee, of what avail is evidence
deeds, declare
eewun
Kissen’s signature alone?
respecting
‘ Oma’s mother, Parbuttee,
deposes that, when she made Oma over
to eewun Kissen, she gave 1,800 rupees. But can it be credited that
one, who consigned her own offspring to another, that she might be
maintained and provided for, should have this money to give: none
but the destitute part with their children in this way. It was not
an adoption.
‘ Soobhuddra’s kubaleh to
plaintiffs, dated 17th Assar 1249, has been
registered. The witnesses also prove it. Nor has Soobhuddra dis
It is not necessary
puted the sale; nor do defendants deny the sale.
therefore to demand further proof of her sale to plaintiffs.
‘ Oma contends, that the orders of the Sudder, under
Regulation 2
of 1806, was, that if the plaintiff’s claim be decreed, and the amount
is not recovered from eewun Kissen’s other property, then should
they sue to render Oma’s kubaleh void, that the Court’s order shall not
operate to their detriment; that as plaintiffs have not executed the
decree against eewun Kissen’s other property, plaintiffs cannot sue
to render Oma’s hubaleh void. But it has been proved, that the pro
Indeed, Oma’s
perty referred to will not liquidate plaintiffs’ claim.
Under these cir
property inclusive has not discharged the debt.
cumstances, the Sudder’s order will not bar the present claim.
Be
sides, that was a summary order, and will not avail in a regular suit.
But as defendants’ right and title to the property has not been esta
blished, of what avail is their protest against the acts of the real
heirs?
‘The claim is therefore decreed against Oma and Gopeenath; and
wasilat from 17th Assar 1249, with costs and interest.
The other
It is not
defendants are exonerated: plaintiffs paying their costs.
This decree
orders on Poornomonee’s petition.
necessary to pass
any er prejudice.’
shall not operate to
In appeal, these several pleas were urged for appellants:—Fz'rst,
the plaintiffs should have been nonsuited, because the suit involves
two distinct claims: the right to cancel a deed of sale, and to cancel
a deed of gift; the purchaser and the donee being two different per
Third, the
sons.
Second, the suit was estimated and laid illegally.
decreed

J

J

J
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is

‘
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is

it

a

is

a

;
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‘

:
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On the part of respondents it was argued, that the ﬁrst plea was
invalid, because the foundation of the suit was one only, viz. a right
of purchase might legally involve several distinct rights of different
The second plea could not be heard, as it had not been
persons.
to
in the answer to the plaint. The suit has however been
objected
Third, that the sale, having been made to pay her
laid.
properly
debts
husband’s
by the widow, was perfectly legal. Fourth, the par
ties are Hindoos; and, according to the shaster, a sale, even without
Fifth, there was no collusion, the plaintiffs had
possession, is valid.
a
decree
against the widow’s husband, which he appealed,
obtained
The widow then withdrew the appeal, and sold the estates
and died.
to avoid heavier liabilities from continuing to contest the demand.
of appellants have been clearly ﬁctitious and
Sixth, the sale and
fraudulent to evade demands of creditors; and therefore were pro
perly declared invalid by the principal sudder ameen.
The residin
having found two apparently conﬂicting deci
judglees of the Sudder Court, respecting the ﬁrst plea,
two fulfbenc
sions,
referred the point for decision to a full sitting of the six judges, in
the following words
decree
A. obtained
ainst the deceased husband of B. in
satisfaction of which B. sold to him the estates of her late hus
band, including the two properties, the subject of this suit,
which were in the possession of C. and D. A. sues on his deed
of purchase to dispossess C. and D., and to cancel the deeds on which
deed of purchase, D. on a.
they respectively claim to hold—C. on
deed of gift or assignment for religious purposes.
The question for
this.
suit, fbunded
consideration and decision,
Should
A.’s
simply
the
document,
nonsuited;
of
claim,
on
be
because
single
ground
involves the reversal of two distinct documents, also grounds of
The ﬁrst precedent
claim for the defence.
the case No. 259 of
1843, [page 110, Sudder Dewanny -Decisions 1845] decided by
Messrs. Rattray, Tucker and Barlow. The second precedent
case
No. 225 of 1843, decided by Messrs. Reid, Dick and Jackson
[page 108, Sudder Dewanny Decisions l846.’]
The Court‘ after hearing the pleaders on both sides, and considera
tion of the case and the two precedents, came to the opinion,
that
the precedent No. 225 of 1843,
exactly in point with this case: both
(Present R. H. Rattray, C. Tucker,
Welby Jackson, and J. Hawkins.)
*
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sale to them, on which plaintiffs claim, is illegal accordi
to Hindoo
law: the widow, who sold to them, having no power tonﬁienate pro
perty inherited from her husband. Fourth, the sale, with respectto
the two properties in question, illegal, because the seller was not in
Fifth, the decree, for the amount of which the estates
possession.
were sold, was collusive, and consequently the sale, and therefore it is
Sixth, the sale and gift of appellants were bona ﬁde real
invalid.
transactions, and not ﬁctitious; and therefore should be upheld.

Abercrombic

Dick, Sir Robert

Barlow,

(331)
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suits being founded on a deed of sale, affecting the property i11 suit;
and that, therefore, both suits were properly instituted and entertain
ed. The lst precedent cited, No. 259 of 1843, they do not consider so
strictly in point; because the claim in that suit was a money decree
merely, without any speciﬁc lien on any particular property.’
The ﬁrst plea having thus been disposed of, and the suit declared
legally instituted and entertained, the presiding judge proceeded to
the trial and decision of the appeal.
The second plea of appellants is erroneous; for the suit has been

properly laidat three times therevenue payable, rateably, on the share
of the zemindaree claimed, and at the amount of the sale sought to
be cancelled, and at the estimated value of the lands assigned by the
As to the objection of the respondents,
hibbehmzmeh, or deed of gift.
the
not
been
advanced in the answer to the plaint,
that
having
plea,
could not now be heard, it is necessary to observe, that the objection
is valid, only so far as it might affect the jurisdiction of the courts of
ﬁrst instance, and appellate; but not the liability of the case to
nonsuit.
On the third plea, the" following question was put to the pundit of
the Court: ‘ Have Hindoo widows the power to alienate the whole of
the landed property, inherited from their husbands, for payment of
their husbands’ debts, without the consent of the -next heirs to the
»
said property, relatives of the husband.’
To which the pundit answered: ‘A Hindoo woman, who has
inherited the property left by her husband, may alienate the whole
of it to pay his debts; because so inheriting her husband’s property,
she is bound to pay his debts.’
The pundit refers for his authority to Nared Munee, as stated in
the Digest of Jaglmnatha, and to be found in Colebrooke’s trans
lation: [pp. 315 and 316, volume L] ‘ lf the assets of the husband
And again;
have been received by the wife, she must pay the debt.’
‘ and so must a debt be
paid by a childless widow, who has accepted
the care of the assets, even though she have not accepted the burden
of the debts, forshe is successor to the estate.’
The fourth plea is utterly untenable under Hindoo law, as is evident
from the whole tenor of the law on rescission of sale, laid down in the
unnatha, especially the two texts of N arcda cited therein:
Digest of
‘
snag
318, volume II, Colebrooke’s
317
When a
[pp.
translationl
delivere to the pur
vendible thing, sold for a just price, is not
chaser, this is called non-delivery of a thing sold, a title of judicial
‘
He then, who having sold vendible pro
procedure.’ And again.
perty for a just price, delivers it not to the buyer, shall be compelled,
if it be immovable, to pay for any subsequent damage, as the loss
of a crop or the like; and if movable for the use and proﬁts of it.’
Here are express penalties for non-delivery, but not a word about
invalidity on that account.

J
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15TH

JULY

1847.

PRESENT:

RATTRAY, EsQ., and
SIR R. BARLOW, BART.,

R. H.

JUDGES.

W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

194

or

1846.

by

the 2d Principal Sudder
Special Appeal from a decree passed
Tirhoot, Ushruf Hosein, August l5th 1844; modz'}“_z/
Ameen
the Sudder Ameen
ing one passed
Mozuferpoor, August 22d
1843.

MUSST.

JYE
'

qf

by

of
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The ﬁfth
one which cannot be adduced by appellants, as
they are not eirs, and cannot call in question the propriety and
honesty of the acts of the widow.
On the sixth and last plea, the Court observe, that neither the sale
can be upheld as real and bona ﬁde transfers; because
nor the
possession was not given, nor mutations of names as proprietors
effected in the Government registries; and, anent the sale,
slave girl of Jeewun, should
incredible that the appellant Oma,
him the alleged sum of 11,000
have had the means of
Aslending
to
evidence of the witnesses who
rupees and upwards.
attested the deeds, and have testified to their fraudulent and ﬁctitious
character, and on which the principal sudder ameen has laid so much
Men who thus
stress,
utterly unworthy of the least credit.
shamelessly proclaim their own participation in dishonesty, incapa
citate themselves from bearing evidence.
Were the testimony of
such men admissible, there would be no security in any contracts.
valid,
The Court therefore, deeming the claim of the
respondents
and the sale and
of
dismiss
ﬁctitious,
pellants
appeal with
full costs, and aﬂirm the daecision of the lower court.

KOWUR, APPELLANT,

(DsF1~mnAN'r,)

versus

MUSST. LUKHPUITEE KOWUR, Rnsronnmzr,
(PLAINTIFR)
Wukeel of Appellant—E. Colebrooke.
Raee.
Wuheel of R_espo1ulent—Ramapershad
Tms suit was instituted by respondent on the 12th February

1842, to recover from appellant, the widow of Bhyroo Dutt, deceas
ed, certain lands in mouzahs Kantee and others, in virtue of a deed
of sale (or kubdleh): amount value Company’s rupees 750-15-1.0.

(333)
J.

F. M. Reid, on the
special appeal was admitted by Mr.
1846, who recorded the following certiﬁcate:
‘
Appeal admitted to try whether Hlmooman Dutt’s sale of the
share of his brother Bhyroo Dutt, husband of the petitioner, in
mouzahs Kantee and Madhubchundpoor, to Torul Singh, husband of
Musst. Lukhputtee Kowur, can be upheld: Hunooman Dutt hav
ing no power of attorney from Bhyroo Dutt, authorizing him to sell
The

4th

July

for him.’
On perusal of the papers and the evidence in this case, it appears
that Bhyroo Dutt, lately deceased, husband of the appellant Musst.
Jye Kowur, was present and consenting to the sale of the lands to
Torul Singh. We therefore see no reason, to interfere with the
lower court’s orders ; and the appeal is dismissed, with costs payable
’
by appellant.

*

1

Tun 15TH JULY

1847.

J. HAWKINS,

EsQ-,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
PETITION No.

338

or

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Domun Saha, ﬁled in this Court on
the 16th June 1847, praying for the admission of a special appeal
from the decision of Mr. Smelt, judge of East Burdwan, under date
the 18th March 1847, conﬁrming that of Mr. Bell, moonsiff of
Burdwan, under date the 17th November 1846, in the
case of the
'
petitioner plaintiff versus Mrs. Thomick, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
~
following grounds :
The plaintiff sued to compel the defendant to open a drain and
The moonsiff and
pathwa from his house, which she had closed.
The latter authority thus records his
judge decided against-him.
opinion:—-‘~The moonsiif having proceeded in person to examine into
the merits of the case,
ave his judgment against the plaintiifl
It
appears from the proceedings held before the moonsiﬂ‘, that the drain
and pathway were entirely of a private character, and both were a
A drain and pathway had
nuisance to the defendant, respondent.
existed no doubt; but as they were not of right, but by suiferance,
and now being a. great inconvenience to the defendant she had
see no reason whatever to interfere with the moon
,.stopped them.
siﬂ"s decision, and uphold
dismissing the appeal with costs.’
The judge’s decree
incomplete. The right to stop a drain and
Now,
must
be
ceﬁl be admitted.
pathway
very clearly made out, ere
I

k

it

is

it,

I

I
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PRESENT:

(334)
it

appears incidentally in the proceedings, that the defendant has
become proprietor of the property near the drain and pathway at a.
recent date, and the 'udge himself says ‘ a. drain and pathway had
existed no doubt.’
The period for which the drain and pathway have
been in existence, and the exact date of the defendant’s entering upon
possession of the pro rty, are essential to the right determination of
this case. Both of tlizse are wanting in the judge’s decree.
admit the special
and remand the case to the judge, in
order that it may be appeal,
ecided de novo, with reference to the above

I

remarks.

--.
Trn-: 15'rn

JULY

1847.

PRESENT:
R. H.

RA'I'I‘RAY,

EsQ., and

SIB R. BARLOW, BART.,
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Juness.
W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY

CASE N0.
Regular

189

or

J UDGE.

1846.

Appeal from a decree passed by the Additional
Belzar, F. Gouldsbury, August 15th 1836.

ALEXANDER IMLACH,

Judge qf

APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,

wrrn orm-:ns,)
versus

SYUD ABDOOLLAH, Rasronnsnr, (PLAmr1rr.)
qf Appellant-—Charles Glue.
Wukeel qf Respondent—I-[amid Rusool.
FVukeel

THIS suit was instituted by respondent on the 24th December
1831, to recover from appellant the sum of Sicca rupees 7,351-13,
being the value of a third portion of Kusbeh Rah, paid by respond
ent to Zuhoor-o-nissa Khanum, under the following circumstances:
In 1229 F., (1822) the executors of Anwur Be um (originally

John Palmer, Charles Trebeck, and Colonel Henry fmlach) sold the
In
estate of Kusbeh Rah to respondent for Sicca rupees 14,995.
1828, Zuhoor-0-nissa obtained a decree for a. third of the property,

and sued them all, executors and respondent, for possession.
While
this suit was still pending, respondent entered into an amicable ar
rangement with Zuhoor-o-nissa; and paid her Sicca rupees 6,751-1 1,
to withdraw her claim, and resign her rights and interests, in the share

(335)

a,

is

is

a

a.

is,

-
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:
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of
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it

is

;

in_

for which she held a decree, to him.
A razeenameh was executed
conformity with this and all further judicial roceedings ceased.
For the sum thus paid, with 600 rupees arising from costs and in
terest, respondent brought an action against the surviving executors,
and Alexander Imlach, the appellant, as the heir of Colonel Henry
Imlach, then demised.
On the 15th August 1836, the decree was passéd, which
now
before the Court in appeal.
We observe, that the appeal was ﬁled on the 27th August
1846; and that
becomes necessary to determine whether appel
lant, after such a lapse of time can legally be heard. (His
ht to a
further questioned, on the ground
no de
hearing by the Court
fence having been ﬁled or pleaded’ in the lower court, in which the
decision against him was passed exparte
petition only having
been presented by him in the course of the proceedings.
'
The claim of respondent against appellant
based on the assump
tion, that he
an executor to the estate of the late Anwur Begum
but there
nothing to shew that he can be so considered: on the
appears, that he applied to this Court in 1830, to draw
contrary,
some money, then in deposit, on account of the estate, in the capa
city of executor; which application was rejected on the ground, dis
The decision of
tinctly set forth, of his not being an executor.
the additional judge, now before us, seems to rest on the simple
fact of his appe1lant,) being the heir of his father, who was an
executor; and, consequently, liable to what his father had been, in
‘
that capacity.
there
no doubt: the only point
That the decision
erroneous,
as to whether appellant can be heard.
We
open to discussion,
ﬁnd, that in execution of the decree of the zillah judge, an appeal
was lodged in this Court by appellant; and that the presiding judge
(Mr. Reid) refused execution, on the ground of theirregularity ex
hibited on the face of the proceedings; and" directed appellant to
bring re ular appeal against the judgment passed, within one month
from the (ﬁne of the order (then recorded) notwithstanding the lapse
of time since that judgment had issued. This order, passed under
Construction No. 1048, has unquestionably brought the case within
the court’s legal cognizance; and as we regard the decision of the
mistaken principle of law,
lower court to be evidently based on
and to be in direct opposition to the order of this Court of 1830,
which refused the admission of appellant as an executor to this
estate, we are of opinion—the peculiar circumstances of’ the case
considered-—that appellant may be heard; and, with reference to‘
the facts stated, we think the decree appealed against should be
reversed in regard to him.
We reverse the decree accordingly, with costs chargeable to res
pondent.

r

_

_

0

(
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Tan 15rn JULY

1847.

Pnnsrmr:

'

J

.

HAWKINS,
Tnmronanv

PETITION No

203

EsQ.,

J UDGE.
or

1847.

I

I

a

o

£2

bly

It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:
t
The following is the decision of the judge in this suit, which was
instituted for possession of an eleven annas’ share of a tank, &c., and
decided by the principal sudder ameen in favor of the plaintiffs:
‘The plaintiffs urve their right to the possession of the share in
dispute, and to hdld it khirajee, or liable to revenue, in virtue of
the farmers in the year 1195 B. S.;
anted to them
pottahs
defendants
whilst
lants) urge their right to hold the share
in dispute, in virtue (appe lakhirqj sunnud, granted by Maharajah
Teloke Chund Buhadoor on the 23rd Bhadun 1174 B. S., and
which grant bears the signature of Mr. John Graham; and, from
the enquiries made from the collector’s records, there seems no rea
son whatever to doubt the validity of the Maharajah’s grant.
The
ent
poitahs produced by the plaintiffs, respondents, are to my jud
set asidlznthe
invalid; and, under the circumstances above stated,
decision of the principal sudder ameen, and decree the appeal.’
,

a

From

the above order, the present application for the admission
special appeal has been preferred.

of

tiee

It would have been satisfactory to this Court, in determining upon
the propriety of complying with the application or otherwise, had
referred to those particulars which are considered as essen
the jud
tial to
validity of a laklzirqj grant, so that the Court might have
had before
the test applied by the judge to the document which
He should have stated also why he con
he has pronounced valid.
siders the potta/zs produced by the plaintiffs to be invalid, instead of
merely saying that to his judgment they were so.
_
I

it
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tition of Purkhit Sircar and others, ﬁled
N the matter of the
for the admission of a
in this Court on the 6th Xiiril 1847,
plpaying
of
the
decision
r.
A.
Smelt,
from
judge of East
special appeal
Burdwan, under date the 14th January 1847, reversing that of
Syud Fuzl Rubbce, principal sudder ameen of East Burdwan, under
date the 12th September 1846, in the case of the petitioners, plain
tiffs, versus Purmanund Raee and others, defendants.

(337)
But, apart from

these considerations, the jud
ent is incomplete,
anrfgl
has
been
an
into,
as
there
inasmuch
enquiry
judgment upon, a
of
zemindar,
in
the
absence
tenure,
whose rights are
the
lakhiraj
The plaintiffs, in de
involved in the determination of the question.
fault of suing the zemindar, or taking the necessary measures for
bringing him as a party after the suit had commenced, should have
been nonsuited; but there should have been no enquiry into the
merits of the grant in the absence of the zemindar.
accordingly admit the special appeal, and remand the case to be

I

‘dealt with as above indicated.
.5

-

*

'

THE 15TH JULY
Pnnsnnr
C.

TUCKER,

1847.

:

EsQ.,
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JUDGE.

Pnrrrron No. 620-or
IN

1845.

of the petition of Joykishen Mookerjea and Rajkishen
ﬁled
in this Court on the 25th September 1845, praying
Mookerjea,
for the admission of a special appeal from the decision of the ad
ditional judge of zillah Hooghly, under date the 29th July 1845,
affirming that of the additional principal sudder ameen of that dis
trict, under date the 30th September 1844, in the case of Joykishen
Mookerjea -and Rajkishen Mookerjea, plaintiffs, versus Gudadhur
-Pershad Tewary and others, defendants.
In this case the courts below, though decreeing to the plaintiffs
ossession of lands, of which they had been dispossessed by the de
fendants, refused to award wasilat, on the plea that the plaintiffs had
not furnished sufficient data for ﬁxing the amount. This is contrary
to the invariable practice of the courts. Ifany doubts arise as to
the amount of wasilat, the same are determined by appointin
an
This ap}%.ica
ameen, to ascertain the actual receipts in theemqfzissil.
tion therefore is admitted 3 and the case having been brought forward,
the decisions of both the lower courts are annulled; and it is ordered,
that the proceedings be returned to the judge, who will send the case
to one of the principal sudder ameens of his district, with orders to
ascertain the wasilat due to the plaintiffs on the lands decreed to
them, from the date of their dispossession up to the date of the insti
tution of the suit; from which latter date to the date on which they
may regain possession, the wasilat can be given at the same rate, in
e
execution of the decree.
the matter

(333)
Tm-: 15TH

Jumr

1847.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER,

EsQ.,

JUDGE.

'

IN

.

PETITION No.

135

or

1846.

the petition of Ilahee Bibi, ﬁled in this Court on
the 23rd March 1846, praying for the admission of a special appeal
from the decision of Raee Rarlha Govind Shome, principal sudder
the matter

of

of zillah Hooghly, under dat/e the 23rd December 1845, re
versing that of Sudderooddecn Ahmed, moonsiff of Rajapoor, under
date the 18th September 1845, in the case of N ittanund Koond and
others, plaintiifs, versus Ilahee Bibi and others, defendants.
A special appeal in this case was admitted by me, on the 12th
March 1844, and the proceedin s remanded for re-investigation.
Ilahee Bibi, the petitioner, oﬁtained a decree for ﬁfty biqgahs of
land, within deﬁned boundaries; and, in putting her in possession,
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ameen

the plaintiﬁs objected that the ameen had given her what did not be
lon to her under the decree.
They were referred to the civil court,
am? instituted this suit for the disputed property.
The
int at issue, viz. whether the property claimed was, or was
not, wigiin the boundaries laid down in Ilahee Bibi’s decree not hav
'
been clearly stated, the case was remanded with the following
‘ whether the khals or creeks claimed by
bxiiglers, viz. to enquire, ﬁrst,
the plaintiffs are within, or without, the boundaries of Ilahee Bibi’s
decree of 3rd May 1838; second, whether, if within them, the plaintiffs
to them and the julkur rent derivable
have any special title or
t e case, notwithstanding the land, accord
therefrom, which may beriglht
to Ilahee Bibi.’
ing to the-bolmdaries,
belongs
In the re-investigation
w ich took place, the moonsiff went to the
spot; and, after a regular survey of the premises, recorded that there
was no doubt whatever of the creeks being within the boundaries of
the property decreed to Ilahee Bibi, and that the plaintiffs could
He consequently dismissed the plain
shew no special title to them.
On appeal the principal sudder ameen, Raee Radha
tiffs’ claim.
Govind Shome, evaded the question of boundaries; but went into a
argument to rove that the creeks belonged to the plaintiﬁs,
101:?
an reversed the decision of the moonsiff.
As the course adopted
by the principal sudder ameen in the disposal of this case, is adverse
to the instructions conveyed by this Court, when remanding the pro
ceedings for further enquiry, Iadmit a second special appeal, and
s, in order, that one of the present prin
again remand the proceed’
cipal sudder ameens may I-izlaglre up the case, and dispose of it under
the original instructions of this Court of the 12th March 1844.

(339)
THE 17TH JULY

1847.

Pnnsmvrz

W. JACKSON, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY

CASE No.

46

or

Jnoon.
"

1845.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by Mr. C. Mackay, Prin
cipal Sudder Ameen of Mymensing, dated 16th December 1844.

RANEE HURSOONDREE DIBBEA, wmow or GOPEE
NATH SINGH, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
'U€7'SZ¢-9

RAJ AH BISHENNATH
Wukeels
Wukeels
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SIN GH, RESPONDENT, (DnFEN1>ANT.)

qf Appellant-J. G. Waller and Pursun Komar Thakur.
qf Resp0ndent—Kishen Kishore
Gholam Sufdur.

Ghose,

E.

Colebrooke, and

I

CLAIM for division (butwareh) of the family estate, 14 annas
pergunnah Soorung, and separation of her share of 5 as. 6 g. 2 c. 2 k.
in

the same.

"

The plaintiff is widow of Gopeenath Singh deceased, who, with his
two brothers Bishennath Singh, defendant, and Jugurnath Singh,
were sons of Rajah Raj Singh, who held in his possession the entire
estate mentioned in the plaint, as his raj. The plaintilf contends that,
on his death, the estate became the joint property of his three sons, in
equal portions; and that she, as the widow of one of the sons, is en
titled to -:_1;d, and under the law to have that share divided offl
The defendant objects, that, by the custom of the family, the estate
descends by primogeniture, and that widows do not succeed; but on
the death of an elder brother, without leaving a. son, the next brother
~
succeeds to the raj.
16th
December
the
1844,
On the
principal sudder ameen decided
that the family custom pleaded by the defendant was established, and
From that decision, the plaintiff
dismissed the claim of the pla.intifi'.
that
the
decision
is
not
borne out by the record.
‘appeals, urging
That the estate in question, differs in many respects from a.
common zemindaree, there is no doubt: it is situated on the
"north bank of the river Soomeg uree, and includes part of the
inhabited by the Garrow tribes, a
hills and wildicountry
from t e people of Bengal.
race perfectly distinct adjoining,
Several royal
that
it
was
to
ﬁled,
are
Rajah
shewing
granted
Ramjeewun,
ﬁrmans
as ajageer, in the year 1060 H. ; and was subject to a peshcush or

(340)

'

ofp

tribute: and from a report of Mr. David Scott, of the year 1820,
it appears that the revenue now aid for it is this very peshcush, not

it,

is

It a

it

it,

I

a

if

;

it

:

is

it

a

it

if

a

I

;

is

is

for the division, not for possession of the
served, that the claim
esta
share
but the division cannot be awarded, unless the right
do not think the neglect and supineness of the defendant
blished.
in the management of his affairs, which has allowed the plaintiff‘ to get
her name entered, and to obtain
partial possession, sufﬁcient to set
aside the established usage of the family, which has been handed
be supposed, that the defen
down for thirteen generations. Even
dant intentionally permitted the introduction of the name of plaintiff
to be considered that he had
sharer,
into the collections as
to
her
to
no authority
convey
any right to the prejudice of his heirs
was not optional with him to break through the family usage
can only
the plaintiif has obtained
kind of possession,
and
however, most probable,
think
be by sufferance, not by right.
'
with the de
that the plaintiff has effected her object by intri
this may
fendant’s servants and without his knowledge.
be, the right of the plaintiﬁ‘, to the §d share has not, in my opinion,
been established
and the principal sudder ameen was right in
dismissing her claim. Ordered, that the decision of the principal
sudder ameen be conﬁrmed. Costs against the plaintiff.
;

g

ﬁver,

\
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is

is

a

it

is

a sum calculated on the assets
the land as in other zemindarees.
It further established, that in no one instance has the rule of suc
cession by primogeniture been set aside since the grant: on the con
seems that Raj -Singh, the father of the defendant Bishen
trary,
nath Singh, succeeded his elder brother Kishwur Singh, notwith
widow, who, mider the usual prac
standing that the brother left
tice of Ben al, would have succeeded, but for the family usage
Tile only instance of butwareh of this estate which
pleaded.
annas’ from the 14 annas’ share
the separation of a
pleaded,
ﬁnd that this
annas’ share
which now constitutes the raj; but
was in fact certain
which were bestowed as dowry on a
villages,
former
ajah, which, at the decennial settlement,
daughter by
settled
with the descendants of her husband, and
were separately
have since borne the name of the
annas’ share.
am satisﬁed
with the evidence in support of the family usage.
But the plaintiff
ﬁles papers shewing that she has been actually admitted to
joint
share in the collections, which have, in many instances, been made
in her name jointly with that of the defendant and the third bro
ther’s widow; that the plaintiff has paid the Government revenue,
and has had her name entered in the collector’s books as a gd sharer;
and further, that she has sued a tenant of the estate for §,~d of the rent
with the consent of
due from him, and has obtained decree for
remains to decide, whether these
the defendant, Bishennath Singh.
admissions, by the defendant, are such as to establish the right of the
to be ob
plaintiif to the Q,-d share, and the division sued for. It

(34l)h
Tm-1

l7'r1-1

JULY

1847.

Pnnsum":

TUCKER, Esq., and
SIR R. BARLOW, Bum,
O.

J uneas.

~
.

J. HAWKINS,

Esq.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
761

or

1845.

a

is

it,

IN the matter of the petition of Hur Chunder Nath and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 17th November 1845, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of Thomas Tayler,
Esq., judge of Mymensingh, under date the 16th August 1845,
affirming that of Kazee Ousaf Ali, sudder ameen of the said zillah,
under date the 2nd June 1845, in the case of Nubboo Comar
Chowdhree and others, plaintiffs, versus Hur Chunder Nath and
others, defendants.
in this case the plaintiffs are purchasers at a sale, made for the
recovery of sums embezzled by the treasurer of zillah Mymensingh.
The defendants are dependent talookdars within the estate purchased
by the plaintiffs.
The plaintiffs, without issuing notice to defendants under Sec
tion 9, Regulation 5 of 1812, proceeded to ﬁx the jumma demand
able from them, under Section 5, Regulation 4 of 1794, at ru
The defendants pleaded a ﬁxed jumma of rupees 208,
pees 800.
4 annas, 7 gundahs, and 2 cowrees.
The lower courts decided
that the defendants’
lea of a right to hold at a ﬁxed jumma was
not established, and disputed an ameen to measure and assess their
lands at the pergunnah rates, after allowing a reduction of 20 per
cent. for expences of collection, and malikana or proprietary allow
ance: and the amount, thus assessed, to be payable from the date
of the notice, issued to the defendants by the plaintiffs, under Sec
tion, 5, Regulation 4, 1794.
i
The petitioners, defendants, applied for a special appeal on two
grounds :——First——That the decision of the lower courts was op
Second--That
posed to Sections 9 and 10, Regulation 5 of 1812.
the proceedings were contrary to Section 5, Regulation 4, 1793,
inasmuch as a supplementary plaint having been received from the
plaintiffs, they, the defendants, should have been allowed the oppor
which they were not.
tunity to ﬁle an answer to
We are of opinion, that the section and regulation under which
this suit has been brought and decided
inapplicable to the case,
the real object of which
to break up
talookdarry iumma, and
enhance the rents heretofore paid to the zemindar, for which the
law quoted gives no warrant; whilst the decision of the court,
is
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PETITION No.

(342)
awarding payment of the enhanced rent from the date of the no
The
tice, is directly opposed to Section 10, Regulation 5, 1812.
lower courts should rather have followed the precedent in the case
of Musst. Deb Ram and others, appellants, v. Ramnarain Nag, res
pondent, decided 24th March 1831, (vide page 102, volume V.
Sudder Dewanny Reports) and merely decided the question of
right of the plaintiffs to enhance the jumma payable by the defend
ants; and if that question were decided in plaintiﬁs’ favor, leaving
them to proceed to ﬁx the jumma in the mode prescribed by Sec
tion 9, Regulation 5, 1812. We therefore admit the special appeal ;.
and, annulling the decisions of the lower courts, remand the pro
ceedings for re-trial as above indicated.

c-in

Tun

JULY

19TH

1847.

PRESENT:

R. H. RATTRAY and
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A. DICK,

.

ESQRS.,

Juneas.
W. JACKSON, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY

CASE

No.

235

or

J UDGE.

1846.

Special Appeal from a decree passed by the ﬁrst Principal Sudder
Ameen of Tir/loot, lViamut Ali Khart, ./lfarch 29th 1845; revers
ing a decision passed by Dataram Raee, Sudder Ameen, February
29th 1844.

BANA KOWUR
'

AND ANOTHER, APPELLANTS, (DEF!-INDAN’l‘S,)
UBTSUS

ASMUN KOWUR, Rssrounmzr, (PLAINTIFE)
Wukeel of Appellants—Rama
Wukeels

of Resp0ndent—-E.

Purshdd

Raee.

Colebrooke and

Hamid Rusool.

THIS suit was instituted by respondent on the 6th January 1841,
to recover from appellants Company’s rupees 693-13-4, being half
the value of 75 head of cattle, sold for arrears of revenue for which
he (respondent) was not liable.
The special appeal was admitted by Mr. Charles Tucker, on the
1846, who recorded the following certiﬁcate:
18th
‘InSeptember
t is case, Talibur Kowur and others held a farm from the
collector of Monghyr, under the security of Fukeer Kowur.
Ul
timately, the property of Fukeer Kowur was sold, to recover a
balance of rent due from the farmers.
The plaintiff in this case, a
Kowur,
of
Fukeer
relation
claimed a share in the property‘ sold;
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)

and instituted this suit, to recover the value of such his share,
against the nominal farmers and their surety, and also against the
petitioners, who, it was asserted, were the real farmers. The peti
tioners pleaded, that they had nothing whatever to say to the farm.
The suit was dismissed by the sudder ameen; but, on appeal, the
principal sudder ameen decreed against the petitioners, as well as
the ostensible farmers.
‘The principal sudder ameen, however, seems to have taken it for
granted, that the petitioners were the real farmers; for, as far as
his decree goes, there was no enquiry as to that fact, nor does he
assign any reason for decreeing against them.
Special appeal
admitted on the ground, that the decree of the principal sudder
ameen cites no reasons for decreeing against the petitioners.’
We ﬁnd that this decree has been given against Bana Kowur
and Moratun Kowur, without sufﬁcient proof of their liability:
indeed the point of their liability has not been investigated.
Order»
ed, that the decision be reversed, and the case returned to the prin
cipal sudder ameen, with orders to hold an enquiry on this point,
and to decide the case again with due regard to the evidence
'
adduced in connexion with it.
e

Tnn

-3

19TH

Jumr

1847.

PRESENT:

.

R. H.

RATTRAY

and

A. DICK, EsQRs.,

Junens

\

W. JACKSON, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY

CASE No.

157

or

'

Jonas.

1846.

Special Appeal ffom a decision passed by the Judge qf _Behar, the
H0n’ble R. Forbes, September 30th 1844 ; aﬂirming a decree-passed
by the Principal Sudder Ameen, Hedayet Ali Khan, July 31st
1844.

SHAH ABDOOL KURREEM,

APPELLANT,

(DEFENnAN'r,)

UETSHS

KUNHYAH SAHOO

AND

MOHUN SAHOO,

RESPONDENTB,

(PLA1NT1FEs.)
qf Appellant—-Ameer Ali and Abbas Ali.
Wukeel qf Respondents-—Lu(fo Ruhman.
THIS suit was instituted by respondents on the lst April
Wukcels

to recover from appellant rupees 2,134-10-0,

1843,

principal and interest,

(344)"
in virtue of
with the

a bond dated

14th March

8th

Cheyt 1239

183$.

The special appeal was admitted by

Fuslee, corresponding

Si; R. Barlow,

on the

29th April 1846, who recorded the following certiﬁcate:
‘ The
plaint states, that defendant borrowed 901 Sicca rupees
from plaintiﬂs, on a. farm of gth of village Bhateeaon, at 35-12 sudder
jumma, from 1237 to 1243 Fuslee. The farming deed speciﬁed,
that, if the advance was not aid, before Jheyt 1243, the farm was
As the loan was
to run on till the defendant discharged the debt.
The de
not paid, plaintiffs continued in possession of the farm.
fendant, subse uently, borrowed a further sum of 1001 Sicca ru
es on bond, (hearing interest, also payable in Jheyt 1243 ; but

This document has been lost; intimitation
liiiled to pay as agreed.
of which, plaintilfs allege, was given to the magistrate. They sue
for 2,134 Company’s rupees, principal and interest, on the bond

The principal sudder ameen decreed the full amount claimed;
and the judge aﬂirmed this order. An application for admission
of special appeal was preferred, _on the ground, that laintiﬂfs being
in possession of the farm, they are not entitled to sue
the amount
of the bond.
The plaint
posed to the conditions of the bond,
as admitted by both parties.
}l‘he plaintiffs are in possession of the
and, under stipulation, cannot claim the amount of the loan
farm
so long as they continue to hold the farm.
‘The decrees of the lower courts contravene the terms of the
agreement entered into by the parties, by which they must be bound.
Such decrees are opposed to practice:
admitted
special appeal
to try this point.’
We are'of opinion that the plaintiffs cannot claim ayment of
the continuation of the farm being declared) the alter
the
money,ieu of ayment. Ordered, that the suit be dismissed with
native
costs; and the decision of the principal sudder ameen reversed.
o

is

fhr

‘

in

is

a

;
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Defendant, in answer, admits that he
uslee.
dated 8th Cheyt 1239
had monetary transactions with plaintiffs; and that they gave up
a portion of their claim, and returned the bond to him, which he
now holds. Plaintiffs have not given up the farming deed, and
still keep possession of the land.

(345)
THE l9TH JULY
Pansmvr:
R. H.

1847.

RATTRAY

A. DICK,

ESQB.S.,
‘

Junens.

JACKSON,

W. B.

and

EsQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

I

CASE No.

232

or

1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Additional Judge qf
Tirhoot, ZVIr. John French, December 12th 1844 ; reversing a decree
lst Princ"ipal Sudder Ameen, lVz'amut Ali K/zan,
. passed by the

January

.
‘

28¢/z

1843.

GHOLAM SAHOO, APPELLANT, (P1.Am.~m,)
SHEO
i
'U87‘8ll-9

MOHUMMUD KAZIM ALI KHAN, Rssronnnnr,
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’

(DEFENDANT.)

of Appellant—C. B. Skinner and Abbas Ali.
Wukeel of Respondent-—Buhadoor Ali.
THIS suit was instituted by appellant on the 12th April
lVakeels

1841,

from respondent the sum of Company’s rupees 1,131-4-O ;
recover
loss sustained by breach of contract for the supply of saltpetre on a

to

speciﬁed

date.

The special

appeal was admitted by Mr. Charles Tucker, on the'
25th Augusto 1846, who recorded the following certiﬁcate :
‘This was a suit instituted to recover the amount anticipated
proﬁts, on the sale of 805 mziunds of saltpetre, which the de
fendant (receiving I25 rupees as earnest money) had,_by a special
contract, bound himself to deliver to the plaintiff on or before a.
ﬁxed day: but the defendant sold the saltpetre to a third party.
The principal sudder ameen decreed for the plaintiff. On appeal,
the additional judge admitted the facts to be as stated by the plain
tiff’; and, moreover, that the defendant was bound to provide the
plaintiff with the speciﬁed quantity of saltpetre, and could not,
under the deed of contract, sell it to another; but, because the deed
did not contain any speciﬁc penalty for failure in the contract, he,
the additional judge, reversed the decision of the principal sudder
This, conceive to be
ameen, and dismissed the plaintiff’s, claim.
and
of
the
custom
the
to
commercial
contrary
practice,
community,
r
and of the courts of justice.
‘ If a man receives money in advance, and contracts to
provide
at
a
0.
and
demands
day,
speciﬁed
by
particular
price,
equity
goods

I

(346)
that the party advancing should recover from the contractor, failing
to fulﬁl his engagement, an amount equal to what he would have
the re-sale of the goods
gained on the whole transaction; that is
t e special appeal.
admit by
The
stipulated for. On this point
amount proﬁt is of course open to discussion.’
The engagement on the part of the respondent, was, to supply a
certain quantity of saltpetre, in Tirhoot, on the 9th of Kartik next
ensuing after the engagement was entered into. In the event of
the appellant not taking it on the day ﬁxed, he (appellant) was to
pay interest on the price till he should receive it. It was not taken
on the day ﬁxed; and the respondent, a. day or two afterwards, sold
it to a third party. Now, a distinct penalty having been attached
to the neglect of appellant to take the saltpetre on the date agreed
to, we are of opinion, that respondent was not warranted in dispos
ing of it to another; inasmuch as appellant’s right was not forfeit
ed by the delay which had been speciﬁcally provided for: respon
dent has, therefore, we think, been guilty of a breach of contract,
and is justly liable to the consequent damages now sued for.
The
amount claimed is not excessive, and is not objected to by respon
dent as being so.
We reverse the decision of the additional judge, and aﬁirm that
of the principal sudder ameen; with costs of both courts, and of
e
this appeal, chargeable to respondent.
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I

-)

Tna 20TH JULY I847.
PRESENT:

J. HAWKINS,

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY
PETITION No.

207

or

JUDGE.

1847.-

_

IN the matter of the petition of Radha Madhub Banoorjea, ﬁled in
this Court on 30th April 1846, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of Mr. A. Sconce, judge of Backergunge,
under date the 30th January 1846, amending that of Chunder
Seekur Chowdhree, principal sudder ameen of Backergunge, under
date the 22nd February 1844, in the case of Gopal Lal Thakur,
plaintiﬁ, versus the petitioner, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
,
following grounds:
in
establish
his
this case as zemindar to
The plaintiff sued
right
to assess certain lands in the possession of the defendant, which he
claimed to hold at a ﬁxed rent. The principal sudder ameen gave
judgment for the plaintiff, ﬁxing the rents payable in future by the
defendant, at a sum which he had ascertained by the deputation of
an ameen to be according to the pergunnah rates.
;

I

(

)

The zillah judge, on

appeal by the defendant, amended the order
sudder ameen, and gave a partial decree for the
The ground of his judgment was, that the plaintiif had
plaintiff.
purchased the zemindaree in fractional portions, at different periods,
and that he was entitled to a judgment in his favor for that portion
which had been in his possession for a period less than 12 years,
but not for that portion of which he had been possessed for a period
exceeding that term.
_
The defendant pleaded throughout, that he had never been
served with the notice prescribed by Regulation 5, 1812, Sections
9 and 10.
Both parties apply for the admission of a special appeal from the
,
judge’s order.
The judge says in his decree, that it has been established, that
the ‘notice, prescribed by Sections 9 and 10, Regulation 5, 1812,
had been served; but the defendant’s plea is, that the service, which
the udge says is proved, is not the service intended by the regulation,
that it was neither served upon himself, nor at his residence.
This
ought to have been stated, in order to enable this Court to judge
whether the law had been complied with or not.
Again, the judge has erred in applying the law of limitation
to this case. The case of Mitunjoy Shah and others, v. Baboo
Gopal Lal Thakur, (page 217, Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Reports,
volume VII.) has settled this point.
accordingly admit both appeals, and remand the case to be re
tried by the judge, with reference to the foregoing observations.

of
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the principal

*

I

Tnn 20'rn JULY

1847.

PRESENT:

J. HAWKINS,

EsQ.,

J

Tnnrommr ones.
PETITION No. 208 or 1846.
of the petition of Gopal Lal Thakur, ﬁled in this
April 1846, praying for the admission of a special
of Mr. A. Sconce, judge of Backergunge,
from
the
decision
appeal
under date the 30th January 1846, amending that of Chunder
Seekur Chowdhree, principal sudder ameen of Backergunge, under
‘date the 22nd February 1844, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff,
versus Radha Madhub Banoorjea, defendant.
The grounds of the admission of this appeal and the order thereon,
are stated in the order on the petition of Radha Madhub Banoorjea,

IN

Court

the matter
on the 30th

No. 207 preceding.

,

_

348

(

,)

Tun 20rn JULY

1847.

PRESENT:

W. JACKSON,

EsQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No;
Regular Appeal from
Ameen

of

96

or

‘

“

1845.

a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Cuttack, ebruary 25th 1845.

RAJ AH SHAH UKBUR HOSEIN, APPELLANT,

‘

gPLA1NT1rr,)

UBTSUS

COLLECTOR or ZILLAH CUTTACK, RESPONDENT,
(DEFENDANT,) AND GOPEE NATH PUNDIT, AUCTION
Puacnssan.

Wukeel
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Wukeels

of

of Appellant—Mohummud

Respondent—-Pursun Komar
.
Bormjee.

Ilangjfh

Thakur and Mlmoney

THIS is a. claim for reversal of the sale by auction of Ifillah Dur
pun, the property of plaintiff, for arrears of revenue: the suit is
laid at rupees 24,695: the sale took place on the 27th May 1843.
On the 25th February 1845, the principal sudder ameen dismiss
ed the claim.
The legality of the sale is contested under the provisions of
Act 12, 1841; but it is also asserted, that that enactment does
not relate to estates of the description of Ifillah Durpun, which is
stated to be held by payment of a peshcush or tribute, not on pay
On a reference,_ however, to Sec
ment of malgoozaree or revenue.
ﬁnd that Killah Durpun is there
tion 33, Regulation 12, 1805,
mentioned by name, as settled on a zemindaree tenure on a ﬁxed
jurnma in perpetuity; and I have therefore no doubt, that it is
The plaintiff could
subject to the provisions of Act 12, 1841.
still contest the legality of the sale; but it is objected by the defen
dant, that, by Section 25, Act 12, 1841, he cannot be heard,
to the commissioner of revenue,
because he has not appealed
in the manner prescribed in Section 18 of that enactment.
It appears, that, on the 6th June 1843, a petition was received
by the commissioner, by dawk, objecting to the sale, but it was
signed only by a mookktar for the Rajah; and not being authenticat
ed, the petition was placed among the records, with an order, that,
when the petitioner appeared, either in person or by agent, a proper
No one appeared on the
of petitioner
order would be passed.
till after the expiration of the ﬁfteen days allowed part
y law, when the.
I am of opinion
commissioner refused to take up the matter.
that the commissioner acted rightly. In Section 18, Act 12,
1841, it is enacted, that ‘it shall be lawful for the commissioner to

I

v,____

'._\,__',}

7

(349)
receive an appeal against any sale made under this Act, if preferred
to him on or before the 15th day from the date of sale, or if pre
ferred to the collector, for transmission to the commissioner, on or
"
before
do
the 10th day from the day of sale, and not otherwise.’
not
a. petition sent by dawk to have been preferred in the

I

consider
manner intended by the Act; and, consequently, this Court has,
under the provisions of Section 25, no authority to set aside the
sale, whatever may be its defects.
It is therefore useless to enter
Ordered, that the
upon. the other objections raised by the plaintiff.
(l€ClSlU!l of the principal sudder ameen be conﬁrmed:
costs against
appellant.

"131
Tun 20'rn JULY

1847.

PRESENT:

TUCKER and
A. DICK, ESQRS.,
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(J.

Juoens.
PETITION No.

261

or

,

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of David Mullik F radoon Beglar,
ﬁled in this Court on the 28th May 1846, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of the judge of Dacca, under
date the 21st February 1846, atiirming that of the principal
sudder ameen of that district, under date the 5th September 1839,
in the case of Khajah Kapriel Avietick Ter Estafanoos, plaintiff,
versus the petitioner and others, defendants.
This case has already been before the Court, and the proceedings
were remanded by Mr. A. Dick, to the judge of Dacca for further
investigation on certain points, on the 14th May 1844.
The present application for a special appeal is founded on the
allegation, that the orders of this Court have not been carried out
on a most essential point, viz. whether the suit was not barred by
the statute of limitations.
The plaintiff brought his action for recovery of possession of a
brick house, and a garden surrounded by abrick wall, which he
alleged had been sold to him in 1228 by Wanis Bagdessur; and
of which the defendant, Beglar, had dispossessed him in the year
1239 B. S.
under a.
The defendant pleaded he had purchased the
aun Bibi, who
deed of bye-bil-wzgfa in 1232 B. S., from Khatoonprgperty,
purchased it from Kalonas Arratoon, who purchased it from the
son and widow of Wanis Bagdessur; that the money paid by him
to Khatoon Jaun Bibi not having been repaid, he proceeded to
foreclose
under the provisions of Regulation 17 of 1806, and
eventually sued for possession and obtained a decree; in execution

O

ﬁlm'

(350)

~

of which he was put in possession by the court’s nazir in April
1835.
He also pleaded the statute of limitations, in bar of the suit
being entertained.
That point not having been investigated in the ﬁrst decision, a
special appeal was admitted on that ground; and the case coming
before Mr. A. Dick, he, as before stated, remanded the proceedings
for further investigation on certain points, and, amongst others, as
to whether or no the suit was barred by the statute of limita
A
tions.
On this point the judge, in his ‘decision now before the Court,
merely states that the suit has been brought within time: but on
what grounds he has come to this conclusion he does not state.
Under these circumstances, it is impossible for this Court to judge
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of

the correctness

of the

We accordingly

decision.

admit the special appeal applied for; and,
annulling the decision of the judge, remand the proceedings, in
order, that the judge may enquire fully into the point of previous
possession by the plaintiff, to show whether or no he was in posses
sion at any period within twelve years of the institution of the
suit; and that the judge, in recording his decision, may state fully
and clearly the grounds on which it rests.

‘L

THE 2lST JULY 1847.
Pnnsnnr :
A. DICK, ESQ-,
JUDGE.

W. JACKSON and

J. HAWKINS,

ESQRS.,

TEMPORARY JUDGES.

GASES Nos.
-

223

AND 43

or

1844.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Dacca, revers
ing that of the Principal Sudder Ameen.

BIBI MARIAM OACHIO MACKERTICH,

.

‘U87'81lS

J OAGHIM GREGORY AND
Wukeel
Wukeel

THIS

APPELLANT,

(PLAINT1FF,)

orunns, Rnsronnnnrs,

(DEFENDANTS.)
of Appellant—.Z G. Wizller.

qf Re.spondents—Pursun Komar Tlzakur.

of a legacy, under the will of
maternal grandfather, with interest on the same.
The
principal sudder ameen decreed the amount of principal without in
the
terest._ Both parties appealed to the judge, who dismissed
pl aint1t‘."’s claim altogether.
plaintiﬁ"’s

is a claim for the amount

(351)
The case was admitted to special appeal, on the 3d August 1844,
under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. Reid :—
‘ The
right of the plaintiff to receive the legacy under the will is
not denied ; and, unless it be proved that the legacy has been alrea
absorbed, and
dy paid, or that the assets of the estate are alread
can be made (lheither of which
nothing remains from which
e case) the plaintiff was entitled to a
contingencies are proved in tplayment
The 'udge’s decision appears to me contrary to justice and
decree.
the practice of the courts.
admit the special appeal to try the
above points.’
The validity of the will is not contested; and we ﬁnd the legacy
claimed forms part of the will. The defendants are the heirs of the
who were also residuary legatees ; and the residuary
trustees,
property
by the 6th clause of the will, left to them distinctly,
after payment of the legacies previously mentioned, of which the
there can be no doubt of the justice of the
one
legacy claimed
claim. The defendants raise an objection on the ground of lapse of
time, but
has not been sustained, nor
this point mentioned in
the certiﬁcate of admission of special
pea].
Ordered, that the decision of the judge be reversed, and a. decree
given in favor of plaintiff for the amount of her legacy, 1,500 rupees,
with interest from the date of action to this date
and interest on
the whole amount from this date till date of payment.
Costs of all
the courts against the defendant.
This decision disposes of both the
appeal cases.
:

;

--q|-

TnE 24'rn JULY

1847.

PRESENT:

C.

TUCKER, EsQ., and
BARLOW, BART.,
HAWKINS,

CASE

No. 346

a decision passed

JUDGES.
EsQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

or

1845.

by

J.

SIR R.

by

the Principal Assistant to
Special Appeal from
the Governor Generalls Agent, South West Frontier, June 28th
I844; reversing a decree passed
the M0ons1_'ﬂ' of Lohurdugga,
March 24th 1844.

GOBIND DAS GOSAIN, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)

NURKOO SAHOO,
Wuheels

of

’U8TSlt8

RESPONDENT,

Appellant—Luchmee

(DEFENDANT.)
Purshad and Duh/linarunjun Moo

kerjee.
Respondent—absent.

:

THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the 17th September
1845, under the following certiﬁcate recorded
Sir R. Barlow
by
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a

is

it

is

is,

I

(
‘

352

)

Plaintiff

sued defendant for Company’s rupees 254, a money
moonsiﬁ"s court.
Defendant acknowledged the debt,
but pleaded payment of the amount, save 12 rupees, 12 annas.
The moonsiff decreed the full amount claimed. The principal as
the moonsiff’s decision.
<'
sistant_reversed
‘ As it
appears, that the appeal to the principal assistant was pre
ferred after the lapse of 1 month and 7 days from the date of the
moonsitf’s decree, in violation of Clause 3, Section 2, Regulation 7
of 1832 ; and as the principal assistant has, by reversing the moon
siﬁ”s decision altogether, disallowed the sum of 12 rupees, 12 annas,
which the defendant in his answer acknowledged to be due by him,
a special appeal is admitted to try the legality of the principal
assistant’s order of the 28th June 1844.’
The principal assistant has assigned no reason for admitting the
appeal from the moonsiff, after the prescribed period, as was requisite.
He has also overlooked the fact, that the defendant admitted the
The Court
plaintiﬂ"s claim to the extent of 12 rupees, I2 annas.
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debt, in the

therefore, reversing the decision of the principal assistant, direct that
the case be returned to him; and he will, on consideration of what
is above indicated, re-try the case, and dispose of it on its merits.

-3-

THE 24TH JULY

1847.

PRESENT:

TUCKER, ESQ.,
SIR R. BARLOW,

O.

and
BART.,

Junens.

J. F. HAWKINS,

EsQ.,

TEMPORARY Jones.

CASE No.

15

or

1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by Edward Deedes, Esq., Ad
ditional Judge qf the 24-Pergunnahs, August 12th 1844; reversing
a decree passed by Hurchunder Ghose, Additional Principal Sud
der Ameen, August llth 1843.

'1‘-ARAPURSHAD

RAEE CHOWDHREE, APPELLANT,
(PLAiNr1FF,)
UETSHS

DOORGAPURSHAD RAEE CHOWDHREE,
Wukeels

Wukeels

THIS

(DEFENDANT.)
Pran Raee and

of Appellant—Ram

Bungsee

qf Respzmdent—Rajnarain Dutt and

J.

RESPONDENT,
Buddun

M itr.

G. Waller.

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 13th December
1845, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. J. F. M.
Reid :-—

(353)
‘

7th April 1821, Doorga Purshad Raee sued Shams
Nundee, in the provincial court of Calcutta, to recover
l'l,5l2 rupees principal, and a like sum as interest=23,024 rupees;
and, on the 27th July 1829, got a decree for the sum claimed with
out interest. While the suit was pending before the provincial
court, Tara~Purshad claimed a. 6 annas’ interest in the debt, but his
claim was rejegted. Shama Purshad appealing to this Court, Door
ga Purshad settled the case by agreeing to receive 23,024 rupees
On the 16th March 1835, Tara Purshad brought
by instalments.
a suit in the zillah court of Midnapore, to recover from Doorga
Purshad and Shams. Purshad 14,461 rupees, being 6 annas of the
sum decreed by the provincial court with interest, intimating his
intention of suing afterwards for his share of the interest, which
accrued while the suit was pending in the provincial court, viz. 8 years,
The judge of Midnapore, rejecting the
3 months, and 23 days.
claim to interest from the date of the provincial court’s decree to the
date of the institution of the suit, decreed the sum of 8,000 rupees.
Tart Purshad appealed to this Court against that portion of the
decision which disallowed interest:
Doorga Purshad against that
portion which declared him liable to the payment of 8,000 rupees.
The appeal of the latter was dismissed; and of the former decreed
on the 15th April 1841, by Mr. D. C. Smyth, who awarded to
Tara Purshad both principal and interest.
‘ On the 3d December 1842, Tara Purshad instituted a suit,
out
of which the present application arose, to recover from Doorga
Purshad 4,593-12-19-O, being 6 annas’ of the interest which accru
ed while the ﬁrst suit was
nding before the provincial court, with
interest from the date of pliiint to the day of payment in the zillah
of the 24-Pergunnahs, in the jurisdiction of which both parties
The defendant pleaded the rule of limitations. The addi
reside.
tional principal sudder ameen rejected the claim, on the 11th August
1843, chieﬂy on the ground of the claim being barred by the rule
on appeal, reversed this deci
The additional
of limitations.
and interest from the date of plaint
sion, and decreed both principa ijudge,
to that of payment.
‘
The petitioner prays for a special appeal :-—ﬁrst, because
the plaintiff ought not to have left this claim for a separate
suit, when he sued for his share of the principal; secondly, because
the claim was barred by the rule of limitations; thirdly, because
he did not include Shama Purshad Nundee among the defendants.
‘The appeal is admissible to try the two ﬁrst points; and the
usual conditional order is accordingly passed.’
Mnssns. Tuoxnn AND BARLOW.—We are of opinion,that the two
grounds, on which this special appeal has been admitted, do not sustain
the appeal, and we are not at liberty to entertain or enquire into
The suit is brought against Doorga. Purshad for
any other plea.
done
to
the plaintiff by Doorga. Purshad, in adjusting a case
injury

On

the
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pending in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut between him and Shama
Purshad Nundee, which adjustment bears date 16th May 1831.
Now, whether
This suit was brought on the 3d September 1842.
the claim was good or bad, it could _ not have been thrown out
On the 1st point we ﬁnd the suit
under the statute of limitations.
was instituted prior to llth January 1839, so that the Circular
Order of that date cannot be applied to it. We therefore dismiss
the appeal, with costs against the appellant.
MR. HAWKINS.—Ta.I‘a Purshad Raee claimed a 6 annas’ share in
the debt due by Shama. Purshad N undee, while the suit was pend
ing before the provincial court, on the ground of an adjustment be
tween himself and his brother Doorga Purshad Raee. He was
referred to a regular suit, and might have brought it at once; and
cannot admit, as a new cause of action, a
as he did not do so,
subsequent transaction, which, but for his omission to sue, would
The permission to sue was given in the year
never have occurred.
1829, the same year in which the decree of the provincial court
This suit is for interest during the period that‘ that
was passed.
consider the suit is barred by the rule of
suit was pending.
limitation, and would reverse the decrees of the lower courts.

I
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THE 24TH JULY

1847.

PRESENT:
G.

TUCKER

and

A. DICK, EsQns.,

Juncns
J. A. F. HAWKINS,

EsQ.,

TEMPORARY Junea.

.

CASES Nos.

203 AND 204

or

1843.

Regular Appeal from a decision of the Judge
Mr. G. C. Cheape.

of Rajshahye,

BHUWANEE CHURN MITR, APPELLANT, (DEFENDNAT,)
'06?‘-§‘l£S

p

VJYKISHEN MITR, THEN GOPEE MOHUN BOSE, AND GO
LUK OHUNDER SIN GH, Rnsrounnnrs, (PLAINTIFFS.)
’

qf Appellant-Raj Naraz'n.
Wukeels qf Resp0ndents—J. W Calvilr, Pursun Komar Thakur,
and Gholam Sufdur.
_
THIS is an action brought for possession of an estate comprised
within the district of Rajshahye, but sold in Calcutta by the act of
the mortgagee, in order to repay himself the amount of a loan
made to the mortgaging proprietor, the defendant in the suit. The
I/Vukeel

mortgagee had obtained udgment in the Supreme Court on the
mortgage bond ; and it was subsequent, upon that decree, that the pro
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perty was sold, agreeably to the stipulations of a special condition,
which empowered the mortgagee to proceed to such sale; and
purchased by the present plaintiff.
The zillah judge decided the case solely upon English law, and
From this judgment an
gave judgment in'favor of the plaintiff.
appeal was preferred to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut; and the
Court, on the 3d June 1846, (present: Messrs. Tucker, Reid and
Dick) affirmed the decree of the lower court, on the ground that
‘the Supreme Court would not admit a suit for ejectment, as the
monthly tenants of the property in question were not amenable to
its jurisdiction; and it is only on an action for ejectment, that they
would entertain a suit for right and title.’
On the 17th June 1847, Messrs. Tucker and Dick, two of the
deciding judges, (Mr. Reid having left the Court) admitted a re
view of judgment, under an order to the following effect:—
‘From what has been advanced by Mr. Prinsep, we are led to
conclude that the plaintiff in this case had his remedy in the Su
'At any rate, the point is very doubtful; and, after
preme Court.
the hearing of such very different opinions, from the two eminent
counsel who have argued it before us, nothing short of a rejection
of plaintiﬁ"s suit by the Supreme Court itself can be satisfactory.
‘
It has been argued now, that it is immaterial whether the plain
tiff had or had not his remedy in the Supreme Court, since he
could elect whether he would sue there or in the Company’s Courts.
‘This we cannot admit. Had the contract been entered into in
conformity with English law, and also our law, then the argument
would have been valid.
But the contract was made and carried
out according to English law, and the practice and usages of the
Queen’s Supreme Court only; and the parties bound themselves,
especially the defendant, to have all differences adjudicated in the
We hold, therefore, we ought not to take upon
Supreme Court.
ourselves, without absolute necessity, to decide according to laws
and practices with which we are unavoidably unacquainted.
‘ It has been further
urged, that we are required to give effect to
a mere bond ﬁde sale.
We hold, however, that the power to sell
was part _and parcel of a mortgage transaction, unknown to our
courts; and, if not actually a contravention of our laws of mort
gage, so great a deviation from, and innovation on them, that,
without necessity, it should not be recognized. However suitable
to England the recognition of such powers of private sales may be,
experience has shown that they cannot be allowed in this country.
The legislature was obliged to interpose and forbid them, and enact
other provisions, as detailed in Regulation 8,1819.
Lastly, our
mortgage laws were enacted expressly to prevent improvident trans
fers; and therefore are opposed to such sales, which can never
realize any sum approaching a fair price, as the purchaser must
know that he has a law-suit tacked to his purchase.

-|;_
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But we have jurisdiction over the property; and possessing
at
therefore a concurrent 'urisdiction in the case, the plaintiff
in
of
in
the
courts,
his
our
instead
to
seek
remedy
Supreme
liberty
Court; but he must do
upon the understanding that his title will
be tested, not by English, but by the mqfussil law: and here the
zillah judge has fallen into error, in deciding the case according to
English law. The sale did not take place under any process of the
Supreme Court, but by an act of the mortgagee, acting as trustee
The transaction therefore was altoge
for the sale of the property.
ther of
private nature, in virtue of
stipulation between the
mortgager and the mortgagee: and the question arises whether
the laws, under which we act, are to be held in abeyance
in regard to private transactions, effected ac
and suspension,
cording to the English law, within the limits of the jurisdic
in another form, with
tion of the Supreme Court; or, to put
reference to its more immediate bearing upon the present case,
whether the creation of titles to immovable property, situated
to be governed, in the absence of any express
in the mqfussil,
to
the
contrary, by the law of the place of contract,
provision
or by that of the lace in which the property
situated. Such
sale as that, which we are now considering, may be legal according
to English law; but the question, as
not this,
appears to us,
a
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The Court, therefore, admit the review to try the question, whe
ther the Court can recognize, and adjudge real property on a trans
action entered into, and deeds drawn out, with solemnities unknown
to the laws which it administers.’
M ESSRS. Tucxrm AND _HAwK1Ns.—-With reference to the ground
upon which the former judgment of this Court proceeded, the
Court are now fully satisﬁed that the plaintiff should at least have
The transaction
ﬁrst sou ht his remedy in the Supreme Court.
out of which the action arises, occurred within the limits of the
local jurisdiction of the Supreme Court, and under sanction of the
law, as administered by that Court: the defendant
by inhabi
Court;
in the
and,
to
the
being
engaged
Supreme
tancy, subject
collection of the rents of the estate, he must be in, what the English
law considers, actual possession of at least some portion of the estate,
or zemindaree
be nothing more than the kucherry-baree
though
stands.
oﬂice, and the ground upon which
Admitting that the
tenants are in actual possession of the rest of the estate, the defen
an emblem of posses
dant must be in actual possession of that which
It would thus appear, that the remedy
‘sion of the entire estate.
We have
should at least have been sought in the Supreme Court.
not single instance of suit of this kind having been brought into
our courts
though we have many suits brought either upon decrees
of the Supreme Court, or upon acts done under the process of that
advisable, as far as possible, to
Court: and to this practice,

\
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but, whether
If parties bring
legal, according to mqfus.sz'l law.
actions into our courts upon contracts effected according to the law
of England, they must do
upon the understanding that such
transactions will be judged and dealt with according to the rules of
our regulation law. This
in accordance with the principle laid
down
and
writers, that
other
the creation and
Burge, Story,
modiﬁcation, as well as the nature and extent of the estates and
interests acquired in immovable property, and generally the form
and manner of the transfer are governed by the law of the place in
situated:’—and, furtlier, that
which the property
the constitu
tion or acquisition of the jus hypothec in immovable proper
ty, and the rights and obligations of the mortgager and mort
gagee are also wholly dependent on the lex loci rei sitce’:—and,
that the
again, ‘the general principle of the common law
situate, exclusively
laws of the place, where such property
govern, in respect to the rights of the parties, the modes of
which should accompany them.
transfer, and the solemnities
The title, therefore, to real property can be acquired, passed, and _\
lost only according to the lez rei sitae’:—‘ So far as certain characters
are impressed upon immovable property by the law of the country
situate, these characters remain indelible in that country,
where
whatever dispositions the laws of other countries, or the acts of
private persons may ordain otherwise or contrary thereto. Nor
would
be without great confusion and prejudice to the country,
situate, that its own laws res
where the immovable property
conceiv
should be changed by such dispositions.’—‘ It
pecting
ed to be indisputable, that the law of the situs must be adopted in
all questions respecting the power of alienating immovable property,
or the restrictions under which that power may be exercised.’—‘
would seem clear also, according to the common law, that no
conveyance or transfer of land can be made, either testamentary or
inter vivos, except according to the formalities prescribed by the
local law.’—‘ The common law has wisely adhered to the doctrine,
that the title to real property can pass only in the manner, and by
the forms, and to the extent allowed by the local law.
It has thus
cut off innumerable disputes, and given simplicity, as well as uni
formity, to its operations.’—‘ Without going further into an exa
mination of the opinions of foreign jurists upon this subject,
suﬁiciently obvious, what diﬁiculties they are compelled to encoun
ter at almost every step, in order to carry into effect their favorite
The common
system of the division of laws into real and personal.
law has avoided all these ditiiculties by
simple and uniform test.
It declares, that the law of the situs shall exclusively govern in regard
to all rights, interests and titles in, and to immovable property.
Of
cuts down all attempts to introduce all foreign laws,
course,
Whether they respect persons or things, or give or withhold the
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These
capacity to acquire or dispose of immovable property.’
quotations from Burge and Story, clearly lay down the principle
upon which the Court is to proceed in the decision of this case, for
it is a. principle of general application. And the question is not
whether the stipulation of sale is legal according to English law;
but whether it is legal according to mofussil law: and we must
treat it just the same as we would have treated a similar condition,
occurring in a transaction effected between parties residing and
contracting in the mqfussil, in regard to property situated therein.
That the condition was the act of the mortgagor himself,
accord
ing to the principle recognized in the foregoing quotations, immaterial
to the point; and the plaintiffs counsel, in arguing their client’s
case, did not, in the most remote degree, rest upon this ground.
It not contended by the plaintiﬁ"s counsel, that the condition
known to our regulation code, or to the
of sale by mortgagee
of
It
our
courts.
may safely be atﬁrmed that no such con
practice
dition
to be found in any document produced in the Company’s
courts, since the Code of 1793 came into operation, between parties
the mqfussil.
clause
in favor of the lender,
Such
contracting
who, in this country, can generally make his own terms with the
then respect be had to the universal impression
borrower.
throughout the country, and to the uniform practice of our courts,
the presumption must be against the validity of such a stipulation.
But
argued) the practice was not known to the English
law, when
was ﬁrst admitted and recognized by the courts.
This argument may at ﬁrst sight appear to carry weight with it;
but
not by any means conclusive. We must look to the recog
nition of such an agreement by the courts in connection with the
The tendency
general tendency of the laws which they administer.
of one system of laws may be to give every facility to the lender;
and then such
condition would be admissible as increasing those
facilities, and promoting the very object of the law.
The tendency
of another code may be to give every protection to the borrower,
and then the same condition might be altogether inadmissible as
condition might be per
Such
interfering with that protection.
fectly consistent with the laws of a great commercial country afford
ing every facility to the capitalist lender; but, at the same time, be
quite inconsistent with the laws of a country deriving the great
bulk of its revenue from the land, and as recompense for the strin
gency of the rules under which
compelled to collect its revenue,
in order to carry on the Government, (sale of the estate being the
penalty of default) alfording every possible protection, in his private
transactions, to the land-holding borrower.
The ﬁrst provision of the regulations to which we think
neces
refer,
to
follow
Section
1793.
to
the
is.
Regulation
sary
ing eﬁ'ect :—‘ That no doubt may be entertained, whether proprietors

(359)
of land are entitled, under the existing regulations, to dispose of
their estates without the previous sanction of Government, the
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Governor General in Council notiﬁes to the zemindars, indepen
dent talookdars, and other actual proprietors of land, that they are
privileged to transfer to whomsoever they may think pro er, by
sale, gift, or otherwise, their proprietary rights, in the wliole, or
any portion, of their respective estates, without applying to Go
vernment for its sanction to the transfer : and that all such trans
fers will be held valid, provided that they be conformable to the Ma
homedan or the Hindoo laws, (according as the religious persuasions
of the parties to such transaction, may render the validity of it
determinable by the former or the latter Code) and that they be
not repugnant to any regulations now in force which have been
passed by the British administrations, or to any regulations that
they may hereafter enact.’
VVe will take this enactment in its most extended signiﬁcation,
and admit not only that a transfer by the proprietor himself, but
that every condition also, by which such a transfer can be made, is
admissible if conformable to the Mahomedan or Hindoo laws, as
the case may be, and not repugnant to any of the regulations of
The pleader on the part of the plaintiff has cited
Government.
various passages from works of Hindoo and Mahomedan law, to
shew that the condition of sale by the mortgagee, of the mortga
ger’s property, is not unknown to those laws: but the appeal to
those Codes is useless and irrelevant, if the condition or contract is
repugnant to the regulations.
The regulations will be searched in vain for any express enact
As we have already remarked,
ment prohibiting such a contract.
no such suit has ever been brought into our courts, and no such
practice exists in regard to the transfer of real property in the
The legislature, of course, did not make enactments to
mqfussil.
that
which was not known to exist. Had it existed, it
prohibit
would certainly have been known to the legislature; for the pream
ble of Regulation 2, 1793, recites ‘ that landholders were not allow
ed to transfer such rights as they did possess, or raise money upon
the credit of their tenures, without the previous sanction of Govern
ment ;’ and had it been known to exist, it is clear from other enact
ments that it would have formed the subject of legislation.
Considerable stress has been laid b the plaintiff’s counsel upon
Section 5, Regulation 1, 1798, whicli is to the following eﬁ'ect:—
‘
Nothing in this regulation being intended to alter the terms of
contract settled between the parties in the transactions to which it
refers, (illegal interest excepted) the several provisions in it are to
be construed accordingly ; and any question of right between the
parties is to beregularly brought before and determined by the
courts of civil justice.’ Regulation l of 17 98, is ent-itled—-‘ a regu
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lation to prevent fraud and injustice in conditional sales of land
under deeds of bye-bil-wuﬂh, or other deeds of the same nature.’
The principles of the regulation (to which we shall have occasion
preamble : its provisions in
again to allude) are laid down in
{he
Its pﬁndples may help to
the enacting sections which follow.
guide the Court in coming to a right conclusion in regard to a
contract unknown to our laws and practice: its provisions must
Its principles
refer to the particular contracts of which it speaks.
The latter
are of general, its provisions of special, application.
could not possibly be intended to include terms and conditions non
existent in practice, and unknown to the legislature.
Nothing can
be more decisive on this point than the terms of the section above
cited, and which recite that‘ any question of right between the
pa.rties’—that is, the mortgager and mortgagee, or their representa
tives—‘ is to be regularly brought before, and determined by, the
courts of justice.’
This provision cannot possibly be so extended
as to include the creation of a right in favor of a third party,i
not a. party to the original contract.
This section does not in any way interfere with the general prin
The question
ciple recognized by Section 9, Regulation 1, 1793.
then,
whether the condition under which the disputed property
was sold
repugnant, or not, to any regulations of the British Go
of
India.
vernment
The repugnancy cannot, in this case, consist in an actual contra—
vention of an express enactment, for the contract itself
unknown
to the law.
But as no speciﬁc rule exists, and acting according to
justice, equity and good conscience (Section 21, Regulation
1793,) following the regulation-laws, enacted for the government of
transfers of immovable property,
the contract repugnant to the
those laws, and to the principles which they recognize and
spipitlgf?
u
pWe are of opinion, that
repugnant to the principles of the
regulations enacted by the British Government for regulating the
transfer of immovable property
satisfaction of debts in general;
and to those for regulating the transfer of immovable property in
satisfaction of debts on mortgage in particular.
And, ﬁrst, as to its repugnancy to the principles of the regula
tions enacted for the regulation of transfers of immovable property
in satisfaction of debts in general.
The regulations of Government authorise the transfer of real pro
perty in satisfaction of simple debts—in satisfaction of debts on
mortgage or security of landed property-in satisfaction of arrears
of rent on dependent tenures under Clause
Section 15, Regula
l799, and Act
tion
1835-and in satisfaction of arrears on
1819.
In the ﬁrst and last two
putnee tenures under-Regulation
cases, the transfer
effected by public sale.
In some cases of
is

8,

7,
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mortgage the same course is adopted, in others by foreclosure; but
in no one of these instances can the creditor ejfwct a transfer of his
debt0r’s property, without the intervention
of a public authority to
conduct the sale, or to complete the transfer.
The preamble of Regulation 8, 1819, is very much to the .point:
it was cited in the order of the Court admitting the review ofudg
ment, and the plaintiﬁ"s pleader came prepared to argue the point
with reference to it; but we looked in vain for any satisfactory reason
for the inapplicability of its statements to the present case.
It is
not sufﬁcient to say that that regulation had another object in view.
the
Unquestionably it had. But the point for consideration
manner in which Government dealt with the practice of zemindars
Among other things, the pream
selling their defau|ter’s tenures.
ble says
is,
by the terms also of the engagements interchanged,
amongst other stipulations provided, that in case of an arrear
occurring, the tenure may be brought to sale by the zemindar, and
the sale do not yield a sufﬁcient amount to make good the balance
of rent at the time due, the remaining property of the defaulter shall
be further answerable for the demand.
These tenures have usually
common practice
been denominated putnee talooks; and
has been
of the holders of them to under-let on precisely similar terms to
other persons, who, on taking such leases, went by the name of dur
putnee taloohdars: these again, sometimes, similarly under-let to
seputneedars, and the conditions of all the title deeds vary in nothing
material from the original engagements executed by the ﬁrst holder.
not stipulated whether the sale,
In these engagements however,
for his own beneﬁt, or
thus ieserved to himself by the grantor
whether in case the proceeds of sale
for that of the tenant; that
should exceed the zemindar’s demand of rent, the tenant would be
the manner of sale speciﬁed; nor
entitled to such excess: neither
of
nor
the
the country,
do the usages
regulations of Government, afford
the
application of which to the speciﬁc cases,
any distinct rules, by
alluded
to could be supplied, or the points of
defects
above
the
in the omission, be brought to deter
and
involved
doubt
dilﬁculty,
mination in a consistent and uniform manner. The tenures in
question have extended through several zillahs of Bengal, and the
mischiefs which have arisen, from the want of a consistent rule of
action for the guidance of the courts of civil judicature in regard
to them, have been productive of such confusion as to demand the
has, accordingly, been deemed
interference of the legislature.
necessary to regulate and deﬁne the nature of the property given
and acquired on the creation of
putnee talook as above described;
also to declare the legality of the practice of under-letting in the
manner in which
has been exercised by putneedars and others,
establishing, at the same time, such provisions as have appeared cal
culated to protect the under-lessee from any collusion of his imme
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diate superiors with the zemindar, or other, for his ruin; as well as
to secure the just rights of the zemindar on the sale of any tenure
under the stipulations
of the original engagements entered
into with him. It has further been deemed indispensible to
ﬁx the process by which the said tenures are to be brought
to sale, ‘ and the form and manner of conducting such sales.’
The mode of conducting such sales is then_laid down in Section
9 of the regulation,
since modiﬁed by Section 16, Regulation
7, 1832, which prescribes, that all such sales shall be made by the
collector of land revenue. Here we have the only instance in which
an auction sale of interests in land, by other than public ofﬁcers,
has been known to exist since the Code of 1793 came into operation.
Such was the confusion caused by the want of a speciﬁcation of the
manner of sale, and by the absence of any known rules to regu
late the sales, that the legislature deemed it indispensible to interfere
and supply the defect.
The practice of sale by the lessors of putnee
tenures, was ascertained to exist to a great extent in the country,
and the legislature stepped in to put a_stop to it. The Court is now
asked to sanction a sale by a mortgagee made under the sanction
of a foreign law, and unknown to the regulation law, and to up
wards of half a century’s experience of the country governed by it;
and to create in the case of mortgages the very confusion which
Regulation 8, 1819,was enacted to remedy in the caseqf putnee talooks.
The regulation of a practice known to exist, is a very different thing
from the creation of a practice previously non-existent and unknown:
the latter involving the very evils and the same confusion which
We hold it to
the legislature interfered to correct in the former.
be clearly established then, that the regulations of Government
do not sanction in any case the transfer of immovable property, in
satisfaction of a debt, without the intervention of a public oﬁicer,
except such transfer be by the direct and immediate act of the pro
prietor himself; and that such a contract, as that under which the
plaintiﬂ' in the present action became a purchaser, is repugnant to
the regulations.
We now come to the second point, that the contract is repug
nant to the principles of the regulations enacted by the British
Government for regulating the transfer of real property in satisfac
.
tion of debts, on mortgage in particular.
There are three species of mortgage known to our regulations,
and the practice of our courts :—_ﬁrst, the simple usufructuary mort
gage, in which the right of redemption is reserved to the mortgager
at any time on liquidation of the debt, either from the usufruct,
or by a cash payment, or deposit in court—Sec0ndl_y, cases in which
the land is given as collateral security for the debt, without enjoy
ment of the usufruct by the mortgagee, or any conditionof the
absolute transfer of the property pledged to the mortgagee in case
1

\

(363)
of non-payment.
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In such

cases, the mortgagee brings his action
recovery of the loan; and, in execution of the decree,
through the Court, against the property upon which he
proceeds,
as a prior lien— Tlzirdly, the bye-bil-wu_ﬁ'a, or kut-kubaleh, mort
gage or conditional sale, in which, if the debt be not paid as stipu
lated, the mortgagee proceeds, according to
rules, to
convert the conditional into an absolute sale. prescribed
n the ﬁrst case, the
In the last two
property of the mortgager cannot be transferred.
cases, the transfer can only be effected by the immediate act of a.
.
court of justice.
We allude again to Regulation 1, 17 98, only to
out how
the progressive experience of the courts tended to s point
ow that the
borrower on the security of landed property, was at the mercy of
the lender; and that the Government interfered to protect the
borrower from denials of tender, and evasions of receipt, of the
money borrowed, and other abuses in cases of conditional sales.
But this was not considered sufficient: and in eight years another
provision (Regulation 17, 1806, Sections 7 and 8,) was enacted for
It is true, that this provi
the further protection of the borrower.
sion refers to conditional sales, in which the sale, under certain rules,
is to be made absolute to the mortgagee, not to cases in which the
property is to be ultimately sold by auction in satisfaction of the
debt. We refer not however to the immediate result of the provi
sion, but to the object for which it was enacted.
The preamble says
it was enacted for the purpose of preventing improvident and in
jurious transfers of landed pro erty, at an inadequate price-—an
object which, daily experience shows, can never be attained in this
country except by protecting such transfers to the utmost, as to
the mode of transfer, the freedom from incumbrance of the titles
conferred, and security to succession of the property conveyed by

for

9

.

the

them.

It

l

l. 1!-;_____

is urged for the plaintiff that the public sale of the mortgager’s
property cannot be a disadvantageous mode of proceeding towards
the latter; that his property is sold to the highest bidder, and that,
if a surplus remains, it belongs to himself. We have not to deal
with abstract theories or bare possibilities; but with what experience
and the principles of the regulations furnish us, as our guides in the
In a case of
determination of a novel and unprecedented case.
execution of a decree of court, the proclamation of sale is an invi
tation to others interested to come and state their claims, if no
claim is preferred, the title of the purchaser may generally be con
sidered a pretty fair one. If claims are preferred, they are summa
rily investigated, and should they appear fraudulent, are rejected:
and in this case too, the purchaser may generally be considered in
a good position, as few are willing to incur the expense ofa regular
action on grounds already declared by a court of justice to be

(364)

-

And yet, with all the formalities
primd facie fraudulent.
rities of a transfer of real property, by a sale—made by

and secu
a court of
justice, how frequent are the complaints that the property has been
sold at an inadequate price: how much more frequent would they
be, had not this Court held that inadequacy of price, at a regularly
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conducted sale, forms fno ground for its reversal.
such be the
case in such sales, the evils to be apprehended from permitting
private individuals to sell their debtor’s property, in satisfaction of
their claims, must be tenfold.
But few purchasers at a fair price
will be found, when, in all probability, a law-suit (as the order grant
will be tacked' to the purchase.
The
ing the review expresses
to prevent improvident and injurious
object of the regulation
transfers of landed property at an inadequate price: the result of
such a practice, as that which the contract before us involves, w.ould
be to render them universal.
This Court has only to declare such
a condition legal, and in the course of a short time not a mortgage
bond would be without it. The mortgagee would then sell his
debtor’s property to suit his own time; and in such manner, and with
such publicity and formalities, as he thought proper. Fraud,
to
be feared, would frequently accompany the tyansfers, and the pro
perty fall into the hands of the mortgagee, or some of his connec
tions (even as in this case
the son
alleged, the purchaser
in-law of the mortgagee) at an inadequate price; leaving the lender
at liberty still to pursue the borrower for the balance that may
remain after the sale.
The tendency of Regulation
1798, and
and
to
the
Sections
1806,
17,
mortgager,
Regulation
protect
and to secure and preserve to hiufhis right and power of redemp
tion to the very last; and we cannot but consider as repugnant to
them,
contract by which their spirit may be evaded, their object
defeated, and the remedy they provide for the evils they specify
utterly annihilated.
Had the plaintiff ﬁrst sought his remedy in the Supreme Court,
decree of that Court, in consequence
and come into our courts upon
of difficulties in obtaining possession, which the Supreme Court
title derived from an act,
could not reach; or had he come upon
done under the process of that Court, he would then have stood in
different position, as he would have come into the mqfussil
quite
Our courts would not
courts under totally different circumstances.
then have had any thing to say to the nature of the transaction.
Instead of acting upon their own laws, governing private transac
tions, they would have acted on the more general rule, which
of
court
requires them to respect the judgments and
gaoceedings
are
of competent jurisdiction and authority.
not prepared_t0
say that this
quite in.c0nformity to the principle, which ordinarily
regulates the reception of foreign judgments by courts of justice;
but the practice has been adopted by this Court after mature deli

(365)
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beration and consultation with the proper authorities; and any de
parture from
considering the relative position of the Supreme
Court and the Company’s courts,
to be deprecated and avoided:
and should the Supreme Court,
such cases as this, apply to the
creation of titles to immovable property
the mqfussil, the law of
the locus contractlls, and not that of the locus rel sitoe, this Court will
take
for granted, that
does so in the exercise of a power confer
red upon it.
We do not consider
necessary to enter into the question of
whether the plaintiff-purchaser can take the ordinary measures, pre
scribed by our regulations, for rendering
conditional sale absolute:
that involves the prior question of whether, ‘under the nature of
the contract generally, the mortgagee could have done so.
Onr
laws sanction the transfer by
of
his
own
mortgagee
rights and
interests in a. mortgage, without prejudice to the rights of the mort
gager; but they do not permit him to create a title, in favor of
third party, distinct from his own. He may put another person in
his own position; but he can do nothing more.
After a most attentive consideration of the case, we can come to
no other conclusion than that the purchase, u n which the pla.intit't'
sues, having been made at an auction sale, eﬂlieizted by
mortgagee
acting as trustee for the sale of the property; cannot be recognized
We therefore reverse the decree of the zillah court
by this Court.
and the former decree of this Court, and dismiss the plaint.
With
reference to the nature and circumstances of the case, the parties
will be charged with their own costs in 'the zillah and Sudder
Courts.
founded on
MR. DICK.——Tl1e claim in this suit
mortgage
transaction, conducted in conformity with English law. Our courts
are bound, under Section 13, Regulation 41, 1793, to be guided
our proceedings and decisions by regulation law, as therein pre
scribed, and by no other.
Moreover, the concurrent opinion of nearly all jurists of every
nation has declared, that, in order to transfer the domirzium of immov
able property, its alienation must be made in the manner prescribed
situated. And there
no
by the law of the countr in which
consideration by which
supremacy of the Zex loci rei sitze in de
maintained,
ciding on the validit of the transfer of the dominium
in deciding on the validity of the
which does not equally maintain
Hypothee [Burge, volume III, page 389.]
In this case, the Supreme Court has concurrent jurisdiction with
If they have, then the transactions on
this Court, or
has not.
been conducted
founded,
havin
which the claim
conformity
with the solemnities of the law ﬁat Court administers, the suit
should have been instituted therein; for this simple and self evident
reason, because the matter could have been there best adjudicated.
If the Supreme Court have not jurisdiction, then the case must be
decided under the law we administer, the lea: loci rez sztze.
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It has been strenuously argued by the Advocate General, that
there is nothing in the transaction, on which the suit is founded,
That our mortgage laws are, in fact, in spirit
contrary to our law.
and principle, the very same as those of England: that no courts
could be more careful and jealous in upholding the right of redemp
tion, than the English Courts of Equity; yet they have declared
the validity of such sales, effected in virtue of power to sell granted
to a mortgagee, because the surplus proceeds of the sale revert to
the mortgager, after satisfying the mortgage bond: and that, in
truth, such powers and sale are equally beneﬁcial to the mortgager
as to the mortgagee, since he gets the full value of his property.
The Government pleader, Pursun Komar, has also zealously
urged that there is nothing in the transaction repugnant to the re
gulations under which we administer; and, further, has shown that
such powers of sale were known to both the Hindoo and Mahome
dan laws long before they were introduced into the English system
of mortgage transactions, and recognized by the English Courts of
"
t
E uit .
qrhdre can be no doubt that the transaction in question, viz. the
sale of the property, together with the power to sell, is part and
parcel of a mortgage transaction: and that the power was condi
tional, dependent on the money lent on mortgage being repaid on a
A conditional sale to the mortgagee, known to our
speciﬁed day.
regulation law, is exactly similar in respect of the condition: and
if we may judge from the amount realized by the sale in this case,
in reality more beneﬁcial than such sales to the mortgager, since the
amount realized did not equal the amount due, and for the balance
he was still liable.
All depends‘ however, in both cases, on the
payment, or tender of payment, within the time ﬁxed. This -our
legislature found to be a most important point, open to much liti
gation, and difficult of ascertainment. They therefore enacted Re
Regulation 17, I806, was subsequently passed,
gulation 1, 1798.
expressly to prevent improvident and injurious transfers of landed
property, by forfeiture of mortgages accompanied with a conditional
sale; and an equitable provision was made for allowing a right
of redemption, within one year after notice issued out of court by
When it is considered, that such powers to sell as that
mortgagee.
in question, leave it perfectly discretional with the mortgagee to
select his own time, and to sell to whomsoever he pleases, little
doubt can remain, that the transfers would, in this country, usually
become, in the language of our regulation, ‘improvident and injuri
ous :’ and consequently must be deemed, as coming within the
intent of our legislature.
Thus then the principle of our laws of mortgage is clearly, that
no conditional sale of mortgaged estates shall be absolute and un
redeemable, until the expiration of one year after issue of notice to
the mortgager to redeem, through the instrumentality of a court of
justice.

(367)
In proof of the validity of such sales as that in suit, under the
English law, three cases have been cited as conclusive—[Cr0ft
All three, no
v. Powell—Clay v. Sharpe, and Corder v. Morgan.]
doubt, settle incontestably the recognition of the validity of such
sales: not so, however, the nature of the transfer conveyed by
In the two latter cases, this
them, whether absolute or redeemable.
In
both,
mooted.
the only point establish
was
not
so
much
as
point
ed was, that the participation of the mortgager in the sale was
not requisite. In Croft v. Powell however, the nature of the
transfer was essentially the subject matter of the suit; and the
decree given was that the transfer was redeemable: and the deci
sion was aﬂirmed in appeal by the highest tribunal.
The transac
tion was held to be in its nature a mortgage, and therefore
redeemable on the maxim—once a mortgage always a mortgage; and
dilferent from mere trusts to sell, without any one to redeem. Hence,
I suppose, it may be assumed, that, under English law, the transfer
So I hold the sale to be under our regulation law.
is redeemable.
cannot ﬁnd aught in our regulations to invalidate the sale, or
the conditional power to sell; but as in the case (Q a conditional
sale to the mortgagee, the transfer under it cannot become absolute
until the prescribed notice has been carried into effect. In like
manner, under English law, as appears from the decision in the
case of Croft v. Powell, the transfer remains redeemable until the
lapse of the legal period of twent years.
I therefore concur with my collieagues in the judgment they pass
As, however, I have come to the same conclu
dismissing the claim.
sion, through a different process of reasoning to that which they have
pursued, I have deemed it incumbent on me to record my course.
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THE 26TH JULY

1847.

Pnnsmwr:

R. H.

RATTRAY

A. DICK, ESQRs.,

J

and
_

UDGES.

W. JACKSON, ESQ.

CASE

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

No. 233 of 1846.
passed by the Judge

t

qf Bhagulpore, Mr.
Special Appeal from a decree
F. Gouldsbury, February 26th 1845 ; reversing a decision passed by
-the Principal Sudder Ameen, Mohammad lllajid Khan, November
2nd 1842.

COLLECTOR OF BHAGULPORE, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
UCTJUS

SHEWUK RAM, RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFR)
Wukeel Qf Appellant—Pursun Komar Thakur.

Wukeel qf Respondent-—-E. Colebrooke.
THIS suit was instituted by respondent on the

17th August 1841,
to recover the sum of Company’s rupees 1,333-5-4; the same being
due as malikana, from 1233 to the 4th Jeyt 1235 Fuslee.
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The special appeal was admitted by Mr. Charles Tucker, on the
25th August 1846, who recorded the following certiﬁcate :—
‘
This was a suit against the Government for malikana under the
following circumstances. Certain alluvial lands, in possession of the
laintiﬂ’, were resumed by the collector of Bhagulpore, under Regu
l)ati0n 2, 1819, on the 19th October 1824; and a lease of them granted
in farm to one Surrubjeet for a period of ten years, from 1233 F. S.,
at an annual rent of Sicca rupees 2,250. The plaintiff’s claim to mali
kana was rejected by the collector, and the Board of Revenue on
the 25th January 1828, on the ground that the lands were in the
predicament indicated in Clause 3, Section 4, Regulation 11, 1825,
and therefore the exclusive property of Government.
The judge
decreed for plaintiff, because the resumption decree contained no
mention of the circumstances noticed in the above clause and section
of
11, 1825 ; but that was impossible, for the resumption
Regulation
took
p ace in 1824.
‘
The.grounds urged for admission of a special appeal are two:
ﬁrst, statute of limitation; and second, want of jurisdiction in the
civil courts irmuch a case.
‘
On the ﬁrst, there can be no doubt. Maliluma is claimed for the
years 1233, 1234, and up to 4th Jeyt 1235 F . The suit was not
instituted till 17th August 1841, corresponding with 15th Bluuloon
1248 F. S.
Even if the cause of action be calculated from the
date on which the Board of Revenue refused to allow malikamz, viz.
25th January 1828, still the suit is not in time.
‘ On the second
point, Iam of opinionthepetitioner is correct ; and
that under Section 5, Regulation 7, 1822, the question of malikana
rests exclusively with the revenue authorities under the control of
the Government itself, and is not a point that can be contested in
the civil courts. In Clause 2, it is said that malikana, when allowed,
shall not be less than ﬁve per cent., or more than ten; and this is to
be decided by the revenue authorities.
The judge, in this case, has
allowed the highest rate: under what authority,
know not.
therefore admit the special appeal on both points.’
We are of opinion that the suit be'
for malikana, for the years
1233, 1234 and 1235 F., and the]-rifate of institution bein 15th
Bhadoon 1248 F ., the 12 years allowed by law had elapsed, and
the suit cannot be heard: it is therefore unnecessary to enter upon
the 2d point noted in this certiﬁcate. Ordered, that the decision of
the judge be reversed, and the claim dismissed with costs, to be paid
~
by the plaintiff.

I
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THE 26TH JULY

1847.

PRESENT:

C.

TUCKER,

ESQ.,

JUDGE.

PETITION No. 29 or 1846.
matter of the petition of Ameer Hosein and Nooraddeen,
ﬁled in this Court on the 17th February 1846, praying for the

IN

the

(369)
admission of a special appeal from the decision of the third princi al
sudder ameen of zillah Chittagong, under date the 12th Novemiier
1845, reversing that of the moonsitf of Chittagong, under date the
29th anuar 1845, in the case of the petitioners, plaintiffs, versus
Abdool Ohali and others, defendants.
In this case the petitioners sued ori 'nally for 9 cannies, 9 gun
dahs, and 3 cowries of land; and, on 25tE|July 1827, 5 cannies and 2
yundahs were decreed to the defendants in that suit, with liberty to
the plaintiffs to bring a fresh suit for the remainder, viz. 4 cannies,
7 gundahs and 3 cowries.
The decision of July 1827, did not become ﬁnal till 4th April
1836 ; appeals, and special appeals, and reviews of judgment, having
intervened.
The present suit for the 4 cannies, 7 glmdahs and
3 cowries of land was instituted on the 16th September 1843, and
was thrown out in appeal b the principal sudder ameen, because it
was not brought within twelve years from the ﬁrst decision of 25th

J

Jul

1827.
The ﬁrst decision must be taken as a nonsuit,
is incorrect.
quoad these 4 cannies, 7 gundahs, and 3 cowries ; and the limitation
law will be counted from the original cause of action, deducting the
therefore
period the original suit was pending in the courts.
admit the special appeal; and, cancelling the decision of the prin
cipal sudder ameen, remand the proceedings for retrial on the above
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To

indicated principle.

Tun 26TH JULY
Pnasmrr:

R. H.

1847.

RATTRAY

and

A. DICK, EsQRs.,

Junens

W. JACKSON, EsQ.,

Tnmroasmr

CASE No.

225

or

1846.

a decree passed by the

Regular Appeal from
of Tirhoot, 1Vz'amut

Jones.

Principal Sudder

Ameen

Ali Khan, August llth 1846.
-ANDREW CRAWFORD, DAVID BEGG AND HEERA
SAHEE, APPELLANTS, (DEFEu1>AN'rs,)
UCTSUS

\

MUHA RAJ AH ROODUR SINGH, Rnsronnnnr, (PLAINTIFR)
Wuheels

qf Appellants—Baboo

Wulreels

Pursun Komar Thahur and Aman
Ali.

qf Resp0ndent—J. G. Waller and Gholam Sufdur.

THIS suit was instituted by respondent on the 7th November
1845, to cancel two leases and recover possession of mouzah Gokul
pore-parreh 3 with rent for 1250 and 1251 Fuslee, and mesne proﬁts

|>
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)

for 1252 Fuslee.
Total estimate (for stamp) Company’s rupees
7,073-s-0.
Respondent gave a lease of the lands in question in 1250 Fuslee,
tothe appellant, Heera Sahee, at an annual rent of 1,305 rupees.
There were three special conditions involved in the engagement, a
breach of either of which, on the part of the lessee, was to be a sulﬁ
cient warrant to respondent to dissolve it. These conditions were,
lst, that no sub-lease should be given to any neighbouring zemindar;
nor, 2ndly, to any resident of Nepal ; nor, 3rdly, to any indigo
planter.
In 1253, Heera Sahee sub-let the whole of the lands to Messrs.
Crawford and Begg, indigo planters, receiving from them, in advance,
This being in violation of the 3rd condition of their
1,200 rupees.
sues to cancel the lease and recover the lands,
respondent
agreement,
with the rents and mesne proﬁts as above noted.
The principal sudder ameen, after a detailed exposition of the
grounds upon which he considers Heera Sahee, only, responsible for
what is claimed by respondent, ends his proceeding by passing a
.
decree against the three appellants.
The appeal generally is founded on the assumption that, where no
injury is sustained, such conditions as were involved in the lease
granted by respondent, must be considered as futile and of no effect:
the point more particularly urged by Messrs. Crawford and Begg,
is, the injustice of making them liable for the rent for the three years
with Heera Sahee ; till
prior to the date of their own
engpgement
the lands, and can have nothing
which, they had nothing to do wit
to answer for in connexion with them.
We are of opinion that the decision of the lower court must be
modiﬁed. The decree for possession of the lands will stand against
all the appellants ; but the award of rent will hold good only against
Heera Sahee, by whom respondent’s costs, in both courts, will be
satisﬁed. The costs of appellants (in both courts) will be paid
by themselves respectively.

-M-_

THE 27TH JULY

1847.

PRESENT:

J. HAWKINS,
Parrrron

EsQ.,

J

TEMPORARY UDGE.
No. 341 or 1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Gournath Mujmooadar, transmit
ted to this Court on the 3rd June 1847 , prayin for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of Major J. %/Iatthie, deputy com
missioner of Assam, under date the 24th February 1847, conﬁrm
ing that of Dabin Raee, principal sudder ameen of Kamroop, under
date the 16th December 1846, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiﬂ,
versus The heirs of Gour Mohun Podar, defendants.

(371)
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :-—
The petitioner sued the heirs of Gour Mohun Podar, deceased,
for recovery of a debt of rupees 4,785-4, principal and interest, on
His suit was dismissed by the principal sudder ameen
an account.
and the deputy commissioner of Assam.
Part of the evidence adduced by the plaintiff was examined, and
He had however ﬁled a
considered insufﬁcient to prove his claim.
list of witnesses, by whom he asserted the account and debt would
be proved, and prayed they might be sent for; but both the princi
pal sudder ameen and deputy commissioner refused his request,
considering it unnecessary.
am of opinion that the witnesses should have been sent for and
examined ; and considering the judgments of the lower courts in
complete, annul them, and direct that the case be restored to the ﬁle
of the principal sudder ameen, with instructions that he send for and
examine the rest of the plaintiﬂ"s witnesses, and then dispose of the

I
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JULY

1847.

PRESENT:

W. JACKSON, Esq.,

CASE No.
Regular

DYA

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

141

01-"

1845.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen qf 24-Pergunnahs, April 2nd 1845.
MYE CHOWDHRAIN AND ANOTHER, Arrnnnnnrs,

(PLAINTIFFS,)
'U€1‘8ZL8

TARA PURSHAD RAEE

AND ANOTHER,

RESPDNDENTS,

(DErEN1>AN'rs.)
Race and Bunseebuddun
qf Appellants—Rampran
Wukeel qf Resp0nde'nts—J. G. Waller.
is a claim for possession of 354 biggalw of land

l'Vukeels

Tlifls

1n turf Kanta-pokeria, valued at ................ .. Rs.
For wasilat of the same, including value of rice and

straw at

....................................................

..

For value of rice in the golahs at ......................... ..
For balances outstanding against ryuts, ................ ..
Total amount of

suit, Rs.

lllitr.

2,836—O-0
4,254—0—0
1,852—0—0
777 —8—0
9,719

8 0

The plaint states, that the plaintiffs have been dispossessed by the
defendants of the land in question, by aggressions of various kinds ;
the defendants obtaining a summary decision in
and, eventually,
'lhe plaintiffs
their favor from by
t e magistrate under Act 4, 1840.

372

(

)

now sue for possession of their land, and for the sums of money
above-mentioned as mesne proceeds of the land, and damages sus
tained by them arising from the illegal aggression of the defendants.
On the 2nd April 1845, the principal sudder ameen nonsuited
the plaintiffs, on the groimd that they had mixed up in their plaint
the claim on account of the time previous to the decision under Act
4, 1840, and the claim on account of the time subsequent to that
decision: and as these claims were entirely of a distinct nature, they
should have been brought forward as separate suits.
do not think the grounds of nonsuit recorded by the principal
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tslqdder
e comagneen
t e c aim Assuming
or possession faptq
0
c aim or
ana3 statelald
wit tige tliG‘pla.l;1t,
imng tqpablpq
mesne proceeds and damages, was, in my opinion, perfectly correct.
The decision of the magistrate under Act 4, 1840, can have no
effect of splitting the claim.
The plaintiffs were, as they state, dis
who ﬁrst by threats and violence drove
possessed by defendants,
their tenants away, and afterwards succeeded in getting a decision
in their favor from the magistrate awarding possession to them, and
carried off the crops &c. &c. The whole of the claims urged in the
plaint rest upon one, point——the right of plaintiffs to the land—-and
they are so closely comiected together, that they should all be tried
at the same time.
Ordered, therefore, under the provisions of Re
gulation 9, 1831, that the decision of the principal sudder ameen be
reversed, and the case be returned, with directions to restore it to
its place on the ‘ﬁle, and to try it on its merits.

-_3_

THE 29TH JULY

1847.

PRESENT:

-

R. H. RATTRAY, EsQ., and
SIR R. BARLOVV, BAR'I‘.,

'

W. JACKSON, EsQ.,

JUDGES.

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

241

or

1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge Qf Patna, Mr.
Arthur Smelt, March 15th 1845 ; aﬁifrming a decree passed by the
Princiczpal Sudder Ameen, Mohummud Raﬁk Khan, December

llth

1844.

MUSST. OHOWR-ASSOO KOWUR, APPELLANT,
(DEFENDANT,)
versus

_

SOOBUN SINGH AND ANOTHER, RESPONDENTS, (PLAINTIFFS.)
'

Wukeel qf Appellant——J. G. Waller.
qf Respondents—-Hamid Rusool.
Tun special appeal was admitted b Mr. Charles Tucker, on the
27 th October 1846, who recorded the fbllowing certiﬁcate :—
Wuheel

‘W

_

__

(373)
‘This suit was instituted for the recovery of a certain sum due as
rent for the entire year 1247 F. S. ; but the plaintiffs, who piu'chased
the estate by private sale, did not become proprietors of it till Assar
of that year, and the bill of sale contains no provisions for transfer
therefore admit the special
ring the outstanding balances to them.
appeal on the ground that the plaintiffs had no authority to insti
tute such a suit.’
We ﬁnd that the plaintiffs acquired the property by private pur
chase, in Assar 1247 F ., from a purchaser at public auction in Asin
of the same year; but the private contract contains no clause trans
ferring to the purchaser any of the rights of the seller for time pre
viously to the sale. Under these circumstances the plaintiffs’ claim
for rent for the whole year 1247, is inadmissible. Ordered that
the decisions of both the lower courts be reversed, and the claim of
plaintiifs dismissed: all costs to be paid by plaintiﬂs.

I

"M10

O.

1847.

TUCKER, Eso.,

JUDGE.
PETITION No. 708 or 1845.
IN the matter of the petition of Moulvee Nehalooddeen Ahmed,
ﬁled in this Court on the 3rd November 1845, praying for the ad
mission of a special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder
ameen of zillah Shahabad, under date the 28th August 1845, alter
ing that of the additional moonsiff of Arrah, under date the 5th
February 1845, in the case of Moulvee Nehalooddeen Ahmed,
plaintiff, versus Sheikh Amroollah and others, defendants.
This case seems to me to have beerrvery incompletely tried in
the appeal court. The plaintiff has a wall to the southward of his
premises with two windows therein, and a pooshtuh. to the south for
its protection. During his absence, the defendants, he asserts,
levelled a part of the pooshtuh and erected a wall thereon, which de
prives the plaintiif of light and air, besides being erected on his land.
The moonsiff went to the spot; and with the proceedings before
the

him, held in the fouzdaree court in the year 1827 when a dispute
arose about this ver
pooshtuh, found the plaintiff’s complaint to be
wall erected by the defendants to be taken
true, and directed
down, and the pooshtuh to be ﬁlled up.
An appeal was preferred, and the case was referred for trial to
the principal sudder ameen, who, without visiting the spot, decided
that the disputed wall had always been in its present place, as he
shewn by the fouzdaree papers; and he reversed so much
alle es
of
moonsiﬁ"s decision, as directed the disputed wall to be taken
down.
'

is

I

the
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THE 29'ru JULY
Pnnsmrr:

(374)
Having had the whole of the proceedings before me, both those
do not
in the criminal court as well as those in the civil court,
ﬁnd mention made in the former of any wall belonging to the de
fendants on the pooshtuh ; and, as it is admitted that the pooshtuh
belon s to the plaintiff, it is not probable.
tﬁerefore admit the special appeal applied for; and, annulling
the decision of the principal sudder ameen, remand the proceedings
with orders for
of the case in appeal, after the

I

I

re-investigption
sh
have gone to the spot, and examined
principal sudder ameen
the premises in person.

-1
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THE 29TH JULY 1847.
Pnnsnnrz
R. H. RATTRAY, EsQ., and
SIR R. BARLOW, BART.,
Jnnens.
'
W. JACKSON, ESQ.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

198

or

1846.

Special Appeal from a decree passed by the Prz'nc"ipal Sudder Ameen
qf Tirhoot, lVz'amut Ali Khan, February l5th 1845, reversing one
passed by the Moonsgf qf Tegreh, Ali Buksh, June 29th 1844.

MOORUT SINGH, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANTQ
U€TsuS

KASHEE PURSHAD,

,

RESPONDENT,

(PLAm'rrFr.)
qf Appellant—-Aman Ali.
Wukeel qf Resp0ndent—Ameer Ali.

Wukeel
V

THIS suit was instituted by respondent on the 31st March 1843,
to recover from appellant Company’s rupees 276-10 ; the same being
due as rent for 1249 Fuslee, on 61 biggahs, 13 biswas, 15 dhoors
of land, in chuk Shureefoolah-Bukhshun.
The special appeal was admitted by Mr. . F. M. Reid, on the
18th August 1846, who recorded the following certiﬁcate :—
‘Plaintiff, a farmer of chuk Shureefoolah-Bukhshun, a nizamut
mehal in pergunnah Bulea, sued to enhance the rent payable by de
fendant for certain lands, for the year 1249 Fuslee, under a notice
issued in Poos of that year.
The moonsiff deeming the notice in
formal, as not having been issued in Jeyt, rejected the claim to an
enhanced rent.
The principal sudder ameen reversed the decision;
and, for the reasons stated in his own decision, decreed the enhanced
rent.

J

(375)
‘

The moonsiﬁl in my opinion, was right. The notice issued in Poos
could not,
conceive, be acted upon.
To try this point,
think a
special appeal is admissible.’
We ﬁnd, that the decision of this case does not turn on the point
noted in the certiﬁcate, viz. the issue of the notice under R u1a
On the contrary, the claim for rent is made udder a
t1on_5, 1812.
speciﬁc agreement between the parties, and although a notice was
issued, that was
necessar
to establish the plaintiffs claim. Or
not_
dered, that the special appeallbe dismissed; with costs against the

I

appellant.

I

L

Tnr: 29'rn

JULY

‘

1847.

Pnnsnnrz

J. HAWKINS,

EsQ.,

Tamronanr JUDGE.
347

or

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Sheikh Kijree, ﬁled in this Court
_
'
on the 18th June 1847, pra
for the admission of a special appeal
from the decision of Mr.
I)aCosta., principal sudder ameen of
Patna, under date the 19th March 1847, conﬁrmin that of Opendur
Misr, sudder moonsiff of Patna, under date the l3t€ November 1846,
in the case of Russool Buxsh, plaintiff, versus the petitioner and
three others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following gro1mds:—
The plaintiff sued the defendants in this case for the recovery of
298 rupees, on a bond alleged to have been executed by them.
The
moonsilf and principal sudder ameen gave 'udgment a ainst two of
the defendants, and released the other two fiom all liabgity.
The investigation in this case has been very incomplete and unsa
The two defendants exonerated are women; but as their
tisfactory.
names are attached to the bond, some satisfactory reason should have
been given why it was considered that two of the parties signing it
were responsible, and not the other two.
The defendants deny the bond: and it does not appear from the
iven for the sum now
decrees, that any consideration was ever
The principal sudder ameen, moreover, in
sought to be recovered.
addition to the evidence taken by the moonsiﬁ, takes the deposition
of one Jhao, who is alleged to have written the names of the defend
ants on the bond, and says that this man’s deposition corroborates
the rest of the evidence.
A cop of that deposition has been pro
duced, and the deponent denies
knowledge of the bond, and also
denies his having Written the names‘ of the defendants.
He says
alfr
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PETITION N0.

(375)
indeed, that he was asked 10 or 11 months ago to attest some deed;
but the bond, on which this suit has been brought, is dated 41} years
The case has been decided with
before the witness was examined.
out any such investigation as its merits demanded ; and
accordingly
remand it under the provisions of Clause 2, Section 2, Regulation 9,
1831, for further enquiry.

I

D‘

Tan Blsr JULY

1847.

Paesnnrz

TUCKER, EsQ., and
SIR R. BARLOW, BART.,
Joncas
J. HAWKINS, EsQ.,

C.
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i

TEMPORARY
PETITION

No.

357

or

J ones.

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Ramsoondur Pal and others, ﬁled
in this Court on the 21st June 1847, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of Mr. R.rl<]. Cunliffe, judge of
Mymensingh, under date the 20th March 1847, reversing that of
Mr. C. Mackay, principal sudder ameen of Mymensingh, under date
the 13th July 1846, in.the case of the petitioners, plaintiffs, versus
Chundrabullee Dibbea and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following groimds :—
The petitioners sued for possession of an alleged mocurruree tenure,
stating that they, and their ancestors, had held it for a period ante
cedent to the decennial settlement; and that they had been ousted
by the defendants, who purchased the zemindaree in which the
-mocurruree tenure was comprised, at a sale for arrears of revenue,
made under the provisions of Regulation 11, 1822.
The principal
sudder ameen gave judgment for the petitioners; but his judgment
was reversed by the judge, on the ground that the plaintiffs had failed
From this
to prove their having held the lands at a ﬁxed jumma.
decision, the plaintiifs have applied for admission of a special appeal.
The Court observe, that the judge has lost sight of the point at
The plaintiffs sued_for possession, stating that the tenure
issue.
existed prior to the decennial settlement; and, if they could prove
this fact, they were entitled to a decree, as the auction purchaser
could not summarily eject such mocurrureedar. The purchasers
might in that case have taken measures to procure a fresh assessment
of the tenure, but they could not eject.
Under these circumstances we admit the special appeal, and
remand the case for re-investigation to the judge, in order, that he

(

377

)

may take proof as to the possession, or otherwise, of the mocurruree
dars for a. period antecedent to the decennial settlement, governing his
decision by the result indicated by the evidence.

in

THE 31s'r JULY

Panssnr:
C. TUCKER, EsQ.,
Sm R. BARLOW,

1847.

and
BAR'I‘.,

Jnnens.

J. HAWKINS,

I
i

EsQ.,

Special Appeal from a decision passed by Mr. E. Deedes, Additional
Judge of Zillah 24-Pergunnahs, under date the 16th of September
1844; amending a decree passed by the Principal Sudder Ameen
, of that district, under date 16th of April 1844.

Z

BISHEN SOONDUREE DIBBEA,

AND ANOTHER,
LANTS, (_DEFENDANTS,)

)

'

'U€7‘Sll8

AGA MOHUMMUD KAMEL,

APPEL

Rnsronnnnr,

Wuheels of

(PLAI1~:TrFF.)

Appellants——-E. Colebroohe and Gourhuree Bmmeljee.
Wuheel of Resp0ndent—Moulvee Hamid Russool.

8

;

a

the

THIS case was admitted to special appeal on the 7th March 1846,
under a certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. J. F. M. Reid.
The plaintiff sued for possession of two gardens, one consisting of
8 biggahs of khira', the other of 16 bi gahs of lakliirqj land, stating
that he had purcliased them from
former proprietors, but had
been disturbed in his possession by the defendants, who are proprie
tors of the zemindaree in which the gardens are situated.
The prin
decree for the
cipal sudder ameen gave the plaintiff
biggahs
khiraj but rejected his claim to the 16 biggahs lakhirqj land, on the
ground,—ﬁrst, that the lakhirqj tenure had not been proved; and
secondly, that the possession of the plaintiff, or of his vendors, within
period of 12 years, had not been established.
- The additional
judge, in appeal by the plaintiff, reversed the decree
of the principal sudder ameen, in regard to the 16 biggahs of lakhiraj
land, on the ground that the purchase and possession of the plaintiff
had been clear]
proved remarking, however, that the principal
sudder ameen should not have declared the plaintiffs deed of sale
valid for one portion of the property, and invalid for the rest.
It was to try the correctness, or otherwise, of this dictum that the
special appeal was admitted by Mr. Reid.
;

_

a
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Tanronanr Jones.
CASE No. 74 or 1847.

l

(378)
The correctness of the dictum, as a general position, cannot be,
maintained, as the decision must depend upon the circumstances of
each case.
We ﬁnd, however, that notwithstanding the dictum, the,
additional judge ﬁnally decided upon the merits of the case. We
dismiss the appeal, and conﬁrm the decree of the addi
accordingly
tional ju ge.

--3-—

THE 31s'r JULY

1847.

PRESENT:

TUCKER, EsQ., and
SIR R. BARLOW, BAR'1‘.,

(J.

J. HAWKINS,
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_

CASE

Juness.
ESQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
No. 76 of 1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Beerbkoom,
July 22nd 1844 ; reversing a decree passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen, December 12th 1843.

SHEONARAIN. GHOSE, APPELLANT, gPLAIN'.r1rr,)
'U€7'SZtS

RANEE JYMUNNEE,

AND

.

ornans, Resronnnurs,

(DEFEN1)ANTs.)
g
Wukeel qf Appellant—Pursun Komar Thakur.
Wukeel qf Respondents—Gholam Sufdur.

THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the 19th February
1846, under the following certiﬁcate recorded byMr. W. Jackson :—
‘
The judge nonsuits the plaintiff on the ground that he has not
given the boundaries of the land claimed, and that he has not explain
ed why the suit is not barred by the rule of limitation in his petition
of plaint. The petitioner asserts, that it is impossible to give the boun
daries of the thing claimed as it is a fractional share, which has not
been divided off; and further, that as the rule of limitation does not
bar the suit, it was uimecessary for him to enter on this point. It
appears to me doubtful, whether the plaintiff could comply with the
order of the judge that he should point out the boundaries of the
land sued for, and that the grounds of the order of nonsuit are not
The special appeal is admitted to try this
good and suiﬁcient.
P oint.’
On reference to the pleadings, we ﬁnd that the defendants pleaded
the statute of limitations in bar of the plaintiffs claim, and that the
plaintiff in his reply contented himself with a simple denial. Under
these circumstances, it was incumbent

on the judge

to come

to a

(379)

it

pﬁsa

deﬁnite decision on that point; and if the defendants’ plea was esta
blished, to dismiss the case.
We therefore annul the order of non
suit, and remand the proceedin s to the judge, who will proceed as
above indicated. Should the
of limitation not be established in
bar of the plaintiﬁ"s claim,
will be open to the judge to consider
the propriety of nonsuit on the other point.
a

--3

THE

31s"r

JULY

1847.

Pansnrrrz

_

TUCKER, EsQ., and
SIR R. BARLOW, BART.,
Juness
HAWKINS, ESQ.,

J.

-

G.

coon.

J

TEMPORARY

CASE

NO. 122 OF 1846.

by

SYUD MOOZUFFUR ALI

TEETOO MEEAH, Aren

alias

LANT, (DEFENDANT,)
UGTSZLS

OHUMPABUTTEE DIBBEA,
Wukeels

qf Appellant—Rampran
Wuheel

THIS
1846,

of

RESPONDENT,
Race

Respondent——Sheo

(PLA1N'r1Fr.)

and Bunsee Buddun

Narain

under

Tucker :—

the following

certiﬁcate

Mitr.

Chatte/jee.

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 17th

recorded

February

by Mr. Charles

‘The plaintiff sued to obtain possession of an estate payi
re
deed of mortgage executed byrllefem
venue to Government, under
She laid her suit at three times the
dant’s father to her husband.
amount of the sudder jumma, as well as the value of the estate.
The judge did not correct this, but on the appeal gave the plaintiff
Now, the valuation should have been conﬁned
a decree with costs.
to three times-the amount of the sudder jumma, and the costs on
that amount only.
Special appeal admitted to correct the error in
the matter of costs.’
Under the above circumstances, which speak for themselves, we
amend the decree of the lower court in the matter of costs.
The appellant (defendant) will be charged with costs at the
amount at which the suit should have been laid, viz. three times the
sudderjumma of the estate and no more: and the costs of this appeal
are chargeable to the respondent.
a
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;

by

B. Golding, Esq. Judge of
Special Appeal from a decision passed
East Burdwan, under date the 16th August 1844 reversing a decree
the Principal Sudder Ameen qf the said zillah, under date
passed
22nd December 1843.

(330)
Tim 3lST JULY

1847.

PRESENT;
C.

TUCKER, EsQ., and
BARLOW, BART.,

SIR R.

J. HAWKINS,

J ovens.

EsQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE

N0. 363 OF

1845.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by Mr. Charles Davidson,
Additional Judge of Hooghly, under date the 29th July 1845;
reversing a decree passed by the Principal Sudder Ameen under
date 19th September 1843.

KISHEN CHUNDER NEOGEE, APPELLANT, (PLAIN'1‘IFF,)
versus
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DOORGA

CHURN SHOOR, KASSEENATH BURRAL,

AND ornnns,

Wukeel
Wukeels

THIS

RESPONDENTS,

(DEFENDANTS.)

of Appellant—Kislwn Ifishore Ghose.
of Respondents—Abas Ali and Gholam Sufdur.

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 18th November
the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. Charles Tucker :—
plaintiff sued to recover possession of a putnee talook, from

1 845,under

‘

The

Doorga Churn Shoor, under the following circumstances. He had
himself purchased the talook, at a public sale, made for the recovery
of the rent due to the zemindar for the ﬁrst six months of the Bengal
year 1243 : but, falling in balance, the talook was again exposed to
sale for the recovery of the balance due at the close of the same
year, when, he asserts, he re-purchased it in the name of Doorga
Churn Shoor and held possession, paying the zemindar’s dues regu
larly till 1247 ; when Doorga Churn set up a claim to be the
purchaser, and sued his tenant, Kasseenath Burral, in a summary suit
for balance of rent; which suit being rejected by the collector, on
the ground that the proprietary right in the talooh was contested,
he, Doorga Churn Shoor, brought his suit against Kasseenath Burral
in the civil court, and obtained a decree from the sudder ameen, who
referred him, Kishen Chunder Neogee, to the civil court, to establish
Thus originated this suit.
his proprietary right.
‘ Kishen Chunder N
eogee obtained a decree from the principal sudder
ameen, which was reversed on appeal by the additional judge, who
refused to entertain the question at all; remarking that the plaintiff
admitted himself to have purchased the talook benamee, he being then
a defaulter, and that such purchase was prohibited by Section 9,
'
Regulation 8, 1819.
g

0

(331)
‘

The petitioner urges, that, though the regulation quoted prohibits
at the sale, the forfeiture of the estate so pur
the defaulter bidd'
chased is no whet:-angeclared to be the consequence.
‘
It is true, that the purchase by a defaulter is prohibited; but, it
is equalll true, that the penalty is no where declared.
A prohibi
tion, witliiout a penalty attached, seems to be inoperative; and as
have already admitted a special appeal on a similar case, (that of
admit
Anund Mye Dutt, No. 106 of 1845) on the 24th June 1845,
this to try whether forfeiture of the talook purchased is the penalty
of a breach of Section 9, Regulation 8, 1819; and, if so, whether in
the case of a benamee purchase, as in the present instance, the person
whose name has been made use of, is to derive the beneﬁt of his
participation in the fraud practised by the purchaser, and get the
estate without paying a cowrie for it: and whether, at all events, it is
not incumbent on the civil court, when such a case is brought before
to entertain
and decide who was the real purchaser.’
The case referred to in the above certiﬁcate [Anund Mye Dutt v.
Ram ye Mundul and
was decided by us on the 3d instant;
othertsg
and
at
ruled,
defaulter, re-purchasing his own
was therein
1819, barred all remedy in
tenure,
Section
Regulation
by
Court, as he cannot recover on title the creation of which
prohi
bited by law.
We therefore dismiss the
peal, aﬁirming the decision of the lower
~
court, with all costs payable
the appellant.

I

a

8,

by

a

a.

is

is,

9,

-in

THE 3ls'r JULY

1847.

by

PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, EsQ., and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGES.
J. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
Tnmpormav Junon.
CASE No. 35 of l847.
Thomas Taylor, Esq.,
Appeal from a decision passed
Judge Mymensinyh, March 22nd I845; aﬁrming decree passed
Ousaf Ali, Sudder Ameen, 31.9! August 1844.
RUTTUN MUNNEE DASSEE AND OTHERS, APPELLANTS,
a

of

Special
by

(PI..A1N'rIFFs,)

.

versus

COLLECTOR or MYMENSINGH, JEEWUN KISHEN
RAEE, AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS, (DEFENDANTS.)
Wukeel
Wukeels

Appellants—-Abas Ali.
Resp0ndents—Pursun Komar Thakur and

of of

E.

Colebrooke.

THIS

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 17th November

1846, under the following

\

certiﬁcate recorded

by
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it

J

it

it,

I

Mr. C. Tucker :—

"

(382)

‘An estate being under butwarrah under the provisions of
Regulation I9, 1814, one Kishen Kaunth, the ostensible proprietor
of a dependent talook situated therein, was called upon by the
collector to deliver up his accounts, and, failing to do so, was ﬁned
ll7 rupees. The ﬁne not having been paid, the rights and inter
ests of Kishen Kaunth were sold at public sale to realize the
amount, and were purchased by eewun Kishen, who again sold
half his purchase to Birjnath Bose. These purchasers took pos
session of the entire talook, and the present suit was then
instituted.
Ruttun Munnee Dassee, the widow of Kishen Kaunth,
urged, that the collector had no authority to ﬁne under-tenants
in an estate under butwarrah, for not delivering up their accounts.
Fukeer Chaund Raee and Bholanath Raee, brothers of Kishen
Kaunth, urged that they were proprietors of two-thirds of the
estate; and that as the interests of Kishen Kaunth only had
been sold, the purchasers had no title to take possession of the
entire talook. The plaint was dismissed by the sudder ameen,
and his decision was aﬂirmed by the judge.
A special appeal was admitted on two grounds :—‘ First. To
try whether the collector has authority to impose a ﬁne on an
under-tenant, in an estate under butwarrah, for refusing or neg
lecting to deliver his accounts when called for. Secondly. To
try whether two decrees, previously obtained by Fuk'eer Chaund
Raee and Bholanath Raee, establishing their coparcenership in
the estate with their brother Kishen Kaunth, and which they ﬁled
on the record of this case, were not binding on the court on this
point; in the absence of any evidence that the said decrees had
ever been cancelled by superior authority, or that the parties had
otherwise disposed of their rights.’
The ﬁrst question having already been disposed of on the l9th
ultimo, in the case of Hurnath Surmah Chowdhree and others,
appellants, 'v. Collector and Deputy Collector of zillah Mymen
singh, respondents, ruling that the collector has no authority
under Clause 2, Section 17, Regulation 19 of 1814, to ﬁne any
other than the proprietors of the estate under lmtwarrah, for not
furnishing their accounts when called for. 1We reverse the decisions
of the lower courts, and decree for the plaintiff.
Costs chargeable
This renders
to the Government ofﬁcers, defendants in the suit.
any opinion on the second point unnecessary.

J
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Tun 3ls'r JULY I847.
Pm-:sa1v'r:

C.

TUCKER, EsQ.,

Sm R.

BARLOW,

and
BAR'l‘.,

Junoas.

J. HAWKINS,

EsQ.,

Tauroaanv
CASE No.

124

or

Junca.

1846.

Special Appeal _fi'om a decision passed by Mr. James Grant, Judge of
Dinagepore, 2lst August I844; aﬂirming a decree passed by
Mohammad Klzoors/zed, Principal Sudder Ameen, 28111 November
1843.
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COLLECTOR or DINAGEPORE, APPELLANT,

(DEFENDAN'l‘,)

versus

MUHA MYE DIBBEA, Rasrounmvr,
PVukeel
V

of Appellant-—-Pursun

Wulceel

of Respondent-—J.

.

(PI.A1N'rrrr.)

Komar Tlzakur.
G. Waller.

Tms
1846,

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 3rd March
under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. Charles

Tucker :—
‘

In this case the plaintiff stated that her son, Hurry Sunkur
Chuckurbuttee, engaged with the collector of Dinagepore for the
farm of an estate of a minor under the Court of Wards, for seven
years from 1242 to I248 B. S. ; but, pending the conﬁrmation of
the commissioner, a surberakar was deputed to collect the rents,
who was so employed from Kartick to Phalgoon 1242, during which
That on adjustment of
period he collected rupees 11,569-13-10.
of the surberakar’s accounts, when making over the farm to her
deducted from the above amount rupees
son, the collector
1,577-12-IQ: of which rupees 674-4-16 was on account of mofussil
or dehutee expenses, and the remainder, or rupees 963-8, on account
of the suberakar’s wages and establishment, and allowed her son
That her son having
credit for the residue only, viz. 9,992-O-14.
and
to
the deduction of the
heir,
and
she
his
died,
objecting
being
sum of rupees 963-8 from the collection made by the surberakar,
entered the present suit for the recovery of the same with interest.
‘ The
principal sudder ameen decreed for the plaintiff; but order
ing the defendant, the collector, to pay the amount from the mi
nor’s funds in his hands.
judge upheld this decision.
The

(

334

)

‘The special appeal is urged on the‘ grounds, that, on such occa
sions, it is the custom to charge the total expended against the col
lections; that there is always a sudder establishment distinct and
separate from the mofussil or dehutee; that the sum objected to was
for the former, and that the sum total does not exceed 13 per
cent. on the collections.
‘The case is a novel one ; and, as far as my experience goes, I am
inclined to think that the special appellant is correct; at all events,
it is a case of importance calling for a judicial decision, and admit
the special appeal to try to what extent, in such cases, the collec
tions may be charged with expenses against the farmer.’
Under the circumstances of this case, as set forth in the above
certiﬁcate, we are of opinion that the farmer was justly charge
able with the total expense incurred, sudder and mofussil, in mak
ing the collections, such expenses being fair and reasonable. In
the present case, the expenses do not exceed 13 per cent. .on the
amount realized ; and considering that afair charge, we decree for
the appellant, reversing the decree of the lower court, with all
costs payable by the respondent.
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Trm 31sr

JIILY

1847.

Pnnsnnr:
C.'TUCKER, Eso., and

BARLOW, BAR'r.,
Junoss.
HAWKINS, Eso.,
TEMPORARY Jones.

Sm R.

J.

CASE No.

145

or

1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of West Burd
wan, under date 18th December 1844; reversing a decree passed
by the Sudder Ameen, under date the 12th June 1844.

CHUNDUR NARAIN-CHUCKERBUTTY,
APPELLANTS,

_

AND ANOTHER,

(DEFENDAN'I‘S,)

versus

MUSST. ZUMEER-O-NISSA,

Rssronnnwr, (PLAINTIFE)

Wukeel of Appellants—Ramapershad

Raee.

Wukeel of Respondent—Nz'lmoney Bonnerjee.

‘

was admitted to special appeal, on_the 17th June
1846, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Sir R. Barlow :

THIS

case

385

(

)

it

7

6

2

liate

‘Plaintii¥' sued for possession of 22 bee ahs, 7 cottahs of land
called Paneefollah, at 18 times their 1‘0(l€109, bein a portion of
certain lakhiraj lands purchased by her
husband gram Muthoor
Mohun Bose; a quit rent of rupees,
annas for the said 22 big
cottahs, was paid to the proprietors of Radhamunpoor vil
paiw,
The said village was resumed
age, to which they were attached.
by the Government, and the said lands were measured as belonging
to
in plaintiﬂ"s absence.
She appealed to the special commis
sioner, but no investigation was entered upon by that oﬁicer,
plaintiff therefore sued for possession, and wasilat from 1241 to
1243.

8

9

5,

a

tliee

7

6

(2

a

is

tlle

is

decision.

It

from the proceedings, that the lands claimed by the
have
been measured and assessed as part of village Radha
plaintiff
munpore by the resumption ofﬁcers; and that the plaintiff now
annas, as lands
claims to hold them on
rupees,
quit rent of
under the name of Paneefollah, being in fact an application to the
civil courts to interfere with the resumption courts to whom she
The civil courts
had already unsuccessfully preferred her petition.
We annul the proceedings
have, in such matters, no jurisdiction.
ab initia, and dismiss the plaint: all costs chargeable to the respon
'
dent, the original plaintiff.
*

6

2

appears

a
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a

if

7

9

‘The collector, in answer, pleaded that, under provisions of Re
of 1825, and Section 23, Regulation
of 1822, the
gulation
was
inadmissible;
that,
she had any title, she could only
pla.int
sue to have settlement made with her.
‘The purchaser, Chunder Narain Chuckerbutty, pleaded to the
same eﬁ'ect; and that, having purchased the village,
settlement
was made with him after resum tion.
‘The sudder ameen dismissed) the suit, as plaintiff had not com
of
plied with the requisition of Clause 12, Section
Regulation
1825, but had come into court after the lapse of period of
years.
The 'udge reversed the above decision.
He was of opinion that
the claim could not be thrown out under the law above quoted,
as the revenue authorities had not carried out the preliminary
Plaintiﬁ' had proved her husband’s pur
process required by it.
cottahs in the villa
Paneefollah, by
chase of the 22 beegahs,
Neither
collector or the
the decree of the register in 1815.
Government could make
settlement of the lands in dispute with
the defendant under such circumstances. He decreed possession
to plaintiff on the quit rent
rupees,
annas) awarding wasilat
for the period claimed at 19 rupees per annum, with interest to
The action now brought for pos
date of realization and costs.
session
clearl
barred by the resumption laws, under, which
commissioner in cases of resumption
the orders of
special
A
are ﬁnal.
admitted to reverse the judge’s
special appeal

(386)
THE 31sr

JULY

1847.

PRESENT:

TUCKER, EsQ., and
SIR R. BARLOW, BART.,
Junoas
J. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
C.

Tnmromar JUDGE.

CASE

No. 37

or

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by Mr. T. Taylor, Judge qf
Zillah Mymensingh, under date the 26th Marc]: 1845; reversing
a decree passed by the Sudder Ameen, 9th December 1844.

FUKEER CHAUN D DEO

AND orrmns, APPELLANTS,
(PLAmT1EEs,)
7.7878118
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BRIJMOHUN DAS

AND ormms,

REsro1~'1nEN'rs,

(DEEE1~n>AN"rs.)
Wukeel

qf Appellants—-J.

G. Waller.

Wukeel qf Resp0ndents—Parsun Komar Thakur.

THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the 10th Novem
ber 1846, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. Charles

Tucker:—
‘ In this case

'

I

think there has been an illegal application of the
statute of limitations, under which the suit instituted has been
The plairltiffs state, that they purchased six gundahs,
dismissed,
three cawries of kismut Chaerparrah, &c., from Subboo Ram Das,
proprietor of four annas, six gundahs, three cawries, in the 14 annas’
kissa on 26th Bysack 1229 (7th May 1822.) The property had

been let in farm by Subboo Ram; and there was, at the time of
sale, a suit pending in the civil court, brought by the farmer for
possession of the lands farmed to him, for the period of his lease.
On this account Subboo Ram gave a written engagement to the
purchaser, to this eﬁ'ect_:—-that, in the event of the farmer succeed

ing in his suit, and regaining possession of the lands, he, Subboo
Ram, would make good to the purchasers the amount proceeds of
the lands purchased by them.
‘The farmer did succeed, and was put in possession of the pro
perty; but Subboo Ram failing to act up to his engagement, the
purchasers brought a suit against Brijmohun Das and others, the
sons of Subboo Ram, now dead, for these proceeds; and obtained

I

(

337

)

In the
from the sudder ameen on the 2d June 1830.
mean time, owing to some aﬁ'ray in which the several sharers
were engaged, and in which some lives were lost, the entire
estate had been conﬁscated to Government; but an appeal made
to the Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut by the late proprietors,
against the order of escheat by the zillah court, was pending,
when
Brij Mohun Das appealed to the judge against the
decision of the sudder ameen above mentioned. On 27th Septem
ber l833, the judge, remarking that until the respondents’
was denied by Brij Mohun,)
purchase should be established
they could not of course get the proceeds of the lands, whilst the
escheat of the entire estate to Government presented an obstacle
but
course, annulled the decision of the sudder ameen
to such
with this reservation in favor of the respondents (original plain
tiffs) that, in the event of the escheat to Government being con
the Sudder Court, they might bring suit against Sub
ﬁrmed
boo Ram’s heirs, for the recovery of the money paid by them for
the eschcat should be revoked, and the estate
the lands: but,
to
the
late
restored
proprietors, in that case the respondents
The respon
suit
for possession of the lands.
their
might bring
dents accordingly waited the result of the appeal pending in the
Sudder Court, which was disposed of on the 14th July 1840,
revoking the escheat, and restoring the estate to the late pro
The present suit for possession of the lands sold by
prietors.
The
Subboo Ram, was brought on the 19th December 1842.
case was dismissed by the sudder ameen on 2lst May 1844, under
On appeal, the acting judge, Mr.
the statute of limitations.
Charles Davidson,
conceiving, under the circumstances, that
the statute of limitations had not been infringed, returned the
on its
case to the sudder ameen, with directions to dispose of
merits.
On the 9th December 1844, the sudder ameen decreed
The case was again appealed by Brij Mohun, &c.
for plaintiffs.
Mr. T. Taylor now held the ofﬁce of judge; and, on 26th
March 1845, he dismissed the original plaint as not having
been brought within twelve years from the date of the plaintiﬂs’
alleged purchase, quoting as his precedents Constructions 813 and
1036, and the case of Hurreenath Race v. Doorga Pershad, decid
The last
ed in the Sudder Court on the 23d March 1844.
mentioned
merely an order rejecting an application made for
special appeal, and the Constructions, in my opinion, do not apply.
As in this case regular suit was instituted by the petitioners, the
course of which was arrested by the Court, and authority given to
new suit after
therefore admit the
certain event,
bring
to
whether
statute
of
the
limitations forms any
try
special appeal
bar to the disposal of this case on its merits, or not.’
it

I

a

a

a

is

a
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g

of opinion, under the special circumstances of this case,
forth in the certiﬁcate above recorded, that the period of
limitation should be calculated from. the 14th July 1840, the date
of the decree of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, reversing the
escheat ; and that consequently the plaintiff was within time.
We accordingly reverse the decision of Mr. Taylor, of date the
26th March 1845, and remand the proceedings for the zillah judge
.
to pass a decision on the merits.
We

are
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1847.

Pansmwrz

O.

TUCKER,

EsQ.,

JUDGE.

or

PETITION N0. 540

1843.

IN

the matter of the
tition of Doorgachurn Soor, ﬁled in this
Court on the 22d Deceinbfar 1843, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the prmcipal sudder ameen of

zillah Hoo hly, under date the 19th September 1843, reversing that
of the sudtfer ameen of that district, under date 14th January 1843,
in the case of Doorgachurn Soor, plaintiff, versus Kasheenath Mnndul,
defendant.

,
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The petitioner, plaintiﬁ‘ in this case, sued the defendant for balance
of rent, on a farming lease of a putnee talook, called lot Umnan, &c.
This application, presented on 22d December 1843, has been kept
back in consequence of a suit having been brought by one Kishen
Chunder Neogee against the petitioner, claiming the putnee talook.
The principal sudder ameen decreed in that case in favor of Kishen
Chunder Neogee, on the 19th September 1843 ; and, in consequence,
resent claim on the same day. Kishen Chunder’s
dismissed the
claim was ﬁnally rejected by a full bench of this Court, on the 31st

Jul

1847.

Iytherefore remand this case for revision to the lower court, that
it may now be disposed of on its merits.

THE

13

21)

AUGUST

1847.

PRESENT:

C.

TUCKER,

EsQ.,

JUDGE.

PETITION No.

833

or

1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Bibi Despinoo Kalonas, for herself
and as guardian of Martuklas Kalonas, ﬁled in this Court on the 9th
December 1845, praying for the admission of a special appeal from
under date
the decision of the acting judge of zillah
Backerguraige,
sudder ameen
the 3d September 1845, aiﬁrming that of the
princip

of that district,under date 6th September 1843, in the case of Bibi
of Martuklas Kalonas,
Despinoo Kalonas, for herself and as
, defendant.
plaintiff, versus Mr. Peter Jacob Pauguardian
In this case the petitioner sued Gour Soondur Chuttopadeea,
Sheebnath Chuttopadeea, &c. &c. &c., including one Mr. Peter
Jacob Paul, for the produce of an estate for eighteen days, viz. from
13th to 30th Chyte 1243, having purchased the estate on the former
day from Mr. P. J. Paul; and the assets between that day and the
30th of the same month, having, as she alleged, been realized and
Gour Soondur and Sheebnath, the gomashtas of
;ppr0priati>_,d
.
. P. J.
anby

(390)
In the reply, made by the plaintiff, she stated that Gour Soondur
and Sheebnath were the principal defendants: that, under the circum
stances which made it necessary to bring the other defendants before
the court, it was not necessary for them to ﬁle an answer to the suit.
The principal sudder ameen, not considering the case proved against
Gour Soondur and Sheebnath, dismissed the suit against the whole
of the defendants, under the above assertion of the plaintiff, consider

ing she had thereby exonerated them.
A special appeal is applied for on two grounds: ﬁrst, that the
provisions of Section 10, Regulation 26 of 1814, were not observed,
and the case dismissed before the plaintiff had an opportunity of
in a list of her witnesses; secondly, that Mr. P. J. Paul being
putting
efore the court, it was contrary to all practice to refer her the
plaintiff) to a new action against him for the same matter.
ﬁnd, that, on the pleadings being completed, the principal sudder
ameen issued the notice required by Section 12, Regulation 26,
1814, on the 29th August 1843, and decided the case on 6th
September following, without the plaintiff being permitted to name
her witnesses; and no roobucaree having been recorded as directed
in Clause 3, Section 10, of the above quoted Regulation.
therefore admit a. special appeal; and, cancelling the decisions
of both the lower courts, remand the proceedings to the principal
sudder ameen’s court, W110, after observing the rules laid down in
Section -10, Regulation 26, 1814, will proceed to try the case de nova,
without requiring the plaintiff to bring another action against Mr.
P. J. Paul for the same matter.
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Auensr

1847.

PRESENT:

RATTRAY

A. DICK, ESQRS.,

and

Juncns

W. B. JACKSON, ESQ.,

CASE

'

TEMPORARY

J ones.

No. 127 of 1847.
Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge qf Tirhoot, Mr.
D. Pringle, July l5th, 1844; aﬂirming a decree passed by the

Moonsif qf Koelee, Nadur Ali, September 19th 1843.
MUSST. HYATTUN, APPELLANT, (31) PARTY, GLAIMANT,)
versus

SHEIKH BHUDEELA AND OTHERS, (PLAINTIFFS,) BIBI
NUGEENA AND ozrnnns, (DEFENDANTS,) Rnsronnnnrs.
I/Vukeel

of Appellant—Amcer

'

Ali.

Wukeels Qf Resp0ndents—-Lulfo Ruhman and Neel Munee.

THIS suit

was

instituted by plaintiffs,

1842, to recover from defendants’

on the 26th November
of name

possession, with registry

(391)
books, as proprietor by purchase of 15 In'_q_qahs of
bigga/is of malikana land, in mouzah Bukhtowur-moonrahee,
pergunnah Bubbur: value, as per deed of sale, Co.’s rupees 300.
The case was admitted to special appeal, on the 15th April 1846,
in the collector’s
125

under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Sir R. Barlow :——
‘
Plaintiffs sued for possession of l5 biggahs of malikana land in
village Bukhtowur-moonrahee, pergunnalz Bubbur, sold to them by
Musst. Nugeena, on the 5th January 1842. The seller did not appear
to answer; but Imam Buksh, her brother, and others, set forth, that
the
claimed was malikana land in 9 annas
pie of the
propertiy
an
heirs
of
Kootbur,
to
the
Sheikh
village,
belonged
amongst whom

l
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the
included themselves.
They stated that Kootbur left a will,
under which Musst. N ugeena was only entitled to 5 biggahs as her
share.
‘
Petitioner, on hearing of all this, came in as a third party, denied
the rights of both plaintiffs and defendants, and put in judgment of

the Sudder Dewamiy Adawlut, dated llth February 1822, to shew
that, on the suit of one Sheikh Ruhum Ali v. Musst. Asmut,
petiti0ner’s mother, wife of Jeetun Sheikh deceased, the property in
dispute, viz. 9 annas,
pie of village Bukhtowur-moonrahee, had been
declared to belong to the said Jeetun; that there are no malikana
lands in the said village, as proved by the collector’s roobacaree of 30th

l

March 1838; and that the parties were in collusion. The moonsilf
Two appeals were preferred against this
decreed for the plaintiff.
decision: one by Imam Buksh and others; and a second by the
petitioner. The judge aﬂirmed the moonsiﬁ"s decree, on which a
special appeal was applied for on 20th November 1844.
‘

The plaintiffs’ claim rests on the existence of malikana lands in
mouzah Bukhtowur-moonrahee, distinct from the village lands; and
the defence is grounded on the same presumption.
There is not,
however, on the record any proof that there are any malikana lands
in the said village; and, if so, the decrees of the lower courts are at

of the Sudder Dewanny
under which petitioner’s
mother, Musst. Asmut, wife of Jeetun, was declared entitled to hold
the property now disputed, but claimed under another title, viz. that of
malikana lands.
‘
The judge, in his order records, that it is not shewn whether
there are, or are not, malikana lands; and, notwithstanding, gives a
decree for the plaintiff’; which, if executed, must necessarily inter
therefore
fere with this Oourt’s ﬁnal decision, and is opposed to it.
admit a. special appeal.’
We observe, that, on the part of the defendant, Nugeena, are
ﬁled a kubaleh, (or deed of sale) of 125 biggahs of malikana land, in
the Village of Bukhtowur—m00nrahee,
to. Kootbur, her ancestor; and
va.riance

with, and set aside the decree

Adawlut, of the

llth

February

1822,

I

(392)
two decisions of the zillah court of 1803 and 1806, in which men
tion is made of that sale. Hence, it would appear, that, at that
time, there were malikana lands separate from the mal lands of the

vill

e.

Xgpellant, on the other hand, has ﬁled a decree of the Sudder
Court of 1822, under which she and other heirs of eetun hold a 9
There is nothing,
amzas, 1 pie share of the village, as proprietors.
however, to shew whether the purchase of this 9 annas, 1 pie share
was distinct from the purchase of the 125 biggahs of malikana land,
or not; and no local enquiry has been made to ascertain if any
separate malikana land really existed.
We therefore remand the case for re-trial. The judge will call
upon appellant to ﬁle thedeed, in virtue of which she and the other
heirs of eetun hold a 9 amzas, 1 pie share of the village as proprie
tors; and will. on reference to the ameen’s report mentioned in the
decision of 1806, and by means of a local enquiry, if necessary,
ascertain the existence, or otherwise, of separate malikana lands, ﬁrst
requiring ﬁ'om the plaintiff a speciﬁc statement of the boundaries of
the land claimed by her in the present suit ; after taking any further
evidence, that may appear to him requisite on the points in question,
he will pass such decision as shall appear to him to be just and
The usual order will issue in regard to stamps.
proper.

J
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1847.

Pnnsnnrz

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

EsQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
PETITION No.

or

214

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Mr. Alexander John Forbes,
ﬁled in this Court on the 4th May 1846, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of Mouzzim Hosein Khan,
additional principal sudder ameen of Purneah, under date the 27th
January 1846, amending that of the moonsiff of Nathpore, under date
the 24th July 1844, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus
Brij Lall Thakoor and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
followin grounds :—
The plaintiff sued for damages, setting forth a violation of an
indigo contract by the defendants; and obtained a decree exparte
from the moonsiff.
The defendants appealed, and the principal sud
der ameen proceeded at once to try the appeal on its merits, with
I

(393)
out requiring the defendants to explain their default in the lower
court, or recording any reasons for admitting them to appeal in the
This was in violation of the Circular
absence of such explanation.
1841
12th
March
of
the
Order
(No. 141,) and has been pleaded in
of the special appeal.
for
the
admission
the application
and
remand
the case to the principal sudder
the
admit
appeal,
that
he
will
instructions
with
ameen,
proceed in conformity to the
cited,
above
before
Circular
proceeding to try the appeal on its
merits.

I

-¢

Tnn

31)

Aueusr

1847.

Pnnsnnr:

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

EsQ.,
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Tamronanr JUDGE.
PETITION No.

216

or

1846.

IN

the matter of the petition of Chaund Sarontal, ﬁled in this
Court on the 5th May 1846, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of Mr. E. Deedes, judge of West Bur
dwan, under date the 5th February 1846, reversing that of the moon
siff of Bishenpore, under date the 14th May 1845, in the case of
the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Dasee Munnee Dibbea and others,
defendants.

It

A

is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following groimds :—
himself to be the tenant of certain dewutter
The petitioner,
statinéopal Singh, sued to set aside a kubooleeut,
lands of Muharajah
forcibly taken from him for the same lands by the opposite party.
He obtained a decree in his favor from the moonsitf; but, on appeal,
remanded the case to the moonsiif, with an order to the
the
judgpat, if the petitioner could induce the Muharajah to join him
effect,
in the plaint, the case might be investigated on their joint suit; but,
if not, it was to be dismissed.
It was his place to decide upon
The judge’s order is irregular.
and not remand the case
record;
the plaint as it appeared upon the
ounds he did, with reference to a party over whom the
on the
plaintiff ﬁred no control.
admit the appeal; and remand the case to the judge, that it may
V
be disposed of by him on its merits.

I

/

394

(

THE

3D

)

Aucusr

1847.

PRESENT:
R. H.

RATTRAY,

EsQ.,

JUDGE.

CASE No.

27

or

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Purneah, Mohummud Roknodeen Khan, November 7th
1845.

RAJAH BEJYE GOVIND SINGH,
wrrn THREE ornnus, wno

APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,
APPEAL,)

DO NOT

'Ut'37’S’llS

GOPEEKISHEN CHOWDHREE AND FOURTEEN

OTHERS, REs

Wukeels

of Appellant—Pursun

Wukeels

of Resp0ndents—Ameer

Komar Thakur and

Ali

E.

Colebrooke.

and Abas Ali.

THIS suit was instituted by appellant and others, on the 1st August
1843, to recover from respondent 342 biggahs, 4 biswas of alluvial
land, belonging to Gopalpore; with mesne proﬁts from 1240 to 1250

Fuslee.

Estimated value (for stamp) Com any’s rupees 12,106-10-1 1.
substance of appellant’s story
that the land in question was
a deposit of the river Heerun, conti uous to, and consequently form
ing a component part of his original estate of Gopalpore; but that,
has been usurped, and
from the time of its becoming productive,
appropriated by respondents, either as pasture, or to cultivation; and
still so held and appropriated.
it

is,

The

is

is

is

Respondents deny the existence of any such land as that described
by appellant. The Heerun, they say, not given to making deposits;
now claimed has been in their possession and occu
and what
a

it,

pancy for generations past, and has peepul and mango trees upon
of the growth of more than half century.
The statement of respondents was proved to the satisfaction of the
principal sudder ameen; who decided accordingly, dismissing the
suit with costs.
Merely observing, that, amongst the documents ﬁled by appellant,
not one with any apparent bearing upon the question at
there
refuted on every point material
issue, and that the parol evidence
afﬁrm the decision appealed from; with costs charge
to the issue,
’

I

is

is
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PONDENTS, (DEFENDANTS.)

able to appellant.

(395)
THE 30 Aueusr

1847.

PRESENT:
A. DICK, Esq.,

CASE

J ones.

No. 123 of 1846.

’

Special Appeal from a decision passed by W. Templer, Esquire, Judge
of West Burdwan, August 6th 1844; reversirig a decree passed
qf Inzloss, April 5th
by Thakur Das Banorjeea,
1844.

RADI-LANATH DUTT, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
UCTSILS

RAJ CHUNDUR MUJMOODAR,
Wulwels

RESPONDENT,

(DEFENDANT.)

qf AppeIlant—Hamz'd Rusool.

Respondent

absent.
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THIS

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 3d March 1846,
under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker:—
‘The petitioner set forth in his plaint, that he had formerly sued

Shistee Dhur, Ramakaunth and Raj Chundur Mujmoodar, for
certain instalments due on a kistbundee for 300 rupees, executed by
Ramakaunth on behalf of himself and his two brothers; but Raj
Chundur Mujmoodar absenting himself, the decrees passed against
the other two brothers only.
‘ The kistbundee was from 1239 to 1243 B. S. ; that in the last
B. S., the balance due was rupees 50, which Raj
year,
l2f13
Cliundur M11_]II100d8.I‘ and another brother, Bishennath Mu_]moodar,
took on themselves; and on the llth Aughun 1243 B. S., they
executed, each of them, a separate kistbundee for 25 rupees each:
1245,
eight rupees to
paid_ui Asszn 1244,
1n_Assm
eight
igﬁees
1246.
That
nine
in
Asszn
Bis
enn
had
and
rupees
discharged the
Chundur Mujmoodar not doin so,
amount of his kzlstbundee; but
he instituted the present suit against him for the recovery ogthe
amount with
th e execution 0 f th e kistbundee to be
interest.eeniin
‘The moonsiff,
for
the
On appeal the judge reversed the
decreed
plgintiﬁl
proved,
decision of the lower court, solely on the ground that the amount
sued for was included in a former decree against Shistee Dhur and
Ramakaiinth, and not against Raj Chundur.
‘ conceive the
this case,
judge has not taken the correct
0
ection 16,
viewfoé
which cannot be held as comin within the rovisions
The jidge shouldphave tried the case set
Regulation 3 of 1793.
forth by the plaintiff, viz. whether the defendant did voluntarily take
of the _25 rupees, and did execute the
upon himself the
paiyment
adnnt
as
the
kzstbundee,
by
allege
plamt-iff. Not having done so,

I

I

(396)
the judge, by whom the case
the special appeal on this point : and
may be heard, be of opmion that tliezillah judge ought to have done
as stated above, he can try the point from the evidence on record, or
send the proceedings back to the judge, and desire him to do so.’

if

The zillah judge, in his decision, erroneously states, that the
Raj Chundur, was clearly released from all responsibility;
for that decree was given against two only of the defendants, because
defendant,

it,

they had admitted they gave the kistbundee, or instalment bond.
The defendant, Raj Chundur, had defaulted, and therefore the decree
could not be given against him without
into evidence.
The
going
to
had
moved
the
court
eci
the admissions
however,
plaintiff,
eon
of
the two defendants present, and so far released Raj Chundur.
This
suit must be decided on the deed, on which the claim is founded.
The judge will weigh well the evidence adduced in proof of
and
whatever the defendant may produce in refutation, and then decide.

tin

Case remanded.

THE 4'ri1 AUGUST

1847.
'

A. DICK, EsQ.,
JUDGE.

J.

W. B. JACKSON and
A. F. HAWKINS, ESQRS.
TEMPORARY Junens.

CASE No.

121

or

1845.

Ameen

of

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by
Jessore,

March

the

Principal Sudder

15th 1845.

RAEE BYKUNTNATH CHOWDHREE

AND

orunas, APPEL

LANTS, (DEF1~:NDANTs,)
versus

ALUNG MUNNEE DASSEE, MOTHER AND GUARDIAN or
PREMCHAUND BOSE, son or RAM TUNNOO BOSE, DE
CEASED, AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS,

(PLAINTIFFS.)

of

Appellants-—Pursun Komar Thakur, Ramapershad Race,
Ram Race, Taruck Chundur Race, and Ram Pran Race.

Wuheels

of

Wuheels
Sree

Respondents—J. G. Waller and Kishen Kishore Ghose.

THIS
a claim for 2,000 biggahs of land in Chukla Muteal, &c.,
within turf Jumera and Peprail, peryumzah
with
Syudpore;
wasilat from 1237 to date of suit, 17th July 1844.
Suit laid at
is
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PRESENT:

..~

(397)
The defendants repl , that the land belongs to their
32,602 rupees.
own village Tolna Bazeedpore; but tliey also state, that the suit can
not be heard in consequence of lapse of time.
On the 15th March 1845, the principal sudder ameen threw out
the objection on the ground of lapse of time, and gave an award in

b

is

a

it

;]

a

3,

5

a

a

a

is

a

it,

‘

if
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by

:

ﬁle

in

it

the

favor of plaintiffs. From this decision the present appeal is made.
We ﬁnd that the dispute, regarding the right to this land, is stated
by the laintiﬁs to have commenced m 1230; again, in 1231 B. E. or
1824,
dispute continuing, the magistrate attached the land and
In
this state
crops.
apparently remained till the 15th May 1829,
on which date the magistrate, under Regulation 15, 1824, decided
favor of plaintiifs.
In 1830, the commissioner, reversing the
decision of the magistrate,
ordered that defendants should remain in
In 1838, 23d October, the plaintiffs brou ht forward
possession.
their claim in the civil court. In 1842, 30th November,
principal
sudder ameen struck out the case, on the default of plaintiffs to lodge
money, as directed, for payment of the ameen this order was aﬂirmed
the judge on
regular appeal, and no further appeal was made;
but the present suit was brought on the 17th July 1844.
Without entering into the question of possession, previous to the
their own admission, plaintiffs
plain, that,
magistrate’s order,
have been out of possession from the date of the commissioner’s order
from that time till the date of instituting the present suit
fourteen
years have passed. The plaintiffs claim to have the
[1830
1844]
years, during which the former suit was pending, deducted from
the account; but this appears to be inadmissible.
By Section 14,
suit
1793, the courts are prohibited from hearing
Regulation
the cause of action have arisen 12 years before any suit shall have
been commenced on account of
unless the complainant can shew
that he preferred his claim within that period to
court of competent
jurisdiction, and shall assign satisfactory reasons why he did not pro
ceed in the suit; or shall prove that by minority,_ &c., he was pre
cluded from obtaining redress.’ The plaintiffs raise objections to the
grounds on which the former suit was struck off the ﬁle, but they
cannot now be heard; no suﬁicient reason
assigned for their not
If dissatisﬁed with the judge’s order, they
proceeding in that suit.
should have ﬁled
special appeal in this Court, or have applied for
review of the judge’s decision.
The plaintiffs also urge, that, while the former case was pending,
the plaintiff, Ramdial, died, and left
minor son as his heir; but
the place of Ramdial was supplied, within the space of 3-} months,
by his two widows, as guardians of his child, the present plaintiffs.
They were not therefore precluded from obtaining redress by
minority.
We therefore reverse the decision of the principal sudder ameen,
'
and dismiss the claim: costs against the plaintiffs.

4_.-_

v-_

(398)
Tan 4TH Aueusr
Pansnnr:

1847.

R. H.

ESQ.,

RATTRAY,

CASE No.

164

or

JUDGE.
1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Behar, Hedayet Ali Khan, December 13th 1845.

BHYROO

SOOKUL, APPELLANT,
UBTSUS

RAJAH GOUR BULLUBH
Wukeels
Wukeels

ornnns, Rnsronnnnrs,

(DnFnN1>A1~1'rs.)

Colebrooke and Aman Ali.
Respondents-—lVeelmannee and Sheo Nurain.

of Appellant-—E.

qf
THIS suit was instituted by
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AND

(PLAINTIFF,)

appellant, in formd pauperis, on the
2d September 1843, to recover, from respondents, possession of mou
zahs Selimpore, and others, and a certain garden called the ‘Katm
bagh’; with record of name (as proprietor) in the Government books,
and reversal of orders passed by the deputy collector and the super
intendent of Ifluis Muhdls, on the 28th February 1840, and 14th June
1841, respectively; and mesne proﬁts from 1242 to 1250 Fuslee.
Estimate (for stamp) Company’s rupees 11,404-14-9-5.
The above claim was founded on what appellant has designated a
‘ sunnud ;’
‘
being a deed executed by the Bhow Ranee’, the widow of
Rajah Mukund Bullub’h, on the 30th Bhadoon 1240 F. (1833,) con
ferring, as he (appellant) believes, or pretends to believe, the pro
prietary right, which it is his object to establish, to the lands in ques
tion. The purport of the paper (which is denied altogether by res
pondents) is nothing more than the delegation to appellant of the
of certain religious ceremonies and observances at a
superintendence
shrine at Gya, towards the support of which certain lands, (these
accordinv to appellant) subject to the management of the superin
tendent, had been appropriated by a preceding rajah.
One Ramdhun,
who had ﬁlled the oﬁice before, is dismissed on the score of miscon
duct; his successor, of course, in the absence of any thing to the con
trary, being similarly liable. The orders of the authorities, which ap
pellant seeks to cancel, relate to the resumption of the lands, which
had been held as lakhiraj, and the subsequent settlement of them
made with the rajah.
The principal sudder ameen dismissed the suit, on the ground of
the ‘ sunnud,’ in virtue of which the action was brought, not con
veying any ri ht to appellant, such as was sought to be established;
and being furtlier open to rejection, as deﬁcient in regard to its stamp
(of 2 rupees) as an instrument of the nature pleaded.
Concurring with the principal sudder ameen in his view and dis
posal of the case, I afﬁrm the decision appealed from; with all costs
chargeable to appellant, as usual in regard to paupers.

‘

‘

(399)
THE 5'rn Aueusr

1847.

PRESENT:

W. B. JACKSON, ESQ.,
T1-mronanr

CASE No.

332

or

J coon.

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judpe qf Bhagulpore,
August 3d 1844; conﬁrming a decree passed by the Moonsff qf
Sorujgurra, April lst 1844.

SHEWUK RAM, APPELLANT, (PLAmT1rr,)
UETSMS

(DEFENDANT.)

it

9,

it,
is

THIS case was admitted to special a peal, on the 3d August 1847,
under the followin certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. Jackson :
‘
The decision 0? the moonsiff was recorded on the lst April 1844,
which was an established Mahomedan holiday, viz. the Fateha D0az
duhum, as appears from the report of the serishtedar of this Court: the
decision is consequently, in my opinion, null and void, and the judge’s
order aﬁirming it to be set aside.
The special appeal is admitted to
this oint.’
tryTl1is iiase was again bro
As the decision of the
ht forward.
moonsiﬂ‘ was passed on an estldﬁlished holiday, it is evidently defec
tive and void; and the judge’s order conﬁrming
also liable to the
same objection.
Ordered, imder the provisions of Regulation
1831, that the case be returned to the judge, with orders to return
to the moonsitf to be decided, in the usual course, according to law.

nu‘:

THE 5TH Auousr

1847.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER,

EsQ.,

J

unen.

PETITION No. 349

or

1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Seetanath Raee, ﬁled in this Court on
the 5th July 1846, praying for the admission of a special appeal
from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of East Burdwan,
under date the 14th April 1845, reversing that of the moonsitf of
Kytee, under date 26th August 1844, in the case
Race, plaintiff, versus Government and others, de
engeetanath
ants.

Chowkee
mp’

Us

I
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SUKHAWUT HOSEIN, Rnsronnnnr,

(400)
This case was thrown out in appeal for a default in the moonsitf’s
court, thus exhibited in the decision of the appellate court: viz. that
a requisition on the plaintiff to deposit tullubana to enable the court‘
to issue a proclamation for the attendance of the defendants, made on
4th August 1843, was not complied with till the 8th December
followin . But the moonsiff having been called upon for an expla
nation, gr not acting up to the provisions of Act 29 of 1841, replied
that the statement of the principal sudder ameen was incorrect; that
it would appear from the record, that, after the requisition of the 4th
August, a representation was made on the 17th idem by the peada,
who had the ﬁrst notice to serve, that he could not ascertain the
On which, on the 26th idem, the
place of abode of the defendants.
to
the
was
required
place of residence of the defendants,
give
plaintiff
which havin been done, a fresh notice was issued on the defendants.
The return icing that they were not to be found, the plaintiff was
required, on 16th November and on the 1st December, to deposit the
tullubana for issuing the usual proclamation, which they did do on
the 27th November and 8th December.
Having tested this by
am of opimon there was no
for and examining the nutthee,
calli
defaﬁft; and, under the provisions of Section 3, Act 29, 1841 ,
cancel the order of the principal sudder ameen, and remand the pro-—
ceedings, that the appeal may be tried on its merits.
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I

I

--3_

I

Tm: 5TH Aueusr
Pnnsnnrz
C.

TUCKER,

1847.

EsQ.,

JUDGE.
PETITION

N0.

351

or

1845.

the matter of the petition of Komul Munnee Dassea, ﬁled in this
Court on the 5th July 1845, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of East Burd—
wan, under date the 14th April 1845, reversing that of the moonsitf
of the sudder station, under date the 5th October 1844, in the case

IN

Komul Munnee Dassea, plaintiff, versus Gooroo Dassee and
ot'Musst.
others, defendants.
In this case the petitioner, plaintiff in the suit, was required by the
moonsiif, on the 15th September 1843, to ﬁle a list of witnesses in
On the 16th she ﬁled a petition, soliciting to be allowed
two days.
of the court, after the Dusserah
after the
one
week
till
re-opening
recor ed on this petition by the moonsiﬂ’,
vacation. The only order
was, that it be placed with the nutthee. The court re-opened on the
27th October 1843; and on 2d November following, the petitioner
ﬁled her list of witnesses, which was received by the moonsiff, who
decided the case on its merits, dismissing the petitioner’s suit.
She
the
case
to
the
and
ameen,
sudder
referred
being
principal
appealed,

(401)
that officer refused to
into the merits of the appeal, alleging that
the petitioner’s suit sgo
l0l1l(.l have been struck off on default under
Act 29, 1841.
From this the petitioner applies for a special appeal, on the ground
that having preferred an application for time, she could not be in
default, until that application was rejected; that it was no fault of
hers, that the moonsiif passed no order on her petition.
am of 0Pl!ll0!1 the petitioner has the law on her side; and imder
the provisions of Section 3, Act 29, 1841,
annul the principal
sudder ameen’s order, and remand the proceedings, in order, that the
appeal may be tried on its merits.

I

I

-_§_.

Tar: 5TH Aucusr

1847.

Pmasnnrz

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

EsQ.,

1

's

a

by

it

2,

it

2

the

ju

IN the matter of the petition of F uzl Ali and others, ﬁled in this
for the admission of a special
Court on the 24th June 1847,
prayiplg
Mr.
decision
of
J.
from
the
Money, additional judge of
appeal
date
the
23d
March
under
1847, reversin
,
that of
Chittagon
Moulvee ishrutf Ali Khan, principal sudder ameen of Chittagon ,
under date the 14th May 1846, in the case of Mohun Lal Sookul,
plaintiff, versus the petitioners, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
followin grounds:—
The plamtiff sued for certain lands, stated by him to be included
in an estate, purchased by him at auction: the extent of land
claimed was 1 dhoon, 1 kani, 2 gundahs, 2 cowries.
The defendants
pleaded that they held 4 dhoons of Zakhirqj land in the village, in
which plaintiff sought to recover; and that the land sued for was
The
sudder ameen dismiss
part of that lakhira'
property.
ed the claim; but
decision, considering that the
ge reversed purincipal
defendants were entitled only to
lumi of lakhirqj land, of
dhoons,
which they were in possession.
The judge’s decision may be correct as to the merits of the case,
He should (with
but he has arrived at
by
wrong process.
advertence to Construction 981) have referred to the collector, under
Section 30, Regulation
1819, to ascertain whether the lakhirqj
tenure was good for the extent of land claimed under
by the
the judge,
defendants, or only for that portion, to which, as stated
the defendants were entitled.
admit the special appeal, and remand the case for reference to
the collector accordingly.

I
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Tsmromar Juncn.
PETITION No. 370 or 1847.

(402)
Tar: 7TH AUGUsr

1847.

Pmssnmr:

W. B. JACKSON, ESQ.,

CASE

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
No. 37 of 1841.

_

Review qf Judgment passed on the above case in favor qf Respondents,
on the 24th December 1844, by 1111'. E. M. Gordon.

UBHEE RAM CHOWDHREE

AND OTHERS, APPELLANTS,

(DEFENDANTS,)
U€7'87l8

MUNORUT SINGH,

DECEASED, THEN MUss'r. BHUWANEE
AND ANOTHER, GUARDIANS or ms MINOR son, RESPONDENTS,

(PLA1N'r1EEs.)
Wukeel

of Appellants—Abas
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Respondent

Ali Khan.

absent.

THIS is a claim laid at 4,978 rupees, _l2 annas, being price of
indigo plant, and of hulye and boosee, carried away from the plaintiﬂs’
land by defendants; and for 732 rupees, value of 365 biggahs land
in talookah Ramchundurpore: total claim rupees 5,708.
The principal sudder ameen, on the 31st December 1839, recorded
a decree in favor of plaintiffs, which was aﬁirmed in this Court by
Mr. Gordon, on the 24th December 1844.
On the 25th June 1845, Mr. Gordon admitted a. review at the
instance of defendants, observing, that the decree rested solely on
oral evidence, which was in some degree substantiated by documents

ﬁled by the defendants, with their petition for review.
The new documents ﬁled by the defendants are :—
lst. A purwaneh from the magistrate to the darogah, dated 17th
September 1836, or 3d Asin 1243, mentioning an apprehension of
an affray: in answer to which the darogah (25th October, or 10th
Kartick of the same year) states, that there is no immediate fear of
such an occurrence, as the indigo factory has not yet been built.
2d.
A copy of a petition from Ramshcwuk, one of the defendants,
on which the magistrate ordered that the darogah should take
measures to keep the peace.
A petition from the agent of Nuwab Zumoorud Ali Khan,
3d.
that the defendants wish to deprive the Nuwab of their
porgplaining
an .
These documents standing by themselves, and altogether unsup
ported by oral evidence, are, in my opinion, insuﬁicient to meet the
evidence of 7 Witnesses of laintiffs, who depose to the main facts stated
by them, viz. that the lancl)belon s to plaintiifs, and that the produce of
it was carried away by the defendants. Moreover, the plaintiffs ﬁle an

(403)
for the lands in question, in support of their statement, and
one or two other papers.
The defendants contend now, that, if the
darogah states correctly that the factory was not built in 1243, they
could not have carried away the crops to that factory in that year:
the dar0gah’s statement is dated in Kartick, and the crops are said to
have been taken away in Asar and Bhadoan, earlier in the same
year, according to the Bengallee calendar. But the dar0_qah’s' report is
founded on the verbal statement of a burkundaz, who heard what is
: such a report cannot be allowed to
reported from a third
set aside the evidence o person
7 witnesses on oath. On the whole, I see no
suiﬁcient grounds to interfere with the judgment already recorded in
this case. Costs to be paid by the petitioner for review.
amulnameh

A

THE 7TH Auensr

1847.

PRESENT:

J. A. F. HAWKINS,
1

CASE No.

Juness.

Esq.,
TEMPORARY Juncn.

144

01-‘

1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Dinagepore, December 19!/L 1844; reversing a decree
passed by the 1lIoonsiﬂ'qfPutneetollab, October 4th 1844.

GHOLAM MOHUMMUD SHAH, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
'U(.’7'S7lS

BUNJOOREE CHERAGEE,
Wukeel
Wukeel

RESPONDENT,

(PLAmr1rP.)
of Appellant——Abas Ali.
of Respondent—Pursun Komar Thakur.

THIS

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 10th
under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Sir

June

‘

1846,
:

R%bert
Defendant bought vill e Booram pergunnah
, in execution
oyee l3arlow
decree, and sued: the plii?ntiﬁ' sumifiarily for balance of rent on a
certain jote in the said village, due from Bysack to Srabun 1250 ; and,
on the 22d February 1844, got a decree before the deputy collector.

of

The

present

action is

brought to reverse the decision

of that

oﬁicer.
‘

it.

The principal sudder

00 eut in decisipnf,
the ground that the defendant
ameenoaeverésed
proo
pr uce no tl;:;bmopnsiﬂ”s
right to demand rents.

lpii

The moonsiff dismissed the plaint after _ful_l investigation, setting
aside the plea that the land held by the plaintiff was the propertyof
one Dhurm Nurain Chowdhree, a third party, who appeared to claim
o
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O. TUCKER, Esq., and
Sm R. BARLOW, BART.,

is

(404)
‘

The Court’s Constructions Nos. 380 and 574, clearl point out, that
of a kubooleut is not indispensable, if gy the accounts
it appear that arrears are bond ﬁde due. In this case the defendant
ﬁled the jumma-wasilbalwe papers of the village, and proved the
The principal sudder ameen’s decision is at
balance to be due.
variance with the provisions of the Constructions quoted: and a spe
cial appeal is therefore admitted.’
The moonsiff decided in favor of the defendant, who had obtained
a summary decree before the deputy collector, on the strength of
the jumma-wasilbakee papers and other proofs ﬁled. The principal
sudder ameen reversed the moonsiff’s decision, because no kubooleut,
or other trustworthy documents were ﬁled. The jumma-wasilbakee
papers were on the record, and are of themselves, if proved, good and
The principal sudder ameen,
suiﬁcient ground to establish a balance.
without testing them, or pronoimcing judgment as to their being good
or otherwise, has, in fact, declared them to be no evidence in the case.
Without, therefore, recording any opinion as to the sufficiency of the
evidence to prove the balance due, we remand the case, and direct
the principal sudder ameen to re-admit it on his ﬁle.
He will
recording his reason at large for admitting, or rejecting
dispose of
the evidence

adduced.

L,

THE 7TH Auensr

1847.

PRESENT:

C.

TUCKER,

EsQ., and

SIR R. BARLOW, BART.,

_

J.

JUDGES.

A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,

UDGE.

J

TEMPORARY

CASE No.

269

or

1846.
by

by

the Principal Sudder Ameen
Special Appeal from a decision passed
December
19th
1844;
qf Dinagepore,
reversing a decree passed
the M00nsz_'ﬂ'qf Putneetollah, October 4th 1844.

GHOLAM MOHUMMUD SHAIQ, APPELLANT,

(DnFE1~mANT,)

‘I187’-SW5

qf qf

GREEDHUR. MUNDUL, RESPONDENT, (PLA1N'r1FF.)
Appellant—Abas Ali.
Resp0ndent—Pursun Komar Thakur.
THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the 10th June 1846,
under the followin certiﬁcate recorded by Sir R. Barlow :—
Defendant sued; the plaintiff summarily for balance of rent, and
obtained a decree before the deputy collector.
This plaint (founded on the same grounds as that of Bunjoore
case preceding No. 144 of 1846, already disposed
Cheragee, plaintiff
Wukeel

‘

Wukeel

in

‘
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it,

the production

(405)

.___.

THE 7TH Auensr

1847.

PRESENT:

TUCKER, EsQ., and
BARLOW, BART.,
Jnnens
A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.
Tnmronmr JUDGE.
CASE No. 113 or 1847.

C.

by

J.

SIR R.

the Principal Sudder
Appeal from a decision passed
Ameen of Dacca, April 25th 1845; amending a decree passed
the Moonsgf
Naraingunge, August 31st 1843.

by

Special

of

KEWULRAM DUTT, DOORGADAS

AND
LANTS, (DEFENDANTS,)

ornnns, APPEL

versus

KALEEKISHUN DUTT, FOR HIMSELF AND AS MANAGER or
KUMLAKAUNTH, Rnsronnnnrs, (PLAINTIFFS.)
Wukeel

of
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it

it,

the

of) is to reverse the deputy collector’s orders. The moonsiﬁ dismissed
the action, and the rincipal sudder ameen reversed his decision: both
authorities refer to their judgments in the case No. 120, in which are set
forth their reasons, and which they consider applicable to this case also.
‘
A special appeal is admitted with reference to the Constructions
Nos. 380 and 574, which are opposed to the law laid down in the
principal sudder amcen’s roceedings of the date quoted.’
The moonsiff decided) in favor of the defendant, who had
obtained a summary decree before the deputy collector on the
strength of jumma wasilbakee papers and other proofs ﬁled. The
principal sudder ameen reversed the moonsiff’s decision, because no
The jumma
kubooleeut, or other trustworthy documents were ﬁled.
wasilbakee papers were on the record ; and are of themselves,
if proved, good and suﬁicient groimd to establish a balance. The
sudder ameen, without testing them, or pronounc'
principal
judgment as to their being ood or otherwise, has, in fact, declarudd
them to be no evidence in
Without, therefore, recording
case.
any opinion as to the suﬂiciency of the evidence to rove the balance,
we remand the case; and direct the principal sudder ameen to re
admit
on his ﬁle, and he will dispose of
recordin his reasons at
large for admitting, or rejecting the evidence adducedl

Appellant—Abas

Respondent

THIS

case was

under
,}84'£,
uc er :—

the

admitted
following

Ali.

absent.
appeal, on the 16th January
certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. Charles

to special

(406)

“

‘

In this case the plaintiffs sued the petitioners for the property left
by one Bydenath Dutt, as nearest of kin and sapinda to the deceas
ed.
Plaintiifs appealed.
The moonsitf dismissed the claim.
The
principal sudder ameen reversed the decision of the lower court, and
gave the property to the plaintiffs (appellants,) though he admits that
the connection between them and the deceased could not be traced
by regular descent; so that, whether the appellants were within the
degree of aﬂinity, which, under the Hindoo law, is required, in order
to succeed to the property of a deceased person, is not established.
‘
Under such circumstances, the practice of the courts would require‘
the plaintiffs’ claim to be dismissed, as not being established.
It is not
sutﬁcient to say that the plaintiffs are nearer of kin to the deceased
than the defendants, without showing that they were in that position
there
which the law requires before they can claim the succession.
fore admit the special appeal, to try whether the decision of the prin
cipal sudder ameen is not, in the ﬁrst place, contrary to the practice
of the courts ; and, secondly, whether it is not altogether without
foundation.’
As the principal sudder ameen admits the respondents failed to
prove their right of succession, he had no alternative, imder the law,
but to aﬁirm the decision of the moonsilf, which we accordingfy now
do, reversing that of the principal sudder ameen.
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THE 7TH AUGUST
Pnnsnnr :
C.

1847.

TUCKER, EsQ., and
BARLOW, BART.,

Sm R.

J unens.
J. A. F. HAWKINS, ESQ.,
TEMPORARY J UDGE.
CASE No.

274

or

1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by llloulvee Myenooddeen 8%
dur, Additional Principal Sudder Ameen of Hooyhly, November
21st l844; aﬁirminy a decree passed by Sudderooddeen Mohummud,
M0onsg'ﬂ" of Rajapore, January llth 1844.

SHAMA MOHUN BOSE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)

RAMNURAIN

versus

MOOKERJEE,

AND

ornsns, RESPONDENTS,

<DEFENDANTS.)
Wukeels

of Appellant-—A.

A.

Sevestre and

Gobindchurn

Mookerjea.

Wukeel

of Resp0ndents—Abas Ali.

THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the
1846, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by

Tucker :—

,

26th August
Mr. Charles

(401)
‘

In this

case the plaintiff sued to recover possession of four big
he asserted the defendants had dispossessed
In the course of the proceedings before the moonsifi, the
him.
Ramnurain Mookerjee, moved the co_urt to
principal defendant,
four
of
the
whom he asserted had nothing to
defendants,
discharge
do with the case, and had been made defendants purposely to
de
prive him of the advantage of their evidence as witnesses.
This
was done without permission of the plaintiff, and the men so

of land, of which

dis

ahs

-it

case.

THE 9TH Auousr

1847.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER,

EsQ.,

JUDGE.
PETITION No.

302

or

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Sumbhooram Surma, ﬁled in this

the 15th June 1846, praying for the admission of special
appeal from the decision of the lst principal assistant commissioner
of Nowgong, in Assam, under date the 2d March 1846, revers'
that of the assistant commissioner of Nowgong, imder date 8th Marlhlh
1845, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiﬁ’, versus Si-eekunth Biswas,
defendant.
a

Court on

The petitioner in this case sued the defendant, who held the oﬁice
of police darogah, for the value and hire of a boat, which he had

taken from him and neither returned the boat, nor paid him its value,
or the hire of it.
The defendant replied, that, in seizing the plaintiffs boat, he had
acted under the orders of the magistrate to furnish the seijeant saheb
with a boat. That the serjeant saheb took the boat, but never
;-
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I

is

by

charged were then summoned as witnesses by Ramnurain Mookeijee,
and examined on his behalf; and ﬁnally, the plaintiﬂ"s
casewas
dismissed by the moonsiﬁ, and aﬁirmed in appeal
the additional
The special appeal
principal sudder ameen.
applied for on these
admit it, considering the proceed
grounds: and on these grounds
ings to be entirely and thoroughly vitiated by the conduct of the
moonsitf as above set forth.’
_
We are of opinion, that the facts, stated in the above certiﬁcate,
vitiate the proceedings ab initio.
Annulling therefore the decisions
of both the lower courts, we remand the proceedings, and _direct
that the moonsiff will proceed against all the defendants in the

returned.

(408)
The sub-assistant commissioner decreed for the plaintiff; but on
appeal the principal assistant reversed the decision of the lower court,
remarking that the defendant, having acted under the orders of the
ma 'strate, was not responsible.
This may be legally correct; but, to dismiss the petitioner’s plaint
altogether, is manifestly inequitable. There is no question of the
petitioner having been deprived of his property; and if the civil
authorities could not, by representing the circumstances tothe serjeant’s
to have
commanding oﬁicer, obtain restitution of the boat, they
t e serjeant
permitted the plaintiﬁf to amend his plaint by includingouglht
as defendant.

I

remand the
Considering the decision in appeal manifestly unjust,
proceedings under the provisions of Clause 2, Section 2, Regulation 9,
1831, with directions to the principal assistant commissioner to pro
ceed de nova as above indicated.

iii

Tnu 9TH Aueusr

1847.

C.

TUCKER,

ESQ.,

JUDGE.

»

PETITION No. 300

or

1846.

b
7

P

P

'

9,

2,

2,

I

is

Iry

IN the matter of the petition of Hurdyal Bhuggut and Chedee Singh,
ﬁled in this Court on the 13th June 1846, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of
zillah Shahabad, under date the 10th March 1846, reversing that of
the moonsiif of Sasseram, under date the 22d Aug st 1845, in the
case of Rajranee and Mohun Singh, plaintiffs, versus Ii-iirdyal Bhuggut
and Chedee Singh, defendants.
In this case the plaintiffs sued for possession of three houses,
pucka and kutcha, with rents due thereon from 1244 to 1250, alleging
they had been dispossessed by the defendants.
The defendants pleaded the indistinctness of the plaint, which
neither indicated the date that plaintiffs came into possession of the
'
houses, nor that of their dispossession; whilst pram ti facie it was pre
sumable the suit was barred by the statute of limitations.
'
Th e moonsitf dismissed the plaint, enterin fully on the case. His
the principal sudder’
decision however was reversed on appeal
ameen, Monowur Ali Khan, whose investigation
unsatisfactory and
insutﬁcient.
therefore remand the case under the provisions of
Clause
1831, in order that the principal
Section
Regulation
sudder ameen may enquire into the point of revious osses
S19“
.
.
the appellants m lllS court, and, consequently, Whether the suit has
.
.
.
een brought withm time.
b
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Pnnsmzrz

(409)
Tm: 9TH Aueusr

1847.

PRESENT:
R. H.

l

RATTRAY, ESQ,
Jones.

CASE No.
Ameen

or

1846.
by

the Principal Sudder
Appeal from a decision passed
Purnealz, Mohummud Roknodeen Khan, May 21st I846.

qf

Regular

182

AND RAJ AH MUHIN
URAIN RAEE, APPELLANTS, (PLAINTIFI-‘S,)

DUR

N

RAJ AH RAJINDUR NURAIN RAEE
UETS U8

GOBIND SINGH AND RAJ AH SUT CHURN
AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS, (DEl<‘ENDANTS.)

qf

Wukeels

Appellants—Gh0lam

E.

Q»...

Komar

Thakur

and

Colebrooke.

a

THIS suit was instituted by appellants on the 4th June 1845, to
recover from respondents the sum of Company’s rupees 55,522-9-6;
being interest, at 12 per cent. per annum, on Company’s rupees
1,66,487, 12 annas, 71; pies, from the 3rd January 1820 to the 6th
September 1842.
The purport of the plaint
that, in execution of
decree passed
by the Sudder Dewarmy Adawlut, on the 27th July 1812, under
which half of the estate of Rance lndraoutee, deceased, was adjudged
to Bhya Jha, father of Rajah Bejye Gobind Singh, the sum of
Company’s rupees 7,110,533-3-12, principal with compound interest,
was declared by the Sudder Court, on the 18th December 1819, to
be due as wasilat, by Sree Nurain Raee, father of appellants; that
the same was paid to Bhya Jha, from money belonging to Sree
Nurain Raee, then lodged in the general treasury. That appellants
appealed against this award to England; that, on the 5th July 1839,
the order of the Sudder Court was modiﬁed by the Court of Privy
reduction of the amount adjudged to Company’s rupees
Council by
5,74,045-7-4%,
principal and interest; that, upon this, appellants
to
the
Sudder Court for the refund of the difference, or
applied
principal, and 4,54,202-9-10,
Company’s rupees 1,66,487-12-7%,
interest; that, on the 31st January 1842, Sir Robert Barlow ordered
payment of the principal, but refused the interest, as beyond his
a

\
\ I

l

7

Sufdur.

Resp01ulents—-ﬁrsun

is,

1 I 1 _.__

6

',_,

lVu/reel

F
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GHOSAL

qf

RAJ AH BEJ YE

(410)
competency to award summarily; that, on the 6th September 1842,
appellants received the principal, and now sue for the interest to that
date.
That Rajah Kalee Shlmkur Ghosal, grand father of Sut
Churn Ghosal and others, (respondents) was Bhya ha’s security, and
was therefore made a defendant in the case.

J

is,

Mr. Charles Reid was also a defendant, as the mokhtear (or
attorney) of Bhya ha.
in substance, that the English decree contains no
The answer
order or provision for the payment of the interest now claimed; that
no claim or petition was ever preferred to the Court of Privy Council

J

is

it

a

bi!
it,

it

it

for such interest; that, exceeding the principal as
does, and being
be
for,
sued
carmot
recovered;
and
that the order,
legally
separately
which was passed by the Privy Council, has been satisﬁed by the
already made to appellants.
payment of all that was adjudged
The principal sudder ameen,
mitting the pleas, generally, of
the
suit;
dismissed
which
decision, in the absence of any
respondents,
in
the
invalidate
before the Court,
to
appeal
thing
hereby
affirmed, with all costs chargeable to appellants.

THE 9TH AUGUsT

1847.

PRESENT:

TUCKER,

C.

EsQ.,

JUDGE.
PETITION

No.

301

or

1846.

9,

2,

I

a

o

a

IN the matter of the petition of Musst. Oomdut-o-nissa Bibi and
others, ﬁled in this Court on the 13th June 1846, praying for the
from the decision of the additional
admission of
special
zillah 24-Pergunnahs, under date the 20th
principal sudder ameen atppeal
March 1846, amending that of the moonsiff of Putherghutta, under
date the 24th December 1845, in the case of the petitioners, plain
tiffs, versus Ram Hurree Mundul, defendant.
An appeal from this
This case was nonsuited by the moonsiff.
was preferred, and the case referred to the additional principal
sudder ameen, Myenooddeen Sufdur, who recorded his opinion that
nonsuit, and then proceeded to dispose
there was no grounds for
In doing so, he acted irregularly,
of the case on its merits himself.
and should have conﬁned himself to the consideration of the pro
priety, or otherwise, of the moonsiﬁ"s order nonsuiting the peti
tioners.
therefore remand the proceedings zmder the provisions of Clause
1831, with orders to the additional prin
Section
Regulation
cipal sudder ameen to proceed de nova, as above instructed.
2,
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(411)
Tm: 9rn Aueusr

1847.

Psesi-:Nr:

W. B. JACKSON, Esq.,

L

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

|

CASE No.

168

or I845.

,Re_qular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen qf Purnea, April 23a’ 1845.

RAJAH RAJINDUR NURAIN RAEE,
(PLAINTIFF,)

APPELLANT,

’U8T8 U8

MUHINDUR NURAIN RAEE
RESPONDENTS,

Wulieel

RANEE SIDHWUTTEE,

(DEFENDANTS-)

of Appellant—-Hamid
of Resp0ndents—A. A.

Rusoal.
Sevestre.

CLAIM for Sicca

rupees 1,23,333-4-5, principal and interest, on
account of proceeds of a zemindaree, forming part of the patrimonial
estate.

tie

The plaintiff is brother of the defendant, Muhindur Nurain, and
the Rance, defendant, is the mother of both.
The plaintilf asserts,
that, in Che]/t 1244, the defendant, Muhindur Nurain, carried away
12,60,001 ru
s, from the plaintiﬁ’s treasury at Soria: of this, one
half belon edxfeo plaintiff, and he now sues for this half share with
interest:
suit being instituted 17th April 1844, or 6th B]/sakh
1251.

On the 23d April

1845, the principal sudder ameen dismissed

the

c
1

aim.
5

ﬁnd the claim of the plaintiff rests entirely on the evidence of
who deposed to the main fact of taking away rupees; but
their evidence
conﬂicting on many points of importance. They are
not clear as to the sum taken away; but they agree in the fact that
the defendant, Muhindur Nurain, was at that time
minor; that the
without
money was taken away in open day,
any
treasury;
though there was guard of burkundauzes in charge ofoplposition,
and that, notwithstanding the plaintiff’s dwelling house was close by,
no information was given to him at the time. Further
appears, that
no complaint against the alleged violence was lodged at the thannah;
until this suit
and, in fact, that no notice whatever was taken of
with
the principal
was brought, seven years afterwards.
agree
sudder ameen in considering the plaintiffs claim not established, and
conﬁrm his decision.

I

e

al

a

is

witnesses,

I

it

it

a
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Wukeel

AND

(412)
THE 10TH Aueusr
Passnnr:

A. DICK,

1847.

ESQ.,

Jones.

CASE No.

107

or

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by Raee Lokenath Bhose,
Additional Principal Sudder Ameen of Jessore.
.
OMA MYE DIBBEAH AND ornnas, APPELLANTS,

(PLAm'r1FFs,)
versus

SOOPUN BIBI, GHYRUTOOLA AND ornnas, Rnsronnnnrs,
(DEFENDANTS.)
W'zz/reels

of Appellants—Sreenath

Sein and

Raj Nurain.
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Resp0ndents—defaulting.

SUIT laid at Company’s rupees 8,429, 5 a. 5 . 3 c., possession on a
tenure denominated
dur-gautee jumma, witb mesne proﬁts; and
damages for crops forcibly cut and carried off at time of ousting.
The claim rested on a pottah, or under-lease, obtained, as alleged, by
plaintilfs husband from two persons named Ufeeloodeen and Kufeel
oodeeu, brothers, and holders of the lease, in 1241 B. E., in virtue
of which her husband, and after his decease, she, plaintiff, held pos
session until I243, when she was forcibly ousted.
Ghyrutoola, the principal defendant, answered that the whole story
was a fabrication, and the suit got up by the putneedar of the estate,
in which the gauteejumma was situated; that he himself was in pos
session of a 6 annas’ share, which was his father’s share, and the re
maining 1O annas’ share belonged to the above named Ufeeloodeen and
That Ufeel died ﬁrst, and Kufeel in
Kufeeloodeen, his ﬁrst cousins.
1244 ; after which, Kufeel’s widow possessed the 10 annas’ until she
quitted the place, and returned to her own family; therefore that 10
armas’ share now was his right, but had been fraudulently taken by
two dependents of the putneedar, who hearing that he, Ghyrutoola,
was about to sue for his right, trumpt up this suit.
The principal sudder ameen, for the reasons fully detailed in his
decision, disbelieved the under-tenure, and dismissed the suit.
The validity of the claim cannot be admitted after a moment’s
consideration. First. The deed, on which it has been founded,
has been sworn to by several witnesses, two of whom have declared
that the two brothers wrote their names each for himself, whereas
Second.
both names are indubitably written by the same hand.
The plaint states that plaintiff was ousted in 1243. B. E. by the
defendants, but not a word about Kufeeloodeen being implicated:

(413)
Third. Plaintiff was ousted in 1243 and
yet he was then alive.
endamaged to a large amount; yet did not complain to the magis
trate or police, or institute any suit, till 1251 B. E. ! These facts, to
gether with others stated by the principal sudder ameen, evince the
claim to be utterl futile.
Principal sudder ameen’s decision affirm
ed, and the appealy dismissed with full costs.

1}

Tnn IOTH Anensr

1847.

PRESENT:

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

EsQ.,

Tsmronnnr
PETITION Nos.

or

1847.

Kali Das Neogee, ﬁled in this
for the admission of a
1847, prayin
principal sudder
special appeal from the decision of Mr. C.
Decem er 1846, reversing
ameen of Mymensin h, under date the 15th idackay,
that of Cazee Ousug Ali, sudder ameen of Mymensingh, under dates
the 15th July 1844 and 16th June 1845, in the case of the peti
tioner plaintiff versus Dyanath Raee and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
IN

Court
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172 AND 173

Jnoon.

the

on

matter of the petition of
the

16th

March

:-

follow'
grounds
Theuplamtiﬁ, a zemindar, instituted two separate actions
eer
the defendants: the one to establish his right to assess mouzah against
basinda and other lands; the other to recover rents at enhanced
rates, to which he declared himself entitled, - having conformed to
The de
the provisions of Sections 9 and 10, Regulation 5, 1812.
tenure.
fendants pleaded a mocurruree
The sudder ameen gave judgment for the plaintiff in both cases.
The principal sudder ameen reversed the sudder ameen’s decisions
In the course of his judgment he ob
and dismissed the plaints.
serves-—-‘ to me it appears that the talooh Beerbasinda, &c., was in
reality granted to Manik Mala Chowdhrain as a separate talooh, on a
jumma of rupees 17-12-2, as per hubaleh ﬁled dated the 24th Aghun
1 184, pergunatee ; and unless clear proof to the contrary be adduced by
plaintiff (which I do not see in this case) would allow it so to stand.’
consider that the principal sudder ameen has proceeded altoge
ther upon a wrong principle, in the foregoing record of the grounds
of his
By Section 51, Regulation 8, 1793, the zemindar
juiggment.
is requir
to prove his right to demand an increase from dependent
taloohdars, reco
'zed as such at the period of the decennial settle
ment, and holgiiig their talooks at a ﬁxed ascertained rent. In
other cases, the proof rests with the party claiming exemption, who
In the present case,
must prove the right to hold at a ﬁxed rent.
the defendants, not being taloohdars of the nature speciﬁed in Sec
tion 5l, Regulation 8, 17 93, it is for them to prove their mocurruree

I

I

(414)
tenure; and the dismissal of the plaintiffs claims, because he has
failed to prove, to the principal sudder ameen’s satisfaction his right
The plaintiff’s right in such cases follows
to enhance, is irregular.
upon the defendants’ failure of proof.
therefore admit both appeals, and remand the cases to the prin
cipal sudder ameen, who will proceed to investigate them de nova;
and should he be of opinion, that the defendants succeed in proving
their mocurruree tenure,‘ he will record at length the reasons of his
judgment on that particular point.

I

Tun 10'rn Aueusr
Pnnsnnr:
C.

TUCKER,

1847.

ESQ.,
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JUDGE.
PETITION No. 311 or 1846.
IN the matter of the petition of Birjo Chundnr Banerjea, ﬁled
in this Court on the l5th June 1846, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of the acting judge of
zillah Backergunge, under date the 16th March 1846, reversing that
of the principal sudder ameen of that district, lmder date the 20th
July 1844, in the case of Birjo Chundnr Banerjea and others, plain

tiffs, versus Kasheekaunth Banerjea and others, defendants.
Omakaunth Banerj ea sued his two brothers, Kasheekaunth and Kalee
kaunth Banerjea, fora third share of the 1 anna, 6 yundas, 2 cowrees,
2 krants’ share of owar-Pungasheea, which he alleged was pur
chased by his father, Bung Chundur Banerjea, on 17th ﬂlauyh 1236
B. E.: he, Bung Chundnr, having, in the year 1231, made a division of
all the property he was then possessed of amongst his three sons, in
equal portions ; and that, in like manner, this subsequent purchase was
held by the three brothers, in equal portions, from the time of pur
chase up to the death of the father, Bung Chundnr, in Mauyh 1238,
when plaintiff alleges his two brothers dispossessed him.
The present suit was brought on 25th Poos 1250 B. S., and a
decree in favor of plaintiff was passed by the principal sudder ameen
on 20th July 1844.
Two appeals were preferred: the present one
by Kasheekaunth Banerjea, on the merits; the other by Kaleekaunth
Banerjea against the payment of costs by him. Pending the ap eals
Omakaunthi Banerjea died.
On 9th February notice was issues for
heirs to appear, and his place was taken by his son, Birjo Chundur
Banerjea, for himself and as guardian of his two brothers, minors.
On
_He appeared and ﬁled a wukulutnamah on 5th March 1846.
the 10th and llth February 1846, two witnesses, Buggeerut Day
and Ram Nurain Chuckurbutty, were examined in appeal; and on
their evidence, with that of others, the judge decided the case on
16th March 1846, reversing the decision of the principal sudder

J

(4l5')

;

9,

2

!

2,

ii

I

of

t

ameen, and
plaintiffs’ claim. As the evidence of these
dismissinithe
was
en before the petitioner appeared to take the
two witnesses
his deceased father,_and only the day after notice
issued
place
was
for heirs to attend, the petitioner was deprived of the privilege of
This being contrary to the established prac
cross-examining them.
the proceedings under the provisions of
tice of the courts,
Re
ation
1831 and direct that the judge re
Clause
Section
reggaind
witnesses
above
two
named, and examine them debnovo,
S11IIlI1l0Il’th6
in the presence of the respondent, or his duly constituted wukeel, and
then dispose of the case.

-3_

‘

THE 10TH Auousr 1847.
PRESENT:

l.

TUCKER,

EsQ.,

JUDGE.
PETITION No. 342 or 1846.
IN the matter of the tition of Birjo Chundur Banerjea, ﬁled in
this Court on the 15th giine 1846, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the acting judge of zillah
Backergunge, under date the 16th March 1846, reversing that of
the principal sudder ameen of that district, under date the 20th
July 1844, in the case of Birjo Chundur Banerjea, plaintiff, versus
is

Kasheekaunth Banerjea and others, defendants.
This the case referred to in the certiﬁcate of this date, on petition
No. 311, in which the judge’s decision having been annulled and
re-investigation directed, this application must necessarily be admitted.
The judge will pass orders regarding the costs awarded against
Kaleekaunth Banerjea by the principal sudder ameen, when he decides
the case again as directed in the aforementioned certiﬁcate, No. 311.

THE

{

llrn

R. H.

Aucusr

1847.

PRESENTS

RATTRAY,

ESQ.,

JUDGE.

CASE No. I8 or 1847.
a

by

the Principal Sudder Ameen
Regular Appeal from decree passed
Bhagulpore, Mohammad Dfajid Khan, November l0th 1846.

of

Z-—-r

LALA RAM SUHAEE,

‘
"
'

APPELLANT, (DEr;‘ENDAN'r,)

versus

RAJAH BIRJNATH NURAIN SINGH,
Wukeels
Wukeels

~‘

to recover

_

by respondent, on the 16th August
from appellant Company’s rupees 9,545-7-6,

THIS suit was instituted
1845,

RESPONDENT,

(PLAlN'I‘IFF.)
Appellant—E. Colebrooke and Ameer Ali.
Resp0ndent—G. S. Judge and Abas Ali.

of of
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C.

(416)
principal money, and Company’s rupees 286-5, interest on the
same; together Company’s rupees 9,83]-l4-6; the same being a
balance due on certain promissory notes, under the circumstances
et forth.
The substance of the plaint is, that, on the 6th May 1845, res
pondent gave to appellant, and Muddun Mohun Banerjea (a
defendant in the case) a hoondee for 50,000 rupees, received from
Mr. Walter Landale, in exchange for certain promissory notes, or
‘
‘
Company’s papers,’ and 65,000 rupees, in
Company’s paper,’
to dispose of, for their amount in cash ; that Ram Suhaee pro
mised to do what was required, and pay the money in one month,
taking the premium and interest due upon the paper at the time
of sale, as his mehnutdna, or commission; that respondent, in
return received, at different times, rupees l,06,005-4-8-6, and no
more ; and that a balance remains due, which, with interest,
amounts to Company’s rupees 9,831-14-6; for which he now
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sues.

Ram Suhaee in answer states, that he received the ‘ paper’, &c.,
for sale, as set forth by respondent, but with the understanding
that he was to receive 5,000 rupees as his mehnutdna (or remune
ration for his trouble ;) that he sold the paper, and, on certain dates
(as detailed,) paid to respondent through the /cothees
(bank
ing houses) of Sulamut Race and Jugmohun Sahoo, rupees
l,l2,032-7-6 ; that of the 5,000 promised as me/mutdna, he has re
ceived rupees 3,567-7-6, leaving still due to him rupees 1,432-8 ;
that the association of Muddun Mohun with him is false; and
that the following items of charge, added to what respondent
acknowledges having received, will leave nothing due to the
latter, but a balance, as just stated, still owing to him (Ram
These items are :
Suhaee.)
lst. ‘ On account of the purchase of the estate of Rusoolpore
Dhoérea, paid by the lcothee of ugmohun Sahoo, from the proceeds
of the sale of the promissory notes to Walter Landale, placed in
that lcothee by Ram Suhaee, rupees 4,615.
‘ Paid
2d.
by the kothee of Jugmohun Sahoo to Jungum
Lal, mokhtarkar, and Muddun Mohun, miib of respondent, for
‘ zurooree lchurch’
(or urgent expenses) rupees 493.
3d. ‘With Muddun Mohun Banerjea, who is responsible for
the same, rupees 870.
_
‘ Hoondian batta, and 5,000
4th.
rupees, mehnutdna.’
Muddun Mohun’s answer is to the same purport. as the plaint
of respondent; but he denies having been associated with Ram
Suhaee, to whom alone (he avers) the sale of the paper was
entrusted.
The principal sudder ameen rejects the pleas of Ram Suhaee, in
the absence of any evidence to uphold them; leaving him to his
remedy against those to whom he asserts he has paid, what is dis

J

(411)

?

I

a

THE

._._.

llrn

Aoousr

1847.

Pm-zssnr:
Sm R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGE.
PETITION No. 23 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Suzeena Bibi and others, ﬁled in
this Court on the 28th January 1847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of
Sylhet, under date the 3d November 1846, aﬂirming that of the
moonsitf of Parcoole, under date the 28th July 1845, m the case of
Mohummud Fyaz and others, plaintiffs, versus petitioner and others,
defendants

is

It
granted on the
hereby certiﬁed that the said application
following gro1mds:—
talook No. 34,
The plaintiffs in Mauyh 1249 B. S., bought
to
sale for Government revenue, and then sold
Jehankhan, at
Nufeeza Banoo; and, with her, sue for possession accordin to cer
tain village papers ﬁled on their part. Defendants, Hyat and Nehar,
waste land, made over to them by the Govern
plead that No. 34
is

a

it

a

is
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it,

;

it

a

4

ll;

allowed by respondent ; and deducting from the amount claimed, the
sum of rupees 3,212-12, loss upon the sale of the hoondees, &c., he
adjudges the rest, with costs against appellant; exempting Muddun
Mohun from all liability.
Now, besides the admission of appellant in regard to the trans
action generally, and the want of every thing, but his own word in
respect to the pleas rejected, there is a circumstance which,
indirectly, would appear to be conclusive against the counter claim
Respondent states,
(of appellant) of 5,000 rupees as mehnutdna.
that appellant was to take the premium and interest due upon the
paper entrusted to him for sale, in lieu of any other remuneration;
what the interest amounted to is not very clear, but there was a
something: the premium upon the 5 per cent. paper, of which the
amount was little short of half a lakh, was above 8 per cent., leaving,
after deduction for the discount of
per cent. upon the remaining
large balance in favor of the seller,
paper (of the per cent. loan)
to which of course respondent was originally entitled but
makes
no item in the accounts of either. If there was no such arrange
ment as that pleaded by respondent (and appellant denies there
that this sum has been altogether lost
was any) how comes
Without
sight of both between the parties and before the courts
more than an allusion to it, as
corroborating fact in support of
aﬂirm the
the correctness of the judgment appealed against,
decree passed by the principal sudder ameen, with all costs charge
able to appellant.

(418)
The defendant, Suzeena, pleads no notice was served
ment officers,
on her; that an ameen, Kishen Churn, was deputed to make a local
investigation, and that he, in her absence, measured certain lands
comprised in her taloohs, Nos. 1, 36 and 37, for which she had engaged
with Government after resumption. On this, another ameen, Suroop
Chundur Dhur, was deputed, who reported the lands in talook No. 34,
The moonsiif rejected
were in the possession of one Juneeda Bibi.
the reports of both the ameens, and decreed in favor of the plaintiffs,
papers.
relying on the
su der ameen affirmed this decision.
The principalvillage
The moonsiﬂ‘,
by consent of the wulreels of both parties, proposed to deﬁne the
the boundaries of the said talook, No. 34, in execution of decree.
The principal sudder ameen held that the mouzawaree village
papers sufficed,

and decreed accordingly.

l)age

After calling for the record of this case, the Court ﬁnd that the
boundaries of the talooh, No. 34, are no where laid down by the
laintilfs.
They have not ﬁled the collector’s deed of sale. The vil

is

a

it

it

is

is

-_i—

THE l1Tn AUGUsT 1847.
PaEsEiv'r:
SIR R. BARLOW, BAR-T.,
JUDGE.
PETITION No. 54 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Issur Chundur Race, ﬁled in
this Court on the 16th February 1847, praying for the admission
of special appeal from the decision of the judge of Jessore, under
a

date the 19th November

1846,

reversing that of the ‘sudder ameen

of the district, under date 30th May 1844, in the case of petitioner
plaintiff versus Himla Bibi and others, defendants.

It

is

hereby certiﬁed that the said application
granted on the
:—
grounds
following
The plaintiff sued for damages arising out of the non-fulﬁlment
of theterins of an agreement, dated the 15th Kartilc 1241, signed
is
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,-

papers relied on by the principal sudder ameen, do not shew the
there any speciﬁcation
of them in the
limits of the talook neither
plaint. The defendants are equally in default as to deﬁning the
Under these circumstances,
limits of their talooks.
quite unac
countable that the lower courts should have decreed in the plaintiffs’
The case must be returned to the
favour on such defective data.
He must call upon the plaintiffs to
moonsiff for re-investigation.
lay down their claim distinctly, and take such proof as they may
on its merits.
adduce in support of it. He will then dispose of
To defer the ascertaimnent of the boundaries of the land claimed, till
the execution of his decree, was manifestly absurd, and such course
Let the case be brought on
opposed to the practice of the courts.
the ﬁle of this Court, and returned as above for the purpose indicated.

(419)
by Azim, deceased, husband of Himla Bibi, Kassini, Mullung, and
others (vide page 83, Decisions of Zillah Court of essore for
1846.)
The sudder ameen decreed in part in favor of the plaintiff; and the
judge nonsuited him, saying, ‘although the written engagement
may be valid against the ryuts separately, yet, as the transaction of
each are separate, and their contract distinct, they must be prose
cuted in separate suits.’ Having called for the knbooleut, signed by
the defendants, I ﬁnd no such speciﬁcation of distinct respoiisibi
lities ; on the contrary each ryut stands security for the other.
A special appeal is admitted, and the case is returned to be dis
posed of on its merits by the judge.

J

llrn

'l‘nE

—l'

Aooosr

1847.

PRESENT:

A. DICK, Eso.,
JUDGE.
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W. B. JACKSON and

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, Esons.,
TEMPORARY Junons.

CASE No. 9 or

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by Ushrnf Ali, 3d
pal Sudder Ameen of Zillah Sylhet.

PRAN KISHUN RAEE

AND

APPELLANTS,

Princi

GOPEE MOHUN RAEE,

(DEFENDAN'I‘S,)

versus

RUKHIT AND EESHAN CHUNDUR
RUKHIT, RESPONDENTS, (PLAINT!FFS.)

NITEEANUND

Wukeels of Appellants—~Kishun Kishore Ghose
Respondents-Defaulting.

and Uzmutoolla.

SUIT laid at Conipany’s rupees 6,748-9-O, for possession of
26 dhoons, l kanee, 16 gundahs and 3 cowrees of land with usufruct.
Appeal laid at Company’s rupees 1,226-2-0, amount decreed of
usufruct, and value of 3 dhoons, l /canee, 3 cowrees, l krant, 3 duntee.
The respondents’ ancestor purchased at auction the right and title
of one Tarnee Churn, in an estate sold in execution of a decree by
the collector.
He got possession of all the share of Tarnee Churn,
except the portion which forms the subject of this suit.
A great number of persons were made defendants, all of whom
denied being possessed of any of the share of Tarnee Churn, ex
cept the appellaiits ; who brought forward deeds to show they were
in legal possession, and had been for years on the portion above
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(420)
stated, which forms the subject of appeal. The principal sudder
ameen declared the plaintiffs had‘ produced no proof to ubstantiate
their claim, and therefore dismissed it with respect to those who met
it by a simple denial; but disbelieving the purchase bond ﬁde of the
‘
appellants of the land in their possession, and deeming them to
have colluded with Tarnee Churn, who was their relative, notwith
standing one of the deeds had been registered many years previous
to the auction sale, decreed those lands to plaintiffs, with usufruct
at the rate the rent payable for them was recorded in the very deed
he had rejected, with interest.
The Court observe that the appellants have ﬁled two deeds of
sale, one dated 13th Phagoon l 183 Muygee Era, from Tarnee Churn
to Gokool Chunder Moonshee, which was registered in 1822 A. D.
The second is a deed of sale from Gokool Chunder Moonshee to
appellants and another, dated a few days subsequent to the former.
The suspicions entertained by the principal sudder ameen respect
On the other hand,
ing these deeds, are weak and inconclusive.
the registry of the ﬁrst deed is decisive as to the sale by Tarnee
Churn, long previous to the time of the purchase of Tarnee Churn’s
rights and title by plaintiffs, which took place in 1832 A. D.
The Court therefore reverse the decision of the principal sudder
ameen, so far as is involved in this appeal; with full costs against
respondents.
'

THE

llrn

-—¢-

Aueusr 1847.

Pmzsr: NT

:

A. DICK, EsQ.,

J

ones.
W. B. JACKSON and

J. A.

F.

HAWKINS, EsQRs.,
TEMPORARY Junens.

CASE No. 88 or

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by Ram Lochun Ghose,
Principal Sudder Ameen of Zillah Nuddeah.

OMESH CHUNDUR RAEE

AND

ornnns, APPELLANTS,

(DEFENDANTS,)
versus

BAMUN DAS MOKERJEEA, Rnsronnnrrr, (PLAIN'rrr'r.)
Wukeel of Appellants—Pursun Komar Thakur.
Wu/ceels of Respondent-—Raj Nurain Dutt and J. G. Waller.

Surr laid at
debt.

rupees 33,874-7-0,

principal

and

interest, of bond
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(421)
The plaintiff lent to the ancestor of defendants 30,000 rupees,
on a mortgage, in 1237 B. E. The defendants, after the death of
their ancestor in l240 B. E., being unable at once to pay the
debt, entered into a. bond to liquidate the amount: the principal
by instalments of 3,000 rupees annually, the amount in balance
each year to bear interest at 12 annas per cent. monthly; and the
interest, which then amounted to 4,628-8, was to be paid up in
that very year of 1240 B. E. The defendants failed to pay the
stipulated instalments, or the interest due, as agreed in the deed:
still they paid up, at divers times, to the amount of 28,876 rupees,
8 annas, as endorsed on the deed; but, whether for interest or
principal, is not speciﬁed.
The plaintilf appropriating the sums paid to interest, and counting
interest on the 4,628-8, not paid as agreed, at 1 rupee per cent.
monthly, and interest on the principal sum of 30,000 rupees, at l2
annas per cent. monthly, has laid his claim. The principal sudder
ameen ﬁrst deducting from the sums endorsed on the deed, as paid,
4,628 rupees, 8 annas in payment of that sum, which was agreed
to be paid up in 1240 B. E., placed the remainder of the sums
paid up, amounting to 28,876-8, to the credit of the principal sum
of 30,000 rupees with interest; and, by account separately made
out, decreed 25,997 rupees, 12 annas principal, and 5,134 rupees
interest: in all rs. 3l,l3l-12, balance due to plaintiff.
The defendants, dissatisﬁed, appealed, urging that, under the
conditions of the deed, the sums they paid should have been
placed to the credit of the principal; and the interest, left as a.
separate account, to be satisﬁed at the end of the period stipulated
for payment of the principal by regular instalments.
The Court; on a full consideration of the conditions of the bond,
and the conduct of the parties throughout, ﬁnd that on the
part of the appellants the conditions have not been kept: and again,
the respondent received the several payments made to him,
and endorsed them on the bond, without specifying whether
those sums were on account of principal or interest; and more
over, that the bond has not a word about the interest payable
The debt however has been clearly admitted, as also
annually.
the several payments.
The Court, therefore, deem it proper and
equitable to adjudge to plaintiff (respondent,) the sum of 4,628-8,
payable by agreement on the 25th Maugh 1240 B. E., with interest
at 12 per cent per annum, till date of institution of suit, provided
it exceed not the principal ; and the principal sum of 30,000 rupees,
with interest at 9 per cent. per annum, from the date of the bond
till date of institution of suit, after deducting the several pay
ments endorsed on the bond with interest on them at 9 per cent.
per annum, from their respective dates as endorsed till institution
of suit ; and 12 per cent. per annum on the balance of this latter

(429)
from the date of institution of suit to the date of the
of this Court, and with interest at 12 per cent. on the conso
lidated sum due on the latter date, until day of payment, with costs
account

decree

-9..

in proportion.

Tun

llrn

Aneusr
Pnnsnur:

F3

PE»

A. DICK, EsQ.,

1847.

J noon.

CKSON and
E AWKINS,

ESQRS.,

Tnmroanav Junons.
CASE No. 170 or 1845.
Special Appeal from a decision passed by Mohummud Idris, Prin
cipal Sudder Ameen of Fureedpore, ]VIay 18th I844; aﬁrminy a
decree passed by Mohummud Aman, Moonsif of Banya, Septem

l2th

1844.

RAM LOCHUN GHOSE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
versus

GOOROO PURSHAD GHOSE AND orm-ms, Rnsroivnnivrs,
(DnFnNnANTs.)

Tms

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 21st

June

1845,

a

a

a

J

under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. . F. M. Reid :—
‘The plaintiff sued Gooroo Purshad Ghose and eleven other
persons for possession of ﬁve annas of the taloolc of Ram Deb
Mitr. The moonsiff, after expunging from among the defendants
all but Gooroo Purshad Ghose, made some of them witnesses, and
The principal sudder ameen
dismissed the claim of the plaintiff.
conﬁrmed this decision.
‘This Court, on the 8th February 1844, in the case of Gour
Chundur Podar, v. Chundnr Kullah and others, determined that
civil court had no authority to convert defendant into witness.
admit the appeal to try, what effect this irregular proceeding of
deed of
the moonsiff has in the case, as by their evidence
butwara has been proved, which the principal sudder ameen cites
as proof that the plaintiff and defendant were not in joint family
The butwara deed itself also
open to suspicion:
partnership.
its validity should be considered in the special appeal.’
The Court are of opinion, that the moonsilf should have non
in his opinion, the plaintiff had made any
suited the plaintiff,
person or persons defendants with the fraudulent intent of prevent
ing their becoming witnesses in the case. They therefore remand
if,

is

a

I
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the suit for the moonsiﬁ to act accordingly; and, in future, to
observe the injunction contained in the Circular Order of 13th
September 1843, not to interfere with the parties in the suit
before him.

._.¢._

Tm:

llrn

Auousr I847.

PRESENT

:

R. H. RATTRAY, EsQ., and
Sm R. BARLOW, BAR.'l‘.,

Junoiss.
W. B. JACKSON, ESQ.,
TEMPORARY

Jones.

CASE No. I77 or 1845.

SYUD KERAMUT ALI, APPELLANT,

(DEFEND.-\NT,)

versus

SUMBHOONAUTH MITR

AND

oriiaas, RESPONDENTS,

(PLAl1\‘TlFFS.)
was admitted to special appeal, on the 29th March
1845, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Messrs. Tucker,
Reid and Barlow :—
‘ First. To try \vhether the plaiiitilf
having sold a portion of
the property under litigation to raise funds for carrying on the suit,
an order of dismissal should not have followed ; and, secondly,
whether, admitting the lands to have been under khas manage
ment, they were not still liable to sale in execution of the summary
award obtained by the defendant.’
We ﬁnd that in the plaint it is distinctly stated, that the plain
tiffs have sold a portion of the property under litigation, in consi
deration of the purchaser agreeing to pay the costs of suit: such
an agreement, with reference to the precedents noted bel0w*, is
illegal and fatal to the claim of the plaintiffs.
Ordered, therefore, with reference to the established practice of
the Court, as shewn in the precedents cited, that the decisions of

THIS

case

I‘,

* Ramgholam v. Kerut Singh,
Reports.
page 12, volume IV. Sudder
volume Dewanny
VI. Su der Dewanny
Birjnurain Singh v. Teknuraiu Singh, page
Re rts.
Euhooi--0-nissa. Khanum v. Russik Lal Mitr, page 298, volume VI. Sudder Dewanny
o
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Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder Ameen
a decree
of Jessore, November 20th 1843; partially
42.
passed bg the Sudder Ameen, December 21st l zgﬂirming

Reports.

._'-uni?

(424)
the lower courts be reversed, and the claim of plaintiffs be dis
missed with costs.
The case being disposed of on the ﬁrst count, it is unnecessary
to take up the second count of the certiﬁcate.

13

Tnu l2'rn AUGUST

J.

1847.

PRESENT:

A. F. HAWKINS,

Eso.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
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PETITION No. 366 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Bhyrob Chundur Chowdhree,
ﬁled in this Court on the 21st June 1847, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. R. E. Cunliife,
judge of Mymensingh, under date the 18th of March last, afﬁrming
that of Mr. C. Mackay, principal sudder ameen of that district,
under date the 30th May 1846, in the case of Bhyrob Chundur
Chowdhree, plaintiﬁ, versus Tarnikaunth Lahoree and others, defen
.
dants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
,
following gr0unds:—The plaintiff sued the defendants for the lands speciﬁed in his
The defen
plaint, as appertaining to his village of Paunch-Baree.
dants denied the plaintiﬁ"s right to the village of Paunch-Baree
The principal sudder ameen, for the reasons detailed
altogether.
in his judgment, dismissed the plaint, observing, inter alia, that in
a suit under Regulation 15, 1824, between these parties, the
plaintiff had claimed the same lands as belonging to another vil
lage, called Hat-Baree.
In appeal, the judge observed, that as plaintiff did not give any
satisfactory reasons for the very different claim made now, and
in the suit under Regulation 15, 1824, it was unnecessary to
notice further the plaintiff’s objections urged in appeal, and dis
missed the appeal. This objection taken by the judge might have
afforded some ground for an order of nonsuit, because of the in
correctness of the plaint, if found to be really incorrect; but
it formed no ground whatever for the dismissal of the plaint.
Again, I ﬁnd that the defendants pleaded the law of limitation,
the suit having been instituted within a few days of the expiration
of 12 years from the date of the magistrate’s order under Regula
tion l5, I824. Now, it has been recently held by this Court at
large, as a general principle, that the period of limitation in such
the date of dispossession, and not
cases, is to be
calculated,(rom
from that of the foujdareq order; and that the exception to this
The principal sudder ameen has
rule must be on specical grounds.
decided that the plaintiff is within time; the judge has taken no

(425)
He should do this in the ﬁrst instance; as,
notice of the point.
if the plaintilf is out of time, it is useless to proceed further with
If within time, the judge’s reasons for his decision
the case.
should be given more fully, unless he considers the incorrectness
of the plaint, a suﬂicient ground for nonsuit.
Considering the judgment to be incomplete, I admit the appeal,
and remand the case to the judge for investigation and decision
with reference to the foregoing remarks.

ii‘

Trm l2'rn AUovs'r

J.

1847.

Pnsssiwr:
A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No. 262 or

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Sookh Lal Sonar, ﬁled in this

Court on the 26th April l847, praying for the admission of a
. R. Ouseley, princi
special appeal from the decision of Captain
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pal assistant agent of Lohurdugga, under date lst December 1846,
reversing that of the moonsilf of the same. place, under date the
31st July 1846, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus
Prithee Singh, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :——
The petitioner sued for a sum of 28 rupees 13 annas, the value
of rice, and obtained a decree against the defendant from the
moonsiff, which was reversed by the principal assistant, with
out, however, issuing any notice to the respondent, the plaintiﬂ’
The decision is of course irregular.
and present petitioner.
the
admit
appeal, and remand the case for re-admission
accordingly
on the ﬁle of the principal assistant, who will issue notice to the
respondent, and then proceed with the case.

I

-_¢_.

Tm; l2'rn Avsosr

1847.

PRESENT:

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
PETITION No. 212 or

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Soobul Chundur Pal, ﬁled in this
Court on the 9th April I847, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of Mr. C. Mackay, principal sudder ameen
of Mymensingh, under date the 9th of January 1847, reversing
that of the moonsiﬁ' of Sherepore, under date the 10th June 1846,

(496)
case of the petitioner, plaintiﬁ’, versus Shamram Pal and
others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
'
following grounds:-—
The plaintiff sued the defendants for recovery of a sum of money
He obtained a decree in his favor from
on an instalment bond.
the moonsiﬁ', which was reversed by the principal sudder ameen.
The principal sudder ameen makes no allusion in that part of
his decree which contains the grounds of his order, to the evidence
He goes upon conjecture, chieﬂy with
adduced by the plaintiff.
reference to certain proceedings in the foujdaree, shewing that
It is true that this suit was
disputes existed between the parties.
instituted by the plaintiff a few days previously to the decision by
the magistrate of a complaint lodged by the defendant, Shamram;
but these proceedings in the criminal court took place in the
middle of 1845, whereas the plaintiﬁ"s bond is dated in December
1843. Under these circumstances, there should have been some
examination of the plaintiﬂ"s evidence.
I admit the special appeal, and remand the case for re-investiga
tion with reference to the foregoing remarks.
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12111

PRESENT!

RATTRAY, EsQ., and
Sm R. BARLOW, BAR'r.,
R. H.

.

Junoss.
W. B. JACKSON, ESQ.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 273 or l846.
Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Tirhoot,
Mr. D. Pringle, December 14th 1844; aﬁirming a decree passed
by the lst Principal Sudder Ameen, Niamut Ali Khan, September
15th 1843.

CHEDEE SINGH, APPELLANT, (DEFENnAN'r,)
versus

HONOOMAN SINGH

AND

GOORDIAL SINGH,

RESPONDENTS,

(PLA1N'r1FFs.)
Wukeel of Appellant—Ameer Ali.
Wulceel

of Respondents—-Buhadur Ali.

THIS suit was instituted by respondents on the 21st April 1843.
The special appeal was admitted on the 26th August 1846, under
the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. Charles Tucker :—

(427)
‘This was

a suit for rent instituted by plaintiffs, as farmers,
due on 45 biggahs of land, stated to have
the
defendant,
against
him
on bhaolee terms_, (viz. the division of the
cultivated
been
by
the
zemindar
and tenant) for the years 1246 to
between
produce
The value of the crop which should have
1250 F. S., inclusive.
fallen to the farmers’ (plaintiffs’) share was estimated at Sicca
rupees 1,160-2-6, with interest thereon Sicca rupees 326-l, toge
ther Sicca rupees 1,433-3-6, or Company’s rupees 1,528-l l-6.
The plaintiffs were farmers of only a moiety of the village in
which the lands are situated; and the above claim is only a moiety
of what the defendant would be liable to, on the entire 45 biggahs,
which would give an average of nearly ten rupees a biggah.
‘The defendant objected, that the suit was improperly brought
as a joint suit, inasmuch as the plaintiffs held two distinct leases
of distinct shares, granted on different dates, and by different
Secondly, that he had become, by purchase, a sharer in
people.
the property farmed by the plaintiffs to the extent of
anna.
That he had never cultivated the lands in question on bhaolee
terms, but at the rate of 8 annas per biggah, being that which
prevailed for lands cultivated by the proprietors themselves ; and
that he hcld a pottah to that purport granted by Mirza Asghur
Hosein and others, proprietors of 1-‘igth of the ﬁg-th farmed by the
plaintiffs, and of date anterior to that of their farming lease.
‘The whole of the above was proved and admitted by the prin
cipal sudder ameen, who, nevertheless, decreed in full against the
defendant, because he had not obtained a pottah from the plaintiffs.
This decision was aﬂirmed by the judge. The grounds for a
special appeal are much the same as those urged in defence in the
lower courts.
‘ I admit this
That the
special appeal on two grounds :—First.
plaintiffs should have entered separate suits against the defendant,
and the result shews the necessity for it. The plaintiffs farm Tsgth
in two leases of T‘%th each, granted by the respective proprietors.
The defendant holds a pottah from the proprietors of one of the
-iigth shares, which protects him against any enhanced demand
from the farmers of that share; whilst, as to the other T‘%th shares,
he holds no lease. Secondly. I admit a special appeal against the
rejection by the lower courts of the pottah held by the defendant
from Mirza Asghur Hosein and others, proprietors of T%th of the
lands, Which, being of a date prior to that of the farming lease
granted by the same persons, could not be revoked by the farmers
of that share, and was therefore, to that extent, good.
‘It appears, that the respondent, Honooman Singh, holds a
4 annas’ share of the village in farm from Asghur Hosein, under a
lease dated 19th Poos 1246 F. ; and that Goordial Singh, respondent,
holds a 5 annas’ share in farm from Ahmud Hosein, under a lease
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(428)
dated 21st Poos 1246 F., and that these two farmers have brought
joint suit for rent, under a bhaolee tenure, and have obtained a.
decree in the lower courts against the appellant.
We ﬁnd that no document has been ﬁled by the respondents
shewing the appellant to have rendered himself liable to a payment
of rent to them jointly; their interests must, consequently, be held
to be distinct and separate, and their claims should be preferred in
We accordingly reverse the decrees of the lower
separate suits.
courts, and pass an order of nonsuit, with costs, against the
respondents.
Having disposed of the case under the ﬁrst count recorded in
the certiﬁcate of appeal, we do not deem it necessary to enter
»
upon the question propounded in the second count.
a

11*
THE 12TH Aueosr 1847.
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Pnnsmwr:
R. H. RA'I'I‘RAY, Eso., and
Sm R.

BARLOW,

BAR'.l‘.,

Junens.
W. B. JACKSON, E5Q.,
TEMPORARY Juno-E.

CASE No.

172

or

1845.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by Hurchundur Ghose,
Principal Sudder Ameen of 24-Pergunnahs, March 23rd 1843 ;
conﬁrming a decree passed by Mr. John Weston, Moonsiﬂ" of

Maniktollah, July

5t/2 1843.

GOOROO PURSHAD CHUCKERBUTTY, APPELLANT,
_

(DnraN1)AN'r,)
versus

THE SALT AGENT OF BARNPOOR,

Rnsrounsmr,

(PLAIN'r1FF.)
THIS

1845, under the following

Reid

and

appeal, on the 28th June
certiﬁcate recorded by Messrs. Tucker,

case was admitted -to special

Barlow :—
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(429)
‘One hundred maumle of illicit salt having been seized by the
oﬂicers in the salt department in a garden, in mmlzah Soorah, said
to be the property of one Gooroo Purshad Chuttopadeeah, a resi
dent of that village, notice was issued from the salt department to
the said Gooroo Purshad Chuttopadeeah to appear: not doing so,
the salt superintendent, acting under Regulation IO, 1819, con
ﬁscated the salt, and ﬁned the said Gooroo Purshad Chuttopadeeah
250 rupees, and sent his proceedings for the conﬁrmation of the
judge. Here also notice was issued to Gooroo Purshad Chutto
padeeah, inhabitant of mouzak Soorah to appear; but failing to do
so, the judge conﬁrmed the sentence passed by the salt superin
tendent.
‘The superintendent now solicited the sale of the garden, for
the realization of the ﬁne imposed on Gooroo Purshad Chutto
padeeah; and the garden having been advertized for sale, the
petitioner, Gooroo Purshad Chuckurbutty, aresident of Bow Bazar,
in Calcutta, appeared to oppose the sale, stating the garden in
The salt oﬂicers admitted that a mis
question was his property.
take had occurred, as well regarding the name, as the place of
residence of the petitioner; but still asserted that he, the petitioner,
Under these circumstances, the
was the party concerned.
court would not allow the sale of the garden to take place; and
referred the salt superintendent to a civil suit against Gooroo
Purshad Chuckurbutty.
‘ The present suit was accordingly instituted ; and it being proved
that the salt was found in the said garden, which the petitioner,
then defendant in the suit, admitted was his property, a decree
Against the
passed against him, ordering the garden for sale.
for
a special
legality of this proceeding, the present application
appeal was ﬁled.
‘

The Court are of opinion, that no action of the kind could lie,
which is, in fact, to claim payment from Gooroo Purshad Chuckur
butty, inhabitant of Bow Bazar, in Calcutta, of a ﬁne imposed on
Gooroo Purshad Chuttopadeeah, inhabitant of mouzah Soorah. The
courts have no authority to act as courts of ﬁrst instance in such
cases; but merely to conﬁrm or set aside the decision of the salt
The original error of the salt department remains uncor
oﬂicers.
rected to this day. On detection of that mistake, the course was
clearly to institute proceedings de nova against Gooroo Purshad
Chuckurbutty, and then send them up for conﬁrmation to the
court.
The special appeal, therefore, is admitted to try whether
the civil court could entertain such a suit as this.’
Ordered, with the consent of the respondent, that the deciion
of the lower courts be reversed, and the claim of the Government
be dismissed:

the parties agree to pay their own costs.

.

(430)
Tm: l2'rn Auousr I847.
Passmwr:
C.

TUCKER, Esa.,
Jones.
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PETITION No. 330 or

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Muddun Mohun Sein and
Radha Mohun Sein, ﬁled in this Court on the 20th June 1846,
praying for the admission of a special appeal from the decision of
the principal sudder ameen of zillah Hooghly, under date the 20th
March 1846, reversing that of the moonsiif of Dwarhutta, under
date 6th December 1845, in the case of Gourmohun Udhikaree
and others, plaintiffs, versus the petitioners, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
This suit was brought for the recovery of seven biswas of land;
and the plaintiﬁ°s set forth, that, in the year 1222, they had let the
land to Radha Mohun Dutt at an annual jumma of one rupee,
That Radha
receiving a lcubooleut from Radha Mohun Dutt.
to
the
close
of the ear
Mohun Dutt paid the rent from that time
124; to
from
Radha
Mohun
for
the
rent
1246; that they sued
Radha
the close of the ﬁrst six months of 1250, when
Mohun
Dutt denying the execution of the Icubooleut, and two persons,
Muddun Mohun Sein and Radha Mohun Sein, claiming the lands,
their plaint was dismissed, on which they instituted the present suit
against all three to establish their right to the land. Radha Mohun
Dutt denied that the land ever belonged to the plaintiffs, but was
the property of one Gorah Chand Udhikaree, from whom he
asserted he purchased it in 1255 B. S., and afterwards sold it to
Kooraram Sein, the father of Muddun Mohun Sein and Radha
Mohun Sein, in 1237. Muddun Mohun Sein and Radha Mohun
Sein conﬁrmed this statement, and pleaded possession of upwards
of I2 years before this action was brought.
The moonsiff dismissed the plaint; but, on appeal, his decision
was reversed by the principal sudder ameen in a most unsatisfac
tory manner, and altogether without reference to the defendants’
plea, that the suit was barred by the statute of limitations.
\.\_/_.--"
It is to be observed, that the plaintiffs’ ﬁrst suit against Radha
Mohun Dutt, for balance of rent, was dismissed ; the kubooleut pro
That being the case, there is
duced being declared a forgery.
the
record
to
on
show
up to what period the plaintiﬁ's
nothing
were in possession of the land claimed; and as the defendants,
Radha Mohun Sein and Muddun Mohun Sein, pleaded this dis-

(431)
tinctly, it should have been enquired into. I therefore return the
proceedings under the provisions of Clause 2, Section 2, Regula
tion 9, 1831, with directions that the point of possession by the
plaintiffs within a period of twelve years previous to the institution
of this suit, be investigated.

-—-11
THE 12'rii Auousr

J

1847.

PRESENT:
.

A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
TEMPORARY
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PETITION No. 367

or

Jones.

1847.

IN the matter of the etition of Soobun Race, ﬁled in this Court
on the 22nd June l84;, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of Ushruff Hosein, principal sudder
ameen of Tirhoot, under date the l9th of March, altering that of
the moonsilf of Mozufferpore, under date the 17th July I846, in
the case of the petitioner plaintiff, versus Sheo Thakur and others,
defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The plaintiff sued the defendants for ground-rent of a house,
and for orchard rents, which they disputed on the ground that they
had never paid rent, and for other reasons. The moonsilf gave
judgment for the plaintiff; but the principal sudder ameen reversed
his judgment in regard to the ground-rent, conﬁrming it in regard
to the rest of the claim.
The principal sudder ameen, in his decision, limits himself in re
gard to the ground-rent to the single reason, that the defendants
The principal
had not previously paid it: this is insuﬂicieiit.
sudder ameen should have recorded his opinion fully respecting
the grounds on which the defendants claim exemption ; and have
further made enquiries as to whether it is customary in the defen
dants’ village for the possessors of houses to pay ground-rent.
I admit the appeal; and remand the case for further enquiry with
reference to the foregoing observations.

(432)
h

Tns l2'rn Avousr I847.
PRESENT:

R. H. RATTRAY, EsQ., and
Sm R.

BARLOW, BAR'r.,
Junees.

W. B. JACKSON, ESQ.,
TEMPORARY

CASE No. 258 or

'

J UDGE.

1846.

Regular Appeal ﬁmn a decree passed by the lst Principal Sudder
Ameen of Tirhoot, Niamut Ali Khan, June 24th 1846.
y

KUNHYA LAL, MUNROOP SINGH,
SINGH, APPELLANTS,

AND BHYHURN
(DEPENDANTS,)
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ACHUMBHIT LAL,

AND MOHUN LAL, GUARDIAN
or
MINOR sow or DURG BEJYE SINGH,
RESPONDENTS, (PLA1N'rIFFs.)

ISREE PURSHAD,

nscrmssn,

Wukeels of Appellants—Hamid Rusool and Ameer Ali.
G. Waller and Jllahummud Haneqf.
VVukeels of Respondents4.

Tms suit was instituted by respondents on the 19th April 1845,
to recover possession of an 8 annas’ share of mouzahs Chuk—Secnn
dur and others; with mesne proﬁts (wasilat) from l243 to l252
Fuslee, and interest upon the same: estimate (for stamp) Com
pany’s rupees 6,525-5-3%.
The plaint is, in substance, as fo110ws:—Duleep Singh and Phera
Lal were brothers. Phera died, leaving heirs, two sons, Ruujeet
and Duljeet.
Duleep also died; and having no issue, his nephews,
Runjeet and Duljeet, succeeded to the possession of the whole
estate. Duleep had died, owing money to certain bankers; and
these brought an action for the debt against his nephews; but,
while the suit was still pending, Duljeet died; and eventually a
decree was assed in favor of the plaintiffs in the case, against
Runjeet and) the widow of Duljeet, Birja Kowur. This decree was
compromised by Runjeet, by the execution of an instalment bond,
involving a pledge, as security, of the whole estate, to which he had
now succeeded : but he failed in the fulﬁlment of his engagement;
and an application was put in for the sale of the property in satis
faction of the decree, and an order was obtained for the same, as
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(433)
belonging to the surviving brother, Runjeet, and the widow of the
At the sale, which followed, the respondent,
deceased Duljeet.
Achumbhit, became the purchaser, never doubting that, what the
collector sold and he bought, was what the court had ordered to be
disposed of. He found however that the lot had been designated-—
the rights and share (hug-0-hissah} not of Runjeet and Birja Kowur,
but of Duljeet. Afteran unsuccessful endeavour to get this corrected
by a summary process, he entered a suit for the portion, speciﬁcally
of Runjeet, as distinguished from that of his deceased brother; but the
sudder ameen, by whom the case was tried, determined that, what the
collector had sold, was all that could be claimed or adjudged ; and
dismissed the suit. The respondent now proceeded to take posses
sion of what it had been admitted he had purchased : but he was
opposed by the appellants, Munroop and Bhyhurn Singh, (who had
before appeared as claimants, after the sale) who denied his right
of occupancy with reference to pottahs held by them from Runjeet,
as lessees of the land in question. _ The principal sudder ameen,
to whom the matter was referred, suggested the present action, to
determine what it really was that the respondent, the sale pur
chaser, was entitled to ; and it is brought accordingly for posses
sion with wasilat (5,800 rupees) and to cancel the fraudulent lease
It
granted by Runjeet to the teekadars, Munroop and Bhyhurn.
is added, that after the sale-purchase, Achumbhit sold half of the
lot bought by him to one Durg Bejye Singh, since dead; that his
son and heir is Isree Purshad, a minor, on whose behalf appears
the respondent, Mohun Lal.
The answer of appellants does not deny the general purport of the
above statement: but appellants assert, that Phera left a third son,
Sadhoo Ram, and that, consequently, Duljeet’s share of the estate
never could have extended to half ; that Duljeet was dead when
the sale took place, and Runjeet was sole proprietor ; his (Dul
jeet’s) widow, Birja Kowur, having no portion, and there being no
issue: that nothing was leviable from the widow; and that, as
Duljeet himself being dead, could have had no rights and interests
in the estate, any sale of such was a nullity; and as nothing was
sold, nothing was purchased, and nothing can now be awarded.
The principal sudder ameen passed a decree in favor of respon
dents with wasilat, but not as sued for; but according to what
may be proved to be due on execution of the judgment, and costs
upon the amount stated in the plaint.
We ﬁnd, that the respondents in this case sue for possession of
an 8 annas’ share of Chuk-Secundur and other villages, under a
sale in execution of a decree, at which sale one of them (Achumbhit
Lal) was the purchaser ; that the sale was aﬂirmed by the civil
court, and that, by order of that court, an amildustuk was given
to the purchaser for ‘ the rights and share of Duljeet Singh,’ in
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)

The point in dispute is, what were the
the estate in question.
rights and share of Duljeet Singh P At the time of sale Duljeet
was dead, and had died childless: Runjeet (father of the appellant
Kunhya Lal) was Duljeet’ s brother, and succeeded to his property ;
and thus became possessed of the entire estate, one half of which
had belonged to Duljeet during his life. The decree, under which
the sale took place, was against Runjeet and Birja Kowur, Duljeet’s
widow ; but it is admitted that the widow had a claim to main
tenance only, the whole estate vesting in Runjeet on the death of
her husband.
It furtherappears, that Runjeet, by a deed, dated
the lst July 1828, rendered the entire estate liable in satisfaction
of the decree.
The civil court, it seems, ordered the sale of the
property of the defendants in the case, viz. Runjeet Singh and
Birja Kowur; but by some unaccountable error, that put up and
‘
We
purchased, was the rights and share of Duljeet Singh.’
cannot admit the plea of appellants, that the sale is void on
this account.
We consider that the whole estate was liable to
sale : and that in using the term ‘ share of Duljeet Singh,’ it was
intended to apply it to the half share which, when alive, he
~(Duljeet) had held as a co-sharer with his surviving brother,
Runjeet, whose property it had become on his demise. We are
therefore clearly of opinion, that the sale in question was a good
and legal sale of an 8 annas’ share of the estate ; and, so far, aﬂirm
the decree of the principal sudder ameen now appealed from.
With regard to the statement put forth by the farmers, (teeka
dars) Munroop and Bhyhurn Singh, who are also defendants and
appellants in the case, we observe, that a separate action has been
brought against them to contest the validity of their lease, and
We therefore refrain
that it is now pending in the zillah court.
from giving any opinion upon the question of their rights on this
occasion : we think however, that the estimate for wasilat, upon the
terms of the farming lease, is fair and just ; and we therefore modify
that part of the principal sudder ameen’s order, which directs a
future enquiry into the amount due ‘between the parties; and
adjudge payment of the sum claimed, with interest to the day of
payment.
_
All costs to be paid by appellants: those of respondents by
Kunhya Lal, and their own by each respectively.

(435)
Tm: l4'ra Auousr 1847.
Pnssswr:
W. B. JACKSON, Esq.,
Tsmronanr Jones.
CASE No. 165 or 1845.
Regular Appeal from u decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of East Burdwan, under date the 7th April 1845.

oornvi CHURN DUT'l‘

AND

GHOSAIN

APPELLANTS, (DEFENDANTS,)

ms

DUTT,

versus

MUSST. DYA MYE DASSEA, WIDOW or RAJCHUNDUR.
DUTT, nncsassn, RESPONDENT, (PLA1N'rrFr.)
Wukeel of Appellants-—Gourhm"ry

Banerjea.
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Respondent——Dc_'faulting.

Tl-IE claim in this case was for 4 annas taloolcah Pytea, &c., and
lalchiraj and other lands, property of the plaintitf’s late husband,
and to reverse a (dan putter) deed of gift, pleaded by the defendants.
Suit laid at rupees 13,261.
The plaintiff claims the property left by her husband, as his
heiress, under the Hindu law of inheritance as current in Bengal:
the defendants plead a deed of gift from the deceased Rajchundur,
in favor of Ghosain Das Dutt, one of the defendants, executed a
few days before his death, transferring to him the right to the
whole of the deceased’s property, with reservation that he is to pay
a maintenance of 5 rupees a month to the widow, and 200 rupees
on the marriage of the daughter of deceased.
On the 7th June I841, the principal sudder ameen threw out the
deed of gift, and gave a decree in favor of plaintiff with certain
reservations.
On the 10th July 1844, the case came before this Court in
appeal, when the Court noticing certain defects in the proceedings
and in the decision of the principal sudder ameen, returned the
case, with orders to take further evidence, and to pass a new decree.
On the 7th April I845, the principal sudder ameen (Lootf
Hosein) having carried the order into effect, again recorded an
award in favor of plaintiff for the 4 annas taloolcah Pytea, &c. &c.,
as set forth in the plaint, with the exception of certain mercantile
business, some shawls, jewels, &c. &c.
The case now again comes forward in appeal on the part of
defendants,- the plaintiff not having appeared in court.
On the right of the plaintiff to succeed to the property left by
her husband, and to hold possession of it during her life, no doubt
can be entertained, unless that right is set aside by the dan

,__.
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Of the witnesses
putter (deed of gift) ﬁled by the defendants.
whose names are affixed to this document, many have attested to
the execution of it by the deceased Rajchundur: two of them have
denied their signatures as well as all knowledge of the document;
four have not been brought forward; and one of them, the writer
of the document, has ﬁled a petition, denying a deposition, which is
said to have been made by him in a former case before the moon
siff.
The plaintiff Dya Mye’s name, is among the subscribing
witnesses, but her attestation is not proved to my satisfaction.
It is also to be observed, that one of the conditions set forth in
the document, is the consent of the plaintiff, Dya Mye. I do not
consider her consent to be established; indeed it is difﬁcult to
conceive why she should consent to an arrangement so injurious
The document is not registered.
to her interests.
Further, the document does not bear a stamp of the ad valorem
amount required by Article 8, Schedule B, Regulation 10, 1829:
the stamp on the deed is 8 rupees ; whereas the value of the pro
perty transferred by it is set forth in the plaint, without contra
diction on the part of defendants, at rupees l3,26l. This docu
ment cannot be received as evidence in a court of justice.
The appellants’ objections to the decree of the principal sudder
ameen are therefore groundless : and as the plaintilf has not object
ed to the reservations contained in the decree, I see no reason to
interfere with it. Ordered, that the principal sudder ameen’s
decree be aﬂirmed. Costs of both courts to be paid by appellants.

._.¢_.

THE l4'rn Auousr I847.
PRESENT:

A. DICK, EsQ.,
ones.
143
or
CASE No.
1846.

J

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by Capt. E. V. Lyons, Su
perintendent of Cachar, May 13th 1846.

GOUR DAS

AND

DHUNNEE RAM DAS,
(DEFENDANTS,)

APPE-LLANTS,

versus

AREY MOHUMMUD
CHOWDHREE,

AND

CHOWDHREE, GHOLAM JAFIR

ornans, RESPONDENTS, (P1.Anv'r1rFs.)

Wukeel of Appellants-—Mohummud Haneeﬁ
Respondents—Defaulting.

APPEAL laid at Company’s rupees 266, IO
_of damages decreed for loss of an elephant.

annas,

Spie. Amount

(437)
The case as tried in the lower court, and that court’s judgment,
are detailed in the following decision of the superintendent :——
‘ Plaintiffs in this cause sued defendants for
rupees 600, being
the alleged price of an elephant, hired from the former by the
latter to pull timber with ; but which was drowned, while so
employed, where defendants had no right to use the said elephant.
ascertained, that the intrinsic value of the elephant was only
400 rupees in presence of both parties in kutcherry : and there
being no point at issue to be cleared up by the evidence of wit
nesses, and only one question remaining to be decided, viz. to
what extent defendants should remunerate plaintiffs for the heavy
loss sustained by them, I deemed it a peculiarly ﬁtting case, from
its unusual nature, to take the opinion of assessors upon ; and
accordingly, with the consent of both parties, I summoned several
traders in timber; all of whom are in the habit of both letting
out and hiring elephants to pull timber in the jungles.
The
opinion of these people was given in writing, and is ﬁled with the
nuthee ; and in it I fully concur as far as regards the award of
rupees 266-IO-8, or two-thirds of the ascertained value of the
elephant, to be paid to plaintiffs by Gour Das and Dhunnee Ram
Das, defendants. The remainder of the assessors’ opinion I totally
disagree in: besides, it is gratuitous, being unsolicited by me; and
is inserted by them merely out of favoritim to Gour Das and
Dhunnee Ram Das, as is evident from the fact of the invariable
rule, in hiring elephants to drag timber with, being for a
deed of contract to be drawn up, or agreed upon between the
owners of the animal and the trader, no other party having aught
to do with this contract.
The dealer advances money to a second
party (Rohomut Oollah in this case) whose sole business it is to
have a quantity of timber felled for the trader so advancing; but is
in no sort of manner responsible, or connected even, with the hiring
of elephants. This second party advances money to the actual fel
lers of the timbers, called lcumlahs ; who, again, have naught to do
with the hiring of the elephants, their duty being speciﬁc. Yet
the assessors have inserted in their opinion, that Gour Das and
Dhunnee Ram Das may claim from Rohomut Oollah, the second
party; and he (Rohomut Oollah) may again claim from the third
party, or kumlahs. How so, when the contract is clearly, as admitted
in this case, between plaintiff and Gour Das and Dhunnee Ram
Das? and is so for the very cogent reason, that the superior con
dition in life of the traders ensures the owners of elephants against
loss, in the event of the traders becoming liable to them: other
wise the owners of elephants would assuredly enter into engage
ments with the actual fellers of the timbers, and thus enjoy the
proﬁts enjoyed under the existing system by two intermediate par
ties. To admit Gour Das and Dhunnee Ram Das to claim from
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Rohomut Oollah, and the latter from the kumlahs, would be a mere
farce; and is only hinted at to enable Gour Das and Dhunnee Ram
Das to recover something from Rohomut Oollah, who has property
to a triﬂing extent. But the lcumlahs, who are mere coolies, could
not re-imburse him one farthing; therefore Rohomut Oollah would
have to bear, as far as it could be cast upon him, the loss arising
out of anothefs contract, and for which he is in no way responsible :
than this, nothing could be more unfair or unjust; and on my point
ing this out to the arbitrators in court, they seemed to be fully per
suaded of the fact themselves. The award of one-third of the value
of the elephant to be made good by the unfortunate makout is
equally absurd.
‘ It is therefore, ordered, that Gour Das and Dhunnee Ram
Das, defendants, do pay to Gholam Jafur Chowdhree and others,
plaintiffs, the sum of Company’s rupees 266, IO annas, 8 pie, and
expenses of court accordingly.’
Appellants, dissatisﬁed, appealed on the grounds, that no evi
dence had been taken as to the value of the elephant; and that the
assessors were not appointed with their consent, and no proof
ﬁled that they had rendered themselves liable.
‘In their plaint, the respondents asserted—first, that the agreement
between them and appellants had been made before several respec
table witnesses; secondly, that appellants had promised to pay them
the full value of the eleplant, if they would not complain to the
foujdaree court; thirdly, that the mahout, or elephant driver, had
declared he was forced to drag the timber through the water, which
On the other hand, appellants
caused the loss of the elephant.
declared, that respondents had entered into a written engagement
with the defendant, Rohomut Oollah, who, and not they, was liable.
The defendant, Rohomut Oollah, however denied this.
Again, the superintendent has put on record nothing, by which
can
it
be discovered how he ascertained the value of the elephant
be
to
only 400 Company’s rupees, as intimated in the above decision.
From the record it would appear, that he called upon the assessors
to state its value; but, on what data, is not discoverable from the
record.
Therefore the case is remanded for the superintendent to take
evidence on the several allegations of the parties, and on the value
of the elephant, and then decide. Any observations as to the liability
The
or otherwise of the defendants to each other, are irrelevant.
to
in
who
are
to
and
suit
being,
plaintiffs,
only points
liable
what amount.

(439)
Tun l4'rn Auousr 1847.
PRESENT:
A.

DICK,

EsQ.,

Janos.
CASE No. I40 or

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah West Burdwan, Raee Chundur Seelcur Chowdhree.

MAHARAJAH MUHTAB CHUNDUR,

APPELLANT,

(PLAINTlFF,)
versus

GUDHADHUR BANERJEA, DURP MYE AND DASEE
MYE, RESPONDENTS, (DEFENDANTS.)
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Wukeels of Appellant—Pursan Komar Thakur and
Wukeel of Respondents—Gholam Sufdur.

J.

G. Waller.

APPEAL laid at Company’s rupees 5,050, 7 annas, 2 pies, on
account of rent, with interest, due on two villages, named Churra
and Bunkatee.
The respondents are putneedars of the appellant, zemindar; and
the two villages, Churra and Bunkatee, formed part of the putnee
tenure.
These villages were attached by the resumption officers, on
account of Government, subsequent to the creation of the putnee
tenure; but the zemindar, (appellant) continued to enforce payment
of the full rent of the putnee. In consequence, the putneedars
(respondents) sued him for recovery of what he had taken, and for
exemption in future from rent for those two villages ; and obtain
At last the
ed a decree, affirmed in appeal and in special appeal.
Government gave up claim to resume, and restored the villages.
On this, the appellant instituted this suit for recovery of all he
had been obliged to refund and forego of the rent of the villages
during attachment, in virtue of the decrees obtained by respon
dents, on the reason that respondents, being the persons who
were actually dispossessed by the resumption oﬂicers, and to whose
possession the villages had been restored, were bound to recover
from the Government what had been collected during attachment,
and from the ryuts the balances due.
The principal sudder ameen being of opinion, that he had no
power to reverse a ﬁnal decision of the courts, dismissed the suit,
and intimated that plaintiff, as zemindar, might recover from
Government and the ryuts.

(440)
In appeal,

appellant urged, that, under Clause 2, Section
3, 1828, the putmeedars, as the persons actually
in possession, were the party who should recover from the
Government and the ryuts ; and he, from the putneedars, what he
had refunded and foregone.
The law cited does not specify to whom the refund by Govern
ment is to be made; but, as in resuming, the Government, of
course, recognize only the zemindar and his rights, he must
necessarily be the person to whom the refund would be granted.
In this case, however, there can be no doubt, because the putnee
dars having received back any rent they had paid on account of
the villages, and freed from further demand on that account, could
have no right to demand the refund of collections made from
Government, or payment of the balances due by the ryuts during
the period in question.
Therefore the decision of the principal
sudder ameen is afﬁrmed with full costs.
the

10, Regulation

v-—l—~
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THE l6'rn Auousr

1847.

PRESENT:
Sm R.

BARLOW, BAn'r.,
Jones.

PETITION No.

113

or

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Watson and Co., ﬁled in this
Court on the lst March 1847, praying for the admission of a

special appeal from the decision of the judge of Rajshahye, under
date the 27th November 1846, aﬂirming that of the principal sudder
ameen of the district, under date the 27th February 1846, in the
case of petitioners, plaintiffs,
versus
Pursunnonath
Race and
Sunkuree Dassea, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The plaintiffs, on the lst January 1845, sued the defendants
for amount lent on bond to Sunkuree Dassea, the mother of the
other defendant, for the purpose of defraying the expenses incurred
in the funeral obsequies of her deceased husband, Praunnath Race.
The bond being for l,500 Sicca rupees, is dated the 9th July
1828; and plaintiffs sue for interest equal to amount of principal,
laying their action at Sicca rupees 3,000, or 3,200 Company’s
rupees. The defendants deny the bond, and plead the statute of
limitations; and Sunkuree Dassea further denies, (she admitted
before the collector,) that she had borrowed from Alfred Betts any
money on account of funeral expenses.
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(441)
The principal sudder auieen and the judge threw out the plaintiff ’s
claim, on the ground that the plaint was not ﬁled within the period
prescribed by law ; and, in support of their proceedings, quote the
Construction of this Court, No. 813, dated 24th July 1833.
The
judge also refers to decisions of this Court, as will be seen in his
decision at page 39, of the Zillah Decisions for November last.
As to the Construction No. 813, it only goes so far as to rule
'
'
'
'
'
‘
that a miscella neous app l'ication is not 'a preferring a claim within
the meaning of Section l4, Regulation 3 of 1793, and applies
to the plaintif in a cause. The provisions, however, of the last
quoted law, distinctly set forth, that the courts are prohibited hear
ing, &c., any suit whatever, if the cause of action shall have arisen
twelve years before any suit shall have been commenced, &c.,
unless the complainant can show, &c., that the defendant had ad
In this case, the widow of the
mitted the truth of the demand.
Sunkuree
Dassea, when called upon by the
deceased zemindar,
collector on the l5th September 1835, admitted she had borrowed
the sum stated from Alfred Betts, for the purposes set forth.
The judge records there can be no doubt the bond was given by
Sunkuree Dassea to Alfred Betts, and the endorsement over, or
assignment of the same to Messrs Watson and Co., appear all to
have been regular; but adds, their laches bar their claim under
the bond.
It will be seen from the above abstract, that the courts have
altogether omitted to investigate the very material points in this
case ; ﬁrst, whether Sunkuree Dassea did, in fact, admit before the
collector that she borrowed money from Alfred Betts on account
of funeral expenses; second, whether the sum so borrowed was
disbursed, as stated, in the funeral expenses of her husband.
On these two points the courts are bound to record their judg
ment. If it be proved that Sunkuree Dassee admitted the borrowing
of the sum sued for, before the collector, the operation of the law of
limitations is at once barred. If, also, it be shown that the amount
borrowed was disbursed in the obsequies of her husband, the
expenditure of a sum for such a purpose is recognized by the
But both the principal sudder ameen and judge have
courts.
made the 9th July 1828,--—the date of the bond—the date from
which the period of twelve years should run, without pronouncing
on the integrity, or otherwiseof the admission, which would bar the
operation of Section 14, Regulation 3 of 1793.
The case must be returned to the principal sudder ameen for a
Costs to be charged when the case is
decision on its merits.
ﬁnally disposed of.

(442)
Tm: l6'rn Aooiisr

1847.

PRESENT:
R. H.

RATTRAY

and

A. DICK, ESQRS.,
Jvnons.
W. B. JACKSON, ESQ-,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 212 or 1846.
Appeal from a decree, in part of claim, passed by the
Principal Sudder Ameen of Bhagulpore, Mohummud Majid Khan,
June 30th 1846.

Regular

BABOO

NUNDLAL

BURM’H

AND

(PLA1N'riFFs,)

OTHERS, APPELLANTS,
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21678748

MUSST.

NEELA

BUTTEE,

WIDOWS

PONDENTS,
Wukeels

BUTTEE

AND
MUSST. PHOOLUN
or AJEET BURM’H, DECEASED, Ras

(DEFENDANTS.)

-

of Appellants—Ameer Ali, E.
Komar Tha/cur.

Colebrooke,

Wukeel of Resp0ndents—Gh0lam

and Pursun

Sufdur.

THIS suit was instituted by appellants, on the 22d August 1844,
to recover from respondents entire possession of tuppeh Bargop and
mouzah Rysee; in virtue of their (appellants’) legal right of
succession, as the next male heirs of Ajeet Burin’h, deceased.
Estimate (for stamp) Coinpany’s rupees 8,666-6_-4%.
The question to be determined was, to which party of those
before the Court, the estate of Ajeet belonged, with reference to
the relationship and aﬁinity subsisting between them, respectively,
and the deceased.
The principal sudder ameen, under a bewustha
furnished by a Bengal pundit, adjudged a moiety of the property
to each : and against this the present appeal was preferred_by the
plaintiffs (appellants) who claimed, and still maintain their right
to the whole.
Another separate appeal was preferred by respondents against
the award of the half share of the estate decreed to appellants:
the Coi1rt’s order on which will be found under No. 206 of this
date.

This suit for the property in question has beep instituted by
appellants, as next male heirs of Ajeet Burm’h, in preference to
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(443)
respondents, widows of the said Ajeet, in virtue of family custom,
and under the law of Mitlzila.
Respondents oppose the claim;
pleading their own right of succession to be superior.
Both parties admit that the question must be determined
agreeably to the law of lllithila ; their family having come thence,
and observed that law, since, in their preent locality; and the
principal sudder ameen having decided the case under a bewustlza
founded on the Dayabhaya doctrine, the authority current in
Bengal, both have appealed from his decision.
In regard to family usage, no proof has been adduced to shew
that any of the nature pleaded, has prevailed: the respective
claims therefore depend solely on the fact of separate or joint
for, under the Mitlzila shasturs, if separation have
occupancy:
between
the hereditary proprietors of an estate, the
taken place
widows of the late proprietor will succeed ; if the estate was held
in joint occupancy, the next male heirs inherit.
This constitutes the single point at issue in the case before
us.
It had been contended by respondents, that the cognizance of
the suit was barred by lapse of time : but this was overruled by
the Court ; inasmuch, as the claim of appellants being brought by
them as the next male heirs of the deceased, Ajeet, could not have
originated till Ajeet’s demise: he died in 1242 F., or 1835 A. D.,
and the suit was instituted in 1844. The Construction cited,
No. 942, has no bearing on the question either : this was not a
claim for a portion of an estate, by a co-heir or co-sharer ; but
for the whole property by heirs generally.
On the point really at issue, it was urged by respondents, that
appellants had acknowledged separate possession of certain lands
and villages, which fact was tantamount to an acknowledgment of
separate interests; that it was in evidence that the families lived
and ate separately; and that therefore they could have no rights
In answer it was observed,
superseding theirs, (respondents’.)
that, to prove the separation contended for, it was necessary to
establish the fact of a separate observance of the ‘ﬁve sacra
ments’; in support of which Colebrooke’s Mitacshara was cited
This might have been good as presumptive
(pp. 376-377.)
evidence, but could not have been advanced as conclusive proof;
being one only of several required tokens of separation : it need
not be discussed however ; as nothing but the plea was adduced
by the party urging it.
We are clearly of opinion, that, under the Mithila law, and
the facts and circumstances established in this case, the widows
of Ajeet have a right to the property contested, superior to that of
distant kinsmen, and that the claim of appellants is inadmissible.
We accordingly dismiss this appeal with costs.

(444)
Tm; l6'rn Anousr 1847.
Pmssanr:
R. H. RATTRAY and
A.

DICK,

ESQRS.,

Jnnoas.
W. B. JACKSON, Eso.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE N0. 206 or

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decree, in part of claim, passed by the Prin
cipal Sudder Ameen of Bhagulpore, Mohummud Majid Khan,
June 30th 1846.

MUSST. NEELA BUTTEE AND MUSST. PHOOLUN BUT
TEE, WIDOWS or AJEET BURM’H DECEASED, APPEL
LANTS,

(DEFENDAN'rs,)

versus
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BABOO NUND LAL BURM’H

AND

ornans, RESPONDENTS,

(PLAIN'1‘IFFS.)
Wukeel of Appellants~——Gh0lam Sufdur.
Wukeels of Resp0ndents—-Pursun Komar Thakur, Ameer

E.

Ali, and

Colebroolce.

THE particulars of this case will be found under that disposed of
at this day’s sitting of the Court, as N o. 212 of the ﬁle ; with re
ference to which it only remains to record, that the present appeal
against the decision of the lower court, adjudging a moiety of the
lands of tuppeh Bargop and mouzah Rysee, to the respondents, is
decreed; the judgment of the principal sudder ameen of the 30th
June 1346, being reversed, with all costs chargeable to respondents.

--31

THE l8'ru Auevsr
PRESENT
C.

1847.

:

TUCKER, EsQ.,
JUDGE.

PETITION N0. 357 or 1846.
IN the matter of the petition of Odhiram and Madhooram,
ﬁled in this Court on the 27th une* 1846, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of the deputy commis

J

sioner of Kamroop, under date the 20th December 1845, reversing
that of the principal assistant commissioner of Kamroop, under
date 17th December 1844, in the case of Odhiram and Madhou
ram, plaintiffs, versus Dya and others, defendants.

(445)
It

is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
This was a suit brought by the plaintiffs, who are gosairw, for
the services of the defendants, who are bhugguts; and for losses
incurred by their not rendering such services. The principal
assistant commissioner gave partial judgment for the plaintiffs;
but the deputy commissioner reversed the judgment, with refer
ence to the provisions of Act 5, 1843.
The Act cited by the deputy commissioner refers to the ques
tion of slavery, which has nothing to do with the relation existing
between gosains and bhugguts, and the services rendered by the
latter to the former in the performance of rites and ceremonies,
&c. &c.
admit the special appeal, as the only ground on which the
He will
deputy commissioner has decided the case, is irrelevant.
He will not, of course,
re-admit the suit, and try it on its merits.
be prevented by this order, from taking into consideration whe
ther, under the Hindu Law, the bhugguts are not at perfect liberty
to refuse their services; and, consequently,
whether the civil
courts can entertain such an action.
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Tm: l8'rn Aueusw I847.
PRESENT!
A.

DICK, Esq.

Jones.
W. B. JACKSON and
J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esons.,
TEMPORARY Jvnons.

CASE No.

or

91

1843.

Regular. Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Cuttaclr, Gkolam Rusool, December 2d 1842.

MANOO MUHAPATER AND ornnns, APPs:i.LAN'1's,
(PLAINTIFFS,)
versus

PUDLAB PUDJOOSEE

AND

ornnns, RESPONDENTS,

(DEFENDAN'rs.)
Wu/ceel

of

AppellanZs——Gh0lam

Sufdur.

Wukeels of Re.s'p0ndents—Pur.mn Komar Thakur, Lootf Ruhman,
IIIO/eummud Haneqf, Neelmunnee

Banerjea, and Gopal Kishen.

CLAIM for rupees 27,950 interest or fees due to them
purreeharees, or attendant priests, at the shrine of uggurnath.

I

J

as
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(446)
It appears from the papers, that the plaintiffs, on a former
occasion, sued the defendants for the fees, upon the amount of
which the interest is now claimed; and, on the 28th March 1814,
obtained a decree in their favor in this Court. In the course of
execution of that decree, a dispute arose as to its intent,'which
was ﬁnally determined by the Court (present: Mr. C. Smith) on
the 27th July 1826, to this effect: that, under that decree, no in
terest could be given upon any sums collected after the date of the
decree, (28th March 1814;) adding, that, if plaintiffs had a claim
for such interest, they might bring a new suit for it. This is the
suit now brought on the 9th June 1838.
The claim is for interest on certain sums collected subsequent
to 28th March 1814, and running on to the 30th June 1825, as
speciﬁed in the plaint: the interest to be calculated from the date
of collection by the defendants up to the date of payment, to the
This interest
plaintiﬁ's, of the principal sum, viz. 30th May 1827.
was not claimed before, nor was it awarded in the decree of 1814,
It is therefore plain, that no por
as ruled by this Court in 1826.
tion of the interest claimed for time more than 12 years previous
to the date of suit, (9th June 1838,) can be awarded, with reference
All claim is thus
to the lapse of time in bringing the action.
There remains
barred for time previous to the 9th June 1826.
the time from that date to 30th May 1827, or l year and 21 days.
We ﬁnd, that, on the 30th May 1827, the claim of the plain
tiffs, under the former decree, was adjusted with the defendants
under an ikrarnameh.
The defendants contend, that the ikrarna
meh and subsequent payment under that document, adjusted the
whole matter between the parties; whereas the plaintiffs assert, that
that adjustment referred only to the claim under the decree of
1814, which had been ruled not to include interest, and under
which, at that time, the defendants were in jail in default of
It is to be observed, that in the ikrarnameh there is no
payment.
mention of interest whatever ; and although in a petition, ﬁled by
plaintiffs a few days before the ikrarnameh, it is stipulated that
the adjustment shall not include the claim for interest, still that
condition is not to be found in the document itself to which the
defendants gave their assent: it has no mention of interest what
ever, and is apparently an adjustment simply of the claim under
the decree, which was independent of the claim for interest.
But
the delay in bringing forward the claim for interest, throws a
It does not absolutely
doubt on the meaning of that document.
vitiate the claim itself for any period within the 12 years allowed
by law; but it certainly throws a doubt on the point of the inclu
sion of the interest in the adjustment, as understood by the parties
at the time.
A delay of
years has taken place: and connect
ing this with the nature of the adjustment, which gives up a large

ll

I

(447)
portion of the principal, in consideration of immediate payment
of the remainder, we are disposed to view the adjustment as
Ordered,
having included the whole amount between the parties.
decision
of
the
be
and
the
that the claim
thrown out,
plaintiffs
of the principal sudder ameen conﬁrmed.
Costs against the
appellants.

ms

THE l8'rn Auousr i847.
PRESENT:

A. DICK, Esq-,

Jones.
W. B. JACKSON and
J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esons.,
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Tnmromuw Junons.
CASE No. 216 or 1845.
Special Appeal from a decision passed by E. Deedes, Esq., Additional
Judge of 24- Peryunnahs, April 9th l844; conﬁrming a decree pas
sed by J. Laurell, Esq., Collector of 24-Peryunnahs, March 16th
I842.

HURREE

MOHUN DAS

AND OTHERS, APPELLANTS,
FENDAN’I‘S,)
_

(Dn

versus

PRAN KISHEN RAEE,
Wulceel
I/Vukeels

of

RESPONDENT,

of Appellants—-J.

Respondent——Neelmunnee

(PLAINTlFF.)

G. Waller.
Banerjea

and Sheebnurain

Chatterjea.

THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the 26th July 1845,
under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Messrs. Tucker, Reid
and Barlow :—
‘ The plaintiff in this case sued the defendants to receive rent
from them for 15 biygahs and 5 biswas of land in Belgochea.
The
defendants resisted the claim, pleading that the zemindar of the
time being, (I202 B. S.,) granted their ancestors a perpetual lease
of the lands, free of rent, and that they dug a tank thereon the
case was referred to the collector,
under Regulation 2, l8l9,
who decreed for resumption.
The judge aﬁirmed the collector’s
decision, with reference to the date of.the grant.
‘ The
application for a special appeal is grounded on the fact,
that the lands are not what is usually understood by the term
lakhiraj; that they are malyoozaree lands, on which the assessment
of the Government revenue has been ﬁxed; and that, after the per
maneiit settlement, the zemindar was competent to grant any leae
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(443)
he pleased, and on any terms ; and that the plaintiff being a pur
chaser by private sale from the zemindar, was not competent to an
nul his lease.
‘ The
special appeal is granted, because the real issue in this
case, viz. whether or no the plaintiff is competent to set aside the
lease of a former zemindar; he, (the plaintiff,) being onlya pur
chaser by private sale, has never been tried.’
On hearing the pleaders of respondent, we learnt, that, although
he was a private purchaser, still the zemindaree had been sold at
auction for arrears subsequent to the date of the sunnud to the ap
pellants, and purchased by respondent from the auction pur
chaser’s heirs. We further ascertained, that the former zemindar
granted certain speciﬁed bigyahs of land to appellants, rent-free,
for the express purpose of digging a tank to supply water for the
Under these
use of the villagers of which there was much need.
circumstances, the certiﬁcate required amendment: and the ques
tion, as to whether the judge who admitted the special appeal, or
the Court before whom the case came for trial, was the proper
It was
authority to amend, was referred to the Court at large.
decided that the Court, before whom the case was pending for
decision, was the authority indicated in the law.
We therefore amend the certiﬁcate, to the effect, that the special
appeal is admitted to try whether any zemindar, whether auc
tion purchaser, or private purchaser, has power to cancel a grant
of a small speciﬁc portion of land rent-free, for the express purpose
of digging a tank for the beneﬁt of the villagers.
We are of opinion, that, under Section 8, Regulation 44, 1793,
such a grant, though rent-free, cannot be cancelled by any subse
Ordered, that the decision of the lower courts
quent proprietor.
be reversed, and the plaintiff’s claim dismissed, with full costs of
p
all courts.

THE

--11

l8'l‘l-I AUGUST

Panssnr:
Sm R. BARLOW,

1847.

BAR.'l‘.,

Jones.
PETITION N0.

15

or

1847.

IN the matter of the. petition of Sheikh Zuman, ﬁled in this
Court on the 6th May l846, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of Sarun,
under date the 21st February 1846, aﬂirming that of the moonsilf
of Chumparun, under date the 29th April I845, in the case of
Dirgpal Singh, plaintiff, versus petitioner, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :~—

I

(449)

is

it

it

{

Tus l9'rri Avovsr

J. A.
'

1847.

PRESENT:

F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION N0. 382 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Pnrtab Chundur Race, ﬁled in
this Court on the 29th June I847, praying for the admission of
special appeal from the decision of Mr. Riley, principal sudder

a
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is,

The plaintiff sued the defendant for balance of rent before the
In his plaint he claimed rupees H7, 6!; annas,
deputy collector.
due for 1251 Fuslee, due in cash and kind, without specifying the
quantity of land on which cash payments were to be made, and
the quantity on which payments in kind. The deputy collector, on
the 29th November 1844, dismissed the plaint, as it was not proved
by the plaintiff that he had duly served notice on the defendant
to enhance his rent ; and because
the defendant denied the
kubooleut produced at the time of disposing of the case only.
Dirgpal, the farmer, then sued in the moonsiﬂ"s court for reversal
of the summary order passed by the deputy collector.
That
oﬂicer decreed for Dirgpal on the grounds that the kubooleut he
produced was proved, and that the defendant did not allow him
to inspect the documents he held, sufliciently, nor did he ﬁle them
though ordered to do so.
The principal sudder ameen, before whom the defendant pleaded
that his proofs were not received by the moonsilf, upheld the
decision of the lower court, saying there was no ground for inter
ference.
The investigation of this case,
the Court observe, quite incom
plete, and the proceedings of the lower courts irregular and
It was the bounden duty of the moonsiff to
opposed to practice.
examine all the documents put in by the defendant closely,
not possible that he
and to his satisfaction, without which
should be able to pronounce on their value. The principal sudder
ameen, though the appellant (defendant) pleaded this specially,
and urged his case had not been looked into, nor his evidence
taken, paid no regard to the objections raised to the moonsiff’s
without any investigation as to their vali
decision, and upheld
In fact, judgments have been passed against the petitioner
dity.
and, on the
whose defence has been altogether disregarded;
as
well
of
these
his
as other
decisions,
bullocks,
ploughing
strength
The
direct
sale.
Court
that
the
case
are
advertised
for
property,
the
for
to
moonsiﬁ"s
court
on
its
be returned
re-investigation
all
in
execution
of
the
lower
courts’
and
merits;
process
judgments
must be stayed.

(450)
of Hooghly, under date the 26th March 1847, reversing
that of Gopeekishen Banerjea, nioonsitf of Nyaserai, under date
the 31st August l846, in the case of Shunkiirree Dassee, plaintiff,
versus the petitioner and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :-—
The plaintiff sued the defendants for arrears of rent; but was
nonsuited by the moonsiff, for certain irregularities in his plaint.
On appeal the principal sudder ameen went into the merits of the
case, and gave judgment for the plaintiff.
As Clause 2, Section 27, Regulation 23, 1814, has been repealed
by Section 3, Act 29 of 1841 , the proper course for the plaintiff to
have adopted would have been a summary appeal from the order
of nonsuit ; and the proper course for the principal sudder ameen
to have taken, with reference to the Circular Order, No. 46, dated
23rd August I839, and the constant practice of the courts, would
have been to remand the case to the moonsiff for investigation on
its merits, if he considered the order of nonsuit improper.
I admit the appeal, and remand the case to the principal sudder
ameen, who will decide upon the propriety or otherwise of the
If he consider the order improper, he will
order of nonsuit.
remand the case to the moonsiﬂ’ for judgment upon the merits.
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THE l9'rn Auousr

I847.

PRESENT:

J. A.

F. HAWKINS, ESQ-,
'

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No.-279 or 1847.
j IN the matter of the petition of Byjnath Sein, ﬁled in this Court
on the 18th May 1847, praying for the admission of a special ap
peal from the decision of Mr. C. Mackay, principal sudder ameen
of Myinensingh, under date the l8th February 1847, aﬂirining
that of Ameerooddeen Khan, sudder ameen of Myiiieiisingh, under
date 23rd December 1845, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiﬂ’,
Raee and others, defendants.
is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the

versus Gopeekaunth

It

following grounds:——
The plaintiff, who is auction purchaser of an estate, sold for
arrears of revenue, originally sued the defendants for rent of certain.
The defen
lands, alleged by him to be included in his purchase.
dants repelled the claim, alleging that the lands held by them were
their own property, and altogether independent of the estate pur
chased by the plaintiff.
The case was nonsuited; and the plaintiff
then brought the present action to establish his right to the lands.

(45l)'
The sudder ameen dismissed his claim; and from his judgment
the plaintiff appealed. After the date of judgment, however, of the
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court of ﬁrst instance, the record was destroyed by ﬁre, which
The principal sudder
burnt down the sudder ameen’s lcutcherry.
ameen then sent for the record of the case of nonsuit, and some
other proceedings of the courts; and, after receiving some docu
ments from the defendants, decided the case, conﬁrming the judg
ment of the lower court.
The papers having been destroyed, the principal sudder ameen
should have called upon the parties to ﬁle such evidence as they
might possess, or be able to procure; as well as to state whether
they wished the witnesses, whose depositions had been taken by
It was his duty to do every
the sudder ameen, to be re-examined.
thing in his power to supply what had been destroyed; and as
many of the documents were copies procured from the public
Con
oﬁices, this might have been done to a considerable extent.
sidering his investigation to be incomplete, I admit the appeal,
and remand the case for further enquiry in the manner above
indicated.

-_

Tun l9'rn Auousr

1847.

Psssszwr:

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
Trmronanr Jones.

PETITION No. 393 or

1847.

_
/

IN the matter of the petition of Radha Singh and another, ﬁled
in this Court on the 3d July 1847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of T. Wyatt, Esq., judge of
Rungpore, under date the 3d of April 1847, aﬂirming that of
Opindur Chundur Nyaruttun, principal sudder ameen of Rungpore,
under date the 16th July 1846, in the case of Rajkomar Singh,
plaintiff, versus the petitioners, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :-——
The plaintiff instituted this suit to obtain possession with mesne
He
proﬁts of a farm, or rather a fractional portion of a farm.
stated that he held a 12 annas’ share of the farm, while one Dhurai
Dhurai Singh was not a
Singh held the other 4 annas’ share.
party in any way to the suit, a fact which should be accounted for.
The plaintiff sets forth in his plaint, that he had obtained the
farm for seven years from the proprietor, Futteh Singh, on the 7th
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(452)
Maugh 1249, to run from 1250 to l256 B. S.; and that he had
been ejected by the defendants in the month of Bysack 1250, that
is, the ﬁrst month of the period of his lease: in other words, that
he had never got possession of it.
When the pleadings were
nearly completed, he, apparently Without any order or permission
of the court, ﬁled a supplemental plaint, saying that he had been
dispossesed in the month of Sawun of that year.
Futteh Singh, the alleged lessor, had died ; but his son, who was
a defendant in the suit, supported the plaintiff’s claim. The other
defendants denied his right to obtain possession under the alleged
farming lease.
The case, thus, by the plaintiff’s own shewing, came into court
in such a form as to require the closest scrutiny and investigation.
The defendants, Radha Singh and Nyan Singh, (petitioners,)
however, replied that they had held a farm of the lands for many
years from 1225 to l248; and that the last renewal of their lease
was from 1249 to 1253, their pottah being dated 13th Cheyte l249,
that is a short time after the date of the p1aintiff’s alleged pottah,
but running for a period antecedent by a year to the plaintiﬁ°’s
lease; and that they had actually held possession for nearly a year
of their last lease, before the date of the potlah produced by plain
tiff.
Such a defence as that set up by the defendants, to such a claim
as that put forward by the plaintiff, should have been fully inves
tigated, ere being rejected. The principal sudder ameen does
appear to have made some investigation; but the judge, in deciding
the case in appeal, thus records the substance of the decree of the
lower court :—‘ The principal sudder ameen, considering the plain
tiﬁ"s pottah to have been clearly proved, and discrediting the
testimony of the two witnesses in support of the defendants’ pleas,
decreed, with wasilat and costs, against the appellants’ ; and then
adds, ‘that, seeing no reason for impugning the justness of the
'
decision appealed from, he conﬁrms it.’
Now there was no doubt that the plaintiff’s potlah could be
easily proved as a mere matter of fact; but the real point of
enquiry, was, whether the lease to the plaintiff was not a collusive
and illegal transaction between the proprietor and the plaintiff to
get rid of the real farmers; and this most material point the judge
The enquiry was essential as to whether the de
has not touched.
fendants had held possession during 1249, under an understanding
that the lease was to be renewed; and whether it was renewed in
form by the pottah of 13th Cheyte of that year; and if so, whether
the defendants could be ousted, as long as they paid their rents,
during the continuance of the farm. The enquiry by the judge
admit the appeal, and remand the
has been very incomplete; and
case for further consideration and decision by that authority.

I

all-'
(453)
Tna l9rn Aucusr I847.
PRESENT:

J. A.

F.

HAWKINS,

ESQ-,

Tsmponnav
PETITION No. 276 or

Juncn.

1847.
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IN the matter of the petition of Debee Das Sein, ﬁled in this
Court on the l7th May I847, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of Mr. W. Money, additional judge of
Chittagong, under date the 15th February 1847; aﬂirming that of
Moulvee Budeeooddeen, sudder ameen of Chittagong, under date
the 26th May 1845, in the case of Mohun Lal Sokul, plaintiff, versus
the petitioner and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The plaintiff instituted this action for possession of l°dkoon, 4
kaneea, l3 gundahs, 3 cowries of land, as belonging to his estate,
called Sumbhooram-Canoongo.
The claim was repelled by the
defendants, who declared the disputed land to appertain to their
estate. The sudder ameen gave judgment for the plaintiff.
In appeal, the additional judge proceeded in a great measure
upon a measurement paper ﬁled by the respondents, and signed
by the appellant, at the time of the recent measurement in Chitta
gong, which went far to discredit the counter-claim set up by
the appellant to the lands in dispute.
It was urged in the course of the special appeal proceedings in
this Court, that an action had been instituted in the moonsiﬁ"s
court to set aside this identical document, which had been suc
On reference to the additional judge, it was found that
cessful.
such was the case, and that an appeal from the moonsiﬁ"s decision
was pending in his court.
Under these circumstances, I admit the appeal, and remand the
case to the additional judge, who will replace it on his ﬁle, and
dispose of the cases together.

-—}—

Tnn l9'ru Aocosr

J.

1847.

PRESENT!
A. F.

HAWKINS, ESQ.,
TEMPORARY

PETITION No.

351

or

Jones.

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Issur Chundur Mitr, ﬁled in this
Court on the 19th June I847, praying for the admission of a special
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(454)

I

appeal from the decision of Myenooddeen Sufdur, principal sudder
under date the 18th of March 1847,
ameen of 24-Pergunnahs,
reversing that of the moonsiff of Sulkea, under date the 28th
November 1846, in the case of Rajnurain Dutt, plaintiff, versus
the petitioner and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
'l‘he plaintiff sued for recovery of possession of a small portion
of land, now forming a pathway, which he alleged to be private
property; and in seeking possession of which, he was resisted by
the defendants. The defendants replied, that the alleged‘ pathway
was a public road, and could not be closed, or taken possession of
by any party.
The moonsiif (Mr. Thompson,) after a very full investigation, and
personal local enquiry, gave judgment for the dismissal of the claim,
on the ground that the road had been in existence many years be-V
fore the laintiff acquired the property to which he declared the
land to lfglong ; that it was public, and could not be closed in the
manner now sought by the plaintiff.
In appeal, the plaintiff started a new point as to its not being a
carriage road. The principal sudder ameen, admitting the road
was an old one, entered into the enquiry, as to whether it was a
carriage road or a mere footpath; a proceeding which was alto
gether at variance with the original claim, which was to the effect,
that the land included in the road was private property.
The
principal sudder ameen has only to decide upon the claim; and to
decree or dismiss that. Instead, however, of doing this, he reverses
the decree of the moonsiff in favor of defendants; and, at the same
time, virtually dismisses the plaintiﬁ"s claim, which was for private
possession of the property.
I admit the appeal, and remand the case to the principal sudder
ameen, in order, that he may pass judgment with reference to the
claim as put forth by the plaintiff, and conﬁne himself to that
point.

(455)
THE 2ls'r Anousr

1847.

PRESENT:

TUCKER, EsQ., and
Sm R. BARLOW, Bum,

C.

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

Juncns.
EsQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

86

or

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by E. Deedes, Esquire, Addi
tional Judge of 24-Pergunnahs, June 21st 1844; conﬁrming a decree
passed by Lokenath Bose, Sudder Ameen, January 19th 1844.

DEBEE CHURN BISWAS, APPELLANT, (PLA1Nr1EF,)
‘UCTSUS

KISHEN KISHWUR RAEE OHOWDHREE
RESPONDENTS,
Wukeel

of Appellant—-lW2elmunnee

Banerjea.
Ifiskore Ghose.

of Resp0ndents—-Klshen

THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the 7th January
l847,under the following certiﬁcate recorded byMr. . F.- M. Reid :-—
‘On the 5th May 1843, Kishen Kishwur Raee Chowdhree and
Mudoo Soodun Raee Chowdhree instituted a summary suit, under
Regulation 7 of 1799, before the collector of 24-Pergutuiahs, to reco
ver rs. 317-I 2-0, arrears
rent
S.,
1nterest,ffrom
Ram Ruttun Biswas and urree Io ﬁ24%3B.
un iswas, as
Wltfllarmers
turf
Kamduhoree and turf Bural, and from petitioner appellant in this
case) as the surety of the farmers, under dowl-kubooleut and security
The petitioner ﬁled two petitions
bond, dated llth Assar 1249.
before the deputy collector on the 24th and 26th Jeyt 1250, (6th
and 8th June 1843,) and
on
Assar 1250, (16th June
In his etitions iavelsecuiritythat
1843.
dowl-kubooleut and secu
On
21st June 1843, (8th Assar 1250,)
rity bdnd were
fdrgeries.razeenameh, and the farmers, defendants, a
the plaintiffs ﬁle
collector, Oma Kaunth Sein, on the 13th
sufeenameh; and the
0

e
tﬁld

,

tiiee

e

al

e

a

Io;

lpf

J

a

depluty

Jul}l)i18‘ilie tll1:l:(i3lY1(;1l11tgi:1S€(llililz-‘ii, petitioner instituted
regular suit in
the court of the judge of 24-Pergunnahs against the plaintiffs in the
aforesaid summary suit, the farmers, the defendants in the said suit,
one Sree Dhur Raee, who he alleged was the instigator of the fraud
his dependents, and also
attempted against him, the others
bei%ishen Puramanic, and Bha
against Nemaichmn Sawlmt, and Ram
goodhur Sirdar, and Raj Kishwur Sein, and Bulram Saho, attesting
witnesses to the security bond, to set aside the smnmary order and
a
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Wulwel

AND OTHERS,

(DEEENnAN'rs.)

(455)
the security:
By a supplementary petition, he prayed that the ﬁve
attesting witnesses might be excluded from among the defendants.
‘
Kishen Kishwur Raee Chowdhree and Mudoo Soodun Raee

a

a

is
a

is,

ad

I

a

‘

is

it

a

it

it,

of

the defendants.

‘

therefore admit the special appeal to try.
First.-—Was the
or
was
frivolous
in
this
and vexa
suit,
plaintiff justiﬁed
bringing
tious, and should the award of damages be conﬁrmed or reversed?
Second.—-Should the judges before whom the special appeal may come,
be of -opinion that the plaintiff had suﬂicient grounds for bringing this
will be for them to determine the course to be pursued
action,
either merely to relieve the plaintiff from the award of damages for a.
frivolous and vexatious suit, and refer him to the magistrate for en
quiry into the alleged forgery; or to send back the case to the zillah

;

it

it

I
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‘

‘

tiie

Chowdhree ﬁled an answer, asserting the authenticit of the dowl—
rent of one
kubooleut and security bond, which were both for
year only; so that, after the razeemzmeh and sufeenameh had. been ﬁled,
no further demand could be made on the plaintiff.
On the 19th January 1844, Lokenath Bose, the sudder ameen of
24-Pergunnahs, to whom the case had been referred for trial, non
suited the plaintiff, because the security bond having been already
Set aside by the razeenameh and sufeenameh, the plaintiff could -never
For this reason, he deemed
be called upon to pay any thing under it.
the suit of plaintiff frivolous and vexatious; and accordingly awarded
to the defendants 10 rupees damages under Section 40 of Regulation
23, 1814, made applicable to sudder ameens by Section 73 of that
Regulation, and ordered that he should pay all the defendants’ costs
with interest.
The additional judge, Mr. E. Deedes, conﬁrmed the decision of
the sudder ameen on the 21st June 1844; being of opinion, that
the authenticity, or otherwise, of the security bond ought to have
been tried while the summary suit was before the deputy collector,
and could not be investigated in the civil court.
en
The petitioner applied to this Court for
special appeal.
of
the
decisions of the lower
tertain great doubts as to the propriety
courts’, stigmatizing the plaintiff as having brought
frivolous and
the
bond
His
assertion
that
vexatious suit.
security
forgery.
deed having been openly ﬁled in
Such
competent court, the peti
tioner was, in my opinion, entitled to have his allegations, in regard
to
enquired into; and, as he was debarred by the dismissal of the
claim on razeenameh and suﬁzenameh ﬁled before the deputy collec
remembered he was not party,)
tor (to which be
worthy of
consideration, whether he was not fully justiﬁed in bringing the suit
before the zillah court to set aside the deputy collector’s decision as
incomplete, as not having decided all the points at issue between the
parties; even though the deputy collector could not, under the cir
cumstances of the case, have given any award for money against any

(457)
court, with instructions to replace it on the ﬁle, and having called for
the deputy collector’s proceedings to try the suit on its merits.
have ordered the judge of 24-Pergunnahs to inform the collector
of the existence of this suit, and to request that the original dowl
kubooleut and security bond be not returned to the parties who ﬁled

I

them.’

We

the spirit of Clause 5, Section 14,
into
the
Regulation 17, I817,
enquiry
the alleged forgery, if deemed
in the collector’s oﬂice; and
should
have
been
conducted
necessary,
that not having been done, it was not competent to the civil court to
entertain an action merely to prove that a document, ﬁled in the col
are

of opinion, that, under

lector’s oiﬁce, was a forgery.
But being of opinion that the suit was
not instituted either with a litigious or vexatious intention, but rather
through ignorance of the proper course to be pursued, we amend the
lower court’s orders so far as to remit the damages awarded to the
defendants.
Costs in all courts to be paid by the appellant.

-{-_

THE 21sr Aueusr

1847.
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PRESENT:

TUCKER, ESQ., and
Sm R. BARLOW, B.urr.,

C.

J uness.

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

EsQ-,

Tsmroaaar JUDGE.
CASE No. 84 or 1847.
Special Appeal from a decision passed by Syud Jonab Ali, Principal
Sudder Ameen of East Burdwan, March 27th 1845 ; reversing a
decree passed by Pearee Mohun
Banerjee, Moonsif of Kytee,
December 26th 1844.

PUNCHANUND RAEE, APPELLANT,
wrrn o'rnaus,)

(DEFENDANT

versus

RAJKISHORE BANERJEE
~

AND ANOTHER,

RESPONDENTS,

(Pi.AiN'rirrs.)
Wukeel of Appellant—Kishen Kishore Ghose.
Raee.
Wukeel of Respondents--Ramapershad

THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the 15th December
certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker:—
1846, under the followin
‘The petitioner, one 0% the defendants in this case, was sued by
the plaintiffs for rupees 22-4-16-l, stated to be on account of rent

The petitioner
due for the year 1249, and up to Assin I250 B. S.
had previously sued the plaintiffs for possession of the lands, on

(458)
account of which the rent is claimed, and obtained a decree on 17th
September 1840; but, in consequence of an appeal having been pre
ferred by his opponents, he did not get possession till 14th September
1843, the last day of the month of Bhadoon 1250 B. S.
‘ This
from the records of that ease, the moonsilf dis
appearin
On appeal, however, the principal sudder
missed the claim ér rent.
ameen would not abide by the record of the former case; but,
stating that the evidence proved the petitioner to have been in pos
session from 1249 B. S., reversed the moonsiif’s decision.
‘
admit the special appeal to try whether it was competent to the
principal sudder ameen to disregard the evidence of possession, as
ruled in the previous case between the same parties: as, if not, no
rent was due from the petitioner up to 1st Assin 1250 B. S.’
It appears that the demand for rent in this case, viz. from 1249
B. S., was for a period subsequent to the ﬁnal decree in appeal in
favor of the appellant in the former case, viz. 29th July 1841, cor
responding with 15th Sawun 1248 B. S.; consequently it was
competent to the principal sudder ameen to entertain the question of
recovery of possession under that decree: and as he declares the
fact of possession by the present appellant from the commencement
of 1249 B. S. to be proved, his decision carmot be interfered with:
accordingly we dismiss the appeal with costs.
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THE 21s'r Auousr
Pnnssnr:

1847.

TUCKER, EsQ., and
Sm R. BARLOW, BART.,
C.

_

J.

Jnness.
A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
TEMPORARY

CASE No.

111

or

A

Jones.
‘

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder Ameen
qf East Burdwan, April 17th 1845; aﬂirming a decree passed by
the rlloonsff qf Samuntee, October 3d 1844.

MAJOOLEA
RAMDHUN
-

AND orrrmns,

APPE-LLANTS,

(DEFENDANTS,)

J YERAM

versus

CHATTERJEA,

Rasromnnnr,

Wukeel qf Appellants—-Moonshee
-

(PLAINTIFR)

Bahadoor Ali.

Resp0ndent——/Ibsent.

THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the 12th ‘January
1847, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker :—

(459)
‘

The plaintiff in this case having on
a decree for a small quantity of land (9

a former occasion

obtained

biswas, 7 chittacks) against
the defendants, instituted the present suit for the wasilat for the
In the
suit he claimed 1
period he was out of possession.
original
;
biswas
stated
10
and
the
annual pr
uce to be eight annas.
b' gah,
The wasilat now decreed is for six years, and amounts to rs. 54-2-3.

Notwithstanding the defendants pleaded, that the plaintiff havin
brought his ﬁrst suit on a valuation of eight annas as the annuﬁ
produce, could not now demand more, the plea was disregarded
therefore admit the special appeal,
in toto, without reason assigned.
that
the
must
be bound by his original valua
plaintiff
considering
to
no
is
entitled
tion, and
higher sum as wasilat.’
of
are
We
opinion, that a plaintiff is hound by his plaint,
clearly
more
than he sues for. We therefore amend
recover
and cannot
of
the
lower
courts, and award wasilat at the rate of
the decisions
on
1 biggah and 10_bz'swas,
on the quantity
eight annas per annum
of land decreed.

I
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THE

*

Aoousr

21s'r

Pnnsnnr:

1847.

TUCKER, EsQ., and
SIR R. BARLOW, BART.,
C.

Juncns.

J. A.

F.

HAWKINS,

CASE No.

EsQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
85

or

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by Mr. John French, Addition
al Judge of Tirhoot, lllarch 26th 1845 ; conﬁrming a decree passed
by Moulvee Syud Aslzruf Hosein, 2d Principal Sudder Ameen,

July llth

1843.

SHEIKH UZHUR ALI
APPELLANTS,

AND

MUSST. RUHEMUN,

(DEFENDANTS, WITH ANOTHER,)
versus

SHEO PATUK LAL, RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFE)
Wukeel qf Appellants—Ramapershad Raee.
Wukeel of Respondent-—Buhadoor Ali.
THIS

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 15th January
under
the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker :——
1847,
‘
The decision in this case is, in my opinion, at variance with
Section 9, Regulation 15, 1793 ; and though the point was not urged
in the lower courts, the section quoted makes it imperative on the
The plaintiff advanced
‘courts not to decree in opposition to the law.
'600 rupees, on certain lands being farmed to him: the deed exe
cuted, showed the annual produce of the lands to be 142 rupees; of

(469)
which the plaintiff was to be allowed 127 as interest on the amount
advanced by him, and to pay the remaining 15 rupees to the mort
This is interest at the rate of about 1-12 per cent. per
gagers.
mensem.
Special appeal admitted to try this point.’
Mnssns. TUCKER AND HAWKINS.-——VVe can see no attempt in
the terms of the deed to evade the law, though the stipulation is
With reference to the principle and the construc
certainly illegal.
tion of the law reco 'zed in the case"" of Khedoo Lal Khattri v.
Ruttrm Khattri, decigdld. 2d February 1830, we allow the principal,
but not the interest; and amend the decrees of the lower courts
accordingl . Costs payable by the parties in proportion.
SIR R. l§ARLOW.-—I would, under provisions of Section 9, Regula
tion 15, 1793, dismiss the plaintiff’s claim.
consider that the stipu
lation of payment of 127 rupees per annum as proﬁt, intifa is the
word used, is a term introduced to evade the law, prohibiting exces
the respondent’s reply to the application for
Indeed,
sive interest.
special appeal, it is pleaded that interest has not been claimed by the
plaintiff in violation of the law regulating amount of interest, and it
is urged that intifa only is sued for.
take this to be a device
to elude the rules prescribed on the subject of interest; and would
dispose of the case as laid down in the Section and Regulation
above quoted by dismissing the suit.

I
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THE 21sr AUGUST

1847.

PRESENT:

TUCKER, EsQ.,
SIR R. BARLOW,
C.

and
BAR'r.,

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

J

UDGES.

Eso.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE N0.

117

or

1847.

a decision passed by the Additional Principal
Special Appeal
Sudder Ameen qf Hooghly, April 28th 1845 ; aﬂirminy a decree
passed by the Mo0nsiﬂ"qf that district, December 23d 1844.

UNNODA PURSHAD BANERJEA,

APPELLANT,

DANT, WITH O'1‘HERS,)

TARNEE DIBBEA,
Wulwel

(DEFEN

UETSUS

RESPONDENT,

of Appellant—-Gour

(PLAIN'r1EE.)

Huree Banerjea.

Wukecl qf Respondent—-Ifishen Kishore Ghose.

THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the 19th January
1847, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker :—
* Sudder Dewanny Reports, Vol. V. page 10.

(461)
‘

In this case the plaintiff,
herself the shewaet of a certain thakur,
sued the defendant for appro riating the offerings.
The petitioner
(one of the defendants) denied that the plaintiff was the shewaet, and
that she acted only as his servant.
The courts decided that the
plaintiff was the shewaet, and gave her a decree for the amount
claimed.

I admit the special appeal applied for, on the ground that
the proceedings of the lower courts are irregular and illegal.
Qn a suit for appropriation of offeri s, the title to the office of
shewaet has been enquired into and Ifecided.
I consider that the
dismissed;
and that she should, if
plaintiffs case should have been
she deemed herself injured in her rights, have sued for the olﬁce
with wasilat, when the whole question would have been before the
court.’
As the possession of the oﬁice of shewaet in the family of the
plaintiff, from the year 1210 B. S., is clearly established, and, indeed,
admitted by the defendant, we are of opinion he had no right to oust
the plaintiff, without a suit in court to establish his right: we there
fore afﬁrm those parts of the decrees of the lower courts, which
award to the plaintiff the amount of offerings, leaving the question
of the right of appointment to the office of shewaet, which the lower
courts should not, in this case, have decided, open to future
adjudication on a suit being instituted to contest
it.

_¢_

Aucvsr

THE 2lsT

1847.

Pnnsnur:

TUCKER, ESQ.,
SIR R. BARLOW,

C.

and

BART.,

J.

Jonens.
A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
UDGE.

J

TEMPORARY

CASE

N0.

140

or

1846.

;

by

by

the Principal Sudder Ameen
Special Appeal from a decision passed
the
October
31st
1846
reversing a decree passed
of Tipperah,

Mo0nsz_'ﬂ'qf Ameergaon,

February 23d 1846.

ANNA BIBI, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
UGTSUS

NIAMUT KHAN,
Wukeel

of
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‘

RESPONDENT,

Appellant—-Lute/zmee

(DEEEN1>ANr.)
Purshad.

Respondent.—Ab.s-ent.

THIS

admitted to special appeal, on the 3d February
1847, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Sir R. Barlow :-—
case was

F
r.
E

(462)
‘

Plaintiff states that the defendant, in consequence of some words
which passed between them, assaulted and abused her; that she is
unable to prosecute her case before the criminal,court, and, therefore,
institutes this suit for damages, estimating her action at 62 rupees.
The defendant, in his answer, denies the assault and abuse. The
moonsiff passed a decree in favor of the plaintiff, which was reversed
by the principal sudder ameen,. on the ground that no action would
lie on the civil side of the court; and that the plaintiff should have
The principle here
sued defendant before the criminal authorities.
laid down by the principal sudder ameen is opposed to both law
and practice: a special appeal is therefore admitted to set aside
his order of the 31st October 1846.’
We concur in the admission of this appeal ; and direct that the case
be returned to the principal sudder ameen to be disposed of on its
merits.
I

Tm: 21sr Auensr

1847.

PRESENT:

TUCKER, EsQ., and
Sm R. BARLOW, BART.,
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O.

Jnnens.

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

236

or

1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by T. C’. Scott, Esquire,
Judge of East Burdwan, July 7th 1845 ; aﬂirming a decree passed
by Syud Jonab Ali, Principal Sudder Ameen, June 28th 1844.

MUTHOOR MOHUN MITR

AND ANOTHER,

Arrnnnsnrs,

(DEFENDANTS,)
'U81'SllS

BINDRABUN CHUNDUR UDHIKAREE, Rnsronnnnr,
(PLAINTIFR)
Wukeel qf Appellants—Pursun Koomar Thakur.
Wukeel of Respondent-——Gholam Sufdur.

THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the 2d September
1846, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker :—
‘
The suit in this case was for possession of certain landed pro rty,
sold, conditionally, to the plaintiff by the defendants, after foreclgure
of the mortgage under the provisions of Regulation 17 of 1806; and

the plaintiff was successful in both the principal sudder ameen’s and
the _]udge’s courts.
The grounds for a special appeal will be seen
from the following statement of facts taken from the rec0rd:-The
notice to the defendants under Regulation 17 of 1806, was issued on

~

(463)

a is

7,

it

a

1,

2,

is

it

e

a

I

al

e

a
le

it

It

tie

a

is
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‘

tie

30th March I842.
On the lst March 1843, the defendants put in
a petition to the judge, stating their objections to the demand, and
requesting to be allowed to dqzosit the amount; and stating that if
the judge could not enquire into the grounds of their objections, in a
suit
summary manner, they would institute a
the
I'8€l.l8!‘
e deposi igainst
mortgagee; and requested that the amount to
by them
might be retained in deposit till such suit should be disposed ofl
The judge, having called for and received a report on the case from
his mohqﬁz, passed an order on the petition on the 8th March, that
the petitioners were at liberty to deposit the amount, which was
accordin ly done on the same day.
‘
On
31st March 1843, this order was revoked by the judge,
who remarked that such conditional deposit was not allowable, and
desired the petitioners to take away the money; and ended with
declaring the sale to have become absolute, because the money had
not been paid within the year’s notice.
requires no remarks to show that the judge alone was to
blame.
The money was improperly received by him on the 8th
March: but the year’s notice did not expire till the 30th March;
and had he returned the money before that day, the petitioners
in unconditionally.
would have had an opportunity of paying
But
on the 31st March, when the year’s notice had expired, without
in the money uncondi
offering them the opportunity of
paging
of
8th
March to be not
he
declared
the
deposit
tionally,
tender of the amount; and the yea.r’s notice having then expired, tﬁat
The injustice of this requires no
the sale had become absolute.
comment; - and under these circumstances the present decree was
admit the special appeal to decide, whether, under the
given.
circumstances above related, the payment of the money, on the 8th
March 1843 (which was never withdrawn) was not full and suﬁi
'
cient tender of the amount due to the
mortgggee.’ are of opinion that
Sir R. BARLOW and Mr. HAWKINS.——
the judge, when applied to, on the 8th March 1843, to receive
the deposit, though coupled with certain conditions, did not act
He com
contrary to any law or practice in receiving the money.
this
remove
from
but
did
not
the
with
request;
plied
mortgagers’
the mortgagers the responsibility of the consequences of their own
not his
act. The judge acts in such cases purely ministerially:
he
to
and
one
the
course
to
to
indicate
pursue;
any
place
any
thin that he may do, in compliance with such request as that made
by
mortgagers in this case, does not in any way affect the relation
The deposit was
existing between the mortgagers and mortgagee.
to
the
not
be
made with
paid
mortgagee: this
request that
might
not tender of payment as contemplated by Section
Regulation
1798; and had the judge
17, 1806, and Section
Regulation
never passed his order of the 31st March 1843, the right of redemp

(464)

-

it

THE

{O

21s"r

Anonsr

1847.

PRESENT:

G.

TUCKER, ESQ., and
BARLOW, BART.,

SIR R.

J.

J

UDGES.

'

A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,

CASE N0.

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
163

or

1847.

JUGGESHWUR

SIRGAR

AND

ornnns, APPELLANTS

,

by

,-

by

T. C. Scott, Esquire, Judge
Special Appeal from a decision passed
qfZz'Zlah East Burdwan, July 7th, 1845
cmgﬁrming a decree passed
Syud Jonab Ali, Principal Sudder Amcen, June 28th 1844.
(DEFENDANTS,)
UCTSZLS

BINDRABUN CHUNDUR UDHIKAREE,

RESPONDENT,

Wukeel

qf qf

(PLAINTIFE)
Kishore Ghose.
G.
Waller.
Res])ondent—-J.
THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the 20th February
1847, imder the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker
A special appeal has already been admitted in this case on the
petition of the defendants, Muthoor Mohun and Anund Mye Dassee,
on 2d September 1846.
Appellants'—Kz'shen

:

Wukeel

‘
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it

is

It

it

it

is

518

tion was gone on the preceding day; and anyorder passed after that
date, must be considered as a nullity as far as the merits of this case
We are therefore of opinion, that the acts of the
are concerned.
of
in March 1843, form no bar to the foreclosure of
Burdwan,
judge
the mortgage; and that the decrees of the lower courts must be
conﬁrmed, with costs against the appellants.
Mr. TUCKER.—Dissentient, because our courts are courts of equity
as well as of law; and where there are no rules for our guidance, our
decisions are to be
overned by the dictates of equity and good
conscience: because,
judge did not act ministerially, but judicially,
as
shown by his own proceeding of the 31st March 1843,
on whic
that he ought not to have received the deposit on the terms declaring
was tendered, and directing
to be given back: because, this
decision of the judge might have been come to any day between the
8th and 30th March 1843, without prejudice to the mortgagers’
to the 31st, he did not correct his error till
rights; but by delaying
was too late to be of any service to the mortgagers.
clear to
me, that deluded by the judge’s order of 8th March, the defendants
have lost their property; and that this was a case in which the
strictness of the law should have yielded to the unquestionable equity
of the defendants’ claims.

(465)
‘

The petitioners appealed separately to the judge from the decision
the principal sudder ameen, hence there were two decisions in
appeal. The petitioners and others, purchased the property in dispute
from Muthoor Mohun Mitr and Anund Mye Dassee, consequently
they are chieﬂy aﬁected in the result, and are interested in supporting
Muthoor Mohun and Anund Mye’s right to the property when
of

1

sold to them.
‘

Hence it is proper to admit this application also, and on the same
grounds as those recorded in the preceding case.’
Sir R. BARLOW and Mr. J. HAWKINS.—-The order in the case
of Muthoor Mohun Mitr and another versus Bindrabun Chundur
Udhikaree, No. 236 of 1845, disposes of this case also.
The ap
the
will
the
in
made
costs
them.
separate appeal
pellants
by
pay
Mr. TUCKER.—The same protest as in No. 236 of 1846.

1};

THE

231)

AUGUST

1847.
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Pnnsnmrz
R. H.

RATTRAY

A. DICK, ESQRS.,

and

J

UDGES.

W. B. JACKSON, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE N0.

163

or

1846.

a decree passed by the

Regular Appeal from
qf Tirhoot, Dlidmut

BIHKDHAREE

Principal Sudder

Ali Khan, April

SINGH, APPELLANT,

Ameen

6th 1846.

(DEFENDANT,)

UETSMS

SHUNKUR DUTT AND BYJNATH DUTT,
"

RESPONDENTS,

(PLAINTIFFS.)
Wukeel

qf Appellant—J. G. Walla‘.

Wukeel of Resp0ndem‘s——N0ne.

THIS suit was instituted by respondents on the l5th April 1845,
to recover from appellant and others (defendants,
who have not
appealed) possession, with record in the collector’s books of proprietary
right, of two-thirds of a sixth share of mouzah; Raeepore-buzoorg and
Bhudea, in pergunnah Surissa; and to cancel a deed of sale bearin
date the 12th (lhejyt 1227 Fuslee, and an ikrarnameh of the l4tl%
from 1227 F. to
Che}/t 1228 F.; and for wasilat (or mesne proﬁts)
the date of institution of the suit.
Estimate (for stamp) Company’s
rupees 23,388-9}.
I

(466)

‘

a

a

a

;

it

‘

;

;
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:

is

a

a

;

is,

that, while respondents were yet
The substance of the plaint,
minors, Gunneish Dutt, their elder brother, sold his own and their
es named, to Bhikdharee Singh; that other villages
shares of the vill
were similarly sbld to Deena Singh in 1229 F. that, on the 7th
December 1833, respondents sued for the recovery of the latter, and,
decree for the same, which, on
on the 28th April 1835, obtained
appeal, was aﬁirmed by the Sudder Court; that, on the 21st
December 1833, an action was brought by them against Bhikdharee
Singh (appellant) for the lands now claimed; but that, on the 4th
September 1834, an order of nonsuit was passed, on the ground of
the plaint being drawn up on an inadequate stamp; that the Court’s
fresh suit, the
sanction having then been given to their bringing
now instituted.
present
The statute of limitation was pleaded by appellant, against the
but the principal sudder ameen
court’s cognizance of the claim
determined, that the cause of action arose on the date of the nonsuit,
the 4th September 1834 and that eleven and a half years only having
elapsed between that and the date of institution of the present suit,
the 15th April 1845, the case was admissible, and must be heard. The
result was the decree now appealed against, in favor of respondents.
Now, we ﬁnd, that in the case nonsuited on the 4th September
1834, the respondent, Byfjnath Dutt, having been present in person
at a sitting of the Court prior to the decision, was questioned as to
and that he stated his own at
22 or 23’, and his elder
his age
brother Shunkur’s at 25 or 26 years.
Taking, then, the lowest age
full year
stated, of the younger brother, or 22’; and deducting
occupied) for the time the suit was pending and
(more than
assuming 18 (the highest recognised) as the age when majority was
attained; the youngest of the respondents must have been of full age
three years before that former suit was instituted; which three years
half, elapsed between the nonsuit and the
added to the eleven and
action,
will
raise
the
intervening period, between the time
present
have
sued
and
that at which they did sue, to four
when they might
and
under
half;
the statute of limitation, their claim
and,
ears
teen
couldy not be heard.
Upon this ground, and without entering into the merits of the case,
we necessarily reverse the decree passed by the principal sudder
with all costs chargeable to respondents.
ameen

(467)
Tm;

231)

Aoousr

I847.

Pans:-am‘:

R. H.

RATTRAY

and

A. DICK, E8QRS.,

Junons
W. B. JACKSON, Esq.
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

»

CASE N0.

204

or

1845.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge qf Tirhoot,
D. Pringle, Esq., May 25th, 1844; a_ﬂ5rmin_g a decree passed by
the 2d Principal Sudder Ameen, Nizimut Ali Khan, January 20th
1842.
.

ACHUMBPHT LAL, APPELLANT, (PLA1N'r1Fr,)
1J€I'$'!l8

GOVIND PURSHAD SINGH AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS,

Wukeels

(DEFENDANTS.)
qf Appellant—J. G. Waller and Mohummud Huneejl
qf Resp0ndents—-Ameer Ali and Abbas Ali.

THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the 30th July 1845,
under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Sir R. Barlow :-—
‘
Chutter Singh obtained a decree against the petitioner (ap
pellant) and others, jointly, for certain sums styled ‘dustoorut ny'a_qee,’
on the 21st August 1828, in the judge’s court at Tirhoot.
On
execution being taken out, petitioner’s property was attached; and
notwithstanding he protested against bein made responsible for the
whole amount of the decree, he was Ebliged to pay it; and he
was instructed to sue for the recovery of an
sums he might have
This action was accord
paid on account of his co-defendants.
ingly brought at Company’s rupees 3,612, 13 annas, 15 gundas,
against his co-defendants as above, on the 21st September 1840,
being the amount of principal and interest due by them on that
date.
‘

On the 20th January 1842, the second principal sudder ameen
gave the plaintiff a decree against all the defendants, recoverable from
them, rateably, according to their respective shares as ascertained by
the evidence of Kishnarain Das, the tehsildar of the said dustooree
on the part of the rajah. In appeal to the judge, Mr. D. Pringle,
that oﬂicer, imder Construction No. 849, and an order of 9th
May 1833, affirmed the lower court’s decision on the 25th May
1844.

‘Petitioner alleges, that these orders are opposed to the decision
passed in favor of the rajah, against himself and other defendants, on
under such cir
the 21st August 1828; and that a special appeal
is,
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Wukeels

(453)
cumstances, admissible, according to the provisions of Section 7, Re
19 of 1817.
He further urges, that the respective shares of
'
gtﬁption
self and his co-defendants in the rajah’s case, are not, as stated by

the authorities, speciﬁed in the evidence of Kishnaram Das (copy
He pleads, that as he has been held responsible for the
annexed.)
payment of the dues of his co-defendants as well as of his own, in
execution of decree, and permission has been granted him, on his
for any sums advanced in account
protest, to sue his co-defendants
on the joint decree against them and himself, he too is entitled to
recover from them individually and collectively.
‘
The
am of opinion his claim to a special hearing is good.
orders of the judge dated the 21st August 1828, and those of the
judge of the 25th May 1844, are conﬂicting, and are passed in suits
therefore admit the appeal
founded on a similar cause of action.
under the circumstances set forth.’
We ﬁnd, that the Rajah Chutter Singh, in the ﬁrst instance,
obtained a decree against several persons, jointly and severally, for
certain dues; and that this decree was carried into execution a ainst
one of the defendants only, who has now sued the rest of the defen
dants for the sums which he has paid over and above his own share
of the sum decreed; and has obtained a decree against them, severally,
for the sum due from each in proportion to his share.
It is contend
ed, that as the ﬁrst decree was against all the defendants, jointly and
severally, the second decree should have also made them liable
jointly and severally; but this inference a pears to us not to be
borne out by the premises.
The decree, in favor of the Rajah, was
for dues arising from a certain estate, in which all the defendants
were sharers: it was therefore general against all the sharers, and
the estate was made expressly answerable.
It was optional with the
defendants in that case to apportion among themselves the amount
decreed, according to their respective
shares in the estate, or to
allow the estate to be sold in satisfaction of the claim. If, however,
as in the present instance, one of the defendants chose to take upon
himself to pay up the whole amount with a view to save the estate,
he did so at his own risk ; and can only claim from his co-sharers
the amount due from each in proportion to his share.
There is
therefore
inconsistent
or
in
so
decisions,
the
two
nothing
conﬂicting
as to ca.ll for the interference of the Court.
We order, therefore,
that the decision of the lower court be aﬁirmed, with costs payable
by appellant.

I
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(469)
THE

23111)

Auousr

1847.

PRESENT:
C.
"

TUCKER,

EsQ.,

J coon.

PETITION No. 400

IN

or

1846.

matter of

the petition of Ramdeb Surma, ﬁled in this Court
the
on the 8th July 1846, praying for the admission of a special appeal
from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of zillah Mymen
singh, under date the 8th April 1846, reversing that of the moonsiff

of N itterkona,

Ramdeb Surma,

under date_ 20th November 1845, in the case of
plaintiff, versus Bhaee Lal Singh and others, de

fendants.
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In this

case the moonsiff, who tried the suit in the ﬁrst instance,
the
On
gave
plaintiff a decree, recording his reasons at
large.
the
sudder
ameen
reverses
the
m0onsiif’s
ecision,
appeal,
principal
merely recording, that, with reference to the witnesses adduced by
plaintiff and the accounts ﬁled by the appellant, the claim was not
the appellant.
proved
zzgainst
Speci
appeal admitted, and case returned to the principal sudder
ameen, with instructions to record the reasons for his decision in

full.
I—}—

Tna 24rn Aoeusr

1847.

PRESENT:

A. DICK, Eso.,
_

CASE N0.

162

JUDGE.
OF 1846.

Regular Appeal from a decz'sz'on of the Princzpal Sudder Ameen
Moorsliedabad, S3/ud Abdool Wahid Khan.

of

ALI KHAN,
NUWAB SYUD USUFOODDEEN
APPELLANT,
'
'
(DEFENDANL)
versus

SHAMA SOONDREE, RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFR)
Wukeels of AppelIant—-Bunsee Budun and Lootf Ruhman.
Respondent—Defaulting.

APPEAL
turf Kurrera.

laid at Company’s rupees 12,915-5-8-“3,

for possession on

The respondent sued for the whole of the above turf in right of
inheritance. The appellant purchased the property at a public sale
in execution of a decree against respondent’s mother, who had an 8
annas’ share, and of another decree against the heirs of respondent’s

(

470

)

father’s brother, who had the other 8 annas’, and denied. respondent’s

claim.

it

is

is

THE

*

24cm AUGUST

1847.

Pnasnnrz
.

C.

TUCKER, EsQ.,
JUDGE.

PETITION No. 416

or

1846.

.

IN the matter of

Em

the petition of Mudhoosoodim Dutt and Door a.
Churn Dutt, ﬁled in this Court on the 14th July 1846, praying
the admission of
special appeal from the decision of the lst prin
cipal sudder ameen of zillah Jessore, under date the 8th May 1846,
reversing that of the moonsiff of Kaloopole, under date 27 th Novem
ber 1845, in the case of petitioners, plaintiffs, versus Muteeoollah and
a

Niamut Biswas, defendants.
This was an action for the recovery of money due on
bond.
The moonsiff decreed for plaintiffs. The lst principal sudder ameen
a
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it,

The respondent grounded her claim to the whole property, on the
allegation that the property was iven to her father by his wife’s
father; and, consequently, his l)I'Oﬁ181‘ had no right to the half : and
that as she had a son and husband, both of whom were alive at the
time of her motl1er’s decease, she was the rightful heir after her
mother. The principal sudder ameen very properly called for
evidence in roof of the ﬁrst allegation; but none seems to have
been adduced), and no further notice taken of the point, and no men
tion of it in the decision: yet the principal sudder ameen rejected
her claim to one-half of the property, in consequence of a ruﬁanameh
entered into by her mother, with the heirs of respondent’s father’s
brother, relinquishing to them one-half the property. The mother,
as widow, had only a life-interest in the property; and consequently
had no power to give up any portion of the property. Therefore
respondent should have been made to produce proof to her allegation,
or it should have been recorded that she had failed to prove
on
which account one-half of her claim was re'ected.
Her second
assertion of her husband and son being alive when her mother died,
she has sufficiently established;
and on
one-half of her claim was
decreed to her: the costs incurred by her in the suit being awarded
against the decree-holder, who caused the sale of the property now
assi
declared to be hers: for this no reason
ed. Proof should
have been required to shew the nature of the ddlbt incurred by the
mother, for which, in execution of decree, the property was sold;
because on its nature depended the liability of the property to be
sold or not, and consequently the validity of the sale.
The case
therefore remanded for evidence to be taken on the
several points as above indicated; and then decision passed.

(471)

fhr

reversed the decision of the moonsiﬁ, remarking that the appellants’
witnesses were adverse to the respondents’ (plaintiﬂ's’) claim; but that
he had no grounds for giving the preference to the witnesses of one
side rather than the other.
It is obvious from this, that the lst principal sudder ameen has
no deﬁnite grounds for his decision.
Special appeal admitted; and
case remanded to the lst rincipal sudder ameen, who will assign
the decision he may come to in the
clear and deﬁnite reasons
case.

Tun

1}

25111

Aveusr

1847.

Pnnsmwr:
R. H.

RATTRAY,

EsQ.,

Junon.

or

1846.

the Judge
Regular Appeal from a decree passed
Hon’ble R. Forbes, July 9th, 1846.

of

201

by

CASE No.

Behar,

the

APPELLANTS, (PLAINTIFFS,)

Wukeels
Wukeel

SAHOO, Rnsrounanr,

qf of

RUTTUN CHUN

D

'UL’l'S'llS

AppelZants—Ameer

Respo1uient—-Hdmid

Ali

(DE1a*Em>Anr.)

and Abds

Ali.

Russool.

THIS suit was instituted by

on the 12th April 1844.
the appellants
acts and circumstances of the case,
drawn up by the zillah judge in connexion with his decision, renders
any further exposition superﬂuous: nothing indeed, bearing upon the
left to be exhibited:——
questions at issue,
This suit and No. 15 of 1844, [No. 202 of 1846, of the Sudder
‘

is

The following detail of

o

by

‘

o

51¢al

le

is

of

4,

Dewarmy Adawlut, which follows] are between the same parties, and
to the same cause of action: and though the latter was in
relatmg
stitut
ﬁrst, its object was only to set aside an order of the foqjdaree
court under Act
1840, by which possession was summarily given,
of
the
cause
of
action, to Ruttun Chund Sahoo, the defendant
part
in both suits; while in this case
involved the question of
'
Both
suits
are
therefore
together:
brought on for he
right.
given in this of necessity governing the decision of the
Jltlﬁgmellt
er suit.
The plaintiffs instituted this suit on the 12th April 1844, to
obtain,
reversal of orders of the revenue authorities, possession of
22 out
44 biggahs comprised in a certain parcel of land called
Kiteh-Tikaha,’
situate in mouzah Govindrampoor-Bind,
calling
themselves joint proprietors and co-sharers of the same with the

‘
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MUSST. BIBI JEWUN AND MUSST. BIBI BECHUN,

(472)
until dispossessed by a survey made by the revenue
authorities in February 1842, or Maugh 1249 F. S., by which the
22- biggahs claimed were given to the defendants: and to enforce the
re-opening of acertain buha or water-course in the direction in which
it used formerly to ﬂow, from south to north, closed or diverted into
another channel by the defendant in consequence of the said survey:
and to recover dama es for injury sustained by their cultivation for
want of irrigation furing the period of 3 years, during which the
said water-course _remained closed or diverted. They lay their
action as follows :+
‘
Estimated price of 22 biggahs of land, 660 rupees; value of land
occupied by the buha or water-course, 300 rupees; produce of 22
biggahs of land for 3 years, 176 rupees; and damages for loss of irri
gation during the same period, 700 rupees :——Total 1,836 rupees.
‘
The plaintiffs claim the proprietar right of the 22 ln'_q_qahs of land
for possession of which they sue, on
ground of the 44 biggaks, of
their
the
and the defendant’s joint
which
moiety, being
of
the
water-course in dispute
and
rest
their
roperty;
proof
they
from
south to north, on an
to
the
ﬂowed,
survey,
previously
having
arbitration award dated 17th Poos 1230 F. S., or 15th December
1822, of one Gholam Ali, appointed arbitrator with the mutual
consent of both parties, in
case in the foajdaree court, in which
Meer Wahid Ali and others were plaintiffs and Musst. Dahoo (the
mother of the plaintiffs in this suit) the then mocurrureedar of
mouzah
Govindrampoor~Bind (which the plaintiffs now are) was
defendant; by whose award, and to abide by which both parties
executed the usual agreement,
was settled, that this same water
course should run from south to north; mention being made in the
said arbitrator’s award, of the omlah of the defendant in this suit,
Ruttun Chund Sahoo, having commenced altering the channel of the
water-course before the arbitrator had arrived on the spot, and which
they continued to do notwithstanding his having enjoined them to
This arbitration award, the plaintiﬂs state, was enforced and
desist.
continued in force upwards of 20 ‘years, or until February 1842,
when the survey was made by the deputy collector, Raee Mukkun
is

it

a

‘

Lal.

The

defendant

answers_

by denying plaintiffs’ right to the 22

biggahs of land which they claim, and pleads that the land in question
included in his permanently settled estate mouzah Kutterahee~
Khalsa; and that no opposition whatever was offered by the plaintiffs
to the settlement effected with him, nor until
the survey an
boundaries were made by the deputy collector, Raee Mukkun Lal,
in February 1842. In respect of the direction of the water-course
in dis ute, he pleads, that proceeding ﬁrst from south to north, as
statedp by the plaintiffs,
unites with the water-course of mouzah
Aimah-Kutterahee; after which, ﬂowing in an easterly direction
and again
alongside the plaintiﬂ"s mouzah of Govindrampoor-Bind,

it

is
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it

the

defendant,

is

the

taking a northerly course, whence again it runs eastward, it empties
itself into the tdl or reservoir of mouzah Govindrampoor-Bind ; that
this, its original course, to which it has run from time immemorial,
has never been altered, as was proved to the satisfaction of the deputy
collector, Race Mukkun Lal, at the time of survey; that he (the
defendant) was no party (not even an objector) to the arbitration of
Gholam Ali, with whom he has ever been at enmity‘; and that
such an arbitration, effected without his knowledge and behind
his back, through collusion with the umpire, cannot prejudice
his right; that the plaintiffs, having thrown up fresh earth, damaged
his land of ‘ Kiteh-Tikaha’ ; and having destroyed the boundary mark
made by the survey, closed the water-course, so that the water could
not ﬂow from mouzah Koosuhur into the tdl or reservoir, in conse
quence of which he complained in the fozgjdaree court, and got a
decree under Act 4, 1840; and that a peon having been deputed by
the foujdaree court to put him in possession and to remove the new
earth thrown on his land, Ras Beharee, the malik of Bishunpoor
Bind, presented a petition of objection to the magistrate, to the effect,
that his land was being dama ed, which
etition was rejected by
the magistrate, the order of the latter oﬂicer being upheld on appeal;
that the evidence adduced by Ras Beharee in that case substantiates
his statement of the direction in which the water-course has always
Further, that the assertion of the plaintiffs, that the water
ﬂowed.
course has always run in the direction they state, viz. from south to
north, could never be the case, because, in the latter direction the
land is high.
‘I11 this suit, there are two points for adjudication: ﬁrst, the right
of the plaintiffs to the 22 biggahs of land, which they claim as jomt
proprietors with the defendant of the 44 blqgahs comprised within
the area of the ‘Kiteh-Tikaha’; and secondly, to ascertain in what
direction the water-course in dispute used to ﬂow prior to the survey
made by the deputy collector, Raee Mukkun Lal.
In regard to the ﬁrst point, the plaintiffs have entirely failed to
produce any satisfactory or trustworthy documentary proof of their
co-sharers with the defendant in the 44 biggahs of land, to the
proprietary right to a moiety of which they lay claim; and the oral
evidence
they adduce is manifestly vague and contradictory on
essential points, as well as at variance with the substance of replies
to interro atories put to their pleader in this court; while the defen
dant, on
contrary, has given full proof, documentary and oral, of
the land in question being included within the limits of his perma
The claim of the plaintiffs, there
nently settled mouzah Kutterahee.
fore, to the possession of the 22 biggahs of land, with mesne proﬁts
and damages, cannot be sustained, and
accordingly dismissed.
In respect of the second point to be decided, viz. the direction in
which the water-course used to ﬂow before the deputy collector’s
‘
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(473)

(474)
I

survey, consider it to be fully established by uninvalidated evidence;
according to the arbitration of Gholam Ali, dated 17th Poos
1230 F. S., or 15th December 1822, this same water-course continued
to ﬂow in the direction pointed out by the plaintiifs, until they
were dispossessed in Maugh 1249 F. S., or F
1842, by
ebruﬁyllkkllll Lal,
‘the survey made by the deputy collector, Raee
who causelessly set aside the arbitration award of Gholam Ali
as irrelevant; a period of nearly 20 years having thus intermediately
elapsed, from the period of arbitration to that of survey, without
any suit having been brought by any one, in any court, to reverse,
the due and
amend, or call in question the umpire’s decision,
of which is proved by several orders of the
regular enforcement
foajdaree court after the completion of the arbitration, and by the
returns of the thanadar who carried out and gave effect thereto;
while the record furnishes quite enough to refute the plea set up
by the defendant of his having been no party to, or at least ignorant
of the arbitration of Gholam Ali, the award of the arbitrator him
self sufficiently establishing the fact of the defendant’s knowledge of
what was going on, and the active measures taken by his omlah to
alter the existing channel of the Water-course, even before the umpire
had arrived on the spot, and their persisting in doing so in spite of
his warning them to desist.
‘
Dismissing therefore the claim of the plaintiffs tothe right of
possession of 22 biggalzs of land, with mesne proﬁts and damages for
decree for them in respect to the direction
alleged loss of irrigation,
of the water-course; and, reversing so much of the survey of
Raee Mukkun Lal, deputy collector, as set aside the arbitration
award of Gholam Ali,
direct that that award be maintained in full
force as before the deputy collector’s survey, and that the water
course be accordin ly restored to its original channel, as settled by
the arbitration of Giolam Ali; costs in proportion to the amount
decreed to the plaintiffs being 'ven against the defendant’
Finding the case stated an? the evidence adduced, to be as here
represented; and, concurring in the view taken by the zillah judge
of the facts established by that evidence,
aﬂirm the judgment
with
costs
to
chargeable
appealed against;
appellants.
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THE 25TH Auousr

1847.

Pnnsnnrz
R. H.

RATTRAY,

EsQ.,

JUDGE.

CASE No.
Regular

202

01-‘

1846.

Appeal from a decree passed by the Judge
Honorable R. Forbes, July 9th 1847.

RU'ITUN CHUND SAHOO, APPELLANT,

qf Behar,

the

(DEFEN1>AN'r,)

‘U€T$'llS

MUSST. BIBI JEWUN AND MUSST. BIBI BECHUN,
RESPONDENTS, (PLAINTIFFS.)
l’Vukeel

qf Appellant—Hdmz'd Rusool.
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Wukeels of Resp0ndents—Ameer Ali and Abds Ali.
THIS suit was instituted by respondents on the 12th January
1844; and is the case No. 15 alluded to at the opening of the
zillah judge’s decree, given under the preceding number 201.
The
following judgment, now appealed against, explains all that need be
said, in explanation of the question to be determined.
‘ This suit, between the
parties to the preceding case, and relating
mainly to the same cause of action, was instituted by the plaintiffs
on the 12th January 1844, to reverse smnmary decisions of the
magistrate and session judge of Behar, dated 14th July and 6th
December 1843, respectively, under Act 4 of 1840; by which it
was ordered that the water-course forming part of the matter adjudi
cated in the foregoing suit, should ﬂow in the new direction, as
settled by the deputy collector, Raee Mukkun Lal ; whose order has
now been set aside 1n the preceding case. Action laid at Company’s
rupees 1,500.
‘ With reference to the
grounds of judgment recorded in the
foregoing case, the course of which the decision of this suit must
decree for the plaintiffs, and cancel the orders
necessarily follow,
'strate and session judge of Behar, bearing date, respectively,
of the

I

the

l4Itli€uly and 6th December 1843; with

costs payable by the

defendant.’
The decision of the zillah judge is affirmed, on the grounds on
which it was passed ; with costs chargeable to appellant.

(476)
THE 25TH Auensr

1847.

PRESENT:

R. H.

CASE
Regular

RATTRAY, Eso.

Junem.

No. 203

01*

\
1

1846.

decree passed by the Judge qf Behar, the
R. Forbes, July 9th, 1846.
OHUN D SAHOO, APPELLANT, (DzFEN1>ANT,)

Appeal from a
H0n’ble

RUTTUN

'U€7‘8'MS

under N0. 201 of 1846, disposed of at this day’s sitting of the
Court, the zillah decision in which (identical with the present) hav
ing been aﬂirmed, the judgment in this necessarily follows. The
object of- the appeal, was, to obtain the reversal of that portion of the
zillah judge’s decree, which adjudged the rights claimed by respon
dents in regard to the water-course, as there set forth.
The appeal is of course dismissed; and costs will be charged to

-{_

appellant.

l

THE 25TH AUGUST
PRESENT:

A. DICK, EsQ.,

1847.
"

JUDGE.

_

J

_

W. B. JACKSON and
J. A. F. HAWKINS, ESQRS.,

TEMPORARY. JUDGES.

CASE N0.

351 OF 1845.

Regular Appeal from a decision qf Movzlvee Abool Khyr Mohummud,
Principal Sudder Ameen qf Zillah Tzjwperah.

OHOWDHRAIN, Wmow or
AHMUD ALI, APPELLANT, (PLA1NT1FF,)

MUSST. UFRAN-O-INISSA

MOULVEE AKAMUL ALI,

UETSUS

GUARDIAN

or EESOOF ALI, AND‘

SOOTEEF-O-NISSA,
YAKOOB
MINORS,
(D1<:FAUL'r1NG,)
ALI AND FYZ-O-NISSA, CHILDREN OF AHMUD ALL,
RESPONDENTS,

DEFENDANTS.

qf Appellant--Gholam Sufdur.
qf Respondents—Moulvee Aﬁaboodeen and
Wukeel

Wulwels

SUIT laid
daeen mohur,

Usmut

Oolla.

Company’s rupees 71,111-1-8-16, on account of
mowajil, or marriage dower not promptly payable.

at

4-__
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MUSST. BIBI JEWUN AND MUSST. BIBI BEOHUN,
RESPONDENTS, (PLAINTIFFs.)
Wukeel qf A]1pellant—Hdmz'd Rusool.
Wukeel qf Respondents—Ameer Ali.
THE case with which this appeal stands connected, has been stated

(477)
The claim rested on a kabeen-nameh, or deed of dower, purporting
to have been written in 1233 B. E. at the time of marriage; the
amount of dower being 3,000 gold mokurs and 52,000 Sicca rupees :

'

--3—-

THE 28TH AUGUsT

1847.

PRESENT:

TUCKER, ESQ. and
SIR R. BARLOW, BART.,
C.

J.

JUDGEs

A. F. HAWKINS, ESQ.

PETITION Ndt

IN

the matter

Tenronsnr JUDGE.
892 or 1845.

of the petition of Muthoormohun

Hajrah, ﬁled in
this Court on the 30th December 1845, praying for the admission of
special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah‘ Hooghly,
under date the 12th August 1845; reversing that of the moonsiff of
Keerpaee, under date 17th March 1845, in the case of Muthoor
lIl0lll1Il Hajrah, plaintiff, versus Ram Debee and others, defendants.
This was an action to recover money on kistbundee. The defen
dants denied execution of the kistbundee.
The moonsiff decreed for
a

a
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it,

one-third promptly payable, mowa_jz'l, in lieu of which a certain estate
was made over to her, and two-thirds not.
The husband died in
1251 B. E.; thus 18 years had elapsed, and therefore the remain
der due of one-third promptly payable was given up, and only
the two-thirds claimed. The defendants were all minors when the
case was before the lower com't, and the guardian declared the
Izabeen-nameh to be fabricated.
The collector of the district was also made a defendant, the pro
He claimed exemption under
perty being under the Court of Wards.
Section 32, Regulation 10, 1793.
The principal sudder ameen, for the reasons detailed at length
in his decision, disbelieving the witnesses to the kabeen-nameh, reject
ed
and dismissed the suit.
The appellant, dissatisﬁed, urged in appeal, that the kabeen-nameh
had been most perversely rejected by the principal sudder ameen.
The guardian amon the respondents defaulted: and the other two
children of the appe%ant, who had now attained their majority, ad
mitted the claim.
The only respondents who have appeared have admitted the
of the kabeen-nameh, and validity of appellant’s claim;
genuineness
and as therefore the kabeen-nameh has been testiﬁed to by several
witnesses, and nothing suﬂicient in refutation has been advanced,
the Court decree the claim, reversing the decision of the principal
sudder ameen.

’

it any

e
'fiie

e

thiiil

{pr

t

f

e

is

It

e

he

is

onliy

e

t

ﬁe

o

On appeal, the principal sudder ameen, Raee Radha
plaintiff.
Govind Shome, reversed the moonsiffs decision on the following
grounds.
lst.
The kistbundee is not written on the stamp paper applicable to
such deeds, but on decree paper.
2d.
That the paper, as appears from the stamp vend0r’s memo
randum on the back of the paper, was purchased by Diirpnarain,
the plaintiff’s brother’s son on 22d Chyte 1247 B. S.; whilst the
kistbundee bears date one year later.
Moreover, of the plaintiffs
witnesses, some say the paper was purchased by Ram Dullae and
some by Kumul Dullae, two of the defendants.
311.
Qn comparing the signatures of Kumul Dullae and Bun
Mallee Dullae with those on the kilstbundee, they do not correspond.
4th. That the attesting witnesses to the liistbundee, on being ques
tioned, cannot describe the relationship existing between the appel
lants, viz. that of father and son.
5th.
That from the depositions of the same witnesses, it appears
have
they
frequently given evidence before this.
6th.
That, on calling for the respondent’s khatta, or account book,
there was neither moliabila, nor signature" nor did it appear ever
to have been veriﬁed or accepted by
court; and further, that,
from
and
the
ink,
appeared that the paper
the paper,
llpindilpg,
was
ut
W1‘1i§ll'l0' recent.
Our ,suspicion was Excited by the utter irrelevancy of the argu
ments used by the principal sudder ameen, and we called for the
record.
To say nothing of the inapplicability of the lst and 2d
we ﬁnd the 3d, 4th, and 5th are not borne out by the recor grounds,
.
lst. Kumul Dullae’s
hist
the
on
the
original signature
He signed for himself an the other parties.
bundee.
Of three attesting witnesses to the Icistbundee, only one, viz.
2d.
Gooroo Purshad, declared himself ignorant of the relationship existing
between defendants (appellants); another answered the question cor
and the third was not asked the question.
rectl
_
had given
3d’? The witness,
admitted that
_Gooroo Purshad,
stated
other two
evidence on two
witnesses
previousdoccasipnfs.
evi ence
ore
present occasion.
they had never given
has not only revers
obvious, that the principal
sudder ameen
which,
ed the decision of the lower court, on
'
at
moat paiilrt,
as
to the
sue in this pointsl,
sim
case
ut
h

ave

called
to

ﬂiipon,
er 1n

0

lpe

and we direct that the principal sudder ameen
throu rh the judge for such explanation as lie may
justiﬁidation of his lproceedings in this case.

e_

er

e

9,

2,

t

he
his
thplrefore
quotes’: PhConsid,erin(g
indzfeplredgnibdnlitlie
eviddilice
ete we reman
case un
roceedi vs to
incomp
prf>Vl
gions of aause
1831, for re-investigation;
Section
ltegulation
2, e
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(479)
THE 28rn Aueusr

1847.

Pans:-:n'r:

TUCKER, E5Q., and
SIR R. BARLOW, BART.
C.

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

‘

J uncss.
EsQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE N0.

174

OF 1847.

Quz'm‘2'n, Esq.,
Special Appeal from a decision passed by W St.
Qlﬁciatiny Judge qf Shahabad, November 9th l846,- cor;/i'r1nz'n_q
a decree passed by Moulvee Munmour Ali Khan, Principal Sudder

Ameen,

July

‘

6th 1846.

HURSAHAEE SINGH,

APPELLANT,
o'rnEns,)

(DEFENDANT,

wrru

‘UCTSTLS

AND Mussr. PEER BUKSH,
Rnsronnnnrs, (PLAINTIFFS.)

Wulwel qf Appellant——G0vind
ll/uheel

Chand.

of Respondents—-Hamid Rusool.

THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the 18th February
F. M. Reid:——
1847, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr.
‘ The
plaintiffs instituted this suit to obtain possession of a moiety of
mouzah Kassea, peryunnah Sasseram, under a foreclosed mortgage,
together with mesne proﬁts, from Kumur Ali Khan, son and heir

J.

Ali Khan, mortvager, the petitioner, (appellant) auction
purchaser of the roperty when sold in execution of a decree obtained
and also against Khadim Hosein Khan, to whom
against Kumur
Petitioner pleaded that he
petitioner had made over his purchase.
never had possession, therefore
was not just to make him responsi
ble for mesne proﬁts. The principal sudder ameen appears not to
have taken this point into consideration; but to have contented him
self with saying, that the petitioner had no right to alienate the
He decreed posses
property without the consent of the mortgagee.
sion with 429 rupees,
annas, 2% pie, against all the defendants.
The judge conﬁrmed the decision; and ﬁned the petitioner 50 rupees
for frivolous and vexatious appeal.
am by no means satisﬁed with these decisions.
think the
auction purchaser had full right to sell his purchase to whom he
pleased, without requiring any permission from the mortgagee, sub
ject of course to any claim which the mort agee had on the land
and its produce; and that the principal sudder ameen should, after
due enquiry, have decided whether petitioner had been in possession
a

3

it

riili,

of Akbur

a

I

I‘
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SYUD MOHUMMUD HOSEIN

(430)
if not, have relieved him from responsibility, and
mesne proﬁts only against the party in possession.
admit the special appeal to try these points. K
the sittinr judges
concur with me, they will of course relieve the petitioner fiom the
or not;
decreed

and

the

If

I

’

ﬁne imposed upon him.’
Taking all the circumstances of the case into consideration, we are
of opinion that there are no grounds for interference with the decree
of the lower court; that a joint responsibility rests on all the defen
dants, quoad the payment of wasilat to the respondents.
We therefore
dismiss the appeal with costs payable by the appellant.

-1.?

Tm: 28TH Aooustr
Pussnnrz
A.

1847.

DICK, Eso.

CASE No.

192

J one

or

E.

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder Ameen
of Jessore, Lokenath Bhose.

SYUD KERAMUT ALI MOOTUWULEE, APPELLANT,
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-

(DEFENDANT,)
'0€7‘S1l8

SREEMUTTEE DASSEA, WIDOW or RAMDHUN BHOSE,
AND ALUNG MUNJOOREE DASSEA, MOTHER or PREM
CI-IAND BANOORJEA, MINOR. AND ornnas, Rnsrounnnrs,
(PLAINTIFFS.)

Wukeel of Appellant—Pursun Komar Thakur.
Wuheels of Respondents—Rajnurain Dutt and II. P. lifarshall.

SUIT laid at Company’s rupees 8,747, 6 annas, 7 1} pie, for posses
sion on a putnee, by cancelling sale thereof.
The claim was founded on the fact, that the putnee tenure had
been sold for arrears of rent due for the ﬁrst six months of 1244
B. E., when

the tenure was under attachment by the zemindar, the
On this being
and consequently the sale was
illegal.
ecreed the claim.
admitted before the principal sudder ameen, he
In appeal it was urged, that the suit should have been instituted
within one year; whereas the tenure had been a second time sold for
arrears, and, there being no bidders, was purchased in by the zemin
dar himself, and at considerable expense, an eziact measurement of
the property had been completed, and the tenure, on a bonus of
Company’s rupees 3,260, let to another lessee. This it was which
induced plaintiffs to institute this suit.
The respondents contended, that the sale was by no means a
summary award, and had never been so considered by the courts;
and therefore the suit was legally instituted within 12 years.

defendant,

(481)
be held good, save only in cases expressly
The judges had not, and now the collector has not, any
exempted.
refuse
a sale demanded by the zemindar of a putnee tenure:
power to
lies
to the commissioner respecting the right of the
and no appeal
to
a sale.
Therefore, the sale cannot be considered
demand
zemindar

is

lie

a summary award of the collector, from which there lies an appeal,
which would bring it under Section 6, Regulation 8 of 1831.
Moreover, the courts have invariably admitted, as valid, such suits
instituted after the lapse of one year, but within 12 years; in fact
These
considering them as coming within the common general law.
form so many precedents for the guidance of the courts, and have no
doubt inﬂuenced the conduct of the people in bringing their suits
It would therefore be most inequitable
before the judicial tribunals.
to recognize a new construction of the law, even if more plausible,
which should exclude parties who may have been misled by the
silence of the legislature, and the lniiform practice of the courts.
The suit» must therefore be deemed within time.
And as the
zemindar had attached the tenure, and had his manager on it collect
ing the rents during the time the arrears accrued, on accoimt of
which he, the zemindar, brought the tenure to sale, the sale was
This prinbiple has been
manifestly unjust, and therefore illegal.
acknowled ed most openly and fairly by Government, and invariably
estate
brought to sale for arrears of revenue,
adopted.
of Government ofﬁcers.
under
accruing
Appeal dis
management
missed with full costs.

2}

THE 28TH AUGUST

1847.

PRESENT:

TUCKER, EsQ. and
SIR R. BARLOW, BART.,

J.

O.

Junons.
A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No.

252

or

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of ' Musst. Wuzeerun, ﬁled in this

decree

against

Shah Kubbeerooddeen,

applied

for the sale of

a

the

g

a

for the admission of special
on the 27th May 1846, pra
appeal from the decision of the addiltilonal judge of zillah Shahabad,
that of the principal
under date the 3d March 1846; aﬂirmin
22d December 1845,
sudder ameen of that district, under date
in the case of Musst. Gousun, plaintiff, versus Musst. Wuzeerun and
Shah Kubbeerooddeen Ahmud, defendants.
In this case the petitioner (defendant in the suit) in execution of

Court

a
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A general law must

(482)
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house situated in mouza Pukree, another of two stories in the town of
Arrah, and other buildings and lauds in the same town. The

application was opposed by Shah Kubbeerooddeen’s wife (plaintiff in
this case) who declared ‘the property belonged to her under a bye
Her claim was considered good by the
mokassa from her husband.
ameen,
sudder
who
principal
accordingly refused to order the
to
be
sold.
property
This order however was overruled by the judge, who directed
the property to be sold; and his order was afﬁrmed b J the Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut. This action was then brought by hfiisst. Gousun
to prevent the sale.
The decree obtained by the defendant, in execution of which she
wished to have the property sold, is dated 21st September 1841.
The bye-mokassa is dated 25th April 1840, but was not presented
for attestation by the cazee till 7 th October 1841, a few days after
The cazee who attested it is the principal
the defendant’s decree.
sudder ameen who disposed of this case, decreeing for the plaintiff,
and his decision was aﬂirmed by the oiiiciating judge.
Amongst the reasons assigned by the defendant, in support of her
plea that the transfer from Shah Kubbeerooddeen to his wife was
entirely evasiv'e, she stated that Shah Kubbeerooddeen had subse
quently sold certain houses, included in the bye-mokassa, to other
On this point the principal sudder ameen remarks, that it
persons.
does not appear to him that the houses since sold by Shah Kubbeer
ooddeen are included in the bye-mokassa; but that, admitting they
were, it would not, in the least, affect the bye-mokassa; and apparently
the correctness of this assertion has been assentedto by the oﬁiciating
judge, who alﬁrmed the principal sudder ameen’s decision.
We are of opinion, that the principal sudder ameen should not
have tried this case. In his capacity of cazee of the town of Arrah
he attested the deed, in virtue of which the plaintiff claims the
The deeds
property, and might have been called upon as a witness.
sales b Shah Kubbeerooddeen are
connected with the subsequent
likewise attested by this principal suddier ameen as cazee; and he
would have acted with discretion had he solicited the judge to
remove the case into his own court. We are further of opinion,
that the point pleaded by the defendant above noted is of the last
importance to a fair and just decision of this case, and further that
it has not been suﬂ-iciently enquired into. We therefore admit a
special appeal, and remand the proceedings to the judge, who will
restore the appeal to its original number on the ﬁle of his court; and,
after making minute enquiries as to the houses sold by Shah Kub
beerooddeen to Baboo Rameshur Buksh Singh, on 9th October 1841
and 23d January 1844, being included in the sale by the same
person to his wife, the plaintiff, on 25th April 1840, dispose of the
case.

(483)
Tm: 30TH Auonsr 1847.
Pnnsenr :
R. H. RATTRAY and
A. DICK, ESQRS.,

Juoons
W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY Jones.

CASE No.
Regular Appealfrom a

180

or

1846.

decree passed by the

Principal Sudder

Ameen

Ali Ifhan, May 12th 1846.
MUSST. SHAM KOWUR, Giuannmn or NURAIN SINGH,
qf

Tirhoot, lVia1nut

HER mmon son, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
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UBTS 118

SHEIKH WULLEE MOHUMMUD, AND AFTER ms DEATH,
SHEIKH J UMALOODEEN, ms son, ron SELF AND SHEIKH
AMEEROODEEN,

ms

mmon

BROTHER,

(PLAmT1rrs.)
Wukeel

RESPONDENTS,
.

of/1ppellant—J. G. Waller.

Wukeels qfResp0ndents—E.

Colebroolze and Hamz'd Rusool.

THIS suit was instituted by Wullee Mohummud

on the 25th April
to obtain a judicial conﬁrmation of possession of a 12 annas,
12 gundas, 2 cawries’ share of talook Muheeoodeenpore-Kutturmulla;
with registry of name as proprietor in the collector’s books; and
restraint from sale of the lands in satisfaction ofa decree of court.
Estimate (for stamp) Co.’s rs. 5,423-11-2.
and forty-nine other
With the appellant were Dowlut

I845,

'

Siggh
.
who have not appeal
The circumstances of the case are brieﬂy as follows:—In I829,
the appellant, Sham Kowur, obtained a decree for certain lands;
and, in 1841, another decree for wasilat (or mesne proﬁts) on the
same,a separate action having been brought for the latter. Both
these decrees were against Dowlut Singh and the forty-nine defendants
On the 21st
in the present suit, just noted, or their predecessors.
the
was
made
to
court
for
execution of
May 1842, an application
the wasilat decree; the applicant at the same time representing the
land now contested as the property of Dowlut Singh and t-he others,
and, as such, liable for the amount due ; and praying an order for the
Against this sale, a protest was entered
sale of them in satisfaction.

persons,

defendants,

a

a

a

is,

by Wullee Mohummud; who claimed the proprietary right to the
property in virtue of a kubdla (or deed of sale) bearing date the
27th June 1842, from Dowlut Singh and his forty-nine co-sharers.
This was deemed a bar to further proceedings, and the sale was
refused; but under an order passed by a judge of the Sudder Court,
on a petition from Sham Kowur, the cognizance of Wullee Mohum
mud’s protest was disallowed, on the ground of the period notiﬁed in
the advertisement of sale having expired before his objections were
submitted. The effect of this order, however, was nulliﬁed by the
institution of the present suit; upon intimation of which, the sale was
again stayed, till the result of the action should determine the ques
tion of its legality.
Under Clause 2, Section 5, Regulation 2 of 1806, and Construc
tion No. 588 of 8th April 1831, neither of which is applicable to the
point at issue, the principal sudder ameen determined the transfer
of the lands to Wullee Mohummud (as above set forth) to be legal and
valid; and passed judgment in favor of the respondents.
Against
this, the appellant has preferred the appeal before us.
We ﬁnd, that after the estate in question had been included in a
list given in by the decree-holder, with a view to its being lotted for
sale in execution of her decree, the parties against whom the decree
had passed, sold it; and that the purchaser now claims the property,
in virtue of the deed of sale executed by them in his favor. The
frau
whether this was
point at issue,
bonaﬁde honest sale, or
The
dulent and evasive transaction, to defeat
legal liability.
evidence
very defective, whether as regards the sale, or the cre
dibility of the persons who testify, or the circumstances to which
None of them could read or write; their names were
they depose.
defendant; and they could
written in attestation by Bhola Singh,
not speak to the date on which the document was executed, merely
The sale
from
through Bhola, after execution.
having attested’
no less than ﬁfty persons, of whom one onl signed the kubala, the
witnesses depose posi
others being unable to subscribe to it; but
tively to having recognized the whole ﬁfty as present at the time
they themselves attested it. There are several circumstances, besides,
We have no doubt of
calculated to invalidate their testimony.
view to avoid
the sale having been fraudulent and evasive, with
the execution of the decree in satisfaction of which the estate was
null
and declare
about to be brought to auction. We cancel
and void accordingly, reversing the decree passed by the principal
sudder ameen, with costs chargeable to respondents.

it

it,

a

the

is

it,

a

is
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(435)
THE 30TH Anousr

1847.

PRESENT:

W. B. JACKSON, ESQ.,
Tamronanr once.

CASE No.

175

or

J

1845.

-Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen

of Zillah

Beerbhoom,

BIJNATH PAL,

RAJ AH MUHTAB

APPELLANT,
‘U€7‘8U8

CHUNDUR,

KISHEN MUNNEE DASSEA,
n1-zcnasnn,

March l3lh,

1845.

(DEFENDANT,)

Rnsrounnnr, (PLAINTIFR)

WIDOW

or RAMLOCHUN,

Rnsronmmr, (DEFENDANT.)
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Wukeel qf Appellant——Purs~un Koomar Thalzur.
Wukeels qfResp01ulent-—-J.
G. Waller and lVilm0ney Banerjee.

CLAIM for possession of 10 annas talookah Lot Gangbil, in pergun
nah Selampore, under a deed of bye-bil-wufa. Suit laid at 6,000
rupees, the value of the property 111ld8I‘ litigation.
The plaintiff sues to obtain possession of the estate imder a mort
gage which had suffered foreclosure: the bond is produced, and a
of Burdwan to the effect that notice of one
proceeding of the
judgp
as
year,
prescribed by egulation 17, 1806, has been issued, and the
This proceeding is dated 21st February 1834.
time has elapsed.
The defendant objects that the money mentioned in the bond had
not been paid in full, and that the claim cannot therefore be admitted.
On the 13th March 1845 the principal sudder ameen gave an
award in favor of plaintiff, considering the document proved as having
been executed between the parties.
The defendant appeals mainly on a new ground, that the estate was
in the Jun le-Muhals when the notice, under Regulation 17, 1806,
was issued%>y the judge of zillah Burdwan; and points out the terms

used in the Re ulation, as requiring the mortgagee shall apply to the
of the zillah, in which the estate is situated, who shall issue a
judge
'
notice, & c .
ﬁnd that, in the mortg e bond, the estate is mentioned as belong
in to the zillah Jun le-ﬁuhals, and the notice was issued by the
Igrom the proceedings of that ofﬁcer, no objection
judge of Burdwan.
would appear to have been raised on this ground at that time; and it
is evident that this plea was not brought forward in the zillah court.
The case has been decided in zillah Beerbhoom, in which it is to be
It remains
inferred that the estate is at the present time situated.
only to consider whether this objection can be now heard in appeal,
not having been urged in the court of ﬁrst instance.
It is incumbent on the plaintiff to prove that the legal formalities
have been observed, otherwise he cannot obtain a decree in his favor:
this is independent of any plea of the opposite party, and is necessary

I

(435)

is

a

is

It

is,

even if the case were to be tried ea: parte.
The neglect of the party,
to plead any material error in the process, would not therefore justify
the Court in overlookin
the error.
‘
The only remaining doubt,
whether the issue of the process from
another zillah
true that the object of the
material defect.

I

is

a

*

THE 30TH AUGUST

1847.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER,

EsQ.,

JUDGE.

_

PETITION No. 453

or

1846.

IN

the matter of the petition of Punaoollah and others, ﬁled in this
the 23d July 1846, praying for the admission of
special
of
under
date
Cachar,
of
the
from
the
decision
superintendent
appeal
a

Court on

6

the 9th May 1846; reversing that of the moonsiff of that district,
under date the 27th February 1846, in the case of Punaoollah and
others, plaintiffs, versus Dhunee Meeah and others, defendants.
The petitioners sued for third share of a pottah for koolbahs, 10
keears, 15 puns, and 10 gumlas of land, granted in the names of
Punaoollah, Dhunnee Meeah and Khyroollah, principals, on the
The moon
ground that they were partners in Punaoollah’s share.
silf decreed for plaintiffs; but, on appeal, the superintendent reversed
the moonsiff’s decision, on the ground that Punao0llah,_ Dhunnee
Meeah, and Khyroollah had since transferred the lands to other
a
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9,

a

I

it

is

it

a

it

it

it

is is

is

is

is

it

is

that the mortgager shall have one full year’s notice, and
Regulation
not all
not denied that such notice has been given; but this
that the Regulation intended.
The issue of the notice from the zillah
in which the estate
situated, affords facilities to the inortgager in
forward
his
bringing
deprived of by the issue
objections, which he
of in another zillah. In this instance
the adjoining zillah; but
in other cases
distant one: and further as the
might be done in
to be done,
law clearly directs what
to be done, and how
conceive that
think, therefore, that
must be adhered to strictly.
in issuing a notice in another zillah the mortgagee could not have
conformed to the law in
material respect, and this point must
In this
therefore be ascertained before the case can be decided.
case no enquiry has been made on the subject. Ordered, therefore,
under the provisions of Regulation
that the decree
1831,
be reversed, "and the case be returned to the principal sudder
ameen, with orders to take evidence to satisfy himself on the point
whether the notice was issued from the court of the zillah in which
the estate was situated at the time of issue: after which he will pass
new decision.
The costs of this appeal to be paid by the parties,
subject to re-adjustinent on the ﬁnal disposal of the case.

(437)

9,

2,

it

I

2,

a

is,

persons; so that, if ever Punaoollah had a third share in the grant, he
had transferred his rights to another.
I admit a special appeal, because the superintendent has not decided
on the claim preferred, which
that the plaintiﬁs from the ﬁrst were
partners in Punaoollah’s rights; and therefore Punaoollah could not
third party.
transfer their rights to
1831,
Under the provisions of Clause
Section
Regulation
remand the proceedings to the superintendent, who will replace the
as above indicated.
case on his ﬁle, and dispose of

-3-_

_

THE 3lS'I‘ Aucusr

1847.

J.

PRESENT:

A. F. HAWKINS, ESQ.,
Tnmronanv JUDGE.

PETITION

N0.

182

or

1847.

IN the matter of

the petition of Rajkishore Shah and others, ﬁled
the l9th March 1847, praying for the admission
of special appeal from the decision of Radhagovincl Raee, principal
sudder ameen of Sylhet, under date the l9th December 1846; re
versing that of the moonsiff of Ajmereeglmge, under date the l7th
J1me 1846, in the case of the petitioners, plaintiffs, versus Nittya
nund Shah and others, defendants.
It hereby certiﬁed that the said application
granted on the
on

is

is

is

;

i

following grounds :—
The plaintiffs sued for possession of certain lands, which they
claimed as appertaining to an estate purchased by them at a sale
made for arrears of revenue.
The defendants claimed them as be
to their adjoining property.
longing
. n ameen had been deputed by the collector, some time previ
ously to the institution of the present suit, to make enquiries res
pecting the disputed lands. His report and the order of the collec
tor thereon, as also some summary orders passed by the civil courts
in the matter, were against the plaintiffs.
The moonsiff, after a very full investigation of the merits of the
case, and analysis of the evidence, gave judgment for the plaintiffs.
The principal sudder ameen reversed his decision
and, in so doing,
makes constant reference to the evidence by alluding to the various
orders passed in the matter by the judicial and revenue authorities,
and to the depositions of witnesses; but, in such a vague and super
ﬁcial manner, as to leave the impression that he refers rather to the
names and titles of papers on the record than to the substance of
them.
not by any means clear from his decree, that he has
weighed or considered the evidence: he does not give any reasons
for overruling the close examination of the evidence made by the

It
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a

in this Court

(433)
moonsitf ; and, in fact, he might have passed his decree by reading
very little more than the list of papers on the ﬁle together with the
Such an investigation, in an intricate case of this
moonsitf’s decree.
kind, is by no means sufﬁcient; and
according] remand the case
further inves
under Clause 2, Section 2, Regulation 9, 1831,
tigation.
fbr

I

....¢_.

THE 3lsT Auensr

1847.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER,

ESQ.,
June:-1.

PETITION No. 435 or 1846.
of the petition of Gopee Sirdar, ﬁled in this Court
on the 20th July 1846, praying for the admission of special appeal
from the decision of the 1st principal sudder ameen of zillah Jessore,
under date the 24th June 1846
reversing that of the moonsiff of
under
date
7th
March
in the case of Gopee Sirdar,
1846,
Singa,
the matter

a

plaintiff, versus Gungadhur Shah and others, defendants.
This was suit to recover money on bond signed by three persons,
two of whom had since died, and their heirs were amo
st the de
The moonsiff decreed against Gun adhur Shlaib, the sur
fendants.
vivor of the three persons said to have executed the bond, and against
the estate of the two since dead.
On appeal by Gungadhur Shah,
the principal sudder ameen exonerated him; and, without saying any
thing regarding the rest of the moonsiff’s decision, reversed his
decision.

is

if

9,

2,

I

Admittin the special appeal,
remand the proceedings under
Sgection
Clause
as incomplete; and desire
1831,
Regulation
that the principal sudder ameen record his opinion whether the deci
sion of the moonsilf
to be set aside in toto; and,
or only
so,
' why,
in respect of the appellant, Gungadhur Shah.
2,

THE 81sT Anouscr

1847.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER,

EsQ.,

JUDGE.
PETITION No. 436

IN

or

1846.

of the petition of Gopee Sirdar, ﬁled
this Com't
on the 20th July 1846, praying for the admission of
special appeal
from the decision of the 1st principal sudder ameen of zillah essore,
under date the 24th June 1846; reversing that of the moonsiff of
Singa, under date 7th March\1846, in the case of Gopee Sirdar,
plaintiff, versus Turiekoollah Sirdar, defendant.
in

the matter

J

a
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;

a

IN

(499)
The moonsiff
This was a suit for recovery of money on a bond.
On appeal the principal sudder ameen reversed
decreed for plaintiff.
his decision, because the three attesting witnesses were ignorant peo
ple, who could neither write nor read; and because there appeared to
of enmity

between the plaintiff, his brother, and the defendant.
of no Regulation or Act which declares the evidence
of persons, unable to write or read, inadmissible, admit the special
the proceedings under the provisions of
appeal; and, in remandin
Clause 2, Section 2, Regiﬁation 9 of 1831, desire that the principal
sudder ameen re-consider his judgment, and do not reject the evidence
of the witnesses merely because they cannot write or read.
be cause

As

I know

I

'-CI

'

Tnn 31s'r Aueusr I847.
PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq.,
Jones.
PETITION No. 448 or 1846.

the matter of the petition of Khosalee Biswas, ﬁled in this
on the 22d July 1846, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Purnea, under date
the 24th April 1846; afﬁrming that of the principal sudder ameen
of that district, under date 18th February 1846, in the case of

Khosalee Biswas, plaintiff, versus Sheikh

Kureemoollah and others,

defendants.

e

9,

2,

t

;

I

is,

This was a suit to enhance the rent of an under-tenant, under
notice issued under provisions of Section 9, Regulation 5, 1812, and
to recover the amount balance due on the jumma so ﬁxed.
The sudder ameen dismissed the case, because the notice did not
specify the previous jumma, and the quantit of lands on which the
enhanced jumma was calculated.
On appealthe judge aﬂirmed this
decision of the sudder ameen; adding, as a further reason, that there
was a discrepancy between the plaint and the notice.
As Section 9, Regulation 5, 1812, does not require either the
former jumma, or the quantity of lands, to be stated in the notice,
but simply the speciﬁc rent to which the tenant will be subject, the
sudder ameen’s decision is clearly beyond the law; whilst the dis
crepancy noticed by the judge does not in the least affect the matter
in issue. The point,
whether the notice really was issued, and
whether the defendants’ rent was, or was not, liable to enhancement
The decisions of the lower courts
under the general Regulations.
and, annul
appeal
being altogether incomplete, admit the
ling the decrees of both courts, remand special
proceedings under the
Section
183], and desire
Regulation
provisions of Clause
that the case may be tried de nova on its merits.
2,
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IN

Court

(499)
Tun 31s'r Aueusr

1847.

PRESENT:

C.

TUCKER,

ESQ.,

JUDGE.
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PETITIONS Nos. 425 AND 427 or 1846.
IN the matter of the petition of lshun Chundnr Bhadooree and
others, ﬁled in this Court on the l5th July 1846, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah
Rajshahye, under date the 8th April 1846; affirming that of the
principal sudder ameen of that district, under date 17th July 1845,
in the case of Muddun Gopaul Bhadooree and others, plaintiffs, versus
Kashikaunth Bhadooree and others, defendants.
The plaintiffs sued to cancel a deed of sale from the defendant
Kashikaunth Bhadooree to the defendant Chundernath Bhadooree,
and to establish one made by the same person to them, of certain
property in houses and lands.
The principal sudder ameen decided in favor of the Icubaleh to the
defendant Chundurnath, as having been duly registered and being
of a prior date. The plaintilfs appealed, and the judge cancelled
both sales, on the grounds that the property was under advertise
ment of sale in satisfaction of a decree obtained by Muddun Gopaul
and Chundurnath against Kashikaunth, and that the sale to either,
without consent or knowledge of the -other, was a clear case of
Both parties apply for a special appeal, grounded on the
fraud.
fact of Kashikaunth having deposited in the Mymensingh court the
amount due to Muddun Gopaul and Chundurnath, and the same
having been paid to them by the Mymensingh court. This fact
was pleaded by Chundurnath in his answer to the appeal preferred
to the judge by Muddun Gopaul , but no notice whatever is taken of
If the fact be as stated, there are no grounds
the fact by the judge.
for annulling both sales, and the judge must decide which should
be conﬁrmed and which annulled.
Considering therefore the proceedings of the judge in appeal
incomplete, I admit the special appeal, and remand the proceedings
under the provisions of Clause 2, Section 2, Regulation 9, 1831, in
order that the judge may enquire into the point above noticed
pleaded by Chundurnath, and dispose of the case after giving due
.
consideration to it.

(491)
T1-115

31s'r

Auousr

1847.

PRESENT:

W. B. JACKSON, ESQ.,
TEMPORARY

CASE N0.
Regular

176

or

J

UDGE.

1845.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen qf Dacca, March 17th 1845.

ZENOODDEEN, (DEFENDANT wrrH,) MUSST. MANIK BIBI,
APPELLANT,
17878718

SHEIKH AHMUD ALI,

ALIAS

IMDAD ALI, Rnsronmznr,

(PLA11~1T1FF.)
Wukeels
Wulwels

qf

AppelZants—Gh0la1n

qf Respondmt——Pursun

Sufdur and J. G. Waller.
Komar Thakur and Moulvee
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Loogf Rulzman.

CLAIM for
by plaintifl"s

a 2-15th share

of property of various descriptions left

sister, Asmut-0-nisa Bibi, including the marriage set
tlement, and property made over to deceased by her mother, Manik
Bibi, b deed of hibbeh, and property bought by herself; the whole
detailed’ in the plaint.
The defendants opposed the claim—-Musst. Manik Bibi, mother of
deceased, admitting that the hibbeh in favor of her deceased daughter,
Asmut Bibi, was executed by her with a view to save it from the

The other defendant, Zenooddeen, husband
deceased, also admitted that he had executed a marriage settle
ment on deceased of 35,000 rupees, but that it was obtained frau
He further states, that on the 25th
dulently, and against his will.
te 1244 his wife, Musst. Asmut Bibi, executed a deed of ikrar
acilgnowled 'ng that she had received certain property, in lieu of
one-third ogflher marriage settlement from him; that on the same date
she also executed a. deed of hibbeh-bil-ewuz,
transferring that same
to
her
husband
in
return
for
a
diamond
ring; and on the
property
same date also, a third deed of ladawee, or relinquishment, fore oing
all claim upon her husband for the remaining two-thirds 0% her
Zenooddeen further adds, that, on the 23d
marriage settlement.
his
Musst. Asmut, also executed three other do
wife,
1249,
Cheyte
cuments, viz. lst, a deed of hibbeh-bil-eu-uz, by which she made over,
in return for a diamond ring, the whole of her property, of whatever
description, to Asud Ali, a minor son of her husband by another
wife; and 2nd, a wuseeutnameh, constituting her husband guardian
and trustee of that property for his minor son’s beneﬁt; and 3m’, an
claims of her creditors.

of

J

umuldavee, or document addressed to the tenants, &c., delivering over

(492)
possession to her husband of the property so transferred: he adds, that,
with reference to these documents, plaintiff’s claim is inadmissible.
On the 17th March 1845, the principal sudder ameen of Dacca
gave an award in favor of the plaintiff for the full amount of his
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ﬁled b the
claim, rejecting the six documents abovementioned,
The defen
defendant, Zenooddeen, as not proved to his satisfaction.
dant, Zenooddeen, then appealed to this Court.
It appears that in Sawun 1243, the defendant, Zenooddeen, was
married to Musst. Asmut Bibi, daughter of the other defendant,
Musst. Manik Bibi. Previous to this marriaoe, her mother had made

over to her all her property by a deed of hibbeh. The plea that
this transfer took place, with a view to evade the claims of certain
creditors, does not invalidate it.
The deceased received a settlement of 35,000 rupees from her
husband; the deed is ﬁled and proved. It contains also a declaration
on the part of the husband, that, in lieu of one-third of the amount
settled, he makes over certain lands and other property, and an
engagement to pay the remainder at his convenience.
On the 12th Bysali 1250 Musst. Asmut Bibi died; and, in the
the plaintiff, her brother, became
absence of other considerations,
entitled to two-ﬁfteenths of the property left by her, whether received
from her mother, or by settlement, or purchased by herself: but the six
documents ﬁled by defendant are sufficient, if roved, to set aside the
claim; but
concur with the principal suddbr ameen in thinking
them very suspicious.
The statement of the defendant, Zenooddeen, is inconsistent.
He
attributes to his wife and her mother an act of extortion, in forcing
him to execute a deed of settlement against his will; and then
produces documents, purporting to have been executed about eighteen
months after the marriage, by which his wife, then about 15 or 16
old, relinquishes to him all claim, under the very settlement
years
ond which had been extorted for her beneﬁt.
about 22 days
before his wife’s death, he states that she executeAjlgain,
three other deeds
by which she deprived herself, when in good health and only 22 or
23 years old, of all the remainder of her property, in favor of a son
of her husband by another wife.
These proceedings seem of themselves so inconsistent and impro
ﬁnd none of these six documents
bable as scarcely to be credited.
are registered, although other documents, executed about the same
It is also
time and ﬁled by Zenooddeen,
have been registered.
discoverable, that, on the ﬁrst three, Asmut Bibi’s seal is wanting;
she has only made her mark: on the last three her seal is affixed.
The evidence too, though not wanting in positive assertion, is not‘in
On the whole, feel convinced, that these
my opinion satisfactory.
six documents have been fabricated, since the death of Asmut Bibi,
with a view to defraud her rightful heir and benefit her husband.

I

I

I

I

(493)
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therefore reject them.
An objection has been raised, as to that
portion of the principal sudder ameen’s decision which awards the
two-ﬁfteenths of the amount of the marriage settlement in money,
notwithstanding that the bond e waged to make over certain lands in
lieu of one-third of the amount ;nhut it would appear that the deceas
ednever obtained possession of these lands, and the money claim
therefore stands good.
Ordered, that the decision of the principal sudder ameen be
conﬁrmed.
Costs against appellant.
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(495)
Tun ls'r SEPTEMBER
PRESENT

1847.

:

DICK, Eso.,
Jones.
W. B. JACKSON and

A.

J.

A. F. HAVVKINS, EsoRs.,
TEMPORARY Juno-as.

or

324

1845.
by

CASE No.
of

’a'

decision passed
Regular Appeal from
Ameen
Mymensingh, Mr. Mackay,

the

Principal Sudder

July 22d,

1839.

RAMGOPAL SURMA TURFDAR
PUDDUM LOCHUN
SURMA TURFDAR, APPELLANTS, (DEFENDANTS,)
AND

versus

R1-zsronnnwr,

(PLAINTIFF.)

CASE No. 353 or 1845.
MUSST. UNOOPOORNA DIB\BEA, W1FgOF RAMGOPAL,
AND
Morena or PUDDUM LOCHUN, APPELLANT,
(DEFENDANT,)
versus

Wukeel

of of

KISHENCHUNDUR SURMA, RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
G. Waller and Abas Ali.
Wulceels
Appellants——J.
Re.9p0ndent—Gholam

Sufdur.
_
the reversal of
revenue
saleof hisestatein turf Bulasootee, &c.,and possession of the estate.
Suit laid at rupees 18,018, value of the land and mesne proceeds.
On the 22d July l839, the principal sudder ameen decided the
case in favor of the plaintiff, according to an arrangement among
the parties, reversing the sale, and awarding possession. Regard
ing the costs, the principal sudder ameen added :—‘ the costs of the
collector to be paid by the plaintiff alone, and his own costs to be
and
who are father, mother
paid by'the defendants, Nos.
the defendant No.
and son
released from the
(Gourkishwur)
decree.’
The case was taken up by Mr. Jackson, and by him referred to
full Court on the l9th August 1847.
are of opinion from
Mrzssas. DICK and HAwKINs.——We
careful perusal of the applications made by the plaintiff, the
was
collector, and the defendant, Puddum Lochun, that
understood that the plaintiff should pay his own costs and those
of the Government, and that Puddum Lochun should not be
made answerable for proﬁts; but that, as no mention was made
3,

a

4,

is

5

;

2,

Tnn plaintiff, Kishen Chundur, claimed

it

a

a
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KISHENCHUNDUR SURMA,
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(495)
by him of costs, it was intended by him that he should pay his
own. The private purchaser, Musst. Unoopoorna, claims the
It is clear that proﬁts
purchase-money with interest and costs.
not being demanded by the plaintiff, the purchaser is not entitled
With reference to the costs, we are of opinion, in
to interest.
consideration of the circumstances under which the other defend
ants (now appellants,) husband, wife and son, come into court, as
purchasers and farmers of the property, they should pay their own
costs. The order of the Court then, is, that the claim of Musst.
Unoopoorna for interest be rejected; and that the plaintiffs, and
the defendants, Musst. Unoopoorna, Puddum Lochun and Ram
gopal, pay their own costs in both courts.
MR. JACKSON’.—I ﬁnd that the plaintiff brought his suit for
reversal of the sale, &c., against the collector, and the sale-pur
chaser, Gourkishwur, and Unoopoorna who is said to have pur
chased it by private contract from Gourkishwur, and Puddum
Lochun, her farmer, and Ramgopal his surety.
The collector, by order of the Board of Revenue, gave in a peti
sale was illegal as stated by the plaintiff,
tion, admitting
th
it might be reversed ; and that the expenses
and requesting thahthe
of plaintiff, and whatever might be declared due from the Govern
ment to the defendants should be paid by plaintiff, agreeably to a
The plaintiff also ﬁled a petition,
petition ﬁled by plaintiff.
the
to
the
reversal
of
sale, on the conditions mentioned
agreeing
In
these
the
collector.
conditions, the plaintiff merely
detailing
by
he
will
not
that
claim
his
costs
from Government, and
says
costs
laid
to
Government:
pay any
upon
plaintiff also
engages
the
claim
wasilat.
to
also
petitioned,
Unoopoorna
gives up
agreeing to the reversal of the sale, provided she, Unoopoorna,
received back the purchase-money with interest and costs of court.
—Puddum Lochun petitioned to the same effect, but omitting all
mention of interest.
Gourkishwur did not appear either in the
lower court or in appeal. The defendants, Ramgopal and Puddum
Lochun, appeal to this Court for their own costs, which have been
made payable by themselves, and for rupees l ,O32, costs of plaintiff,
also made payable by them by the principal sudder ameen’ s order;
alleging, very fairly, that the irregularity of the sale was not attri
The defendant, Unoopoorna, also appeals
butable to their fault.
to this Court for costs as above, and for the interest on the pur
chase-money during the time it remained in the collector’s hands.
All parties admit that the sale was illegal, and must be set
aside; and from the plaintiff it would appear, that the cause of
the illegality was that there was actually no balance due from him :
the fault, consequently, rests with the collector exclusively, and he
is liable for all damages arising from his illegal act. The costs
would thus, in the usual course, be thrown entirely on the collec

(497)
tor; but

as plaintiff has consented not to claim his own costs
from Government, and to pay such costs as are laid on the Govern
ment, the collector must be exonerated as regards costs. But the
principal sudder ameen is wrong in laying the plaintiff’s costs as
well as their own upon the other defendants, excepting Gour
kishwur and Government. The whole are justly due from Govern
ment; but, under the plaintiff’s engagement, they should be paid
by the plaintiﬂ'.
With reference to the claim of Unoopoorna for interest on the
purchase-money, I am of opinion that her claim is not made out.
The person entitled to that interest is Gourkishwur, the auction
It is said he has transferred his rights to Unoopoorna,
purchaser.
by private contract; but no document is produced, nor any petition
It is not even shown to whom the
on his part to this eﬁ'ect.
I
principal purchase-money has been refunded by the collector.
would, therefore, reject Unoopoorna’s claim to this interest, more
particularly as the plaintiff has waived his claim to mesne proceeds.
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THE lsT SEPTEMBER

1841.
'

PREsENT:

DICK,

A.

EsQ.,

JUDGE.
WV.

J.

B.

JACKSON

and

A. F. HAVVKINS, EsQRs.,
TEMPORARY Junoes.

CASE No. l86 or

‘

1845.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by G. C. Cheap, Esquire, Judge
of Zillah Rajshahye, April 20th 1844 ; reversing a decree passed by
Moulvee Saadut Ali, Sudder Ameen of the same Zillah, April
‘21st

1843.

FUKEEROODDEEN MOHUMMUD, APPELLANT,
(PLAIN'l‘lFF,)
versus

BUGWUTTEE DASSEA

AND OTHERS, REsPoNnENTs,

(DErENDANTs.)
Wulceel

of Appellant—Gholam

W ukeels

Sufdur.

of Respondents--—Pursun
Mohummud

Komar Tltakur and

Hanif

Tnls case was admitted to special appeal, on the 24th June
1845, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker :—

(493)

a

:

I

I
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is

it

I

is,

‘This suit was instituted to register the name of the plaintiff as
proprietor ofl anna, 5 gundas’ share of turf Mulanchee and also of
jote Mulanchee, alleged by him to have been purchased from the
defendants and their ancestors in the name of Kumul Lochun
He, the plaintiff, obtained a decree from the sudder
Nundee.
ameen, which, on appeal, was reversed by the judge; and three out
of the four reasons assigned seem to me contrary to law and prac
tice of the courts.
The ﬁrst reason assigned by the judge is,
that the transaction is benamee or furzee.
I know of no law which
prohibits private purchases being made in the name or names of
third parties, and the custom may be said to be almost universal.
The second reason assigned
that the present suit has been
instituted upwards of twelve years after an ikrar produced by the
plaintiff as executed by the defendants, consenting to the record
of Kumul Lochun Nundee as proprietor.
am of opinion,tha.t the
statute of limitations does not apply to such question; because the
the right to
right of property established will always carry with
have the proprietor’s name registered as such in the collector’s
oﬂice; and the registration of name would not be ordered by the
Court, unless the prbprietary right were established. The third
reason assigned by the judge is, that there
nothing to show that
Kumul Lochun Nundee was not the real purchaser. Kumul
Lochun being dead, the plaintiff included his heirs amongst the
defendants; and they pleaded that the purchase was made by the
plaintiﬁ"s father. But the judge refused to recognize this on what
know not.
therefore admit
grounds, or by what right,
special appeal to try whether the above three reasons, assigned for
dismissing the plaintiﬁ"s claim, are not contrary to law and practice
of the courts.’
The Court, on reference to the decision of the zillah judge, ﬁnd
that the judge gave four reasons for his judgment.
The last based
on an examination of the evidence ﬁled; in short, on the facts of
the case.
This consequently, the Court are precluded from inter
with.
The decision of the judge must stand, whatever
fering
be
formed
We therefore
opinion
respecting the three ﬁrst reasons.
dismiss the special appeal, with full costs.

(
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lsr SEPTEMBER

*

PRESENT

I847.

:

DICK, Eso.,

A.

JUDGE.
VV.

J.

B. JACKSON and
A. F. HAWKINS, Escms.,
TEMPORARY Junons.

CASE No. I6 or l846.
Special Appeal from a decision passed by F. Slripwit/1, Esquire,
Oﬂiciating Judge of Zillah Tipperah, August 22d I844 ; reversing
a decree passed by Mohummud Nazim, Sudder Ameen, June 19th
1844.

JYESUNKUR

CHUND, APPELLANT,

(PLAINTIFF,

wrrn

ANOTHERQ

ZUMMEEROODDEEN,

versus

AND 0-rnsns, RESPONDENTS,

(DEi='ENnANTs.)
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Wulceel

of Appellant—Abas Ali.

Wukeel of Respondents-—Nilmmmee Banmjea.
THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the 23d December
IS45, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker :—
‘This suit was instituted by the plaintiff for the possession of
I anna share out of the 4 annas, 7 gundas, 2 cowries’ share of per
gunnah Dukyn-Shahpoor, alleged to have been purchased by him
from the proprietor, Buddeeooddeen, on the 21st Bhadoon 1246
B. S., who is stated to have held l anna, 7 gundas’ portion of the
4-7-2 cowries’ share, taking the latter as a whole.
‘
Zummeerooddeen, one of the defendants, appeared as the guar
dian of the two minor sons of Buddeeooddeen, now deceased, and
denied the sale to plaintiff.
‘ Mohummud
Rezza, another defendant, pleaded a prior mort
from
Buddeeooddeen, which he stated had been foreclosed;
gage
and that a suit was then pending in the moonsiff’s court for pos
session.
‘ In the courts of ﬁrst instance, the
plaintiff’s claim was upheld,
and the mortgagee’ suit for possession dismissed.
‘ On
appeal, the judge records his opinion that both the sale
to the plaintiﬁ', and the previous mortgage to Mohummud Rezza,
were satisfactorily established; but he contends, that the plaintiff
had lost his right of redemption, because he did not deposit the
amount due to the mortgagee within the prescribed period of one
year from the issue of the notice to foreclose under Regulation I7,
I806. This notice was issued to Buddeeooddeen only; and though
the judge declared such notice to be informal, and that a notice
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(500):
should have been issued to the plaintiff also, he nevertheless
declared the plaintiff’s right of pre-einption forfeited; inasmuch
as, being cognizant of the issue of the notice to Buddeeooddeen,
he ought to have tendered payment of the sum due to the mort
gagee within the year of notice: and, not having done so, the
judge reversed the decisions of the sudder ameen and moonsiff,
and decreed in favor of the mortgagee.
‘ I consider this decision to be
illegal; inasmuch as the plaintiff
being in possession of the land mortgaged, the mortgagee should
have issued the prescribed notice to him also.
I consider the 2d
paragraph of the Construction No. ll40, to be in point; and that
the notice not having been duly issued, the mortgagee in his suit
I admit the special
for possession should have been non-suited.
appeal to try this point.’
This case and No. 17, given below, being both before the Court,
we are of opinion that, as the law declares the notice shall be serv
ed ‘ on the niortgager, or his legal representative,’ it was not incum
bent on the mortgagee to cane the notice to he issued on the
purchaser, the appellant, although he may have been in possession.
In these cases, however, it is in evidence that the appellant was
cognizant of the notice ; and if he failed to deposit the mortgage
money, he must abide the consequences. We therefore see no
reason to‘ interfere with the decision of the zillah judge. Special
appeal dismissed with full costs.

-—§—

THE lsr SEPTEMBER

A.

1847.

PRESENT :
DICK, ESQ.,

JUDGE.

W. B. JACKSON and
A. F. HAWKINS, ESQRS.,

J.

TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

CASE N0.

17

or

1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by F. Skipwith, Esquire,
Oﬁciating Judge of Zillah Tipperah, August 22d 1844 ; reversing
,a decree passed by Mohummud Nazim, Sudder Ameen, June
19th 1844.

JYESUNKUR CHUND,
A

APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF, WITH

ANQTEERQ

ZUMMEEROODDEEN

versus

AND

orniins, R-ESPONDENT8,

(DEFENDANTS.)
THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the 23d Decem
ber l845, by Mr. C. Tucker, on the same grounds as the preceding
The same orders are accordingly applicable.
case, No. 161.

(501)

'

Tux: ls'r SEPTEMBER 1847.

Passsxrz
A. DICK, E8Q.,
JUDGE.

W. B. JACKSON and
J. A. F. HAWKINS, ESQRS.,
TEMPORARY Jumms.
CASE No. 149 or 1845.
Special Appeal from a decision passed by Syud Ahmad Buksh, Acting
Principal Sudder Ameen of Nuddea, April 29th 1844; reversing
a decree passed by Denoonath Bhose, Moonsiﬂ’ of Ka_qhuzpo0
lcoorea, December

18th

l843.

GOUR HUREE BANURJEA, APPELLANT,

(PL.AIN'rlFF,)

versus

BISHENNATH RAEE

AND

ISHUR CHUNDUR RAEE,

Rmsvonmznrs, (DEFENDANTS.)
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Wukeel of Appellant-—Rajnurain

Dutt.

Res-pondents——absent.

Tms

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 7th June 1845,
the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. . F. M. Reid :—
‘ The
right of the plaintiff to have a road open, for his house
hold to go to the ghaut, is certainly guaranteed by a ruﬂlznameh
entered into between the parties. The principal sudder ameen’s
decision, dismissing the claim, because the land to be made into a
road is not distinctly speciﬁed, seems to me contrary to the terms
of the mjanameh; and it is necessary to admit a special appeal to
try this point.’
The Court, on perusal of the ruﬂanameh, observe that in it is a
distinct clause, which provides that one quarter of a cottah shall
be set apart for a road to enable the appellant’s family to go to
and from the ghaut.
The appellant asserted that such a road was
open; but stopped up by the respondents. The respondents, on
the other hand, declared that a road to the ghaut had long been
and still was open _; but that appellant wanted to have another
road made, to pass through their premises. The principal sudder
ameen should, therefore, have called upon each party to ﬁle a map
of the spot; and, if the two maps disagreed, he should have deputed
an ameen, or the pergunnah ameen, to furnish a correct map, and to
take such evidence of the neighbours as might be requisite to
elicit the truth, and then have decided. The case is therefore
remanded, and he is directed to proceed as above indicated and
then decide.

under

J
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THE lsT SEPTEMBER

,

1847.

PRESENT2

A.

DICK, EsQ.,
ACKSON and
HAWKINS, EsQRs.,

rs;

as

-“'2

JUDGE.

TEMPORARY Joncns.

CASE No. 7 or

1845.

Regular Appeals from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Dacca, September 12th 1844.
KISHEN KAUNTH SHAH AND ornnns, APPELLANTS,

(DEFENDANTS,)
versus

GOBIND CHUNDUR RAEE,
CASE No.

RESPONDENT,

15

or

(PLA1NT1FF.)

1845.

GOBIND CHUNDUR RAEE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIF'F,)

KISHEN KAUNTH SHAH,

AND OTHERS, REsPoNnnNTs,

(DEFENnANTs.)
Wukecl of Appellants——-J.
Wukeels

'

G. Waller.

of Respondents—Gholam Sufdur and Pursun Komar
Thakur.

Tun plaintiff in this

claimed certain lands, estimated at
to
his villages, Shaikpareh, Anunto
250 khadehs,
These
villages were, he stated, on the north
pore, and Cossyadeh.
Dulesuree,
which,
river
bank of the
by gradually changing its bed,
them
over
and
; and they had again formed
had passed
destroyed
of
the river.
the
bed
The defendants
of
the
south
on
present
in
to
to
their
the
lands
belong
asserted
question
village of Kishen
the
south
bank
of
the
‘was
situate
on
river
which
Dulesuree.
pore,
the
sudder
1844,
12th
ameen dis
the
principal
On
September
of
the
to
the
land
in
claim
the
plaintiff
question, with
missed
land
on
kkadehs
of
the
south
bank
of the old bed
of
75
exception
with
reference
to
a
decision
of
the register,
which,
river,
the
of
he
the
considered
to
conﬁrmed
judge,
by
belong to the
afterwards
mesne
with
and costs :
proportionate
proceeds
plaintiﬁ"s villages,
both parties appealed.
The cases were brought by Mr. Reid before a full bench, with
to the following effect :-—‘ The principal sudder ameen has
note
a.
not given any opinion on the question as to whether the suit is, or
There was formerly a suit
is not barred by rule of limitations.
case

as belonging

1
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versus

(503)
brought under the provisions of Regulation 15, 1824, between Ram
Lochun Goh, yomashtah of Messrs. Wise and Glass, dur-ijaradars
on the part of the defendants’ ancestors, against one Goluck
Chundur Mullick, who held under a pottah from Rajchundur Raee
and Ram Kishen Raee, proprietors of the jagheer-muhal Moha
ric-oojeal, on which the magistrate, on the 21st January 1829, (10th
Magh 1235,) awarded possession to Ram Lochun Goh, of the
land thereby

contested.

A

subsequent

dispute

arose

between

Jewun Kishen Raee, elder brother of the plaintiﬁ"s father, and
Greeshchundur, defendant, for a portion of the contested land.
The magistrate taking up the case under Regulation 15, 1824,
ewun Kishen Raee on the 2d Decem
gave a decision in favor of
ber 1829, (18th Aghun 1236.)
This decision was reversed by the
commissioner of the 15th division, who, considering the possession
of the defendant, Greeshchundur, to have been established by
the magistrate’s order of 21st January 1829, reversed the magis
trate’s order; and, on the 3d June 1830, awarded possession
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J

to the defendant.
It is to be observed, that the time which has
between
the
dates of the three orders abovementioned and
elapsed
the date of ﬁling the plaint, i. e. the 21st May 1842, are respec
tively 13 years and 4 months-12 years, 5 months, and 19 days
and
years, l] months and 13 days. The plaintiff claims to
reckon from the last date, which he holds to be the date of his dis
possession ; and says that he, not having been a party to the suit
between Ram Lochun Goh and Goluck Chundur Mullick, that deci
sion cannot affect his claim. The defendants plead that decision as a
proof of their possession beyond 12 years. As the plaintiff by so
long delaying his suit, has increased the diﬂiculty on part of the
defendants to rebut his claim, it seems to me that the defendants’
plea is entitled to further consideration by a full Court, to whom
therefore
refer the case.’
On the 29th July 1846, the Court [presentz Messrs. Reid, Dick,
and ackson,] took up the case ; when Messrs. Dick and Jackson
were of opinion that the point of possession being under dispute,
and actually the subject of litigation till the date of the commis
sioner’s decision, the 12 years, allowed by law to the plaintiff to
bring his action, must be counted from that date; and the action
is consequently not barred by lapse of time.
M1". Reid considered the possession of the defendant, for a
period of 12 years prior to the institution of the present action,
to be fully proved by the decisions of the magistrate and commis
sioner: so that, the cognizance of the suit was barred by the rule
of limitations.
V
The cases were then taken up by Mr. Jackson to be decided on
their merits; and, on the 26th June 1847, were again referred to a
.
full bench.

ll

I

J

(504)
This is a claim for alluvial lands formed from the bed of the
The plaintiff claims them as part of his vil
river Dulesuree.
lages Shaikpareh, Anuntopore,

and Cossyadeh, which lay on the

north bank of the old bed of the river; and the defendants, as
Kishenpore, which was on the south bank of it. The case there

is

it

is

is

is

a

a

a

it

:

a

A

by

;

‘

it

a

a
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it,

To
fore must turn on the position of the old bed of the river.
ascertain this, we have a map drawn by Mr. Dearman, a deputy
collector, who was sent to make a local enquiry by the resumption
oﬂicers, who were trying the Government claim to the lauds, which
terminated in the dismissal of the Government claim. Another map
was made by order of the principal sudder ameen, Mr. Reily; but
he afterwards went to the spot himself, and declares himself dissatis
ﬁed with his ameen’ s map. He therefore decides the case on the map
made by the deputy collector.
We consider Mr. Reily’s disappro
val of the 'ameen’s map, to be conclusive against its correctness.
A copy of the surveyed map of Major Rennell is also ﬁled, dated
1780, of the correctness of which no doubt can be entertained, as
representing the position of the river and villages adjoining at that
It is on a small scale, but some of the villages are dis
period.
and
of some importance in disposing of
tinctly noted in
the case.
no doubt plaintiff’s village of
Cossiadyur, (which
short distance on the north of the river;
Cossyadeh) appears
and Kistnapore, (defendants’ village of Kishenpore) on the south:
these two villages lie nearly north and south of each other. Atty
noted on the north bank, and to
pore, also village of plaintiff,
the east of Cossyadeh
and to the north-east of Attypore
Pangney, of which the plaintiff states that some ruins still exist,
the river having destroyed the village. But the chief guide to the
decision of the case, is, the map drawn out by Mr. Dearman, deputy
collector, and his report which has been obtained from the oﬁtice
of the special commission.
would appear, that
From this map
the river has, during the last 40 years, or since the time of Rennell,
circuit to the
changed its course repeatedly: sometimes taking
south of its old bed, and cutting away the lands of the defendants’
turn to the north,
village of Kishenpore; and, at others, making
and destroying land belonging to the three villages of the plaintiff.
portion of the Kishenpore ussulee [old land] still remains; and
portion also of the old land of the plaintiff"s villages Anuntopore
and Atteegram (Atteepore of Rennell) appear marked in Mr.
Dearman’s map. In the middle of the wide alluvial space, which
has thus formed from the windings of the river, Mr. Dearman’s
His report
red line as the old bed of the river.
map exhibits
contains the following remark on the subject of the old bed, as
existed at the time of thedecennial settlement or, as was better
understood
the witnesses, shortly after the inundation and
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(505)

.

famine of ll94 B’ :—‘ The Dulesuree river, at the time of the
settlement, is deposed to by the majority of the witnesses as being3
or 4 mwsees broad, taking a south-easterly course through the coun
try; a few khadehs south of Nogong, some ussulee (old land) of which
still remains, and again southerly from Doorgapore.
The red line
through the map will, however, give a better idea of the old river’s
direction.
lt is drawn as pointed out to me by a selection of the best
informed witnesses examined in this case, and whom I assembled
for the purpose after the enquiry was, completed.’
It is evident, therefore, that by the best evidence procurable,
the old bed of the river has been proved to be in the direction of
this red line; and as both parties admit that the old bed was the
boundary between their lands, we must assume this red line as
marking out that boundary.
There is but one diﬂiculty under this supposition, viz. that
the plaintiff now holds as chur beruttee, the land laying between
the remaining ussulee land of Anuntopore, and the old bed of
the river as marked by the red line ; whereas the lands of Anunto
pore are stated to have run up to the bank of the river as it
The plaintiﬂ' may
formerly existed: this, however, is immaterial.
hold these lands under a wrong name; but there is no doubt that
the lands to the north of the old bed do not belong to the
defendants’ village of Kishenpore. Between the parties to this case,
the old bed of the river, distinguished by Mr. Dearman’s red
line, must be received as the boundary.
It remains to notice that part of the principal sudder ameen’s
decision, which awards to plaintiff 75 khadehs of land, on the
south bank of the old bed of the river, as part of his villages,
but, on ex
with reference to a decision of the register of
amining that decree, we ﬁnd it awards '/'5 khadehs on the south
bank of the new bed of the river, not of the old one. We have
no direct evidence as to the position of the river in l8l l, nor to
the identity of the 75 khadehs awarded by that decree; but it is
plain they cannot be the land awarded by the principal sudder
ameen: for that is situated a long way to the south of the old
bed of the river; and, in fact, in the middle of the Kishenpore
lands.
Ordered, therefore, that the red line, as marked in Mr. Dearman’s
map, be assumed as the boundary between the plaintiﬁ"s villages
of Shaikpareh, Anuntopore, and Cossyadeh, to the north, and
to the south; and that the
defendants’ _village of Kishenpore,
principal sudder ameen be directed to give possession accordingly.
His decision being modiﬁed to this extent, in carrying this order
into effect, the principal sudder ameen will hold in mind that this
decision has no reference to lands in possession of Government
Parties to pay
or other parties, not being parties to this suit.
their own costs.

l8ll;

(503)
Tm: lsr SEPTEMBER
PRESENT

1847.

:

A. DICK, EsQ.,
JUDGE.

CASE No. 258 or

1844.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by Moulvee Syud Abdool
Ali Khan, Principal Sudder Ameen of Moorshedabad.

RAJAH KISHENNATH RAEE,

THEN

ms wmow, APPELLANT,

RANEE SHURN MYE,

(PLAINTIFF,)

versus

MUTHOORNATH MOOKERJEA AND

OTHERS, RESPONDENTS,

(DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeel of Appellant—Pursun Komar Thakur.
Wukeels of Resp0ndents——G/zolam Sufdur and
Clzalterjee.
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SUIT laid at Company’s rupees 27,523, 5 annas,
balance of rent due on a farm lease.

Sheo
'

Nurain

12 gundahs,

CASE N0. 259 or 1844.

RAJAH KISHENNATH RAEE,
MYE,

THEN RANEE SHURN
HIS wmow, APPELLANT, (P1.AINT1FF,)
versus

RAM LAL MOOKERJEA, PUDUM LOCHUN MOOKER

JEA

AND

ornnns, RESPONDENTS, (DEFENDANTS.)

Wukeel of Appellant—Pursun Komar Thakur.
Wukeels of Resp0ndents—Kishen Kishore Ghose and Rajnurain

Dutt.

SUIT laid

of rent, due on a
"
farm lease.
The plaintiff’ s father gave the lease to the father of some of the
defendants, on the security of the father of the other defendants,
from 1230 to 1235 B.
The surety died shortly afterwards,
B.
and
the
1231
zE.,)
farmers
were called upon to give other
(in
failure
of
on
which
the
attached the farm, and
zemindar
security;
resumed the lease.
Divers disputes and suits in consequence ensued between the
parties, but without any claim being preferred by the zemindar for
arrears of rent, now claimed for 1231 and 1232 B.
Plaintiﬂ"s father died 8 or 9 years afterwards; and then plaintiff
being a minor, his property was placed under the Court of Wards,
and his mother and grandmother were appointed by the Court of
Wards his guardian and managers of his estates.
They too never
sued for the arrears or claimed them.
Plaintiff attained his
majority in 1237 B. Al, and instituted these suits in 1241 B. 1E.
at Company’s rupees 63,196, balance

E.

E.

507

(

)

The defendants denied the validity of the claim; and pleaded
The principal sudder ameen on two
lapse of time in bar of suit.
defendants
cited
by
precedents
(Decisions of the Sudder Dewanny
Adawlut, dated 19th December 1842, No. 15 of I837, and 27th
March I844, No. 2 of l842,) declared the suits barred. He further
the claim not proved, and dismissed the suits.
the main point urged for appellant was, that, as he was
the
Court of Wards, he could not obtain redress for
ward
of
a
of his guardians, as in the cases of the
or
omissions
neglects
minors, parties in the suits cited as precedents.
It was, however, ably argued by Kishen Kishore Ghose, the
pleader for the respondent, Ram Lal Mookerjea, in No. 259 of
I844, that under Section 36, Regulation IO, 1793, the minor, a
ward of the Court of Wards, had legal redress against the guardians,
manager, and collector.
The only difference between these cases, and those cited by
defendants, consists in the minor having been a ward of the
Court of Wards. This does not in any way affect the principle
upon which those decisions were given. The guardians and ma
nagers were as authoritatively appointed, and as competent to per
A ward is
form their duty ; and as liable for non-performance.
therefore as well cared for, and has his remedy formismanagement
as fully as any other minor with duly appointed guardians.
The
indubitable
as
a
is
bar
to
the
of
time
suits,
and
consequently
lapse
the decisions of the principal sudder ameen must be upheld.
Appeals dismissed with full costs.
deemed
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THE lsT SEPTEMBER I847.
PRESENT :

R. H. RATTRAY, EsQ.,
-

CASE No. 220 or

JnocE.

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Patna, E. DaCosta, July l4lh I846.
MUSST. SOOPUN AND OTHERS, APPELLANTS, (PLAIN’I‘IFFS,)

GOVERNMENT

versus

AND MOONSHEE CHIRAGH
RESPONDENTS, (DEFENDANTS.)

ALIJ

Wukeels of Appellants-—Lulf Rulzman, Ameer Ali, and Gholam
Sufdur.
Wukeels of Resp0ndenls—Pursun Komar Thakur, J. G. Waller,
and Abas Ali.

Tnrs suit was instituted by appellants, on the 8th February

1845,

for reversal of the sale

of mouzah Chucksoura. and other

503

)

mouzahs, situated in pergunnah Teladeh ; and possession of the
Esti
same, with wasilat and interest from 1241 to I251 Fuslee.
mate (for stamp) Company’s rupees 49,264-l l-9.
The sale, to cancel which this action is brought, took place on
the 9th February 1833, within one day of twelve years before
the plaint was ﬁled: and the wasilat (or mesne proﬁts) sought,
with interest, is for the period during which the appellants slept
over, what, at the very expiration of the time, within which the
law permitted the court’s cognizance of the claim, they discovered
their ‘ undoubted right’ to.
‘ The
The following is the decision appealed against:
plaintiﬂ's
sale
on
two
of
the
contest the validity
principal pleas worthy of
That the sale was irregular; because
consideration; viz. First.
ﬁxed
the
ishtekar
the original
17th October 1832, and it took
without further notice. Secondly.
l833,
the
9th
February
place on
That the collector proceeded to the sale without making any set
off, or adjustment of the wasilat they had to receive from the col
lectorate on account of the said estates, and which exceeded the
amount of arrears. Now, with reference to the ﬁrst point, it is
suﬁicient to observe, that, in the petition which was presented to
the commissioner of revenue, on the part of the proprietors, on
the 25th February IS33, against the sale, no plea whatever was
advanced, impugning the irregularity of it for want of further
notice.
I am therefore of opinion, that, under Section 25, Regu
lation
1822, it is not now competent to the court to admit and
take up any such plea; the failure to do so, not having been satis
factorily accounted for: therefore, the entering upon the merits
of the second plea, and other points advanced, is superﬂuous.
[See case No. 180 of 1845, decided by the Sudder Dewanny
Adawlut on the 9th May 1846, page 178 of the printed Reports
of that month, Meghun Singh and others 1;. Government, Muheish
For these reasons dismiss the plaintiffs’
Singh, and others.]
claim with all costs.’
I have introduced this decision, because it calls for some remarks,
which would not be so intelligible without it to refer to. The
plea of irregularity in the sale was rejected, because it had not
been previously urged to the revenue commissioner;
good: but
the principal sudder ameen continues, ‘therefore the entering
upon the merits of the second plea, and other points advanced, is
superﬂuous ;’ and a case is cited to show that it was so regarded
Now, there is no analogy between the facts of the
on precedent.
In the present, a petition
and
that decided in 1846.
case
present
in
from the party aggrieved, was presented to the commissioner;
the former none was so: and taking the whole sentence quoted,
in the commonacceptation of the words composing
evident,
that the opinion intended to be expressed, is, that the ﬁrst plea

ll,

I

is

it,
it
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.

not having been previously urged, was a necessary bar to the
admission of the second plea, although such had been urged: a
mistake, which is hereby corrected.
Upon this omission on the part of the principal sudder ameen
to enter upon the merits of the case, it would appear to be a mea
sure of course to return the proceedings for revisal. Upon going
into them, however, I do not deem this either necessary or expe
dient. The petition of the appellants, presented to the commis
sioner, prayed, that the sale might not be conﬁrmed, and they
would pay in the arrears for which it had been sold; mention
being incidentally made of their title to certain sums in the hand
of the collector. A week was granted to them, to fulﬁl their pro
posal; which they failed to make good. Another application was
preferred, with the same promise of payment ; and another week’s
They petitioned the collector
grace given, with the same result.
in the ﬁrst interval, claiming a share of certain collections in de
posit in his treasury, their right to which he denied; and, eventu
ally, on an application from the court, for any balance in his hands
belonging to appellants, intimated that no such balance existed.
Under these circumstances, I do not consider that the petition
which appellants presented to the commissioner, was, either in
letter or spirit, for an adjustment of their account with the collec
tor, that the surplus balance in their favor might be carried to the
satisfaction of the arrear due on their estate; and consequently the
prior appeal to the commissioner in this 2d instance as well as the
lst, was wanting ; and the plea was not cognizable. So much for
the legal non-necessity of returning for revisal, what, under the
In regard to the inex
law, could not be heard or entered upon.
pediency upon either grounds, it is in evidence, that the collector
haﬂnot had any connexion with the estate for a year before the
date of the sale; and that he had already formally made his return
to the court, stating the non-existence of any balance from the
collections made while the lands were under attachment: and,
lastly, had there been an undisputed deposit on the part of appel
lants, more than suﬂicient to cover any, and every claim upon
them, the collector was powerless to appropriate a fraction of it
to the liquidation of such claim, without a speciﬁc license, or writ
ten application or authority, submitted by them in time to admit
N o such authority or application, in any
of such appropriation.
or
To what end then, a revisal, even
preferred.
shape, was given
if such were judicially indispensable P
I aﬂirm the decisidn of the principal sudder ameen, dismissing
the claim of appellants; with all costs chargeable to them, in
both courts.

(510)
THE 4'ru Sswramssa

1847.

Pn1~:sEN'r:

TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR R. BARLOW, BART.
(‘.

J.

JUDGES.
A. F.

HAWKINS, EsQ.,
Tsmponanv

JUDGE.
‘

CASE No. 243 or 1844.
Special Appeal from a decision passed by Huree Nurain Ghose,
Principal Sudder Ameen of 24-Pergunnahs, December 8th 1843,
aﬁirming a decree passed by the Zﬂoonsiﬁ’ of Russa, Tarachand
Day, August 9th 1843.

KASSEENATH BYRAGEE, APPELLANT,

(DEFENDAN'l‘,)

versus
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BHYRUB CHUNDUR MOOKERJEA,
(PLAINTII<‘F.)
Wukeel of Appellant-—Abas
Wukeel of Respondent-—~Rama

Tms

RESPONDENT,

Ali.
Purshad

Raee.

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 10th Septem

ber 1844, under

Tucker:—
‘ This was

the following

certiﬁcate recorded

by

Mr. C.

of a farmer, to enhance the rent of
in bazar Arfangunge.

a suit on the part

a shopkeeper
‘The decrees of the lower courts double the rent, viz. from 2-8
to 5 rupees per mensem; and this, without the slightest evidence

being adduced by the plaintiff to show the rates prevailing irﬁhe
bazar.
I admit this special appeal on two grounds : ﬁrst, to try
whether a farmer can disturb existing rents ; and,secondly, Whether,
if he can, it be not against the custom and practice of the courts
to decree an increase of rent, without evidence on the part of
the plaintiff that such increase is warranted by the rates prevailing
in the neighbourhood.’
We ﬁnd, on reference to the record, that the farmer had full
authority from the proprietors to enter into new engagements with
We ﬁnd also, that there is
the shopkeepers and other tenants.
no ﬁxed rate for shop-rent, and that the same, rent demanded by
plaintiﬁ' from the petitioner is paid by the occupants of other
Under these circumstances,
shops such as the petitioner occupies.
we see no grounds for interfering with the decision of the lower
courts, and dismiss the appeal with costs.
,
_

(511)
THE 4'rn SEPTEMBER i847.
PREsEN'r:
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR R.

J.

BARLOW,

BAR1-.,

Junoes.
A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY Jones.

CASE No.

177 of I844.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by Raee Radha Govind Shame, °
Principal Sudder Ameen of Hooglzly, September 6th I843; con
ﬁrming a decree passed by Bhyroo Chundur Bhose, Sudder Ameen,
December 23rd 1843.

SHEEB NURAIN RAEE

AND ornens, APPELLANTS,
(Pi.A1N'r1FFs,)
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PURTAB NURAIN RAEE

AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS,

(DEFENDANTS.)
Wukeel of Appellant—Taruk Chundur Raee.
Resp0ndents—Absent.

THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the 25th May 1844,
under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. J. F. M. Reid :—
‘The father of the plaintiffs, joint sharer with Purtab Nurain
Raee and others, had paid a large sum of money to save the putnee
talook, the joint property of the parties, from sale under Regulation
8, 1819 ; and, after a settlement of accounts, received assignments
from the sharers on several dur-putneedars: among others was an
assignment on Ram Mohun Bareek, for 885 rupees. This person
paid only 689 rupees. The plaintiffs therefore sued him, and Purtab
Nurain, and others, to recover I96 rupees and interest thereon,
'
amounting, altogether, to Sicca rupees 503-9-10.
_
‘The sudder ameen released Purtab Nurain Raee and others, the
joint sharers with plaintiffs, from responsibility, and decreed 196
Sicca rupees, and a like sum as interest, against Ram Mohun
Bareek.
The petitioners appealed, because they did not think Ram
Mohun Bareek a person of such substance as to hold out to them
hopes of getting the money from him, and because they wished
to hold his partners responsible.
The principal sudder ameen
'
conﬁrmed the decision.
‘ I admit the
appeal to try whether the principal sudder ameen
and the sudder ameen were justiﬁed in relieving the co-partners of

1

(512)
It seems to me that the giver of an assignment
the plaintiffs.
cannot be released from his responsibility, until the full amount
thereof has been paid.’
From the perusal of the sudder ameen’s decree, we ﬁnd that
he exonerated Purtab Nurain Race, because the plaintiffs had not
acted up to an ikrar produced by them, and alleged to have been
executed by Purtab Nurain Raee ; one of the conditions of which
was, that, if Ram Mohun Bareek failed to pay the amount of the
assignment, the plaintiffs should give him, Purtab Nurain Raee,
timely notice, so as to enable him to sue Ram Mohun Bareek,
summarily, for balance of rent.
The principal sudder ameen, on the other hand, rejected this
Q
ikrar as not proved; and was of opinion that there was no balance
due from Ram Mohun Bareek, hence he also exonerated Purtab
Nurain Raee.
Under these circumstances, we have no course open to us, but
to aﬁirm the decision of the principal sudder ameen.

-—§-.
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‘

PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
Sm R. BARLOW, BART.
opens.

J.

J

A. F. HAWKINS, ESQ.,
TEMPORARY

CASE No.

44

or

Jones.

1845.

Special Appeal from adecision passed by 1111'. J. Reily, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Dacca, December 27th 1843 ; reversing a decree
passed by Imdad Ali, Moonsiﬂ’ of Pooragacha, July 15th 1842.

RAM KUNNYE PAL, APPELLANT, (Pi..uN'r1Fr,)
'L7€’!‘8'lb8

SHEEB CHUNDUR PAL

AND ornmas, Rnsromnmvrs,
(DEFENDANTS.)
Wukeels of Appellant———Pursun Komar Thakur and Rajnurain
Dutt.

Wukeel of Resp0ndents—TaruIc Chundur Raee.
THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the l5th February
. F. M.
1845, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr.
'

Reid :—
‘ The
principal

J

sudder ameen dismisses the claim of petitioner
to
be
allowed
to take 9 family idols to his house, to
(appellant)
worship them for 3 month in the year, on two grounds : ﬁrst, be.

(513)
cause the family had formerly divided among them 12 family idols ;
the petitioner’s maternal grand-father taking three, and the defen
dants’ family 9; and, secondly, because the suit was barred by the

rule of limitation.
I think it doubtful, whether idols, or rather
the beneﬁt to be derived in the eyes of a Hindoo from their wor
If the division should be declared
ship, can possibly be divided.
to be illegal, the question would arise whether the illegality of
the transaction does not bring the case within the predicament of
a case in which possession was acquired by force or fraud.
therefore admit the appeal to try both grounds.’
We are of opinion, that there is no reason whatever for making
this case an exception to the rule of limitation, provided by Section l4, Regulation 3,1793.
Not being for lands, houses, or
other permanent immovable property, the rules of Regulation 2,
1805, do not apply.
We therefore afﬁrm the decree of the principal sudder ameen,
and dismiss the appeal with costs.

I
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4'rn SEPTEMBER 1847.

Pnnsmwrz
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
Sm R. BARLOW, BART.,

Junoss.
Esq-,
J. A. F. HAWKINS,
A

'

TEMPORARY Jvnom.

CASE No.

176

or

1844.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by lllr. C. Mackay, Princi
pal Sudder Ameen of Zillah Mymensingh, September l2th 1843;
reversing a decree passed by Ousaf Ali, Sudder 'Ameen, December

3lst

1842.

NUBBOO KOMAR CHOWDHREE
APPELLANTS,

AND

ornans,

(PLAINTIFFS,)

versus

RADHAKAUNTH

DUTT

AND ornnns,

(DEFENDANTS.)
Wukeel of Appellants—Gholam
Respondents—Absent.

Rsspounsxrrs,
Sufdur.

Tms case was admitted to special appeal, on the 28th May l844,
under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker:-—
‘
Petitioners (appellants) sued to enhance the rent of a taloolc
The defendants pleaded a macar
belonging to the defendants.
ruree tenure with ﬁxed jumma.
The plaintiffs got a decree from

.

(5l4)

-

the sudder ameen, which, however, was reversed by the principal
sudder ameen, without reference to the peculiar laws which
require to be attended to, to uphold a claim of mocurruree tenure
on ﬁxed jumma, merely on the grounds that the defendants had,
for a length of time, paid the same jumma.
admit the special
appeal on the general merits of the case, which requires deep con
sideration.’
From a perusal of the principal sudder ameen’s decree, we ﬁnd
it contains mere assertion that the jumma of the respondents’
talook is not liable to enhancement; but, on what grounds he has
come to_ this conclusion, the Court have no means of ascertaining;
and, consequently, are left in ignorance whether he knows what
constitutes a mocurruree, or the laws which should govern the
decision of such a question.
We therefore annul the decree of the
principal sudder ameen, and remand the proceedings for re-inves
tigation, and for a full record of the points established in the
decree which the court may pass.

I

-—§-
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PnEsEu'r:

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No. 403 or

J

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of ankeeram Bhuggut, ﬁled in this
Court on the 5th July 1847, praying for the admission of a spe

cial appeal from the decision of Mohummud Sadik, principal
sudder ameen of Hazareebaugh, under date the 5th February
1847; reversing that of Hurnath Singh, moonsiif of Hazareebaugh,
under date the 9th September l846, in the case of Jankeeram
Bhuggut, plaintiﬂ’, versus Dilshere Khan and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:—
The plaintiff sued the defendants for the value of cloth, purcha
sed by one Gunjoo Sahoo on account of Dilshere Khan.
The moonsiff gave judgment for the plaintiff against Dilshere
Khan, considering it clearly established, by oral and documentary
evidence, that Gunjoo Sahoo acted as gomashtah for Dilshere Khan.
The principal sudder ameen, merely observing that he was not
satisﬁed with the evidence, reversed the judgment of the moonsiﬁl
By the provisions of Section 3, Act 12 of I843, something
more is required of a principal sudder ameen than merely saying
he is not satisﬁed with the evidence, when reversing the decree of
a lower court.
If he adopt the reasons of the lower court,
this maybe considered suﬂicient; but if he have reasons of his
own for a contrary deciion, he is bound to state them in such

(515)
a manner as that the Courts’ superior to him may be able to
judge of them, and of the degree of attention which he has bestowed
The principal sudder ameen should have stated why
on the case.
he considered the oral and documentary evidence, on which the
moonsiif relied, unsatisfactory.
As he has not done so, l consider
his investigation incomplete; and, admitting the appeal, remand
the case, in order that the principal sudder ameen may again
decide the case, and state his reasons fully for the judgment which
he may give.
"

THE

4"rn

l*

SEPTEMBER I847.
PRESENT;

TUCKER, Eso.
Sm R. BARLOW,
C.

J. A.

and
BAR'l‘.,

.
Junoss.
F. HAWKINS, Eso.,

TEMPORARY
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PETITION No. 217 or

Jones.

1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Ram Buksh Sing, ﬁled in this

Court on the l3th May

1845, praying for the admission of a special
of
the principal
udder ameen of Shahabad,
from
the
decision
appeal
under date the 26th February 1845; reversing that of Sulamut
Ali, moonsiff, under date 4th April 1844, in the case of Luchmee
Nurain Singh, plaintiﬁ', versus Ram Buksh Singh and others,
‘defendants.

It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :-—
Luchmee N urain Singh sued the petitioner, Gungapursaud,
Kowur Singh, and Dyal Singh, for possession of the village Choo
ramunpore alias Bhodwur, peryunnah Bhojepore, bought by him
in execution of a decree against Gungapursaud and another in
When he went to take possession of
favor of Ram Buksh Singh.
his purchase, it could not be ascertained where the lands lay. He
therefore brought this action at 650 rupees against the defendants ;
having, in the ﬁrst instance, applied to the principal sudder ameen
for that sum, the amount purchase paid at the time of sale, which
petition was rejected.
A moonsiff, Osman Ali, on the 21st August l84l, dismissed the
plaint, directing the plaintiﬂ' to sue for possession ;- and, if that could
not be obtained, to sue for the amount purchase.
Munowur Ali, the principal sudder ameen, aiﬁrmed this decision
on the 14th April l842.
The plaintiff then proceeded to sue the same parties for posses
sion, when another moonsiﬁ", Sulamut Ali, on the 4th April 1844,

.(s1s)
4 annas of the village Chooramunpore to him; and ordered
Kowur Singh, the party in possession, to restore that portion only.
Kowur Singh, on this, appealed to the principal sudder ameen

parties respectively.

-

it

it,

abovementioned; and that ofﬁcer reversed the sale, dismissed the
original plaint, and ordered that the amount purchase-money was
to be re-paid to plaintiff, without, however, indicating the parties
who were to refund. This decision was passed, as already shown,
on the 26th February l845; and the petitioner, -in consequence,
re-paid 236 rupees, the amount he realized by the sale of Gunga
pursaud’s property.
1
Amongst other irregularities apparent in the conduct of this
trial by the lower court, we observe that the authorities ought not
to have instructed the plaintiff as to the course he was to pursue
in prosecution of his claim. The chief arguments, however, for the
reversal of the principal sudder ameen’s decision and admission of
the special appeal, are, that he has passed a decree in favor of the
plaintiff altogether at variance with the prayer of the plaint,
which was for possession, and not for cash which has been award
ed by the order now before the Court; further, has reversed a sale
in which the interest of other parties are concerned, when no ap
In his plaint, the plaintiff
plication to that effect was before him.
lays down the boundaries of the land he purchased; and seeks
for possession; and this too under an especial, though irregular,
Under these circum
order passed by the principal sudder ameen.
stances, the Court direct that the case be returned to the prin
cipal sudder ameen, who must enter upon a re-investigation of
on its merits, and upon the pleas set forth by the
and decide

-3

Pnmsmwr

J.

A. F.

1847.

:

THE 4TH SEPTEMBER

HAWKINS, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY

Juno E.

It

hereby certiﬁed that the said application

is

a

Pwrrrrom No. 404 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Ghenoo Mehtoo, ﬁled in this
special
Court on the 5th July I847, praying for the admission of
of
Mohummud
Sadik,
sudder
the
decision
principal
from
appeal
ameen of Hazareebaugh, under date the 26th April 1847; revers
ing that of Hurnath Singh, moonsiff of Hazareebaugh, under date
the l()th April 1846, in the case of Ghenoo Mehtoo, plaintitl’, versus
‘
Dhookun Sohoeea, mother of Shib Chundur Sahoo, defendant.
is

granted on the
by

following grounds :——
bond executed
This was an action to recover money on
Shib Chundur Sahoo, on behalf of his mother, Dhookun Sohoeea.
a
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decreed

(

517

)

The thing borrowed was in kind,‘ viz. rice; and the value
was now sought to be Jecovered.
The defendant denied the
on the date of the
claim, and said that her son was a minor
I
bond.
The moonsiff, considering it clearly established that the rice
was borrowed and received by the defendant, gave judgment for
The principal sudder ameen observed, that the party,
the plaintiﬂ'.
whose name was attached to the bond, was a minor at the time of
its execution, and that he did not place any reliance in the evi
dence of the witnesses, and accordingly reversed the decision
of the moonsiﬂl
This summary rejection by the principal sudder ameen of evidence
received and admitted by the moonsilf, who examined the witnesses,
will not do. The principal sudder ameen is bound to state his
reasons for rejecting the evidence. He might have stated as much
as he has done without ever having read it.
accordingly admit
the appeal, and remand the case in order that the principal sudder
ameen may decide de nova, and give his reasons fully for his
judgment.
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SEPTEMBER 1847.
PRESENT:

RATTRAY and
A. DICK, EsqRs.,
R. H.

Junoss.
W. B. JACKSON, Esq-,
TEMPORARY JunoE.

CASE No. 277 or

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the 2d Principal Sudder
Ameen of Patna, Mohummud Ibrahim Khan, June 20th 1846.

DEEL SINGH

AND o'raERs, APPELLANTS, (DEFENDANTS,)
versus

MUSST. GUNSHAM KOWUR ALIAS ANNUND KOWUR,
WIDOW OF HURPURSHAD
DENT, (PLAn\"rIFF.)

SINGH,

DECEASED,

Wakeels of Appellants—J. G. Waller and H.
Wukeel of Respondent-—Hdmid Rasool.

Tms suit was instituted by respondent, on the
1845, to recover from appellants Company’s

RESPON

P. Marshall.
_

18th September
rupees 49,459-3-2-8;

(518)
the same being arrears of inusluireh

(or maintenance) at the rate

husband, deceased, was adjudged to appellants, with ‘ khor-0-posh’
(food and raiment) to respondent, during her life.
This decree was appealed against to the Sudder Court ; by which
it was affirmed on the 10th May 1832.
From this judgment a further appeal was preferred, and condi
tionally admitted to the King in Council; but, in 1837, this was
struck off on default.
From i828 to the date of the decree now appealed against, no
sum had been ﬁxed by any competent authority, as the amount of
maintenance to which respondent was entitled : but she determined
200 rupees per mensem to be a just claim ; and this claim she
has brought, and has obtained a decree to the full extent of her
demand.
The circumstances connected with the question to be deter
mined by the Sudder Court, upon which the issue depends, will be
found in suﬂicient detail, in the opinions which follow, of the
judges who sat on the appeal.
Mnssas. DICK AND JAcKsoN.—-This is a claim brought for
ward by a widow for maintenance.
It appears, that, under a.
decree of the Patna Provincial Court, dated the 14th May 1828,
the widow is entitled to receive a maintenance from the defendants
Until the present suit was brought, no mea
during her lifetime.
sures had been taken by the widow for the execution of the decree,
or for the enforcement of her right to a maintenance : it is to be
observed, that the amount to be allowed as maintenance was not
ﬁxed in the decree.
The suit now brought, on the l8th September
1845, is for the purpose of ﬁxing the amount of maintenance, and
to recover arrears of the same for twelve years previous to the
date of suit: the plaintiff waiving the claim further back with
reference to the lapse of time.
There is no doubt that the plaintiff is entitled to a maintenance
suitable to her station in life.
She ﬁxes this at 200 rupees a mouth ;
and, with reference to the value of the etate which was awarded
to the defendants, burthened with the claim for maintenance, we
do not think this amount excessive. The defendants plead, that
the plaintiff has accepted certain lands to the extent of 50 biggahs
and other property as maintenance ; but there is no document, or
proof of other description, sufficient to satisfy us that any such
Under the decree, the plaintiff is
arrangement has been made.
entitled to a suitable allowance in money; and, unless she has
her claim must be
agreed to receive something else in lieu of
admitted.

it,
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of 200 rupees per mensem, with interest from I241 to 1252
Fuslee, due under a decree passed by the Patna Provincial Court,
May 14th 1828.
By the decree of the Patna court, the estate, of respondent’s
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It remains to consider, whether the claim of plaintiff is barred
by her neglect to sue out execution of the decree in the usual
manner.
It appears to us, that her neglect to sue out execution
for twelve years, rendered it incumbent on her to bring a new suit:
she could not after that period sue out execution ; but it does not,
in any other respect, affect her right. She is fully at liberty,—
considering that the decree is for a maintenance for life,-to bring
a new suit at any time during her lifetime to recover the main
tenance awarded her by that decree : and there is nothing in the law
to prevent such a suit from having the same retrospective effect as
other suits, viz. for 12 years previous to suit.
Under these circumstances, we award the claim of plaintiff of
200 rupees a month for 12 years previous to her claim, but without
interest in consideration of the great delay on her part in bringing
the action; and from the date of her claim, viz. l8th September
l845, to this date, also, without interest. Interest to be charged
on the whole amount from this date. Costs against the defendants.
Ma. RATTRAY.-—lIl this case, the khor-o-posh (maintenance, or
literally food and raiment) adjudged to respondent by the Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut, on the 10th May 1832, in aﬂirmation of the
decree of the Patna Provincial Court of the 14th May I828, was as
much a substantive portion of the judgment, as was the estate
adjudged to appellants; and had execution been applipd for by
respondent, the probability may be assumed, that a deﬁned amount
of this previously undeﬁned maintenance, would have been ﬁxed
by the presiding judge with the assent of all concerned. No such
application however was made by respondent.
Up to the expiration of l2 years from the date of the ﬁnal
decree of 1832, the execution of that decree was open to respondent;
and within that period, satisfaction being thus summarily attainable,
a fresh suit, on the same cause of action, could not have been
admitted.
The 12 years expired on the 10th May 1844 ; subsequently
to which date there is nothing to shew, that any demand on the
part of respondent was made, for what the present action has been
brought to force appellants to the payment of.
The evidence, in regard to the value of the estate decreed to
appellants, is so vague and contradictory, as to render it alto
gether worthless as a guide to the amount of the maintenance, to
which respondent is fairly entitled; but, taking the stamp estimate
of the original suit, which was not impugned,—62,000 rupees, that
is,—of which 42,000 was the sudder jumma of three years on the
land, the remainder composed of items less certain as indices to
probable income, I think 150 rupees per mensem the very utmost
that can be allowed.
This I would adjudge to respondent, retros
pectively, from the 10th May 1844, and, prospectively, during her

(520)
life : but, in the absence of any proof of demand by her since the
10th May 1844, and consequently of a necessity for now bringing
the appellants into Court,
would not award any interest; and
would make respondent answerable for the costs of both courts.

I

III}

THE 6'ru SEPTEMBER
PRESENT:
C.

1847.

TUCKER, ESQ.,
JUDGE.

PETITION No. 867 or

1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Doorgadass Koond, ﬁled in this

1845, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of the additional principal sudder
ameen of Zillah Hooghly, under date the 26th September I845;
reversing that of the moonsiff of Oolooberea, under date the 18th
July 1845, in the case of Doorgadass Koond, plaintiﬂ’, versus
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Court on the 19th December

Bishennath Sircar and others, defendants.
In this case the petitioner sued the defendant, Bishennath
Sircar, to ﬁx his rent for the year 1251. He claimed rupees 27-2-16,
on 7 biggahs and 17 biswas of land in mouzah Mugooah.
The defendant stated that he held only l biggah and 9 biswas
of mdl land, the rent of which was rupees 2-14-8; but that he
rented 5 biggahs of lalckiraj land belonging to Gokool Chundur
Ghosal, for which he paid rupees 8-8 annually.
Govind Chundur Bauerjee, the heir of Gokool Chundur Ghosal,
put in a remonstrance to the same effect.
The moonsiff decreed in full for the plaintiﬂ', being satisﬁed that
there were no lakhiraj lands in mouzah Mugooah.
Govind Chundur Banerjee appealed; and having established to
the satisfaction of the additional principal sudder ameen that he
had some lakhiraj lands in the said village, which having been
resumed the settlement was then in progress, he at once reversed
the moonsiff’s decision, and nonsuited the plaintiff.
There has been no investigation in appeal as to the point at
issue. It does not follow, that because the appellant in the lower
court had some resumed lakhiraj lands in mouzah Mugooah, that
the ﬁve biggahs claimed by plaintiff formed a portion thereof.
I therefore admit a special appeal; and, annulling the decision
of the additional principal sudder ameen, remand the proceedings.
The case will be sent back to the moonsiff, who will institute local
enquiries to ascertain whether the ﬁve biggahs in question are
included in the resumed lakhiraj lands settled for with Govind
Chundur Banerjee, or not, and dispose of the case according to
the result.

(521)
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6'rn SEPTEMBER 1847.

PRESENT;
C.

TUCKER,

ESQ.,

JUDGE.

Parrrron No. 869 or 1845.
IN the matter of the petition of Doorgadass Koond, ﬁled in this

praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the additional principal sudder
ameen of Zillah Hooghly, under date the 26th September 1845;
reversing that of the moonsiff of Oolooberea, under date the 18th
July 1845, in the case of Doorgadass Koond, plaintiff, versus
Sheikh Hutto and others, defendants.
This is another case of precisely the same nature as that in No.
867. The same orders are accordingly passed.

Court on the 19th December

1845,

-{-.

THE 6'rn SEPTEMBER

1847.

Pm~:s1~:u'r:
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C.

TUCKER, Eso.,
JUDGE.

PETITION No. 543 or 1845.
IN the matter of the petition of Bulinder Nurain Kowur, ﬁled
in this Court on the 3d September l845, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of the principal assistant com
missioner of Durrung, under date the 29th May 1845; afﬁrming
that of the sudder ameen of that district, under date 2d August
1844, in the case of Bulinder Nurain Kowur, plaintiff, versus
Rajah Muhee Nurain, defendant.
The petitioner (plaintiff in the case,) sued to recover the amount
of a decree passed in his favor and against the defendant on l9th
Aghun 1754 Shukabda, corresponding with the year IS33 A. D.,
by Rajah Dujjoo Nurain, and others, punchaets, execution of which
had not

previously

been

taken out.

It

was referred to Baboo

Chundur Sein Raee, sudder ameen of Zillah Durrung, who dismissed
the plaint; not considering the original claim to have been estab
lished.

On appeal, the principal assistant, Captain John Butler, aﬂirm
ed the decision of the sudder ameen,

simply because, as he stated,
twelve years had elapsed.
But this suit was brought on 2d Chyte 1764 Shukabda, or 14th
March I843 A. D., so that ten years only had elapsed from the
date of the decree, which the plaintiff sued to have executed.
U
Under these circumstances,—admitting
the special appeal,——I
remand the proceedings to the principal assistant, who will decide
the appeal on its merits.
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ESQ.,

JUDGE.
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PET1T1oN

No. 92 or

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Hunooman Singh and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 9th March I846, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of the judge of city Patna,
under date the 9th December I845 ; aﬂirming that of the prin
cipal sudder ameen of that district, under date 7th April 1845,
in the case of Baboo Kundowrie Singh and others, plaintiffs, versus
Hunooman Singh and others, defendants.
In this case the plaintiffs sued to cancel a lcuballeh, dated in
the Fuslee year I202, under which the defendants claimed to hold
The defendants pleaded the genuineness of the
possession.
kuballeh, and, likewise, the statute of limitations as a bar to the
suit being heard, as they had, they alleged, been in possession
from the year 1202 ; that is, a period of nearly ﬁfty years before
the present suit was brought.
The principal sudder ameen and the judge decreed for the
plaintiffs, on the ground of the lcuballeh being a fabrication: but
neither of them took the slightest notice of the plea of the suit
being barred under the provisions of Section l4, Regulation 3, 1793.
therefore admit a special appeal ; and, annulling the decisions of
both the lower courts, remand the proceedings, in order that the suit
being restored to the ﬁle of the principal sudder ameen, the plea of
limitation be enquired into, and the case then disposed of.

I
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THE 7TH SEPTEMBER I847.
PRESENT:

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, ESQ.,

PETITION No.

TEMPORARY
167

or

Jones.

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Gunjun Singh and others, ﬁled
in this Court on the l5th April 1846, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of Syud Munowur Ali, principal

sudder ameen of Shahabad, under date the l5th January 1846;
reversing that of Mr. R. D’Souza, additional moonsiif of Arrah,
under date 14th May I845, in the case of Sohun Lal, plaintiif,
versus Gunjun Singh and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
V
following grounds :—
The plaintiff, who is a wu/reel of court, sued the defendants for
the amount of fees alleged to be due to him in a case in which he
had been engaged for the defendants. The defence was that the
whole had been paid.

(523)

;

I

it

a

it,

The moonsiff, after a full investigation into the defence, dismissed
the claim. The principal sudder ameen reversed the moonsiﬁ"s deci
sion. He" gives no reason for rejecting the evidence of the majority
of the witnesses for the defence; and those which he does give, for
are, primei facie, frivolous to
rejecting a portion of
degree.
remand the case for re-investigation, considering
to have been
and as the
very negligently tried by the principal sudder ameen
decree of the moonsiff shows that some enquiry into the conduct of
the wukeel may eventually be necessary, the judge will keep the
case on his own file.
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SEPTEMBER

1847.

PRESENT:
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A. F. HAWKINS,

Eso.,

Jones.

Tmmroamw
PETITION No.

or

168

1846.
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SEPTEMBER

1847.

PRESENT:

R. H. RATTRAY, Eso.,
109

Regular Appeal from a decree passed

Pringle, Esquire,

AHMUD REZA

AND

or

JUDGE.
1847.

by

the Judge
December 9th 1846.

of

CASE No.

Purneah, D.

MOHUMMUD REZA, APPELLANTS,
(DE1=ENnAN'rs,)
versus

I/Vukeel

Wukeel

of

COLONEL EDWARD GARSTIN, EXECUTOR or J. C. C.
SUTHERLAND, DECEASED, RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFE)
of
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a

IN the matter of the petition of Gunjun Singh and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 15th April 1846, praying for the admis
sion of
special appeal from the decision of Syud Munowur Ali,
principal sudder ameen of Shahabad, under date the 15th January
1846; reversing that of Mr. R. D’Souza, additional moonsiff of
Arrah, under date the 14th May 1845, in the case of Sohun Lal,
plaintiff, versus Gunjun Singh and others, defendants.
another case of precisely the same nature as that in
This
N0. 167. The same orders are accordingly passed.

Appellants—H¢imid

Respondent—Pursun

Russool.

Komar Thalcur.

instituted by respondent, on the 23d February
Tnrs
1846, to recover from appellants the sum of Company’s rupees
suit was
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44,000, principal money, due under an ikrarnamah (or agreement)
dated the 5th Sawun 1248 Moolkee.
The sum claimed, was, under the ikrarnamah upon which the
claim was made to rest, for services performed by the late Mr.
Sutherland, as adviser and agent, in certain suits pending in the
courts here and before the Privy Council in England, to which the
appellants or their family were parties. The ikrarnamah was
executed by Meer Hussun Reza, appellant’s father. There were
other defendants cast in the suit ; but they did not appeal: one,
Kuneez-Fatima, died before the case was decided.
The following is the decree of the zillah judge, now appealed
‘ There is no
objection raised to the justice of this
against :
demand, which the exhibits satisfactorily establish; the principal
On which ground, and
defendants allowing it to go by default.
with reference to the precedent furnished at page 222, volume VI,
Reports of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, judgment is now passed,
ex-parte, against the parties not replying, with the co-defendant,
Meerun: Kuneez-Fatima being relieved on plaintiﬁ"s application
as in No. 2, above decided.’
The appellants are the defaulters alluded to; and they explain
the cause of their having allowed judgment to pass as they did,
as follows :
‘
In consequence of the death of our father (Hussun Reza,) and
of disputes with Kuneez-Fatima, the papers connected with
the matter at issue were scattered and disarranged; and, in the
course of communication with the plaintiff, he had promised that
his molchtars should shew us certain documents and the-account
of Mr. Sutherland, which they never did: therefore nothing was
done.’
Now, the Court’s competency to proceed in such a case as this,
is deﬁned in a circular issued on the 12th March l84l, No. l4l ;
which declares, that, ‘ if the party appealing has had due notice
served upon him by the court of original jurisdiction, and the
judge presiding in that court has decided the suit agreeably to the
rules of practice and the regulations of Government, and further
that the reasons of default assigned by the appellant, are frivolous
or groundless, or that he has wilfully neglected to attend in the
lower court; in such case, the Court are clearly of opinion that the
The mere fact of a cae having been
appeal should be dismissed.
is
not
a
suﬂicient
tried ex--parte,
ground either for sending it back
for re-trial, or for proceeding to investigate the pleas of the appel
lants to the original suit, provided it has been legally decided by
the court of ﬁrst instance.’
It is not pretended, that any irrregularity attended the proceed
ings of the zillah court, nor are they impugned on any ground
whatever; and the only pleas urged in explanation of the appel
lant’s neglect to attend in that court, are those above exhibited.

(525)
‘ frivolous and
groundless,’ and that the appellants
Deeming them
‘
wilfully neglected to attend,’ I have no alternative but to treat the
case as enjoined by the circular in question.
I accordingly dismiss the appeal; with all costs chargeable to
,
appellants.
I-—II.—-I

THE 7'rn SEPTEMBER
PREsEN'r:

A. DICK,

1847.

ESQ..,

JUDGE.

CASE No.

195

or

1844.

Regular Appeal from the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen
Zlloorshedabad, Syud Abdool Wahid Khan.

BRIJNATH RAEE,

APPELLANT,

of

(DEFENnAN'r,)
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versus

CHOWDHREE INAITOOLA,
FUKEEROOLA, son AND nE1n,

AND THEN CHOWDHREE
RESPONDENT, (Pr.An\'r1PP.)

Wuheel of Appellant—J. G. Waller.
Wulreels

of Respondent—-G. S. Judge and Sreenath Sein.

APPEAL laid at Company’s rupees 2,245, 15 annas, 5 pie, for
surplus price of auction sale for arrears of revenue of a certain share
of zemindaree mortgaged under conditional sale.
The estate in question was conditionally sold to plaintiff under
a mortgage, by-bit-wufah; but, before he could sue for possession,
after foreclosure, it was sold for arrears of revenue. Plaintiff,
therefore, instituted the present suit against the former proprietors,
the mortgagers, and the appellant, who claimed the surplus in
virtue of a mortgage to him of a date prior to that of plaintiff.
The mortgagers did not appear to defend the case. The appel
lant contended, that as his mortgage was of a prior date, and he
had, after foreclosure, sued and got a decree for possession, and
was in possession when the estate was sold, he had a superior
claim to that of plaintiff.
The mortgage deed of plaintiff was dated 7th Phayoon 1235
But the deed of
B.
; that of appellant 28th Magh l235 B. XE.
plaintiff was duly registered ; and appellant’s was not registered :
therefore, under Clause 2, Section 6, Regulation 36, 1793, the
principal sudder ameen decreed in favor of plaintiff.
In appeal, appellant’s pleader contended, that as his mortgage
had been satisﬁed by possession being decreed to him and obtained

E.

(526)
in execution of decree, the surplus was in fact his, and could not
made over to satisfy plaintiff’s mortgage.
The respondent
that
the
transaction
whole
between
argued,
appellant and the
former proprietors,——the mortgage, the foreclosure, the suit, the
decree, and the possession of appellant in execution ,—was fraudulent
and collusive to render null and void his mortgage, and that the
fact of registry was conclusive in his favor.
The only course open to appellant, to avoid the consequences of
non-registry, was to show that plaintiff (respondent,) registered
his own deed, knowing of the existence of appellant’s prior
deed: this he has not attempted.
Appellant’s assertion, that he
was in possession of the estate, under the decree of Court in
execution when sold for arrears of revenue, cannot be admitted, be
cause his name was not registered as proprietor; and, consequently,
the estate was sold for arrears due by the former proprietors, and
the surplus now in the collectorate, is there, as belonging to them.
Therefore, under the‘ law, respondent has clearly a superior claim
than appellant.
The appeal dismissed with full costs.
be
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THE 7'rn SEPTEMBER l847.
PREsEN'r:

J. A. F. HAWKfNS,

EsQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
PETITION No. l99 or

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Shibsoondree Dibbea, ﬁled in
this Court on the 24th April 1846, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Mr. E. Deedes, judge of West
Burdwan, under date the 25th January 1846; amending that of
ugbundo Banerjea, moonsiff of Bishenpore, under date 23d May
l845, in the case of Shibsoondree Dibbea, plaintiff, versus Nemye
Churn Buttacharge and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the

J

following grounds :-—
This was an action by

a Hindoo widow for maintenance from
The moonsiff ﬁxed 2 rupees a
her deceased husband’s family.
month as the sum to be paid to her monthly, which the judge, on
appeal, reduced to l rupee; but without any reason further than
his own opinion, formed however, apparently, without any reference
to the evidence.
remand the case, as incomplete, for a fresh decision by the
judge, with advertence to the circumstances in life, and means of
the parties as shown by the evidence.

I

K
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1847.

Pnnsnm‘:
C.

TUCKER, EsQ.,

J ones.

PETITION No. 50 or

1846.
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In the matter of the petition of Guneish Dutt and others, ﬁled
in this Court on the 26th February 1846, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen
of zillah Bhaugulpore, under date the 26th November l845; aﬂirm
ing that of the moonsiff of Soorjgurrah, under date 26th February,
in the case of Guneish Dutt and others, plaintiffs, versus Ramdyal
Singh and others, defendants.
This was a suit brought under the Construction l299, to reverse
a collusive decree obtained by the defendants to the injury of the
plaintiffs ; and the moonsiff nonsuited the plaintiffs on the grounds
that he could not reverse his own decree, and that the plaintiffs
should have sued to establish the ikbal-dawa on which the pre
vious suit was decreed to be collusive.
Strange to say, this order
of the moonsiff was aﬂirmed by the principal sudder ameen. The
suit was expressly brought to set aside a collusive decree, the rest
depended on the evidence adduced to prove the collusion.
Special appeal admitted, orders of the lower courts cancelled,
and proceedings remanded with orders that the case be restored to
its original number on the ﬁle of the moonsilf, and the case be
decided on its merits.

u—}
THE Srn SEPTEMBER i847.
PRESENT:
Sm R.

BARLOW,

BA mu,

JUDGE.
PETITION No. 480 or

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Kasseenath Mundul, ﬁled in this

Court on the 2d August 1847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of
Midnapore, under date the 30th April 1847; reversing that of the
moonsitf of Bugree, under date 10th August 1846, in the case of
Kasseenath Mundul, plaintiff, versus Ram Tarun Chukerbutty and
others, defendants.
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It

is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
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following grounds :—
The defendants sued the plaintiff for balance of rent before the

deputy collector on a Icubooleut of 1245, and got a decree against
him for the same ; in execution of which plaintiff deposited 88 rupees,
13 annas, with the local ameen, and obtained a receipt for that sum.
Plaintiff had previously sued the defendants in the sudder ameen’s
court for reversal of the summary decree; and, on the 26th Septem
ber']842, a decree was passed in his favor. He then brought an
action for recovery of the sum which Ram Tarun Chukerbutty, the
In answer the defendants
defendant, had received from the ameen.
that
with
the
had
settled
plaintiff at 99 rupees, on
alleged
they
account of principal with interest.
The moonsilf called for copy of
the sudder ameen’s roobakaree of September 1842, and for the
receipt of the 99 rupees, said to have been paid by the defendants
to the plaintiff; and, after investigating the case, decreed in favor of
the plantiff, rejecting the receipt ﬁled by the defendants.
They appealed to the principal sudder ameen, Ram Mohun Raee,
who decreed for the appellants as the plaintiﬁ did not ﬁle the
copy of the sudder ameen’s roobakaree, required by the moonsiﬁ“,
within six weeks of the date on which it was called for. The plaintiff
then applied to have his case restored to the ﬁle of the principal
sudder ameen’s court.
His petition was rejected. The plaintilf
again sued the defendants, on the 2'/'th January 1846, and the
latter pleaded adjustment as before. The moonsiff decreed in his
favor. He was of opinion that the receipt put in by the defendants
was not genuine, because they, in their answer, set forth a receipt
for principal and interest, whereas the document ﬁled is a receipt
for principal, interest, and costs, and on the grounds that it was
written on an. old stamp of two years previous, though the parties
reside in the neighbourhood of a stamp vender; that the two wit
nesses to it were at variance in their statements as to the payment
of the money to the plaintiﬁ'.
The principal sudder ameen, Udit Persaud Ghose, reversed the
moonsiff’s decision, satisfying himself with saying that two wit
nesses swore to the receipt produced by the defendants, and that
plaintiﬁ"s signature to the document resembled that on other
papers on the record.
As to the receipt put forward by the defendants, which has been
held by the principal sudder ameen to be a genuine deed, the
Court remark, that, independent of the doubts arising as to its
being a true and genuine receipt from the circumstances under
which it was granted and ﬁled, no sufficient reason for reversal of
the moonsiff’ s decision, which is explicit and the result of diligent
enquiry, is given in the meagre and loosely conducted investigation
Had the defendants paid the
of the principal sudder ameen.

wk

J
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plaintiff as they state in execution of the sudder ameen’s decree, it
is highly probable that the receipt would have been written off on
the back of the decree, or ﬁled in due course in the court ; at all
events, it was incumbent on the principal sudder ameen to make
full enquiry into the circumstances of a payment alleged to have
The proceedings of the principal sudder
been made as set forth.
ameen are so unsatisfactory and incomplete, that the case must be
Under the provisions of Act
returned for further investigation.
of
a
12 of I843, the grounds
decision should be recorded; none are
the
sudder
ameen for reversing the judgment of
given by
principal
Ordered
the moonsiff.
accordingly.

{

Tnrs 8rn SEPTEMBER

1847.

PRESENT!
C.

TUCKER, Eso.,
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Juno!-:.
PETITION No. 279 or

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Billee Singh and others, ﬁled
in this Court on the 3d June 1846, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the additional judge of zillah
Shahabad, under date the 4th March l846; afﬁrming that of the
principal sudder ameen of that district, under date 9th July l845,
in the case of Jankee Singh and others, plaintiffs, versus Billee
Singh and others, defendants.
In this case the plaintiffs sued to have their possession of ith
of §ds of mouzah Usnee affirmed, and to have a butwarrah
made by the collector, and their names separately recorded in the
collector’s books.
The defendants pleaded the statute of limitations.
The princi
decreed
the
sudder
ameen
for
so much as
without
plaintiffs
pal
and
defendants’
the
additional
the
ﬁirmed his
judg
plea,
noticing
decision; and this, when there are two petitions on tlfﬁiecord, one
of 1810, the other of 1811, in which Summodh Singh, through
whom the plaintiffs claim, states that he had not then received
possession of asingle bis/wa of the land decreed to him in 1798 and
I800 A. D.
I therefore admit a special appeal; and, cancelling the decrees of
both the lower courts, remand the proceedings, with orders that
the suit may be re-placed on the ﬁle of the principal sudder ameen
on its original number, and the plea of the defendants, as to the
statute of limitations, heard and determined.

(530)
THE 9'rn SEPTEMBER 1847.
PREsENT :

SIR R. BARLOW,

BAR'1‘.,

J UDGE.

CASE No. 360 or I845.
Regular Appeal from a decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen
of Midnapore, September 5th 1845.

BULDEOSIRCAR

AND

GOPAL CHURN BOSE, APPELLANTS,
(PLA1NTlFFs,)
versus

RANEE KISHEN PEREA, wmow or RAJ AH NUR NURAIN
AND OTHERS, R.EsPoNnENTs, (DEEENoANTs.)
Wukeel of Appellants—Bunsee Buddun Mitr.

of Respondents-——J. G. Waller and Taruk Chundur Raee.
THIS plaint was ﬁled on the 9th of January 1845, corresponding
It sets forth, that Buldeo’s
with the 24th Poos 1251 Umlee.
father, Kishnanund Sircar, got a jungle-booree mookurruree pottah
from Rajah Nur Nurain Raee, i. e. a pottah to cut down the jungle
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Wulceels

on certain lands at a ﬁxed rent in 24 villages, Chundee Bheetee,
&c., in turf Parbahurree, pergunnah Bahurree-Mootah, in the
month of Phalgoon 1177 Willayuttee.
Disputes arose between the
rajah and Kishnanund, which were brought into court, and were
ﬁnally settled in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut by a decree passed
in favor of the rajah in I813. In execution of this decree, the
parties came to an amicable adjustment ; and the defendant’s
husband, on the 7 th Cheyte 1225, gave to Buldeo a farm of the said
lands for IO years, from I225 to 1234, on a jumma of 2,451 rupees :
the sum of 1,532 rupees was, however, to be deducted for the
farming jumma, on account of certain lands taken possession of by the
salt agent of Hidgilee in 1222, and the remainder, 919 rupees, was
to be paid regularly to the rajah. A suit was to be instituted
against the salt agent for the lands; and should the result of it be
favorable from the wasilat which might be recovered from the
Government, the above sum of 1,532 per annum was to be paid to
the rajah, and the remainder was to go to the plaintiﬁ. On the
same date the defendant gave an ikrar, or agreement, to the
plaintiff, that whatever outstanding balances might be due in the
moﬁissil, as well as the wasilat up to 1224, were to be made over
The rajah sued the salt agent in the Midnapore
to the plaintiff.
zillah court; and the plaintiff, as his house was at Moorsheda
bad, gave an under-farm to Shebok Ram Bose for the period of
10 years, agreeing to give him a‘ 6 armas’ share of the wasilat,
which might be recovered from Government; and, on the 17th

(531)
Assin

122'/' Willayuttee, a deed to this effect was drawn out
The rajah consent
accordingly, and executed by us in due form.
ed to the transaction between Shebok Ram and plaintiff, and sanc
tioned the under-leasing of the villages in question.
The rajah
having obtained a decree against the Government, died; when
Kishen Perea, his widow, settled with them: the latter agreeing to
pay wasilat from 1222 with interest, to the date that plaintiff
might again recover possession. The ranee, on the llth Aghun
1248, in execution of this agreement, drew from the Midnapore
collectorate the sum of 2,05,809 rupees, 2 annas, and there are
still about 40,000 rupees in the collector’s hands, who has been
ordered to pay the same to the ranee, when the accounts are set
I, Gopal, heir of Shebok Ram, have protested against pay
tled.
ment to the ranee. He rejected my petition.
then applied to
the judge, who, on the 8th June 1840, referred me to the courts.
As the defendant has not carried out the agreement which her
husband entered into, we sue her, having received advances from
Baboo Anund Chund Bose to enable us to carry on the suit. All
the wasilat for the years 1222-23-24, with interest, belongs to us.
From the year 1225, the defendant is entitled to l,532 rupees per
The plaint then gives, in
annum, and the remainder is our right.
detail, the amount of wasilat with interest thereon for each year,
from 1222 to l248, when the defendant received from the collector
the wasilat due on her adjustment with the Government ; and claims
the sum of Company’s rupees l ,74,852, 14 annas, l0 pie 21», amount
mesne proﬁts, principal and interest, due by the defendants.
The statute of limitation
The answer of the ranee is as follows.
is a bar to this suit, whether the period for ﬁling the plaint be cal
culated from 1222 when the collector began making his collec
tions-—from 1225 when the farm was given-—or, from 1227 when
plaintiff made over 6 annas’ share of his right to Shebok Ram.
Other objections are also taken to the admission of the plaint on
the score of excessive interest, on the ground of champerty, &c.
The principal sudder ameen, on the 5th September 1845, held
that the institution of the suit was barred by the limitation law, and
did not therefore enter into the merits of the case.
The Court ﬁnd that the plaintiffs’ claim is altogether without
It has been considered necessary to go into its
foundation.
merits, in order, to ascertain whether the law of limitation does or
'
‘
does not apply.
The plaintiffs rest their claim on two ikrars, both of the same
date, the 7th of Cheyte 1225, signed by Rajah Nur Narain Raee.
In that which I shall call No. l, the rajah is made to relinquish all
right to rents on the estate antecedent to the year 1224. The
plaint was ﬁled in l25l; so much, therefore, of the claim as is
covered by this ikrar, must, necessarily, be dismissed under the
statute of limitations.
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The ikrar No. 2, after reciting as above, is a grant of a farm of
the same lands for l0 years, from I225 to I234, by the rajah to
Buldeo on ajumma of 2,45] rupees per annum, as per boundaries laid
down: it then goes on to state, that certain lands in the estate
have been attached by, and are in the possession of the‘ collector,
the jumma of which is estimated at rupees 1,532. The payment of
this sum is suspended till the case with the collector shall have
been settled; ad interim 919 rupees per annum were to be paid to
the farmer; and, on adjustment with the collector, the Whole of the
lands being made over to the farmer, he was, thenceforward, to pay
the full jumma, 2,451 rupees, to the rajah.
Upon this ikrar is
founded the demand for the remaining wasilat, though the term
ever, is not to be found in the deed; nor is the slightest allusion
made in it to any right of" mesne proﬁts recoverable or claimable
The rajah’s action against the collector was ami
by the plaintiff.
cably settled in 1248 only: the plaintiff’s farm expired in 1234 : he
was never in possession of the lands, the jumma of which was ru
pees 1532. He never paid that jumma to the rajah ; and, consequent
ly, never can be held to be entitled to wusilat accruing on those
The limitation law, I do not think applicable to this
lands.
second ikrar, No. 2, as no action could lie regarding it until the
settlement of the suit between the rajah and the'collector.
have therefore investigated this -portion of the claim on its merits,
and am clearly of opinion, for the reasons already assigned, that
there is no cause of action.
Setting aside therefore all other pleas
dismiss
the plaint, and reject the appeal
urged by the defendant,
with costs payable by the appellants.

I

I

I
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THE 9TH SEPTEMBER
PRESENT

C.

1847.

:

TUCKER, Eso.,
JUDGE.

PETITION No. 865 or

1845.

IN the matter of the petition of Komaree Gooptea and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the l8th December l845, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of the judge of
zillah Mymensingh, under date the 16th December l845 ; aﬂirming
that of the principal sudder ameen of that district under date 12th
June 1845, in the case of Komaree Gooptea and others, plaintiffs,
versus Aradhun Putter Nuvees and others, defendants.
This case was remanded to the courts below on the 9th Decem
ber 1841, on the petition of Gunga Mye Goopteea and Gouree

(533)
Kaunth Dhur, guardians of Hur Kishore Chowdhree, a minor,
with directions to the court to enquire into the grounds of their
absence when cited to attend as defendants; and in the event of the
court being satisﬁed that their absence was not wilful, to admit
The case has now been decided in
them to defend the suit.
their favor; but, by the admission of the judge himself, the
orders of this Court were not observed. The former petitioners
were at once admitted without explanation rendered of their

original default.
Under these circumstances, I annul the decisions of the lower
courts, and remand the case again, with orders that it be restored
to the ﬁle of the principal sudder ameen on its original number, and
disposed of in obedience with the orders of this Court of 9th
December 1841.

-¢

TnE 9Tn SEPTEMBER I847.
'

PRESENT:

A. F. HAVVKINS, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No. 206 or

1847.

it,

IN the matter of the petition of Sheikh Moorad Ali and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 6th April I847, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of 'Mr. D. Pringle, judge of
Purneah, under date the 15th January 1847; reversing that of
Moulvee Rooknooddeen, principal sudder ameen of the same
district, under date l6th June 1846, in the case of Gobind Suhaee
and others, plaintiffs, versus the petitioner and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :——
The plaintiffs sued for possession of real property.
The defend
The principal sudder ameen
ants pleaded the law of limitation.
First, for want of proof;
dismissed the claim on two grounds.
and, secondly, under the law of limitation ; the cause of action having
originated 15 years before the institution of the suit.
The judge reversed the decision of the principal sudder ameen.
His English decree makes no allusion to the plea of limitation. His
vernacular decree, which should be a translation of the English one,
It is difﬁcult to under
recites that the plaintiff was within time.
stand how the translation contains more than the original.
I admit the appeal; and, quashing the decree of the judge,
remand the case for the judge to decide
and draw up his decree
afresh.
'
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THE 9'rn SEPTEMBER
PRESENT

1847.

:

Cl TUCKER, Esq. and

BARLOW, BAR'r.,
Junoss.
J. A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
SIR R.

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 227 or

1842.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by Mr. Onslow, Oﬂiciating
Judge of Mymensingh, December 22d 1840; reversing a decree
passed by the Principal Sudder Ameeu, Moulvee Jallaloodeen
Mohummud, March 28th 1840.

RAM KOMAR CHUKERBUTTY AND RAM MONEE
DIBBEA, APPELLANTS, (PLAINTIFFS,)
~

'U67‘8ll8

MUN MOHONEE, wrnow or MOHEIS CHUNDUR RAEE
AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS,
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Wulceels

of

(DEFENDANTS.)
Wukeel of Appellants——Gh0lam
Sufdur.
Respondents-—Pursun Komar Tliakur and Neelmunnee
Banerjea.

THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the 9th September
1841, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Messrs. C. Tucker

'
and J. F. M. Reid :—
‘ Mr. Onslow’s order is
apparently opposed to that of Mr. C.
Smith, a former judge, passed on the 16th September I820,
supported by they plans and reports of Bakir Ali and Tarnee
Churn. We therefore admit a special appeal.’
The circumstances of this case are as follows :—the plaintiffs
bought, in execution of a decree, the rights of Meer Abdoossum
mud in the villages Bagergaon &c., situate in the 8 annas’ share
of talook Newaz-Ali, tuppa Run-Bhowal, and were put in posses
sion in I243. The eastern boundary of Bagergaon is Seema-Khal,
The defendants’ ancestor, Sham
Gowputtea and Bujree-Baeed.
Bullub Raee, was proprietor of a talook Namkaell, situate east of
Bagergaon &c. His heirs, the defendants, have laid claim to certain
and two jheels named
lands Koehoa-Kanda and Tootea-Kanda,
Beel-Pirtee-Koona and Beel-Bandcooree, saying they belong to

Namkaell.

Disputes arose between us, and the magistrate, on the 28th July
the peish/car’s and dar0gah’s reports in
1837, notwithstanding
our favor, gave the defendants possession, and directed us to sue
in the civil court. This suit is accordingly instituted for posses

I

I

(535)
sion with wasilat, and estimated at rupees 1,500, the selling price
of the land, the produce of which is rupees I50 per annum. The
boundaries are as follows :-—

North.
Oostee.

West.
Bagergaon.

,
East.
Khal,

300 Pooralw.

Seema
\

Gowputteea,

Bujree Baeed.
South.

Bul Koomaree, &c.

The defendants, Moheis Chunder and others, now represented
by Mun Mohonee and others, in answer, state that the lands in
dispute belong to talook Namkaell, and are in the following
boundaries :—
'
North West.
Bujree Baeed, &c.
West.
East.
Namkaell.
South.
The Haroolea Khal.
That in the foujdaree case, alluded to by plaintiffs, these boun
daries were deﬁned; that the former proprietors never sued_ to
reverse the decision; that they did sue on a former occasion,
claiming these lands as Bagergaon ; that their claim was dismissed,
and that order upheld by the court of appeal which is ﬁnal.
In reply, the plaintiffs urge, that when Meer Fyzoollah, aformer
proprietor, sued Sham Bullub Race, the ancestor of the defendants,
the latter, in appeal to the judge, distinctly declared the Seema
Khal was the boundary between Bagergaon and N amkaell ; the
case was accordingly disposed of, and the judge decreed in favor of
the appellants, the ancestor of the defendants in this case.
In their rejoinder, the defendants urge, that the former proprietors
never had possession of the disputed land; and that the plaintiffs,
who purchased from them, cannot, consequently, claim any thing in
.
excess of the rights they bought.
The principal sudder ameen decreed for the plaintiffs.
He was
of opinion that the report of Bakir Ali, ameen, and that of the
permanent ameen, Tarnee Churn Sein, as well as the plan of the
peishkar, and the depositions of witnesses, unconnected with the
litigants, taken before him in court, proved that the boundaries laid
down in the plaint were correct; and that the land, west of the
Seema Khal, belonged to Bagergaon.
The demarcation of the
boundary between the villages Bagergaon and Namkaell, as laid
down in the appeal case disposed of by Mr. Charles Smith, judge,
on the l6th September 1820, he held to be complete and snﬁicient,
and declared the magistrate’s order, in favor of the defendants, at
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variance with the local enquiries and reports, and decreed possession
to the plaintiffs of the lands as laid down in the plaint, with wasilat
to date of regaining possession as per the ameen’s chittah to the
extent of 206 poorahs.
The judge, Mr. Onslow, reversed this decision, rejecting the
reports and plans, which had been admitted by the lower court.
Having laid down the boundaries of the disputed land as given
by the parties to the present suit, it is necessary, in order to the
better understanding of its merits, to refer to the case on which
the principal sudder ameen has rested his judgment: it was one
which Fyzoollah, on the l2th August, brought against Sham
Bullub Raee, claiming Banwaell, &c., as belonging to Bager
In
gaon, which the defendant claimed as his talook Namkaell.
this case, both parties laid down Seema Khal, &c., as the boun
dary between Bagergaon and Namkaell; and on this fact, the lands,
then the subject of action, were decreed to the Namkaell proprie
tors.
In the suit now before us, the local enquiries which have
been instituted, with the view to ascertain to what village the
litigated lands belonged, were conducted by the local ameen, Tarnee
Churn and by Bakir Ali; and they have both reported them to be
west of the line of demarcation laid down by Mr. Smith in favor of
the ancestor of the present respondents, the proprietors of
N amkaell, on the east of the said boundary. We therefore reverse
the decision of the judge, Mr. Onslow, dated the 22d December
I840; with costs payable by respondents. Wasilat, at the rate of
8 annas per poorah per annum, awarded from date of plaint.
'

THE

llru

-Q}-_

SEPIEMBER
PRESENT :

1847.

C. TUCKER, ESQ. and
SIR R. BARLOW, B,\rt'r.,

J.

A. F. HAWKINS,

J UDGES.
ESQ..,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 265 or

1844.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Nuddea, August 23d, 1844.

~

JOHN BRODERICK,

APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT wrrn o'r11Eas,)

HURMOHUN RAEE,

l7€TSZtS

AND OHTERS, RESPONDENTS,

(PLAINTIFFS.)
G. Waller, A. A. Sevestre,
Sreenath Sein.
Respondent.s'—Pursun Komar Waakur.

FVukeels o_f_Appellant—J.

Wukeel of
Tms plaint was ﬁled on the 22d September

with 8th Assin

1247.

It

and

1840, corresponding
is therein stated, that plaintiffs are pro
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‘
prietors of a putnee talook turf Santipore,’ in which is situate turf
Phoolea and its churs, 1,720 biggalw ; of which one Mr. Danselm, of
Gungadhurpore factory, obtained a pottah from Anund Chundur
Raee, plaintiffs’ ancestor, in 1229, at a jumma of 1,517 rupees in the
name of his servants, lswur Chundur Mitr and Suroop Chundur
Mitr, defendants in the cause. The farm was for three years,
Shortly after this Mr. Danselm sold the fac
commencing 1229.
tory to Mr. Gibson : he failed to pay his rents ; and a suit, under
An ameen was deputed,
Regulation 7, was instituted against him.
and he reported 1,734 biggahs, 31, cottahs to be in defendant’s
possession ; of which certain lakhirajdars claimed 691 biygahs,
16); cottahs; 306 biggahs, 3 coltahs were reported in the hands of
some r_1/uts, but in the saheb’s possession; and 9§ biggahs in the
possession of Anund Chundur Raee, making a total of 1,007 biggahs,
9 cottalw, which the ameen declared not subject to payment of rent
to us.
He reported the remaining 726 biggahs, 14 cottahs liable
for rent. Anund Chundur received these rents. After a while,
Mr. Albert, and after him Mr. Broderick, the defendant, bought the
factory and cultivated the chur lands without making a settlement
with us, and for some years deposited what he pleased in court as
rent.
VVe, that is the sharers in the estate, had disputes about
No suit was therefore brought for the pro
our respective shares.
Since the year 1234, we have received no
per amount of rent.
rents on the 306 biggahs, 3 cottuhs, in the hands of the ryuts, nor on
the 691 biggahs, 16 cottahs, in the possession of the lakhirajdars,
and will sue for this separately.
The malgoozaree due on the 726 biggahs, 14 cottahs, and the
9% bigyalw, above alluded to, Qt 1 rupee 4 annas per biggah, is
920 rupees 4;} annas; and from 1235 to 1247 Bhadoon, amounts
to 11,426 rupees, 3 annas. Interest due on unpaid instalments, as
per account, amounts to 3,468-13%, which makes a total of 14,895.
After deducting the sum of 4,988 rupees, 4 annas, deposited on vari
ous dates by the defendant and his predecessors, a balance remains of
9,906 rupees 12 annas, which, with 920 rupees 4 armas,——one year’s
produce of the 736 biygahs 4% c0ttahs,—makes 10,827 Sicca ru
From this must be
pees, or Company’s rupees 11,548-I3-3.
deducted the shares of Sheeb Chundur Raee and Kalachund Raee
being one-third, or 5 annas, 6 gundahs, 2 cowries, 2 krants ; and there
remains a claim of rupees 7,699, 15 annas, 6 pies, our two-third
share, against the defendant. Sheeb Chunder, and the others, refuse
to join in the plaint, as do the heirs of Suroop Mitr and lswur
Chundur Mitr: we therefore sue them with Mr. Broderick for pos
session and balance of rents, with interest and costs to date of
realization.
Awswna or Ma. BnoDsRroK—Mr. Danselm’s gomashtah got
from Anund Chundur Raee a farm of 1,700 biggahs, at 14 unnas per
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biggah on Phoolea chur; also of 20 biggahs at I-8 per bigyah for
the erection of cattle-houses, out-ofﬁces and a house.
Anund
Chundur in I229 was manager on part of the plaintilfs, and gave"
Suroop Mitr, Mr. Danselm’s gomashtah, a khodkasht pottah. Some
lakhirajdars and ryuts objected to this ; and Mr. Danselm, on ascer
taining their claims were just, took pottahs from them; but the
At
plaintiffs refused their rents, which were deposited in court.
the suit of the talookdars, an ameen was sent, who declared them
entitled to the rents on 726 biggahs only; and the former
proprietors of the factory paid their rents into court, which were
received by the talookdars, who gave their receipts for the same.
Anund Chundnr Raee, on the expiration of the period of the farm,
sued in the foujdarry court to have the right ofjote taken from the
factory; and the acting magistrate, on the l8th February I832,
ordered that the lands should remain in the occupation of the
factory, as the land for erection of a house, as well as that for
cultivation were all included in one pottah.
Of the 726 biggahs
above alluded to, 386 biggahs have been resumed by Government,
the rent of which Mr. Albert paid to Government; the rents of the
remaining 340 biggahs 8% cottahs were deposited in court.
bought
the factory in 1242, and also deposited the rents.
do not object to
From I229 to the
pay my rents, but the talookdars refuse them.
present day the factory has held the lands on one pottah : the
tenure is a khodkasht not pykasht; and, therefore, the plaintiffs
cannot oust me. Of the 340 biggahs last mentioned, the tal0ok
dars gave 51 biggahs to one Goluck Chundnr Raee, there remain
289 biggahs, 85 cottahs ; and of this a large portion has been
am filling to give one rupee per
washed away by the river.
land there may be, though 8 annas
whatever
of
biggah for
quantity
the
The
former proprietors of the factory
is the rate of
village.
to
from
I235
I241.
are answerable
_I bought only in I242: plain
can
claim
on
me
before
that period, for
tiffs
have no
was not in
claim
the
rents
for 13 years : they are enti
Plaintiffs
possession.
tled to two-thirds of the produce on 289 biygahs, 8% cottahs, which
would not, as shown by me, amount to more than 898 rupees 4
annas; notwithstanding they have sued me for so large an amount.
REPLY or PLA1NT1EFs.-—It is admitted by the defendant that
the pottah only ran for 3 years. It contained no agreement for the
erection of a house and factory on the lands; the 20 biggahs were
granted for a temporary shed for cattle. The magistrate had no
authority to try the question wkther the defendant had a Ich0d
The pottah ﬁled by Mr. Albert in the
kasht or'py/casht tenure.
1232 to 1238, at one rupee per
ran
from
Regulation 7——case
not
a
document
: still, however, it proves
;
it
is
biggah
genuine
that he had only a pykasht right. If the potluh of I229 were a
khodkasht one, why was this second poltak, for a further period

I

I

I

I

is

is

if,

and different rates, ﬁled? The lands resumed by the Government
are not within the 1,736 biggahs, measured by the ameen: they are
new lands, close to the water’s edge, and would necessarily be cut
When
away before those measured by the ameen could be touched.
factories are bought and sold, proﬁts and losses are sold with them.
When we took such sums as were deposited, we always claimed
other sums as due.
REJo1NnEa or DE!-‘ENDAN'r.—My factory is on the land included
in the pottah: this has been built these 19 years. In both pottahs
there were agreements speciﬁed for the erection of a house. An
exchange of some land included in my pottah was made with the
talookdars for some of their,lands, and a deed of ewuz-nameh was
Under Regulation 44 of 1793, my right
drawn out accordingly.
must be upheld; my pottah is by law a kaiemee-mouroosee pottah.
The principal udder ameen, on the 23d August 1844, decreed
He was of opinion that the defendant
in full for the respondents.
having no pottah, was not entitled to possession of the factory, and
the lands which had been attached to it and cultivated by the
former proprietors as well as by the defendant; and decreed that he
should, in execution, be dispossessed and made answerable for all
back rents, with interest, as claimed in the plaint, as well as for
On this, an appeal was preferred to the Court; and, after
costs.
several hearings, was laid before a full bench by Sir R. Barlow, in
order to the reversal of the decision of the principal sudder ameen.
The Court have considerable diﬂiculty in deciding this cause,
owing to the defective pleadings which the parties have put in.
The points at issue are by no means clearly laid down by either of
them ; and, in disposing of it,Ihe Court must be guided by general
principles of equity, and by their knowledge of the nature of such
cases and the transactions connected with them.
The plaintiffs come into court with two claims, i one for posses
sion, the other for balance of rents of past years. These cannot,
under the circumstances of the case, be admitted in the same action ;
the plaint the Court consider inconsistent.
The defendant’ s pos
session was either wrongful or rightful possession.
If the ﬁrst,
the plaintiffs should have brought the action. to set aside or nullify
the tenure, whatever it might be, on which the defendant holds
possession ; and, if he had no tenure at all, they should have sued
on the other hand, the defendant’s
to oust him on that ground:
rightful,—and the Court are of opinion that the receipt
possession
of rents on numerous occasions from the defendant and his prede
tanta
cessors, without demur as to their right of occupancy,
mount to an acknowledgment of that right, -an action for balances
only was called for.
It will be seen that the plaintiffs are joint sharers in the putnee
talook, and they have made their co-sharers defendants in the case;
and
decree were passed in their favor, the Court do not under
a

if
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stand how such a decree for fractional portion of a cultivating ryut’s
holding, in a joint undivided estate,—and such is the claim distinctly
preferred by the plaintiffs,—can be executed without the consent of
all the sharers: each is entitled to his portion of each biggah of land ;
and if the co-sharers (the defendants) do not wish to disturb the
ryuts’ possession, how can the plaintiffs do so P The rent of the hold
ing might of course be paid to the proprietors, rateably ; but the diﬁi
culty above alluded to, is not to be overcome ; and the claim for a
fractional portion, in the form set forth, must, in the judgment of
Further, the Court are of
the Court, be rejected on this ground.
that
it
would
not
be
to
disturb defendant’s pos
opinion,
equitable
session, as the plaintiffs, by receiving the sums at various times
deposited in court, have, to a certain extent, conﬁrmed the defen
dant in his right of occupancy; for they never, on those occasions,
impugned this right, though they allegevthey always laid claim to
further sums due as rent. It is true that disputes have for years
existed between the parties in the cause; but it would not, in the
judgment of the Court, be just, at this late period, to eject the de
fendant from his factory, after his predecessors and himself have,
by the tacit consent at least of the plaintiffs, held it for so many
For the reasons above assigned, we dismiss so much of
years.
the plaint as prays for possession.
Now as to the rents. Plaintiffs sue for balances from the year
1235 to 1247: the defendant (appellant) purchased in I242, and
pleads he is answerable from that date only. Here, again, the plain
tiffs, as it appears to the Court, are in default. The former proprie
tors, who were in possession previous to 1235 and up to 1242,
should have been sued ; and it woull then have been seen whether
any balances for that period are due; it may be there are none, and
the appellant has no means of disproving the demand. This part
of the claim the Court therefore reject for want of parties.
As to the rents from 1242 onwards, the Court observe the plain
tiffs have furnished no data on which an account for rents could
be made. They have drawn out their calculation at the rate of
l rupee 4 annas per biggah, on an assumed, but not proved, quan
tity of land. The copy of the kubooleut for 1229, ﬁled by plaintiff's,
stipulated l4 annas per bigyah ; and the summary decree passed in
favor of the taloolcdars for 1234, awards the same amount.
Until,
to
assess
under
the
therefore, the taloolcdars proceed
provision of
Regulation 5 of l8l2, no higher amount of rent can be demanded
for the factory than has been paid previously under that decree;
so that their plaint for this enhanced rent must be thrown out
altogether.
On the subject of the interest, which forms a large item, 3,468
rupees, l3 annas, in the plaint, little need be said. The claim to
the principal being rejected, the interest, as a matter of course,
But the Court deem it necessary to observe,
must be disallowed.
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that there is no account on the record showing how this has been
calculated, from what dates and at what rates. In order to remedy
this defect, as regards the principal sudder ameen’s decree, the
case was, on the 15th July I845, postponed for a report from
that oﬂicer; he, however, had left the district, and no explanation
on this point was obtainable.
The Court, however, adjudge that
no interest can be awarded to the plaintiffs as claimed in their
plaint, upon the principle that any delay in the realization of their
rents is attributable to their own laches. Had they been demanded
according to law, they would have been paid, or the land would
have been taken away from the proprietors of the factory.
Under the above circumstances, the Court would feel it incum
bent on them to dismiss the plaint altogether, but that the appel
lant, in his answer, declares he is willing to pay at the rate of l ru
pee per biggah ; and admits, that, according to his calculation, the
sum of 898 rupees, 4 annas would be the amount of rent due on
the two-third share of the plaintiffs, or 289 biggahs, 8% cottahs.
What is the exact quantity of lands in the appellant’s hands, the
Court are, from the data furnished, unable to ﬁx. The plaintiffs al
lege that in 1235 the factory held 726 biggahs ; while the appellant
gives a very confused and unsatisfactory statement of the quantity in
his occupation. The lands, however, are chur lands, which vary an
nually; and it is therefore impossible, now, to ascertain the exact
quantity which was in existence, and held in each year from 1242 to
1247, by the appellant. Taking the plaint by itself, the Court would
dismiss it. Possession cannot be adjudged for the reasons above
assigned; neither can rents be awarded: the admission of the ap
pellant must, however, go in ﬂavor of the respondents. We accord
ingly amend the decision of the principal sudder ameen, with
costs, chargeable, rateably, to the parties, and decree payment of
the sum of 898 rupees, 4 annas, to the respondents, with interest
from this date.
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THE
C.

SEPTEMBER I847.
PRESENT :

14TH

TUCKER,

ESQ.,

JUDGE.
PETITION No. 473 or 1846.
IN the matter of the petition of Tilukdharee Singh, ﬁled in
this Court on the 27th July 1846, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the lst principal sudder ameen
of zillah Tirhoot, under date the 24th April I846; reversing that
of the moonsiff of Muhooa, under date 15th August 1845, in the
case of Mewa Lal, plaintiff, versus Tilukdharee Singh, defendant.
The petitioner was sued by the plaintiff for balance of rent on
account of I252. He stated, in reply, that the lands, on which the

U‘

W

I-R
IQ

M

plaintiff demanded rent, were in possession of two other persons,
who appeared by petition, and acknowledged they were in posses
sion.

9

if

;

2,

a

a

I

l,

is

s

The moonsiff entered into the evidence adduced by the plaintiff,
in detail, and showed the various contradictions on the face of it,
which, in his opinion, rendered the witnesses unworthy of credit,
and he dismissed the claim. On appeal, the principal sudder ameen,
without denying that the contradictions pointed out by the moon
siff existed, stated that his witnesses had, in his opinion, proved his
case, and therefore he reversed the moonsiff’ decision, and decreed
not assigning grounds for his decision as
for the plaintiff.
This
Act 12, 1843, buta mere arbitrary reversal of
required by Section
therefore
decision, the reasons of which are given in detail.
admit
special appeal, and remand the proceedings to the principal
of
sudder ameen, under the provisions of Section
Regulation
in order, that, after due consideration of the objections
1831
urged against the plaintiff’s witnesses by the moonsiff in his decree,
he see reason to overrule them, state his reasons in detail
he will,
so doing.

W-I
THE l4Tn SEPTEMBER

1847.

PREsENT:
C.

TUCKER,

ESO..,

JUDGE.

ff

PETITION No. 338 or

1846.

a

IN the matter of the petition of Kurun Raee and others, ﬁled in
this Court on the 22d June 1846, praying for the admission of
special appeal from the decision of the acting judge of zillah
Shahabad, under date the 30th March 1846; affirming that of the
principal sudder ameen of that district, under date llth March
1845, in the case of Baboo Kowur Singh, plaintiff, versus Kurun
Raee and others, defendants.
This case was returned to the judge, on the 28th November
1843, with directions to review his own judgment for the reasons
then pointed out. It now appears, he returned the case to the
principal sudder ameen, whose decision was not impugned by me,
and that the principal sudder ameen has passed another decision in
the case; so that there are, at this moment, two decrees by the
same officer and in the same case in force.
This cannot be.
admit another special appeal; and, annulling the present deci
sions of both the lower courts, remand the proceedings to the
judge, who will hear and try the appeal from the ﬁrst decision
of the principal sudder ameen, dated 31st December 1839, as
directed in the orders of this Court, dated 28th November I843.

I
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THE l4'rn SEPTEMBER
-

C.

1847.

PnEsE1v'r:

TUCKER, Esq.,

J UDGE.

PETITION N0. 337 or 1846.
IN the matter of the petition of Maharaja Muheshwur Buksh
Singh, ﬁled in this Court on the 22d nne 1846, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of the acting judge
of zillah Shahabad, under date the 30th March 1846; affirming
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that of the principal sudder ameen of that district, under date llth
March 1845, in the case of Baboo Kowur Singh, plaintiff, versus
Maharaja Muheshwur Buksh Singh and others, defendants.
This case was returned to the judge on the 28th November 1843,
with directions to review his own judgment for the reasons then
pointed out.
It now appears, he returned the case to the principal sudder
ameen, whose. decision was not impugned by me, and that the
principal sudder ameen has passed another decision in the case;
so that there are, at this moment, two decrees by the same oﬂicer,
and in the same case in force.
This cannot be. I admit another
special appeal; and, annulling the present decisions of both the
lower courts, remand the proceedings to the judge, who will hear
and try the appeal from the ﬁrst decision of the principal sudder
ameen, dated 3lst December 1839, as directed in the orders of this
Court, dated 28th November 1843.

TBE l4'rn SEPTEMBER
PREsEN'r
R. H.

1847.

:

RATTRAY, Esq.,

CASE N0. 259 or

JUDGE.
1846.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the lst Principal Sudder
Ameen of Tirhoot, Niamut Ali Khan, July 31st 1846.

BHUGWUNT NURAIN SINGH, APPELLANT,
(DEFENDANT,)
versus

MUSST. DUROOPUTTEE KOWUR, AND MUSST. ACHU

RUJ KOWUR,
Wu/reel

RESPONDENTS,

(PnAn~:r1FFs.)

of AppeIlant—Aman Ali.

Wukeel of Respondents——Gholam Sufdur.
Tnis suit was instituted by respondents, on the 23d December
1845, to recover from appellant Company’s rupees 23,347-8,
principal and interest, due on a bond, bearing date the 18th
Blzadoon 1252 Fuslee.
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The objections to payment, were—jirst, that 4,500 rupees of the
amount had never been received; secondly, that the husbands of
respondents were the persons really concerned in the transaction,
the names only of respondents being used; thirdly, that the wit
nesses were dependents and adherents of respondents ; and, fourthly,
that the action was brought before the expiration of the period at
which the payment of the bond was demandable.
Now, full payment of the principal, 22,500 rupees, was proved,
not only by the evidence of those who were present and witnessed
the proceeding, but by a petition presented to the local court, on
the 8th September 1845, two months after the bond had been
executed by appellant himself; in which the receipt of the
amount, as a loan from the women, is expressly stated.
There is no evidence to the respondents having been other than
principals in the transaction.
Of the witnesses, some were, and some were not, dependents
or adherents of respondents; others were wukeels, or persons con
nected with the court.
There were no less than sixteen witnesses,
altogether, deposing to the fact contested, and nothing whatever
appears to impugn the credibility of any of them.
The interest on the sum lent, was made payable by instalments
at particular speciﬁed dates; and the failure of such payment, it
was expressly stipulated, should furnish a legal ground upon which
to base such an action as has now been brought, for the entire
debt.
The principal sudder ameen passed a decree for the sum claimed,
which is hereby affirmed, with all costs chargeable to appellant.

1.10

THE

15TH

R. H.

‘

SEPTEMBER 1847.
PREsENT:

RATTRAY,

CASE No.

179

ESQ-,
UDGE.

J

or l846.*

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Sarun, zilohummud Raﬁk Khan, May 2lst 1846.

SHEO GHOLAM SAHOO, APPELLANT, (DEFENnANT,)

JOBRAJ SINGH,

versus

DECEASED,

AND

RAJ KOMAR SINGH,

REsPoNDENTs, (PLA1NT1FFs.)
Wukeel of Appellant—Gholam
Sufdur.
Wukeel of Resp0ndents—None; nor present in person, or
otherwise.

THIS suit was instituted by respondents, on the 6th December
1844, to stay the sale of certain houses and buildings, belonging
“’

See No. 75

of

1846, decided

January l3th

1847.
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to the estate of Moolchund, deceased, in mouzah Dhurawa and
kusbeh Churan ; with rescission of an order passed by the princi
pal sudder ameen on the 17th August 1844. Estimate (for stamp)
Company’s rupees 20,000.
Appellant held a bond from Mungla Kowur and Kousla Kowur,
the widows of Moolchund, for money lent to them (the widows)
for which he sued; and, on the 28th June 1838, obtained a decree
The widows died,
against them, for Company’ s rupees 3,261-8-7.
and respondents succeeded to the estate of Moolchund as the legal
heirs to the property, which the widows had held during life
(under a judicial award,) but without competency to alienate, ex
On the
cept under the usual exception of a deﬁned necessity.
17th August 1844, an order was obtained for the sale of the
houses and buildings, the subject of the present action, in satisfac
tion of appellant’s decree against the widows, which sale, the prin
cipal sudder ameen has decided could not be legally resorted to, to
satisfy a debt for which they (the widows) were personally respon
sible, and for which Moolchund’s estate, in which they had a
life-interest only, could not be rendered liable.
I afﬁrm the decision of the lower court, on the grounds on
which it was passed, with all costs chargeable to appellant.

--{_

THE

l6rn SEPTEMBER
PRESENT

1847.

:

R. H. RATTRAY, Eso.,
ones.
CASE No. 5 or 1846.

J

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Bhagulpore, Zllohumnmd lllajid Khan, September 20th
1845.

KADIR BUKHSH KHAN

AND

ornsus, APPELLANTS,

(PLAINTIFFS,)
versus

MAZUM ALI KHAN

AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS,

(DEFENnAN'rs.)
Wukeels of Appellants—Gh0lam

Sufdur,

J.

G. Waller, and

E.

Colebrooke.

Wukeels of Respondents—/lmeer Ali, Ra
Purshad Raee, Taruk
Chundur
Aman
Raee,
Ali,
and
Ixulvee
Abdoollah.
_

THIS suit was instituted

by appellants, on the 18th January
to recover from respondents a 12 annas’ share of lalook
Panapore and other lands, situated in Tirhoot, Patna, and Bha
gulpore, belonging to the estate of the late Bunyad Ali Khan,
deceased.
Estimate (for stamp) Company’s rupees 76,140-8-2.
1844,

P
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The case having been disposed of under the statute of limita
tion, its merits are foreign to the question, which has formed the
only subject of enquiry.
The principal sudder ameen deemed a decision passed by this
Court on the 20th M'ay I829, to constitute the latest date on
which the cause of action might be considered as originating; and
upwards of fourteen years having elaped between that date and
the date of institution of the action, he dismissed the claim, as,
under the law, not cognizable.
It appears, that Bunyad Ali Khan died in 1814; when his
widow, Roshun Jahan, applied to have her name recorded in the
collector’s books as proprietor of his estate, which application,
after the usual notices, was complied with, without opposition, or
protest from any party.
In 1818, a regular suit was brought against the widow, in the
Patna Provincial Court, by Mozuﬂer Ali Khan, the father of the
respondent, Mozum Ali, which suit, in appeal to the Sudder
(having failed in the Patna Court) was ﬁnally decreed to the res
pondent and others, on the 20th May l829: the original plaintiff,
Mozuffer Ali, having died previously.
While the above suit was pending in the Sudder Court, the
prescribed notices were issued, calling upon the heirs of the
deceased, or those who claimed to be so, to attend ; and appellants,
or their representatives, did attend; and ﬁled their petition of
claim, to what the present action has been brought to obtain.
Their petition was rejected, and the claim disallowed; and they
were directed, if they saw ﬁt, to sue regularly (in conformity with
the law and practice of the courts.) - Certain other claims were
allowed; her legal portion being adjudged to the Widow.
In May I831, a petition was presented by appellants in the
Sudder Court, praying for a review of the judgment of the 20th
May 1829, which petition, after proceedings summarily held upon
it by ﬁve judges of the Court, was rejected, and the petitioners
referred to the order already passed (in 1829) for their remedy,
should they choose to seek it as there directed.
The date of the
ﬁnal order on this application, to the purport just stated, was the
23d April 1832.
Appellants now, after an interval of above ten years, have be
thought themselves of claiming to have this 23d April 1832
substituted for the 20th May l829, thereby dragging the cause of
action to within the limits of the statute.
do not consider it
necessary to dwell upon this further than to record its rejection.
It appears to have been seriously preferred; and probably has
been resorted to as a last resource in the absence of that calm
consideration which would have withheld it. It is almost super
ﬂuous to observe, that if summary applications for review of
judgments passed in regular suits, are to form fresh starting points

I

(547)
in the calculation of the lapsed period required to meet the rules
laid down in connexion with the statute of limitation, that statute
becomes reduced to something worse than a nullity. The petition
of review may be ﬁled within twelve hours of the expiration of the
twelve years constituting the legal interval between the act and
the action ; and if the date of the order passed upon it is to be that
from which the right of suing is to be reckoned, another sleep of
twelve years is at once gained; and doubtless, ingenuity and cupidity
would, when the time of need came, advance some plausible device
to win a third.
There cannot be a doubt in this instance of the statute having
been infringed, as set forth in the decision appealed against; and
accordingly aﬂirm that decision, with all costs chargeable to the
appellants.

I
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R. H. RATTRAY and
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A. DICK, ESQRS., and
Sm R. BARLOW, BAR.'I‘.,
CASE No. 78 or

J unoss.

1847.
a decision passed by the

Regular Appeal from
Ameen of Behar, Hedaiyet

Principal Sudder

Ali Khan, November 12th 1846.
RAMPURSHAD SINGH AND OTHERS, APPELLANTS,
(DEFENDANTS,)

MEER ABDOOLLAH,

versus

RESPONDENT, (Pr.A11\"r1rE.)
Wukeel of Appellants-— Gholam Sufdur.
Wukeels of Respondent—J. G. Waller and Hdmid Rusool.
Trus suit was instituted by respondent, on the l4th June 1844,
to recover from appellants and others, (defendants, who have not
appealed) possession of 250 biggahs of land, more or less, belong
ing to mouzah Burhouna, pergunnah Snmaee, the milkeeut mokar
ruree of respondent, with removal of certain boundary pillars
erected by order of the magistrate, and reversal of orders passed
by that officer, on the 5th October 1827, and 21st March and 22d
May I828; and for mesne proﬁts on the land, with interest, from
1235 to I251 Fuslee. Estimate (for stamp) Company’s rupees

52,016-l0-8.
The same action was brought before on the l0th June 1839 ;
but was lost by an order of nonsuit on the 19th December 1843.
On the 27th February 1844, a summary appeal was preferred to
the Sudder Court against that order, which was upheld by one
ﬁnally passed on the llth March, the same year.
The principal sudder ameen, assuming that the date of the
magistrate’s order maintaining appellants in possession, viz. the
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5th October 1827, should be taken as that of the cause of action,
deemed the statute of limitation, pleaded by appellants, not to
have been infringed: and entering upon the merits of the case,
he passed a decree in favor of respondent.
Against that decree the present appeal has been preferred; the
of limitation being again urged, against the claim being
Sl13.l'.l:;'.€
.
hear

We ﬁnd, that, so long ago as 1822, a complaint was lodged at
the thanna by the lessee of respondent, of his having been dis
possessed by appellants; that this led to an investigation, under
Regulation 6 of 1813; that, in January 1827, the question of
possession became a subject of enquiry under Regulation 15
of 1824, before the magistrate, who, after calling for the proceed
suit, passed an order on the 5th
ings of the Regulation—-six
October 1827, aﬂirming the possession of appellants as held prior
.
to the case coming before him.
the inference
There is nothing shewn to impugn
fairly
deducible from the above, that from 1822 to 1844, (when this
suit was instituted) some 2l years, respondent was never in
The principal sudder ameen was altogether unwar
possession.
ranted in making the magistrate’s order the point from which the
cause of action should be considered as originating; but even
admitting the propriety of this, the statute of limitation was
still violated, as the following statement, drawn out agreeably to
the law, and practice of the courts, will shew :—
Between the 5th October
1827, (the date of the magis
trate’s order) and the 14th
June 1844, (the date of insti
Yrs. Mths. Ds.
tution of the present suit,)
16
8
10
there was an interval of, .... ..
Between June l0th 1839
(date of plaint in the case
nonsuited,) and December 19th
I843, (date of nonsuit) there
4 6
was an interval of, . ...........
9]
Between
February 27th
l844, (date of petition to the
|
_
6
21
Sudder Court against the non} 4
l844,
llth
and
March
suit)
I
(date of rejection of the same)
12
there was an interval of, .... .. 0 0
This period of 4 years, 6
months and 21 days deducted
from the full period ﬁrst noted,
l
12
l9 ; being
leaves, ............................ . .
l month and l9 days in excess of what the law allows.

J

(549)
We reverse the decree of the principal sudder ameen, with all
costs chargeable to respondent, so far as regards the
appellants.
With the judgment against the defendants, who have not appealed,
we do not interfere.

c-qji

TnE l8Tn SEPTEMBER I847.
PREsENT:

TUCKER, Esq., and
SIR R. BARLOW, BART.,
C.

JUnoEs.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, ESQ.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
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PE'r1T1oN No. 395

or

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Sheikh Fuzl Hosein, after his
death, Musst. uhoorun and others, ﬁled in this Court on the 6th
July I846, praying for the admission of a special appeal from
the decision of the judge of zillah Bhaugulpore, under date the
6th April I846; reversing that of the principal sudder ameen
of that district, under date 27th January 1845, in the case of
Sheikh Fuzl Hosein, plaintiff, versus Meer Niamut Ali and others,
defendants.
The petitioner (plaintiff in the case,) purchased an estate at a
public sale, made by the collector of zillah Behar, for the recovery
of arrears of Government revenue, on 8th Aughun 1241 F., corres
ponding with 5th December 1833; but, in consequence of the sale
having been contested before the revenue authorities, he did not
receive his umul-dustuk till the 21st Bhadoon following, or 9th
But,
September I834; that is, the close of the Fuslee year 1241.
under the sale law, he was answerable for, and paid the Govern
ment revenue from the date of his purchase.
The present suit was brought to recover the amount thus paid,
from the defendant in possession of the estate up to the close of
I241 F. Of seven defendants, three were the former proprietors of
the estate, and four were described as farmers in possession under
lease from the proprietors.
The farmer—defendants stated that they held the estate in farm,
as security for a large sum of money advanced by them to the
proprietors; but that previous to the sale, they had re-let the estate
to the proprietors, who had caused the sale to deprive them of the
means of realizing their debt, and had purchased it themselves in
the name of the plaintiff.

J
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On 27th January 1845, the principal sudder ameen decreed for
On
plaintiff against the farmers, exonerating the late proprietors.
appeal the judge proposes three questions for consideration :—
First. Is the plaintiff the real b0n¢iﬁ_de purchaser of the estate;
or are the late proprietors the real purchasers in his name?
Second. Who was in possession of the estate between the date
of the sale and the date of the umul-dustuk delivered to the
purchaser ?
Third. Supposing the farmers to have been in possession, did
they pay the Government revenue?
On the ﬁrst point, the judge declares the real purchasers to be
two of the late proprietors in the name of the plaintiff.
On the second point, he declares the former proprietors to have
been in possession to the close of 1241, in virtue of an under
lease from the farmers ; and without recording any opinion on the
third point, he reverses the decision of the principal sudder ameen,
and dismisses the claim altogether.
A special appeal is applied for, on the grounds that, after the
sale had been conﬁrmed by the revenue authorities, the farmers
instituted a regular suit in the civil court to have the sale cancelled,
on the grounds that the estate had been bought in by the late
proprietors in the name of the present plaintiff, which suit was
dismissed, and the plaintiff declared to be the real purchaser.
Under these circumstances, the petitioner pleads, that on the
question of a bendmee purchase by the late proprietor, the judge
was bound by the decision in the case instituted by the farmers;
and it was not competent to him, in the present case, to declare
contrary to the decision in that case.
Concurring in this, we admit a special appeal; and remand the
proceedings to the judge on the ﬁrst point, in the solution of
which he is bound by the former decree; and with reference to
this, it will be for him to decide what alteration it may make in
the general issue.

(551)
THE l8Tn SEPTEMBER I847.
PnEsEw'r:

TUCKER, Esq., and
Sm R. BARLOW, BAR.'I‘.,
C.

J.

JUDGES.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

Special Appeals from decisions passed by H. B. Brownlow, Esq.,
Judge of Cuttack, April lst 1844 ; conﬁrming the decrees of
Tarakaunt Bidya Sagur, Principal Sudder Ameen, December
~
20th I843.

CASE No. I42 or 1845.
MOHUNT MUDOOSOODUN DAS, APPELLANT,
(DEFENDANT,)
versus
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GOVERDHUN

DAS, RESPONDENT

CASE No.

143

or

(PLAlNTIFF,)

1845.

MOHUNT MUDOOSOODUN DAS, APPELLANT,
(DEFENDANT,)
versus

BHUWANEE SHUNKER

DAS, RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFE)
Wukeel of Appellant—Abas Ali.

Wukeel of Respondent-—Kishen Kishore Ghose.
TnEsE cases were admitted to special appeal, on the l7th May
I845, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. J. F. M.

Reid :—

‘The two plaintiffs instituted

on the same day, (3d January
from the defendant, each, the
to
recover
actions
I843)
sum of 747-4-0 Sicca, or Company’s rupees 796, I3 annas, on a
bond executed by him on the lst Assar I234 Umlee (10th June
1827,) for the sum of Sicca rupees '/'47-4-0, in favor of Jugut Ram
Das, the father of Goverdhun Das, and brother of Bhuwanee
Shunker Das; pleading, as bringing the case within the rule of
limitations, the following payments :——
- 100 0 0
5th Magh 1235 Umlee,
50 0 0
25th Phagoon I238,
50 0 0
27th Bhadoon I238,
- 4
0 0
27th P/lagoon 1247,
separate

204

0

0

S!

, '3

552

(

)

‘ The
in favor of the
principal sudder ameen decreed both suits
'
A
them.
and
the
conﬁrmed
plaintiffs,
judge
‘The petitioner urges three pleas for a" special appeal. First,
that the cognizance of the suit is barred by the rule of limitation.
This plea
do not consider sufﬁcient ; as the principal sudder
ameen judicially decides that it is proved by evidence that the
defendant promised to pay within 12 years. Secondly, that the split
Thirdly, that the lower courts
ting of the action was illegal.
have decreed to each plaintiff, a moiety of the principal of the bond
and a like sum for interest, and have omitted to deduct the four
The error forming the third plea is
payments above indicated.
an
occasioned
over-sight ; and a special appeal must be
evidently
by
am doubtful as to the second; and as
admitted to rectify it.
it is moreover a novel point, admit the appeal to try this also.’
We ﬁnd, on perusal of the record, that the payments, alluded to
in the certiﬁcate of special appeal, have been deducted. On the
second point we are of opinion that a special appeal will not lie :
each party sued for his entire share, and paid the requisite fees on
the same, and that consequently there was no splitting of the
claim.
We therefore dismiss the appeals with costs.

I
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TEE l8Tn SEPTEMBER

1847.

PRESENT:

TUCKER, Eso.,
SIR R. BARLOW,

C.

J.

A. F.

and
BAR'l‘.,

JUDGES.

HAWKINS, Eso.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

120

or

1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by H. C. .Metcalfe, Esq.,
Acting Judge of Bhagulpore, August 16th 1844; aﬁrming a
decree passed by the Principal Sudder Ameen, Moulvee Mohum
mud Majid Khan, February 12th 1844.

KHAJEH MOHUMMUD MOKEEM KHAN
APPELLAN'rs,

AND ANOTHER,

(DEFENDANTS,)

’U€’I‘8718

CHOWDHREE DEBEE PURSHAUD
RESPONDENTS,

AND oTnERs,

(PLA1NT1FEs.)
Wukeel of Appellants——Abas Ali.
Wukeel of Respondents—-Hdmid Rusool.

THIS

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 17th February

1846, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by

Mr. C. Tucker :—

1
4

(553)
‘The plaintiffs in this case having obtained a decree for certain
lands in the year 1829, conﬁrmed in appeal, in 1831, by the Pro
vincial Court, and by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut on 30th April
1834, brought the present action in September 1842, for the
wasilat for the years 1238- and 1239 F., with interest from that
date, equalling in amount the principal sum. The case was de
creed by the principal sudder ameen ; and his decision was aﬂirmed
by the judge.
‘ Under the
precedent at page 176, of volume IV. of the Sudder
Dewanny Reports, in the case of Asman Singh and other, versus
Purmesuree Suhaee, interest in such cases is allowed only from the
date of the institution
of the suit claiming the wasilat. . The
special appeal is admitted, therefore, to correct the error of the
lower court regarding the interest.’
Under the circumstances, we are of opinion that the decree of
the lower court should be amended, and the interest allowed only
from the date of the institution of the suit: it is therefore ordered
accordingly.

-1}
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Tnr

l8'rn SEPTEMBER 1847.
PRESENT:

TUCKER, EsQ., and
SIR R. BARLOW, BART.,

C.

J.

Junons.
A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,

CASE No.

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

121

or

1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by H. C. Metcalfe, Es_q.,
Acting Judge of Bhagulpore, August 16th 1844; aﬁrming
a decree passed by Moulvee Mohummud Majid Khan, Principal
Sudder Ameen, February 12th 1844.

KHAJEH MOHUMMUD MOKEEM KHAN
APPELLANTS,

AND ANOTHER,

(DE!-‘ENDAN'I‘S,)

versus

BOOPUT SINGH,
llVukeel

RESPONDENT,

of Appellants—Abas

(Pr.Am'rrr1=.)

Ali.

Wukeels of Respondent -—J. G. Waller and Bunsee Buddun

Mitr.

Tnls case was admitted to special appeal, on the 17th February
1846, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker :—
‘The plaintiffs in this case having obtained a decree for certain
lands in the year 1829, conﬁrmed in appeal, in 1831, by the Pro
vincial Court, and by the Sudder Dewanny

Adawlut on the 30th

(554)
the present action in September 1842, for the
wasilat for the years 1238 and 1239 F., with interest from that
The case was
date, equalling in amount the principal sum.

April l834, brought

decreed by the principal sudder ameen; and his decision was aﬂirmed

by the judge.

[The order given in the preceding

cable to this case.]

case, No. 120,

is also appli

~—I—

THE l8TH SEPTEMBER

1847.

PREsEN'_r:

C. TUCKER, Eso.,
SIR. R. BARLOW,

and
BAR'l‘.,

JUnoEs.

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

Eso.,
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TEMPORARY JUDGE.
CASE N0. 151 OF 1s46.'
Special Appeal from a decision passed by E. Bentall, Esq., Judge
of Jessore, under date the 4th July“ 1844; conﬁrming a decree
passed by the Sudder Ameen, Mr. Thomas, November 9th l843.

TEELOKE CHUNDUR
‘

RAEE, APPELLANT,

(PLArNT1E1=',)

versus

GYAN CHUNDUR RAEE,

REsPoN1)ENT,

(DEFENDANT.)

Wukeels of Appellant—J. G. Waller and Rama Purshad Raee.
Wukeels of Resp0ndent—Gour Hurry Banerjea and Sheo Nurain
Chatterjea.

Tnrs

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 28th

I846, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Messrs.
Reid, and Barlow:—
‘

March
Tucker ’

In this

case the plaintiff sued as next of kin to succeed to the
Moheis Chundnr Raee: he was opposed by the defen
of
property
dant, who asserted his prior claim as adopted son of the said
deceased.

‘The plaint was dismissed by the sudder ameen ; and his deci
sion was aﬁirmed by the judge, who seems, from his decision to
assume that an adoption did take place (though his opinion’ on
this point is not very clearly expressed) yet there is an ﬂCknQW_
ledged want of proof of such adoption; whilst the judge has laid
down the principle, that ‘even if it be granted that the adoption
was illegal according to the Hindoo law, yet, if it was in good
i faith ,
length of time will render such illegality innocuous.

(555)
‘ Messrs.

it

;

is,

-3.

TI-IE

l8'rn SEPTEMBER

1847.

PaEsEN'r:

TUCKER, Eso., and
Sra R. BARLOW, BAR'r.,
C.

J.

Jonnss.
A. F. HAWKINS, ESO..,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

127

or

1847.
by

by

of

decision passed
the Judge
Special Appeal from
Zillah
1845;
29th
24-Pergunnahs, April
amending a decree passed
the Additional Principal Sudder Ameen, dated August 2d 1843.
a

UNNODA PURSHAD BANURJEA
APPELLANTS,

AND SADHOO
(DEFENDANT8,)

MUNDUL,
i

versus

UCHULLANUND
5

Tms

GEER GOSEIN, REsPoNDEN'r,
(PLAm'r1FF.)

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 25th

1847, under the

following certiﬁcate recorded

by
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a

a

it

is

'

is

(i.

Tucker and Barlow are of opinion that this judgment
is contrary to the Hindoo law, which requires the performance of
certain ceremonies to constitute a legal adoption: consequently,
when a claim of adoption is set up, it must be established in court
that the requirements of the Hindoo law have been satisﬁed. This
not having been done, they admit a special appeal.’
‘ MR. RErn.—I was disposed to refuse the special
appeal; but
I now think it oughtto be allowed, to try the validity of the judge’s
e. an intention bondﬁde to adopt) will
dictum that good faith
render legal an adoption, which
illegal in consequence of the
omission of some necessary condition.’
The Court observe that the judge, in his decision, has by no means
clearly laid down the grounds on which he has come to the
conclusion that the plaint should be dismissed.
He does not
legal under the shastres; and
distinctly say that the adoption
on the plea that
was in good faith and continued
yet he upholds
for so long
time. The requirements of the Hindoo law, and the
carrying out these requirements should have been enquired into:
the Hindoo law oﬂicer should have been called upon for
bewustd
and the judge’s opinion should have been fully and clearly
recorded on the above points.
The judgment
in the Court’s opinion, defective; and must be
returned for re-investigation, on the points indicated, by the pre
sent judge.

January

Mr. C. Tucker:—
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(556)
‘The plaintiff in this case originally sued, summarily, under
Regulation 7, 1799, for balance of rent (in kind) on 21 biggahs of
rent-free land, which case was dismissed in consequence of the
defendants, backed by the zemindar, stating the lands not to be
rent-free, or in any way the property of the plaintiff.
On this
the plaintiff brought the present suit to establish his title to the
lands as rent-free, and also to the rent claimed in the preceding
summary suit. The additional principal sudder ameen dismissed
the plaintiff’s claim ; but, on appeal, the judge reversed that
oﬂice.r’s decision, and decreed for the appellant (plaintiff.)
‘ The zemindar, who claimed the lands as his mdl
lands, did not
deny the fact of the plaintiff being proprietor of certain rent-free
lands; but pleaded that the lands in dispute were separate and
distinct from them. It appears that many years ago, in 1208
B. S., Rajinder Geeree, the present plaintiff’s ancestor, had occa
sion to institute a suit for the family rent-free lands. The judge
admits that the boundaries, indicated in the present suit, do not
correspond with those laid down in the former suit; but remarks
that, after such a lapse. of time, some triﬂing difference might be
expected. This might justly be said if the question regarded the
area of a given boundary, which, taken at periods remote from
each other, might, from various causes, differ.
But if a deﬁned
laid
down
as
the
limit
of
a
be
man"’s
boundary
property, so long as
that boundary is in existence, it must be adhered to. Such being
the case in the present instance, I admit the special appeal to try
whether the judge was not bound to adhere to the limits assigned
to the plaintiff’s rent-free lands in the former suit.’
It appears that, in the former case, referred to in the certiﬁcate,
the northern boundary of the plaintiff’s dewuttur lands was stated
to be six cubits to the north of the Doho Sooamara.'
The defendants pleaded, that the land now claimed would be
found to be many more than six cubits north of the Doho
Sooamara.
On this point the judge remarked: ‘ I think, in land of this kind,
the boundaries in such small particulars, as bigyahs and cubits, are
liable to vary after so long a time’ : and being called upon to explain
whether, as supposed by the judge who admitted the special appeal,
he intended to say that the boundaries could alter, replied that
such was not his intention, and that, what led to the remark, was,
that the ‘Doho Sooamara’ may, in a course of forty years, have
dried up at the edges; and, consequently, what was then but six
cubits from the Doho, would now be more; and, further, that the
mention of six cubits to the north of the Doho, in the former case,
was not by measurement, but by estimate, whilst the present result
was obtained by measurement.
Under these circumstances, we are of opinion that there are no
grounds for interfering with the decision of the lower court, and
dismiss the appeal with costs.

(557),
THE 2OTn SEPTEMBER I847.
PREsENT :
C. TUCKER, ESQ.., and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BAR'r.,
uneas.
J. A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
TEMPoRARY JUDGE.
Special Appeals from a decision passed by John French, Esquire,
Additional Judge of Tirhoot, November 9th 1846; reversing a
decree passed by Moulvee Niamut Ali, Principal Sudder Ameen,

J

December 24th 1844.

CASE No.

KOOLDEEP NURAIN,
RAJBUNSEE

125

or

1847.

APPELLANT, (DEPENDANT,)
versus

KOWUR,

RESPONDENT,
Wukeel of Appellant—E. Colebrooke.
Wukeel of Respondent—-Hdmid Rusool, Ameer
shad Raee.

CASE No.

139

01-‘

(PLAINTIFE)
'

Ali

and Rama

Pur

1847.
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OORAHEE KOWUR, MOTHER or SADHOORAM,
APPELLANT,

(DE:-‘ENDAN'r.)

versus

RAJ BUNSEE KOWUR,

REsPoNDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeels of Appellant—Pursun Komar Thalcur, J. G. Waller and
Gholam Sufdur.

Rusool, Ameer Ali, and Rama
of Respondent——Hdmid
Purshad Raee.
THE plaintiff, Rajbunsee Kowur, instituted this action in zillah
Tirhoot, to recover possession of her late husband’s (Madhooranfs)
share of the estate, real and personal, held in joint tenancy by
himself and his brothers, Kooldeep Nurain and Sadhooram, the
sons of Kishen ewun Lal, and his wife, Oorahee Kowur.
The plaint sets forth, that the property, for the one-third share of
which the plaintiff now sued, was ancestrel, with the exception of a
Wulceels

J

small portion, which had been purchased by the brothers, Sadhooram
and Kooldeep Nurain, after their father’ s death. That the plaintiff’s
husband, Madhooram, died in 1243 F. S.; that she, as his heir,
sought to have her right to his share recognized, but was opposed
by Kooldeep Nurain. That, subsequently, an adjustment took
place between herself and Kooldeep Nurain, acting for himself and
his minor brother, Sadhooram, by which it was stipulated that the
plaintiff should, during her life, have possession of her husband’s
That notwith
share, without, however, the power of alienation.
standing this adjustment, Kooldeep Nurain still resisted her claims;
and that, consequently, she had now appealed to the courts of
justice, claiming the one-third share of her husband, under the

_(558)
deed of adjustment executed by the defendant, Kooldeep

Nurain,
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Musst. Oorahee Kowur was
for himself and his minor brother.
also'made a defendant, in consequence of her having objected be
fore the collector, to whom the plaintiff had applied -for registra
tion of her name as proprietor of one-third of the property to the
adjustment entered into, alleging that she, as the mother of Sadhoo
ram, was his guardian; and that his brother, Kooldeep Nurain,
no authority to enter into any such engagement on
possessed

his behalf.
Kooldeep Narain and Musst. Oorahee Kowur resisted the claim,
on the ground that a widow cannot, under the mithil law, suc
In regard
ceed to her husband’s share of a. joint undivided estate.
that
he had
to the deed of adjustment, Kooldeep Nurain pleaded
and
that
father,
it had
been inveigled into it by the plaintiﬁ"s
Kowur,
that
it
Oorahee
was
never been enforced; and Musst.
altogether illegal with reference to its provisions.
The principal sudder ameen dismissed the claim. He consi
dered the deed of adjustment to be an illegal document, and in
complete as to the evidence brought in support of it. He was
further of opinion, that the plaintiﬁ, as the widow of a member of
a joint undivided family, was entitled only to maintenance.
The additional judge of Tirhoot took a different view both of
the deed of adjustment and of the law of inheritance, and reversed
His decision is given
the decree of the principal sudder ameen.
decisions
of his court for the
the
of
at length at pages 123 to 125,
year 1846.
Kooldeep Nurain and Musst. Oorahee Kowur then applied,
to the Sudder De
separately, for permission to appeal specially
with agreeably
were
complied
wanny Adawlut. Their applications
the
23d
1847, which
on
January
Reid
Mr.
to certiﬁcates, signed by
:—
were
admitted
the
on
which
appeals
thus set forth the grounds
a
of
widow
Kowur,
the
joint
proprietor
First. Can Rajbunsee
of an undivided estate in Tirhoot, who has no male issue, claim to
succeed to the property left by her deceased husband P
Second. Has the elder brother, or the mother of a minor Hindoo
boy, a preferable right to be his guardian P
Third. Supposing Rajbunsee to have no right by inheritance,
and the guardianship of the elder brother of Sadhooram to be
valid, had the guardian a right to make a compromise which gave
the widow, Rajbunsee, a share in the family property? If not,
will the compromise be invalid in toto, or only as regards -the
share of which the minor has been deprived thereby P
In regard to the ﬁrst question, it may appear, at ﬁrst sight, to
be of little consequence, to decide whether the widow has any
claim under the Hindoo law of inheritance, as she sues upon the
But the decision of this question may
deed of of adjustment.

¢

/
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bear directly upon the extent to which the compromise (sup
posing it to have been in the power of Kooldeep N urain to
execute such a deed at all) is valid.
If the widow was entitled to
her husband’s share of the property, the compromise gave her
nothing more than she was entitled to, under the law of inheri
tance, and was not productive of any injury to the minor Sadhooram.
On theotherhand, if she could not succeed her husband, the compro
mise injured him to the extent of making over to the widow the
portion of the share of the deceased Madhooram, to which he (the
minor) was entitled.
On the ﬁrst point then, we are of opinion that the widow is not
entitled to her husband’s share.
It has been held repeatedly by
this Court, agreeably to bewustds given by its pundits, that,
under the mithil law current in Tirhoot, a widow does not inherit
the property of her husband when held in coparcenery, but only
when held in severalty; and that, in the former case, she is only
entitled to maintenance out of it*.
We see nothing in this case
to exempt it from the operation of the law as thus laid down; for,
although an attempt to prove a separation of family and interests
was made in this Court, yet, as the allegation was not proved in
the courts below, the Court did-not deem it necessary to consider
how far the decision might have been affected by this plea.
With regard to the second point, we observe that it is laid down
‘
by Macnaghten (Hindoo law, volume I. pagel03.) that a father is
recognized as the legal guardian of his children, where he exists;
and where the father is dead, the mother may assume the guardian
He proceeds to show that this must be exercised under
ship.’
certain restrictions; and then adds, ‘ that, in default of the mother,
an elder brother is competent to assume the guardianship.’
By
Regulation l. of I800, the civil courts are vested with authority to
appoint guardians when considered advisable; but it is expressly
‘
provided, that the guardianship is, i11 no instance, to be entrusted to
the legal heir of the ward, or other person interested in outliving
him.’ In this case, Kooldeep Nurain was the legal heir of Madhoo
ram at the date of the execution of the deed of compromise; and
we are clearly of opinion, that, although the management of the
property might have been vested in Kooldeep Nurain, the guardian
ship of the minor rested with his mother ; and that, at all events,
her consent should have been obtained ere the compromise was
entered into.
Such being the case, the third question must be answered by
The precedent in the
declaring the compromise invalid in toto.
case of Sheo Surrun Misser v. Sheo Suhai [page IQS, volume IV.
*Baboo Runjeet Singh v Baboo Obhynurain Singh, ' Sudder Dewanny
Reports, vol. II., page 245.
Musst. Gyan Kowur and another v Dookhrun Singh and another, vol.
330, and other subsequent cases.

Adawlut

-

IV.,

page

(560)
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Reports] which has been the guide of the
Court in subsequent cases, rules that the Hindoo law, as current in
the west and in Tirhoot (the law in this respect being the same
in both) ‘ does not permit alienation of land, held jointly by several
owners, to be made by one without the assent of the others; nor,
indeed, does such alienation hold good for the aliening partner’s
I
individual share even, without the assent of the rest.’
We therefore reverse the decision of the additional judge of
Tirhoot of the 9th November 1846, and afﬁrm that of the principal
sudder ameen of the 24th December 1844.
The costs in all the
courts to be charged to the plaintiff.
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THE 20TH SEPTEMBER I847.
PREsENT:
C.

TUCKER, Eso., and
BARLOW, BART.,

SIR R.
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A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
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TEMPoRARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

126

01-‘

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by Syud Fuzl Rubbee, Princi
pal Sudder Ameen of East Burdwan, September 9th 1846; con
ﬁrming a decree passed by Syud Saadut Hosein, Moonsiﬁ of
Khundghose, March 3d 1844.

LOKENATH PURSHAD HUJRA,

APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,
WITH oTnERs,)
versus

MUSST. SOOBUDRA DASSEA AND MUSST. SUCHURREE
DASSEA, FOR THEIR M1NoR soNs, REsPoNDENTs,
(PLA1NT1FFs.)
Wukeel of Appellant—-Aman Ali,
Wukeel of Respondents—Rama Purshad Raee.

THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the 23d January
F. M.
1847, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr.

J.

Reid:——‘ The

.

plaintiffs sued to recover rupees 31-8-0, the price of ﬁsh
taken by the defendants, on the 12th Phagoon 1251, from a tank,
called the Nowtun Pooshhurnee, in mouzah Rogoonathpoor, a lalchiraj
village. The petitioner (appellant) pleaded that he had purchased the
tank from the plaintiffs, viz. one-third on 17th Magh 1245 from
Musst. Suchurree, and two-thirds on 16th Assin 1245 from Ram
Mohun Naik and Musst. Soobudra; and that he had ever since
held possession.

(561)
‘ The moonsiff decided the suit on
merely the question of

posses

sion, without allowing the petitioner to ﬁle his deeds of sale and
prove his purchase; and decreed to plaintiﬁs the price of the ﬁsh
with costs. The principal sudder ameen conﬁrmed the decision.
‘
am inclined to think that the petitioner (appellant) was
entitled to have his plea enquired into.
I think a defendant has
a right to have his whole defence gone into; otherwise a plaintiff,
by suing for the mere produce, might, although not in possession,
I therefore admit the appeal to
get a decree for the land itself.
try whether the case ought not to be sent back to the moonsiff, to
try the whole of the petitioner’s plea.’
We ﬁnd that the defendants’ alleged purchases are dated in
1245 B. S. ; and the decrees of the lower courts state it as a fact,
~that the defendants had not obtained possession for some years
after that period.
Under these circumstances, we consider that
if the defendants had any claim of right, they should have had
recourse to the courts of law, instead of disturbing the hitherto
undisturbed possession of the plaintiffs, by what must be considered
VVe are therefore of
forcibly taking the ﬁsh from the tank.
opinion, that the decrees of the lower courts must be upheld, and
the appeal dismissed.
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THE 20'rn SEPTEMBER

1847.

PREsENr:

W. B. JACKSON,

ESO..,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 200 or

1845.

Regular Appeal frpm a decision passed by the Judge
May 20th 1845.
_

of Chittagong,

SHURUT CHUNDUR CANOONGOE, APPELLANT,
(PLAINT1FF,)
'IJ(:"I'.S'1l.S'

COLLECTOR OF CHITTAGONG,

AND OTHERS, REsPON

DENTS, (DEP1-:NDAN'rs.)
Wukeel of Appellant—Kishen Kishore Ghose.
Wukeel of Respondents—Pursun Komar Thakur.

THE plaintiff claims from the Government of Bengal the settle
at the rate of 4
ment of an island, called Deep-Moheshkhalee,
annas a biggah on all land under cultivation, under an agreement
entered into by the Government with Mr. Wortledge, in 1782.
The Government, in answer, deny the right of the plaintiff to
the settlement claimed, though admitting the agreement with Mr.
Wortledge.

(562)
On the 20th May 1845, the judge of zillah Chittagong dismissed
From his order, the present appeal
the claim as not proved.
is made.
ﬁnd that the plaintiff claims to stand in the place of Mr. Wort
under
ledge, as regards the agreement with the Government,
certain deeds of sale, to which no objection is raised. The case,
therefore, hinges on the original agreement, a copy of which is
The exact terms of it are also recited in
produced and admitted.
one of the subsequent deeds of sale, which is produced. The docu
ment is to this effect :-—the Government give a lease of the island,
then waste, to Mr. Wortledge for 8 years, rent-free, from the date
of the lease, 14th June 1782; and engage, that, if at the expi
ration of that period, the lessee shall give in a statement, shewing,
correctly, the quantity of land brought under cultivation by that
time, the Government will then give to him a grant, for the land
so brought under cultivation, in perpetuity, at the rate of 4 annas
It appears that no such statement was given in by the
a biggah.
lessee, or by his representatives ; and, consequently, no such grant
In fact, it is admitted by the plaintiff, that no
was ever made.
portion of the island was brought into cultivation during those eight
years; the Government, nevertheless, in 1799, made a settlement
with the plaintiff for all the lands then in cultivation, at the rate
of 4 annas a biggah.
Subsequent to this, the cultivation was
extended, and anew settlement was made and conﬁrmed by the
Board of Revenue, for the additional cultivated lands, with the
But in 1826,
plaintiff at the same rate: this took place in 1816.
the settlement being reported for the conﬁrmation of the Govern
ment, it was rejected by the Governor General in Council; and
all lands in excess of those included in the settlement of 1799,
were settled with others at full rates: the settlement of 1799, for
the lands then in cultivation, with the plaintiff, standing good.
It is evident the Government is the owner of the land, and the
The
plaintiff can only claim as the assignee of the Government.
lease and agreement of I782 fell to the ground, from default of the
lessee: no right can now be urged under that document; and it
was consequently optional with the Government to make any settle
ment which might appear advisable. The settlement of 1799 was
The
extremely favorable to the plaintiff; and this he still holds.
Board desired to give him the rest of the land on the same favor
able terms, but from this the Government withheld its consent;
and as the Board of Revenue had no authority, at that time, to con
ﬁrm a settlement in perpetuity, without the express sanction of
the Government, there can be no doubt the consent of the Govern
see no reason to doubt the
ment might legally be withheld.
correctness of the judge’s decision: it is hereby aﬂirmed. Costs
against appellant.
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THE 2lsT SEPTEMBER
PRESENT
R. H.

RATTRAY,

CASE No.

108

1847.

:

or

ESQ.,

JUDGE.
1847.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Behar, Heddgut Ali Khan, December 19th 1846.

BIRJLAL OPADHIA,

APPELLANT

(PLAINTIFF,)

versus

MAHARAJAH HET NURAIN SINGH,

RESPONDENT,

(DEFENDANT.)
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and Buhadur
Wukeels of Appellant——Aftabo0deen
Wulreel of Respondent—E. Colebroo/re.

Ali.

THIS suit was instituted by appellant, on the 5th December
1843, to recover from respondent Company’s rupees 43,573-l2-6,
principal and interest, due on account (bhg-khdteh) between appel
lant and Rajah Mitrjeet Singh, father of respondent.
Appellant was banker, and had a kothee at Gya, with which
respondent’s father had money transactions for many years, and
up to the time of his death; when the balance on the books at his
debit was demanded from his sons and successors, respondent and
The latter is said to have settled
his brother, Mod Nurain Singh.
his share of the debt; and this suit has been brought for the
remainder, which respondent has refused to pay or acknowledge.
The principal sudder ameen disallowed the claim, principally on
the ground of there not being any signature to, or acknowledg
ment of the correctness of the accounts submitted, the bhg-khdteh
of respondent’s kothee, that is; but further with reference to a
statement incidentally made by appellant, in his ‘ answer’ ﬁled in
a late case, decided at Patna, to the effect, that the balance, due
to him by respondent, was 13,203 rupees only.
Other objections
are noted ; but these only are of importance as affecting the issue
of the suit.
In both of the instances mentioned, I consider the principal
sudder ameen to have arrived at unwarrantable conclusions.
There are certainly two, probably many more precedents, against
In the Case of ‘ Ulruk Singh v. Brijpal
his ﬁrst assumption.
Das and others,’ decided in this Court on the lst December
1824, it was determined, that the account books of a banking
house were good evidence of a debt, ‘ if the authenticity of
the accounts were sworn to by the writer of them; or if their
authenticity might be presumed by corresponding entries in the
books of any otherrespectable house :’ and in the case of ‘ Sham
Das and another v. Devi Dyal and another,’ decided on the
21st December 1831, the claim by bankers for balance of a cash
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account, was awarded on the banker’s books, ‘ to the accuracy of
which the gomashtah of the ﬁrm had deposed.’ The former of
these decisions may be found at page 417, volume III. , and the latter
at page 154, volume V. of the ‘ Select Reports’ of the Court. In
the present case, it is not pretended that there is any irregularity
in the accounts themselves; and their authenticity is deposed to
by, amongst other witnesses, three gomashtahs of appellant’s ﬁrm.
So far, the right of appellant would seem conclusively establish
ed; and, but for the next plea of respondent, of admission on the
part of appellant of the entire debt to him being limited to the sum of
13,203 rupees, the case might probably have been disposed of at a
full sitting of the Court. This plea is met by an explanation, not
denying the fact, but representing it to have had no connexion
whatever with the question now at issue. Appellant had other
kothees, besides the one at Gya ; and of these, one was at Patna,
in the court of which city, the case in which the admission was
The admission was with reference to
made, was then pending.
the debt due to that particular kothee; not to the amount due
generally by respondent to appellant, which question was not
Such is the tenor of the explanation offered.
before that court.
As the answer ﬁled in the Patna case is not amongst the pro
ceedings of that now under trial; and as there is nothing forth
coming from which a satisfactory exposition of the truth might be
obtained: as, at the same time, such an acknowledgment must,
according to its bearing, constitute a point most material to the
issue of the question to be determined, and as a proper, or indeed
any enquiry into the matter, can only be held where the evidence
is to be found upon which the result must depend, it would appear
do not think it can
necessary to send back the case for revisal.
be otherwise disposed of with satisfaction, either to the Court, or
the parties before it.
accordingly annul the decision passed by the principal sudder
ameen; and direct the return of the proceedings for such further
enquiry as is called for, and a fresh judgment after due consider
ation of the past and additional evidence, which the parties may
The usual order will
adduce in support of their respective pleas.
issue in regard to stamps.
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I

THE

J.

13

221)

SEPTEMBER

1847.

PREsEN'r:

A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No. 234 or I847.

IN the matter of the petition of Hurree Muthee Shah, ﬁled in
this Court on the 29th April 1847, praying for the admission of a

(565)
special appeal from the decision of Lokenath Bose, principal sudder
ameen of essore, under date the 27th January I847; reversing that
of the moonsiff of Singeah, under date 4th November I846, in the
and others, plaintiffs, versus Adooram
case of the petitioner
Fotedar and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The plaintiffs sued to have the rents assessed upon certain lands,
which they held from the defendants as their tenants. They said
that they had all along paid l-4 for them : but that having lost their
pottah, the defendants had commenced making exactions upon
them; and they now applied to the courts for an adjustment of
the rents. The defendants stated, that the tenants on their lands
had ever paid at variable rates, according to engagements entered
into with them severally; in fact that they held on what are called
chuchti jummas; and that the plaintiffs had held their lands for
years at rupees 4-l2 per annum.
The moonsiff investigated the case by taking a quantity of
evidence as to rates; and ﬁxed the rent payable annually by the
plaintiﬁs at 3 rupees, 3 annas, 12 gundahs. The principal sudder
ameen, observing that the proof tended to shew that the tenants
held their lands at variable rates, dismissed the claim altogether.
Under the provisions of Section 59, Regulation 8, 1793, and
Section 7, Regulation 4, 1794, a tenant is entitled to demand a
pottah at fair ascertained rates, and consequently, to have the rates
settled; and the principal sudder ameen was bound to record his
Instead of doing so, he, in his decretal
judgment upon this point.
order, dismisses the claim altogether; thusleavingit to the defendants
to deal with the plaintiffs, their tenants, as they might think ﬁt.
The defendants admitted that the plaintiffs might hold their
lands at rupees 4-12 per annum; but even this is not allowed by
the order of the principal sudder ameen. He says, in his reasons of
judgment, that if the plaintiffs cannot come to terms with the
defendants, they might give up the lands: but the result of the
order will be, the leaving the plaintiffs entirely at the mercy of the
defendants.
admit the special appeal; and remand the case for re-investiga
tion by the principal sudder ameen, who will decide the case de nova,
specifying in his order, the terms upon which the plaintiffs are to
hold their lands.
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THE

SEPTEMBER l847.

2211

PRESENT
C.

TUCKER,

:

ESQ,.,

JUDGE.
PETITION No. 473 or 1845.
IN the matter of the petition of Sheikh Affazoodeen Naib,
pauper, ﬁled in this Court on the llth August 1845, praying for
the admission of a special appeal from the decision of the addi
tional judge of zillah Hooghly, under date the 18th April 1845 ;
altering that of the principal sudder ameen of that district, under
date 18th June I839, in the case of Sheikh Affazoodeen Naib,
pauper, plaintiff, versus Kishen Chundur Neogee and others,
’
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defendants.

Thepetitioner sued for 53 biggahs, 12 biswas, 10 gundas, 2 cowries,
and 2 krants of land; but it appears, that regarding l biggah,
5 biswas, known by the name of julkur Neolee-Cooreeah, no orders
have been recorded by the lower courts, notwithstanding
the
petitioner brought the fact to the notice of the court of ﬁrst appeal.
I therefore admit a special appeal; and remand the proceedings
under the provisions of Clause 2, Section 2, Regulation 9, 1831,
as incomplete, in order that the courts below may supply the
OIDISSIOII.
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THE

J.

221»

SEPTEMBER

1847.

PRESENT:

A. F. HAWKINS, ESQ.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No. 266

or

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Radha Bibi, ﬁled in this Court

on the 13th May 1847, praying for the admission of a special ap
peal from the decision of Ibrahim Khan, principal sudder ameen
of Patna, under date the 9th March 1847; conﬁrming that of the
sudder moonsiff, under date 3d September 1846, in the case of
Bodha Mehton and others, plaintiffs, versus the petitioner and
others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
A dispute existed between the defendant, Radha Bibi, and Dur
ga Bibi, in regard to the possession of certain real property, which
was decided by the criminal court, under Act 4 of 1840, in favor
of Radha Bibi. The plaintiffs now sued to set aside that order,
as farmers holding a lease from Durga Bibi.

(

567

)

The defendant, Radha Bibi, did not appear in the moonsif'f’s
court, and the case was decided ea' parte in favor of the plaintiffs.
On appeal by Radha Bibi, the decree of the moonsiff was con
ﬁrmed on the merits of the case by the principal sudder ameen.
The principal sudder ameen has acted irregularly in proceeding
as he has done.
Under the present practice of the courts, he
should have called.upon Radha Bibi to jutify her default in the
court of ﬁrst instance.
In failure of such justiﬁcation, he should

have rejected the appeal on that ground only.
If he considered,
on the other hand, that the default had been explained, so as to
admit the defendant to a hearing, he should have remanded the
case to the moonsiff for re-investigation,
after taking the defence.
I admit the appeal; and remand the case to the principal sudder
ameen to be disposed of with reference to the foregoing remarks.

-$1

THE 23D SEPTEMBER I847.
PREsENT:
C.

TUCKER, Esq.,
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JUDGE.
PETiTroN No. 359 or 1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Baboo Soondur Sahee, ﬁled in
this Court on the 27th June I846, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Sarun, under
date the 13th April I846; aﬂirming that of the principal sudder
ameen of that district, under date 8th August 1844, in the case of
Mitrjeet Lal and others, plaintiffs, versus Baboo Soondur Sahee,
defendant.
The present suit was for possession of 41 biggahs, I2 biswas
and 4 dhoors of land, said to appertain to mouzah Dilharee-Khord.
The defendant claimed them as appertaining to mouzah Dilharee
It was a boundary dispute, and the possession of the de
Kullan.
fendants had been
reviously declared by the magistrate in a case
under Act 4 of I840.
The lower courts have now decided in favor of the plaintiffs, on
the deposition of certain witnesses taken by the law oﬂicer, who
was deputed by the magistrate to make a local enquiry, preparatory
to the decision of the case under Act 4 of I840; but without sum
moning those witnesses, and taking their depositions, de novo, in
This being irregular, I admit a special
presence of the parties.
appeal; and remand the proceedings to the zillah, in order that
the irregularity may be corrected.
The judge will return the
proceedings to the principal sudder ameen, with instructions to
require the party, wishing for the evidence of the witnesses above
alluded to, to summon them in the usual manner; and, after exa
mination duly had, to dispose of the case.
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THE

23!)

SEPTEMBER I847.
PRESENT:

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
VTEMPORARY
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PETITION No. 308

OF

JUDGE.

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Ram Lochun Hoom and
others, ﬁled in this Court on the lst June l8/17, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. C. Mackay,
principal sudder ameen of Mymensingh, under date the llth
March l847 ; reversing that of the moonsiif of Mudargunge,
under date 4th August 1846, in the case of the petitioners, plain
tiffs, versus Modh Nurain Hoom and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The plaintiffs sued to recover a small portion of land under a
deed of gift.
The defendants also pleaded a gift to themselves.
The moonsiff gave judgment for the plaintiffs.
The principal sudder ameen considering both deeds of gift to he
forgeries, dismissed the appeal made by the defendant; and, at the
same time, reversed the decree of the moonsitf.
As the orders for the dismissal of the appeal, and the reversal
of the decree of the lower court, are manifestly inconsistent with
each other,
annul the principal sudder ameen’s decree ; and
remand the case to him, that he may pass a proper decretal
order.
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THE

J.

SEPTEMBER 1847.
PRESENT:

231)

p

A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No. 295

or I847.

IN the matter of the petition of Mohun Furash, ﬁled in this

Court on the 20th March

1847, praying for the admission of a.
special appeal from the decision of Shamchand Moonshee, princi
pal sudder ameen of Pooruliah, under date the 28th January l847;
reversing that of the moonsilf of Nakdah, under date 27th July
1846, in the case of Kunchun Muhta, plaintiff, versus the peti
tioner, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the the said application is granted on
the following grounds :—

(569)
The plaintiff sued the,defendant for rents of certain lands, held
1251 B. S.
He alleged that he had taken an
under farm from one Jyechundur Chowdhree, the suddur farmer;

by him in the year
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SEPTEMBER 1847.
PREsEN'r:
R. H. RATTRAY, Esq., and
SIR R. BARLOW, BART.,

THE

231)

J

°

UDGES.

W. B. JACKSON, ESQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

ll

Regular Appeal from
Bhagalpore, Mohummud

or 1847.

a decree passed by the

0_f

KALEE

Principal Sudder Ameen

Majid Khan, February 21st 1846.
PURSHAD PANDEE,_ FOR SELF AND DOORGA

PURSHAD PANDEE, ms MINOR BROTHER, AND LUCH
MEE DUTT PANDEE, APPELLANTS, (DEFENDAN'rs,)
versus

Wukeel

of

RAJA BIDANUND SINGH BUHADUR,

RESPONDENT,

-(PLA1N'rIFF.)
Appellants-—Pursun Komar Thakur.
Respondent did not appear.

THIS suit was instituted by respondent, on the 18th December
1844, to recover from appellants Company’s rupees 5,621-I 1-8,
principal and interest, rent due on mouzahs Sujooa and others, for
1249 Fuslee with reversal of an order passed by the collector on
the 19th December 1843, and refund of costs paid in
summary
suit before that ofﬁcer.
The villages, the rents of which are now claimed, form part of
the estate of Khurughpore; and the amount of suit and dates
a

;
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and as the defendant was in arrears, he now sues him for them.
The defendant replied, that the farmers were two other persons,
Mocheeram and Poorun Mehta; but that he had deposited the
rents in the collector’s treasury, from which they had been taken
by the proprietor of the estate, and Jyechundur, who called himself
the farmer.
The moonsiff dismissed the claim, and his decision was reversed
by the principal sudder ameen.
The principal sudder ameen having been called upon to forward
the record, and to report whether certain essential points in the
case, on the part of the defence, had been investigated by him, pro
ceeded to make the investigation after his decree, which he ought
to have made before.
As the principal sudder ameen’s return manisfestly shews that
the enquiry was incomplete, 1 remand the case, in order, that he
may decide it de novo, after full investigation of the several points
of the defence.

(570)
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of proceeding excepted, the case corresponds in all particulars
with that decided by the Court on the 23d November I846,

In that case, the claim was dismissed
between the same parties.
by the collector: in the present, the suit was struck off the ﬁle,
with reference to certain discrepancies in the statement submitted
by appellants, without any enquiry, or the record of any opinion
on the question at issue.
We are of opinion, that the collector’s order, striking the case off
the ﬁle, was not, strictly speaking, proper; and that he ought to
have decided the question before him on its merits, in favor of, or
against the respondent, allowing him a reasonable time to produce
his proofs.
But, when respondent seeks to revere the collector’ s
decision, and it appears on the record that no process under Regu
lation 5 of l8l2, for enhancement of rent, was issued by him, and
that no kubooleut executed by appellants in his favor, was ﬁled by
him, we cannot allow the collector’s irregularity to interfere with
the ﬁnal disposal of the case, and the decretal order in appellant’s
favor.
The object of respondent, was, to obtain a summary
decree from the collector; failing in which, he seeks a. reversal
from the courts of the order, which was passed, either being suit
able to the end he had in view.
We do not consider him entitled
to this last expectation; and, on the merits of the case, give judg
ment for appellants, reversing the decree of the lower court, with
all costs chargeable to respondent.

*

THE 23D SEPTEMBER
PREsENT

1847.

:

RATTRAY, Eso., and
SIR R. BARLOW, BAR'I‘.,

R. H.

JUDGEs.

W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
CASE No.

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
12

or

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the Principal Sudder Ameen
of Bhagulpore, Mohummud Majid Khan, February 2lst 1846.

KALEE PURSHAD PANDEE,

FOR

sELF AND

DURGA PUR

SHAD PANDEE, HIS MINoR BROTHER, AND LUCHMEE
DU'I‘T PANDEE, APPELLANTS, (DEEENDANTs,)
versus

RAJA BIDANUND SINGH BUHADUR,

REsPoNDENT,

(PLAINTIFE)
Purshad.
Wukeel of Appellants—Luchmee
Respondent did not appear.
THIS suit was instituted by respondent, on the l9th December
I844, to recover from appellants Company’s rupees 5,684-7-3,

(571)
principal and interest, rent due on mouzah Bhinsura, for 1249
Fuslee ; with reversal of an order passed by the collector on the
20th December 1843, and refund of costs paid in a summary suit
before that officer.
With exception to the name of the village, dates of proceeding,
and amount claimed, the particulars of this suit, between the
same parties, are precisely those set forth in case No.
decided
this day; a copy of which decision will be ﬁled with these pro
.
ceedings.
We reverse the decree of the principal sudder ameen, with all
costs chargeable to respondent.

ll,

-A-—

THE 27Tn SEPTEMBER 1847.
PREsENT:
R. H. RATTRAY, Esq. and

Sm R. BARLOW, BART.,
W. B. JACKSON, Eso.,

Junons
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TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

182

or I844.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Purneah, Rooknodeen Mohummud, March 30th 1844.

KOWUR. ROODRANUND SINGH, APPELLANT, (Pr.A1NTIFF,)
versus

RAJA BIDANUND SINGH,
Wukeels

RESPONDENT,

(DErENnANT.)
Komar
Appellant—Pursun
Thakur
and Rama
of
Pursaud Raee.

of Respondent-Gholam Sufdur.
THE plaint was ﬁled on the 5th July I843. It is therein stated,
Wu/reel

that disputes, regarding their ancestrel property, existed between
the parties to this cause, who are brothers ; and that, on the 6th of
August 1832, these were adjusted, and a deed accordingly drawn
out and ﬁled in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, in a case then
pending in the Court. This deed sets forth, that the plaintiff, the
younger brother, was indebted in the amount of 4,313,000 rupees
to certain merchants and others: in order to liquidate the debt,
the defendant agrees to pay to the plaintiff 2,88,000 rupees, the
balance to be recovered from sums due by others to the brothers,
and from proceeds of the joint estate up to the year 1239 Fuslee.
This balance (1,50,000 rupees) to be chargeable, in equal shares,
by the brothers, and the proﬁt and loss to be in equal shares also.
Plaintiff then goes on to state, that, in violation of the terms of
the agreement, his brother, on the 9th of August 1832, drew from
the house of Colvin and Company the sum of 64,000 rupees,
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(572)
which he applied to his own purposes ; that he became cognizant
of this after the failure of that ﬁrm ; and, having obtained copies
of the assignee’s account, he seeks to recover 32,250 rupees, one
half of the above sum, his share, with interest to the same amount;
rupees
making a total of Sicca rupees 64,500, or Company’s
68,800, with interest to date of realization and costs.
The defendant, in his answer, denies the plaintiff’s claim.
He pleads that the plaintiff duly received the 2,88,000 Sicca ru
pees as agreed; that the remainder, Sicca rupees l,50,000, was to
be discharged,-—each party holding himself responsible for a half,—
from the proceeds of certain lands as shewn by an ikrar, dated
the 15th Poos 1241 Fuslee, or the 29th December 1834, and
from debts due to the brothers jointly; that, in the deed of the
6th August 1832, plaintiff relinquishes all claim to cash, Com
pany’s paper, &c., and is not, under any circumstances, entitled
to the sum claimed in the plaint.
In reply, the plaintiff urges, that, by the said agreement of the
6th of August, he has a claim to a moiety of all debts, ‘kurz,’ re
covered; that the sum of 79,130 rupees stood to the credit of the
joint estate in Colvin and Co.’s hands before the agreement was
executed; and that his brother drew it subsequent to that date
without his knowledge.
The principal sudder ameen recorded his judgment to the effect,
that, by the deed of adjustment of the 6th of August 1832, on which
both parties rely, the plaintiff relinquished all claim to cash, Com
pany’s paper, &c., belonging to the ancestrel estates; and, more
over, he held that the 64,000 rupees, forming the subject of this
suit, were not appropriated by the defendant as alleged. He there
fore dismissed the suit, with costs chargeable to plaintiff.
We ﬁnd, on an attentive perusal of the deed of adjustment refer
red to by the principal sudder ameen, and by a comparison of it
with the original plaint, ﬁled in the suit which the parties settled
amicably in this Court, that the plaintiff does, in that deed, give up
all claim to cash, Company’s paper, &c. ; nay, more, we ﬁnd that
the balance to credit in Colvin and Co.’s books formed one of the
principal items in the plaint of the cause amicably settled, as al
ready shewn. Plaintiff does not deny the receipt of 2,88,000 Sicca
rupees ; but endeavours to establish that the money drawn from
Colvin and Co., on 9th August, was a joint fund, divisible under
the terms of the adjustment entered into with his brother, on the
6th of that month, in equal shares between them.
We are of opi
nion, that the deed is not susceptible of the construction which the
plaintiff puts upon it: he clearly resigns all claim to cash, &c., in
plain terms in the said deed; and if any doubt remained on its
meaning, this is dissipated by the ikrar of the 29th December 1834.
We therefore conﬁrm the decision of the principal sudder ameen,
and dismiss the appeal with costs.

(573)
THE 28Tn SEPTEMBER
PREsENT:
R.

n. RATTRAY,

1847.

Esq,
JunoE.

CASE No.

134

or

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Behar, Heddyut Ali Khan, December l9th I846.

MAHARAJA HET NURAIN SINGH,

APPELLANT,

(PLAINTIFF,)
versus

BIRJLAL OPADHIA,

REsPoNDENT,

(DEFENDANT.)
Colebrooke.
Appellant—E.
of
ll/ukeels of Respondent—-Aftabodeen and Buhadur Ali.
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Wu/reel

THIS suit was instituted by appellant, on the 7th December 1844,
to recover from respondent the sum of Company’s rupees l,l9,277
I4-I5; being a balance in favor of the late Raja Mitrjeet Singh,
the father of appellant, as per memorandum of account (jumma
khurch) rendered by respondent, with an urzee verifying the same.
The principal sudder ameen, ﬁnding the urzee ﬁled by appellant,
stating the memorandum to which it related to have been previously
despatched, to bear date the l5th Bhadoon 1247 Fuslce, and the
memorandum ﬁled, as the one alluded to in the urzee, to bear date
the 30th of the same month, rejected the evidence of the witnesses
to the signature of appellant, as insufﬁcient to reconcile the discre
pancy; and dismissed the suit.
There cannot be a reasonable doubt of the claim in this case
being a gross attempt to defraud respondent; between whom and
On
appellant there would appear to be a deep-rooted animosity.
the 2lst of the present month, a case between the same parties
(No. 108 of 1847,) was disposed of by the Court, in which
respondent was the plaintiff, suing appellant for some 43,000 rupees
due by the late Raja Mitrjeet Singh to his (the plaintiff’s) kothee.
In proof of the justness of the claim in that case, the book of the
ﬁrm (bhy-lchdteh) were ﬁled, and were sworn to by the gomashtahs
of the house; and thee books have been found to comprehend the
period, the same period for which above a lalch of rupees is now
demanded, as due, under the same account, to the individual against
whom they exhibit a balance.
In the above suit, there was no mention of, nor allusion to any
such claim, as has now been raised : the only obstacle to a ﬁnal
disposal of the case, was the plea (not satisfactorily answered) of a
smaller sum having been named by the plaintiff (in that suit) as
due to him, in another case which came before the judicial autho

(574)
There is nothing to shew, nor is it pretended, that,
rities at Patna.
in that suit either, this counter claim was ever heard of.
With reference to the above facts and circumstances, I dismiss
the appeal, with all costs chargeable to appellant.

—-.I¢n
THE 30'ru SEPTEMBER

1847.

PaEsEN'r:

A. DICK, EsQ.,
JUDGE.

W. B. JACKSON and
J. A. F. HAWKINS, ESQRS.,
TEMPORARY Juooes.
CASE No. 105 or 1845.
Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Dacca, Mr. James Reily, February 7th 1845.

MUSST. OMMUT-O-ZUHRA BEGUM, APPELLANT,
(PLAIN'r1FF,)
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versus

LOOTFOOLLA KHAN,

RESPONDENT,

(DEFENnAN'r.)

Wukeel of Appellant—Gh0lam Sufdur.
of Respondent—J. G. Waller and Kishen Kishore Ghose.

Wulceels

SUIT laid at 7,150 Company’s rupees, to recover right, and title,
and possession of an estate by cancelling a deed of sale fraudulently
obtained.
The particulars of the suit, the defence, and the judgment given,
are recorded in the following decision of the principal sudder
ameen :—
‘ Plaintilf declares that 4 annas,

ll gundahs, l cowrie, 1 krant of
Joar Burmee belonged to my father, Mirza Mohummud Tukee, and
uncle, Mohummud Ali. After their decease, defendant managed
the estate for my aunt, Koolsum Begum, and sister, Fatima Begum.
Defendant, without their knowledge, and whilst I was a minor, fa
bricated a hubala in their and my name for rupees 4,001 ; and, on
the plea that he had purchased the lands of them, brought an ac
On the 28th July 1829, the kubala was declared
tion for wasilat.
The order was to the effect,
void, and the claim was dismissed.
that the Begum’s purchase was void; that the Begum’s heirs have
This decision
the right to sue for the annulment of the sale.
I am
was upheld by the Sudder on the 17th January 1833.
alone heir to both Koolsum Begum and Fatima Begum.
They
was then 6 or 7 years old.
never sold the property ; and
I had
Defendant has fraudulently obtained my seal to the deed.

I

(575)
no seal then of my name.
The value of the property is about a
lalrh of rupees.
It is absurd to sell property of so large a value
for rupees 4,001, which includes the price of buffaloes and the
wasilat, &c. Iwas a minor, and had not the means of defraying
the expenses of a suit.
Prays, therefore, that the kubala may be
set aside, and possession given of the property.
Defendant contends that plaintiff’s father, Mirza Mohummud
Tukee, and uncle, Mohummud Ali, had bought 9 annas, I l gundahs,
1 cowrie of the Joar of Abdool Futta for 5,000 rupees; and after
the decease of plaintilf’s father, plaintiff’s uncle sued for possession
of this share, and obtained a decree for 8 annas, 9 gundahs, 2 cow
ries; that the Court of Appeal upheld the decree for 4 annas,
gundahs, 1 cowrie, l krant; that Mohummud Ali appealed to the
His wife, Koolsum
Sudder, and died before the case was heard.
then,
with
and
her
sold the share,
sister,
Begum,
conjointly
plaintiff
4 annas,
gundahs, l cowrie, 1 krant, to me for rupees 4,001, on
the 14th Bysack
; and when the decree was upheld by the
Sudder, the zillah judge put me in possession of the property.
have been in possession since, and I have had my name recorded
in the co1lector’s books; and ﬁled a tahud in my name. Plaintiff
Her age is
was 20 or 25 years old when
bought the property.
Koolsum Begum’s heirs, Babur Ali Khan and
now 51 or 52.
others, have executed an ikrar, disclaiming their rights to the pro
perty : plaintiff and her sister have affixed their seals to it. And
though my suit for wasilat was dismissed, because of the usl-lcubala
not having been produced, and that order was conﬁrmed by the
Sudder, yet, when
prayed for a review, the Sudder passed an
order to this effect, that the non-production of the usl-kubala had
led to suspicions against the copy; that the producing of the usi
lrubala had now removed those suspicions, and proved the deed.

ll

ll

lﬂl

I
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I

‘POINTS FOR ADJUDICATION.
sued within the rules of limitation?
‘ Second.-——Is defendant’ s kubala valid?
‘With reference to the ﬁrst point, we ﬁnd that the kubala is
with 14th Bysack 1221 ;
dated 25th April 1814, corresponding
that from this date to the date of plaint, 8th August 1843, 29
years, 3 months and l4 days have lapsed; that the purwan
nah from the zillah court of Mymensingh and the nazir’s report
shew that plaintiff was put into possession on the 8th April
I818, by the nazir of that court, in executing the decree passed in
The collector’s purwannah and other
favor of Koolsum Begum.
Nurain
documents, together with defendant’s witnesses,—Sree
Surkar, Sheikh Anwarood
Deo, Waris Khoondkar, Sunnoo
deen, and Kaleechurn Dam,—proved that defendant has been in
possession ever since; nor does plaintiff deny his possession.
From the date on which defendant was put in possession, 25

‘Fi-rst.—-Has plaintiff
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(576)l
How can plaintiﬂ"s
years, 4 months, and l day have elapsed.
suit be entertained after so protracted a period as this? Plaintiff
may contend that she was a minor when the sale took place; but
Ata Hosein, the writer of the Icubala, and Nujeeb Khan, and Mirza
Gholam Hosein, and Mohummud Shair declare that plaintiff’s age,
when the /eabala was executed, was 20 or 21 years.
‘ Be this as it
may, plaintiff acknowledges that she was then 6 or
7 years old :‘reckoning even from this date down to the date of
plaint, plaintiff"s age appears to be 36 or 37 years; and her wuheel
moreover admits that it is 23 or 24 years since she has been
married.
We infer, therefore, that plaintiff has allowed more than
double the prescribed time to lapse after having become of age,
without suing for her interest.
She contends that defendant sued
for wasilat ; that the kubala was set aside on the 28th July 1829;
that an order was passed that the heirs of the seller may sue to get
the sale cancelled; and that this decision was conﬁrmed on the
17th January 1833; and that twelve years have not lapsed from
that date.
But the argument will not avail, as plaintiff was not a
An opinion
party to that suit ; nor did she petition in the case.
From the date of the
passed in another case cannot avail plaintiff.
decree passed by the late Court of Appeal to the date of the present
plaint, l4 years and
days have elapsed. The hubala too ap
pears to have been registered 30 years ago ; and defendanthas ob
tained possession through means of the court about 26 years, and
Besides
has had his name also recorded in the collector’s books.
defendant had a suit in court regarding the wasilat, pending ﬁrst in
the zillah court, then before the provincial court of appeal ; and sub
sequently before the Sudder. Moreover, it is 14 years that the order
for the seller’s heirs to sue was passed. If defendant’s kubala was
fabricated, and the purchae fraudulent, why did plaintiff refrain
so long from suing for the property? She pleads want of mean:
but what should have prevented her suing as pauper P
‘With reference to the second point, defendant has ﬁled the
The
original kubala and kubz, and they have been registered.
witnesses to the lcubala, viz. Ata Hosein, and Nujub Khan, and
Mirza Gholam Hosein, and Mohummud Shair and others, prove
that on the 14th Bysack l22l, Koolsum Begum, and Fatima Begum,
and plaintiff sold the property for 4001 rupees. They have also
identiﬁed the deed.
The ilcrar, dated 25th Chyte 1224, exe
cuted by Babur Ali Khan, and Nuwazush Mohummud Khan, and
Nuwazul Ali Khan, and the depositions of Mian Jan and Kayum
Khan, prove that Koolsum Begum’s heirs are her nephew,
Babur Ali Khan, and others ; and that they have renounced their
Plaintiff and her sister have also afﬁxed their seals to the
rights.
deed : plaintiff’s age was then 24 or 25 years.
Plaintiff contends
that defendant’s lcubala has been set aside; but the roobulcaree
of the Sudder, dated 13th April 1833, shews that he had petitioned

ll

4

(577)
the Court, anew ; and the Sudder Judges recorded their opinion to
the effect, that in consequence of the usl-kubala not having been
ﬁled, but a. copy only, it had excited suspicions; but now that the
original kubala ‘ has been ﬁled, those suspicions have been removed ;
that the deed has been satisfactorily proved, and no doubt attaches
to it.’ Besides the suit being barred by the rules of limitation,
from the circumstance stated when considering the ﬁrst point, it
The claim is therefore
was not necessary to prove the second.
It is not
Defendant’s costs payable by plaintiﬂ’.
dismissed.
necessary to pass any orders in the case regarding the petitioner.’
Msssas. DICK and ACKSON.——-I11 appeal it was urged, that the
period for institution of the suit should count from the date of the
order of the Sudder Court, conﬁrming the decision of the provin
cial court of 28th July I829: and again, that the suit being to
recover a right and title fraudulently obtained, and possessed on a
fabricated deed, the limitation under Regulation 2, 1805, was 60
years; and that the fraudulent nature of the transaction, by means
of which the appellant had been deprived of her right, was apparent
from the copies of the records of the courts, which were ﬁled
relating to them.
On the part of respondent it was contended, that appellant had
not sued under Regulation 2, 1805, and therefore could not now
claim the limitation of 60 years: that she had, moreover, expressly
advanced her right to sue under the limitation of 12 years, on the
ground that the date of the order to sue by the provincial court,
conﬁrmed by the Sudder Court, must be assumed as the origin of
suit; and that his, respondent’s purchase, was, in every respect,
fair and valid , and his possession, obtained under legal authority, had
existed upwards of twice l2 years.
It is true, the plaintiff did not plead, expressly, in her plaint her
right to sue under the special provisions of Regulation 2, 1805;
but she distinctly set forth in her plaint the fraudulent acquisition
of the property by the defendant. It is also true, that, in her reply,
she asserted her right to be heard under the general law of limita
tion of I2 years. But the defendant had, in his answer, denied
her right to a hearing under the general law only, without any
Thus the
allusion to the special law of Regulation 2, I805.
special law was lost sight of by the lower court, and ﬁrst pleaded
in appeal. The wording of the law in question, Clause 2, Section
3, Regulation 2, 1805, is not very clear. In the case of Tubeeb
Shah v. Budderooddeen, reported in volume
pp. 162-163,
two judges held that it was necessary for the claimant to state
distinctly, and speciﬁcally, in his plaint, the precise nature of the
fraud or violence by which the property in dispute had been ac
Two other judges held, that it was
quired by the adverse party.
sufficient if the fraud or violence could be clearly gathered from
the whole tenor of plaintiff’s declaration.
Another judge, Mr.
Turnbull, in another case Karuna Mai, &c. v. Jai Chundur Ghose,
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(578)
volume V, page 42,] seems to
On the other hand, in a recent
decision, two judges, Messrs. Rattray and Tucker, were of opinion
that the special law,—Regulation 2, l805,—1nust be pleaded: and a.
third judge, Sir R. Barlow, in that very case, considers it incum
bent on the plaintiffs, if the plea of fraudulent possession is to be
urged for laches, distinctly to set forth in their plaint, that they
came into Court under the provisions of Section 3, Regulation 2,
1805, [Vide SudderDewanny Decision for June 1847, pp. 224-246.]
We are of opinion ,with the last three named judges, that thelaw,—
Clause 2, Section 3, Regulation 2, l805,—does require the plaintiff
to set forth distinctly, that his claim is ‘ cognizable under the
[Sudder Dewanny

Adawlut Reports,

is

it

is

it,

provision made by the preceding clause, from the defendants
having acquired possession of the claimed property by violence,
fraud, &c.,’ in order to entitle him to the beneﬁt of that special
enactment. In consideration, however, of such a conﬂict of opinions
on the subject, we do not deem it equitable to nonsuit the case
before us, as the law had never been clearly declared and enforced;
and as this suit was instituted long before the opinions recorded
in June last, we therefore admit the appellant’s plea, and proceed
to investigate the nature of the defendant’s acquisition of the
So far all three judges concur.
property in question.
We ﬁnd, in the ﬁrst place, that the respondent, Lootfoolla
Khan, was distinctly stated in the plaint to have managed the
affairs of Koolsum Begum, at the time of the sale, and this
is not denied in the answer by respondent ; it may therefore
be taken for granted.
In the second place, we ﬁnd that the
property in question was sold for 4,001 rupees only, when the
wasilat or mesne proﬁts, sold along with
amounted to about
20,000 rupees. These two facts alone, of themselves, sufficient
to shew maldﬁde on the part of the respondent, the purchaser;
the sellers too being secluded women.
In addition, however, we
ﬁnd that the respondent obtained possession in execution of the
Sudder decree, when there
proof to shew, that the original
decree-holder had previously obtained possession on the decree of
a suspicious proceeding.
the provincial court, which
Lastly,
at least very doubtful, that the plaintiff was of age when the
alleged sale occurred.
On consideration of the whole case, we are of opinion that
the transaction cannot be upheld; and we, therefore, decree
for appellant, reversing the decision of the principal sudder ameen
with full costs. No mesne proﬁts granted except from this date

is

’till possession.
MR. HAwK1Ns.—The

estate, for which the appellant sues, was
the joint property of Mohummud 'I‘.1kee, the father of appellant, and
her deceased sister, Fatima Begum, and of Mohummud Ali, the hus
Koolsum Begum
band of Koolsum Begum. The share inherited

by
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(579)
as the wife of Mohammud Ali, would, on her death, devolve on her
own relations (her brother’s sons, Bahar Ali, &c.,) and not on the
daughters of her husband’s brother. The appellant sues for this
share; but the Mahomedan law is clear on this point, that to pro
perty inherited by a wife from her husband, her own heirs, and not
those of her husband’s, succeed. It is important to bear this in
mind, with reference to the part taken by the heirs of Koolsum
Begum in regard to the defendant’s claim, under the purchase which
he pleads.
With regard to the case itself, the ﬁrst point to be considered, is,
Whether the action is not barred by the rule of limitation.
It is
not disputed that the defendant has been in adverse possession for
a period of 25 years: but the plaintiff in the lower court claimed to
sue from the date of the Sudder decree of the 17th January 1833,
in an action for mesne proﬁts instituted by the present defendant.
This decree is in conﬁrmation of the decretal order of the judge
of the provincial court of Dacca, dated 28th July 1829, but
says not a word about permission to heirs to sue : it is the pro
vincial court’s decree, which says this, and not that of the Sudder
But, supposing the decree of the Sudder Court to imply
Court.
also a conﬁrmation of that part of the provincial court’s decree,
such a plea cannot be admitted to set aside a law. A permission
of this kind is a mere surplusage to the decretal order: it cannot
control existing legal disabilities : it does not constitute a right,
nor can it form a cause of action. But beyond this, the provincial
court declared the heirs at liberty to sue, because of the invalid
nature of the defendant’s purchase; and the Sudder Court doubted
the existence of the deed of sale on which he claimed, a doubt, how
ever, which was subsequently removed as shewn by the Court’s
Hence, the ground in the
proceeding of the 13th April 1833.
decree of the 17th January 1833, on which the plaintiff comes
into Court as within the period of limitation under Section 14, Re
gulation 3, 1793, has been taken away from her.
But now in appeal, the plaintiff claims to be admitted under
Section 3, Regulation 2, 1805, apd to be allowed a period of 60
years ; the transaction under which the defendant holds possession
having been a fraudulent one.
The meaning and intent of the provisions of Section 3, Regula
tion 2, l805, have been recently under the consideration of three
judges of this Court (Messrs. Rattray, Tucker and Sir R. Bar
low) in the case of Syud Hosein Reza v. Ameer-o-nissa and others,
decided on the 12th June 1847.
Messrs. Rattray and Tucker say :—‘ We are of opinion, that
the claim of the respondents in this case is not barred by Section
We observe, that there can be no doubt
14, Regulation 3, 1793.
come
into
court under Section 3, Regulation 2 of
have
could
they

(530)

2,

3,

J

ai

it,

1805, (especially clause 4) had they pleaded this law ;but not hav
ing done so, we think it is not competent to us to give them the
though we should not be without precedent were
advantage of
we to do so. (vide Mr. Turnbull’s decision in the case of Kuruna
Chundur Ghose, Sudder Dewanny Reports,
Mai and others v.
volume V. p.
It will be seen, on reference to the case cited, that Mr. _Turn
Regulation
1805, was made
bull’s remark regarding Section
without any allusion to the pleadings on the record.
Sir Robert Barlow enters into the question at greater length.
of the Sudder
He refers to the decision at page 162, volume
not requisite to declare
Dewanny Reports, which ruled that
that the adverse possession was acquired by fraud or violence,
and, after stating his rea
that can be gathered from the plaint
sons for the incorrectness of this construction of the provision,
concludes, by recording his opinion that the nature of the fraud
should in such cases be speciﬁcally set forth; and more, that the
law especially applicable to such cases should in the case under
consideration have been distinctly cited, in order to shew that
the plaintiffs did appeal to the courts under the special and not
and that this not
the general rules for the admission of suits
having been done, the plea of fraudulent possession would not
avail the plaintiffs.
entirely concur with Messrs. Rattray, Tucker and Sir R. Bar
low in the view they have taken of the law under consideration.
It appears to me clear that Clause of the Section, requires, that
the plaint or replication shall set forth distinctly, not merely that
the possession was obtained by fraud or violence, but also, thatthe
claim
cognizable under the provision made by the preceding
the plaintiff omit to set forth this distinctly, as
clause; and that
prescribed, he cannot claim the special protection which the enact
ment provides.
But
must be borne in mind, that when the plaintiff ﬁled her
and
replication in this suit, the precedent at page 162 of
plaint
of the Reports stoodunimpeached. It was an authorita
volume
construction
of the law, and must be considered as supplying
tive
full justiﬁcation of any omission to specify the special law under
which the plaintiff comes into court, until superseded by the more
the plaint and replication are
recent construction of June last.
tobe found, not merely vague and general, but clear and speciﬁc
the plaintiff could have proved them,
statements of fraud; and
would have admitted her to the beneﬁt of the special rule, not
If her repli
distinctly.
withstanding she has omitted to plead
cation, indeed, be taken strictly, she must be considered as having
joined issue on the law of limitation under Section 14, Regulation
full,
would not consider
1793; but as her statement of fraud
;’

it

if
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2

I
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a

III.

I
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(581)
her as having waived the beneﬁt arising from such a statement if
able to prove it. I say this merely and entirely with reference to
the plaintiff’s omission to urge the speciﬁc plea under the law of
1805.
Supposing, however, the fraud to be proved, the question
would still arise whether the plaintiff was not bound to bring her
suit within twelve years from the time of discovery, or probable
opportunity of discovery, of such fraud.
What, however, are the facts to shew that the transaction was a
fraudulent one?
It is true that the plaintiff mentions some sus
picious circumstances connected with it; but to what extent are
On the part of the defendant it is shewn, that he
they proved P
has held undisturbed possession under a registered deed of sale, exe
cuted nearly 30 years before the institution of this suit, and bear
ing the seals or signatures of Koolsum Begum, Fatima Begum,
and the plaintiff.
When the deed of sale was executed, the suit,
respecting the property instituted by Mohummud Ali, had been
decided by the Dacca provincial court, but was pending in appeal
in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, he having died in the interval.
Whether the sale of property by his heirs, for which they had a
decree of court, but of which they were not in actual possession
at the time of sale (if such was the fact) was right or not under
the Mahomedan law ; and whether a party to such sale can sub
sequently dispute it on such grounds, are points which will have
to be considered, should the appellant (plaintiff,) successfully meet
the objections urged against her claim under the general law of
limitation, by shewing that she is entitled to the protection of the
It was after the decision of the appeal in the Sudder
special law.
that the present defendant appeared as pur
Adawlut,
Dewanny
chaser of the property; was admitted as substitute for the heirs of
Mohummud Ali in all the subsequent proceedings; and obtained
The deed of sale trans
possession by the act of the civil courts.
ferred to him also the right of the venders to such proﬁts as
they
might be entitled to. For these he sued; but, as already shewn,
was cast both in the provincial court and the Sudder
Dewanny
Adawlut: in the former, on the ground that the venders nbi. being
in possession could not sell, and for other reasons which will be
subsequently noticed; and, in the latter, on the ground that the alle
gation respecting the sale was not to be credited, as the deed of
sale had not been ﬁled in the suit,—the decree of the Sudder
stating
that as it had not been produced, its existence was doubted. But it
was ﬁled long before that ; indeed so far back as the year I817, in the
Mymensingh court: for the proceedings of that court, giving the
defendant possession, distinctly recite that it had been produced.
Moreover, the judge of the Sudder Court (Mr. Barwell,) who stated
his doubts respecting the deed of sale in his decree of the l7th
January 1833, expressed himself as perfectly satisﬁed as to its
existence, and declared the removal of all his doubts in his pro
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(582)
ceeding of the l3th April I833, on the application of the defen
dant (Lootfoollah Khan) for a review of the previous judgment.
In addition to this, the defendant holds the old title deeds of the
estate; and the heirs of Koolsum Begum, her nephews, who were
not parties to the sale, but who might have disputed it on the legal
objection under the Mahomedan law, that the sale of property not
in the possession of the vender was invalid, shortly after the death
of their aunt, gave up, under a written document dated in I224
B. S , all right and claim to their share of the property.
To meet the defendant’s case thus strongly supported by evi
dence, the plaintiff asserts that she was a minor of 5 or 6 years of
age, when she is alleged to have executed the deed of sale; but the
evidence of her two witnesses on this point is met by that of the
witnesses for the defence, who say that she was then upwards of
20 years of age.
It is also in some measure met by the fact, that
when Mohummud Ali ﬁled the plaint in his suit for the property,
which was in 1804, he stated that his brother, Mohummud Tukee,
the father of the present plaintiff, was then dead.
The deed of
sale to Lootfoollah was executed in 1814.
This would shew her
to have been at all events 10 years old.
It is not easy to understand under her statement of the case, why
the claim was not preferred at an earlier period ; she having become
of age, according to her own account, at least 12 years before the
institution of this suit.
j
The decree of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut of the 17th January
I833, cannot avail as evidence for or against either of the parties to
the present suit.
It conﬁrmed the decree of the provincial court of
the 28th July 1829, chieﬂy on the ground that the deed of sale not
It did not adopt
having been produced, its existence was doubted.
the grounds on which the lower court rested its decision.
It went,
however, as far as it probably thought it could go in discrediting
the plaintiﬁ"s title, by expressing its doubts as to the existence of
the deed of sale.
But no sooner were its doubts removed, than
the imputation thus cast upon the plaintiff’s title was removed also,
by the Court’s subsequent proceeding of the 13th April 1833.
There remains to be considered the decree of the provincial
court of 28th July 1829, which, as the evidence chieﬂy relied on
I take the substance
by the appellant, needs some examination.
of this decree from that of the Sudder Court, in which it is recited
at length ; a copy of the provincial court’s decision not having
been ﬁled.
But before coming to the decree itself, it will be advisable to
refer brieﬂy to the facts of the previous suit, which led to the
institution of the action -for wasilat, or mesne proﬁts.
Mohummud Ali sued Mohummud Reza for a 9 annas, l5 gundahs,
l cowrie share of talook owar-Burmee; and obtained a judgment
in his favor for 8 annas, 9 gundahs, 2 cowries’ share of the estate

J

(533)
on the 22d of August 1805, in the zillah court of Mymensingh.
The suit was instituted on the 28th September 1804 for himself,
in his own right, and as the heir of his brother, Mohummud Tukee.
The defendant a pealed to the provincial court of Dacca, which, on
the 30th May 1509, modiﬁed the decree of the zillah court, and
awarded to the plaintiff 4 an-nas, 15 gundahs, l cowrie, 1 lrrant
share of the estate, dismissing his claim to the additional 3 annas,
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gundah, 2 cowries, 2 krants’ share.
Mohummud Ali then appealed to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut,
from the latter part of the decretal order of the provincial court.
He died in 1812, and was succeeded in the appeal by his widow,
Koolsum Begum.
p
The deed of sale to Lootfoollah Khan, by Koolsum Begum,
Fatima Begum, and the present plaintiff, is dated 25th April I814.
The Sudder Court conﬁrmed the decree of the provincial court
on the 2lst December I816.
In July following, the Sudder Court was applied to for execution
The application was made in the name of Koolsum
of the decree.
The application set
Begum, the decree having been in her name.
forth, that her husband had died after the decree of the provincial
court, and that she had not been able to get it executed in conse
quence of her mookhlar, Meer Ahmud Ali, having colluded with
the opposite party.
A conditional order was passed, to the effect, that the decree was
to be executed, if not already executed. Execution was taken out;
and, in the course of execution, Lootfoollah Khan applied to be
permitted to represent Koolsum Begum, as he had purchased the
Proof to
property from her and the heirs of Mohummud Tukee.
this having been taken, and no objection offered, and Koolsum
Begum having herself admitted the sale (see proceeding of the
judge of Moorshedabad, dated 3d July l8l7,) he was permitted to
appear as the party entitled to have the decree executed.
Lootfoollah Khan obtained possession, and then applied for the
mesne proﬁts, which had also formed part of his alleged purchase.
This was resisted by the heirs of Mohummud Reza, the original
defendant. They urged, that Mohummud Ali had himself obtained
possession after the decree of the provincial court, and had received
the proﬁts to the amount of 6,425 rupees. A receipt for that
amount was ﬁled by the mokhtar of the defendant, bearing the
seal of Meer Ahmud Ali, the attorney of Mohummud Ali. Koolsum
Begum on ﬁrst taking out execution, and after her Lootfoollah
Khan, urged, that the acknowledgment of possession and the receipt
for wasilat had been fraudulently obtained in collusion with the
attorney of Mohummud Ali, who,,in fact, had received neither posses
sion nor proﬁts.
The zillah court, and afterwards the provincial court in 1822,
passed a summary award for payment of the proﬁts to Lootfoollah

t
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Khan, on the ground that the attorney of Mohummud Ali had no
authority to act as he had done. From this order, the heirs of
Mohummud Reza appealed to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
On the 31st July 1823, the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut passed
an order, to the effect, that the question of the authority of the

attorney to act for his principal, to the extent to which he had
done, could not be summarily disposed of. It reversed the orders
of the zillah and provincial courts, and left it to the purchaser,
Lootfoollah Khan, to sue for any arrears of wasilat which he might
consider due to himself.
Lootfoollah Khan then sued the heir of Mohummud Reza for
the proﬁts, in virtue of the deed of sale executed to him by the
heirs of Mohummud Ali and Mohummud Tukee.
The defence was
As far as
previous payment of proﬁts to Mohummud Ali himself.
can be seen from the decree, this was the point at issue.
The
sale to Lootfoollah was not disputed, nor his title impugned.
Mr. Cracroft, the judge of the provincial court, gives the follow
ing as the reasons of his judgment :—
First. The inadequacy of the price at which the plaintiff, Lootf
oollah Khan, alleges that he purchased the property, which ren
dered his statement incredible.
Second. That the suit was for mesne proﬁts for a period ante
cedent to the plaintiff’s possession.
Third. The sellers had not possession, therefore the sale was
illegal.
Fourth.
That an action for proﬁts to 1224 B. S. could not pos
sibly lie against the heirs of Mohummud Reza, as Mohummud Ali
himself had obtained possession of the lands prior to 1217 B. S.
Such are the reasons given by the provincial court for its judg
ment in a suit, in which the issue was the previous payment, or
non-payment, of a sum of money sought to be recovered by a
party, whose title to the estate was not disputed.
The ﬁrst reason was irrelevant to the issue; but the deciding
judge seems to have lost sight of the plaintiFf’s statement, that, in
virtue of his purchase, he had engaged to pay all the charge of
the appeal made to the Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut in the
suit decided in that Court in 1816. The inadequacy of price is not
It may be presumed that where
always a safe ground of decision.
a transaction is altogether fraudulent, it will not be rendered
transparent by the insertion of an absurdly inadequate price in the
I lay but little stress upon the value of the wasilat
deed of sale.
was
no probability of a rupee being recovered with
there
as
sold,
The truth appears to be, that the women
litigation.
out protracted
considering themselves unable to compete with their opponents,
sold the property to Lootfoollah Khan, for what they could get
for it. Suspicion may, unquestionably, arise from the relationship
alleged between the parties, supposing it to be proved, which I do

(535)

,

not ﬁnd that it is; but suspicion is not evidence of fraud, and a.
title of 30 years standing is not to be hastily set aside.
The second reason is certainly good if relevant to the case; but
the plaintiff expressly sued for proﬁts for a period antecedent to
the date of his possession, alleging that the heirs of Mohummud Ali
and Mohummud Tukee had sold the property to him, with the

proﬁts then due upon it.
The third reason involved

to the sale under the
Mahomedan law, which was also irrelevant to the point at issue
between the then contending parties.
The fourth reason, which seems to say that Mohummud Ali
himself had possession of the lands, and not the defendants, is, if
true, certainly good in point
fact. The defence however rested
on
of
all
that
was due. The third and fourth
chieﬂy
payment
reasons seem scarcely reconcilable with each other.
On these grounds the provincial court not only dismisses the
claim for mesne proﬁts, but declares the sale to Lootfoollah Khan
invalid and to be voided; and that the heirs of the sellers, Koolsum
Begum, Fatima Begum, and Ommut-0-zuhra Begum (the present
aside. This, to say the least of
ex
plaintiff) may sue to set
the
the
suit.
order,
foundation
of
tremely irregular
present
And here
would observe the very different courses pursued
by the provincial and Sudder Courts, in the time of the action for
The provincial court seems to have lost sight of the point
proﬁts.
at issue, whereas the Sudder Court seized upon
at once. lt was
of
the
Sudder
Court
for
the
deed
of
because the
to
call
sale,
right
the
of
the
suit
the
was
of
subject
subject of
proﬁts)
part
(viz.
was
transfer under that deed; and when
was not produced,
It
to
the
Court
to
a
as
its
existence.
doubt
to
competent
express
was not right of the provincial court in such an action, with such
a defence, to enter into the question of the validity of the plain
tifi"s title to the estate.
The claim was not for proﬁts, or for rent,
of such nature as we often see, for the purpose of obtaining from
the courts an indirect acknowledgment of title or possession non
existent. That the plaintiff, in that suit, was de facto proprietor of
the estate, for the proﬁts of which he sued, and had been so for
some years before the institution of the suit, was clear from the
fact that the civil court had, by its own act, given him possession.
Whether he was de jure proprietor, was not the question at issue:
was not disputed; and the judge went out of his course in giving
any opinion as to the validity of the title, and telling the heirs of
the sellers to sue to set
aside.
The Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut have since marked
their sense of such orders, advising parties how to act,
the issue
of circular prohibiting them.
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‘

a court of concurrent jurisdiction, directly
as
a plea to a bar, or, as evidence, conclusive
the
is,
point,
upon
between the same parties, upon the matter directly in question in
But it is not evidence of any matter which came
another court.
collaterally in question ; nor of any matter incidentally cognizable;
nor of any matter to be inferred by argument from the judgment.’
This rule of evidence is applicable to suits between the same
parties; and a fortiori is still more applicable, supposing the judg
ment to be admissible at all, to suits in which the parties are not
the same.
I am willing to receive Mr. Cracroft’s decision as
evidence, as far as it may be admissible; though it must be remem
bered, that the provincial and Sudder Courts are not courts of
concurrent jurisdiction : but to receive the arguments and opinions,
the surmises and conclusions of a judge, in regard to a point not
in issue, or to a document not before him, as conclusive evidence
against the same document when produced in court in another
action, is a doctrine which appears to me pregnant with danger,
and to which I cannot subscribe.
But in the next place, ‘ it is a rule applicable to the evidence of
verdicts and judgments, that they are, in general, not evidence for,
or against a stranger to the judicial proceeding, in which they
‘ It seems
were obtained.’
obviously unjust, that proceedings
should be evidence against a stranger; inasmuch as he had no
opportunity of calling witnesses, or of cross-examining those on
the other side, or of appealing against the judgment; and it may,
perhaps, be thought a sufficient reason for not allowing verdicts
and judgments, as evidence for a stranger, even against a party
who was engaged in the former suit, that if the stranger had been
a party to that suit, instead of the person who succeeded in it,
the result might have been different; for as the parties would in
that case have been constituted diﬁ"erently, the evidence might
have varied: part of the evidence might then have appeared inad
missible, or of a doubtful character ; or, perhaps, other evidence
might have been produced by the party who lost the verdict.’
Thee extracts from Phillipps and Amos contain all that I have to
say regarding the judgment of the provincial court. I cannot
receive a judgment in a suit, in which the validity of a particular
title was not disputed, as conclusive evidence; or, under the circum
stances, as any evidence at all, against the same title in an action
brought by a stranger to the suit, in which the judgment was
recorded.
After the fullest consideration of this case, I do not ﬁnd any
evidence of fraud, so as to bring the suit under the operation of
Section 3, Regulation 2, 1805.
I would accordingly dismiss the
appeal, and affirm the judgment of the principal sudder ameen.

The judgment of
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THE 30TH SEPTEMBER

1847.

PRESENT:

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

EsQ.,

TEMPORARY
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PETITION No.

411

or

J

UDGE.

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Musst. Man Kowur and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 6th July 1847, praying for the admission of
a s ecial appeal from the decision of Mr. G. Gough, judge of Patna,
under date the 6th April 1847; affirming that of the moonsiff of
Hilsa, under date the 17th December 1846, in the case of
Torul Nurain Singh, plaintiﬂ, versus the petitioners, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :——
The plaintiff sued to set aside certain survey proceedings, and to
obtain possession of a portion of a stream called the ‘Dhoura,’ as
‘
belonging to his village Dimiar,’ which the defendants claimed and
to their village ‘ Madhubpqre Goolnee,’ alleg
held as
held uninterrupted possession since the year
ing thatappertainigg
they h
1224

F.

S.

The moonsifi;

on the ground that certain measurement papers of
the year 1224 shewed the portion of the stream sued for to belon
to the village of ‘ Dimiar,’ and because the defendants’ witnesses had
not proved their statements, gave judgment for the plaintiﬁ”; and this
decision was alﬁrmed by the zillah judge.
to this Court.
The defendants now apply for a special
Set
appeal
there
not
the
measurement
to
aside
oes
have
papers,
appear
ting
been any evidence taken to support the statements of the plaintiﬁl
There has not been the slightest enquiry as to whether he has
ever had possession within the period stated by the defendants; and
therefore considering the decrees of the lower courts incomplete,
remand the case, that it may be again placed on the moonsiff’s ﬁle,
and decided de nova after full investigation of the several points set
forth in the plaint and defence.

I
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THE 30TH SEPTEMBER

1847.

PRESENT:

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
PETITION No. 412

IN

1847.

of the petition of Bidasi Bhuggut, ﬁled in this Court
6th July 1847, praying for the admission of a special appeal

the matter

on the

or

(533)
from the decision of Mr. G. Gough, judge of Patna, under date the
6th April 1847 ; afﬁrming that of the moonsiff of Hilsa, under date
the 18th December 1846, in the case of Ramnath Singh and others,
_
plaintiffs, versus the petitioner, defendant.
the said application is granted on the
It is hereby certiﬁed that
I
following grounds :—
This was an action for the value of ﬁsh taken from the stream,
which forms the subject of dispute in the preceding case (No. 411)
It was instituted by the farmer of the plaintiff
disposed of this day.
It must be return
in that case against the tenant of the defendant.
ed, in order to follow the same course as the suit for the property.
It is remanded accordingly for re-institution on the ﬁle of the moon

siff
O
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THE 30TH SEPTEMBER

‘

PRESENT:

J. A. F. HAWKINS,
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1847.

EsQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

or

PETITION No. 413

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Pubun Jenna and another, ﬁled in
this Court on the 7th July 1847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Udit Purshad Ghose, principal sud
der ameen of Midnapore, under date the 14th April 1847 ; reversing
that of the moonsiff of Nemal, under date 24th August 1846, in the
case of Doorgachurn Giri, plaintiff; versus the petitioners, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The plaintiff‘ sued the defendants for a sum of money on a bond
which the latter denied.
The moonsiff, after a. full investigation and a reference to certain
proceedings in the criminal court, on apparently strong grounds,
declared the bond to be a forgery, and dismissed the plaint.
The principal sudder ameen observing that he had to do chieﬂy
with the evidence of the Witnesses to the bond, who swore to its
execution, reversed the moonsiff’s decree, and gave judgment for the
plaintiff.

.

decision of the principal sudder ameen is altogether incom
to those points which raise a presumption
plete, with reference
accordingl remand the case
against the genuineness of the bond.
for re-investigation, for which purpose it will be pfaced on the ﬁle of
the present principal sudder ameen.
_

The

I

(539)
THE 30TH SEPTEMBER

1847.

PRESENT:

A. DICK, EsQ.,
JUDGE.

W.

B.

JACKSON

and

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

ESQRS.,

Tmmronanv

CASE No.

136

or

J uoens.

1845.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Acting Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Rungpore, J.
Thomas, Esq., March 20th 1845.

N

PURTAB CHUNDUR BURWA, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
0
'U81'SU8

RAJAH KISHENNATH RAEE,
DER BOARD or REVENUE,
\

AFTER ms nncmsu, SUD
(PI.A1N'rIFF.)

R1cs1>0NDE1§'r,

Wukeel of Appellant—Gholam
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Wukzel qfResp01ulent—Pursun

Sufdur.

Komar Thakur.

SUIT laid at Company’s rupees 13,125, for possession on 1,200
of alluvial land.
The particulars of this case, as tried in the zillah, are detailed in
the following decision of the ofliciating principal under ameen :—
‘
This action was laid for the purpose of obtaining possession of
alluvial land, stated to be about 1,478 bzygahs, 15% cottahs, thrown
up by the river Sungkose, belonging to mouzah Baullowr-Haut and
mouzah Kurnea.-Motee, of turf Bullobhar’s Izha.s-pergunnah Bhee
big abs

turbund, within the pergunnak Bhaharbund, with mesneproﬁts from
the year 1242, to the end of Poos 1249 B. S.; as well as to set aside
the summary order passed by the magistrate under Regulation 15 of
1824, upon the l7tl1 July 1835, which was subsequently upheld by
the commissioner of the 13th division on the 31st December 1835 ;
amounting to Company’s rupees 13,125-2-10.
" The defendant, Pnrtab Chundur Burwa, zemindar,
allegesthat the
land
had
been
attached
to
alluvial
mouzak
Taukeemarree
disputed
and mouzah Putwamarree, of pergunnah Zamerah, within his zemin
daree for these several years past, and he had held undisputed posses
The rest of the defendants did not appear to defend the suit.
sion.
‘ From this court, on the 18th
January 1844, a perwannah was is
sued upon the native ameen, Gholam Mucktodar, of Burroobarree,
ordering him to make a local investigation, whether the disputed
lands were comprised in mouzahs Baullowr-Haut and Kurnea-Motee,
belonging to the estate of the plaintiﬁ", or were a part of mouzahs
Taukeemarree and Putwamarree, the property of defendant; and to

ascertain who had held possession, and for what
when it was
'
encroached upon by the river Simgkose; and ‘period,
it regained a con
siderable accession of soil, which becoming cultivatible, who took
possession of it; and did the stream run in its former channel, or did
it take another course; and to measure the same, as well as to draw
out a plan of it. The ameen submitted his ﬁnal report on the
31st March 1844, statin
that the disputed alluvial land was a part
of mouzahs Baullowr-Iifaut and Kurnea-Motee, belonging to the
plaintiff, ever since its formation as a chur for about 30 or 35 years
previous to the forcible dispossession by the defendants, as was effect
ed by them under the said orders of the magistrate; and by the mea
surement the disputed land appeared to be 1,478 bzygahs, 15 cottahs
5 dhull ; and the current of the river had not changed during the
abovementioned period. Also a plan of the same was prepared by the
ameen, and signed by the mohhtars of both parties; but, inadvertently,
it was not attested by the said ameen ; however it was returned back
from this court for his sign.ature.
He was also called upon for an ex
planation for not writing it out himself, as it ought to be according to
the rule laid down in paragraph 4, clause 6, of the circular letter
dated the 13th January 1837, No. 197.
The ameen accordingly
aflixed his signature to the plan in the Persian character, and duly re
turned it; and also stated, as his explanation, that he was acquainted
with the Bengallee language, but he could not Write out a very fair
hand, which had obliged him on this occasion to employamohurrir by
the name of Konthonath Pautuck for to fair copy the roidad in ques
tion. On the receipt of the above, a reference was made to the judge,
Mr. T. Wyatt, on the 9th September 1844, upon which he (the judge)
suspended the ameen on the 14th September 1844 ; and ordered his
attendance at the court in person, for the purpose of examining him on
the subject; after which he was restored to his office b the jud e on
the 3d January 1845, on a consideration that as he had been employed
in that oflice for several years, he was well qualiﬁed in the Persian
language, and understood Benga-llee perfectly well; also that he could
write, but not in a legible hand, notwithstanding he was ordered, in
future, to adhere to the injunction contained in the said Circular Orders,
and to be careful in his oﬂice duty.
‘
After a perusal and consideration of all the papers, particularly
the roidad of the said ameen, as well as the evidence of the witnesses
taken by that officer on the spot, and subsequently the objections
which were offered by the defendant, which was intended merely to
protract the investigation with a view to gain a second order for
re-investigation by an ameen. Moreover, the estate of defendant is
situated on the east bank of the river Sungkose, and the disputed
land is on the west bank of
Conse
adjoining the estate of plaintiff.
on
the
quently
disapproval of the summary decision of the magistrate,
and on the approbation of the roidad of the said ameen, the case was
decreed in favor of plaintiff, with costs to be paid by the defendant,
it,
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(591)
Pm'tab Chundur Burwa, zemindar; and mesne proﬁts to be allowed
after ascertaining the amount in the case of execution of the decree
from the defendants, who may have enjoyed the pecuniary advantage
of the land in question.’
In appeal, appellant urged that the local inquiries instituted by the
magistrates of both Rungpoor and Goalpara, were fully as credit
worthy as that now made by the ameen, and nothing had been
advanced by the respondents to invalidate them ; therefore, the de
putation of the principal sudder ameen of the ameen, to institute a
fresh investigation, was
rfectly superﬂuous.
On the part of respondfnt it was contended, that the ameen’s report
was correct; and having been the result of an inquiry held before
both parties, on a suit between the zemindars themselves, it was more
trustworthy than a summary inquiry held by the darogahs on a
dispute between ryuts.
The Court ﬁnd, that the in uiries on which two magistrates decided,
and which decisions were upfreld in appeal by the commissioner of
revenue and circuit, were most fully conducted in the presence of
both parties, and the appeal was preferred on the part of the present
plaintiﬂ’.
Notwithstanding which, the principal sudder ameen, with
out assigning any reason for calling in question the correctness of
those inquiries, deputes an ameen, who, on an inquiry, instituted eight
or nine years after them, declares against them; and the principal
sudder ameen, in concurrence with the ameen, decides that they were
wrong, and reverses the decisions of the magistrates and commis
5101161‘.

In the opinion of the Court, nothing has transpired, or been addu
ced, to render this second inquiry more trustworthy than the former
ones, conducted within a few months subsequent to the origin of the
dispute; or to impeach their truth.

They therefore decree for appellant, reversing the decision of the
principal sudder ameen, and dismissing the plaintiﬁ"s claim with full

-3

costs.

Tna 30:rn SEPTEMBER

1847.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, Esq.,

PETITION No.

IN

501

or

J

UDGE.

1846.

the matter of the petition of Ramtaruk Nundee, ﬁled in this
on the 1st August 1846, praying for the admission of a special
l from the decision of the additional principal sudder ameen of

Court
ap

zilliaeﬁ Hooghly, under date the 5th May 1846; reversing that of
the moonsiff of Rajapore, under date 26th February 1846, in the

(592)
case of Ramtaruk Nundee, plaintiff, versus Kishen Chundur Ra/ee
and others, defendants.
In this case the petitioner sued to recover the sum of rupees 12-0-8,
being excess of rent extorted from him for the years 1250 and 1251,
at the rate of rupees 6-0-4 each year; and also to have his jumma
The moon
ﬁxed, permanently, at a certain sum stated in hisplaint.

siff decreed the excess of rent with penalty, as prescribed in Sec
On appeal, the additional principal
tion 52, Regulation 8, 1793.
sudder ameen dismissed the claim for 1250 under Section 7, Regu
lation 2, 1805 ; and nonsuited the plaintiff on the claim for 1251
under Section 17, Regulation 23, 1814.
The principal sudder ameen is wrong in both. With regardto the
claim for 1250, all the plaintiff could lose would be the penalty; for
the simple excess of rent levied, he might have sued at any time within
twelve years; and, in fact, the plaintiff did not sue for the penalty at
all. With regard to the claim for 1251, every data that could pos
sibly be required to deﬁne the nature of the cause of action, is dis
tinctly recorded in the plaint: therefore a nonsuit was entirely out
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of

the question.
therefore,

As far,

as these two points are considered, the principal
sudder ameen’s decision is opposed to the regulations.
therefore
a special appeal, and remand the proceedings to the additional
admit
prmcipal sudder ameen, with instructions to re-place the appeal on his
ﬁle, and to dispose of it de nova.

I

-~¢

THE 30rn SEPTEMBER

1847.

PRESENT:
O.

TUCKER,

ESQ.,

JUno.E.
PETITION No.

502

or

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Ramsudaee Nimdee, ﬁled in this
Court on the lst August 1846, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of the additional principal sudder ameen of
zillah Hooghly, under date the 5th May 1846 ; reversing that of
the moonsiff of Rajapore, under date 28th February 1846, in the
case of Ramsudaee Nundee, plaintiff, versus Kishen ' Clllllldlll‘ Raee
and others, defendants.
In this case the petitioner sued to recover the sum of rupees 7-8-16,
being excess of rent extorted from him for the years 1250 and 1251,
at the rate of rupees 3-12-8 each year; and also to have his jumma
ﬁxed, permanently, at a certain sum stated in his plaint. The moon
sitf decreed the excess of rent with penalty, as prescribed in Sec
tion 52, Regulation 8, 1793. On appeal, the principal sudder ameen

(593)
dismissed the claim for 1250 under Section 7, Regulation 2, 1805;
and nonsnited the plaintiff on the claim for 1251 under Section 17,
Regulation 23, 1814.
[The same order was passed in this case as in the case N0. 501, pre
cedmg.]

--}—

Tm; 30'rn SEPTEMBER

Pnssnnr
C.

TUCKER,

1847.

:

EsQ.,

JUDGE.
PETITION No.

IN

the

Court on

503

or

1846.

matter of the
the

petition of Dataram Nundee, ﬁled in this
lst August 1846, praying for the admission of a special

appeal from the

decision of the additional principal sudder ameen
date the 5th May 1846 ; reversing that of
11I1(181‘ date 26th February 1846, in the
case of Dataram Nundee, plaintiff, versus Kishen Chundur Race and
others, defendants.
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of zillah Hooghly, under
the moonsiff of Rajapore,

In this case the petitioner sued to recover the sum of rupees
13-13-16, being excess of rent extorted from him for the years
1250 and 1251, at the rate of rupees 6-14-18 each year ; and also
to have his jumma ﬁxed, permanently, at a certain sum stated in his
plaint. The moonsiff decreed the excess of rent, with penalty as
On appeal, the
prescribed in Section 52, Regulation 8, 1793.
additional principal sudder ameen dismissed the claim for 1250 imder
Section 7, Regulation 2, 1805 ; and nonsuited the plaintiff on the
claim for 1251 under Section 17, Regulation 23, 1814.
[The same order was passed in this case as in the case No. 501,
p!‘6C8(l.1I1g.]

_

Zinn

Tnn 30'rn SEPTEMBER
PRESENT
C.

TUCKER,

PETITION No.

1847.

:

EsQ.,

JUDGE.

504

or

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Ramdoolall Mohunt, ﬁled in
this Court on the lst August 1846, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the additional principal sudder
ameen of zillah Hooghly, under date the 5th May 1846 ; reversing
that of the moonsiff of Rajapore, under date 26th February 1846,
in the case of Ramdoolall Mohunt, plaintiff, versus Kishen Chundur
Race and others, defendants.
In this case the petitioner sued to recover the sum of rupees
15-3-l6, being excess of rent extorted from him for the years 1250

(594)
and 1251, at the rate of rupees 7-9-18 each year; and also to have
his jumma ﬁxed, permanently, at a certain sum stated in his plaint.
The moonsiff decreed the excess of rent, with penalty as prescribed
in Section 52, Regulation 8, 1793. On appeal, the additional prin
cipal sudder ameen dismissed the claim for 1250 under Section 7,
Regulation 2, 1805 ; and nonsuited the plaintiﬂ on the claim for
1251 under Section 17, Regulation 23, 1814.
[The same order was passed in this case as in the case No. 501,
preceding]

THE

_¢-

30111

SEPTEMBER

1847.

PRESENT:
O.

TUCKER,

EsQ.,
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JUDGE.

-

PETITION No. 593 or 1846.
IN the matter of the petition of Ramlochun Koond, ﬁledin this
Court on the 24th August 1846, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the additional principal sudder
ameen of zillah Hooghly, under date the 29th May 1846 ; reversing
that of the moonsiff of Rajapore, under date 26th February 1846,
in the case of Ramlochun Koond, plaintiff, versus Kishen Chlmdur
Raee and others, defendants.
In this case the petitioner sued to recover the sum of rupees
15-5-4, being excess of rent extorted from him for the years 1250
and 1251, at the rate of rupees 7-10-12 each year; and also to
have his jumma ﬁxed, permanently, at a certain sum stated in his
plaint. The moonsiif decreed the excess of rent, with penalty as
On appeal, the addi
prescribed in Section 52, Regulation 8, 1793.
tional principal sudder ameen dismissed the claim for 1250 under
Section 7, Regulation 2, 1805; and nonsuited the plaintiff on the claim
for 1251 under Section 17, Regulation 23, 1814.
[The same order was passed in this case as in the case No. 501,
preceding]

--$1

THE 30TH SEPTEMBER
PRESENT
C.

TUCKER,

Pnrrrrron No. 594

IN

of

1847.

:

ESQ.,
UDGE.

J

or

1846.

the petition of Sheebram Nundee and others, ﬁled
in this Court on the 24th August 1846, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of the additional principal sudder
ameen of zillah Hooghly, under date the 29th May 1846 ; reversing
that of the moonsiif of Rajapore, under date 26th February 1846,
the matter

I

(595)
in

the case of Sheebram Nundee and others, plaintiffs, versus Kishen

Clllllldlll‘ Raee and others, defendants.
In this case the petitioners sued to recover the

sum of rupees 17-0-14,
excess of rent extorted from them for the years 1250 and 1251,
at the rate of
8-8-7 each year ; and also to have their jumma
ﬁxed, permanenmtpees
y, at a certain sum stated in their plaint. The moon
siff decreed the excess of rent, with penalty as prescribed in Sec
tion 52, Regulation 8, 17 93. On appeal, the additional principal
sudder ameen dismissed the claim for 1250 under Section 7, Regu

being

lation 2, 1805; and nonsuited the plaintiffs on the claim for 1251
under Section 17, Regulation 23, 1814.
[The same order was passed in this case as in the case No. 501,
preceding.]

n+2

.

THE 30TH SEPTEMBER

1847.

PRESENT:
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C.

TUCKER,

ESQ.,

JUDGE.
PETITION No. 595 or 1846.
IN the matter of the petition of Chedam Das and others, ﬁled in
this Court on the 24th August 1846,
the admission of a
praying-‘for
ad 'tional principal sudder
special appeal from the decision of the
ameen of zillah
under date the 29th May 1846; reversing
Hooghlfy,
that of the moonsiff
o Rajapore, under date 29th February 1846,
in the case of Chedam Das and others, plaintiffs, versus Kishen
Chundur Raee and others, defendants.

In this case the petitioners sued to recover the sum of rupees 12-2-12,
being excess of rent extorted from them for the years 1250 and 1251,
at the rate of rupees 6-1-6 each year; and also to have their jumma
ﬁxed, permanently, at a certain sum stated in their plaint. The moon
siif decreed the excess of rent, with penalty as prescribed in Section 52,
On appeal, the additional principal sudder
Regulation 8, 1793.
ameen dismissed the claim for 1250 under Section 7,
Regulation 2,
1805 ; and nonsuited the plaintiffs on the claim for 1251 under Sec
tion 17, Regulation 23, 1814.
[The same order was passed in this case as in the case No. 50],
preceding]

tin

THE 30TH SEPTEMBER

1847.

PRESENT :
C.

TUCKER,

PETITION No.

IN

596

EsQ.,
JUDGE.

or

1846.

the matter of the petition of Seettaram Nundee and others, ﬁled
on the 24th August 1846, praying for the admission

in this Court

(596)
a special appeal from the decision of the additional principal sudder
ameen of zillah Hooghly, under date the 29th May 1846; reversing
that of the moonsiff of Rajapore, under date 28th February 1846,

of

in the case of Seettaram Nundee and others, plaintiffs,
°
Chundur Race and others, defendants.

In this

versus

Kishen

case the petitioners sued to recover the sum of rupees
8-13-4-2, being excess of rent extorted from them for the years 1250
and 1251, at the rate of rupees 4-6-12 each year; and also to have
their jumma ﬁxed, permanently, at a certain sum stated in their plaint.
The moonsiif decreed the excess of rent, with penalty as prescribed
in Section 52, Regulation 8, 17 93. On appeal, the additional prin
cipal sudder ameen dismissed the claim for 1250 under Section 7,
Regulation 2, 1805; and nonsuited the plaintiffs on the claim for
1251 lmder Section 17, Regulation 23, 1814.
[The same order was passed in this case as in the case No. 501,
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preced1ng.]

(597)
Tau

21>

Ocronnn

1847.

PRESENTS

TUCKER, Esq.
Sm R. BARLOW,

C.

_

and
BAR.T.,

Juoens.

'

.

J. A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY Jones.
CASE N0. 133 or 1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Deputy Commissioner
of Chota Nagpore, September 26th, 1844 ,- aﬂirming a decree pass
ed by the Principal Assistant of Lohurdugga, January l9th, 1843.

MUHARAJAH JUGGURNATH

SAHEE DEO, APPELLANT,

(DEFENDANT,)
‘U8 TSMS
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AFZUL ALI KHAN, Rnsrowosxr, (PLAINTIFE)
Wukeel of Appellant—Abas Ali Khan.
Wukeel of Respondent—Gholam Sufdur.

THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the 12th May
1846, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker:—
‘ The plaintiff sued the defendant to recover Sicca
rupees 1,000,
with interest, for certain articles sold to defendant; and grounded
his suit on four ikrars, signed by the defendant, acknowledging the
purchae and promising to pay the amount on a certain date, and
having failed on one date, the subsequent ilcrar bound the defen
dant to pay interest. The defendant admitted the transaction, but
stated that he had paid almost the whole at different periods; but,
the exact amount, still due, he did not state.
‘ Not
being able to prove his assertions, the courts below, on the
abovementioned ilrrars, supported by witnesses, decreed for the
plaintiff.
‘ The defendant
applies for a special appeal, on the
that the said ikrars are all on plain paper, and, as such,
missible in evidence; and, further, that on the back of one
mention is made of a payment, in part, of three hundred

ground
not ad
of them
rupees,

which was not allowed him.
‘ sent for the documents in
question, and called for explan
ation from the courts below for admitting them in evidence.
I am
of opinion that the documents should have been engrossed on
stampt paper, before they could be admitted; and, notwithstanding
what the deputy commissioner says of the claim being proved
by witnesses, independent of the documents, it is clear from the
decree that they formed the foundation of the suit, and were

I

\

it,

(593)

;

is

I

and that they were taken into consider
ﬁled in support of
admit
ation in the disposal of it. Under these circumstances,
the special appeal, to try whether an action, founded specially on
admissible, or not.’
such documents,
The Court observe that the papers ﬁled as evidence in this case,—
all of which are admitted by the defendant,—partake of a two-fold
character, viz. that of letters, and of engagements for the payment
of money and, with advertence to what appears to be not an
unusual practice in that part of the country, between buyers and
sellers of goods, they look upon them rather as private communi
cations between the parties, in the way of correspondence, than as
bonds, or such like engagements.
Under these circumstances, the Court see no reason for any
interference with the judgments of the lower courts, and dismissA
the appeal with costs.

Tan

21>

*

Ocronna

1847.

C.

'

TUCKER, Esq.

Sm R.

and

BARLOW,

BAR.'l‘.,

Junozs.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
Tnuronmnr JUDGE.

PETITION No. 414

or

1847.

;

a

IN the matterof the petition of Jye Nurain Dutt, ﬁled in this
Court on the 9th July 1847, praying for the admission of special
appeal from the decision of Mr. H. Stainforth, Judge of Sylhet,
reversing that of the principal
under date the 7th April 1847
sudder ameen of that district, under date the 18th August i846,
in the case of Juggurnath Dutt and others, plaintiffs, versus the

a

is

a

is

is

petitioner and others, defendants.
It hereby certiﬁed that the said application
granted on the
following grounds :—
debt on bond, executed by
. \ The plaintiﬁs sued for recovery of
Musst. Oloka Dassee and the petitioner. The principal sudder
ameen dismissed the claim; but his decree was reversed by the
zillah judge for the reasons given in his judgment, which
recorded at length at page 48 of the Decisions, for Zillah Sylhet
for the month of April last.
We can see no grounds for the admission of special appeal in
connection with the various reasons recorded by the zillah judge,

\
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Pnnsnnrz

u

(599)
for the decision, at which he has. arrived in regard to the justness
of the claim of the plaintiffs: but the decree has been given solely
against ye N urain,the petitioner ; whereas Musst. Oloka executed
the bond jointly with him, and no reason has been given for ex
cluding her from liability under it.
Under these circumstances, we remand the case, in order, that

J

the zillah judge may correct his order by giving the decree against
Musst. Oloka Dassee and the petitioner jointly, or stating his
This being the only ground for
reasons for excluding the former.
interference in special appeal, with the order of the judge, he will
conﬁne himself to this point.

-9

_

Tns

20

Ocronsn l847.

Pnssmwr:
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
Sm R. BARLOW, BAR'I‘.,
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J.

J unoss.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY

CASE N0. 26 or

Juno-1-:.

1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Additional Principal
Sudder Ameen of Zillah Hooghly, August 2lst, 1844 ; reversing a
decree passed by the Moonsiﬁ" of Jehanabad, May 28th, I844.

SHEIKH SARKUTOOLLA,

APPELLANT,

(PLA1N’1‘lFF,)

versus

SHEIKH BUKSOO

AND ANOTHER
DAN rs.)

Rssronnsnrs,

(Duran

Wukeel of Appellant——Aftab0odeen.
Wukeel of Respondent--Nilmoney Baneriee.

.Tn1s case was admitted to special appeal, on the 5th February
1846, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. W. B.

Jackson :-—
‘ The
principal

sudder ameen records in his decree, ﬁrst, that
the bond on which the case turns is inadmissible, because
it speciﬁes no term within which the money is to be returned.
Second. _ The witnesses to it cannot read and write, consequently
their evidence is of no force to prove the bond. I consider both
these reasons bad; and the proceeding of the principal sudder
ameen, in dismissing the claim on such grounds alone, irregular and
The bond in question
unjust, and contrary to established usage.
he states to contain a condition, that it is payable on demand.’

'

(699)
We ﬁnd that a copy of the decree, passed by the moonsiﬁ’ in this
case, was not ﬁled till the 5th February l846,——the principal sudder
ameen’s decree bearing date the 21st August 1844,-consequently

the special appeal was inadmissible under Sections 2 and 3,

Act 3,

1843.

The decision of the -moonsiff not having been ﬁled within three
months from the decision of the principal sudder ameen, conse
quently the appeal cannot be heard, and is dismissed with costs.
._<>_.
THE 4ru OCTOBER

1847.

PRESENT:
R. H.

RATTRAY

and

A. DICK, ESQRS.,
JUDGES.

W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
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CASE No. 69 or

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Behar, Heddyut Ali Khan, November 19th, I846.

SYUD KUBEER HOSEIN

AND

APPELLANTS,

MOHUMMUD

HOSEIN,

(DEFENDANTS,)

versus
~

MUSST. MOTEE SOONDREE DASEE, RESPONDENT,
(PLA1Nr1Fr.)

Wukeels of Appellants-—-Hamid Rusool and Aftaboodeen.
Wulceels of Respondent-Gobind Chundur Mookerjea and Mushee
0-deen Ahmad.

THIS suit was instituted by respondent on the 12th April 1844,
to recover from appellants Company’s rupees 9,544, principal and
interest, being the amount embezzled by the latter between the
months of Assin and Assar 1250 Fuslee, in connexion with the
management of the talook of Malee-dalee and other taloo/cs.
The parties to the suit are the same as were before the Court
on the 22d June 1846, whose case was published as No. 55 of
1845, on that date; and the lands are those then the subject of
enquiry: the action arose out of the adjustment of accounts,
alluded to then as not having been prepared; and altogether, the
case may be considered, as the concluding
sequent of what was
before exhibited.
The plaint sets forth, that the estate of Malee-dalee, &c. was
leased in farm by respondent to appellants, from 1249 to l255 F .,

(601)
both years inclusive

; that, in 1249, appellants fell in balance, and
threw up the lease in the beginning of l250, the ﬁrst year only
having expired ; that respondent nevertheless appointed them to
manage the estate on her own account; but being dissatisﬁed
with their conduct, she turned them out: this was on the 8th
Assar I250; they having held the management from the lst of
the preceding Assin.
From the accounts rendered by appellants,
respondent compiles the following statement, explanatory of the
claim now preferred by her :—

Deduct borrowed without

l0

I

0

0

Remains,......... Rs. 41,305

l0

I

0

0

8,663 10
880 l2

6

6

7

authority,............

'

Deduct Government revenue,
25,282
Paid in Calcutta through Kubeer
Hosein,

Bakayaof

.........
1249

..........
F.,. .....
....... ..
,
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iii
45,875
4,570

..........

Total amount collected,

Rs.
,,

0

6,407

0

0 0
0 ,0

-i-——
951

Due to respondent,............ .... ..
Add interest, .... ....................
Total due, ....
Respondent gives a
inserted in the account
liability ; these amount,
the particulars of the
furnished.

detail of various
of appellants, for
in the aggregate,
remaining portion

32,641

9,544

1

items of expenditure
which she denies her
to about 3,567 rupees:
of the 8,663 are not

Appellants, on the other hand, declare the above statement to
be unfounded; and assert that a large sum is due to themselves,
as shewn by the following abstract from the true account :—

Total amount collected, .
Total ditto expended, . . .

. . . . . . . . . . .

40,569

. . . . . . . . . . .

50,301

Due to appellants,

. . . . . .

9,731

‘

8
6
6

,_i___._....__.._.._

1
1

O

The principal sudder ameen, on entering upon the case, observes
In the ﬁrst
that the issue must turn upon each particular item.
instance, he remarks a difference of rupees 5,306-2 between the
amount of collections as given by the parties respectively: this
consists of two items, rupees 4,354-ll, borrowed by appellants
for the use of the estate, and rupees 901-7, bakaya of the year

(609)
He deter-‘
1249 F.,'when the estate was in farm to appellants.
mines that both these items should be struck out, to which even
tually respondent consents: the sum to be accounted for by appel
.... ............... 40,569-8-0.
lants, being thus reduced to rupees
He then deducts :-_
' -' -'
l 6
1,736
(1) Various expenses, . . . . ..
.'
(2) Government revenue, .. 25,282 l5 4
and
. . . .
2
Cash
6
6,407
hoondees,
(3)
\ 1
33,426 3 3

-4--——

He further deducts:

Remains in dispute, 7,143

6

'4

(1) Revenue paid byappellants,

admitted by respondent’s
wulreel,
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(2)

. . . . . .. .

..

Ditto paid by appellants,

70710

September 27th 1842, or
'
8th Assar 1250 F., as not r
included in the former
case between the parties,
6,136

5

0

1

— 6,843

Remains unaccounted for, by appellants, and
due to respondent, L . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..

For this
against this
the method
three items

I

i

299

5

5

sum he gives an award in favor of respondent: and
she (respondent) appeals, not objecting generally to

adopted in determining the suit, but urging that the
in the principal sudder ameen’s account, viz :—

Bakaya of 1249,

Rupees

. . . .

Government revenue,.

Ditto,

15

.

. . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

951

707
6,136

0
0
0

0
0
0

had been already allowed ; and that consequently they are charged
tw,ice over.
The last two items in particular, she represents as
forming part of a charge of rupees 25,282, under a separate item,
sudder
on account of Government revenue, in the principal
y
ameen’s account.
Appellants 'rest their appeal generally on their original state
ment, of their being creditors of, instead of debtors to respondent.
They admit that the 6,136 rupees was paid on account of the reve
nue of I249 F., as asserted by respondent: but still insist that it
should nevertheless be debited to her in the a'ccount; and, further,
they deny that the 707 rupees forms a part of the 25,282 rupees
They object to the sums allowed
charged to revenue payments.
by the principal sudder ameen on account of collect.ions,——durbar,
&c.,-—1,736 rupees, declaring the amount to have really been ru

7

i

693

)

it,

pees 5,970; and, also, to the item of 6,407 rupees allowed by him
for cash disbursements and cost of hoondees : the sum actually paid,
being rupees 11,252.
We are of opinion, that the basis assumed by the principal sud
der ameen, in his settlement of this account, is correct.
Both
parties admit that the amount of collections, to be accounted for
by appellants, is rupees 40,569.
The objection of respondent to the deductions, made by the
principal sudder ameen, is easily disposed of. We ﬁnd, that the
bakaya of 1249 F. has not been charged twice over; and, as it
was certainly the property of appellants, as the teelradars of that
The other items objected to, by her,
year, it was rightly allowed.
6,136:
both of which are payments on
are rupees 707 and rupees
of
revenue.
account
Government
Respondent says, .they were
included in the 25,282 rupees, the revenue payment already admit
ted as a charge ; but this is disproved by the Government receipts,
ﬁled by appellants, amounting to rupees 32,126, which is, in
fact, the total amount of the three items together, thus : 25,282 +
707 + 6,136 = 32,125. There is no doubt therefore that this ob
jection is futile ; the whole of the 32,125 rupees having been paid
into the Government treasury, on account of the revenue of the
estate in question.
.
But, it is admitted by appellants, that the 6,136 rupees was
paid on account of the revenue of 1249 F. ; and as the accounts be
tween the parties for that year were settled in the case No. 55 of
1845, decided in June 1846, that sum must, of course, have been
We ac
included in them, and cannot be allowed in this account.
leaving the total to be passed on account of
cordingly reject
revenue in the matter before us, at 25,990 rupees.
Appellants object to the item of 1,736 rupees allowed by the
principal sudder ameen, under the admission of respondent, on
account of servants, durbar, courts of justice, and miscellaneous
urging, that the sum actually disbursed on these ac
expenses
counts, was rupees 5,970, under the following heads :—

.

.

. . . .

.

.

.

.

.

. . . .

.

.'

. . . . . . . . . . .
.

. . . . . . .
. . . .

.

.

. . . . .

. . . . . .

.

.

. . . .

.

‘*3

(1) Pay of servants, . . .
(2) Durbar expenses, . . .
. . . .
(3) Miscellaneous,
. . . . .
(4) Nuzzurana,

.

;

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1,565

3,419
586
400

Total 5,970

a

But their _wukeel admits that he has no receipts to shew for the
and the ﬁrst differs only, in
last three items
slight degree, from
We think therefore that
what has been admitted by respondent.
the principal sudder ameen was right in allowing only the 1,736
rupees so admitted.
;
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(

1

(604)
Appellants again allege the expenditure of rupees l 1,252, on
account of cash and hoondees furnished to respondent : the princi
pal sudder ameen allowing only rupees 6,407, as admitted by res
We ﬁnd that appellants have ﬁled respondent’s own
pondent.
receipts for rupees 8,061 ; and though respondent denies these, she
cannot shew any good ground for impugning them, bearing as
From her own statement it is
they do her seal and signature.
plain that some of them are genuine, and she does not point out
which are the forgeries.
Two other accounts are ﬁled amounting
to rupees 1,006, but they are addressed to appellants as teekadars ;
and the farm accounts having been settled in the former case, we
do not pass them, and we consider-‘appellants entitled to credit for
this 8,061 rupees, and further, to 1,302 rupees, admitted by res
pondent to have been paid separately, in six items, as set forth in
her own statement.
The total therefore for which appellants
are to have credit, in this instance, is rupees 9,363; and the
account between the parties will then stand thus :—
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Total collected,

...........

.......

Deduct paid by appellants :—
(1) Expenses of servants, durbar and miscel
laneous,
..... .. 1,736
(2) Government revenue,........................ 25,990
9,363
(3) Cash and hoondees to respondent,

Rs.

---

Remains due from appellantsto respondent,

40,569

37,089

Rs.

3,480

We amend the decree of the principal sudder ameen accord
ingly; adjudging the sum of rupees 3,480 to respondent, with
interest from the date of the close of the account, viz. the 8th
Assar 1250 F., or 20th June l843, to this date, and interest on
the whole, principal and interest, consolidated, from this date to
the date of payment.
Costs chargeable to appellants.

G

(605)
Tm:
R. H.

Ocronsa l847.
Pnssnwr :

41*“

RATTRAY

A. DICK,

and

ESQ.RS.,

J one:-:s.

W. B. JACKSON, Eso.,

TEMPORARY Jones. l
CASE No. 102 0P l847.
Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the Principal Sudder/lmeen
of Behar, Heddyut Ali Khan, November l9th, I846.

MUSST. MO'I‘EE SOONDREE DASEE, APPELLANT,
(PLAINTIFF,)

SYUD KUBEER HOSEIN

versus

AND

MOHUMMUD HOSEIN,

REsPoN1)nN'rs,

(DEFENDANTS.)
of Appellant—Hamid Rusool and Aftaboodeen.
Wukeels of Respondents-—Gobind Chundur lllokerjea and
U/ukeels

.
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.Mushee-0-deen Ahmad.

Tnls is the counter appeal mentioned in the case No. 69 of I847,
disposed of this day. The particulars are recorded under that
number; and a copy of the Court’s proceedings will be ﬁled with
those in the present appeal, in which (as there shewn) we amend
the decree of the principal sudder ameen, adjudging the sum of
rupees 3,480 to appellant, with interest from the date of the close
of the account, viz. the 8th Assar 1250 F., or 20th June 1843, to
this date, and interest on the whole, principal and interest, conso
lidated, from this date to the date of payment.
Costs, chargeable in proportion to the amount decreed, as com
,
pared with that claimed by appellant.
A

-—3_

Tm; 5'ru Ocrossn
‘

PRESENT:

C.

1847.

TUCKER, Eso.,
Juncs.

PETITION No.

13

or

.

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Sheikh Musheerooddeen, ﬁled
in this Court on the 5th February 1846, praying for the ad
mission of a special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder
ameen of zillah Midnapore, under date the 12th November 1845 ;
reversing that of the moonsiff of Nekashee, under date l9th May
1845, in the case of Bhukoo Bibi and others, plaintiffs, versus
Sheikh Musheerooddeen, defendant.
When this case was appealed, notice ms issued to the peti
tioner, the respondent, on 5th September 1845, but not served
till the 18th.

(696)
The Court was closed for the Dusserah vacation till the 2d No
The petitioner appeared and ﬁled a wukalulnamah on
vember.
10th November, and the case was decided against him by the prin
cipal sudder ameen on the 12th, before he put in his answer.
As there is no reason assigned for this precipitancy, I admit a
special appeal; and remand the proceedings, as incomplete, under
The
the provisions of Clause l, Section 2, Regulation 9, l83l.
principal sudder ameen will give the petitioner an opportunity of
ﬁling his answer to the petition of appeal, and then proceed to
dispose of the case.

‘_"_F
Tnr: l8'rn Novsmnlm
PRESENT :

1847.

A. DICK, EsQ.,

Jonas.
,

CASE No.

172 or-' 1846.
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Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal
Ameen of Zillah Hooghly, Moulvee Osman Ali.

Sudder

RAM CHUNDUR SEAL, APPELLANT, (PLAINTlFF,)
versus

MUTHOORANATH BRIJBASEE

AND

HUREE PREEA,

nls WIFE, RESPONDENTS, (DEFENDAN'l‘S.)

Wukeels of Appellant—Abas Ali and Muheeoodeen
Wu/reel of Resp0ndents—Kishen Kishore Ghose.

Mohummud.

SUIT laid at ll,559 Company’s rupees, amount of a decree
obtained against Muthooranath ; and for payment thereof, out of a
surplus in deposit at’the collectorate from sale of a putnee estate.
The appellant contended, that the pulnee belonged to Muthoora
nath, and was purchased by him in the name of his wife, Huree
Preea; and therefore was liable for the amount decreed.
Huree Preea denied that the purchase was made by her hus
band; asserting that she herself made the purchase of the putnee,
and paid the price out of her own property left to her by her father
(stridhun,) and that consequently it was not liable for any debts of
»
her husband.
The principal sudder ameen, deeming the evidence adduced by
plaintiff altogether insufficient, dismissed the suit.
The only proof adduced by the appellant is the testimony of ,
several mere hearsay witnesses, to the fact that the property belong
ed to Muthooranath, and not a particle in refutation of the assertion’
of Huree Preea, resporfdent. On the other hand, he has ﬁled the
usual certiﬁcate of purchase from the collectorate in her own name :
"
therefore appeal dismissed with full costs.

(607)
Novnmmn I847.

Tn:-1 23n

Pnasmwr:

R. H. RATTRAY,

ESQ.-,

Jones.

'

CASE No. 256 or 1846.
Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the Principal Sudder Ameen
of Tirhoot, Niamut Ali Khan, July 22d, 1846.

MUSST. JYSREE KOWUR, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)

BULDEO NURAIN

versus
AND

SINGH

ornuns,

RESPONDENTS,

,

(PLA1N'l‘IFFS.)

of

it

it,

Tnls suit was instituted by respondents, on the 30th May 1844,
to recover from appellant Company’s rupees 18,055-6-8, principal
and interest, as mesne proﬁts due on 229 biggahs, 18 biswahs,
9 dhoors of land, situated in mouzah Gobindpore-deareh, alias
Teruh-ruseea, pergurmah Hajeepore, from 1234 to 1241 Fuslee.
To render this case, and other cases connected with
more
seems advisable to exhibit the names
the
clearly intelligible,
parties to the original suit for the land, the mesne proﬁts of which
are claimed, and have been adjudged in the lower courts.
The plaintiff, in the land suit, were Methoo Singh, Byjnath
Bukhsh, Keenoo Singh, and Musst. Phool Kowur (widow of Birj
Lal Singh, and mother of Buldeo Nurain Singh and Hurdeo Singh,
minors,) who sued the defendants, Adea Dutt, Oda Singh, Surja
Kowur, urao Kowur (the two last named, widows of Opindur
Singh, brother of Oja Singh,) Phulwan Singh, Ajeet Nurain, Hur
deb N urain, ugdeo Nurain, Hurbuns Nurain, Rughoobuns N urain,
and Raee Koosul Singh: the claim being 547 biggahs, l3 biswahs
of land, in the village of Gobindpore. A decree in favor of the plain
an ameen being deputed,
tiffs was passed on the 18th July 1833
under the provisions of it, to put them (the plaintiffs) in possession,
statement, in detail, of the quantity
with instructions to submit
taken
from
each
with view to the more ready
defendant,
land
of
accounts
and
of
future
claims, pending or likely to
adjustment
come before theicourts, in connexion with the property, and those
"
appearing to have an interest in it.
On the land decree being passed, petition was presented by
the plaintiffs for the mesne proﬁts due for the period of dispos
session; but, with reference to the Circular Order of the llth
January 1839, this was refused to be summarily adjudged, and
the applicants were referred to the courts, to establish their claim by
a

a

a

:

J

J
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Wukeels of Appellant—E. Colebroohe and Rama Purshad Race.
Wukeels of Respondents—-—Purs~un Koomar Thakur and Ameer Ali.

1

I

(603)

prosecutors.
The total of mesne proﬁts found due to respondents, on the
report furnished by the ameen deputed on the occasion, was pro
tested against by appellant, as exceedinggwhat had been made by
respondents themselves on their original plaint, according to the,
therein acknowledged, just rate of valuation of the produce of the
different kinds of land decreed to them; and this rate being
adopted as the basis of his account, the principal sudder ameen
passed a decree for (principal and interest) Company’s rupees
12,264-3-4; with interest on the whole to the date of payment.
The objections in appeal were on points of account, and against
the cognizance of distinct suits for the mesne proﬁts, when the
original action for the land was against the occupants collectively,
but there did not appear any ground whatever for interfering with
~
the judgment impugned.
The decree of the principal sudder ameen is affirmed; with
costs chargeable to appellant.
_

._¢_.

THE 23D NOVEMBER

1847.

PnEsE1\"r:

R. H. RATTRAY, ESQ.,
‘

JUDGE.

CASE No

or 1847.

13

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Tirhoot, Niamut Ali Khan, July 22d, 1846.

MUSST._SUR.JA

KOWUR, APPELLANT,

(DEEENDAN13)

’U87‘8’M8

BULDEO NURAIN SINGH

AND ornERs,

RESPONDENTSL

(P1.A1N'r1Frs.)
Wukeel of Appellant—J.
Wukeels of Réspondents—Pursun

G. Waller.

Koomar Thalcur and Ameer

Ali.

w

ll;

THIS suit was instituted by respondents, on the 9th‘, January
1843, to recover from appellant (the heir of Oda Singh, deceased )
Company’s rupees 12,776-10-8, principal and interest, as mesrie
dhoor of land, situated in
proﬁts due on 191 biggahs, 17 biswahs,

O
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the usual regular course of judicial procedure. Four separate actions
were brought in consequence: of which, the present is an appeal
from the judgment passed in one.
The appellant, in this suit, is the widow of Dost Dowun Singh,
the son of Adea Dutt, deceased, a defendant in the former suit;
the respondents, Buldeo Nurain and _others, having been in
person, or by representatives in consequence of minority, the

I

-

609

(

)

_

alias Teruh-ruseea, pergunnah Hajee
mouzah Gobindpore-deareh
I241
Fuslee.
to
1234
from
pore,
The particulars of the case will be found under that of No. 256 of
1846, disposed of this day* ; and it only remains to record, that the
decree of the principal sudder ameen, adjudging to respondents
Company’s rupees 7,873-12-4, appearing a fair and equitable de
cision, is aﬂirmed, with costs chargeable to appellant.
.

Tus

Novsmmu.

24111

1847.

Pnssswr :
R. H. RA'I"I‘RAY, ESQ.,

Jones.

.

CASE No. 257 or 1846.
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’

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Tirhoot, Niamut Ali Khan, June 27!/z, 1846.

MUSST.

JYSREE KOWUR,

APPELLANT,

(DEFENDANT,

wrra THIRTEEN o'rnr;ns,)
11878248

MUSST. SURJA KOWUR, (PLAI‘.\T'I‘IFF,) BHUGWUNT
NURAIN SINGH AND ornsus, Rsspoxnmwrs.
Wukeels of Appellant—E. Calebrooke and Rama Purshad Raee.
Wukeels of Resp0ndents—Gopal Kishen Raee and Aman

Ali Khan.

.

Tms suit was instituted by Musst. Surja Kowur, on the 15th
to recover from

May

1844,

lands

of talook Gobindpore,

and others Company’s
as~mesne proﬁts on the
and other taloo/es, the hereditary
appellant

rupees 99,810-ll, principal and interest,

estate of Baboo Oda Singh.

On the 27th May 184], Musst. Surja Kowur, as the heir of
Oda Singh, obtained a ﬁnal decree in the Sudder Court against
Dost Dowun Singh and others, for the laloolrs in question. On
the death of Dost Dowun Singh, an action was brought against
his widow and others for the mesne proﬁts, which ended in a.
decree against the widow (appellant) only; but this decree was
not in favor of the original plaintiff, Musst. Surja Kowur, but of
the respondents, Bhugwunt Nurain Singh and others: to whom,
some two years after the institution of the suit by her, and three
months prior to the date of decision, the claim (dawee) had been
sold. The amount decreed was Company’s rupees 46,043-13-11%.
This transfer of the claim, by sale and purchase, formed the
principal, and eventually (all else being withdrawn) the only
* Vide page 607.

(610)
ground of appeal; the proceeding being considered to constitute
what in English law is termed ‘ champerty.’
Now, ﬁnd a case, decided in this Court on the 18th November
1833, ‘ Sukeena Khanum versus Luft Ali,’ in which, after the
action was brought, but before judgment was passed, the suit
(dawee) was sold to Moulvee Affzul Ali, whose name was sub
stituted for the plaintiffs, and in whose favor the decree was
pronounced and recorded.
In another case, Issur Chundnr Ghose versus Nil Komul Pal
Chowdhree and others, No. 228 of 1844, the claim (land with
mesne proﬁts) was dismissed in the zillah, and the decision aﬂirmed
in the Sudder Court: but a review of judgment was afterwards
allowed in the latter, when the claim was sold to one Gobind
Chundur Dutt, whose name was, on petition, substituted for that
of the plaintiff.
With such precedents, and have reason to believe many others
might be furnished from the Court’s records,
reject the plea urged
by appellant; and aﬂirm the decree of the principal sudder ameen
with costs.

I
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Tm: 24'rn Novnmsna 1847.

J.

PRESENT:

7

A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
TEMPORARY

_
1

PE'r1'rIoN

No.

194

or

-

Jones.

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Musst. Annund Mye and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 23d April 1846, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of Moulvee Abool Khyr

Mohummud, principal sudder ameen of Tipperah, under date the
24th January 1846; aﬂirming that of the moonsiﬁ’ of Ameergong,
under date the 13th September 1845, in the case of the petitioners,
plaintiffs, versus Mohummud Naiui and others, defendants.

It

is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The defendants alleged, that they held 5 lchanees of land under a
They let it out to two
deed of sale executed _by the plaintiffs.
Ikhtear Manjee. The
and
name
Shumshere
Manjee
tenants, by
and
in
their
failed
tenants
paying
rents,
the defendants proceeded
The tenants then sued
1812.
5,
under
them
Regulation
against
in
court
in
m0onsiff’s
the
separate suits, alleging
the defendants
The ultimate
of
the
tenants
thepresent plaintiffs.
that they were
and that
Shumshere
was
decreed,
of
the
case
Manjee
that
result was,
on
some
technical
dismissed
ground.
of Ikhtear Manjee

-(
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)
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The present plaintiffs urge that the land was not absolutely,
but only conditionally sold (in other words mortgaged) to the

defendants, and that the tenants properly paid their rents to them.
The virtual result of the two decrees, however, given in the cases
of the tenants was to establish the right of the present plaintiffs to
one half the lands, and the defendants’ right to the other half.
The plaintiffs accordingly brought the present action to esta
blish their right to the lands occupied, as lessee, by Ikhtear Manjee;
and the present defendants brought a separate action to establish
their right to the lands occupied by Shumshere Manjec.
The moonsiff dismissed the claim of the present plaintiffs, and
decreed that in which the present defendants are plaintiffs.
The
on
both,
sudder
the
ameemdismised
principal
chieﬂy
ground that
both suits are barred by the rule of limitation.
The effect of the principal sudder ameen’s decision, is, that the
statements of both parties are set aside ; and, according to his view of
the case, a moiety of the lands belongs to the plaintiffs, the other
moiety to the defendants, both shares being held on precisely the
same footing: added to this, there can be no application of the law
of limitation to a case of mortgage. The cases should have been
decided together; and then, probably, the principal sudder ameen
would have avoided the error of passing two judgments, which, in
fact, are opposed to each other.
They will be returned to him, in
order, that he may decide the question of right between the par
ties, and thus ﬁnally adjust their disputes.

iii

.

THE 24'ru NovEMEEE

1847.

PaEsENT:

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
Tsmronamr JUDGE.
R

PET1TroN No. 456 or 1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Mohummud Naim

and others,
filed in this Court on the 2'/'th July 1847, praying for the admission
ofaspecial appeal from the decision of Moulvee Abool Khyr Mo
hummud, principal sudder ameen of Tipperah, under date the 28th
April 1847; reversing that of the moonsiﬁ' of Ameergong, under
date the 9th September 1846, in the case of the petitioners, plain
tiffs, versus Tarachand Deo and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The particulars of this case are given in the case of petition No.
194 of 1846, disposed of this day. Both cases are returned to the
principal sudder ameen for re-investigation and decision.

(612)
Tum 25'rn Novmunsn

J.

Pnssnur

‘

I847.

:

A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
Tmuroasnx Jones.
PETITION No. 468 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Hurchundur Kur and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 3lst July l847, praying for the admission
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of a special appeal from the decision of Mohummud Kuleem,
principal sudder ameen of Backergunge, under date the lst May
1847; altering that of the moonsilf of Cowkhalee, under date 16th
June 1846, in the case of Fuqrooddeen Ahmud, plaintiff, versus

r
the petitioners, defendants.
on the
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said applihation is granted
A
:—
following grounds
,_
The plaintiff sued the defendants for the assessment of certain
lands, agreeably to a notice issued under Section 9, Regulation 5,
1812; and to compel them to enter into engagements with him
for the rents. The defendants rebutted the claim, on the ground
that the lands did not belongt o the plaintiff ; and Brindabun
Chowdhree and others, appeared as third parties, claiming portion
of the lands as appertaining to their estate.
The moonsitf gavea partial judgment for the plaintiff, awarding him
a portion of his claim ; but rejectingthe rest, on the ground that the
lands belonged to the claimants, Brindabun Chowdhree and others.
From this decision two appeals were preferred, one by the
plaintiff, the other by the defendants: the former for the portion
.
rejected, the latter for the portion allowed.
The principal sudder ameen pronounced judgment in terms
which may be translated thus :—‘ The appeals to be dismissed; the
order of the moonsiff to be conﬁrmed, with this modiﬁcation, that
the plaintiff be nonsuited, and the reasons given by the moonsiff,
for admitting the claim of the third party, to be set aside.’
From this very strange order two appeals have been specially
preferred: one by the defendants, the other by the claimants; not
against the mere order of the principal sudder ameen, but against
the whole reasoning and grounds of his judgment, which are
entirely in favor of the plaintiﬁ‘, though the order is one of nonsuit.
The alleged reason for the nonsuit was, that the notice under
Section 9, Regulation 5, l8l2was issued in the month of Bhadoon,
If the principal sudder ameen
instead of the month of Jeyt.
thought that the case should, on this account, be nonsuited, he
should have so ordered, without entering into the merits of the
claim on other grounds.
His judgment is a tissue _of contradic
tions and inconsistencies.
I admit the appeal, and remand the case to the principal sudder
ameen to be disposed of with reference to the foregoing remarks.

(613)

p

THE

J.

2511:

Novsxuman

Pansmrr

I847.

:

A. F. HAWKINS, Esa-,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No. 469 or 1847.

'
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IN the matter of the petition of Brindabun Chundur Chowdhree,
ﬁled in this Court on the 3lst July 18-17, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of Mohummud Kuleem,
principal sudder ameen of Backergunge, under date the 30th
April 1847, altering that of the moonsiff of Cowkhalee, under date
16th June 1846, in the case -.of Fuqrooddeen Alnnud, plaintiff,
versus Hurchundur Kur and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds : —
The particulars of this case are given in the order passed on the
The same order
petition of Hurchundur Kur, No. 468 preceding.
is passed in this case.

-TI

THE 25'rn Novnmman 1847.
PRESENT :

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No. 459 or

1847.

_ '‘
7

IN the matter of the petition of Musst. Tara Munnee Dassee,

ﬁled in this Court on the 29th July 1847, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. C. Mackay,
principal sudder ameen of Mymensingh, under date the 27th April
1847; reversing that of the moonsiﬁ‘ of Bazeetpore, in the case of
the petitioner, plaintilf, versus Ram Ruttun Shah and others,
defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The plaintiffs sued the defendants to recover the sum of
145 rupees,
annas, 8 gundahs, on a balance of account; and
obtained an e.z' parte decree against one of the defendants, named
Chundur Kishore Shah, who appealed therefrom, and the case
was then referred to the principal sudder ameen.
The principal sudder ameen tried the appeal on its merits,
after taking proof from the appellant that the notice of action had
not been served upon him from the lower court, and reversed the
moonsiﬁ"s decree.
This course of procedure is contrary to the present practice of
the courts.
If the principal sudder ameen was satisﬁed that the

ll

»(

614

)

notice had not been served, he should have quashed the rnoonsiff’s
decision ; and have remanded the case for further investigation by
'
that oﬂicer.
The principal sudder ameen, however, asserts, as one of his rea
sons for dismissing the claim, that the plaintiffs did not ﬁle their
original account books before the moonsiff, but only a copy;
whereas the moonsiff’s decree distinctly recites that they did ﬁle
the originals, and with them a copy of the defendants’ account
taken from the books, for the purpose of being left on record.
For these reasons I admit the appeal; and remand the case to
the principal sudder ameen, who will again refer it to the moonsilf
to be tried on its merits, before the parties to the suit.

-3.

THE 25TH NOVEMBER 1847.
‘
PRESENT :

J. A.

F. HAWKINS,

EsQ.,
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TEMPORARY JUDGE.
PETITION No. 473 or 1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Sheikh Noor Mohummud, ﬁled
in this Court on the 31st July 1847, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of Mr. C. Mackay, principal
sudder ameen of Mymensingh, under date the 29th April 1847;
reversing that of the moonsilf of Bazeetpore, under date the 12th
May 1846, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Mohummud

Azeem and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :-—
The plaintiff sued to recover from the defendants a portion of
certain ancestrel estates, as heir to his deceased wife, Ameena
Bibi, the daughter of one Boorhunuddeen.
The defence was, that
Ameena Bibi died before her father; and, consequently, that the
descent through her is cut off.
The moonsilf gave judgment for the plaintiff. On the appeal
of the defendants, the principal sudder _ameen proposed to the
judge to remand the case to the moonsiff, to take further evidence
as to the dates of the deaths of Boorhanuddeen
and Ameena
Bibi, which had not, in his opinion, been satisfactorily established.
The judge refused this application, and told the principal udder
The princi
ameen to decide upon the evidence already recorded.
pal sudder ameen accordingly, dissatisﬁed with the evidence for
the plaintiff, though still of opinion that the facts admitted of
further elucidation, dismissed the plaint, reversing the decision of
An application is now made for the admission of
the moonsiff.
a special appeal.

~

(615).
The judge was clearly wrong in refusing compliance with the
principal sudder ameen’s application, as further evidence, especially
that offered by the defendants, might have enabled the courts to
decide this claim in a satisfactory manner, without leaving the
result open to the doubts which now attach to it.

I admit the appeal; and remand the case, in order, that
the further evidence might be taken, and the suit disposed of after
full enquiry.

1-}:

Tnn

I

Novmnssn 1847.
Pnnsnrrr:

27111

R. H.

RATTRAY, Esq.,
Jones.

CASE No.

135

or 1847.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Behar, Heddyet Ali Khan, December 9th 1846.
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KUNHYAH LAL AWUSTEE,
.

APPELLANT,

(PLA1N'r11=F,)

versus

MUSST. RADHA KOWUR AND MUSST. DURGA KOWUR
(wrnows or CHI-NTAMUN AWUSTEE,) RESPONDENTS,
(DEFENnAN'rs.)

of Appellant—Gholam Sufdur.
Wuheel of Respondents—Bahddur Ali.

l/Vukeel

Tms suit was instituted by appellant, on the 27th Septem
ber l844, to recover from respondents the sum of Company’s
rupees 28,527-l2-3, principal and interest, due from a kothee, or
banking-house, at Sahibgunge, in which Chintamun Awustee, the
husband of respondents, was partner with appellant, from the
16th Kartik I885, to the l5th Kartik 1890 Sumbut.
‘ Sheochurn Awustee, father of appellant, and Muddun Mohun
Awustee, father of Chintamun, were brothers, and in partnership,
Chintamun had a brother, Balgovind;
as bankers at Sahibgunge.
and on the death of Muddun Mohun in 1223 Fuslee, they being
minors, their mother, Neet Kowur, acted as their representative in
On their attaining their majority, a partition of the
the house.
took place, but the lcothee continued as before. In
estate
paternal
1236 F., Balgovind died, leaving, as his heirs, his two widows,
Musst. Tejoo and Musst. Sumertoo, who drew from the Icothee
the sum required for his funeral expenses ; which sum, and all sums
drawn by them, were recorded in the name of their deceased hus
band.
Subsequently a quarrel took place between these women
and Chintamun, and they sued him for their husband’s portion:

it,

but .an amicable arrangement took place; a sum of money was paid
down by Chintamun, and a stipend settled by him on his sisters-in
law; he accepting, and receiving from them a relinquishment in
his favor, of all the rights and interests, with the liabilities, of his
deceased brother.
In 1237 F., in consequence of disputes between
Sheochurn and Chintamun, the kothee was closed; and in 1242
F., Sheochurn died, leaving his son, Kunhyah Lal, (appellant) a
minor.’ Thus far the plaint proceeds as noted. It then enters
into a long and intricate detail of matters connected with the
kothee, prior to and during the period for the proceeds of which
the action has been brought; but, under the following circumstances,
there is no occasion to enter upon these; and the case must be
disposed of, as it has been already by the lower court, with refer
ence to them alone.
It has already been stated, that the kothee was closed in 1237
F.; and from the evidence it appears, that the expression must be
taken literally, for the doors were shut and locked: and, it further
appears, that the books of the ﬁrm were removed to the house of
appellant, by whom, or under whose direction, without any com
munication whatever with Chintamun, the entries were made upon
which the present claim is founded.
One item is of long ante
cedent date; being the asserted payment by Sheochurn of the
whole of the Government revenue for certain lands (of Bhekun
pore and others,) belonging to the parties joint1y,—of which the
This
portion claimed from Chintamun is Sicca rupees 2,425-8.
payment is said to have been made for and between the years 1228
and 1236 F. ; and the claim is consequently barred by the statute
of limitation, and as not being within the period of account to which
the action is expressly limited.
With reference to these facts, urged by respondents, with other
evidence in disproof of their liability, the principal sudder ameen
dismissed the suit; and, concurring in the decision,I aﬁirm
with all costs chargeable to appellant.

ux.s—

THE

NOVEMBER 1847.
PREsEN'r:

29111

Sm R. BARLOW, BAR.T.,
'

PETITION No.

521

or

JUDGE.
1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Prosono Komar Bose, ﬁled‘ in

\

this Court on the 18th August 1847, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of the judge of Hooghly, under
date the 18th May 1847; reversing that of the moonsiff of Ooloo
burreah, under date 26th January 1847, in the case of petitioner,
~
plaintiff, versus Toota Komaree, defendant.

O
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is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on_ the
following grounds :—
The plaintiff, on the 29th December 1845, sued the defendant
before the moonsiﬂ, in order, to obtain reversal of a summary
award passed by the collector in his favor, on the 19th July l844.
Plaintiﬁ’ had previously brought an action for the same purpose,
which was struck off on default.
On the present occasion, the
moonsiff decreed for the plaintiff; which decision, however, the
judge reversed, upholding the collector’s proceedings.
A special appeal is applied for, on the ground that neither
kubooleut nor jumma-wasil-bakee papers of past years having been
produced, it was not within the collector’s competence to adjudi
cate the case.
This action, under the provisions of Section 6,
8
of
183], and Act 29 of 1841, is inadmissible by the
Regulation
courts ; notwithstanding which, both the lower courts have decided
it after investigation.
VVith0ut, therefore, going further into its
merits, the Court admit a special appeal, and order that the case
be returned through. the judge to the moonsiif, who will dispose of
it according to law.
Tm-1 29-rn

iii

Novsmasn 1847.

Pnssszwr
Sm R.

:

BARLOW, BART.,
Juno»:-:.

PETITION No. 522 OF 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Kulleemooddeen, ﬁled in this

Court on the 18th August

1847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the judge of Hooghlv, under
date the l8th May 1847; reversing that of the inooiisiif df Ooloo
bnrreah,- under date 26th January 1847, in the case of petitioner,
plaintilf, versus Toota Komaree, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
.
following grounds :—
The circumstances of this case are precisely similar to those of
case N 0. 521, already disposed of: let similar orders issue.

—t‘r-

.

Tns lsr Dscsmssn I847.

J.

Passmwr

:

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
Tsmpoaaar Juno:-1.

Psrrrrous Nos. 361, 362, AND 363 or

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Sitladutt Rawut, ﬁled in this

Court on the 21st June

1847, praying

for the

‘admission

of

a special
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(618)
appeal from the decision of Ashruff Hosein, second principal sudder
ameen of Tirhoot, under date the 18th March: 1847; reversing that
Mohummud Alum, moonsiff of Coely, undendate 1-6th July 1846,
of
in the case of Sitladutt Rawut, plaintiff, versus Sumboo Dutt,
'
Mohun Rawut, and others, defendants. '=
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The plaintiff sued the defendants for possession of as 13 gundah,
1 cowrie,
l krant share of mouzahs Mirzapore, &c.; and also for
recording his name as proprietor of his entire portion of the
mehal, amounting to a 2 anna, 13 gundah, 1 cowrie,.l Icrant share.
The defendants admitted the p1aintiff’s right to a 2 anna share,‘
but disputed the rest of his claim.
The moonsiff gave judgment for the plaintiff to the extent of
awarding possession to him of 12 gundah 1 cowrie, and record
ing his name in the collector’s oﬂice as proprietor of a 2' annas,
From this judgment
12 gundah, 1 cowrie sharer of the mehal.
three appeals were preferred ; one by the plaintiff, and two by the
The principal sudder ameen, thinking that
defendants, separately.
the plaintiff’s claim to the 13 gundah, 1 cowrie, l lcrant share was
barred by the rule of limitation, dismissed the entire plaint; and,
on being called upon to explain the reason of this, notwithstand
ing that the defendants admitted the plainti1‘f’s right to a 2 mma
share, and his own judgment recorded it, replied that he con
sidered the claim for the 2 anna share to have been unnecessarily
He observes,
made, and therefore dismissed the entire claim.
however, at the same time, that he had neglected to record his
reasons for this part‘ of his decretal order in his judgment.
As the decision now‘ stands, it is, to all intents and purposes, a
refusal of what all parties admit the plaintiff is entitled to. If the
claim was- unnecessarily put forward, this might have been consi
dered in apportioning costs ; but it forms no ground for the entire
dismissal of the claim, without at least full grounds being recorded
for such an order.
The plaintiff has, as a matter of form, preferred an application
for the admission of a special appeal from each of the judgments
passed by the principal‘ sudder ameen, which,.in fact, are one and
the same.
I admit the appeals; and remand the case, that the
principal sudder ameen may correct hisjndgment.

Tun

1ST

DECEMBER 1847.
'
PRESENT :

J.'A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
Tnmroaaav

J once.

PETITION No. 377 or 1847.
IN
the
of
matter
the petition of Hurrischundur Dey, ﬁled in this
I
Court on the 25th une' 1847, praying for the admission of a special

J
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_
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9

appeal from the decision of Uditpurshad Ghose, principal sudder
ameen of Midnapore, under date the 23d March 1847, altering
that of the moonsiff of Midnapore, under date 27th August 1846, in
the case of Hurrischundnr Dey, plaintiff, versus Kenaram Bhoea
and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The plaintiff purchased an estate, together with the arrears of
rent due from the tenants for the period antecedent to his purchase.
He sued the defendants for the old arrears alleged to be due by
them, and also for rents due for a time subsequent to his purchase.
The defendants denied that they were in arrear.
The moonsiﬂ’, after a very full lenquiry, gave judgment for the
plaintiff. The principal sudder ameen, on appeal by the defen
dants, amended the decree of the moonsiﬂ, awarding the rents due
for the period subsequent to the plaintiﬁ"s purchase, but rejecting
his claim to those due for the antecedent period, on the ground
that an account of the arrears, ﬁled by the plaintiff, was not signed
by the defendants. Now, as the account could not have been
signed by the defendants, who denied the balances altogether, and
as other proof to it was given, the reason for rejecting the claim is
Besides, if the defendants had paid their
altogether inadmissible.
rents, it was for them to prove it by producing evidence to that
effect, which the principal sudder ameen himself says they failed
to do.
Considering the investigation to be very insuﬂicient and incom
plete, I remand the case for further consideration and disposal by
the present principal sudder ameen, the former incumbent having
been removed.

i‘-0

Tm: ]s'r Dscamaan 1847.
Psasnrrr:
J. A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
TEMP0RAiw JUDGE.
PETITION No. 379 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Malika Banoo, ﬁled in this
Court on the 26th June I847, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of Mr..J. H. Money, additional judge
of Chittagong, under date the 24th March 1847 ; reversing that of
the second principal sudder ameen of Chittagong, under date 27th
August 1846, in the case of Kashinath Chuckerbuttee and others,
plaintiffs, versus Malika Banoo and others, defendants.

It

is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the

following grounds

:—-

"

C

"'~
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The particulars of this case are detailed at page 105 of the
Decisions for Zillah Chittagong, during the month of March 1847.
The plaintiffs sue for possession of certain lauds, under a deed
of sale executed by one Ahsun Zumma, the heir of Meher Zumma,
who, it is alleged, purchased them from the defendant, Ramzan
Ali, the husband of the petitioner, who now jointly refuse to give
The defence is, that Ramzan had settled the lands on
possession.
his wife before the date of the alleged purchase by Meher Zumma.
The principal sudder ameen, after rather a superﬁcial enquiry,
dismissed the claim, considering the defence to be established.
On
appeal, the additional judge reversed the principal sudder ameen’s3
decision.
It appears that, on one occasion, Ramzan Ali, the husband of
the petitioner, when being examined on oath in another case,
admitted the sale to Meher Zumma; and that Meher Zumma was
found in possession of the lands, when a recent measurement of
them was made by the oﬁicers of Government.
The additional
with
reference
to
looked
these circumstances,
judge,
upon the alleg
ed settlement as palpably a fraudulent and collusive transaction
between the husband and wife, and decreed the case without
Now,
accepting the further evidence tendered by the petitioner.
however the judge’s opinion may be supported by the facts of the
case, the petitioner is entitled to have her evidence taken and
heard ; especially as the judge states that, on the part of the peti
tioner, ‘there was no proof whatever of her having been in posses
sion of the land, which was said to have been assigned as her marri
The fact is, evidence to this point was offered by the
age portion.’
but
not accepted by the judge.
petitioner,
therefore, the investigation to be incomplete,
_ Considering,
remand the case to the additional judge, in order, that he may take
the petitioner’s evidence, and decide de nova.
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THE ls'r Dsosmnsn

1847.

.

PREsENT:

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, ESQ.,
Tsmrouanr Jones.

PETITION No. 333 or

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of N ityannnd Surma, ﬁled in this

Court on the

15th June 1847, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of Roy Radhagobind Roy, principal sud
der ameen of Sylhet, under date the 22d March 1847; reversing
that of the moonsiff of Parkool, under date the 19th December 1846,
in the case of N ityanund Surma, plaintiff, versus Pirtigga Dibbea
3
'
and others, defendants.

(62|)
It

is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The plaintiff sued the defendants for the value of some cattle
and other things, and obtained a decree from the moonsiff, who
seems to have taken much pains with the case, and has recorded
his reasons fully for the judgment pronounced by him.
On appeal by the defendants, the principal sudder ameen deput
ed his serishtehdar to make a local investigation.
The serishtehdar
makes certain enquiries, and returns with a report, which he winds
up with an opinion that the plaintiff had failed to prove his case.
On this report, the principal sudder ameen chieﬂy decides, reversing
the moonsiﬁ"s decree.
He makes but little reference to the sub
stance of the evidence in the case; and does not attempt, except,
in a very general way, to meet the grounds contained in the moon
siﬁ"s decision.
Considering the principal sudder ameen’s decision to be alto
gether incomplete, I remand the case to be re-tried by the zillah
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judge.

Tas

J.

21>

Dscsmnsa

1847.

PRESENT:

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY

Jonas.

PETITION No. I66 or I846.

IN the matter of the petition of Gholam Shah Fuqueer, ﬁled in
the 13th April l846, praying for the admission of

this Court on

a special appeal from the decision of Lokenath Bose, principal
sudder ameen of Jessore, under date the 30th January 1846;
reversing that of the moonsiﬁ of Dhurmpore, under date 30th
January l845, in the case of Irshad Ali, plaintiff, versus Gholam

Shah Fuqueer, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
This was an action, instituted by the plaintiff, to obtain pos
session of certain endowed lands under the following circumstan
It appeared that two astanas, or fuqueer’a residences, for
ces.
the relief of travellers, &c., had been established and endowed by
one Durvesh Ali: one at the village of Debgolah, the other at that
of Ghatshall, situated in different pergurmahs, at a considerable
Both of these were resumed by the
distance from each other.
Government; and engagements for the lands at Ghatshall were
made with the plaintiff, while those for the lands at Debgolah
It is to set aside the latter, and
were made with the defendant.
to establish his right to the settlement and possession of the lands,
that the plaintiff now sues.
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The defendant pleads, that the two endowments are entirely
distinct, and have been always superintended by different persons;
and that he (the defendant) is in possession, as superintendent of
the endowment of Debgolah, in succession to his father, Huboollah
Shah, the last superintendent.
The moonsiff dismissed the plaint for want of proof; but his
judgment was reversed by the principal sudder ameen.
q
The principal sudder ameen relies chiefly upon a kubooleut,
alleged to have been given by Soba Shah and Huboollah Shah,
the deceased brother and father of the defendant, which, if true,
would, of course, show that they did not hold the endowment on
He further is of opinion, that
the terms stated by the defendant.
were
the two endowments
superintended by one person; the one
endowment being a branch of, or subordinate to the other.
On the ﬁrst reading of the application for the admission of a
special appeal, I referred the question as to the mode of super
intending such endowments, and the practice among Mahomedans
of holding one in subordination to another, to the law oflicer of
this Court. His view is decidedly opposed to that of the principal
sudder ameen, who has not sufficiently weighed the probabilities
of the case. Considering therefore his decreeto be incomplete,
admit the appeal, and remand the case to the zillah judge for

I

re-trial.
The judge will refer it to the ﬁrst principal sudder ameen, who,
being an old law oﬂicer himself, will be more at home in the
disposal of a case involving in some measure a question of Maho
medan Law than the second principal sudder ameen.

Tan

J.

21)

Dncmunnn

1847.

Passnnr :
A. F. HAWKINS,

EsQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
PETITION No.

169

or 1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Goodree Pauree and another,
ﬁled in this Court on the l5th April 1846, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of Syud Munowur Ali,

principal sudder ameen of zillah Shahabad, under date the 16th
January 1846; reversing that of the moonsiff of Sasseram, under
date l6th May 1845, in the case of Goodree Pauree and another,
plaintiffs, versus Ruttun Pauree and others, defendants.

It

is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the

following grounds :—
The plaintiffs sued the defendants for _a moiety of the estate of
The
the late Rambhuggut Pauree, the son of their paternal uncle.
defendants did not deny the plaintiffs’ claim under the general law
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of inheritance, but pleaded that the disputes between them had
The plaintiffs again deny this; and
been settled by arbitration.
urge that as the arbitration award had not, according to the defen
dant’s own shewingqbeen carried into execution for a period of
seventeen years, it was now (even admitting it to be true) of no
avail.
The moonsiﬁ gave judgment for the plaintiﬂs, excluding from
the decree a portion of the property sued for, on the ground that it
was shewn to belong to a third party.
The principal sudder ameen reversed this decree, dismissing the
He says that the
claim, and upholding the arbitration award.
award was established; and adds, that the defendants are in pos
session only of the property awarded to them by it. By this it is
meant to say, that the parties consented to the award, and private
ly carried it into execution. But, on examining the decision care
fully, it shows, that, while the other parts of the case are made to
rest upon evidence, this most material point, of the execution of
the arbitration award, is based merely upon the statements of the
defendants.
The case then, as shown by the decree of the princi
pal sudder ameen, is not ripe for the determination of the question
whether an award of this nature can, or cannot, be executed after
a period of twelve years ; and whether, after that period, it is of any
force or not.
Considering the principal sudder ameen’s decree to be deﬁcient,
admit the appeal; and remand the case, that he may decide it
dc nova, and state his grounds fully for the decision at which he
may arrive ; indicating clearly the nature of the evidence on which
r
his judgment depends.

I

._¢_

Tm-:

J.

21>

Dacmunsn
PRESENT

1847.

:

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
g

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No. 423 or 1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Bhopal Singh and others, ﬁled
in this Court on the 18th June 1847, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of Captain John Hannyng
ton, deputy commissioner of Hazareebaug, under date the 7th
May 1847; reversing that of Captain Ouseley, principal assistant
of Lohurdugga,
under date 20th March 1846, in the case of
Juggur Singh and others, plaintilfs, versus Bhopal Singh and
others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application
following ground :-—

Y.

is granted

*

on the

.1-—
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The plaintiffs sued the defendants,—both parties being descended
from the same common ancestor,—for the share of immovable
The defence was, that the branch of the family
ancestrel property.
of the plaintiffs had not held possession for ﬁve generation, and
consequently that their claim could not be heard.
The principal assistant dismissed the plaint, considering the
claim barred by the law of limitation. This decision was reversed
by the deputy commissioner, who observes, that it was shown that
the plaintiffs held actual possession of a six anna share, but that
this possession, according to the statement of the defendants, was
not a proprietary, but a tenant’s possession, which the deputy
commissioner considered improbable.
The decision of the case cannot be made to rest upon opinions
as to probabilities, especially while the nature of the possession
may be easily cleared up. The deputy commissioner was bound
distinctly to shew the facts which bring the case within the
cognizance of the court as to the question for right. His decision
is incomplete in this respect ; and I accordingly admit the appeal,
and remand the case to the deputy commissioner, in order, that
the point, in regard to the period of limitation, may be fully
enquired into, and the grounds for the ultimate decision fully
recorded.

--3_

THE 4Tn DECEMBER 1847.
PREsENT:
A

J.
\

A. F. HAWKINS,

Esq-,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 37 or 1845.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by G. C’. Cheap, Esq., Judge
of Zillah Rajshahye, July 16th, 1844.

RANEE HURREEPREEAH

DIBBEA, APPELLANT,
‘

(PLAINT1FF,)
versus

A

BHYRUB INDUR NURAIN RAEE

AND

OTHERS,

REsPoNDENTs, (DEFENDANTS.)
‘
G. Waller.
I/Vukeel of Appellant—J.
Wukeel of Respondent—Gholam Sufdur and Pursun Komar
Thakur.

SUIT for possession of a 2 annas 15 gundahs’ share of pergunnah
Lushkurpore and other lands, the estate of the late Kishen Indur
Nurain Race: laid at Company’s rupees 6,64,044-3-6.
The plaint sets forth, that the late Kishen Indur Raee

had two wives, viz. Rance Hursoondree Dibbea and the.plaintiff' ;
that he died childless on the llth Bysack 1232 B. S., (correspond

(625)
ing with the 22d April 1825). That, shortly before his death, he
plaintiff to adopt aon, under adeed, which
stipulated that the widows were to enjoy joint and equal posses
sion of the property during their life time; after which it was to
devolve upon the son adopted by the plaintiff.
That Ranee Hur
soondree, after her husband’s death, forged a deed in the name of
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gave permission to the

her husband, conveying to her authority to adopt a son, who was
to inherit the entire property; and, by means of this, succeeded in
ejecting the plaintiff, and obtaining possession of the estate. That,
on the 27th March l826, the plaintiff instituted an action in the
provincial court of Moorshedabad, on the ground of the deed of
adoption granted to her by her late husband; and that, on the 23d
February 1829, the judge of the provincial court gave judgment,
rejecting the deeds of both parties, and providing that the two
widows should remain in joint possession of the estate, but without
the power to alienate. That Ranee Hursoondree appealed to the
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut; and that as the present plaintiff then
appeared as respondent, it was unnecessary for her to make asepa
rate appeal. That Rance Hursoondree dying while the suit was
pending, the estate was brought under attachment, under Section
26, Regulation 5, IBI2. That Kalee Purshad Sein and Tara Munnee
Dibbea then applied summarily to the zillah court, under an alleg
ed will of Rance H ursoondree, to appear as guardians of Bhyrub
Indur Nurain Raee, who was put forth as the son adopted by Rance
That this application was rejected, and the order of
Hursoondree.
attachment maintained ; and that from this rejection, an appeal
That plaintiff sued out execution for possession
was preferred.
of half the estate under the decree of the provincial court, and
obtained possession in Asin 1238 B. S., but was again dispossess
ed in Asar l239, in consequence of doubts as to the good
ness of the security furnished by her; and, that thus, the pro
That, on the
perty remained as before under sequestration.
19th November I832, the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut set aside
the decree of the provincial court of the 23d February 1829,
and remanded the case for further investigation.
That, on the
abolition of . the provincial court, the suit was transferred to the
Zillah court of Rajshahye.
That an order was also passed, upon
the summary appeal of the parties calling themselves guardians of
Bhyrub Indur Nurain Raee, for further investigation. That, ﬁnally,
the guardians were successful in this application ; and, in Phagoon
1240, obtained possession of the estate, which, however, was subse
quently brought under the management of the Court of'Wards.
That, on the 21st March I835, the suit of the plaintiff was
dismissed by the zillah judge, who declared against the deeds pro
duced by both parties. That Kalee Purshad Sein and Tara Munnee
Dibbea appealed to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, on the part of
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the minor- That the plaintilf did not appeal within time; but,
subsequently, applied for permission to do so. That the Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut rejected the appeal of the guardians ; but passed
no order on the petition of the plaintiff.
That the zillah decree,
both
deeds
of
remains
in full force; that
rejecting
adoption,
Indur
can
Nurain Raee, therefore,
have no rightful claim
Bhyrub
to the property; and that plaintilf now sues, as the surviving
widow of Kishen Indur Nurain Raee, for recognition of her
widow’s right to the estate of her deceased husband.
On the part of Bhyrub Indur Nurain Raee, it was contended,
ﬁrst, that the plaintiff’s claim having been once dismissed, the
present action was barred under Sections 12 and 16, Regulation
3, 1793. Secondly, that the adoption of Bhyrub Indur Nurain Raee
was acknowledged by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, as true and
valid; and upon this, in consequence of his minority, the estate
was brought under the management of the Court of Wards.
Thirdly, that though the zillah judge did remark that the deed of
permission to adopt, produced by Ranee Hursoondree, was a suspi
cious document, yet that, on appeal, the Sudder Court observed,
that the validity of that deed was not the point in issue in the ac
tion brought by Ranee Hurreepreeah ; and that the judge’s remarks
could not hereafter prejudice her claims, in regard to any right
she might be enabled to establish.
These were the leading points
for the defence.
Certain parties, kinsmen of the deceased proprietor, put in a
petition, opposing the claim by adoption.
The zillah judge, Mr. G. C. Cheap, gave judgment, on the 16th
July 1844, to the following effect :—

‘

It would appear, Kishen Indur Nurain Thakur died leaving
two widows: the plaintiff in this suit, and Hursoondree Dibbea.
The former in her plaint asserts, that the deceased gave her two
unomuttee putturs to adopt a son; that Hursoondree also alleged
she had received one, and that all three had been rejected by Mr.
Robert Barlow, a former judge of the court; and Hursoondree
being dead, she, as the surviving widow of the deceased Thakur,
claims his estates‘; and it would appear, on the ground of her
being the wife of the deceased zemindar, she had been allowed to
sue as a pauper by the late judge, Mr. Udny.
The collector, on
the part of the minor, defendant, alleges he is the adopted son of
Hursoondree; that Mr. Robertson, a judge of the Sudder Court,
ruled that the decision passed by Mr. Barlow, did not affect the
right of the aforesaid Hursoondree to adopt a son; and further,
that a zemindar, possessed of such large estates, would never have
omitted giving an unomuttee puttur to his wife to adopt a son.
‘ When an
opinion has been recorded as to the genuineness of a
consi
document, particularly a testamentary paper,—and which

I
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der an unomultee puttur to be,—it behaves the Court, who has to
decide the point, to give every consideration to the opinions of
judges already recorded. The late Mr. John Pringle was the ﬁrst
judge that took up the claim of Hursoondree Dibbea to adopt
a son; and in his proceeding of the 5th July 1825, and on the
evidence of Ramauund Das, Neelmunee, and Nubkishore Dutt,
attesting witnesses to the unomuttee puttur produced by Hur
soondree Dibbea, he admitted the same as genuine; and, on it,
granted her administration to the estates of the deceased zemindar,
Kishen Indur Nurain Thakur; and directed that her name should
At the time no objec
be recorded as proprietor by the collector.
tion was offered by any one to this. administration ; nor does any
appeal appear to have been preferred against the judge’s order;
but the plaintiff, it would seem, appealed to the Board of Revenue
name, (vide Mr. W.
of Hursoondree’s
against the registry
Alexander Pringle’s letter to the Board.) The ﬁrst time the
legality of the adoption of the defendant, Bhyrub Indur Nurain,
was called in quetion, was, on the suit of the present plaintiff in
the provincial court of Moorshedabad, when she produced two
uuomuttee putturs, dated the l6th of Poos 1231 B. S., and the l0th
Bysack I232 B. S; and when the other widow, Hursoondree, also
produced an unomuttee puttur, bearing also date the l0th Bysack
1232. After taking evidence to these, Mr. R. P. Nisbet, the judge
of the provincial court, rejected all three ; and, on the day he did
so, ﬁned Casheenath Bahduree, because he would not swear on the
Ganges water (see roobukaree in the nuthee.) Now, in my opinion,
the refusal of this witness to give his deposition on oath, was the
principal cause of the rejection of the unomuttee puttur produced
by Hursoondree Dibbea; and as he wrote the same, it became of
course material that he should prove this.
But as the Sudder
Court (N. Halhed, Esq., judge,) on an appeal preferred by
Hursoondree Dibbea, directed a re-investigation of the case (re
mitting the ﬁne imposed on the witness, Casheenath Bahduree)
it may be inferred, that that Court did not think there were suﬂi
The case then came before
cient grounds for rejecting her claim.
Mr. Barlow, who examined Casheenath Bahduree on a huluf
nameh; and also Nurain Consomer, the person who had the
custody of the seal of the deceased zemindar, and who deposed
that he took the box containing it to Pootteah ; and the young
With this
Ranee, or present plaintiﬁ, took it away from him.
evidence, and that before taken in the provincial court, Mr. Barlow
was not satisﬁed ; and it would appear, he lays great stress upon
the circumstance of the unomuttee puttur being registered at
Moorshedabad, and the original mokhtarnameh, on which it was
Now, as the registry of any
registered, not being forthcoming.
the
death
of the testator, is not only
testamentary paper, after

(693)
(vide Construction No. 1218,) but can give it no e.z-tra
validity, it does not, in my opinion, much matter what was done
with the mokhtarnameh on the registry of the unomuttee puttur.
Again, Mr. Barlow lays much stress on _the urzee addressed to the
two Mr. Pringles, one judge and the other collector of the district,
(and who, it is alleged, lived together being brothers) having only
and no signature.
the seal of the deceased zemindar aﬂixed to
Now,
this urzee had been
deed, some‘ doubt might have been
but
am inclined to view
as
taken to its execution
private
communication made to the Messrs. Pringle; and natives are in the
habit of making such representations, and to which they often
only aﬂix their seals.‘ The vdtnesses (six,) whose evidence Mr.
Barlow rejected, were four of them attesting witnesses to the
unomuttee puttur, the writer of the same, Casheenath Bahduree,
and N urain Consomer; both these last were conﬁdential servants
Now, as already stated, Mr. John Pringle ad
of the deceased.
mitted the evidence of three of the attesting witnesses; and,
do not see how their
once admitted and credited by this court,
can
be
in
another
or what rea
rejected;
(given
testimony
court)
for doubting the evidence of the three witnesses,
son there
Goroo Churn Ghose, Casheenath Bahduree, and N urain Consomer.
Chundee Purshad Kubraj, examined by the principal sudder
ameen when this case was pending in his court, corroborates their
statement; and, though not present when the Thakur died, deposes
that he was laboring under
suppression of urine, not
dangerous
disease, and which perhaps would not have terminated fatally
pro
perly treated. Then, there the evidence of Roodakanth Bahduree,
Dookee Ram Sandyal, and Rugoonath Das, taken by the late sherish
tedar of this court, attested by Mr. Raikes when’ in charge of the
judge’ oﬁice and which, itis presumed, was admitted by the Sudder
Court, as the original deposition were transmitted to that Court,
from which the copies, ﬁled on the record, were obtained.
Thus
ten witnesses have deposed to an unomuttee putturbeing drafted,
and drawn out in their presence by Kishen lndur N urain, the de
and to
ceased Thakur, in favor of his wife, Hursoondree Dibbea,
to be deli
which he aﬁixed his signature and seal, and directed
and what most of all makes me suppose that
vered to her
the genuine
the unomuttee puttur, produced by Hursoondree,
one, is, the attempt on the part of the plaintiffto give'eﬂ'ect to two
spurious unomutteeputturs, [one bearing the same date as that ﬁled
by Hursoondree,] and which would never have occurred to her, or
there had not been
her agents,
genuine unomuttee puttur given
The plaintiff, in her petition‘ to
wife.
to
his
other
the
deceased
by
the Board, states, that the reason the deceased married her was, be
cause his ﬁrst wife (Hursoondree) was barren; but, as the plain
tit? failed to give him an heir, this no doubt led to his giving his ﬁrst
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leave to adopt a son. Under all these circumstances, I consider
the unomullee pultur in favor of Hursoondrce a genuine one, and duly
signed and sealed, and through Casheenath Bahduree delivered to
the said Hursoondree Dibbea, the day before the death of Kishen
Indur Nurain, the testator; that, agreeably to the permission
conveyed in the unomuttee puttur, the defendant, Bhyrub Indur
Nurain, was adopted by Hursoondree Dibbea, and which was
made known to the court on the 24th June 1825, and l5th
May 1826, (vide copies of urzees ﬁled on the record) ; and further,
Hursoondree Dibbea, before her death, appointed the sister of
her deceased husband, Tara Munnee Dibbea and Kalipurshad
Sein, guardians to the minor, and which guardianship was recog
nized by Mr. Barlow as judge, before he passed his decision of the
21st March 1835, i. c. on the 24th February 1834, and after, i. e.
on the 2d April 1835, (vide
roobakaree to the collector); and
which guardianship was also recognized by other courts and
collectorates; and on the defendant, Bhyrub Indur Nurain, coming
of age, the estates which had been placed under the Court of
Wards were relinquished to him; and I see no cause for disturb
ing his possession, or admitting the plaintiff’s claim to any thing
but maintenance, to which, as the wife of a Hindoo, she is entitled,
and the adopted son is bound to provide her with. The claim is
therefore dismissed; also the claim put in by the heir at law: and
as this investigation has been beneﬁcial to the defendant, Bhyrub
Indur Nurain, he ‘will pay his own costs and those of his guardian,
and also half the costs of the plaintiff.
The costs incurred by
Race Ram Sunker to be paid by the plaintiff.’
From the foregoing judgment, this appeal has been preferred
by Rance Hurreepreeah, on the merits of the case. A separate
appeal has been made by Bhyrub Indur Nurain Race, against so
much of the judge’s order as charges him with the costs, which
will be separately considered.
The ﬁrst point, which presents itself for consideration in this
whether the decree of dismissal in the former suit, of this
case,
same plaintiff,
bar to the present
In that suit she
action’?
brought her action on
special ground, which failed: in this
case, she sues as the surviving widow of her deceased husband.
There
failure on the special
nothing then to bar this suit.
ground, does not prevent her from suing under the general law of
inheritance.
The next point is, whether the decree of the zillah judge, of the
conclusive against the admission of the deed of
21st ,March I835,
am of opinion that
adoption on which the defence rests
not.
First, because the genuineness and validity of that deed did not
constitute the point in issue; and because enquiry, as to
was
in no way essential to the determination of the plaintiﬁ"s claim

A

a

is

a

is,

it

is

:

it,

I

?

is

is
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and, secondly, because the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, in its order
of the 31st August I835, gave the foregoing reasons as the ground
for not admitting the appeal of the guardians, who did not object
decretal order; but to some of the opinions of the zillah
'
.
todthe
ju
ge.
The case then involves only a question of fact and evidence;
and the only point for determination, is, whether the deceased,
Kishen Indur Nurain Race, did, or did not, execute the deed
under which his elder ‘widow, Hursoondree, adopted the defen
’
dant, Bhyrub Indur Nurain Race P
After a careful examination of the evidence, arrive at the same
conclusion as the zillah judge, in considering it proved that he
did execute the deed. Its execution, at a time when the deceased
was in full possession of his faculties (and that he was so on the
day before his death, cannot well be denied by the plaintiff, as she
has already sued on a deed of the same date) is proved by the
attesting witnesses to the deed, by the conﬁdential servants of the
family, and by the native medical man who attended the deceased
in his mortal illness. Of these, indeed, only the medical man has
been orally examined on the present trial; but no objection has
been taken in the petition of appeal, or at any stage of the pro
ceedings in the lower court, to the copies of the depositions of
the other witnesses, though the objection has been advanced ore
tenus by the pleader in this court,—a plea now advanced for the
ﬁrst time at this stage of a litigation of 20 years. The wit
nesses have sworn to the deed: their evidence was precisely to
the same point as that in proof of which it is now produced: it
was taken (at least the principal part of
a suit between the
same parties
and
therefore, cannot now admit an objection,
orally taken to these copies, against the implied consent of the
As to the
appellant at every previous stage of the proceedings.
case of this kind,
evidence itself,
do not see what witnesses, in
could be considered more trustworthy than those" who have given
their testimony in favor of the genuineness of the deed, under.
which the defendant claims to succeed to the estate of the -late
Kishen Indur Nurain Race.
Objections have been taken to the genuineness and validity of
the deed, with reference to the mode of its registration.
That
was irregularly registered,
unquestionably true but, supposing
the due execution of the deed to be established, the irregularity
of the registration, or the want of registration at all, will not
invalidate it.
(Regulation 36, 1793, Section 5.)
There are one or two points of circumstantial evidence in favor
of the genuineness of the deed.
The deceased died in the latter
It was produced very shortly after in the
part of April 1825.
in
court of the judge of Rajshahye, and an order obtained upon

it)
in

a

I,

it

it

is

;

;

I
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In the month of June l825, Ranee
the month of Julyfollowing.
Hursoondree reported to the judge, that, in pursuance of the per
mission granted to her by her late husband, she had adopted the
present defendant, Bhyrub Indur Nurain‘ Raee. This immediate,
and, apparently, then unopposed following up of the privilege con
ferred upon her, is in favor of the supposition that the deed is
The present plaintiff did not appear to resist these
genuine.
It was certainly
summary proceedings in the Rajshahye court.
an omission on the part of the court not to issue a general notice,
inviting any parties who might wish to oppose the claims of Ranee
Hursoondree to do so; but as the deceased had a suit, or suits,
pending in court, at the time of his death, the present plaintiff
might have appeared, motu suo, and have sought permission to
She might
represent her husband jointly with his other widow.
to
the
deed
of
have promulgated
permission
adopt, alleged to have
been granted to herself; and immediately on her husband’s death,
have asked the judicial and revenue authorities to enquire into its
But she held back for some
truth, and admit it if established.
months; and, apparently, after the admission of her co-widow’s
claim, set on foot that course of litigation, which has now con
tinued for a period of more than 20 years.
During the whole course of this litigation, the main object of
the plaintiff appears to have been, not so much to establish her
own right to adopt, as to nullify and set aside that of Ranee Hur
soondree. After the decision by the provincial court in I829, the
plaintiff made no appeal to the Sudder Dewanny; and also, when
the decree of 21st March I835 was passed by the zillah court of
Rajshahye, she made no attempt to appeal, though her claim was
dismissed, until the guardians of the minor sought to appeal, not
against the decretal order of the zillah court, but agaiut the
opinions recorded by the judge in regard to the evidence for the
defence. All this tends to the conclusion of a consciousness, on
the part of the plaintiff, that the co-widow, Hursoondree, had a
strong case to be met, and hence the fabrication of the spurious
documents on which theplaintilf has already sued ; and the re
marks, in regard to which, made by the zillah judge, Mr. Cheap,
in the judgment from which this appeal is preferred, appear to me
to be just and applicable. The plaintiff was evidently willing to
let her own special claim drop, could she but get an opinion from
the courts subversive of that of the Ranee Hursoondree.
For the foregoing reasons, see no reason for disturbing the
judgment of the lower court, in regard to the dismissal of the
The costs of this
accordingly conﬁrm.
plaintif’f’s claim, which
to
The appeal of Bhyrub Indur
plaintiff.
court to be. charged
Nurain Raee has been withdrawn, which disposes of the question
.
of costs in the court below.

I
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'Tnr-: 4'rn DECEMBER 1847.

J

Pnssmwr:
.

p

A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
CASE No. 30 or I845.

BHYRUB INDUR NURAIN RAEE,

*
versus

RANEE HURREEPREEAH.
Tms is the appeal mentioned in the above case, which has been
°
withdrawn.
Tm: 7'rn Drlcmmnn. 1847.
PRESENT

:

w. B. JACKSON,

EsQ.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE N0.

248

or 1844.
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a decision passed by the

Regular Appeal from
Ameen qf Backergunge,

RAMNURAIN RAEE

AND

Principal Sudder

April 25th

-'

1844.

MOHUN NURAIN RAEE,
4

PAUPERS, APPELLANT8,

(PLAINTIFFS,)

versus

JUGUT CHUNDUR

AND

|

ornnns, RESPONDENTS,

(DEFENDANTS.)

'

H

Wukeel of Appellanls——J. G. Waller.
Wukeels of Respondents—Pursun Komar T/zakur and Tarulc
Chundur Raec.

CLAIM for 3

dhoons, and 13 kanees

land in pergunnah
182-12.

Price,
Interest

Chunderdeep,

of dewutter and huwalleh
in six lots, at a 'jumma rupees

. .

and wasilat from 1238 to

I250,

-2

rupees 6,766
12,093

. .

Suit laid at rupees
. .
. .
l8,859
of
land
inheritance
from
the father
This
by
that
the
lands
assert,
were
in
of plaintiffs.
given
They
hereditary
farm to Bulram Das, husband of Musst. Gourmunnee, in Bysakb
1226: the defendants possessing a shikamee right in some of the
lands, for which they paid plaintiﬁ's a rent of 96 rupees annually.
On the 25th April I844, the principal sudder ameen dismissed
the claim, observing that plaintiffs had received no rent since
I226; that Gourmuunee, their farmer, had brought a claim for
is a claim for six lots

is

it

;

it

is

;

I

_of

rent against the defendants, which was dismissed by the moonsiff
on the 25th June l84l, recording, however, permission to plaintiffs
to sue to establish their right; that above twelve years had elapsed
since 1%, and the claim was therefore barred.
He further
observed, that there was no good evidence to establish the right
asserted by the plaintiffs to belong to them in the property in
q uestion.
From this decision the plaintiffs appealed, referring to their
documents in support of the justice of their claim; and stating,
that the dismissal of Gourmunnee’s claim for rent did not affect
their rights, as Gourmunnee’s claim was founded on the hereditary
farming lease, but their own rights were independent of that
arrangement; and that the twelve years’ legal limit of time should
he counted from the 25th June 1841, the date on which the claim
of Musst. Gourmunnee was dismissed; and that the period had
consequently not elapsed when they came into court.
The statement of plaintiffs is inconsistent.
If, as they assert,
their claim is independent of the hereditary farm to Gourmunnee,
there is no reason whatever for allowing it to be brought within
twelve years from the date on which Gourmunnee’s suit was
dismissed. The twelve years must count from the date on which
the plaintiffs last had possession, and exercised a right of ownership.
I find that the moonsiff dismissed Gourmunnee’s claim, not for
defect in the lease, but because the documents, under which the
plaintiffs asserted their right to give that lease, were suspicious.
The evidence now brought forward, in support
these documents,
not satisfactory in my opinion and
give no credit to the
It further to be observed,
receipts for rent ﬁled by the plaintiffs.
was admitted that the defendants
that in the case of Gourmunnee,
had paid no rent since 1233: they have therefore held possession
under their own right, and independent of the plaintiffs, from that
time till the date of this suit, 30th August l843 (15th Bhadoon
the plaintiffs, therefore, cannot
1250,) or upwards of twelve
Iyears
see no reason to interfere with the
now legally disturb them.
decision of the principal sudder ameen:
hereby afﬁrmed; costs
against appellants.

is

--Q1

THE 8'ru DECEMBER 1847.

J.

PRESENT:

A. F. HAVVKINS, Esq.,

Tsuroaanv Jones.

PETITION N0. 575 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of G. H. Lamb, ﬁled in this Court
on the 7th September 1847, praying for the admission of special
appeal from the decision of Henry Swetenham, Esq., judge of
a
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634

)

is

a

of)

zillah Dacca, under date the 8th.June I847; aﬂirming that of the
principal sudder ameen of Dacca, under (late 8th December I843, in
the case of Kishoree Dibbea and others, plaintiffs, versus G. H.
Lamb and another, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
'l‘he plaintiffs, who are farmers under the sudder malgoozar of per
gunnah Doorgapore, sued the defendants to recover a proportion
of sudderjumma for a speciﬁed share of the pergurmah, alleged to
have been paidin 1244, I245, and 1246 B. S., in order to save the
estate from sale: the defendants being further alleged to have been
shareholders in the estate, and to have been in possession of certain
speciﬁed fractional portions.
The claim for I244 and 1245 was dismissed both by the prin
cipal sudder ameen and zillah judge ; and an application for admis
sion of a special appeal, preferred by the plaintiffs, in regard to
those years, has this day been rejected.
The principal sudder ameen gave judgment against the petitioner
only, for the portion alleged tobe due for the year 1246 B. S. ; and
the judge has -conﬁrmed the principal sudder ameen’s decision
in ‘this respect; observing ‘it appears evident that ap ellant was in
the estate in
possession of 3 annas, I3 _qundah,s,___l cowrie, l krant
This,
1246, and that respondents paid the sudderjumma thereof.’
however, leaves undetermined by the judge another most important
fact pleaded by the defendant.' He states, that he had brought an
portion of this same estate against the
action for possession of
present plaintiffs, and had been successful therein; and that, upon
an adjustment of the amount of mesne proﬁts, credit had been
given to'the zemindars, from whom the plaintiffs held their farm,
for the amount of sudder jumma now sued for. Upon this point
silent, and therefore incomplete.
the decree of the zillah judge
accordingly admit the appeal, and remand the case for the
judge’s further consideration, with reference to the foregoing
remarks.

I
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Tm: 8'rn DECEMBER I847.
PRESENT:
R. H.

RATTRAY, Esq.,
Janos.

CASE N0. 268 or l844.
Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Shahabad, Munowur Ali Khan, July 24th IS44.

JUNWUR. DAS

AND

ornsns, APPELLANTS, (PLAINTU-‘FS,)
versus

ALI ZUMAN KHAN, IMAM ZUMAN KHAN,
EYMUN NISSA, MUSST. MULK-O NISSA,
ul-:1Rs

or-

FYZ ALI KHAN, nzcsaszn,

MUSST.
ornans,

Reseounmwrs D

(DEFENDAN’l‘8.)
Wukeel of Appellants——Abbaa Ali.
Wukeels qfRcspondents—Pursun Komar Thakur and
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AND

J.

G. Waller.

THIS suit was instituted by appellants on the l7th January
1844, to obtain a judicial order to cancel a by-mo/easel: (or trans
fer sale in lieu of dower) bearing date the 2lst December l84l ;
and for payinent of Company’s rupees 7,258-7-9-4, balance due
under a decree of court, for which a kistbundee
(or instalment
<
bond) had been executed in their (appellants’) favor.
Bhunnoo
and
Sunnoo.
Khan
had
two
Sunnoo
daughters,
Fyz Ali
In I236 F., Fyz
had two sons, Ali Zuman and lmam Zuman.
in
Chund,
lease
the
name
of
Sukhee
of mouzah
a
Ali took
Thukooree, from Baboo Kowur Singh ; making an advance on the
same of 5,000 rupees, for which Kowur Singh gave a written ac
knowledgment. In I239 F., Fyz Ali sold his lease for 5,000 rupees
to Birjpal Das and Brijmohun Das, the fathers of appellants;
executing a kubaleh (or deed of sale) and giving them an ibranameh
(or deed of relinquishment,) resigning all claim as a lessee from
Sukhee Chund : but when the purchasers went to take possession,
it appeared that the lands had already been let in farm to one
Gour Bukhsh Singh, who refused to retire. Two actions were the
immediate consequence: one against the daughters (as heirs) of Fyz
Ali, and Kowur Singh, for the peishgee (or advance) of 5,000 rupees;
and one against them (the daughters) and Gour Bukhsh, for
Both suits were decided in
surplus proﬁts derived from the land.
Kowur
of
the
Singh being exempted from all
plaintiffs:
favor
the heirs of Fyz Ali were
was
in
when
1835,
This
liability.
instructed, should they see ﬁt, to sue Kowur Singh separately for
Not being able to satisfy
the 5,000 rupees advanced to him.
Bhuunoo
and Ali Zuman in 1837,
Musst.
decree
this
(of 1835)
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for themselves and Imam Zuman, executed two kistbundees for the
payment, by instalments, of the sum then due, amounting to rupees
20,722-1-7-4.
In I839, a decree in favor of Ali Zuman and Imam
Zuman was passed against Kowur Singh, in the separate suit
sanctioned in 1835; and eventually appellants obtained from the
heirs of Fyz Ali, rupees 16,130-4-4, leavinga balance due of rupees
4,591-13-3-4.
For this balance appellants prayed an assignment
of the decree in favor of Ali Zuman and Imam Zuman against
Kowur Singh (just noted) ; opposing which, appeared the wives
of the two former, Eymun Nissa and Mulk-o Nissa, who protested
against the appropriation prayed for, on the ground of a by
mokaseh already executed by their husbands, and accepted by
them in lieu of their dower.
On the 17th December 1842, their
protest was admitted, summarily, by the lower court ; and the
to determine the
present action was subsequently instituted
question.
Appellants contend, that, till their claim was satisﬁed, the by
mokaseh could not be legally granted by those who executed it.
The principal sudder ameen decided that there was no legal
obstacle to the execution of the deed‘; adding that, as the sons of
Musst. Sunnoo, one of the two daughters of Fyz Ali, the respon
sibility of Ali Zuman and Imam 'Zuman extended only to half of
the original debt, three-fourths of which had been paid by them.
He dismissed the suit accordingly.
s
VVith reference to the opinions recorded in page 126, volume
of the Sudder Reports,-—-to Clause 2, Section 5, Regulation 2
of l806,—and to Construction 588, of April 8th 183] , which
declares that ‘ until the proclamation of attachment has been issued,
in conformity with the rule just cited, a defendant may legally
alienate his property,’
concur with the principal sudder ameen,
that there was no legal impediment to the transaction impugned ;
and I dismiss the appeal accordingly, with costs chargeable to
e
7
appellants.

III.

I

O

I

(637)
Tar:

201-n

D1-zcmmsn

I847.

PRESENT:

TUCKER, Esq,
Juoos.
CASE No. 78 or I84].
C.

Regular

Appeal from a decision passed by Illoulvee Mohummud
Rookoon-ood-deen, Principal Sudder Ameen of Zillah Purueah,

March 23rd, I84].
Mn. C. REID, APPELLANT, (DEFENDAN'l‘,)
versus

RANEE SIDOBUTTEE, BABOO SOBNATH MISR, BABOO
MUHENDERNATH MISR, AND BABOO HURNATH
MISR,

Rssrosnssrrs, (Pr..uN'rrrrs.)
Appellant

IN this
and,

of Respondent—-Loo{f-ur-Ruhman.

case the appellant

did not appear in the lower court;

in justification of his default, stated in his petition of appeal,

that he received the usual notice on the l9th May I840, in Cal
cutta; that, a day or two after, he heard that the commissioner of
the division had refused to admit the plaint, because the Govern

it,

ment had been improperly included amongst the defendants, and
had directed the plaintiffs to ﬁle a new plaint, excluding the
Government; that he considered the suit was at an end, and took
till he found the case had been decreed against
no more notice of

him.

~

It

is

it

a

is almost needless to state, that this story of the commissioner
rejecting bill of plaint ﬁled in the civil court, and sent to him
on the
merely to know whether he would or would not defend
The
Government,
of
commissioner
did
groundless.
utterly
part

I

a

;

a

consider that the Government had been unnecessarily and impro
defendant and he took the proper steps to have the
perly made
Government’s name struck out under the Circular Order of the
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, No. 206, dated 7th July I837. The
plaintiﬂ's then petitioned to have the Government's name struck
out, which having been assented to by the court, the case proceeded
against the other defendants, and decree, e.z' parte, passed against
them on the 23rd March I841 .
The plea urged by the appellant, for not appearing in the lower
therefore, under the Circular Order of
court,
inadmissible.
this Court, No. l4l, dated 12th March 1841, dismiss the appeal,
with all costs against the appellant.
is
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ll/'ukeel

in person.
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Tun 27'rn Dscamuna
Pnusnwr

1847.

:

W. B. JACKSON, ESQ.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE N0. 80 or

1843.

Principal Sudder Ameen
Regular Appeal from
1842.
20th,
December
of Cuitack,
a decree passed by the

MUSST. REBUTTEE,

CHINTAMUNNEE
DOOR DAS, MINOR,
GUNGADHUR DAS,

wrnow, (DECEASED,)
MISR, GUARDIAN or
ADOPTED

'

LANT, (DaFa1~mAN'r,)

HER STEAD

KIRPA SIN

CHOWDHREE
or REBUTTEE, APPEL
SON

HUSBAND

‘m

OF

.

’b‘8’I‘81.t8'

MUSST. RAMMA BYE, wmow or MADHOORAO PUNDIT,
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RESPONDENT,
-

.
B OD
CEAIM

(PLAINTIFR)

i
H/ukeel of Appellant—J. G. I/Valler.
Wukeel of Respond,ent~—G'our Hurree Banerjee.

rupees 7,4’/'2, principal and interest,

The plaintiff claimed

under

a mortgage

'

a sum of money, with interest, due under
bond, which is ﬁled. Three of the defendants, viz. Fukeer
Das, Munnee Das, and Musst. Apurtee, widow of Bhugwan
Das, admitted the justice of the claim, and gave in a petition to
that effect : the fourth defendant, Musst. Rebuttee, widow of
Gungadhur Das, notwithstanding the issue‘ (.f the usual 'n0tices,
The
did not appear, and judgment went against her in default.
principal sudder ameen recorded a decree in favor of plaintiff, on
the 20th December 1842, for ﬁth of the amount claimed against the
appellant, omitting the remaining ﬁths of the claim, as having been
adjusted between the plaintiff and the other defendants.
The appellant now wishes to enter upon the merits of the judg
ment ; but the respondents object, that, under the Circular Order,
12th March 1841, she cannot be heard.
'
I ﬁnd, that among the grounds of appeal, the neglect of the
appellant to appear in the court of ﬁrst instance, and to urge ob
jections to the plaintiff"s claim, is no where suﬂiciently accounted
for : ignorance cannot be pleaded, as the notices were duly issued.
am of opinion, therefore, that, under the Circular Order above
mentioned, she cannot, in the court of appeal, impugn the cor
rectness ‘of/the decree. The decision of the principal sudder
ameen is, therefore, hereby conﬁrmed, with costs against appel
r
lant.
a

I

/

1
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Tm; 2'/"rs DECEMBER 1847.
Piisssmr:
R. H. RA'l"l‘R.AY, EsQ.,

Jonas.
CASE No. 205 or 1847.
Regular Appeal from

a

decree

D. Pringle, Esq.,

SYUD AHMUD REZA

AND

Arm-:u.A:~:rs,

passed by
December

the Judge
19th,

of Purneah

l846.

SYUD MOHUMM'UD REZA,
(DEFENDAN'I‘S,)

versus

FLETCHER ALEXANDER

AND Co.,

Rssroxnsurs,

(PLArN:r1FFs.)
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Wukeel of Appellants——Hamid Rusoal.
Wukeel of Respondents-Pursun Komar Thakur.

Tats suit was instituted by respondents, on the l5th January
I846, to recover from appellants and Ranee Soorut
ehan, and
others, heirs of Syud Hosein Reza, late joint proprietor of per_qun
nah Soorjapore, deceased, the‘ sum of C0mpany’s rupees 21,133,
amount expended in conducting proceedings in an appeal before the
Privy Council, with commission due to respondents on the same

J

account.
The plaint sets forth, that, under a power of attorney granted
by the deceased, Hosein Reza, in the names of respondents, part
ners in the ﬁrm noted,‘ on revival of the appeal of the heirs of
Rajah Deedar Hosein before the King in Council, the suit having
been brought to a termination, there remained due to plaintiffs
(respondents) in account current, on the 3lst December 1843, for
sums expended, £1,299-6-3, and, for agency in the same, a con
solidated sum of £500, in all £1,799-6-3, or rupees 19,628; now
amounting, with interest from the lst January to l5th December
I845, to rupees 21,133. That the deceased in his life time admitted
this claim; as has his son, the defendant, (appellant,) Mohummud
Reza, since his decease, as established by exhibits.
Appellants and Soorut ehan do not reply. Kuneez Fatima, the
daughter, in her answer, prays to be relieved, as not being in pos
session; as does Enayut Reza alias Meerun, the remaining co
'
defendant.
In support of their demand, respondents have furnished vouchers
to sustain the several entries in their account ; and, for their charge
for agency, replies from two leading houses in London, in the
India trade, to their query put to ascertain the amount which they

J

v

(640)
were in the habit of charging on similar occasions; thus declared
to be at a rate varying from 2% to 5' per cent. according to circum
stances. There are likewise produced letters in original from the
deceased, Hosein Reza, and the appellant, Mohummud Reza, ad
.
mitting their liability on this account.
With reference to the above, the zillah judge observes : ‘.It only
remains, on the proofs here brought, to give a verdict, ea’ parte, in
‘
favor of the plaintiffs, against the widow, Soorut ehan, the sons,
Mohummud Reza and Ahmud Reza, and the defendant, Meerun-:
Kuneez Fatima having since deceased, and the plaintiffs now
that she be relieved, and her name excluded.’
pralying
he appellants explain their having allowed judgment to pass
without appearing to defend the suit, by pleading a promise on the
part of respondents, to submit their account and come to a settle
ment for the amount appearing t0'be due, which promise was
never fulﬁlled.
A nearly corresponding plea was urged by the appellants in the
appeal suit, N0. 109 of 1847, determined on the 7th September
last; and, with reference to the same rule as was then cited (Court’s
Circular, No. 141 of the l2th March 1841,) and to the plea of
default now advanced being inadmissible, the judgment appealed
against is aiﬁrmed, with costs chargeable to appellants.
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Tum
'

281%;

Dacnmnsa

PRESENT:

1847.
i
'

A. DICK, EsQ.,
‘

JUDGE.

CASE No.

171

or

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by Chundur Seekur Chow
dhree,» Principal Sudder Ameen of Zillah West Burdwan.

MUHARANEE
'
*

KOONWUL
'

KOONWAREE,

(PLAINTlFF,)

I

APPELLANT,

versus

BABOO BEER SINGH, BUDDUN CHUNDUR,
AND GOPAUL MOOKERJEEA, Rnsronnsxrs,
(DEFENDANTS.)
Wukeels of Appellant-—-Pursun Komar Thakur,
Ameer Ali.

J.

G. Waller, and
A

Wukeel of Resp0ndents—Tarik Chundur Raee.
Surr laid at Company’s rupees 49,882,3-3-l-1 for posses
sion on 4,200 biggahs of jungle land, and value of saul trees
thereon, in ghaut Koonchee-Kole, pergunnah Bishenpore.

(641)

.

The plaintilf founded her claim to the land in question, on the
alleged fact of its being part and parcel of her zemindaree; and
from which she had been ousted in I242 B. E. The defendant,
Beer Singh, denied the ousting

;

and pleaded that the lands were

it

if

it

:

it,

putneedars, had sued so far back as l8l3 and 1830, and their suits
been dismissed.
The case was therefore referred to the deputy
collector for report, under Construction 981. The collector declar
ed the documents, on which the rent-free tenure was held, invalid;
and immediately placed the case on his resumption ﬁle, claiming
the lands on the part of Government.
The principal sudder ameen entered into a full enquiry into the
fact of possession and dispqssession, subsequent to the decennial
settlement; and deeming the plaintiff to have completely failed in
proving her possession, or dispossession, dismissed the suit, ex
leaving untouched the validity or otherwise of the defen
pressly
dants rent-free tenure.
The plaintiﬁ, dissatisﬁed, preferred this appeal. In the mean
time, the resumption oﬂicer decreed the land in favor of Govern
ment; and on an appeal by the plaintitf, as athird party interested,
the decision was upheld by the special commissioner.
On the part of appellant, the main point insisted upon, was, that
the principal sudder ameen was debarred from entering into the
merits of the case, after the deputy collector had brought it on
the ﬁle of the resumption court; and therefore he should have con
ﬁned himself to merely nonsuit.
The question before the principal sudder ameen, and which he
decided, was simply, whether the lands in dispute formed part and
parcel of the malgoozaree, or revenue paying estate of plaintiif, and
and held as rent-free,
had been clandestinely detached from
had, the
subsequently to the decennial settlement, or ‘not
Most certainly this
indubitably belonged to plaintiff.
right to
be
question cqgnizable by the judicial courts, although in
involved (indirectly and incidentally) the question of the Govern
the common courts of law be
ment’s right to resume because
not open for the investigation and decision of such claims, the
He cannot resort to the resumption
zemindar has no remedy.
courts until
claim for
please the resumption oﬂicer to advance
Government, and bring the case on his ﬁle. On the other hand,
has been lately decided in the case of Hur Govind Ghose, on
special appeal, by the Sudder Court, that such mixed questions,
involving the rights of malgoozars under the decennial settlement
and of Government to resume and assess, are cognizable by the
It follows consequently, that both are com
resumption courts.
and therefore, as the case was already before the
petcnt courts

if

;

a

it

a

it

;

a

it

is
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his rent-free rlewultur lauds, acquired previous to the decennial set
tlement, and for portions of which plaintilf, and her farmers and

(642)
judicial court, it should not have been instituted in the resump
tion conrt, until the preliminary question of the zemindar’s right
had been settled, on the iprinciple laid down in Section 12, Regula
tion 3, I793.
A conﬂict of decisions by two equally competent and indepen
dent courts might have been the result: whereas, since the deputy

collector was made aware of the case being in the law court, if he
wished to look after the Government interests, he could easily have
guarded them by appearing as a third party.
The Court, therefore, are decidedly of opinion that the principal
sudder ameen was fully competent to decide the question before
him ; and, seeing no reason to call in question the correctness of
his decision, confirm it, and dismiss the appeal with full costs.

IL

Tue 29'rn Dncmmsn
Pnssewr:
C.
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CASE No.

"

I

TUCKER,

ESQ.,

J ones.
or

231

1847.'

1837.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by William Cracroft, Esq.
Oﬂicialing Judge of the 2-1-Pergunnalzs, May 22nd, 1837.

ISHUR CHUNDUR HOLDAR
" "

'

AND

ornsns, APPELLANTS,

(PLAINTIFFS,)
l

‘

versus

PRANKISHEN

HOLDAR

AND

ornsns, RESPONDENTS,

(DsFENDAN'rs.)

.

Wukeel of Appellants-—Rajnurain
Dutt.
Wulreels of Re.spondenls—Gholam Sufdur and Sibnurain Cluztlevjjee.
THIS was a suit for 6 biggahs of dewuttur land, appertaining
to the poajah-baree of Kali Thakoor, situated in mouzah Kalighaut,
in the 24-Pergunnahs; of which the plaintiffs, as shebaets ot Kali
Thakoor, claim the joint possession and management along with
the defendants. ~ They stated, that the land, some generations
who
since, belonged to their ancestor, Ragubindur Chuckerbutty,
inherited them from his maternal-grandmother, and then constituted
adubindur, ancestor of the defendants, Poqjaree ;
his half-brother,
giving him 6 days out of A30 to attend on the Thakoor, and
some land to meet the expenses of the poojahs. That, in- the Ben
gal year I167 B. S., Rajah Huzzooree Mull obtained from Govern
ment a sunnud for the lands, promising to give other lands in lieu
This, however, he did not do : accordingly they and
thereof.
Koonjbeharee resumed possession; and, appointing a joint _q0mash

J
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(543)
ta, made the collections and appropriated the same to the worship
of the Thalcoor. That, in the year- 1203 B. S., the lands were
sold by the sheriff of Calcutta, as the property of one Bolakee
Singh, to realize a sum of money due from him for costs of suit;
that, fearing the evil consequences of these lands falling into the
possession of other parties, they, in conjunction with Koonjbe
haree, purchased them in the name of Ram Chund Mookerjee,
and remained in possession as formerly ; notwithstanding
this,
the father of the defendant Prankishen Holdar,
Koonjbeharee,
Gooroo Purshad, the father of the defendant Anund Chund Holdar,
Bydenath, son of the defendant Buddun Chund Holdar, Goluck
Chundur, the husband of the defendant Musst Radha Munnee,
and Nund Kishore Holdar, in collusion with each other, instituted
a suit in the zillah court against Ram Chund.
The sale was
reversed, on the ground that Rajah Huzzooree Mull had no
right in the lands. This decision, however, was reversed in
appeal, and their possession, in the person of Ram Chund, was
conﬁrmed.
Koonjbeharee and his party, however, brought the
case in appeal before the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut ; and, on the
18th August l8l7, the decision of the provincial court was set
aside. The lands were declared to belong to the Kali Thakoo
raen; but possession was decreed to the appellants and former
occupants, with reservation of the rights of other shebaets, who
might, by the customs of the endowment, be entitled to share in
In execu
the management of the property appertaining thereto.
tion of this decree, Nund Kishore and others took possession of
the lands on the lst Phalgoon I224 B. S., to their prejudice, and
have since appropriated the rents to their own purposes.
This suit was therefore brought by the appellants, on l0th
September l827, for the purpose stated in the outset.
The defendants (respondents) state, that before Huzzooree Mull
got temporary possession of the land, it was held by their ances
tor alone. That Huzzooree Mull, not having fulﬁlled the condi
tions under which he obtained possession of the land, Gooroo
‘Purshad Holdar, father of Anund Chund Holdar, and Koonjbeharee
Holdar, father of Prankishen, and Mohesh Chundur Holclar resum
ed possession in H78 B. S., and continued, as heretofore, to ap
That, on 15th
propriate the rents to the worship of the Thakoor.
June 1790 A. D., Musst Saut Coomaree, the wife of Raee
Singh Sahebzada, the gooroo of Huzzooree Mull, entered a suit
for possession of the lands against Gooroo Purshad and Koonj
beharee, stating that they had been given to her husband by
Huzzooree Mull ; that this suit was dismissed on the 30th May

A. D.
That, in the year 1796 A. D., Mr. Rabban, a barrister of the
Supreme Court, caused the land in question to be sold by the
1792

J
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(644)
‘sheriff, to realize a sum of money due from one Bolakee Singh,
when it was purchased by Ram Chund Mookerjee, whom the
plaintiffs assert to have been their agent, and to have purchased
the property for them.
That they petitioned the Sudder Court against the sale; and, on
the 19th January I796, an order was passed that Ram Chund should
not have possession till the rights of the parties should be ascer
That Ram Chund then entered a suit against the sheriff‘,
tained.
for the refund of the purchase money, which suit was dismissed on
the ground that Ram Chund was not the real purchaser.
That, in
1803, Ram Chund having collected the sum of 200 rupees from
the shopkeepers on the land, they petitioned the court at Hooghly,
and were referred to a regular suit.
That Ram Chund abstained
for a time from interference with the property ; but, having sub
sequently made another attempt to dispossess them, they peti
tioned the court of 24-Pergunnahs, when Ram Chund was prohi
bited from further interference. This order, however, was reversed
by the court of appeal, and Ram Chund put in possession.
That they appealed to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, and were
Accordingly Gooroo Purshad, K0onj
referred to a regular suit.
beharee, and Nund Kishore did institute a suit against Ram
Chund, under Regulation 4, 1793, which reulted in their
favor. This decision was reversed in the provincial court of
appeal ; but, on a further appeal to the Sudder Dewanny Adaw
lut, the zillah court’s decision was aﬁirmed on 18th August 1817,
with the reservation indicated in the plaint ; since when they (the
respondents) have been in quiet possession. That, in the proceed
ings in the regular suit, their and their ancestor’s possession, for
a period of 30 or 40 years, was clearly established.
This case was disposed of by Mr. Cracroft, oliiciating judge of
the 24-Pergunnahs, on 22d May I837, who dismissed the claim,
on the ground that the plaintiffs had not been able to produce any
evidence whatever in support of it. That, on the contrary, the
proceedings in the several cases, from 1790 to ]8l7, showed that
the defendants and their ancestors were the parties sued and
suing; and that neither the plaintiffs, nor their ancestors, ever
took any share in the pending litigation, nor any steps whatever
to preserve their rights as joint sharers with the defendants.
That, if in possession in 1796, when the property was sold by
the sheriff, as asserted by them, it was quite incredible they should
have allowed the sale to take place, and go to the expense of pur
Finally, that these proceedings
chasing their own property.
establish the possession of the defendants and their ancestors from
a very remote period; and that it is not the custom for all the
shebaets to have joint possession of, and management in all the
lands belonging to the endowment : on the contrary, itis admitted

__

e..i_1»_»__..___

-

M

-

a-

---

‘;a"""1

by both parties, that they respectively
funds arising from which

Thakoor, in which the other party
whatever.

‘$23

After

other lands, the
worship of Kali
exercises no interference
hold

are appropriated to the

I

a careful consideration of the record,I concur fully in the
accordingly

propriety of the decision of the lower court, which
aﬂirm, with all costs against the appellants.

-in

Tma 30m

Dmcsmaaa
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PRESENT

J.

1847.

:

QQQ

,._

(645)

A. F. HAWKINS, ESQ-,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No. 589 or

1847.

the matter of the petition of Dewan Ramnath Singh, ﬁled in
on the l5th September I847, praying for the admission
Court
this
of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. W. T. Trotter, acting
judge of Shahabad, under date the 22d June 1847; aﬁirming that
of Syud Munowur Ali, principal sudder ameen of Shahabad, under

is

date- the Tth December 1846, in the case of Dewan Ramnath
Singh, plaintiif, versus Musst. Ameer-o-nissa Begum and others,
defendants.
It hereby certiﬁed that the said application
granted on the
following grounds :—
suit instituted to set aside certain measurement
This was
of
the
oﬂicers. ‘The adjustment of the boundary
survey
papers
between the villages of the plai'ntiﬁ' and defendants, had been made
the putwarees of both villages; but the plain
on papers signed
tiff alleged, that the papers had been changed before the ﬁnal
decision of the surveying oﬂicers.
The principal sudder ameen and oﬂiciating judge, proceeding on
the faith of the measurement papers, dismissed the plaint.
Now,
as the plaintiff sued to set aside these very papers, he should have
been allowed to enter into proof of the allegationsiof his plaint, to
the effect, that the papers had been changed, and that the decision
of the surveying oﬂicers had been erroneously passed on papers,
Which, was believed, the putwaree of the plaintiﬁ"s own village had
As this does not appear from the
acknowledged to be correct.
decisions to have been done, admit the appeal; and, annulling the
decrees of the lower courts, direct that the case be again placed on,
the ﬁle of the principal sudder ameen, with instructions to him to
proceed in the manner above indicated.

I

it

by

a

is

!
»
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IN

(646)
THE 30TH Dncummn
Pnnsmwr:

1847.

.

W. B. JACKSON, ESQ.,

Jones.

TEMPORARY

CASE No. 245 or l846.
Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge

April 27th, 1846.

BRIJ KISHWUR SEIN,
A

of Backergunge,

-

APPELLANT,

(DEFENDANT,)

versus

E. K. HUME, Rusronnmrr,
Wukeels of A_ppellant——Gholam

(PLA1N'r1FF.)

Sufdur and Gobind

Chundur

Mookerjee.
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Wukeel of Res-pondent—-G.

S. Judge.

Turs is a claim for 1,028 rupees, 12 annas, l pie, arrears of rent
of mouzah Manikpore, from Jeyt l246to Bysakh 1247.
On the 27th April l846, the judge gave an award in favor of
plaintiff for rupees 852, 3 annas, 2 pies ; observing that the sum
claimed in the case was the remainder of rent due from the estate,
after deducting the portion of rent already awarded in a 811111
mary suit. A regular suit had been brought for reduction of the
jumma by the defendant of this case ; and the decision of the
On the
present case rested entirely on the success of that suit.
2d April I846, the judge dismised the claim in that suit, and the
present suit was decided accordingly.
A special appeal was presented to this Court from the decision
of 2d April 1846 ; and the present regular appeal has been brought
from the judge’s decision on the claim for rent.
The wukeels of the parties having attended this day, stated
that the petition for admission of special appeal had been refused
by Mr. C. Tucker ; that, consequently, the appeal in the present
case could not stand.
Ordered, therefore, that the decision of the judge, of the 27th
April l846, be aﬂirmed. Costs to be paid by appellant.

647

(

)

THE 30'ru Dncsmnsa I847.
PRESENT:
'

R. H. RATTRAY and
A. DICK, EsQas.,

Junoss.
W. B. JACKSON, Esq.,
°
Tsuronanv Jones.
CASE No.

168

or

1847.

Appeal from a decree passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Shahabad, Munowur Ali Khan, January 30th, 1847.

Regular

BABOO BHUGWAN

LAL

SAHOO, (APPELLANT,) PLAINTIFF,
versus
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BABOO KOONWUR. SINGH, (REsPoNma:N'r,) DEFENDANT.
Wukeels of Appellant——J. G. Waller and Ameer Ali.
Wukeels of Respondent—Gh0lam Sufdur and Gholam Ahmud Khan.

Tms suit was instituted by appellant, on the 4th September 1845,
to recover from respondent Company’s rupees 39,500, principal
money; and Company’s rupees 5,793, interest on the same to 25th
August l845; together Company’s rupees 45,293-5-3; in virtue
of a bond, bearing date the 5th June 1844.
that the bond was for money lent and
_The plaint sets forth,
paid to respondent; and that it was accompanied by an ikrarna
meh, executed on the same date, by which respondent bound him
self to pay the amount in Assar 1251 Fuslee ; or, in failure beyond
one week, to assign the talook of Singhee and other lands, for
the liquidation of the debt from the usufruct: if that should prove
insufﬁcient, or the assignment be withheld, appellant to have the
power of suing and selling the property, in satisfaction of the
That both the bond and ikrarnameh were signed, attested,
debt.
and registered; and that the terms of the engagement not having
been fulﬁlled, the present action has been brought to recover the
money thus furnished to respondent.
The answer states, that there was a prior bond for rupees 4,449-8,
which was brought into the account; and which, with rupees
10,929-4, received in cash, was all that was ever paid by appellant
of the amount now demanded by him. That the remainder,
rupees 24,121-4, was introduced under the following circumstan

~?—
(643)
ces. Cheedee Lal, a person in the employ of appellant, brought to
respondent a necklace of precious stones, which he represented as
worth 25,000 rupees, and which he desired him to take (with many
assurances, which -need not be here repeated) in lieu of the money
promised; that respondent took the necklace, which turned out to
be of inferior value; that he did not purchase the necklace from
Munnee Lal, and never wrote to Munnee Lal, and never paid the
sum in question to Munnee Lal by an order on appellant, as stated,
'
and attempted to be, proved by the latter.

The reply denies the truth of the story of ‘Cheedee Lal having
taken and imposed the necklace upon respondent, and asserts
that he (respondent) owed the sum mentioned to Munnee Lal, and
paid the debt by an order on appellant ; that this was acknowledged
by respondent himself, whose receipt for the money was registered
with the other papers connected with the transaction; that the
principal sudder ameen was cognizant of the facts stated, and
should not have tried the case.
,

For the preceding remark

on the principal sudder ameen, appel
ﬁned
200
rupees, and his two wukeels 50 rupees each,
yvas
the
ﬁnes
since
but
have
been remitted,
by an order, summarily pass
0
y
a
of
this
Court.
ed, by
judge
had
the
necklace
The
sudder
ameen
valued in his
.
principal
court ; and adding the estimate of the appraisers (6,680 rupees)
to the sums acknowledged by respondent, to have been received
by him, passed a decree in favor of appellant for Company’s
rupees 25,294-0-6: the necklace being conditionally a part of the
award, in lieu of the sum it was valued at.
Against this judgment, the appeal now before the Court was
preferred.
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lant

We ﬁnd, that of the money mentioned in the bond, rupees 10,929-4,
was paid in cash to the borrower, and that he was debited with
rupees 4,449-8, on account of an old debt; that, in lieu of the re
maining portion of the sum agreed to be advanced by appellant,
viz., rupees 24,121-4,‘ a necklace of precious stones (or liar) was
delivered to respondent; and that this article was produced before
the principal sudder ameen, and in hispresence valued by compe
It is true, that the seller of the
tent appraisers at rupees 6,680.
necklace is represented as a third party, whose receipt for the full
sum of rupees 24,l2l-4 is ﬁled; as is a tunkawah (or order) for
the payment, bearing the signature of respondent, and addressed to
appellant; but we are not satisﬁed that the 24,121 rupees, 4 annas
was ever actually paid. In the receipt for this sum, it is stated that
the sale took place through the mediation of ‘appellant, who lent
the money; we therefore consider him to have been a party to the
sale, and, in fact, in lieu of paying the sum of 24,121 rupees, 4 annas,

(649)
to have delivered to respondent an article of jewellery worth only
We therefore consider the claim of appellant to be
good only for the following sums :—

6,680 rupees.

Cash paid, ...................... .. Rs.
Old debt, ...................... .. ,,
Necklace, (value of) .........
,,

i

10,929
4,449
6,680

4
8
0

Total,. . . 22,058

12

_i-__.

B

d
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is

it,

That portion of the principal sudder ameen’s decree, which
directs that appellant be allowed to receive back the necklace,
should he prefer
the decree
appears to be objectionable:
it;
therefore modiﬁed
that
of
and
we award to
regards
portion
the
sum
of
with
interest
at 12 per
22,058-12,
appellant
rupees
cent. per annum, from the date of the bond to the date of this
judgment, and interest on both from the latter to the date of pay
ment, at the same rate, with costs chargeable to appellant.

.
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